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PREFACE

TO THOMAS CHAPLIN, M.D.

FORMERLY OP JERUSALEM

MY DEAR CHAPLIN,

Since this book was suggested by you, and since many of its pages

were inspired by your teaching, I beg in all gratitude to inscribe to you

the volume, such as it is a poor outcome of much listening and to

own that if there is any good thing in it, that good thing must be

acknowledged as due to you. There is no one who knows better than

you, not only the actual daily life of the People, the laws, and tho

manners, and the views, and the prejudices the greatness and the

littleness of Sephardim and Askcnaziin but also the possibilities, the

aspirations, and the hopes of this ancient race. Above all, the intense

humanity which abides in all their hearts.

I have endeavoured in the following pages to show something of

these possibilities, of these aspirations, and of this humanity. The

recent advance of the Jews in Western Europe, the way in which they

are stepping to the front in every branch that can occupy the human

intellect, must before long force upon the world a new consideration of

the Law which they have so faithfully followed. It may be that some

of our present difficulties will find a solution in these Ordinances,

which many of those who receive and study the Bible as wholly

inspired continue to treat at the same time with contempt and

neglect.

I remain, dear Chaplin,

Yours very sincerely,

WALTER BESANT.
FROGNAL END : August 1893.
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THE REBEL QUEEN

PROLOGUE

THE SLAVE OF MAN

1 1 EXPECTED you, Emanuel. 1

The girl she was little more who was seated at the
window turned her head quietly, and spoke with the appear-
ance of calm, but her cheek flushed crimson and her hands
trembled.

The clock was striking ten when her visitor opened the

door of the drawing-room and stood in the doorway unan-
nounced. He was quite a young man not more than

twenty-five but he seemed older, by reason of his grave and

thoughtful expression and his deep-set eyes. Looking at his

dress, one might have set him down as a young working
man

;
he wore a loose square jacket the kind of jacket that

is sometimes affected by young clergymen as well as working
men ; he had no gloves, and his boots were serviceable rather

than neat. Yet one does not see in many young working
men features so fine, eyes so steady, or a face so strong.
Moreover, the ordinary working man very seldom shows a

beard so long and silky as that which adorned this young
man. He was an extremely handsome man, tall and well-

proportioned, with the beauty of an Arab rather than that of

an Anglo-Saxon. Such a type would be impossible in a

young man of English descent. When in your walks abroad

you pass such a young man you marvel, even considering the

Unexpectedness of the streets : then, if you are a person of

travel and information, you begin to think of a street in a

B
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Spanish city narrow, with lofty houses, windows with bal-

conies, women leaning over the balconies, bits of bright colour

in the hangings, old coats -of-arms carved on the fronts, and

people down below showing just such faces. Then the word

Sephardim comes back to your memory. This face, you say,

belongs to the Children of the Dispersion : they were in Spain

long before the legions of Titus completed the National Scat-

tering; they are of the ancient people, whose lineage is so

long that, compared with them, the Bourbons are mushrooms,
and the Hapsburgs are of yesterday.

In this face was something of the eagle, the nose was
narrow and slightly aquiline, the nostrils were finely cut and

delicate, the eyes keen and clear, deep-set, under straight and
well-marked eyebrows, and in colour blue as the finest steel

of Damascus
;
the lips were firm, the mouth finely curved

;

there was a rich deep colouring of the, cheek; the forehead

was broad and white, the clustering hair was chestnut
;
the

sun had touched that face with a glow which lingered on it.

Surely the Rabbi Akiba, or Gamaliel, or even Onkelos himself,
must have had such a face. Surely this was the face which

belonged to the illustrious M&ccabcean house. Surely this

was the face at sight of which Joshua's enemies turned and
fled. Such a face is best seen with a turban and a long
flowing robe of silk, beneath which hangs by a crimson sash
the scimitar : then such a face might serve for a portrait of

Mohammed. Or, if you give it a kufeeyeh, and clothe the

figure in a sheepskin, tied round the waist with a leather belt,
it may serve for the Prophet Elisha when he was still young
and had just received the cloak of his Master and Forerunner.
Such a face, with such an expression, and accompanied or set

off by a modern English dress, not of very grand appearance,
seems incongruous, yet it is always striking and always
handsome.

The girl to repeat, she was little more half rose from
her chair

;
she was sitting at the other end of the long room

at an open window looking out upon a West-End square ;
it

was June, and the fragrance of lime-blossoms filled the room.
She half rose and sank back, her colour changing to white ;

she gasped ;
she caught her breath.

The man still stood in the doorway, silent. His colour
did not change ;

his eyes showed no other emotion than that of

steady purpose, a self-governed look which was always in them.
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Then the girl mastered herself.
' I expected you,' she repeated.

' You said that you
would come back after a year ;

that you would give me a year
to consider.'

' You have had a year, and I have returned
;

it is a year
this evening since we parted, and a year and a month since

\ve were married.'
' I am ready to talk with you, Emanuel.'
She rose, swept back the long train of her evening dress

with a practised hand, like a princess on the stage, and
advanced to meet him. He closed the door, and wralked into

the room. About the middle of the floor both stopped, as if

they were two sovereigns meeting on opposite sides of the

frontier. There was no greeting, there was no kiss of man
and wife, there was no hand -grasp. They were man and
wife parted, as yet unreconciled. They stood face to face

with three feet of carpet between them : they stood in silence

for a space. The man's eyes were steady, commanding ;
the

woman beneath his gaze quailed for a moment. But she

recovered immediately, and returned his look defiant, rebel-

lious. The attitude of the pair, the eyes of the man and of

the woman, revealed the situation without a word. There
was the man who would be Master, there was the woman
who refused to obey. That was all. Yet it was a situation

which demanded many words.

She was quite young, not more than two-ard twenty ;
she

was dressed for the evening as few women of her age dare to

dress. It was, to begin with, the dress of a grande dame
;

now it is only a grande dame de par le monde, so accepted by
the world, who can venture, at twenty-two, to wear a dress

which asserts position, claims authority, and commands

respect. The ordinary girl of that age, even though she is a

princess or a Parisian, is generally content to look lovely ;

she does not care about anything else. Bank and authority

belong to the forties, the fifties, the sixties. At twenty-two,
even when one is married, and, therefore, presumably, no

longer desires admiration, to be beautiful is enough. Appa-

rently it was not enough for this girl. Perhaps she had a

reason for magnificence on this night ;
she was dressed suit-

ably. It was a great occasion it was a turning point. In

such a crimson velvet, with such lace, with such rubies and

pearls, with such gold chains, a Queen might be dressed
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say, perhaps, the Queen of a half-civilised state, the Queen of

Armenia, the Queen of Roumania, the Queen of Servia, the

Queen of Abyssinia, the Queen of Candia, Cyprus, or Ehodes.

This woman, by no means a Queen, chose to dress in this

manner first, because she liked magnificence of all kinds,

in dress, in furniture, in art, in carriages, in horses
; next,

because she was born to great wealth, and it was natural to

her to wear things rich and splendid ;
and lastly, because she

hoped to bring her husband to submission by the beauty
which he loved adorned all men love beauty best adorned
as becomes great beauty.

She was dressed like a Queen, she looked like a Queen ;

but it was a Queen defiant, rebellious a Queen going forth

to war.
Her face was, like her husband's, of the Oriental type,

with which of late years we have become somewhat familiar.

Formerly it was rarely seen, except occasionally at the theatre.

Now we see it everywhere in the stalls, at private views, on
the stage, in studios, at concerts, at public functions. There
are as many Oriental as Occidental types. This girl was not

possessed of the almond eyes, black, long, soft, and languish-

ing, which poets used to associate with the East : she could
not be painted as Leila, or the Favourite of the Harem, or

anything of that kind
;
nor was her complexion olive ; nor

had she a mass of black hair. On the contrary, her eyes
were brown, clear and cold and keen

; to-night there was no

languishing in them and no tenderness; her features were

finely, clearly cut, the curve of her lips well defined, her
mouth full, firm even hard her nose somewhat aquiline,
her forehead more square than seems to some consistent with

perfect beauty ;
her hair, brown, abundant, was rolled up and

round her head, confined by a gay ribbon or band in which

gleamed small gold coins
;
her face was pale, but not anaemic

;

it had not that morbid pallor which belongs to low vitality,
and causes healthy men to shudder and turn aside. It was

pale as certain artful hues of satin are pale, with a faint touch
of colour to lend it warmth. Moreover, this evening there

lay on either cheek a red and flaming spot.
' You are my husband,' she said.

' I am, I suppose,
Madame, or Mistress, or the Sefiora Elveda. I must wear

my husband's name. I am the wife of Emanuel Elveda,
scholar, chemist, philosopher, man of many ideas.

1
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1 1 am your husband, Isabel.'
1 Emanuel Elveda,' she went on,

'
is a man of ancient

lineage, as well as a man of intellect. His ancestry is far

more ancient than that of any Christian family, even the

Bourbons, can boast. In Spain his people pretended for

generations to conform to the modern faith
; they were

ennobled. He is the Conde Elveda if he chooses to bear the

title ;
but when I met my husband he was plain Emanuel

Elveda. His family had lost their lands and their wealth
;

they had abandoned their rank
; they had returned openly to

their old faith. He was poor and proud.'
* I am still your husband, Isabel,' he repeated.
' I have said this, Emanuel, to show that I recognise your

great qualities. This makes my rebellion the more daring,
does it not ? You remind me that you are still my husband ?

Does that mean still that you demand my submission ?
'

' It does.'
1 Then if I still refuse ?

'

' A wife is not a servant or a slave.'
' If you make her a slave, what matter for a name \

'

' If you are my wife, obey your husband.'
' I have reflected, as you wished me to do. I hoped that

you would also reflect and come back open to reason. My
position is exactly the same as it was last year : my opinions
are the same : my resolution is unaltered.'

1 And mine.'
* Will you give me a bill of divorce ?

'

I will not.'
' You have right by the law of our People, if not by the

law of the land. When did the law of the land override the

law of our People ? You may divorce your wife, because you
are a man and she is a woman, for any cause that you please,
or for no cause

;
a notary will draw up the bill of divorce, the

Eabbis will witness it. There is good and sufficient cause.

Let me go.'
* I will not let you go.'
4 Emanuel !

'

she joined her hands and spoke earnestly
1
if you ever loved me, or thought you loved me, by the

memory of that time let me go. I will never, never, never

again be your wife or any man's wife. Henceforth I will be

free. Give me that is give yourself freedom
; say to me in

the language of the People and in the words of the Law :

"
I
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put thee away, I dismiss and divorce tbee ; from this time

thou art in thine own power ;
thou mayest be married to any

other man whom thou pleasest ;
let no man hinder thee in

any name from this day forward and for ever, and Lo ! thou

art free to any man." '

1 No I will not seek a hill of divorce.'
' I am grieved on your account, Emanuel. All your life

you will be bound to a woman who will refuse to live with

you and to take care of you. Yet you want a wife more than
most men, because you are helpless in many things. Take

pity on yourself and release yourself.'
1

No, you are my wife ;
I am your husband. I will not

surrender my wife, even though she repudiate her husband
all her life. I will not cast upon her name the shadow and
odium of a divorce.'

The wife sighed.
* I have done my best, Emanuel. It is

for your sake that I ask it. For my own, as I go my own way
henceforth, I am indifferent.'

' Is there more to say ?
'

1 No and yet we are going to part again. Perhaps we
shall never meet again. You will hear of me, probably, as

doing things you do not approve. There are certain things
that I would say before you go things that that well, I

would that you should think of me as kindly as you can.

Believe me, Emanuel, if there was any man whom I could

own as lord and master it is you. Believe me, no other man
will win love from me '

' I believe it. You are Isabel.'

She sat down, taking a chair beside her near the frontier.

He took another. There was still the space of three feet

between them : the chairs faced opposite ways, and they sat

one looking east and the other west. The wife turned her

head and rested it upon her hand
;
but the husband sat with-

out looking round. Perhaps, in spite of his fixed purpose he
feared to look too long upon her face.

1

Woman, in your eyes,' she began,
'
is an inferior

creature.'
' She fills her place in the Divine Order

;
she can fill no

other place ;
if she tries there follow discords, rebellions, evils

of all lands.'
' Oh ! Divine Order Divine Order !

'

she repeated im-

patiently.
* But what else could I expect ? It is the old, old
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jargon the jargon of the Eabbis. When shall we have done
with it ? When will you step outside of it, Emanuel you
a wise man you a scholar you a genius you when
will you step out of the darkness ?

'

He shook his head. * The light,' he said,
*
lies along the

path following the Divine Order.'
1 My former friend my pretended Master it is nothing

to me what the men of old said. I own nothing but the

present ;
I see nothing but what is around me ; I follow

nothing but the way pointed out by living men. Go back to

your dead past, if you will. Leave me to the actual present.'

Again he shook his head. '
It is the way of blindness,' he

said.
' When we parted last,' she went on,

' we had little time
for explanation. You insisted

;
I refused. You still insisted ;

I refused with rage and with bitter words. I have repented
of those words, Emanuel, but not of the refusal which you
call discord and rebellion. That was too sacred a thing to be

profaned by any hard words. But I was a rebel, and rebels

are too often intemperate in speech and action. Besides, you
angered me with your calm, cold words,

"
Obey your hus-

band," you said.
"
Obey your husband," you repeated. I

would not obey my husband, but to tell you of my resolution

my rebellion was harder than you would think possible.

Forgive those words, Emanuel.'
' Does the sky ask to be forgiven for its sudden storms ?

There needs no forgiveness,'
*

Because, I suppose, a woman's words are worth so little,'

she replied with a laugh.
' A wise man, a learned man, like

you, why should you regard any quick words of mine ?

Nevertheless, the refusal, I say, cost me more than you would
think, if a woman's emotions are worth thinking about.'

* A woman's emotions ? All the world hangs daily upon
a woman's emotions, Frankly, Isabel, your words are long
since forgiven. Truly, I understood that before you you
of your great and noble heart could say such things you
must have been very deeply moved. That is gone and for-

gotten. Let us go on. You have more to say before we part

again.'
' 1 should like you to understand, if you can. The weak

point in such men as you is that you wrap yourself up in

you; cloak of tradition of superstition of so-called cer-
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tainty and refuse to listen. You are like the Catholic priest

who says,
" We have the Truth Absolute," and so refuses so

much as to reason on things. In fact, beyond certainty one

cannot go/
* That is so. Some things are certain for instance, the

relations of the Woman to the Man.'
' You make it still harder for me to confess or to ex-

plain my position. However, you know how a girl of our

People is brought up. When she is bom there are no re-

joicings. No one hopes or expects anything of her. She
steals into the world in silence. When her brother is born

there are great rejoicings, even in the poorest house. When
the boy arrives at thirteen years and a half he is called a Son
of the Commandment, and is required to observe the six

hundred and thirteen precepts which form the Law. What
has the girl to learn ?

'

' She learns to bless the Sabbath bread ; she lights the

candles on the eve of the Sabbath, and repeats the prayer.
These are all her duties.'

' This is the Divine Order, in short that the men shall

learn everything, do everything, and be responsible. For the

woman '

' There is obedience. This is the whole of the Law for

Woman.'
' So I was brought up I, with my intellect, my gifts

the heiress of this great fortune. I saw, being a girl of per-

ception, that everything desirable goes to Man the wealth,
the honours, the position, the authority, the learning. At
first I acquiesced. My women told me that it was so, and
could not be otherwise. If things cannot be otherwise, it is

foolish to repine. I saw from my infancy all the women
submissive and unquestioning all meek and obedient ser-

vants to the men. It could not be otherwise, of course. To
be the slaves of such men as one sees oh ! horrible ! So,
I say, I made no inquiry into the matter at all. Among our

People religion orders this submission. Presently, I went
into the outer world, where there was a freer air. I heard

things said which made me think. There were girls who
proposed independence as their right ;

there were some who
had gained their independence. There were whispers, mur-
murs

;
at last voices with clear utterances. And I found that

there had been women were still women who could do all
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that men could do ay ! as well. I myself have done as well
as any man of my own age, and better far better than
most. What is this new thing in the world ? Nothing short
of the great discovery that, given the pick of women, they can
meet on equal terms the pick of men : yes, in any science, m
scholarship, in anything not requiring your strength of mus-
cle, the woman is as good as the man. I claim no superiority,
as others do equality alone satisfies me.'

' Yet it is not so.'
' Why ?

'

1 First of all, because the Divine Order say, if you please,
Nature has ruled it otherwise.'

1

Again
'

with a gesture of impatience
' the Divine

Order ! Now, listen. I looked about me, I considered, and
I discovered that women are everywhere able to do work

equal to that of the man and even better. They make any-
thing they try to make

; they write novels, poems, books
;
the

magazines are filled with essays and papers written by women ;

the shops are kept by women : look at the administration of

business houses by Frenchwomen ! There are women
artists

'

1 All this,' said her husband,
'
is quite true.'

'

Actresses, musicians in a word, this very generation

effectually gives the lie, once for all, to the inferiority of

women.'
' You think so ?

'

' I think so. What Nature disproves when the experiment
is once made can no longer be maintained as a theory.'

' That is true. Has Nature disproved what the experience
of the ages proves ? One or two girls have passed examina-
tions as well as the boys. They have even shown promise.
Where is the performance ? Where is the reversal of Nature's

laws ? Where is still the leading ?
'

' I say no more about it. You wrap yourself in your cloak

of the Truth Absolute. Let me go on. It was more difficult

for me than for other women to clear my mind of superstition.
We are always Orientals. It is almost an instinct with us to

believe that woman is not only lower than man, but that she

ought to be married it is a shame for her not to be married.

Unfortunately, while I had emancipated myself from the

doctrine of inferiority, I had not thrown off the supposed

necessity for marriage, I therefore looked about for a hus-
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band, a fit mate for myself. I would have no money-maker :

my own fortune was enough for a dozen families ;
I would

not have an artist, because the artistic temperament is

capricious. I wanted for my husband a scholar, a man of

broad views, a man of generous instincts. I was still more
limited in my choice because I would not marry outside the

People. I found you.'
*

Yes,' said her husband,
'

you found me.'
I That you were poor ;

that you would never make any
money ;

that you were a man of books
;
that you would never

go into society ; that you would have none of the ordinary
ambitions mattered nothing. I thought that you would go

your way and that I should go mine. Perhaps our ways
would lie together, side by side. Perhaps they would lie

apart. I thought that a man of your powers would at once

accept the position and concede equality .'

* You should have put it forward as a condition of mar-

riage before, not after.'
I 1 ought to have done so. I was wrong.'
* You would have found many men, I dare say, ignoble

enough to take your hand on that or any other condition.'
' I trusted too much to my reasoning powers too much to

your liberal mind.'
' Examinations cannot change the laws of nature. Man

is Master.'
* Let us talk no more, then.' She rose they both rose ;

they faced each other again. ;
The man's face was hard and

fixed
;
the woman's, softer now, her eyes suffused with tears.

'

Emanuel, one word more, and then, if you choose, then

you can leave me.'
'

Say that word.'
' I think that we may still be happy. Let there be no

question as to mastery or of submission between us at all.

The house will be managed without your advice: you can

pursue your own studies in your own way. Leave me to my
own way. Let me stand beside you unquestioned. Let me
follow my own path, whether I climb beside you or above

you, or whether I sink below you. Leave me free to act, free

to speak, free to come and go as I please, as my reason and
the purpose of my life may lead me. Hush ! Don't speak
yet one moment ! You know that I shall do nothing to bring

any shade of dishonour upon your name, which will be an
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honoured name. Oh ! There is no other man in the world
to whom I would humble myself so far as this. But for

you Emanuel ! Look round you. This great house is

yours ;
these servants are yours ;

the library is yours every-

thing is yours. I am your your equal. You shall sit in

peace to work and meditate, with no care for your daily bread.

We will walk together side by side. We will take counsel

together. To be able to carry out your work, does not that

tempt you ? Only leave me leave me free !

'

'

No,' he said,
' that is no marriage where the wife is

suffered to go free. It is dishonour for the husband it is

disgraceful for the wife.'

She sighed again. The man was inflexible. Had he but
turned his head, had he but lifted his eyes, had he made the

slightest gesture, she might have yielded to him. For in her
heart she owned him for her Master ; he was her Master in

will, her Master in intellect, her Master in strength and pur-

pose ;
in nobility and in generosity she had proved him her

own Master. In one thing only she was his equal in her

pride.
He waited. Had she anything more to say ?
I You must go, then, Emanuel,' she said sadly.

l You
will go out to your own life. I cannot bear to think that you
may possibly be in want while I am so rich so rich.'

I 1 shall not starve.'
' I know that you would die rather than take money from

me
; but, Emanuel, if you should be sick and suffering

'

' There are hospitals, and there are our own People.'
' Not mine any longer. I give them up with my husband ;

I renounce the People, I belong to them no longer. Your old

traditions, your jumble and jargon of ceremonies and super-
stitions, I will follow no longer. I throw them off !

' With a
fine gesture she renounced her People and her religion.

He shook his head. ' You cannot renounce your People.

Any other man or woman may renounce his race and enter

another nation : you cannot. None of us may renounce our

People : on our faces there is a mark set the seal of the
Lord by which we know each other and are known by the
world. Your People you can no more change them than

you can shake off that seal and sign.'
' You cannot, I suppose, make me obey the law ?

'

'No, I cannot. Farewell, Isabel still my wife. Live
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out your life in your own way. I shall not interfere. You
will make many acquaintances but no friends. The only
friends of life are those of childhood. As we are born so we
live. You will lead a life of intellectual luxury, a life without
love or children

'

she smiled but he did not observe it
' a

joyless, loveless, childless, friendless life. When you are

tired of it, send for me and I will return to you.'
He turned, and slowly walked out of the room.
When the door closed, his wife threw out her arms : it

might have been a gesture of appeal, or of weakness, or of

wrath, or of impatience, or of all four. In spite of her boasted

equality she was beaten : the man would concede nothing to

her, not even her own freedom : he would make no com-

promise, he was going back to the world of poverty, he would
work with his own hands : she knew his pride and his firm-

ness ; he would be Master or nothing.
She, for her part, would live in splendour and great

wealth : while he But she would be his equal, or she
would not be his wife.

She went out of the drawing-room and looked over the
stairs into the hall below.

Her husband walked slowly down the stairs and across

the hall, turning his head neither to the right nor to the left.

He opened the street door and went out, shutting it behind him.
The wife sighed again. When she turned she found a

little old woman not really very old, but she looked very
old with brown skin and wrinkled face, beside her.

'

Melkah,' she said,
' I am beautiful, am I not ?

'

* There is no woman in the world so beautiful.'
' And I am dressed as a beautiful woman should ?

f

1 The Queen of Sheba could not be better dressed.'
' He is made of stone, Melkah. I put on my best to wel-

come and to move him. If ever I was attractive in the eyes
of man it was to-night. I looked in the glass and saw that
I was very beautiful. I thought that his stubborn will would
give way at sight of this my beauty. Oh ! I am ashamed,
because I hoped to conquer not through my reason or for

the justice of my case, but through his weakness. But he
has no weakness. He loved me once

;
he is a man made for

love. If I had been the king's favourite decking myself out

by order of the king I could not have looked more beautiful.

But he is made of stone, His eyes never softened, his
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never flushed
; yet I know him, I know him. Oh, at a word,

if I had but spoken that word if I had but yielded there

would have been softening enough. It is not that he now
scorns what once he loved. Oh ! no no no I am not

jealous of Emanuel. No other woman could ever be to him
what I have been. No no I am not jealous.'

1 Yet man is man,' said the old woman. ' And he is your
husband.'

' If not even my beauty could move him oh ! I know
wealth, ease, luxury have no charms for him. You cannot

tempt him with the common things. And I humiliated my-
self in trying the only thing the weapon of every woman
my own beauty. I paraded myself before his eyes. I am
ashamed, Melkah.'

' If a woman cannot persuade by sweet looks and sweet

voice, how shall she prevail ? And he is your husband.'
'

No, Melkah, he is my husband no more. He would be
Master that or nothing. Master ! my Master mine !

'

She laughed bitterly.
' I am to obey him in all things ;

to

ask his will ;
to beg his permission. He would be Master or

nothing. Then let him be nothing. Let him return to the

poverty where I found him. My Master ? mine ? No,
Melkah, no !

'

1 Yet he is a man. And it is the nature of a man to be
Master.'

'
It is best that we should part. There shall be no ques-

tion who is Master of myself.'
4

Nay,' said the old woman, ' a wife is best with her hus-

band. He is the Master : woman must obey. It is so written.

We are so made. It is the Lord's own doing.'
There fell upon their ears the sound of an infant's cry

-

it is a feeble cry, but it can be heard over the whole of a great
house.

1 The child, Melkah, the child ! Oh ! I did not tell him
I took care not to tell him. He does not know that he has a

child, a child of the submissive sex, the obedient sex. He
never shall know. A loveless, childless, joyless life he said I

should lead. Shall I ? He does not know
;
he never shall

know. Let us run to the child, Melkah. I come, my sweet !

'

She cried aloud, as if the infant of three months could under-

stand, but mothers are so, 'I come, my darling! Mother
comes I

'
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II

UNDER THE LAMPLIGHT

SEVENTEEN YEAES LATER

AT the open window of a room on the entresol of the Grand

Hotel, Charing Cross, sat a girl. Over her head she had

thrown a wrap of some warm, soft, white stuff, and she

leaned her head out of the window, looking down upon the

street, and upon the people in the street. The time was

eleven in the evening, when the many theatres of the Strand

turn out their congregations and the stream of life is at its

fullest. It was, moreover, a night in June, in the height of

the season. London was full
;
the crowds of the streets were

made up of Londoners proper, English visitors from the coun-

try, Americans by the thousand, Gauls, Teutons, Muscovites,

Cappadocians, Greeks, and Mesopotamians yea, from the

Isles and from far Cathay, from China and Malay and Mela-

nesia; for all mankind in June rejoices to acknowledge that

London is Queen of the cities of the world.

The people streamed along the pavement below the girl

at the window : omnibuses drove up at the corner ;
the

people fought for places ;
the incense of their cigarettes and

cigars and pipes ascended to the entresol yea, even as high
as the first floor : the girl watched and listened as they passed
her. In the broad road beyond the pavement the hansom
cabs flashed meteoric lights as they drove rapidly along.

'

Mother,' said the girl she spoke English perfectly, but

with a slightly foreign accent '

this is wonderful. We have

never seen anything like this in all our travels. Oh, this is

London ! Oh, it is London ! It is my own birthplace ! Oh,
what crowds ! Oh, what a wealth of life ! This is better

than the parks that we saw this afternoon ;
better than the

.broad, silent squares ;
better even than the streets, with the

lovely shops.'
The elder lady she was not much more than forty put

down the book she was reading, rose and stood beside her

daughter. Together they looked down upon this full and

flowing stream.
'

Yes,' said the mother,
*
it is a wonderful crowd. There

is nothing so wonderful as London in all the world ; nothing
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so pleasant, if it were not for the detestable climate. We
have kept the best to the last, dear. Shall you be pleased to

settle down after all our wandering ?
'

' I don't know. I remember nothing but wandering. I

think I like changing the towns. Of course, hotels are alike

everywhere, but the language outside is different.'
' We will give up the hotels and settle down in a house of

our own.'
' Hadn't we better stay in a hotel, mother ? You see, we

know our way about in a hotel, and everything is done for us.

In a house we should have to think of things for ourselves.

Suppose the waiting went wrong ?
'

* We will have a housekeeper, my dear. She will provide
for us. Don't be afraid of the waiting. Yes, it is a truly
wonderful crowd

;
I think it is growing thicker. That is, I

suppose, bacause the theatres are emptying.'
' I should like to stay here and to look at the crowd every

night. Oh, what a crowd it is ! The people cannot move
;

they are all jammed up together. See, they are quite good-
humoured they laugh and sing ! Now the pressure is

relieved
; they go on again. I wonder who they are all of

them, so many thousands every one of them the centre of

the whole world, just as important to himself as I am. Isn't

that wonderful to think of ? As many girls in the world, so

many Francescas.'
4 With a difference, my child. With a difference.'
1 1 wonder who they are,' she repeated.

'

Every one with
his life behind and his life before ! Look at the gleaming
lights in the road : look at the rows of lamps ! And, oh !

look again at the crowd the endless crowd ! Who are they ?

What do they think about ?
'

' The mystery of the crowd lies only in your own brain,
Francesca. These people are mostly quite common folk-

prosaic, uninteresting.'
* Oh ! But here and there a poet, mother there must be

here and there a young poet, his mind fired with the crowd
or a young musician, or a young painter.'

'Perhaps. Mostly clerks, shop-girls, shopmen, students,

going home after the theatre. Some of them are visitors like

ourselves, people who are staying at hotels. Most of them
are people who live in London and have to work for their

daily bread. In the evening they are free : in the day-time
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they are bondsmen. They must work or they would
starve.'

'

Strange ! To work or starve ! It seems so terrible !

'

' It is not terrible, because it is the common lot. What
all alike endure is never intolerable. Besides, they say that

the common lot is growing slowly better. We who are

wealthy and need not work share the common lot in other

ways. For instance, the common lot is to endure pain and ta

die before our time, because of ignorance. Yet we do not
feel it intolerable. As for these people, they are always
removed from starvation by a certain number of days
months years for which provision has been made by
saving, l^ou need not pity the crowd, Francesca. Remem-
ber, the many must work for the few. It is the social law :

it cannot be evaded. The many
'

this lady had large pos-
sessions, and was, therefore, perfectly clear on this point
' the many,' she repeated,

' must work for the few. There is

no help for them. They must ! they must !

'

'Do any of the people down below work for us, I

wonder ?
'

*

Very likely in some indirect way. We have money, for

instance, invested in Government securities. The dividends

paid on these have to be raised by taxes. Sometimes it is a
direct tax, more often an indirect tax. People have got to

work in order to pay these taxes first, before they get anything
at all for themselves. So that, you see, all these people down
below are working for us.'

'Don't you feel rather ashamed, mother, sometimes, to
think that people are working for you ?

'

' No. I remember that it is the natural law. One man is

so clever and so industrious that he not only pays his share
of the taxes and gets enough of everything to make himself

comfortable, but he also puts money by and invests it in those

stocks, and so begins to make people work for him. Money
would be of no use if people were not made to work for those
who have it. Never be ashamed of your wealth, Francesca.
Rather rejoice that your forefathers were prudent and wise.' .

The young lady made no answer to this brief lesson in

political economy.
1 We shall never never never,' the matron continued,

' abolish the advantage of being strong. We can protect the
weak by laws and police, but the strong will always trample
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on them in the long run. Originally, when all had to go
hunting for the daily food, the strong man let the weak man
catch the deer and then killed him for it. In course of time
this method was found to be a waste of material. So the

strong man left off killing the weak man, and made a slave of

him instead. Then the slave hunted for his master every

day. The same thing continues to the present day, and

always will continue. Now and then the strong become

weak, and are in their turn enslaved. Most of the people you
see down below are the weak

; consequently, they have to

spend their lives making money for their masters. They
stand at counters and sell things for their masters

; they do
all sorts of things for the money which finds them food and
shelter

; they must do all sorts of things ; they have no choice

but to work or starve ; therefore they are slaves. In this

country they are very cleverly allowed to call themselves free
;

they even boast of their freedom and congratulate themselves

upon the great cleverness they have shown in winning their

freedom
; yet all those who work at another man's bidding

are slaves. Freedom real freedom only exists with those

who have acquired wealth. Servitude can never be abo-

lished.'
* But you are always trying to abolish slavery for women,

mother.'
' I want equal rights for women and for men. The strong

woman must have as much freedom as the strong man : as

much right to exercise her strength, which is strength of

mind, not of body. For the weak woman I ask no more than
is accorded to the weak man. She shall have whatever rights
he has.'

' Yes. It must be dreadful, all the same, to be weak.

There are a great many women in the street. Are they

working women ?
'

* Whatever they are, my dear, they are what the men have
made them, for they are still the slaves of men. What we
would give them by the aid of the stronger woman is some
kind of independence. At present they are, as you say, down
below.'

She returned to her chair. The girl relapsed into silence,

watching, watching. Presently she began again, compelled
to speak of the crowd.

'

Mother, there is no end to the people. Where do they
o
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come from ? Where are they going to ? It is like the march-

past of a great army. There were crowds in Paris, but nothing
like this. Suppose it was the resurrection of all the dead

men and dead women that ever were marching, marching,

marching past, under the moon and in the lamplight. Their

faces would be white like the faces of these people, going on

to meet the new life, whatever it may be. I see the expect-

ancy in their eyes. Some of them are afraid. All are

anxious.'
'

Francesca, you are dreaming.'

'They might be dead, these people; their faces show so

white, they laugh no longer, they are quite grave. They talk

because, you see, when people have been dead
' Francesca ! No more dreams.' But she rose again and

looked out of the window herself.
' Their faces are white

partly because the light that falls upon them makes them
look pale, partly because London people are mostly pale, from

working too hard. The English people differ from all other

people in the world, for they not only work because they
must, but they work because they like it. We are not in

Naples, my daughter, where no one will work if he can help
it, nor in Paris, where most men hate work but in London,
where it is the nature of man to work. He loves it ; he works
with zeal

;
he works himself to death. He is the best worker

in the world that is what makes him look so pale.'
The girl was silent again for a while. Presently she

looked up and said
'

Mother, I have made it out, the tune to which they
tramp along. It is a fine marching air. Listen !

' She sang
a few bars.

' There now listen again. Do you hear it ?

Boom boom boom ! It sounds like a funeral march, too.

Perhaps it is a funeral march. Why not ? They look so sad
and so white. They are burying something, perhaps

'

' You might set words to your march : the midnight march
of Charing Cross the march of the London crowd if you
knew more of the crowd and the people. But I cannot hear

your march, child of imagination. I hear only the tramp of

the boots and the patter of the shoes.'

Francesca began to sing words to the weird, wild tune
she had discovered in the tramp of the crowd :

' We are

marching, we are marching, one and all. We are marching
where we know not, we are meeting what we know not, we
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are passing through the grave to what we know not. We are

marching, we are marching. There is hope, there is hope
within us all. We are marching, we are marching on with

terror, yet with hope.'
' Child ! child ! you are full of fancies. Come in, forget

the crowd, and go to bed.'
1

Presently, mother, presently.' She looked and listened

again.
* Their voices are all fused into one voice. I think I

was wrong about their hope, mother. It is a sad voice.'
' Oh ! my child. When was the voice of humanity ever a

joyful voice ? There is too much pain in life, believe me, too

much suffering.'
Francesca listened again.

'

No, mother, there is hope in

it. Oh ! the voice grows more cheerful. Listen !

'

' I hear not one voice but a hundred.'
1 The crowd grows thinner. Some of the women linger.

The light of the lamps makes their faces wan.'
' You have been in many cities, Francesca. Where have

you seen joyful faces in the women of the crowd ?
'

She left

the window and resumed her chair at the table.
* Wherever we go, mother,' the girl replied, with a little

impatience,
'

you ask me that question.'
*

They never do look happy. Everywhere they live in the

same subjection : with the hardest work and the poorest pay.

Always the slaves of man : they play for his pleasure, make
themselves beautiful for his pleasure, work for his profit and

pleasure. Ask yourself why it is so.'
*

Yes, mother, yes. If there were any good in my asking.
1

'

Still, to get into the habit of questioning is something.
And perhaps an answer may come.'

Francesca shrugged her shoulders and turned to the win-
dow again.

' As for me,' she said,
' what can a girl do ?

'

Her mother made no reply.
In a few moments Francesca drew in her head. ' The

crowd,' she said,
*
is thinning very fast. I have seen enough.

These are the people who must work or starve, but who love
work strange people! To love the penalty of life! They
work for us. What have we done that they should be made
to work for us ? And the women here, as everywhere else^

are oppressed and ill-treated. But we are not we are free.

Is it fair that any should be free ?
'

C2
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She stood before the empty fireplace and played with the

flowers in a vase played in the meaningless way that betrays

uneasy thoughts. These children of fancy have such times.

Francesca was in a questioning mood : the contemplation of

this crowded life excited her. She was ready to protest that

she heard too much of the subjection of women ;
she felt that,

somehow or other, such universal subjects as the true relations

of sex would settle themselves without her assistance ;
a great

crowd such as she had witnessed raised many other thoughts
in her mind.

He,r mother looked at her gravely.
*
Sit down, my dear, and let us talk. You think I am

always dinning into your ears that same story. Don't you
know how they

teach boys grammar and how they teach

children catechism ? By constant repetition. That is why I

am always telling you the same thing.'
' But what can I do, mother ? Does it help only to know

a thing ?
'

* You will be rich. You will be able to make friends. No
prl need remain friendless if she is rich. Oh ! I do not mean
that you are to buy friends and flatterers with money. That
is an old copybook phrase. But a pleasant and a clever girl

Hke you, Francesca
'

the girl blushed : everybody likes to be

called pleasant and clever ' and a pretty girl
'

Francesca

smiled incredulous, and shook her head well, she was bony
just at that age

' a girl who is going to be pretty, naturally
attracts the friendship of other pleasant girls. So that if you
want friends you can command them. Then, if you take up
a cause, you can help it by your wealth as well as by your
personal work. A few women in society, with wealth and

influence, might go far to revolutionise the present conditions.

Perhaps I hope you will feel this subject, some time or

other, so deeply that there will be no choice for you but to

work for it and to live for it. Equality is all I contend for

not superiority, as some women claim but it must be perfect
and absolute equality. A woman must be the absolute equal
of man in all relations of life the absolute equal.'

'I have thoroughly learned that lesson, mother.'

Madame Elveda sat in silence for a few minutes, glancing
at her daughter, who still stood playing with the things on
the mantel- shelf. Then she "began in a low voice, as if talking
to herself :

'

Coming back to London after so many years
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raises many ghosts of the past. It was here that I spent my
honeymoon all my short wedded life. Here you were horn-
when my wedded life was over. Your father never saw you,
Francesca. Shall we talk a little about it ?

'

'Mother' the girl turned quickly 'if it will not pain

you.'
' It pains me less to tell you than to let you go on in igno-

rance. I have never talked much to you about your father ;

nor has Melkah told you much.'
' She told me I was never to pain you by asking about

him.'
' Yes

;
but you are no longer a child. You ought to know.

My dear, we were parted before your birth
;
but not by death.

We parted by mutual consent.'
<

Why, mother ?
'

I You are so like him sometimes, my dear, that I tremble

only to look at you. You have his eyes exactly. Your voice

is so like his that I seem to hear him speaking. Now, Fran-

cesca, learn that there was never in the whole world a better

man, a more tender lover, a nobler man, or a cleverer man.
He seemed to know everything languages, literature, sci-

ence everything. He had a way a magnetic way of com-

pelling you ;
while he talked you were carried out of yourself ;

he made your mind follow his whithersoever he pleased ; he
held you rapt as long as he chose. Why, I remember, even
at the moment when I was sending him away, feeling that if

he only chose, if only he willed, I should tremble and sink at

his feet and give up everything. He knew that he could

compel me, but he gave me he actually gave me out of his

goodness the very freedom that he refused in words. He
might have compelled obedience by a look, and he knew it.

There was never a more wonderful man. Sometimes, when
he spoke of great things, lofty things, I seemed to listen to a

prophet. Never have I met any man so great as Emanuel '

her voice dropped
* Emanuel Elveda.'

' But why, mother, why ?
'

I 1 was always free from the beginning. My father never
exacted obedience. I read all the books about the rights of

women. I thought, when I married, that my husband, a
man of science, would readily fall in with my opinions. I

foolishly thought that reason was stronger than religion. He
was an Oriental in many ways, and when the occasion arose
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he demanded submission. It was a month after our marriage.
I refused. We parted for a year by consent. He returned

more obstinate than ever. To all my arguments he had but

one reply.
"

It is the law of the Lord," he said
;

" the woman
is subject to the man." '

' What did he mean by the law of the Lord ?
'

1 In the sacred book it is so written. My dear, the Orien-

tals Moslem, Jew, or Buddhist all believe that woman must

obey man, by the law of the Lord. The Christian holds the

same belief, but he does not proclaim it quite so clearly. He
will not, however, suffer women to preach in the churches, or

to become priestesses of his mysteries, or to become lawyers,
or to sit, in Parliament, or to hold office. Some of them, like

the Jews, put the women in a separate part of their churches,
as if they were not worthy to sit with the men

;
and some of

them will not suffer them so much as to sing in the choir.

When religion seems to teach a thing, custom grows up round
it and makes it almost impregnable. In your case, my dear,

you have been left free to find for yourself the religion that

satisfies your soul.'
1 And so you parted.'
1 So we parted. My dear, it drove me nearly mad to

remember afterwards what I had lost. Yet I was right a

hundred times right. To break through the wall of custom
was worth any loss. We parted so. He left me, proud and

unyielding. I have never seen him since. He is dead. Of
that I am certain, or I should long since have heard of him.
He would have made some great discovery. He must be
dead.'

' Poor mother !

'

Francesca had thrown herself upon a

footstool, and was holding her mother's hands.
' When I parted from him I parted from all my people

from all his people from all my friends. I went out alone

into the world with you, child, and with Melkah. I found

peace in wandering, and in observing, and in working. The
world knows now how well I have worked.'

' I am glad you have told me, mother. It explains so

much that I never understood. It brings me closer to the

world.'

When Madame Elveda sent her husband away she carried

into effect her resolution to separate from her own people and
her own religion one of the religions which make of woman
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the inferior of man. This was not difficult. She transferred

the management of her great fortune it consisted chiefly in

receiving dividends from Jewish to Christian hands
;
her

cousins and friends, who were Parisians, and of her own
people, allowed her to leave them unnoticed

;
she had gone

out of the people ;
she took her maid Melkah, the Syrian

Jewess, and her baby, and she went away. She gave up
friends and cousins and everything, and went away. For a

long time nobody heard anything about her. Now, if a cousin

goes away, and stays away, and makes no sign, one ceases to

think about him or to talk about him. In Madame Elveda's

case her great fortune kept her from being altogether for-

gotten ; moreover, rumours reached Paris, where she was
remembered. She was seen at Florence, she was seen at

Venice, she passed a winter at Malaga. They knew that she

was living, and that she had a child. As for her husband, no
one knew what had become of him he was gone.

The people in Paris learned further, from time to time,
that their cousin had become a very dignified and stately

person, most difficult of access, even impossible of access, to

any of her own People. She had left the religion. Pity a
thousand pities that so much money should go away from
the People and the family !

Then the cousins in Paris were startled rather than pleased

by the appearance of a work. It appeared simultaneously in

English, French, German, Italian, and Eussian
;

it was

published at the same time in London, New York, Paris,

Berlin, St. Petersburg, and Rome a bulky volume crammed
with facts and statistics, stories and illustrations. This work
was called * Woman in Western Europe,' and it was written

by Isabel Elveda. The book, although so big and bulky, was

published at an absurdly low price, so that everybody could

get it. Unfortunately, it was too complex : it proved an

encyclopaedia of information on the subject, but was almost as

difficult to read as a blue-book. However, the reputation of

the author was made for life. She had written the book on
this great subject. The position of woman in Europe from
the fourth century to the present time was fully and powerfully
treated what she suffered, how she endured

;
what she suffers

now as wife, as mother, as worker in field and factory, shop
and workroom. It was a terrible book to those who had time

to read it through ; nearly every paper in the world had
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articles upon it, and then people remembered the author and

forgot the book. This is the way of things. You move the

world easily by a faithful presentation of the truth : the world

likes to be moved. Then the world goes on to be moved by
something else. The only thing is to keep on hammering.
Now, in the great question of woman, her work and her pay,
her hours and her treatment, what we fondly call

* interests
'

are concerned. Many a noble income would become slender

if Madame Elveda's doctrines prevailed. Where incomes

must be considered, abstract rights must be neglected. I do

not think that Madame Elveda's book has advanced the cause

of woman's freedom by one single step. The *

interests,' you
see, are colossal and widespread : they range from the great
and powerful manufacturer to the husband of the laundress.

It was very shortly after the appearance of this book that

Madame Elveda returned to England. Her daughter was
now seventeen more Continental in her ways of thinking
than English. The mother wished to complete her child's

education in the country where she was born. She proposed,

by the help of her book, of the cause for which she wrote, and
her great wealth, to take some kind of position in society
and that still apart from her own people. She no longer
called herself a Jewess. She told Francesca what was
doubtless half true that they were Spanish Moors. Some of

the anciently settled Jews of Spain did go over with the Moors.

They were Spanish Moors.
'

Good-night, child,' said the mother. ' You have seen

enough to-day, and you have heard enough. Your eyes are

too bright. Good-night ! and sleep long and well.'

When she was left alone, she drew out a letter, which she

opened and read. ' For twenty years
'

the letter was from
her agent 'the money settled upon your husband on your
marriage has been paid to the London bank. I have recently
learned that not a single cheque has ever been presented. Is

he alive ? If not, why do you have this money continued ?

Of course, fifty thousand francs a year is nothing to you ;
but

why pay the money needlessly ? And why not cause inquiries
to be made ? If he is dead, why not ascertain the fact ?

'

' He is dead/ she murmured. ' He must be dead long
since. Else he would have done some great thing : his name
would long since be noised abroad over the whole world. Yet
the money must be paid until we know.'
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In her own room, Francesca obediently went to bed. But
her brain was excited : she could not sleep. The revelation

of her mother's history, the great crowd of people, excited her
and drove sleep away. She rolled her head upon the pillow ;

she opened her eyes in the dark room to chase away the

thoughts that were like spectres. At last she sprang out of

bed and pulled back the curtains to let in the light from the

lamps below. Then she put a wrapper over her head and

shoulders, and opened the window softly and looked out

again.
It was past one o'clock. The crowd had all gone. Now

and then a man walked quickly along, now and then a police-
man with heavy footfall passed under the windows

;
there

were no more hansoms, no more omnibuses. The air was
cool and fresh Francesca shivered and drew her wrapper
closer. Two women passed along under her window; they
were talking, they stopped below the lamplight. Francesca
leaned out, listening. One of them seemed to be comforting
the other. Why did they not go home like all the rest?

Then one broke into sobs. She wept aloud she threw up her

arms. She cried
'

Oh, my GOD ! I am so miserable 1

'

Francesca put out her head further.
4 Why are you miserable ?

'

she cried.

The two below clutched each other by the hand. It was
like a voice from the skies.

' Why are we miserable ?
'

they echoed.
1 Are you unjustly treated ? Come to-morrow and see my

mother. Shall I give you some money ?
'

The two girls below looked up.
'
It's it's a young lady,'

one cried.
' She is looking out of window.' Then they ran

away as fast as they could. Francesca did not, therefore,
learn why they were so miserable.

Now no one was left in the street at all. Why was this

woman crying in her misery ? The girl lay down again, left

the window open, and returned to her bed, where she lay till

the sky was red with the morning thinking, thinking. All the

things that her mother had told her, all that were written in

her mother's book, crowded tumultuously into her head.
When at length she went to sleep a long procession drifted

before her eyes a procession of women.
When she awoke in the morning, that weeping woman
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in cbr llie lamplight came back to her. She was the woman
ni all wonnn the woman of Paris, the woman of Rome, the

wo -nan oi Naples, the woman of Berlin, the woman of Vienna
she stood for all. She threw up her arms in the name of

all the women
;
she cried aloud,

'

Oh, my GOD ! I am so

miserable !

'

At breakfast she appeared with pale cheeks and eyes red

with watching.
'

Mother,' she said, 'let us go back to what we said last

night. If I wished, you said, I might do something. Well
if I wished if I wished you wished, and you made a great
sacrifice. But I don't know if I could do that but if I

wished what could I do?' She was nervous and shaken.

She hardly understood what she said.

Her mother kissed her and answered lightly. To answer

seriously would have done no good. Enough that the girl

was moved.
4 What can you do, my dear ? You can first take a cup of

tea. We talked too much last night. You were excited with

everything. As for what you can do, if you wish well you
are as yet too young to do anything. You are a young lady,
not yet come out of the hands of your tutors and teachers.'

So Francesca sat down and took some tea, and brake

bread, and was comforted. Her mother went on talking of

things indifferent.
4 You must be " finished

"
as they say. You know that a

modern girl is a very fine work of art. No Greek statue can

compare with a modern girl. Think of what she knows !

Two or three languages, music, painting, good or bad. She
can write verses, perhaps novels, perhaps ;

she has manners
;

she can dress, which is in itself a fine art
;
she is able to talk

^bout most things intelligently ; nowadays she has a little

science. The elementary woman body and brain is the

lay figure on which all this superstructure is built ;
it is

completely hidden away and forgotten : no human being was
ever so far from primitive man as the modern girl. The

original girl is lost forgotten. When I think of the thing, I

am amazed that we can so transform a woman. Well, my
dear, you are getting on : when you are turned out, finished,

you will then wish, choose, act, think, and work as you please.
You will have for nothing, my dear, all the freedom for which
I have paid so much.'



CHAPTER I

THE GKAND KEFUSAL

MADAME ELVEDA'S drawing-roomone of the very largest

drawing-rooms in one of the very largest houses in Cromwell
Road lent itself admirably to that amusement which is

always delightful to the performers, and occasionally to the

spectators the amateur drama. It consisted of one big room
and one not so big. The latter made an admirable stage ;

the

former an excellent auditorium.

This evening there was a performance, but the big room
was empty save for Madame Elveda, who sat alone and looked
on. She was herself at once audience, stage manager, and
critic.

The play was written by her daughter, who also played
the principal part. It was called 'The Rebel Queen,' and
was a play in three short acts. At this house a play very
often filled up part of the evening, but never the whole of it

a practice which greatly increased the popularity of the house.

The reason is obvious. In society everybody especially

every girl would like to play the principal part all the even-

ing through, and when one has to sit and look on at other

girls playing, one might just as well be in the stalls at once.

But this was only a full-dress rehearsal.

The curtain drawn aside showed an interior a room one
end of a large room. Along the sides were pillars of marble

;

between the pillars were curtains or hangings of white, green,
and blue silk, fastened with purple cords

;
the pavement was

of marble, white, blue, red, and black in patterns ; the back
of the room was partly open to what seemed an extensive

garden (Madame Elveda 's conservatory), and partly hung
with the silk curtains. These gently waved and swayed, as

if moved by the evening breeze, and there was wafted into the

auditorium (the large drawing-room) a heavy, languid per-

fume, breathing rest and happy dreams and thoughts of love.
' A room in the Harem ! Vashti's own room in the Palace

of Shushan Vashti, the Queen and favourite of Ahasuerus,
who reigns from India even to ^Ethiopia. Very good/ said
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the audience, reading from a type-written copy of the play.
' Push back the pillars a little so. Get all the effect you can
of breadth and length that is much better. The Palace of

Shushan gave the Queen large and airy rooms. The fragrance
was a very happy thought, Francesca. What is it ?

'

'Jessamine and orange-blossom,' Francesca made reply
from the couch on which she was lying ;

' I will add some

stephanotis for the evening. It must be a heavy fragrance

languid intoxicating.
*

This couch, which lay across the room at the end, was the

only piece of furniture. It was of white marble, but it was

piled with cushions or pillows of silk. A lion's skin lay over

the lower part, the head and fore-legs hanging down. There
was a lion's skin on the floor, and there were other silken

eushions lying about. A guitar or mandoline stood in a
corner. The time was evening, and the moonlight lay upon
the palms and orange-trees outside. A hanging lamp threw
a soft coloured light over the room; there was not light

enough to read by, nor was there light enough to work by ;

but in the Queen's room at evening no one wanted either to

read or to work. There was light enough to see the Queen's

beauty : light enough for talking singing dancing. What
more light can one want ?

1 The shade over the lamp is too modern,' said the audience.
' You must have a lamp yet ... I wonder what they used
to do in Assyria for lamp-shades ?

'

' We will have coloured glass,' Francesca replied.
' No

one knows how ancient glass is.'

'

Very well and no one will inquire, I dare say. Stand

up, girls. Let me see your dresses. Yes, very good indeed
;

you look really as if you had stepped straight out of the

British Museum. Capital ! Now go back to your positions.
Y yes. Could not the grouping remember, you are the

Queen's handmaidens be improved a little? Do not turn

your heads in this direction at all you must have eyes for

nothing but the Queen. While Melkah continues her story

you must convey the impression that you are watching the

Queen as well as listening to the story. Clara, my dear, you
are going to sing. Take the lute and touch it gently from
time to time : that shows you are thinking of your own duties

;

and, besides, a note of music now and then sets off the voices.

Shall you have the dance to-night ?
'
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'Everything,' said Francesca. 'This is our last chance of

improving the thing.'
*

Very well, dear. Now we will go on, if you please.'
On the couch piled with cushions lay a girl Francesca

Elveda herself not sleeping, but dreamily, with eyes half

opened. She lay upon her side, her head upon her arm. She
was young one could see so much in the soft light perhaps
twenty. A light silk robe covered her from head to foot

;
her

figure, outlined beneath it, was partly shown by the moon-

light which fell upon the lower part of the couch. Her eyes,
which were soft, glowed and gleamed in the warm red lamp-
light. This was Queen Vashti, in whose beauty the King
delighted. At her head stood a girl with a large feather fan.

Half a dozen girls they were the Queen's handmaidens lay
or sat about the room in various attitudes the hardness of

the pavement being mitigated by the cushions. One leaned

against the pillar, another sat in Oriental fashion, a third lay

prone, a fourth pillowed her head in the lap of the first, one
took the mandoline, and, as the audience had suggested,
touched the strings from time to time. And a little old

woman, wrinkled multitudinously, sat in the midst and told a

story, while all listened. But, either because they were bad

actors, or because they were anxious not to lose the least

movement of their mistress, or because they were supposed to

know the story already, they listened carelessly. The last

theory best explains their indifference, because the Oriental

storyteller's repertoire, though extensive, is well known to

Oriental listeners. No new story is ever invented. All the

stories turned upon love
; upon terrible Jinns, who frightened

nobody, and upon the wonderful good fortune that transformed
a simple girl in the seraglio into the favourite of the King.

However, the old woman went on, chanting in a shrill

monotone, just as the modern Arab reads his Koran.
1

So,' she said,
' when the Jinn found that he was caught,

and could in no way escape unless he promised to obey the

two girls who had trapped him, he consented. " Tell me," he

said,
" what you would have." Then the first girl replied,

" I

would have love the love of the greatest king that lives I

would be Queen of the Harem
;
I would have slaves and cham-

berlains, and a crown of gold, and silk robes, and bangles and

chains, and " "
Enough," said the Jinn

;

"
all this I can

get
for both of you." But the other shook her head. " I
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desire," she said,
"
to be the slave of no man. Let me, alone

among women, be free." " That also can be done," said the

Jinn. So he sware by the Holy Name, and they let him out.

And he was a righteous Jinn, who feared the Holy Name, and,

therefore, he kept his promise, and it happened unto these

two maidens as he promised, so that they obtained what they
desired. To one came love. She was desired by a king as

great as King Ahasuerus, whose empire is from India even

unto ^Ethiopia. And the King delighted in her beauty, and

gave her slaves to wait upon her, and chamberlains to guard
her, and handmaidens to watch over her beauty, and robes

broidered with gold and pearls, and gleaming with diamonds-
she became just such a Queen as Vashti herself.' Here Vashti

shook her head impatiently.
' And the days passed by, and,

while other women grew old and lost their beauty, this Queen
remained young, and grew always day by day more beautiful.

So faithful was that Jinn.
' But the other girl she who desired freedom, which is a

madness in woman also obtained her desire. When the Jinn

left her she returned home. And lo! her beauty departed
from hor

;
therefore she wras not given in marriage, and she

was scorned by the women and despised by the men. So she

lived apart and alone, and became a wise woman. All

diseases she could cause or cure
; they sought her from every

harem
;
men feared her

;
she could compel rain for the thirsty

land, or keep it off
;
the serpents obeyed her, and the lion lay

down before her. But she was alone, and no man ever loved

her.'
' But she was free,' said Vashti. ' She was free. Which

was happier, the slave of love, or the free woman ?
'

'

Nay/ the old woman replied ;

' the free woman was like

the first wife of the first man, of whom the Jews relate that

she would not obey her husband, wherefore she was driven

forth, and is now a she-devil, and the companion of Jinns, and

rages against the children of the woman who took her place,
because they should have been her children had she been
submissive.'

The girls sat up and stretched themselves. The history
moved them not. They knew it all beforehand, yet, like

children, they wanted to hear it over and over again. As for

themselves, they had no adventures
; nothing ever happened to

the maidens of the harem
; they had no choice and no chance;
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the King would not delight in them
; they languished in the

soft airs of the house set in the midst of gardens ; they were
loveless and childless, they were slaves who waited on the

Queen. Perhaps they still hoped, long after the thing was

hopeless, to find favour in the King's sight.
Vashti raised herhead again.

* The woman who was free,' she

said, dreamily ;

' the woman who was free. Strange ! To be

free ! Melkah, the Syrian, have you no more stories to tell

me of the woman who was free ? I am sick of the woman
who submits and is a slave. We are all slaves. Yes yes I

know
;

it is our lot and yet
1 1 have none such, Queen ! Except this story of the

woman who was a witch, and the story of the First Wife, who
disobeyed the King, and is now an evil spirit, there are no
stories of women who are free. Women cannot be free

; they

obey those who fight for them. He who fights is Lord. So
have the gods ordained

;
so is it best for us.'

'

Sing to me,' said Vashti, lying back again, and closing
her eyes.

Then the maiden whom Madame Elveda had called Clara

stood up, holding the mandoline, and sang to it, playing a soft

and gentle air, a song of the seraglio in praise of the King's
favourite :

Lo ! she cometh, bright as break of day ;

Fair as crescent moon, she cometh forth:

Queen of him whom all the lands obey
Yea, from East to West and South to North.

In a garden, walled and fenced round,
Lo ! the fountain sealed, the living well.

Where the spices linger is she found,
There she lieth, where the roses dwell.

Trees of frankincense and spices sweet,
Palm and calamus and trellised vine,

Play their shifting shadows round her feet,

Make for her a fair and fitting shrine.

Lilies lift for her their petals red,

Grapes in purple clusters wait for her
;

Where she steps her maidens strew and spread

Fragrance of the myrtle and the myrrh.
' thou fairest !

'

boughs and leaves and trees*
4 tho'u fairest !

'

fruit and flowers sing ;

' thou fairest !

'

sighs the lovesick breeze

In the fenced garden of the King.
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In the last verse all the girls took up the words,

' thou

fairest !

'

in a kind of chorus to the single voice singing
*

Boughs and leaves and trees,' and in the last line they all

sang together :

In the fenced garden of the King.

* A garden a garden enclosed is the King's Favourite,'

said Melkah, the storyteller.
' A spring shut up, a fountain

sealed ;
she is a fountain of gardens, a well of living waters

and streams from Lebanon. Thus sayeth the wise King, the

great King, he who wrote the Song of Songs. He loved

much, but this song he wrote for the woman he loved the

most.'

The Queen paid no heed to the song or to the singer, or to

the flatteries of the old woman. She lay, head on hand,

gazing straight before her, her eyes like two stars gleaming in

the lamplight.
The singer laid down the mandoline, and waited for a

word of approval. None came. She sat down again, and all

were silent, watching their mistress.

Then the Queen caught her breath quickly, and lifted her

head
'

Sing to me : dance to me. Drive my thoughts away
from me !

'

she cried.

Two of the maidens sprang to their feet, and, taking
hands, began to dance. It was a dance of posture and atti-

tude slow, graceful, quiet: the girl who played the man-
doline touched it gently, as if the dance were a song and as if

she were playing an accompaniment.
The Queen looked on, but carelessly. The dance had no

power to distract her thoughts.- . When they had danced for

five minutes she waved her hand and the dancers ceased.

Vashti threw off the silken coverlet, and sprang impa-
tiently to her feet.

She was taller than the average, much taller : a mass of

brown hair was coiled about her head, but her eyes were blue,
a dark, deep blue : her complexion was white, with a touch of

colour in the cheek not the English ruddy touch, but the

glow under the skin of the South ;
she was dressed in some

silken stuff that sparkled in the lamplight with gold thread
and precious stones, her bare arms were laden with gold
bracelets, round her ankles lay bangles and rings of gold, her
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fingers were covered with rings, round her neck lay more

gold chains, gold thread gleamed in her hair. She was all

gold. She threw up her arms with an impatient gesture,
and stepped down the stage. Her maidens rose and stood

waiting.
1 Oh !

'

she cried.
' All day every day flowers and fruit,

love-songs, stories of Jinns, dancing, and obedience nothing
else. I am weary I

'

Said Melkah, the old woman :

' Does the Queen call jewels
and gold and embroidery nothing ? She who is the King's
Favourite has the whole world. Is that nothing ?

'

' That free woman, Melkah, she whom no man desired,
she who lived alone and was wise, and could command the
rain what is my empire compared with hers ? Flowers and
fruit, love-songs, stories of Jinns, dancing, fine robes, that is

all there is nothing more.'

Melkah laughed.
' What more does the world contain ?

Let the Queen have patience. She has all there is to have.

When youth and beauty vanish, these vanish too. Let the

Queen rejoice in her youth and beauty.'
Outside there arose a mighty shouting with the blare of

trumpets.
'
It is the King who feasts,' said Melkah. ' All the

Princes of the Empire are with him. This is the seventh

night of the great feast. The King's heart is glad within
him. The Princes drink the King's wine in vessels of gold.

May the King live for ever ! Life and youth and strength,
fruit and wine, and the flesh of lamb and antelope, and the

singing girls and the dancing girls, and the love of his

Favourite. What is there to ask for more? Is the King
weary of the things for which all men pray and none but

kings can enjoy in full? Be contented, Queen, with what
contents the King.'

The shouting continued. Never before had the King's
revelries been so loud. But it was the last night, and on the

morrow the Princes would depart each to his own country.
The Queen listened. *

They are hot with wine/ she said.
*

They will drink more. Then they will not know what they
do or say. Yet, they command, and the world must obey.'

Then there were voices heard outside and steps, and the
curtain was drawn aside and a burly fat negro appeared. He
bowed down to the ground before the Queen.

D
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1

Speak, Harbona,' said Vashti.
' The King hath spoken. He hath said,

" Call my Cham-
berlains, those who serve in my Palace, bid them summon
Vashti the Queen. Place the crown of gold upon her head,
and bring her forth so that the Princes, my friends, and the

people yea, all the people may behold her beauty, and learn

what manner of woman is she in whom the King delighteth."
Thus saith the King.'

Vashti flushed suddenly, and her cheek as suddenly changed
to white. '

Say those words again/ she ordered. '

It may be

that I have not heard aright.'
The slave repeated them, concluding again with the words,

1 Thus saith the King.'
1 Is the King drunk ? Is the King foolish with wine that

he should order this thing ?
'

asked Vashti, stamping her foot

on the floor.
' Have I angered the King that he should put

me to this shame ? Am I a woman of the people one who
is not ashamed to lift her veil to every stranger ? Am I a

woman of the Bazaar ? Am I lower than the lowest of my
own handmaidens ?

'

Replied the slave,
' Thus and thus saith the King.'

' Go !

'

cried Vashti. ' Tell the King that I will not do
this thing ! I will not obey him to my shame !

'

'

Nay,' replied the slave.
' But thus saith the King. On

my head be it.'

1

Thy head, slave ? What care I for thy head ?
'

*

It may be,' said Melkah all the girls were now grouped
frightened round the Queen 'it may be that the King jests.
Go back, Harbona say that Vashti the Queen asks if this is

in very truth the King's pleasure, or if the King jests. Go !

'

* Go !

'

said Vashti, her eyes flashing.
' Go ! Ask not if

the King jests a sorry jest it were but say that Vashti the

Queen will not obey him in this thing. Go !

'

The slave turned and departed.
All of them listened. There was no shouting the revellers

were strangely silent.
'

They are waiting,' said the old woman, for the Queen.
They are hungry for the beauty of the Queen.'

Everything remained silent.

Then Vashti began to take off her braveries. She un-
twisted the gold thread which kept up her hair, so that it fell

all around her like a garment ; she took off her necklaces,
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bracelets, bangles, and rings ; she took off the splendid robe,
and stood before them in a garb simple as that of her own
handmaidens.

*

Sisters,' she said, .' I am no longer Vashti the Queen, I

am Vashti the handmaid
; Vashti the servant

; Vashti dis-

graced and despised. But I have not shown my face oh !

the shame of it at the King's feast before the eyes of all

those men.'

The girls said nothing : they were too frightened for

speech.
'

Melkah,' said Vashti,
' that woman who was free. Tell

me more of the woman who was free.'

The curtains closed. The first act was finished. Then
the actresses pushed through the curtains and came running
into the larger room.

'

Well, mother ?
'

asked Francesca, pushing back her long
hair. ' How does it go so far ?

'

'Very well. Don't rush it. Your dance should have
been prolonged, and in the song I would use that trick of all

the voices together for the first verse as well as the last.

"Lo! she cometh," first and third line. Your dresses are

very pretty, my children, and the dialogue is not too long. I

congratulate you, Francesca, on the first act of your first play.
Now let us have up the curtain for the second act.'

Francesca and the other girl went behind the curtain.

The rest all sat in front and increased the audience.

When the curtain was drawn aside the second time it

showed a small room with a divan running along one side of

it and little other furniture except a shelf on which stood a

row of phials. An earthen pitcher of water was in a corner :

the divan was covered with cushions
;

it was lighted by a

window, over which hung a rough canvas, which kept out the

light as well as the sun
;
an open doorway, also partly hung

with canvas, opened upon a low verandah of thatch resting
on two poles. Beyond the verandah was the crowded Bazaar;
one heard, or seemed to hear, the confused murmur of bar-

gains the low voices of those who offered and the shrill tones

of those who refused. This was the house of Melkah, the

wise woman of Syria, who told stories and sold charms, and
cured sick people, and had many secrets, and was in great
demand in harems.

D2
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Within the room Melkah herself lay huddled up in a cor-

ner of the divan and leaning against the door-post was the

tall figure of a younger woman, veiled, though there were
no men present and it was a woman's room.

1
It is five years,' said this figure, and the audience started,

because it was the unmistakable voice of Vashti clear

musical distinct
*

five years, Melkah, since I fled from the

Palace and sought refuge here. Better death if I am taken
death in its worst form than to be the servant of my suc-

cessor. I found shelter with thee in this cottage near the

desert, where our only danger is from the lions and the

serpents.'
' Yes ;

it is five years. Does Vashti remember, and
lament the past ?

'

' Not so. Thou hast taught me all thy secrets
; they

have forgotten me in the Palace
;
the King's Chamberlains go

up and down the city, but they lift not a woman's veil. No
one, I think, even in the Palace, would know me now. I am
quite safe. And I am free free free. Why hast thou sent

for me, Melkah ?
'

' Yestreen I was in the Harem and I saw her your
successor, Vashti Esther the Queen.'

' You saw her ? You saw Esther the Queen, in whom the

King delighteth ?
'

said Vashti, slowly.
' She sent for me. She would speak with me secretly.

She knew me for a wise woman, one who could keep secrets

as well as sell charms. " Give me," she said,
*' the secret of

love ;
I would fix the heart of the King." Lo, I would not

understand, and presently she confessed that the King is

wearying of her, and she fears her beauty is waning, and her

power daily declines. So I said to her that I was a wise
woman truly, but not so wise as another whom I knew

; that
this was a great matter, and beyond me, but if she would come
to this poor house, alone, she should see the other wise
woman.'

1 She will come here to see me Esther the Queen to

see me !

'

'

Vashti, now is the hour of revenge. Give her that which
will dry up her beauty suddenly in a single day so that she
shall become old and withered even as I myself, Melkah the

Syrian, who once was young and fair. This is thine hour,
Vashti !'
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'Nay. But revenge why should I take revenge upon
this woman ? She is a slave : I am free. She would be still

a slave : I would still be free. Let her come/
Even as she spoke, a company of half-a-dozen Nubian

slaves, guarding two or three women closely veiled, stopped at

the house, and, leaving her attendants under the verandah,
one woman raised the curtain and entered the dingy room.

Vashti dropped the canvas quite across the door. Then the

three women were alone. Vashti lifted her own veil. Her
face was thinner than when she was the King's Favourite.

She had stained it a light brown, so that she looked like a

Hindoo woman, but she was taller than the women of that

country. There were no gold ornaments on her neck or on
her arms, which were also stained like the face.

The newcomer looked about her timidly. In the dim light
ehe made out Melkah, but who was the other ?

* Is this your wise woman, Melkah ?
'

she asked.

*I am the wise woman,' Vashti replied in a voice of

authority.
'You are young. I thought all wise women were old.

When one is old
'

She shuddered.
' It may be that I am older than I look. It may be that

the bones of my husband lie buried with those of your great-

grandfather, Queen.'
' You know me, then ? But Melkah has told you. Yes.

I am that that woman whom all the world calls happy. I

am Esther the Queen. Alas ! and my lord the King wearies

of my beauty.'
' Your beauty fades, the King grows weary of your

charms, your power is departing. What do you look for?

She who reigns only by virtue of her beauty is thrust from
the throne when that departs. You are the Queen of a year
or two. Then you must fain come down. You thought you
would reign for ever, then you why ?

'

1

No, no. Yet a little longer a year or two longer only
a year or two longer. It is not much to ask. After that, let

me mik back into a corner of the Palace, and live neglected
and die forgotten.'

' You are of the Jewish race
; they love power more than

other people. It is dear to you that you can persuade the King
to anything. They come to you with petitions, and you say,

"Wait, wait. What the King's Favourite can do I can do."
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Then they praise your goodness. Oh ! I know. Let me see this

face that has gained favour with the King above all other

women of his Empire, such favour that it can overthrow great
lords and save the lives of doomed people. Lift thy veil,

Esther the Queen.'
Esther who was the girl called Clara obeyed. It was

as if bright sunshine suddenly fell upon that dark room and
lit up every corner of it. And at the sight of that face Vashti
turned pale and trembled. For she saw and acknowledged
her beauty. As for herself, she was now cold, imperious, and

proud. This woman was fair and gentle, soft and tender

smiles played about her lips and lay in her soft and tender

eyes. Her cheek was touched with a rosy red, a maiden
blush a childish blush. Her fair hair was lolled up on her

lovely head.
' Can you help me ?

'

asked Esther.
' Wait. Let me look at you. Let me think. There

were other fair women in the Palace. Vashti she who was

Queen, she who refused to be shown to the Princes, she who
disappeared was slain, one thinks she was said to be beau-

tiful. Men change their fancy changes from dark to fair.

Why do you complain ? It is the common lot.'
' 1 do not complain. But I have been so happy for five

short years and I love the King. To me he is always kind.

Let him love me a little longer.'
1 Fool ! It is not you that he loves not Esther. It is

your soft face and your soft eyes. Of Esther he knows

nothing. He has never conversed with you. Well, one can-

not keep your face from decay. Melkah will sell you cosmetics
and things to smooth your skin and brighten your eyes.'

'

If it is only my face that the King loves, make him love

that face a little longer.'
'
It is a fair face,' she said, with the coldness of a woman

who recognises and acknowledges the beauty of another
woman. She sees it the thing moves her not

;
but she

acknowledges it.
' I have seen no fairer face even among the

handmaidens of the Harem. It is a fair face
;
but it begins

to fade. There are lines under the eyes : the cheeks grow
thin : youth flies. A few more years, and you will become
like Melkah here.'

The Queen's eyes filled with tears, but she said nothing.
' Take this bottle,' said Vashti, giving her a small flask
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from the shelf.
* Drink a few drops of this. It fires the

blood, and warms the heart, and fills out the cheek. Drink of

this, and for a few hours you shall seem young again. Take

your year or two more. Then all will vanish youth and

beauty, charm and love. Then the corner of the Harem and
oblivion. Better let night and oblivion come at once what
matters an hour more of splendour ?

'

1 No no no let me reign still, if only for an hour

longer. Let me be strong through love a little longer.'
' Take it, then. Go, Queen of another hour !

'

The visitor departed.

'See, Melkah,' said Vashti, 'the woman would still be
loved. She thinks herself strong because she can coax and
wheedle and persuade. Why, so is the worm strong that

works its way through the earth : so is the child strong who
persuades his mother. Strong through love? Nay, but
women are strong through cunning and craft. They turn the

love of their lords to compass their own ends. She strong

through love ? She is but a slave who has a hearing. Only
those women are strong who are free. I am strong. She
who belongs to a man loses all her strength, if ever she had

any. I would be a queen and ruler not a queen and favourite.

I would sit upon a throne, and send this man here and that

man there. I would lead armies. I would raise men to

great dignity and depose princes. All I have admired I would
do. Since I cannot, I sit here in this cottage, and I am a

wise woman. That is something. Thanks to thy instructions,

Melkah, I am a witch. Ah! Hadst thou told me at the

Harem all that I know now, I would have made the King
my slave and been a Queen indeed. He should have crept
after me like a dog like the dog that he is. Well, but I am
a witch. I can tell the future. I can read the past. I can
tell what people think and what they design. Thou hast

made me a witch, good Melkah
; they are famous witches,

those of thy country. Oh ! that is nothing. I am the first

woman in the world who has dared to disobey her lord. I

shall never be forgotten. In the days to come, when the

multitude of men shall swarm round every coast and over all

the isles, the name of Vashti shall be remembered and held
in honour. Vashti, the first to rebel

; Vashti, who refused to

be the slave of man.'
' Yet it is best for a woman to be a wife and a mother,'
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said Melkah, still sticking to principle, though so wise a

woman.
1 Not for all women, good Melkah. There are some who

are born to be free. They will not suffer us yet to do aught
but what they call woman's work that is, the meanest and
the hardest work the spinning and the sewing and the

cleaning. So am I fain to leave the magic arts the wisdom
of the woman and to become a witch. There shall come a

time when the free woman shall essay the wisdom and the

handiwork of man. But I am satisfied I am free I am no

longer the slave of man. The feasts and fruits and flowers,

the love-songs, the gold bracelets, the dances of the Harem
what are all these, Melkah, to the free air which sweeps
across the desert into my cottage beyond the city ? What are

the feasts of the Palace to the herbs of my garden and my
simple food ? What is the happiness of the King's Favourite,
his favourite for an hour, compared with the happiness of

my freedom ? I am free. First of womankind, I have

gained my freedom ! I am free ! First of womankind, I am
free !

'

Vashti threw out her arms
;
her veil, which had been

thrown back like a hood, fell down to her feet
;
her hair fell

with it. Her rich brown tresses fell like a long cloak around
her

;
she pushed back some of them with her left hand. A

ray of white sunlight gleamed suddenly through the coarse

canvas of the window and touched her cheek with colour, and
made her eyes flash like stars. Then Melkah and the cottage

disappeared suddenly ;
in fact, the scenery with the old woman

was suddenly pulled away, and Vashti stood in the centre of

the stage. But not alone. Behind her stood, row behind

row, as if they were countless in numbers there were really
live or six figures of veiled women. You can produce this

effect by two sheets of mirror glass set at an angle. On their

arms were chains, some of gold and some of iron ; but all

carried chains. They stood with bowed heads in silence.

Then they drew nearer and surrounded her and fell upon their

knees, still in silence, still with bowed heads.
1 Ye are women,' said Vashti,

' therefore ye are in chains.

Ye are slaves who are never set free. All other slaves shall

be emancipated : the prisoners of war, the negro slaves, the
slaves of the soil, the slaves of the city ;

the last emancipation
of all shall be the emancipation of woman from man. Mothers
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and foremothers of slaves ! Have patience : the time of free-

dom shall surely some day come.'

Then they tossed their arms so that the chains made
music to their voices as they cried :

* Vashti the Queen !

Vashti the Rebel ! Teach us to be free !

'

And with these words the curtain fell. The play was
ended.

CHAPTEB II

AFTER THE PLAY

THE audience clapped her hands gently. The curtain was

pulled up again, and the ex-Queen stepped forward. The
mothers of all the slaves to come had disappeared chains

and all.
1

Well, mother, how did it go ? Pretty well ?
'

Madame Elveda looked up smiling.
' The actress wants

her praise? The author wants her applause? My dear, I

am not an impartial critic. Yet I really think it went very
well. The last tableau is a little risky, but if you have carried

your audience with you in the first act, that, too, will go. Of

comre, I do not believe that a dull audience would be moved

by the piece at all.'

' There must be some stupid persons present, I suppose.
Yet we do our best to keep the Stupids out.'

4 Let us distinguish, Francesca. There is such a thing as

an audience too clever or too critical. Jealousy is said to be

not unknown even among poets. And there is a stupidity
which admires without understanding. They wr

eep, being
unmoved ; they laugh, not being compelled to laugh, but

because others do. But they admire what they are told to

admire. Always, my dear, try to have a good leaven of the

commonplace. Let there be a few Stupids.'
The next night was that of the performance. The

audience proved appreciative. The Stupids admired and

applauded without being told when the applause should come
in. The others were not poets or dramatists, and therefore

were not made jealous by the success of the piece ;
nor were

they, for the most part, over- critical. And the piece appealed

strongly to the professions, prejudices, faiths, convictions, and
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doctrines of the people present, for they were all disciples of

Emancipation, in whatever form this agreeable doctrine

might be presented. . We are familiar with many forms in

which the Cause is submitted to the world. It has its

political, its educational, its social, its religious side, each

with many branches. I think they were all represented in

this drawing-room. And there were present many young
persons belonging to that large class which is possessed by a

youthful admiration of new things (which are generally the

old things already tried and condemned), and a desire for

change. This disposition is partly due to the restlessness and

impatience of youth, partly to generosity and a sense of jus-
tice. Sometimes it is due to self-seeking, which perceives

opportunities in change.
The players surpassed themselves. Before the crowded

house they acted far better than before the audience of one.

They played which is the great thing as if they really
believed in their parts ; they hovered about the Favourite as

if they loved her
; they wept when she went into disgrace ;

the song and the dance were encored. Then all the maidens

together the black " Chamberlain " was the only man
made up a group of very remarkable beauty. Among the

young men standing at the back might have been heard
words frivolous words such as l

Houri,'
'

Odalisque,'
*

Royal
Mash,'

' Pearl of the Harem,' and so forth. Such a piece

naturally calls forth from the frivolous many pretty, witty,
audacious things that must not be said aloud. But they were
all intended to be complimentary to the attractions of the

company.
Lastly, the piece was mounted with great care and with-

out any regard to the cost of things. The dresses were lovely ;

the scenery well painted ;
the properties very good and the

stage management was professional.

They called for the Queen. The curtain rose and showed
the Queen with her maidens. They called for the author.
But she did not appear.

Madame Elveda rose from her chair. ' The play is over,'
she said.

' The girls have gone to change. We are back

again in the Cromwell Eoad. I hope it has been a pleasing
play.'

She put up her pince-nez and looked around the room.
Yes

;
it had been a pleasing play. Everybody's face showed
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interest ; it is impossible to assume the appearance of interest
;

polite people at private theatricals always try, but seldom

succeed; the difference between assumed interest and the

interest commanded by the play itself is too great to escape
the attention of the most careless. Everybody's face showed

surprise and a little excitement. They had all been dis-

appointed ; they came expecting something feebly fatuous

an amateur play and they had found something strong.
The play over, the curtain down, they turned and began to

murmur detached words to each other, the words which come
first to the uncritical mind before it has been taught what to

say by the Criticaster, who for our happiness is never absent
on any occasion.

Madame Elveda was satisfied : nobody was yawning, no-

body sighed with the relief of the finish. She dropped her

glasses and prepared to talk about it.

'

It was wonderful
' a well-known dramatic critic led off

the congratulations
'

perfectly wonderful. It was a sermon
such as one might expect in the house of such a Leader as

yourself, Madame Elveda. No other house in London could

have presented such a play. And your daughter wonder-
ful ! Her gestures her voice all trained.'

' Girls are all wonderful,' replied the mother,
' so long as

they continue to be amateurs. When they go on the stage

professionally we begin to find out the faults. My daughter
was taught to act, however. She has played a good deal. I

have always held that acting should be taught, like music or

painting or languages, to all girls who have any natural

aptitude.'
' At all events, her masters cannot complain of their pupil.'
Madame Elveda smiled. She was now a stately matron,

handsome still in spite of forty summers : of ampler dimen-
sions than when she made that little arrangement with her

husband : a woman with a dignified manner, which could be

cold and could be gracious. She was dressed much as she

was on that occasion when her husband left her, in a noble

crimson velvet, and she wore a good deal of gold. Was she

not an Oriental? Are not Moors and Arabs, Syrians,

Egyptians, Algerines, Levantines, Turks, all fond of gold
ornaments ?

' But the atmosphere,' continued the critic :

' how was
that contrived ? Across the footlights came the very fra-
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grance the breath of the walled and fenced garden of the

King, the perfumes of the Harem.'
* It was partly in the room before the play began,' said

another man. ' From this room to the fenced garden of the

King is but a step we were prepared for the palace of

Shushan : we were already in the city of Morocco.'

The room, indeed, looked as Oriental in its fittings as one
can expect in a London house. A broad divan ran round two
sides : at the end was a small latticed gallery, reminding one
of Cairo : coloured lamps hung from the ceiling, glass vessels

of strange hue and shape stood about, cushions were strewn

over the divans, there were little tables for coffee, rugs of

curious colours were stretched upon the polished floor, guitars
and mandolines were lying about, tapestry instead of pictures

hung upon the wall, with weapons swords and scimitars and

daggers; there was not even a pianoforte in the room. It

was a room full of colour a room of the Alhambra.
1

Yes,' said Madame Elveda. '
It pleases us to remember

that we are Orientals. What is the good of Eastern blood

unless one can feel oneself sometimes a Moorish woman ?

Francesca made a good Vasliti, because she is herself of the

Mughrebbin the western Arabs a descendant of Ishmael.'
' Or of his half-brother,' murmured that sympathetic

noun of multitude, More-than-One. But we are a polite

people. More-than-One did not give loud utterance to this

epigram.
And then they all began to talk together. The dramatio

critic had struck the note : it was one of rapturous admiration.
The advanced ladies present showed their approval of the

sentiments of the play by using few words, but those were
words of strength. The Truth, they said, cannot possibly be

presented in ways too varied. By their own essays, articles,

pamphlets, lectures, appeals, histories, researches, expositions,

revelations, inquiries, dissections, and teachings, the slavery
of woman had been set forth abundantly, clearly and

strikingly, with force and originality. Let it now be pre-
sented, for those who do not read the Higher Literature, in

dramatic shape. The world which is well known to listen

with eager ears whenever these ladies speak was to be con-

gratulated on the appearance of a woman dramatist. Who
said that woman never could write a play ? This play, per-

haps the best that the century had produced, was actually too
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good for the London stage; one could not conceive of a

company fit to play it, or an audience fit to witness it. Very
strong language, indeed. The comments of the men were

perhaps less hearty ; for, while they spoke very warmly of

the performance, they seemed to receive the teaching of the

piece without enthusiasm. They praised the dresses and the

actresses. As to the doctrine, they said nothing. Yet the

Subjection of the Sex is no new matter of discussion.

In a few minutes the actresses appeared, their eyes bright,
their cheeks flushed with the reception of the play. No
success in the world is more delightful, one is assured, than
success on the stage. Francesca had changed the robes of

the Queen for a white dress, but with touches of colour. Her
rich brown hair was done up again as it had been arranged
for the Queen, rolled up high and kept in place by bands of

very small gold coins. Like all her sisters of the present day,
she was tall of stature

;
but she was not slender ; rather she

possessed a full and well-formed figure. Her forehead was

low, the hair falling down almost to her eyebrows ;
she looked

more beautiful off the stage than on, her blue eyes full of

light, full of imagination ;
features sharp, clear-cut, and

delicate belonged to an ample cheek and a large head ;
a

short upper lip with firm mouth, and a full and rounded chin,
indicated her courage and resolution. She wore her dress

high ;
like her mother, she proclaimed her Oriental origin by

the gold which adorned her gold earrings set with diamonds,
a gold necklace with a jewelled cameo, gold bracelets round
her arms above her elbows, a belt of dead gold confined her

waist. * She looks a Queen still,' murmured an elderly man
to his neighbour,

' more than ever a Queen an Eastern

Queen. Her name is not Vashti the Assyrian, but Dido ihe

Phoenician. I never understood the face of Dido until now.
As now, so then she looked

;
so animated, with eyes so spark-

ling, while ^Bneas told his tale.'

Everybody pressed forward with congratulations and

praises. Francesca received them graciously, smiling with
that lingering queenliness in her manner one cannot assume
and shake off the Queen in a moment which was not unbe-

coming even in this modern guise.

Among those who crowded round her was a young man,
who differed chiefly from other young men of the period

they are terribly like each other in a brighter look and a
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more animated manner. He laughed pleasantly as he spoke

pleasantly and naturally and genially, and his voice was

pleasant.
'

May my humble voice swell the general chorus ?
' he

asked. ' It is a chorus of gratitude and surprise.'
' I prefer the latter,' said Francesca. ' Gratitude is too

soon over, and then conscience whispers to us that it ought
to linger. Now surprise does sometimes linger as a memory.'

' The lingering memory of Vashti the Queen means grati-
tude. We shall all be grateful for the rest of our natural

life. I never saw a harem before, not even in Constantinople.
Most interesting it was. But perhaps I hardly quite caught
the spirit of the thing, if one may criticise

'

'Pray criticise,' Francesca replied, some of the coldness

of the author suddenly appearing.
*

Say it was dreadful

crude everything that is horrid.'
*

Indeed, I shall say nothing of the kind. Why, Francesca,
as if you could write anything horrid ! As if I could say that

anything you wrote was crude !

'

1 Do not flatter, Harold.'

'I would only remark that in my poor opinion Vashti
would have done well to await further developments. In the
record you have followed she does not run away.'

' She is not mentioned again : she vanishes. Perhaps she
lived on in a corner of the harem, disgraced and forgotten ;

perhaps she was murdered, perhaps she ran away. I chose to

make her run away.'
*

Dramatically, you were right. Seriously, Francesca, you
have never shown your power so strongly; there are few
other girls, indeed, who could write such a piece, and still

fewer who could also play the principal part in it. I con-

gratulate you.'
' I was in earnest

;
that was the reason.'

'

Yes, yes.' He smiled. ' I perceived certain influences

between the lines. Yet you can keep your independence, if

you please, Francesca.' He lowered his voice. * And you can
have in addition

'

*

What, Harold ?
'

She lifted her eyes sharply and

meaningly.
'If you please to take it,' he whispered, 'the thing for

which other girls will sometimes surrender even their inde-

pendence in exchange.'
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She turned away abruptly and joined another group.
* This little play is really clever, don't you think, for a girl

of twenty ?
' The question was asked by an elderly gentleman

one of the Stupids whom Francesca would have kept out.
' There were a few touches in it that struck me as perhaps
original, though rather bold.' This kind of criticism always
stamps the Stupid.

'At first sight,' replied the person addressed, a lady no

longer young and well known in the wrorld for her efforts in

the cause of Female Suffrage,
'
it may have the appearance of

originality. But when we consider the mother and when we
think how the girl has been brought up one understands
that she has put into the play nothing more than the ideas

she has learned.'
'

Shakespeare could do no more,' said the Stupid, who had
heard this said more than once.

1 1 believe,' the lady replied, sarcastically,
' that there is a

difference between Shakespeare and Francesca Elveda. What
does she tell us ? What she has learned every day from her
mother. The social system in every age is framed for the

submission of woman : literature is full of it, poetry is full of

it, history is full of it. No other importance is given to

woman than that attached to her beauty. In no church or

creed is she allowed to be priest or preacher : where they rail

off a place and call it holy she must not enter
;
she must not

even sing in the choir
;
the higher education has been hitherto

refused her
; personal freedom is refused her

;
she is kept

under watch and ward all these points are household words
to Francesca. It is very easy for her to put such things in a

play. Besides, we do not know what help she got from her

mother, or from that Mr. Harold Alleyne, whom they en-

courage to hang about. I don't call it fair to any young
man. He may get a peerage, you see and that's the reason.

Mother and daughter are very likely agreed that a coronet

would be very becoming.'

'Humph! I hear they call themselves Moors. But

surely
'

1

They come from the Lord knows where, and the Papa
Elveda was the Lord knows. who. They are Jews look at

the mother as plain as can be written on any face. Hush !

'

She looked up as her hostess approached.
' Dear Madame

Elveda, this has been a great surprise and a great treat. You
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are indeed to be congratulated. Francesca played the part aa

if she meant it.'

' She did mean it. My child, Lady Risinge, has been de-

voted, trained to the cause from infancy. I might myself
have done something for the equality of woman had it not

been for the responsibility of her training. Francesca will, I

trust, supplement my work.'
1 She can never do more than you have done. Your great

work
'

* My book speaks only to those who read it. Francesca,
I hope, will speak in a more attractive way I speak to

hundreds she must speak to thousands. The printed book

plays its part, but there comes a time when the Voice must
be heard. Francesca will be, I trust, the High Priestess of

the Cause.'

She passed on.
4

High Priestess !

'

echoed the lady.
* That slip of a

girl!'
'

Well,' said the Stupid,
' the play was clever, and it was

original. Perhaps, here and there, rather bold rather bold.'
' Oh ! But the girl has had it all drummed into her.'
' What does that matter ? She does make it seem hard

on the women, doesn't she? Bather bold, though rather

bold. But Vashti was a Queen. She could hire nurses.

Ordinary women must look after the babies.'
'

Babies, indeed !

' which ended that lifctle talk.

All the people in the room, some by twos and threes,
some in little groups, took up the theme. Slavery in love ?

The younger men, callow yet (we may hope), and inexperi-
enced in woman's heart and woman's ways, tossed little

ballons d'essai in the air, where they mostly disappeared un-

noticed. The girls who were advanced spoke in general
terms, and laid down abstract propositions, and were very

courageous indeed
; the time was come for perfect equality in

love as in intellect : more than equality for woman they did

not at present claim. The girls who were not advanced list-

ened pensively, and either whispered and murmured to each
other or looked things at each other whispers and looks

alike meant the same thing :

' Oh ! dear no. In actual life

this won't work.' The elder married ladies could not for a

moment admit that love was slavery. On the contrary, they
maintained even to the face of Mr. Henpecked and Mr. Hen-
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pecker who were both in the room that marriage consisted

in perfect equality. The elder men, for the most part, stood
in the outer circle or in the doorways. They had gone beyond
the stage of pure speculation ; they should have stood up
for the actualities. They laughed, however. * It pleases the

girls,' they said, and laughed again. They began sentences

with,
' Once I knew a girl,' or ' There was a woman once,' or

' I remember when I was at Malta.' The rest was confided

to the ear of the listener. The philosopher, after listening to

all, and overhearing the whispers, would have summed up
with the remark that young men expect too much of love ;

that girls fear too much of love
;
and that the elder sort are

for the most part disappointed with love, which is as it should
be in all things human. For there is no favouritism with the

gifts of the gods, but all alike smack of vanity.
* Harold '

the people were all going away, and Francesca
found an opportunity

' I want to talk seriously.'
' When you please, Francesca. The more serious the

better.'
4

It concerns nothing less than our future relations.'
* So I understand.'
1
It will depend upon you whether we are to continue on

the old footing. Friends are not to be made every day,
Harold

;
we have been friends so long

'

' If it only depends upon me
'

' Then will you come say to-morrow morning ? We can
talk seriously. We shall be quite alone.' She spoke as if to

be quite alone with her would be a coldly intellectual treat.
' I will come. We will talk. Good-night, Kebel

Queen 1

'

CHAPTER III

AN EXPECTANT LOVER

Two young men one of them the young man called Harold

Alleyne were sitting late in the club smoking-room.
'

Yes,' said one. ' I don't often go to that kind of thing,
but I confess that I was interested. The performance was

very far above the average of amateur business, and the play
was fresh, and it seemed to suit the place. Everything looked

Oriental, both on and off the stage, except the chairs. It was
E
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like a seraglio without the Sultan. I was afraid he would
find out that we were in his harem. I looked about for the

black man with the bowstring. Moorish people, I think you
said ? Very odd ! I never heard of any Moors in society
before. One might as well expect to meet a dervish. Madame
is a very stately person, standing on a dignity Mauresque-
Jewish, I should have thought, from a certain kind of a sort

of a something hovering about her mouth. But one may be

mistaken. Elveda is it a Moorish name or a Spanish
name ?

'

1 The Moors have a Jewish look, I suppose,' said Harold.
1 These people have been Spaniards for generations, but they
claim Moorish descent. As we haven't time to investigate
their genealogy, we may as well accept their own statement.

Why not Moors ? If not Moors, what matter ?
'

' Why not, indeed ? Have you known them long ?
'

' Yes
;
seven or eight years. I met them first in the

Pyrenees. Madame Elveda found me lying in a fever at a
wretched little Fonda. I suppose I might have died if she
had not chanced upon me and nursed me with the greatest
kindness. When I got better we went to Biarritz, where we
stayed at the same hotel and made excursions. She is the
best of women, if you don't mind a certain kind of crankiness.

After that I continued to correspond with them. They
remained abroad till three years ago, when they came here,
and Francesca went to Newiiham. As for the crankiness, of

course you know Madame Elveda's position in the Women's
Rights business. She is a leader, and she has a mission.
She proclaims the equality of women, and she belongs to

every one of the associations for changing women into
men.'

' Yet they remain women.'
1 And yet, again, they have done a great deal. Why

shouldn't women be educated, if they like, as well as men '?

However, it is too late to talk of women's wrongs. Francesca
has now returned home. I believe she has a latch-key : her
mother is not to inquire into her occupations or her com-
panions : she is quite free. And she is going to make her
mother's house a place of great liveliness. She told me so,
She likes liveliness. She likes dancing and singing and feast-

ing, and laughing. She is fair and she is frank and she is

free,'
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1 1 suppose she is passing rich. If I were not engaged, I

would myself perhaps
'

' I don't know how much they've got or how they got
it or whether it is land or shares whether it was trade or

inheritance.'
'

Diamonds, perhaps. They've kept some of the remainder

stock.'
1

Perhaps* They live as if there was no limit to the in-

come.'
' Is it not rather absurd for such a girl so lovely, so

clever, so rich to be talking about the slavery of love ? We
shall hear, some day, that she is going to marry an earl. She
will be a countess. Why not yourself, Harold ? Go in and
win. You are more than half-way to an earldom as it is.

Even supposing that your uncle should turn up, you can

easily get another title when you are married to such a rich

girl. You can become Earl of Moorland, say, or Lord Old

Jewry.'
Harold shook hit head. ' When I knew her first she was

a gawky girl of twelve or so, all elbows. Nothing good about

her but her eyes and her hair. But she was masterful even

then, and resolute, and free, always questioning, never sub-

missive to authority in any shape ;
even then contemptuous

to the submissiveness of other women never tolerant of

pretence.'
'

Well, you need not pretend, if you come to that.'

As she was then, so she is now, only more so. And a

girl, too, easily amused, very fond of everything good I

believe she knows claret I am certain that she knows cham-

pagne. But you must treat her as an equal. And if you try

love-making if you even begin to turn the talk into a per-
sonal or sentimental channel she freezes. Worse than that,

she scents the approach of Love while he is yet invisible and
afar off

;
she catches a glance of admiration

;
she feels the

hunger of a longing eye ;
she reads the hesitating thought ;

she begins to freeze before you have made up your mind how
it might best be put, whether in words or in sighs or in hand-

clasps. That girl lives upon an iceberg; she wears a belt

stuck full of icicles, as if they were naked daggers.'
' What was the paternal Moor ? A Patriarch numbering

his cattle by the thousand ? Did he live in a tent upon the

Atlas Mountains ?
'

E2
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' I have told you that I don't know. You can't ask a girl

what her father was. Francesca has his portrait ;
once she

showed it to me. She only shows it to her friends, and then

as a favour. I was allowed to lock upon it for a moment

only. It was shortly after she had signally defeated me in

a certain argument. The sense of superiority made her

gracious.'
* You are ami de famille ; you come and go as you please

in the house. What me r3 can you want? You've got all the

chances there are.'
' We are excellent friends, but, as yet, nothing more. Of

course she knows, she must know '

1 What can she ask for better than yourself, especially if the

earldom comes off ? Why, you are young and of good family,
and of good temper, and you are scientific and a Fellow oi

your college and everything. If we talk of money, you are

not a penniless adventurer, and, if the title falls in, there are

big estates. Harold, you might marry anybody.'
' If she could conceive for a man an overweening respect

for his abilities and character, she might perhaps . . . She
wants character in a man always character.'

1 Send her to me. I will give you a character.'
' I mean force personal force. I may be pretty good in a

laboratory, but outside it I am a quiet kind of creature. Be-

sides, she knows me too well ; we have talked to each other

too long ;
we are dangerously fraternal in our communica-

tions ;
I am not a mystery to her. If I were introduced to

her to-morrow for the first time, I should have a better

chance.'
' I don't know. I was introduced to her two hours ago,

and I feel that I should not have the least chance. She only
looked at me once. No character about me, I suppose. Don't

you give in, man. Sit down quiet and watch.'

Harold nodded, left the club, and drove home. The ap-

pointment for to-morrow made him thoughtful ; for he

guessed very well what would be the purport of the com-
munication that Francesca was about to make to him. He
had not spoken one single direct word of love to her, but he
had spoken to her mother ; so much was due to the position ;

and whether her mother had spoken to her or not, the girl
understood what was in his mind. Maidens not nearly so

clever as Francesca are able to read a man's thoughts when
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they go off in this direction with surprising swiftness and

accuracy. And certainly a girl does not ask a man to meet
her in order to say,

* You have not made love to me
;
but I

am going to say that I shall have great pleasure in offering to

you this six-and-a-quarter hand.' Not so. But such a girl as

Francesca may very well ask a man to meet her in order to

say,
' I understand that you are in love with me. Pray get

out of love as soon as you can.' And that, he knew very

well, was what Francesca was going to say to him on the

morrow.
Before going to bed he opened a drawer and took out a

bundle of letters. Some of them were as much as nine years
old. They were tied up in order, and evidently kept with

care. They all began
* Dear Harold,' and all ended with

'Your affectionate Francesca.' The girl who wrote those

letters had begun them when she was twelve, and she still

continued them. She was always his affectionate Francesca,
and he was always her dear Harold. She still wrote to him
in this endearing style, and yet she was going to say to him,
' The next step, the obvious step the step you are now con-

templating must never be taken.' He knew it : he was quite
sure of it. He turned over the letters, opening one here and
another there, reading bits.

' I remember getting this letter,'

said Harold,
' six years ago. Poor child ! It was a strange

education
* " I had not even schoolfellows : my mother taught me

till I was fourteen, and then I had masters and governesses.

My old nurse, Melkah, was the only person who treated me
like a child. She told me stories of her own people, her

Syrian people all kinds of stories. Otherwise I should have

become a mere walking encyclopaedia of science and art.

Melkah is a wonderful woman." '

' She was a grave girl, then,' Harold reflected,
'

grave and

questioning. I shall never forget her face when I made the

first joke, I believe, that she ever heard. Her mother could

never make a joke, or laugh at one. No woman of dignity
makes jokes. I taught her to laugh that is something, even

if I could not teach her to love. Laughter and love ought to

be cousins : they are both young and both happy.'
And here was another letter :

* It seems to me ' she was
then sixteen 4 that the only real change I get is when I sit

(lown to write to vou. I see Harold then my one friend
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sitting in his rooms at Cambridge, all among the books and
bottles

'

(Harold was a chemist, and, therefore, a many-
bottle man),

' I see him take up my letter and say,
" My

little friend, I will read it quietly this evening, after dinner."

Then, when I have refreshed my eyes with looking at you
across the thousand miles between us, I look at your photo-

graph, and I am inspired yes, inspired to begin. All the

rest of the day I am in the hands of governesses and masters.

If we go out for a walk, or for a ride, it is in the way of educa-

tion. I go from one lesson to another, and from one master
to another. I mix up accomplishments, art, science, and

learning. It is all the same to me whether I am learning
mathematics or dancing, rhetoric or music. I suppose I shall

some day be a finished young lady. And then ? What then ?

Oh, Harold ! what has fate in store for me before I die ? I

want to see and to know and to enjoy everything.'
He took up another letter.
' I have been to see the Old Jewish Quarter,' she wrote

from Venice. ' There are still some Jews living there. I do
not like modern Jews

; they are my cousins, but I am ashamed
of them, they grub so much for money, and their women are

kept in such dreadful subjection. My mother often talks

about the Jewish women ;
she has known many. Since I

have grown to years of discretion she has talked to me a great
deal about the condition of women. She takes me about to

factories and places where they work. She makes me mark
their oppression everywhere : she is always speaking and

thinking about it.'

Then she wrote from Damascus
' We have paid a visit to the Pasha's Harem. The ladies

are beautifully dressed
; they offered us sweets and coffee, and

asked us a great many questions. But oh ! the dreary, dismal

prison life that it is ! The futile, idle, purposeless life that it

is ! What a degradation of life it is ! To be locked up in a

cage and forbidden to work at anything, and to be beautifully
dressed !

'

Then she wrote from the Desert
' We are ten days south of Damascus,' she said,

' we are

right in the middle of the Syrian Desert. My mother, Melkah,
and I are in the hands of a tribe. We have bought the Sheikh.
He has had so much money down, and is to have so much
more when he brings us back in safety. In return we arts to
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have three months of the Desert. It is lovely. We live in

tents. It is exactly like the life my forefathers led. I re-

member that I am the daughter of Ishmael, the grand warrior
of the Desert. He was a silent man, I am sure, who inherited

the wisdom of his father, and meditated in the night under
the grand stars in the clearest sky you can imagine. If we
stay here long enough I shall become an astrologer like my
other cousins, the Chaldseans. Everything is exactly the same
now as then, except that the spear has been replaced by the

gun, and they now have coffee. Their women are slaves

always everywhere the same story. Man is the master,
woman is the slave. Man must command; woman must'

obey.'

'M'yes,' said Harold, 'I, too, have sojourned in the
Desert.'

Harold folded up the letters.
'
It has been a delightful

study,' he said,
'
of a most interesting feminine soul. I know

her through and through, because I have watched her grow.
But it will prove a pleasure dearly bought if familiarity ex-

cludes love.' He put the letters back into the drawer, and

sought forgetfulness in the usual way.

CHAPTER IV

A THING IMPOSSIBLE

MADAME ELVEDA'S study, a large and lofty room every
loom in this house was large and lofty on the ground floor,

was furnished with a splendid severity. There were the

essentials of a study and little more : books solid-looking
books on shelves nearly up to the ceiling ; a ladder-stair on
wheels

;
a dozen electric lights hanging from the ceiling so as

to form a geometrical pattern the arrangement of the electric

light is at present elementary ; yet a few years and we shall

see marvels of beauty and effect produced by the little yellow
arc

;
a bust or two above the shelves

;
an engraving over a

strictly severe mantel
;
one or two vases, with a piece of

Venetian glass on a bracket, between the windows
; light and

feathery curtains ; a soft carpet ;
a large writing-table ; two

or three small tables with books of reference and atlases
;
a

revolving stand of books occasional books, books of the day,
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magazines of the more '

thoughtful
'

kind
; two or three easy

chairs for the fireside. All these things were duly established

in Madame Elveda's study. There was nothing feminine
'

:

no ' work '

lying about. And the writing-table was of the

very largest kind that is made I think twelve feet long the

chairs were solid, the books were all big and well-bound, the

very paper-knives, inkstands, paper-cases, and blotting pads,
were large and solid.

In this room were conducted the councils of the Inner

King or Circle. Do not believe that the Fenians alone have
an Inner Ring : every cause, every

'

movement,' has its Inner

Ring.1 This was the place where the Female Inner Eings met

consisting of the ladies who wanted to sit on County
Councils, those who wanted to storm the School Boards, those
who wanted the suffrage, those who wanted to promote the

equality of the sex ; they all came here
;
the Cause wants

rich people : here was a rich woman ready to give them
money and a central place.

Naturally, this lady carried on an extensive correspond-
ence ; she had two shorthand and typewriting clerks girls,
of course, and lucky girls, because they got the pay of men.
These young ladies attended every morning and wrote her
letters. In the afternoon the Inner Circles met.

Madame Elveda did not speak in public, nor did she often

address the public by means of a magazine. Her position as

a leader was assured by her great book on the ' Present Con-
dition of Women,' already spoken of. It was' felt in some
quarters that the derisive criticism which is so plentifully

heaped upon some ladies who speak spared this lady, who, to

say the truth, never made herself ridiculous at all, but con-
tented herself with being reputed an encyclopaedia on the
condition of women in all countries, the working of labour
and other acts, and all questions of employment, pay, hours,
and treatment.

In this room this lady also carried on the management,
without anybody's help, of affairs which even an American
millionaire would think of some importance. That is to say,
she was supposed to carry on those affairs. Really, nobody
knew anything about her income at all. She lived in a house
for which she paid eight hundred a year rent

;
she had ser-

vants, carriages, horses, all the appearance of wealth
; she

certainly belonged to that small class whose income is
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reckoned by tens of thousands, not by the modest unit which
bounds the hopes of so many.

One may add, to show that this lady was a recognised
leader, that most of the thoughtful women who wished to write

a thoughtful paper in a thoughtful magazine found it desirable

to write to Madame Elveda for advice. She never failed to

provide them with the crib necessary for thoughtful ladies.

This once in hand, the paper became as thoughtful as any-

thing.
Outside the study, on the lowest step of the broad stairs,

sat the old serving-woman, Melkah, the Syrian. She was

wrapped from head to foot in a mantle of some kind which
covered her head. She had also thrown it, in some myste-
rious way, across the lower half of her face, so that nothing
was visible of her except her two dark and cavernous eyes,
which gleamed like lights far off. She sat crouched and
huddled up, waiting. The people in the household were
accustomed to find her in unexpected places. Melkah could

do as she pleased. If an assistant housemaid or a scullery-
maid should presume to go and sit for hours on the principal
stairs why, everybody knew what would happen.

At the first stroke of eleven by the hall clock there was a

knock at the door. It was Harold Alleyne come to keep his

appointment.
Melkah, at sight of him, rose up and walked feebly across

the hall to meet him.
' You have come to see the child, Harold ?

' The woman
of Damascus spoke in a pretty foreign accent. In this house
it was as if everything was grafted English on a foreign
stock.

' Francesca waits for you. She is grown now : she

should have a lover. Eh ? I knew what you would say.
Eh ! Eh ! Eh !

'

partly she laughed and partly she coughed.
' Now listen ! She will first say No Eh ? No no no ! She
will shake her head. She will have no husband no lover.

No no no ! The lovers may go to the devil all but you !

And you she loves. Eh ? I know. The old woman knows ;

she watches : she sees what is invisible, and she hears what
is not spoken. Eh ? The child will say no, because her

mother has told her things they are foolish things. You
wait, I say. She loves you, but she does not know it. Some
day she will say Yes yes yes. YOU wait. When she says
No, you may laugh. But take care. Po not say things
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will anger her. Do not fall into anger yourself. A girl is a
fool who says no to her lover. Yet you must not be angry.
This child will never love any but one man. I know her

kind. She could never love any but one man. That is you
you yourself. Do not anger her, therefore ; make it easy

for her to change her mind. He who wants the dog says to

him,
" Good morning, my uncle !

"
Say to yourself,

" This

foolishness is her mother's doing." Then leave her with a

laugh. Let not the eye discover what pains the heart.

Laugh, and come away ! Do you listen ?
'

' I listen, Melkah, and I will obey.'
'

Go, then, with the blessing of the Lord ! Stay ! I had

forgotten. Madame wants to see you first. She is in her

study she wants to see you. When she has done I will call

the child.' Melkah led the way, which Harold knew per-

fectly well, and threw open the door for him.
The lady was at her table, dictating a letter to her type-

writer. She was never one of those ladies who permit them-
selves to be seen in any costume, at any time of the day, but
that which is stately. She was always the great lady. In
her morning dress of flowered foulard grey, I think, with
black flowers she looked quite as dignified as in her crimson
velvet of the evening. The table before her was covered with

papers and bundles.
' Francesca told me you were coming,' she said, giving

him her hand. * I am always glad to see you, as you know,
my dear Harold. Eachel

'

she nodded to her typewriter
'

you need not stay any longer this morning. Now we are

alone. Some people talk in the presence of their typewriters.
It is a mistake : they have tongues as well as ears

;
we must

remember that. Service is always curious. They are not
deaf and dumb machines. Now, Harold, we are alone

;
sit

down and let us talk.'

Harold observed an unusual hesitation in the speaker, who
was, as a rule, so perfectly assured in her manner. She
spoke nervously, and played with a penholder. But what she
said was to the point and unmistakable.

* Francesca will see you immediately. I fear that you
may be hurt at what she has to say. For your sake, I am
sorry. For her, even, I am sorry, because if she were to

marry anybody there is no one to whom I would give her with

greater confidence. But you cannot have known her and me
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so long without knowing that I nourish great ambitions for

her. No
;

let me speak first. They are more than ambitions.

She is consecrated from infancy to the advocacy of a great
Cause. I expect her to give everything to that Cause life,

love, wealth, thought. Marriage is impossible for such a girl.

Marriage is absorbing and selfish. Even in my own case a
widow for twenty years what am I ? Francesca's mother

nothing more.'
' Could you be anything better ?

'

Madame laughed pleasantly.
' There spoke the lover.

Well, I do not complain. Perhaps I think so well of Fran-
cesca that I am content to have lived for her.'

' Then there has been your book your great book.'
4 The book represents the time that my husband would

have claimed for himself had he remained with me. It means
the society, the friends, the home, that I lost when I sepa-
rated from him. Well, Harold, you are a lover

'

' If I may be allowed that title of honour ?
'

' You love my daughter Francesca knows this. She will

tell you presently what she thinks. It is for her to decide.

Understand that she is perfectly free. If she asks my advice

I will offer it, otherwise not. She is perfectly free in this as

in any other matter.'
' 1 can ask for nothing more.'

'As for me, I have asked you to see me first because I

want you to understand that, whatever be Francesca's answer,
we both of us value your friendship above that of anyone
else in the whole world.' She had now recovered from her

temporary embarrassment, and spoke in her usual queenly
manner, as if she understood the value of her words.

' So far as I can judge, from kindnesses heaped up and

overflowing
-' Harold began.

' My dear Harold, that is nonsense. Kindness ? What
can we do for you ? Can we give you Society ? We do not

belong to Society : we are foreigners. Can we give you
position ? We have none, and you have your own. Advance-
ment ? You are making it for yourself. There is nothing that

we can give you except our affection
;
that you have already.

If I wished for a son-in-law which, frankly, I do not you
are the son-in-law whom I should desire.'

Harold murmured something to the effect that he was
touched. He was indeed any young man would be touched
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by such a speech even from an old friend the older the friend

the more readily is one touched.
4 You are a very handsome young man, Harold,' the lady

continued seriously ;

' I wonder why women do not write verses

about the beauty of young men
; they would if they would

give up imitating men, and write out of their own hearts.

Some people say that girls don't care about beauty in a man.
Rubbish ! They can love a man who is not beautiful at least

some of them do I don't think I could. My own husband
was a very handsome man in my style, not yours. They all

like a man to be handsome. You are much more handsome
now, Harold, than you were at eighteen, when we had the

good fortune to meet you at the little Fonda in the Pyrenees.'
' When you found me in a fever and nursed me through

delirium for three weeks you yourself not your servants for

you.'
*
It was our great good fortune. Well, Francesca knows

you so well that, perhaps, she never thinks of your face and

figure. Perhaps, however, she does. I acknowledge that you
have every advantage. You are well-born, good-looking, and

young ; you are the probable heir to a peerage ; you have an
income of your own

; you are a man of honour, character,
and loyalty ;

I really do not think that any woman could desire

a better husband.'
' As for my peerage, that is just as far off as ever.'
'

It is possible, however. And then you are clever. You
have already made your mark in science. Considering all

these things, and how they would weigh with some girls, I can
still confidently leave the decision in Francesca's hands.'

' One moment,' said Harold. ' You spoke of dedicating her
to your Cause. Of course, I have known all along what your
ambitions are. But forgive me I may be wrong I have not

yet perceived any sign of these ambitions in Francesca. Dreamy,
thoughtful, artistic are these the qualities required for an
orator and a leader ?

'

1 I look for a time when Francesca will understand the full

meaning of her education. Then she will leap into her place
like one inspired. My friend, you know exactly what I think
and what I hope. Do not make the girl's task too difficult for

her !

' With these encouraging words, she touched his fingers
and left him.

Then Francesca herself appeared, dressod simply in a
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light pink cotton frock, with lace round the neck and lace

ruffles at the wrist and a lace front. She looked dainty and
ethereal. Some girls have the art of seeming to be whatever
the dress suggests in the direction of daintiness and airiness

and unearthliness. Her cheeks, usually pale, were touched
with a glow of colour called forth by the delicacy of the

situation
;
the kind of glow it was which, in such a complexion,

seems to lie deep beneath the surface. She was Oriental

always ;
in whatever dress she appeared one instinctively

expected gold chains, rings, and bangles. Yet she wore none
of these decorations, only her plain cotton frock, which a

milkmaid might have worn save for the lace. She was no

longer Vashti, the Rebel Queen. A simple maiden of Paradise,

perhaps Paradise, we know, was an Oriental garden. She
stood for a moment at the door collecting herself.

1 1 thank you, Harold, for coming,' she began stiffly.
' You ordered me to come. Is not that enough ?

'

' No compliments, please, Harold.'
' You have to tell me something something so important

as to prevent the calamity of a break between us. What can
that be ? Such a calamity, Francesca, must be averted at any
cost.'

' 1 will tell you directly. It is difficult
; give me a moment.

I want to say something clearly and once for all, and very

clearly and kindly, Harold, because we have been and, I

hope, are always to be such true friends.'

'You cannot be otherwise than kind.'

'It is about myself.'
1 You cannot possibly tell me too much about yourself.'
' You have always taken such a kindly interest in me ever

since I have known you, and you are my oldest friend. I have
known you so much longer than those girls.'

'Do not hurry, Francesca. Tell me at your own con-

venience. Write it if you prefer.'
' No

;
I could not write such a thing.'

She took her mother's chair. Harold resumed the low
chair. They sat in silence for a while. Then he began upon
something else.

' That play of yours,' he said ' that play of

Vashti the Queen I liked it hugely. As for you, it was
Vashti herself that one saw. No finished actress could play
the part better or look it better.'

* I was Vashti,' she said simply.
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'You were,' lie replied quietly. 'I understood so much.

For the moment you were Vashti.'

Then there was silence again. Twice she made as if she
were going to speak, and broke off. At last she did begin

very much as her mother had begun.
'

Harold,' she said

abruptly,
' we have been friends for nine years, I think

nearly half my life ever since we came upon you lying ill in

that wretched Spanish inn. I was twelve, and you were

eighteen. Now I am twenty-one, and you are twenty-seven.
We have been Harold and Francesca ever since always
friends, are we not ?

'

*

Always friends, Francesca friends and comrades
;
com-

panions, brothers in arms if you like
; only, Francesca, if you

please, not brother and sister. Let us not introduce that con-

ventional nonsense.'
4 Not brother and sister,' she repeated gravely.

' 1 know
that very well.'

' If we begin with reminiscences, let me remind you what

you were at twelve : so full of your work, so inquiring, so

curious of the world ; so soft and dexterous with everything

you took up ;
so busy all day long ;

so thirsty for knowledge
that you carried me away captive. I was your servant from
this very beginning, Francesca, as I am now. That has been
a great happiness to me.'

' You were the first English gentleman to whom I had ever

spoken. French gentlemen, Italian gentlemen, American

gentlemen I had known. My mother knew many of them,
but never an English gentleman. Many of them stayed at

our hotel now and then. They wore tweed things and knicker-

bockers
;
their manners were not nearly so fine as those of

the French or the Americans
; they were coarse and loud, and

talked of fox-hunting and shooting. If I had been asked in

those days to define an English gentleman, I should have said

that he is the man who hunts. And then when you got well

from your fever you came to us a bright and clever young
man, so sympathetic, so kind to a silly little schoolgirl. I was

looking at my diary the other day. It is full of you : Harold
went with us here what Harold said. Harold went with us
there what Harold said. Harold went riding with me what
Harold said during the ride, and so on. It has, indeed, been
a great happiness to me, this friendship with you.'

She paused and considered.
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'
Ifc is because I want to continue in this happiness,' she

said,
' that I have said all this. It is to remind you of what

you know very well already.'

Again a pause.
* When you went away it was horribly dull. The talk of

the fox-hunters was more stupid than ever. I wished that

I knew no English. But a letter came from you the first

letter that I ever received. I have the letter still, with every
one that you have written to me since

;
I would not part with

one, because you are my friend my first friend. There is all

your life, your scientific work, your University distinctions,

your ambitions everything.'
' I keep all your letters, too, Francesca,' the young man

replied, jealously.
'

Then, Harold, since we truly regard one another with so

much trust and affection, tell me this : If I were to perceive
that you were setting your heart upon something impossible,

wishing for what cannot ever happen, setting up an image of

clay and calling it pure gold, don't you think it would be my
simple duty, for dear friendship's sake, to tell you that such a

thing is impossible ?
'

She faced him frankly and directly. Her words and her

manner were clear and cold and unmistakable. He watched
her curiously, thinking more of what Melkah had said than of

what Francesca was saying.
* You wait, I say. She loves

you. Some day she will say Yes yes yes. When she says

No, you may laugh. But take care. Do not say things that

will anger her.'

Then he slowly made reply.
' I have heard something of

this kind already, from your mother. If such a thing is, as

you think, clearly impossible, it might certainly be wisest

yes, certainly to be told in time.'
*

Then, Harold, plainly it is quite impossible.'
'

May I ask if it is not a question involving purely per-
sonal considerations the fitness of the individual, for instance

why should it be impossible ?
'

* There are two reasons. The first is
'

she joined her

hands and looked up bravely
' that I must follow the example

of my mother, and refuse the obedience you would demand.
I should not

'

He interrupted her unexpectedly, so that the most beautiful

sentence in the world was quite spoiled,
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'

Stop, please ! How do you know that I should ask that

obedience ?
'

How did she know ? A moment before she knew nothing.
How did she know ? Because, in an instant, as by a flash of

light in the darkness of her heart, she understood what might
happen. She saw herself in willing submission to this man.
It was as if from the outside she was looking at another

Francesca, yet the same. This other Francesca, with soft

and humid eyes, held out both her hands and resigned her

heart, her will, her mastery to her lover. I declare that she

saw quite clearly this other Francesca, and she understood
for the first time in her life what love might mean. For the
first time. Thus doth love awaken love. She hesitated.

How did she know ? She dropped her eyes. How did she
know?

' How do you know, Francesca,' Harold repeated,
' that I

should claim this obedience ?
'

' I do not know,' she stammered
;

' but all men expect
obedience. Whatever they say or profess, they expect obe-

dience. Oh, I know! And if, on the contrary, they have to

obey, they think their manhood is destroyed. The husband
who obeys the wife is scorned.'

1 If it is a law of nature '

' But it is not.' She recovered a little, and remembered
her mother's teaching.

'
It is only a social convention,' though

by long sufferance grown almost as strong as a Law of Nature.
And the Laws of Nature are not so cruel. Oh, Harold ! I

have all my life heard and read about the subjection of women.
There are only two reasons why they should be subject their

poverty and their love. I will never be subject first because
I am not poor, and next because I will never listen to love.'

' What if I offered you equal friendship on your own
terms ?

'

She shook her head. ' I could not trust you. Oh ! you
would loyally try to keep your promise; but you hardly
understand what such a friendship would mean. You have
never thought of a household where the wife was really the

equal of the husband. Such a thing does not exist. It

cannot as yet exist. We must educate the world in order to

make it possible. We should have to create such a house-

hold, and it would be against all your prejudices : you would
not like it. I confess, Harold, that a perfectly equal friendship
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cannot under present social conditions exist with love and

marriage. And I prefer the friend to the lover.'
' I offer you as close an equality as you can contrive for a

working arrangement.' It was not a very ardent way of ex-

pressing a lover's vows, but Harold knew what he was about.

This was not a girl to be approached in the manner customary
with a wooer.

' Thank you, Harold. But it is impossible. Let me keep
the friend and send away the lover. Then we shall go on as

happily as ever.'
' If a thing is impossible, Francesca, it is foolish to ask

for it. This thing is impossible, you say, because marriage
and equality cannot exist together. I would only point out
that if this is a law of universal application, your Cause is

doomed from the outset. However, you said, I think, that
there are other points which make the thing impossible.'

' The second point is that you want an old-fashioned

marriage with an old-fashioned wife a professional wife
;
a

woman who makes her married life her profession her voca-

tion and thinks of nothing but her house, her husband, and
her family.'

' I recognise the echo of certain vague ideas perhaps, the
recent influence of the recently arrived Norwegian Sage.'

'

Surely you should sympathise with me here, Harold.
How could I do justice to myself if I were always thinking
about others about you, for instance ?

'

He nodded gravely. The question was frank.
' I have tried to look at the thing from the outside. I can

quite understand that I might be tempted to be false to myself
out of devotion to love. I do not feel any devotion, it is true,
as yet. But one does not know what might happen. And
oh 1 the duty of making the most of this short life 1

'

' I understand. These ideas are in the air. Girls catch
them as they catch the bacillus of some new disease. Well

I am not going to try to persuade you, Francesca. I had
hopes I have hopes still that your kindly friendship might
develop into love. I see that it has not yet done so. Very
good. We will wait. But about this development. I think

you are already fully developed. Whatever you do, nothing
can make you more lovely or more lovable or more possibly
useful to your generation.'

* No compliments, Harold/
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1 These are not compliments. You say, however, that you

want to develop still further. That means, I take it, that you
want to learn quantities of things out of books.'

*

Perhaps.'
* Men learn things out of books mostly with the object of

following a profession. Consider their development. In a

thousand or two or three thousand of those who adopt
a liberal and a learned profession you will find one, perhaps,
who advances his subject. One no more. The rest are

contented to live as pleasantly as they can by their profession.
Do you understand ? The solicitor learns no more law when
he has passed, the schoolmaster learns no more Greek, the

drawing-master does not try any longer to be a great artist.

Would it help you to be like the two thousand nine hundred
and ninety-nine ?

'

* No. I should make myself the one.'
' You would fail, Francesca. I know you through and

through. You are receptive ; you are quick to understand
;

you would never never never advance any subject what-
ever. You would only learn what others have discovered. Is

it development to stuff your brain with facts and more facts,

and still more facts ?
'

' You are frank, Harold.'

'It is a time for frankness. Let us be quite frank for

once. Leave the developing process, I say, to other girls
inferior girls girls that we don't care much about. Leave
them to become tenth-rate scholars, artists, anything. If

their brains are wasted and their gifts dissipated, it does not
matter much, perhaps, compared with the waste of a noble
creature like yourself.'

' But it is the waste, noble or not, that I want to prevent.'
* Their labours end in nothing. They imitate and follow.

They advance nothing. Their end is oblivion.'
' Oblivion awaits us all in the long run. Yet it is some-

thing only to work. Everyone who works advances science

somehow. But, Harold, my friend, if you have given up
wishing the impossible, shall we finish the talk for the

present ?
'

' In one moment. Let me say my say. There is another
side to the question my side. Your virtues, your great gifts,
to speak in the old-fashioned way, are not given you to be
thrown away, You have inherited them they are like an
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estate entailed
; your duty is to pass them on if you can. You

are a part of a great chain
;
the past generations have made

you what you are the flower of maidens. Francesca,' he

said, gravely,
' from great mothers are born great sons. Will

you be the last link in your chain ? Will you have a black

line drawn under your name? Will you throw away, for

ever yourself ? Should the possible mother of a noble line

deliberately refuse that gift for the service of the world? '

* This kind of argument does not touch me in the least,'

she replied, coldly and unmoved. ' At Newnham something
of the same sort used to be said. Duty to posterity, and so

forth. That may appeal to some, but it does not move me.
I will be free, therefore I must not enter into the bonds of

love. We say
" bonds

"
why, the word means slavery. That

is all. I must live out my life in freedom.'

'My poor Francesca, you do not know what you mean.
Freedom ? Your freedom would end in an abject slavery to

self! And as for love, you know not what it means.'
'

Perhaps. The last word is I must be free.'
'

Very well ;
I say no more. In fact, I have said all that I

have to say. My idea of love is quite the reverse of yours. I

see in it only man's subjection. I can conceive of no greater

happiness than to make you happy. I should like to work
for you if you were not so horribly rich. It is the curse of

riches that a man cannot work for a rich wife. Well, don't

think that I have given you up, Francesca. A time may
come when the impossibilities will become shadows ghosts
of shadows spectres of the twilight flying before the rising

sun. I will wait. You will tell me then won't you?
Promise, Francesca. You will tell me of your own accord,

for fear that I, who am so stupid, may not perceive the

change you will tell me even if it means some other man ?
'

'

Harold,' she interrupted eagerly.
' As if there could be

another man ! What you dream is impossible, but I promise/
He laughed. Cheerfulness is not always the outward and

visible note of a rejected lover. But Harold laughed. There

had not been the least sign in the girl's manner or words that

she as yet understood the first elements of the universal

passion. This was why her lover laughed.
'

Meantime,' he

said, 'companion, comrade, sister-in-arms which isn't brother

and sister : I haven't the least fraternal-sororal feeling towards

you Francesca we will go on with each other just as we
F2
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always have gone on, shall we ? Quite as we always have
done no holding back, no reserves, no fear of being mis-

understood. It is for you to tell me when the obstacles are

removed. Is that agreed ?
'

He held out his hand. She met him, with frank eyes
without the least hesitation. She gave him her own hand.

' We will continue quite in the old style,' she said.
' Oh !

I am so glad that you are reasonable.'
'

Then, Francesca ' he still held her hand '

my dear old

friend, there is nothing more to be said. I wait. You are

still in the seraglio. When you come out
'

he pressed her
hand gently and left her. Of course, he regretted, the moment
that he was in the street, that he had not kissed her hand.

Francesca stood looking after him. She had explained
herself ; he had acquiesced ;

he was perfectly reasonable. Yet
she felt disappointed. Why ? And again she saw that other

Francesca, who held out her hands, and again she felt that

strange yearning to give up everything, all she valued most
her freedom, her will to this man, to be his. She went back
to her own room thoughtful and sorrowful.

On the way she passed Melkah, still sitting huddled on the

stairs.
*

Child,' asked the old woman, eagerly,
' what have you

told the young man ?
'

' I have sent him away, Melkah.'
1 You have sent him away ?

'

she echoed, angrily.
' It is

not well to send away such a young man. You are a foolish

child and an ignorant child. My dear, you are born to be
loved

; you cannot fight against the law. Beat the water, and
it remains water still. A woman without a husband is a

helpless creature. What is the saying of my people ?
" She

who hath her husband with her can turn the moon with her

finger."
'

' I have sent him away, Melkah,' Francesca repeated, and
mounted the stairs, and sought her own room, where she

pondered doubtfully over this miraculous appearance of the
other Francesca.



CHAPTER V

ME. ALDEBEBT ANGELO

' SIT down, Clara,' said her father. '

Sit down, and talk to

me about these grand friends of yours.'
The place was the dining-room of a house in the Cromwell

Road, not far from Madame Elveda's, but not so grand and fine

as hers. The room was solidly furnished. Pictures which
the few who understand pictures would recognise as originals
of great value hung round the walls

;
there were '

things
' on

the overmantel which the few who understand '

things
' would

recognise as really good : the *

things
'

were of glass, china,
and ivory. People who came often to the house might have
remarked that the pictures and '

things
'

scattered lavishly
about the rooms were subject to change more frequently than

belongs to the common sublunary lot. With most of us our

pictures, like our books and our dining-table, remain un-

changed until the arrival of the Day of Dispersion. And that

day we do never, it is to be hoped, behold. The explanation
in this case a thing perfectly well understood by everybody
who did come to the house was that the pictures and the

'things' were all brought from a certain little place of business

not far from Regent Street, where Mr. Angelo conducted a

museum or treasure-house of Art, containing pictures, carved

work, ancient glass, pottery, weapons, china, and bric-a-brac

of every description. Anybody might go in and inspect the

contents of this wonderful museum. Admission was invited,

but visitors were understood to be collectors themselves and
anxious to add to their collections. In plain words, Mr.
Aldebert Angelo was a dealer in Art and bric-a-brac. That
he had a house in Cromwell Road shows that he was a suc-

cessful dealer.

It was evening. Mr. Angelo had been sitting since dinner

reading the paper. Now he laid this aside, took a cigar a

corpulent cigar, full-flavoured and began leisurely to prepare
for a luxurious hour. Not a person, from his outward appear-

ance, of the highest refinement. Like the house, the man
suggested business, and that successful ; this you would guess
at first sight and without knowing anything of the little

*

place,'
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His daughter took a low chair on the opposite side of the

empty fireplace, and prepared to obey.
'

Well, father,' she said,
'

it is not often that you are

interested in friends of mine.'

The girl who had played two parts in the play that of

the singing girl and that of Esther was very far from the

Oriental beauty whom one pictures as the Eoyal Favourite.

Orientals are believed to be languid. Clara was a maiden
full of life and animation ;

she was intended by nature to be

petite,
but the exigences of fashion caused her to go on grow-

ing until she became almost tall
;
her hair was fair and her

eyes were blue, not the deep blue of Francesca's eyes, but a

lighter and less distinguished kind
;
her face only she did

not herself know this, nor did her father showed the ad-

ministrative capacity. When we know that a girl possesses
this invaluable gift we recognise the outward signs, and we

say that her face shows it. The outward signs in her case

were a straight nose, making rather a smaller angle with the

forehead than is common in other words an advanced nose

delicate nostrils, a mouth turned exactly to the right curve,

corresponding with its length, and a firm round chin. A
dimple in her cheek and a smile always resident in her face

also served to set off the more solid qualities of her appear-
ance.

' What am I to tell you ?
'

she repeated.
1

Anything you like, my dear. It pleases me just to sit

and hear you talk about these Elveda people now. Perhaps
it is because they are so rich and fine that I like to think of

my daughter being there
; perhaps I've known something of

the Elvedas in the course of my business. There are Elvedas
in Paris : maybe they are relations. Besides, they are your
friends. You're a woman now, Clara, and you are making
friends for yourself a good deal better friends than I could

make for you. Here's a beautiful house I've made that for

you, but you must make the friends to fill it. As for furni-

ture, yours can't be beat anywhere it can't. As if I didn't

know furniture when I see it. But our last attempt, Clara,
eh ? to get our friends around us ?

'

Here Clara shuddered and laughed.
'

They were not quite up to the furniture, were they ? I

acknowledge it. Now, my dear, fire away. You've had a

play you've told me that, and a most pernicious play it was,
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which the Lord Chamberlain would not have licensed on any
consideration teaching that a woman is not to obey her
husband. I wonder the men didn't all get up and leave the
room. They would, too, in society not half as good.'

1 1 played the obedient wife, you know.'
' You did, else I wouldn't have allowed it, even to please

these friends of yours. Well ;
the play is over.'

He spread himself in his chair, put up his feet on a stool,
and nodded his head.

* Go on,' he said lazily.
'
It makes a man feel that he is

really getting on when he can not only live in a fine house
like this and have his carriage and his man-servant, but can
have his daughter going into such truly beautiful society.
Countesses were there, I think you said. Go on, my dear.

Before long you shall have these rooms, too, filled with your
friends Countesses and all. See if you don't. You're rich

enough. You've only got to begin.'
' I don't quite expect that

;
there are still prejudices,

whatever we may say. Some people turn up their noses at

trade, and some people don't like Us.' She used the word
with a capital.

* Not many of the Newnham girls have asked
me to their houses, have they ?

'

'Never you mind, Clara. You are as clever as any of

them, and as beautiful and well-mannered. And your father

could buy up all the lump. Patience, my dear. They may
try to keep up the old prejudices, but they can't last. Why ?

Because we are now in the front of everything. They are

afraid of Us because we are cutting them out in every line,

big and little. They can't afford to hate us any longer. You
are an artist, too. Art, they say, breaks down all the barriers.

What ? Your father is in trade. And a good thing for him
and for you. But you are an artist. Therefore, you are as

good as any artist fellow whose father is an Earl. Only, I

must say I do wish your drawing was firmer, Clara.'

'I cannot become a Titian, father or a Vandyke or

even a Greuze. I shall never be anything but a tenth-rate

painter.'
1

Well, my dear, something approaching an Angelica
Kauffrnann would satisfy me. But go on. You can paint
a bit you have got an eye for colour you can talk the

language, and you can pretend to belong to the Craft, though
I shall never sell any of your pictures. Go on now about
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your friend, Miss Francesca Elveda. Francesca Elveda

Spanish Moor, you say? Spanish Moor Spanish Moor, I

think you said ?
'

' She has a Jewish look not so pronounced as her mother
but still unmistakably Jewish. But I have seen Arabs in

Algeria with something the same look. She is a Semite,

however, like ourselves. What am I to tell you about her ?

If I begin to talk about Francesca I shall run on for ever.'
*

Everything. She interests me. So does her mother.

So does everybody about her. Strange, isn't it ? Perhaps it

is the pleasure of hearing you talk, Clara. After the day's
business I like you to talk to me. It's like soft music. When
you marry I shall buy a musical box instead. Now, then, let

us begin all over again, The mother what is she like ?
'

1 She is like a Duchess. You would say she was a Cas-

tilian Grandee, she is so stately and so proud.'
' So stately and so proud. Ha ! Stately and proud,' he

repeated.
' She would be now, perhaps, forty or fifty ? About

my own age ?
'

* Nearer forty than fifty, I should say. She dresses like a

Queen. You know she is a kind of Queen in her own way.
All the advocates of Women's Enfranchisement look up to her

as a leader. She has written a big book on the Condition of

Women in all times and over the whole world.'
I She is a clever woman and a proud woman. Good and

rich of course she must be very rich. Her rent is over seven

hundred, as I know. How was her money made ? Because

you see, my dear, money has got to be made it don't come
of its own accord. It's got to be made somehow. Mostly,
it's got to be fought for.'

I 1 don't know. Most of Us make our money in trade. I

do not know how Madame Elveda's money was made. I

have always had a kind of idea that it grew specially in a

garden for her.'
' She wouldn't have anything to do with money made in

trade, would she ? Queens and stately Duchesses don't con-
descend to pick up money made in trade. Not anything so

low as that. Else she could not be so stately and so proud.
Does she talk to you much ?

'

1 Not much. She is gracious, you know, to all her visitors.

But I am one of Francesca's friends, not hers.. Her friends
all belong to the ISmancipation set,'
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1 One of the daughter's friends. Now tell me about the

daughter. You like her ?
'

'I like her,' Clara replied with real enthusiasm, 'more
than any girl I ever knew. There is no one in the world like

her : no one so free and so frank, and so true and so loyal.'
'

Good,' said her father.
* Friends should be pals. Young

people should begin by trusting each other. A few dealings

together, later on, and what becomes of your trust ?
'

' She is a singularly reserved girl to all but her intimate

friends. With them she has no reserve and no concealment.

I think, you know, that she likes to feel a little superiority.

Perhaps she only allowed herself to like me after she found

out that she was intellectually above me.'

Her father nodded his head over his cigar.
* The girl is as proud as her mother ! Good. Is she proud

of her money ?
'

' Oh ! no. Not that. She is most modest about her

money. But she is proud by nature. She would be just as

proud if she hadn't a penny.'
1 No no,' said the man of business. ' Without money

there is no pride. Don't talk nonsense, Clara.'
1
It would be nonsense concerning other girls. Francesca

is just proud of herself, apart from her beauty and her wealth,
and her cleverness. She was talking to me once about a girl

who let a man kiss her but you would not understand.'

'No, my dear; I don't think I should. Don't she like

being kissed ?
*

* Like ? I should be sorry for the man who should attempt
such an outrage. Why, Francesca will not even hear of love,

because it turns a free woman into a servant.'
' This house is nothing but a hotbed of foolishness,' Mr.

Angelo interposed roughly.
' Let the silly girl never marry,

then
;

let her die childless : serve her right for such folly.

What ? Who is she that she should kick against the Law ?

But go on, Clara ; go on talking.'

'Kemember, father, that she is totally ignorant of any
Law. She has been brought up without religion. She is

neither Christian, Mohammedan, nor Jew.'
' A Spanish Moor eh ? A Spanish Moor. What religion

has a Spanish Moor ?
'

1 She is proud of her descent. It pleases her to say that

Ishmael was her Ancestor, and therefore Abraham who is
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our Ancestor. They were Moors, you know, who openly con-

formed to the Catholic Faith, and yet for centuries remained
Moslems in secret just like certain Jews of Spain and

Portugal.'
' A few Jewish families, I believe, so conformed but re-

mained Jews. We did not : we were expelled. I know
nothing about the Moors.'

* Oh ! it is a most wonderful story. The Spaniards, you
know, conquered the country four hundred years ago, when
they took Granada and drove out King Boabdil the Unlucky.
They killed all the Elveda family except one boy, who was

spared there was also an old woman. They made the boy
a Catholic, but the old woman made him a Moslem, and so

they have remained Moslems in faith ever since.'
* And the girl is she a Moslem, then ? Does she go to

Mosque on Friday ?
'

' We seldom talk about religion. Best not to talk about

such subjects even with your best friends. I have never dis-

covered, however, that she has got any religion, unless it is

the worship of things beautiful.'
* Stick to your own religion, my girl, and let other people

stick to theirs. Well, as you say, a wonderful story. Quite

justifies any amount of family pride, doesn't it ? Well, we
are getting on. Is the girl clever ? Is she going to write

books like her mother ?
'

* Clever ! Oh ! of course Francesca is clever. But it isn't

that kind of cleverness. She did not go in for honours, you
know. She can write verses, and make plays and stories.

And she had a way of asking innocent questions which used
to make people hot all over, especially the young Dons when
they tried on their airs of superiority. She was pretty, too,
and prettiness always helps, doesn't it ? Somehow, one never

thought that Francesca ought to take up any line : a leader

ought not to specialise : she was born to be a leader we all

thought so : she thought so herself, I believe. But clever

oh ! yes. She was certainly clever. Sometimes she could

say sharp things, especially to the men who thought they
would try to marry her. They seldom got very far.'

' A girl who snubs her lovers does that make her popular
in Society ?

'

*

Well, in a way. The girls admire her independence, and
the men admire her pride. Every young man, I suppose,
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thinks that his own must be the intellect to which she must
bow down. On the other hand, she never defers to the men,
and perhaps they don't like that.'

' Go on. I like this kind of talk. There's nothing real

about it only the talk of young people who haven't got their

money to make. Go on, my dear.'
'

Well, Francesca was not exactly popular, because she

was reserved, and made few intimate friends
;
but her friends

loved her. There is something mysterious about her some-

thing Oriental something concealed something to be dis-

covered. It is as if she had worn a veil. Always she seems
to be revealing something new. She corresponds with a

young man who is her friend, on equal terms, but she will

not marry him. She furnishes her rooms with rugs and

hangings and divans, and puts carved cabinets about, till one

really feels as if it was a room in a Harem. She has travelled

everywhere ; she knows half-a-dozen languages ; she can sing

queer songs to strange instruments, and she used to dress up
in different costumes she would be an Albanian, a Monte-

negrin, a Syrian, an Armenian '

' And a Jewess ?
'

' No. Somehow, she does not like Us. That is, she likes

the individual Me not Us. We have had many talks about

her unfortunate prejudice.'
Mr. Angelo snorted. ' Unfortunate yes. It is rather

unfortunate, considering.'
* Her mother, you know, wants her to become a leader

in her own line. Perhaps she will. Perhaps not. The

only ambition that she confesses is to have a salon of her

own a salon for literature and art. There are no more
salons in London I suppose because we are so big and
cut up so in cliques and sets. But Francesca will make an

attempt.'
* Go on, Clara

;
I like it. When your money's made for

you, what does it matter how you enjoy it so long as you do

enjoy it ?
'

' And then
'

Clara was one of the numerous tribe who
love nothing so much as to talk about their friends ' there is

one curious thing about Francesca. She, who has travelled

so much and seen so much, is sometimes as ignorant of the

world as if she had been in a nunnery. Why people do things
what they want you would think that she had never talked
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to anybody, nor ever wanted anything. It is quite curious

sudd< xly to discover how ignorant she is.'

* Well
'

her father sat up in his chair and threw away
the stump of his cigar

'

you've entertained me very pleasantly,

my dear. I like to hear this kind of talk. Now, then, look

here, Clara. There's a reason don't ask me what why you
should cultivate this girl. Make as great a friend of her as

you can.'

Clara looked astonished. Then she turned very red. What
did her father mean ?

' I want no encouragement for that, provided
'

She

stopped short. One hardly likes to tell a father particularly
a father who is a stickler for the Law and expects blind obedi-

ence from his offspring that you hope no business tricks are

in contemplation.
'

Provided,' her father repeated,
' that you don't get led

astray by any nonsense about women and their equality. But

you're too sensible, my dear, and you have been too religiously

brought up you know a woman's duties too well to be led

astray. One might as well be afraid that they'd convert you.
Go there as much as you can, and talk to me about them as

much as you please. Unless I am mistaken, things are going
to happen before long in that house. Make the girl fond of

you, Clara mind that make her lean upon you and turn to

you for advice.'
' Am I to make myself a spy in the house ?

'

his daughter
asked, her cheek flushing.

1 Not a spy ; I know all I want to about their actions. I

want this girl to lean upon you, and to take your advice. I

have good reasons for desiring that. And look here, Clara,
I'm a man of my word, which is one reason why I have got
on. The chief reason why our People always do get on is

because we are men of our word. Now, here is my word. I

am bound, for certain reasons, to deal kindly towards Madame
Elveda. Are you satisfied ? Very well, then. As for me, I

shall very likely make the acquaintance of Madame before

long. You smile, Clara ?
' he asked good-humouredly.

'You think your father is not quite up to that lady's
form ? We shall see we shall see. By the way, her
husband Emanuel Elveda was liis name what became of
him?'

* You knew him ?
'
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1

No, I did not. He was a man of great scientific promise,
I have heard. What became of him ? Do you know ?

'

* He went abroad to Morocco, I believe on some scien-

tific expedition, and died there.'
1 Oh ! Killed by his brethren the Moors, I suppose. Ish-

maelites were always lawless from the time of their father.'

He was silent again for a space. Then he went off in a
ramble of speech disconnected, following his thoughts

' Children never quite understand what it means when they
hear that their fathers have had to make their own way. If

you knew, Clara, the kind of society that I used to enjoy when
I was your age ;

if you only knew but there ! you know
Middlesex Street : you can guess what the beginnings were,

you would understand the happiness it is for me to see you
received and holding your own, at your ease, in this other kind
of society. Money and success, money and success ! I always
knew that money and success throw open all the doors all

the doors even the doors,' he laughed softly,
' of Spanish

Moors of Spanish Moors of Spanish Moors.' He kept on

repeating the words as though they amused him. ' Of Spanish
Moors. They open the doors of Spanish Moors.'

CHAPTER VI

THEY COME LIKE SHADOWS, SO DEPART

* THE meeting downstairs must be nearly over,' said Francesca.
' I wish I liked meetings. They bore me to death. I wish I

could speak at the meetings. I wish, in fact, that I was
otherwise.'

It was about three weeks since the acting of the play and
the declaration of the Thing Impossible. Francesca was

sitting in her own room that room in a Harem of which
Clara had spoken with Clara herself. Every Queen, Leader,
Priestess of the present or the future, must have her con-

fidante. It needed no encouragement, however, for Clara

Angelo to cultivate this confidence. At home, you have seen,
she breathed the atmosphere of money-getting ;

here she

breathed the purer air of those loftier levels on which the

children stand when the money has been made, the

independence achieved, and all the ladders kicked away.
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It is the Paradise of the money-maker's children, to whom it

reveals the next generation. From the drawing-room below,
from the hall, from the stairs, there came the sound of many
voices and many feet, with the rustling of many dresses, with
the occasional shrill notes of a single voice speaking with fire

and energy. It was the sound of a meeting, one of many
meetings held every season in Madame Elveda's drawing-room
in promotion of some branch of the great Cause.

'

Clara, my dear,' Francesca replied,
' how shall I become

otherwise ?
'

The two girls sat in this nest of a room, all silk and velvet

and embroideries, by themselves. They had taken a pleasant
afternoon tea, with cake and strawberries an aesthetic, artistic,

highly cultivated afternoon tea.
'

Nobody in the world wishes you otherwise, Francesca.'
* Alas ! my dear, there is my mother. For she waits

;
she

waits and hopes, and I draw no nearer to her hopes.'
' Yet only the other day you wrote and acted your play of

" The Eebel Queen"?'
1

Yes,' Francesca replied slowly,
' I did, and I put into it

the things that please my mother. And while I acted the part
it seemed all right. I was Vashti, the Rebel Queen ;

and
ever since I have had an uneasy feeling that Esther had the
best of it the modern Esther particularly, because she is not
dismissed after a year or two.'

I This is sheer heresy, Francesca.'
I 1 suppose it is. Writing a play with my mother's senti-

ments in it, and refusing to marry a man in order to carry out

my mother's views, ought to make it easier for me to begin
that active part which she expects. Somehow, it doesn't. She
holds her meetings ;

she calls her committees
; she reads her

papers ;
she joins her Societies

;
she fills the house with eager

women, all wanting wanting oh ! what is it they all want
so much ?

'

'

Shadows, Francesca.' Clara pretended to look around for

listeners and whispered low,
* Shadows.'

' Shadows ? If I was sure that they were shadows I would
join in the pursuit. They tell me that the things are real

;

that is what makes me afraid of them. I am used to shadows.
I have had very little else all my life.'

* Now you are going off into your fancies.'

Francesca threw herself back in her low easy chair, and
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rested her head upon her hands. For a pretty girl it is a

pretty attitude. And she began to talk, almost to whisper, in

a stream of low and murmurous words.
*

Everything is a show and a shadow : the world is only a

play of phantoms. Why should we vex our souls about

fleeting shadows and airy spectres ? Let the Show pass.

Everyone of us stands all by herself in the centre of infinity.
It would be blackness inconceivable solitude maddening
except for the Show which goes on all the time. When the

Show ceases the soul will be left alone in the dark. That is

death. I suppose the soul goes quite mad then, and for ever

and ever knows nothing and feels nothing, being mercifully
mad. But perhaps another Show begins with light and
music. Perhaps there is an endless procession of Shows,
just to distract the poor lonely soul.'

' Fancies fancies !

'

' When fancies fill your mind they are as real as if they
were not fancies. When you have no connection at all with
the Passing Show, can it be anything but a Show of Shadows ?

What connection have I with the Passing Show ? We stand

together my mother and I apart from the world and
watch it. She gets angry about it, and would alter things
in it. She tries to make me angry I used to get angry
just a little, you know, not much out of sympathy with her.

I get angry no longer I look on, and I am sometimes
interested. But to get angry because one shadow weeps and
another rages ? To try to alter anything ? No.'

' What connection with the world would you have ?
'

1

Why, what you have. Every other girl in the world has
a country a language cousins brothers sisters. Every
other girl has a part to play, her part with other girls and
with men in the Passing Show. She is a part of it : she

plays, as actress, to herself as audience. She plays her part
with her brothers, sisters, cousins. She falls in love, and

plays a part with her lover. When she is not playing, she

sits out and talks with others, and watches the playing of her
friends

;
she feels no loneliness

;
it is only when the Show

ceases for her that the loneliness begins. You, for instance,
have everything : all the machinery of relationship that joins

people together.'
* Oh ! yes. I have everything cousins and all, I

suppose.'
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1 Some of them, perhaps, not quite rich ?

*

' Some of my cousins are quite poor.'
{ Oh ! how delightful ! So that you are even able to under-

stand what people mean by talking about poverty. Now if I

try to understand poverty the thing evades me. I cannot

understand how people can consent to live at all unless they
have enough of everything. Then, you had playfellows. I had

none. I have always been quite alone. I never went to

school
;
I sat alone in a private room of a hotel, and masters

came to teach me. We belonged to no country ;
we had no

language. I used to think in French, Italian, Spanish,
wherever we happened to be. And I had no relations not

even cousins nobody but my mother. Out of hotel windows
and carriage windows I saw the Show of the world pass by.
It was always a Show to me when I was a child it is a Show
still.'

1 You are dreaming, Francesca.'
*

Formerly I used to guess at the stories the Show is full

of stories. Now, I don't care for the stories : I neither laugh
nor weep over them, I only see what excellent materials the

Show affords for Art of all kinds. You can make pictures,

plays, poems, stories out of it wonderful things in Art out

of this Show. But it isn't real any the more for the pictures.
A rainbow is an artistic thing, but it isn't real. So a starving

group of needlewomen may make an excellent picture or a

most moving poem : I could try to paint the picture, but the

misery of the thing would not be real to me.'
4 Would you give them money ?

'

' I don't know. Perhaps If they asked. Why not ? I

should not feel the loss. You see, Clara, we have always been
so rich. We have had nothing to do with making the money ;

there are no responsibilities ;
no estates, lands, or tenants.

To be rich as we are is exactly like the story in the " Arabian

Nights," where the Jinn gives the man a charm. Aladdin had
his lamp ; he rubbed the lamp when he wanted anything. I

have a magical possession just as good as Aladdin's lamp. My
Jinn gave me a Magic Knob

;
I touch it, and everything that I

want comes up. It is pure magic. Where does it come from ?

I don't know. I have never asked. There is nothing in the
world that I cannot get by pressing the Magic Knob. How
much reality do you think was left to Aladdin after he had
practised with his lamp for twenty years ? Why, when I wag
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a child I used to think it was ridiculous of anybody to want

anything when he only had to touch the hell. So foolish

not to know so simple a thing ! Even now when I press
the Knob I have the same feeling that Aladdin had with his

lamp.'
' But you do know very well that things are real.'
'

No, I do not know very well. I only suppose. I am told

that things are real, but I do not feel their reality, or under-

stand it. Therefore they are not real to me. Things, as you
call them, produce on me only the effect of a Passing Show.
I look out upon a Panorama, a Drama that never ends an

interesting Drama, the meaning and plot and proposed ending
of which I do not understand.'

1 What is real, then ? Nothing ?
'

' I myself I I I. And persons and things, so far only
as they touch me you and my mother and my pictures and

my music and my books
;
but the only thing quite real is my-

self I myself not the bag of bones and skin with a head
and feet, but myself, with all my clothing such as it is

poor rags and duds of knowledge and of Art. It matters

nothing to me that another person feels her own reality. She
isn't real to me. She isn't a part of myself.'

' But there are so many people part of oneself.'
' To you yes a great many. To me none.'
1 Your mother.'
' She is always watching over me, directing, superintend-

ing. But I don't really know her. She is a kind of Provi-

dence for me.'
'

Well, then, you must consent to marry ; you must find

someone who will connect you at once and for ever with the

world.'
' Not that way, Clara ;

I would rather be lonely than
become a slave.'

' Well but how can you be the only real thing when
without the existence of this world of work your collection of

acquirements you yourself would vanish ?
'

' I don't know. The world of work is the machinery of

the world. It is the Service. It answers the bell, my dear,

and brings up the things. We do not ask how the hotel is

managed. That is the Service. Down below they are con-

fecting a dinner for us scouring pots, I dare say peeling

potatoes making salad. Is that part of myself ?
'

G
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1

Everything is, I suppose, a part of oneself. We are all

human.'
Francesca shook her head doubtfully.
'

Nothing that is human should be outside us. So they

say. Clara, let me confess all my hard-heartedness. I am
never moved with reading of human miseries at all. They
are only part of the Passing Show. You know the beggars
who sit about the steps of the Italian churches the pic-

turesque, dirty, ragged, lazy creatures : the more dirty and

ragged the more picturesque they are. To me they are there

to make a picture. If they are poor and miserable it is their

fault, I suppose. The tale of the greatest injustice does not

make me angry. It is a matter for police and magistrates ;
it

shows defective machinery ; part of the Service is gone wrong.
I should like to ring the bell and call the attention of

the Manager to it. That is all.'

* Those two girls you told me of under the lamplight three

years ago, Francesca ?
'

' There was some defect in the management, my dear. I

ought to have rung the bell.'
'

Well, but Francesca with these fancies how are you
going to carry on your mother's work ?

'

' That is the question I am always asking, Clara. How
am I going to do anything of the kind ? She has set forth

the condition of women. She demands their equality.'
' Man is master and will remain master,' said Clara, the

Jewess. '
It is the Divine Law.'

' Then their equality by human law. That accomplished,
all the rest is to follow. Well, I can feel strongly enough in

my own case I would never never never submit to a
master but sometimes when one thinks of the Passing
Show, and how the women play their parts with contentment,
and the continuance of custom, and the strength of prejudice,
and the impudence of one woman standing up for all the

millions of women, the thing becomes impossible I feel that
I cannot even attempt it. At other times, when the fancy of

the Passing Show vanishes, I can see the splendid audacity of

an attempt to move the whole world. I become in imagina-
tion a greater than Vashti, who only rebelled against her
Lord the King, and I feel myself the greatest of all women
that ever lived, because I rebel for all.'

'You might be the bravest of all women, but you would be
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the most unsuccessful. However, it seems to me a far, far

greater dream that of the Leader even in a Cause doomed
to fail than to sit alone, by yourself, alone in the world,

hardly amused by the Passing Show.'
' Do you think so, Clara ? Do you always think so ?

Sometimes I think so too. Just at this moment my own
world all my own, my very little world of what I love-
seems to me far better than the real world. It is because I

am in doubt. Is it worth while to trouble about the real

world ? Real ? What nonsense we talk about the real

world ! There are a thousand real worlds. Let us make one
for ourselves and live in it, as in a tabernacle you and I,

Clara, and two or three more. We can make it a world of

Culture and Art. If we want food, we will press the Knob,
and they will bring up on the lift a tray of peaches and grapes
and Still Moselle. We will work at Art, which is much finer

than Humanity ;
Art is the only Goddess who has nothing to

do with age ;
her followers have no past and no future they

live in present achievement.'
' Oh ! Francesca ! What is the good of dreaming an idle

dream? Who can escape from the world? It is always
with us.'

'

It need not be.'

'But your world of culture would be soon disturbed by
certain unexpected realities. You cannot, for example,
escape sickness and death.'

' Sickness is only an incident. You get a toothache, and
it is disagreeable. It goes and it is forgotten. Bereavement ?

Yes
;
but then everybody hopes to escape it. Death ? It is

the end. It comes, and we either feel no more for ever, or

we wake to some new existence elsewhere.'
' Oh ! you are truly an Oriental through and through,

Francesca. You would live in a Harem secluded and

guarded.'
' A Harem if you like but without the King.'
* You would soon grow tired of your Harem and your

seclusion and your Art.'
' Never never if you and two or three more will keep

me company.'
' Oh !

'

Clara got up laughing
' and a very pretty thing

you would make of Art in your cloister ! I think I see the
.conventional figures. My dear, if you want to practise Art,

G2
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you must not sit here and paint. You must go outside and
watch and study and imitate the men.'

' Clara ! In this house !

' Francesca sat up and laughed
merrily.

' The roof will fall. The bell will not ring if you
talk like that ! The Magic Knob will cease to act. The Ser-

vice will run away I don't know what will happen if you
repeat such things.'

' You must do as the men do, my dear. You must go to

the Life School. You must study anatomy, and draw from

the living figure as it is. You must come out of your Harem,
or your Art will be contemptible stuff indeed.'

* The child
'

said Melkah. ' Have you watched the

child of late ?
'

1 1 watch her every day,' Madame Elveda replied.
' What

do you mean, Melkah ?
'

1 She is troubled she does not sing. I do not hear her

laugh she sits in silence.'
'

Well, she is thinking. She is a woman now, Melkah.

She is thinking about the great future before her, and how to

begin it.'

1 She is full of fancies. She is sick with fancies. Giva

her a lover to change her thoughts. Marry her marry her.

Let her have a husband to obey.'
'

Melkah,' said the mistress,
'

you should be back again in

Damascus. My daughter shall own obedience to no man.'

CHAPTER VII

THE AEM OF COINCIDENCE

ME. ANGELO'S little place in Mortimer Street is certainly
more like a private house than a shop. The windows are

those of a private house
;
there is no name over the door,

only a small brass plate with the name '

Angelo
'

in the middle
of the side-post. But all the world knows Angelo's. The
door stands open, the visitor enters, turns the handle of an
inner door, and finds himself on the ground floor, the back
room opening out of the front. These rooms are furnished,
rather too much furnished, with a curious assortment of

chairs, tables, and cabinets. The walls are covered with
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pictures, except where a bracket supports a clock or a statuette

or an ancient mug. The cabinets are filled with all manner
of odds and ends, coins of every age and every land, watches
of every maker, rings in trays, precious stones in trays,
scarabaei and mummy figures and hieroglyphic inscriptions
from Egypt, tablets covered with cuneiform characters from

Assyrian mounds, statuettes in silver and bronze, ancient

lamps, Eoman pottery and tiles; mediaeval glass, cameos I

know not what. The whole house is a museum : on the stairs

are sarcophagi and things carved in wood, in. the rooms above
are china and porcelain, things precious and costly, ivory
caskets, wooden chests, idols, arms and implements from

every country under the sun, dresses and fabrics of every
kind

;
there is nothing which may not be seen, examined, and

bought here : there is nothing which Mr. Aldebert Angelo,
proprietor of this wonderful collection, does not keep and does
not know. He is not a picture-dealer, he will tell you ; yet
here is a picture, a genuine Vandyke. How does he know
that it is genuine? He laughs gently. Everybody knows,
he says, such a simple thing as that. Here is a piece of

Sevres. How does he know that it is genuine ? He laughs.

Everybody, he says, can see at a glance that it is genuine.
Here is a coin, a silver shekel, with the Maccabsean stamp.
How does he know that it is genuine ? Well, he says, a

forgery proclaims itself, whether it be paste pretending to be
a diamond or gilt pretending to be gold, or a copy pretending
to be an original. How do people get this eye for the genuine
and the forged ? No one knows. It is born with a man,
perhaps : inherited : specially it is a gift of the People to whom
Mr. Aldebert Angelo belongs.

A clerk sits on this ground floor
;
he is invisible when you

go in
;
he remains invisible while you walk about and look at

the things. When he perceives by a certain green hue that

falls upon every visitor's face after a time that he is seized

with a sickness of yearning, a longing for something, he

suddenly appears, and proceeds to give, in a soft and con-

fidential murmur, a little history of that thing. He is quite

young, but he knows about as much as his employer, and he
never never never suffers anybody to depart without leaving
behind him a substantial portion of his worldly wealth in

return for a bibelot, a bit of bric-a-bracary, a coin, a pot, a

picture, a statuette. ~ /
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This morning two men were conversing in one of the

front windows of this museum. They were both men of

about fifty. One of the two you have already seen. He was

standing, one foot 011 a carved stool, his left hand jingling

keys in his pocket, a man somewhat shorter than the average,
and certainly of more solid build. He was dressed in the

style of the substantial British merchant : there are a good
many like him, I believe, in the City, and we recognise the

figure, and we know what it is meant for when it is drawn or

when it is met. Broadcloth covers that figure a good,
substantial broadcloth. The company of which he is chair-

man may be shoddy and sham
;
but his exterior is good broad-

cloth. This figure wore a faultless hat, had a solid gold chain

across his waistcoat, a large signet-ring on his finger, and

gold pince-nez, with a thin gold chain, upon his nose. His
hair had gone off the temples and crown

;
what was left of it

was black
;
he had thick black eyebrows ; his eyes were keen

and bright; his face, though the features were somewhat
marred with too generous living, showed the greatest ability
such a man might have been Chancellor of the Exchequer, or

he might have organised a revolution, yet he was only a dealer

in bric-a-brac
; he might have led the House of Commons,

but he was only Mr. Aldebert Angelo, of Mortimer Street,
dealer in curios.

He was standing. The other man was seated on a carved
oaken chest. This man, about the same age, was of very
different appearance. Generous living had not puffed his

cheeks or swelled his neck
;
he was slight and thin

;
he clearly

belonged to a lower social level
;
he wore a pot-hat, and was

dressed in a grey suit which fitted more tightly than is the
fashion with most men. His sharp face, the carriage of his

small, well-set head and body, his keen eyes, showed a curious

alertness, as of one always on the watch the face of the
hunter and the hunted. The name of this person to the

general public was Sydney Bernard. To those who know the
Turf and have heard of bookmakers one need say no more.
And though no two men could be more unlike each other,
and though the two men bore different names, this man was
the brother of Mr. Aldebert Angelo.

1 The name attracted me first,' Mr. Angelo was saying.
His voice was soft, musical, and low say persuasive say
rich if you like but there is a less pleasing adjective some-
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times used in connection with such a voice, that you must not
use. * The name, Elveda. Everybody knows the name.

Why, it belongs to history our history as much as the
name of Albu who ever heard of an Elveda outside our-

selves ? My Clara first told me about these people. She
made the acquaintance of the girl Francesca Elveda at

Newnham, where she was at college, you know Clara thinks

everything about her. Never was a girl so clever
; never was

a girl so beautiful
;
never was a girl so rich

;
calls herself a

Spanish Moor. That set me thinking. Why should a Jewess
call herself a Spanish Moor ? How came she to be so rich ?

You never heard of an Elveda with money, brother ?
'

1 Never.'
'

They were Spanish Counts once, and pretended to be

Catholics, but they had no money. There have been scholars

among them and men of science and study, but never any
rich men. Where did the money come from, then? And
why Spanish Moors ? Our people can call themselves what

they like, brother, but
'

The brother nodded. ' What they like,' he repeated.
' All the same '

' I understand you, brother
;
that is so, fortunately for our-

selves. It is by Special Providence, and for our ultimate

glorification. I haven't seen the girl, but I understand from
Clara that a Spanish Moor is not to be distinguished from a

Spanish Jew. Well, Clara is a friend of the girl and goes to

the house. They live in Cromwell Road, not far from my
house. They've got the biggest house in the Road

; they've

got horses and carriages ;
the place is always full of people ;

they give dinners and dances and private theatricals and
concerts. Madame Elveda has meetings about women's rights
and such stuff. I am told that the house is well furnished,
and that it contains as you'd expect from a house furnished

by women everything that it shouldn't bad copies for

pictures, antiques made yesterday, old armour hammered last

week, and china most clumsily forged ; you know the stuff

that goes into a house where there are only women. Why,
my Clara herself, with all her advantages, has never been

quite able to tell a copy from an original. So long as they
believe that it's all right they are happy. Wait till it comes
to selling off.'

* What are you coming to ?
'

asked the other.
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1 Wait a bit. I said I was going to surprise you and I

am. Everything in this world is accidental. When I was in

Paris the other day, I saw in the shop of one of my corre-

spondents a very curious little collection of books. Quite by
accident for I don't as a rule buy books I asked what they
were and where they came from. They were once the pro-

perty, he told me, of a certain Charles Albu '

' Charles Albu !

'

Mr. Bernard, who had been showing
signs of boredom, became suddenly attentive.

' Charles Albu !

What relation was he to us ?
'

1 Charles Albu !

'

Mr. Angelo repeated.
' You have heard

of the great contractor in the Peninsular War, Simeon Albu ?

You know that he was a cousin of ours ?
'

' I have heard that there was such a cousin. As for any
use he was to us

'

' None none. Our father was too proud to ask his help

foolishly proud, I call it -when a few hundreds would have
lifted him once for all out of the Whitechapel hole where he
has always been mouldering. But he wouldn't. Well, this

Charles Albu was the only child of that great contractor.'
' He must have been rich, then.'
1 He was rich. As my French correspondent told me, he

was riche d millions richissime. He was almost as rich as

any man need wish to be. I made it my business to find out
all I could about him, because in such a case nobody knows
what may happen. When a great fortune is in a family, it is

like a title or a landed estate. All the cousins must keep up
their connection with the family. Nobody knows how an
estate may drop in. To look after such a fortune, brother,
should be a duty which we owe to ourselves and to our
children.'

The other, who was a man of few words, nodded his

head.
1

Well, then. Now listen. This Charles Albu lived in
Paris all his life ; he never entered into any speculations, nor
did he gamble, nor did he sport, nor did he trade

; he enjoyed
his income. He spent money in collecting books

; two or
three booksellers weep still to think of him, but he never

spent all his income, and he never tried to increase it in any
way. A dull life, brother dull, dull, and unprofitable.'

The other man shook his head. '

Dull,' he repeated.
' A

waste of life, neither to make more nor to lose.'
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' He just lived as a wealthy man among the pleasures of

Paris.'
* Pleasures ?

'

the man of the Turf repeated.
* Pleasures ?

without speculation or sport or gambling they are all

the same '

he looked to his brother to finish the sentence.

'Life has few other pleasures indeed. This man, our

comia, thought differently, I suppose. He lived retired
; he

took such pleasure as he wanted, and he died young.'
1 No wonder !

'

*

Well, now I am going to give you my surprise. He had

only one daughter ;
she is said to have been very beautiful

also a cousin of ours, mind. This girl was twenty when her
father died

;
at twenty-one she inherited the whole of the

great fortune. She was then about the biggest heiress in

France, and she married. She might have married anybody
she pleased, with all her money ;

she might have married a

great English lord French lords are not of much account.
But she did not

;
she just married one of her own people.

He was a young man who had made already some discoveries

or other in science what they call a promising young man
it is just as well that some of our ability should show itself in

other than business lines. The name of this young man was
Emanuel Elveda.'

' Oh !

' The other man looked up sharply.
' Then these

rich people are our cousins !

'

' I thought I should surprise you, brother. Yes, this

millionaire and her daughter are our cousins. We had the
same great-grandfather, and he lived in the Ghetto of some
Italian town. But there's more to tell. They had not been
married very long a year, perhaps when they quarrelled
and parted, no one knows why. As for the husband, he went

away, and nobody knows what became of him. He is dead,

probably. The wife, who had a baby, remained abroad until

three or four years ago. But she is separated from her own
People goes no more to synagogue and declares herself to

be a Spanish Moor, which her daughter is said to believe. A
Spanish Moor ! So, you see, our cousin is not likely to own
us.'

* Where is the money ?
'

*I do not know. My inquiries have brought me little

further than the separation. When that happened, Isabel

Elveda took the management of her fortune out of the hands
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of the former manager, who was one of Us, and placed them
in Christian hands in order to mark her departure.'

' Is she a Christian, then ?
' Mr. Bernard asked quickly.

' Not that I know of. The inheritance was invested when
the daughter succeeded, in French Kentes of various kinds

and in English Consols safely and prudently invested.

That I know, because I have conversed with the former

manager an old man now. Where it is now I cannot

tell.'
' This great fortune, brother

' He stopped and
waited. He had a way of letting his brother finish the

sentence.
* I know what you are going to say it belongs to the

family. It is true that this woman has left her own People,
but she would not, surely, give away such an immense for-

tune out of the family. She could not. And it is our duty
to reflect that the management of this fortune is in the hands
of a woman ;

and that she may be tempted to play with it

fancy an ignorant woman playing with such a property !

Think of the sharks and the robbers who would gather round
her as soon as she began to play ! Think of the rotten things
she would be made to bo]ster up for their benefit. Why, it is

terrible to think of what might happen.'
Mr. Bernard nodded thoughtfully.
' Do you know how much it is ? Forty millions of francs

when this woman succeeded more than a million and a half

of English money. Sixty thousand pounds a year! Sixty
thousand pounds a year ! More than a hundred and fifty

pounds a day ! Six pounds an hour ! There's a fortune for

you ! Good Heavens ! And all in the hands of one woman
who has but one child a girl. The girl may never marry
she seems to be a fool, for she says she shall never marry or

she may have no children, or she may die then, brother,
what becomes of all this money ? Besides, I have heard from
Paris. Her agent, a Frenchman and a Christian it is whis-

pered among Us speculates and has been losing.'
' What can we do ?

'

' She has left her People. She should be dead to us.

But then it isn't as if she were a man
; and it isn't as if she

had turned Christian, for she hasn't. She is only to be

regarded as a Jewess who neglects her religion ;
and she is

always, remember, our cousin. Perhaps she does not know
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that she has any cousins : certainly her father kept up no

acquaintance with our side of the family. In that case, we
ought, perhaps, to inform her that she has a large family of

cousins. Perhaps she is not desirous of cultivating her rela-

tions that is her look-out. We shall certainly not force

ourselves upon her not that she has any call to be ashamed.
What ? A man may strip himself of everything religion
and race and friends and money but he can't strip himself

of his family, that remains. You belong to your family, you
are tied to your family, you can't get away from it any way.
The brothers and the cousins remain.'

'

They do.'
* And they have the right to offer assistance and counsel.

It may not be taken, but they can offer it.'

' Then we might
'

* What you are going to say, brother, is exactly my opinion.
We might call upon her. Let us think it over. I learn from
Clara that Madame Elveda, our cousin, Isabel Albu that was,
is a proud and very dignified woman. We must be very
careful. It will not do to fling in her face publicly the fact

that she pretends to be what she is not, and that she is what
she pretends not to be. We must be very careful.'

' Does Clara know ?
'

Mr. Angelo laughed softly.
* Would a wise man entrust a

secret to the keeping of a woman ? No no. Clara will be
useful. Clara makes herself necessary to the girl ;

but Clara

does not know why.'
Just then the door was pushed open, and a man walked

in looking about him. He was a man of middle age say of

forty-five. He had the healthy brown skin with stains of

weather upon it which belongs to men who have travelled

or voyaged much, yet nothing of the sailor in his aspect.
You could guess from the first glance at his face that he was
a traveller. He was not dressed quite in the fashion of

Piccadilly: you could not, from his appearance, assign him
his position in the world. Now, most men can be set down
as this, that, or the other, merely from their outward appear-
ance. For instance, looking round in an omnibus one dis-

covers that this man has a shop, or a '

place of business
'

;

and that the other man is in the City, and has an office;

and that the third man is evidently a solicitor
;
and the fourth

man is a professional in one of the fancy kinds, such as
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music; and the fifth man is connected with the Turf; and
the sixth is an actor

;
and the seventh is a rustic

;
and the

eighth is a clergyman and so on. It was, however, more
difficult to guess from his appearance the condition or calling
of this man. He was dressed in a loose jacket of brown cloth,

and had a soft felt hat : so far, he might have been an artist

of some kind. But there was nothing of the artist on his-

face. His other garments showed signs of long wear: his

boots were made for tough work. He might have been re-

turning from a long journey: he was travel-stained: his

hands were, and always had been, gloveless : they were
browned by exposure, and the fingers were horny, as if they
worked. These outward signs, taken together, do not belong
to any of the known professions. Yet if the spectator or the

speculator should by accident chance upon a recollection of

the word '

Pilgrim,' that would at once suggest a solution of

the difficulty. The man might be a pilgrim ;
the felt hat, in

imagination, enlarged its borders and became ornamented
with scallop-shells ;

his grey jacket became a long grey

gabardine with a belt, from which hung a shell and scrip;
and his walking-stick became a pilgrim's staff. Pilgrim, no
doubt. Pilgrim to many a holy shrine.

A pilgrim, truly. This man had wandered alone for

twenty years, all the time on pilgrimage. He was, as you
shall learn in good time, the greatest pilgrim living the most
extensive pilgrim of past or present.

This man was no other than Emanuel Elveda, the very
man of whom the brothers had just before been talking. The
arm of coincidence brought him to this place at this moment.
When last you saw him he refused, in his wife's drawing-
room, the wages of compromise. He was young then. Twenty
years make a great difference in every man's face ; the change
is not capricious but by law see my great work of the future

on the subject of Development, Chapter XLIV.,
' On the Face

and its Expression ;

'

title of sub-section,
' Influence of Occu-

pation.' It is a very interesting chapter, and full of learning.
Here you will see set forth but compare Chapter XCII. on
'

Daily Habit '

not only the general laws, but also the law of

influence. Show me a faithful portrait of a man at twenty-
five, and another of the same man at fifty, and I will read the

history of his habitual thoughts, and tell you the kind of work
he has been doing. Such knowledge should prove especially
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useful at a general election, the choice of a president, or the

recognition of a leader.

This man's life had been that of a philosopher ; therefore,
his face had softened all the lines in it had softened. When
last we saw that face there was the look of a warrior a

captain ;
now it was the face of a ruler a sheikh. The man

had ruled nobody except himself: that is enough, however,
when the self is great. There had been the keen eye of a

hawk on the face : now the eyes the deep blue eyes were
softened. Full of light were they still, but it was the evening,
not the morning light. Often in twenty years the beauty and
the strength of a face vanish : look round among the men of

fifty, and restore, if you can, the face of one-and-twenty.
Where is it that face so bright and brave, so pure and

lofty ? Gone gone ! The smudges of thirty years have

changed and spoiled it
;

it is spoiled by the allurements of

life
;

it is stained with wine, puft'ed with feasting, dragged
down by the tangles of Neaera's hair : the strong face has be-

come weak ; the face framed for wisdom has become foolish.

But this man's face was still strong ;
it was stronger than

of old, yet no longer combative
;
his brown beard was flecked

with grey ;
his hair, longer than most men wear it, was thin

on the temples and also flecked with grey ;
crows' -feet lay

round his eyes, which were serious eyes; a deep line had
been drawn across his forehead

;
his mouth, so far as could

be seen behind his beard, was grave and set ; there was little

laughter on those lips. And he wore glasses glasses with

good strong blue rims.

He removed his hat as he entered, and stood looking
about him.

The clerk of the ground floor seeing that this was no

purchaser, but, perhaps, a vendor, became instantly visible,

stepped down the shop, and asked him gently how he could

serve this stranger.
' I have a letter,' he said,

' for Mr. Aldebert Angelo.'
His English was very good, but it had a foreign accent.

You know how a Frenchman, a German, and a Russian re-

spectively speak English this man spoke as a Russian does,

quite clearly and distinctly, and with all the aspirates right,

yet with a foreign accent.

Mr. Angelo turned round. ' A letter for me ? I am
Mr. Aldebert Angelo. Hand it over, my friend.'
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The visitor produced a letter from a large leather pocket-

book, shiny and black from long use.
*

It is,' he said,
' from

your Hamburg correspondent, Solomon Eosenberg.'
Mr. Angelo looked at him curiously and opened the

letter.
*

Oh, Lord !

' he cried. Now, nobody had ever before wit-

nessed such a phenomenon in Mr. Aldebert Angelo. He was
accustomed to receive everything changes of price, deprecia-
tion of value, or the opposite with the calm of a philosopher.
At this moment he gazed upon his visitor with every mark of

uncontrolled amazement. His face seemed to become thin as

well as pale but this was a spectral illusion he opened his

mouth, he gasped.
' What is it ?

'

asked his brother.

For reply, the astonished man handed over the letter,

murmuring,
' Eead it and see !

'

Mr. Bernard read the letter. His profession if any can
teaches one to guard against sudden emotions. The most

surprising things do not disturb the Turf man outwardly.
He did not change colour

;
he only lifted his eyes and glanced

at the man who had brought the letter, and then gave it back
to his brother, and waited for him to speak.

* You are Emanuel Elveda ?
'

Mr. Angelo asked, recovering
a little.

* You are actually Emanuel Elveda ?
'

' I am Emanuel Elveda,' the man replied gently. He
appeared quite unconscious of any cause for curiosity, and
stood before them without the least embarrassment.

1

Pray my correspondent does not tell me this, there may
be more than one person of your name are you the Emanuel
Elveda who married, about twenty years ago, in Paris, one

Isabel, daughter of the late Charles Albu, in the Synagogue,
Rue Notre-Dame-de-Nazareth ?

'

* I am that Emanuel Elveda/
' Oh ! and I believe that you were separated from your wife

about a year afterwards ?
'

1 That is so.'
1 And you have never been heard of since ?

'

1 There is no reason why I should be heard of. My wife
had left me. I had neither wife nor child to ask after me.
If the world which has long forgotten me should remember
me again, and should choose to think me dead, what does that
matter ?

'
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I Neither wife nor child ? Why, your wife is still living
here in London.'

' My wife has left me. That is enough.'
' Why have you written no letters ?

' Mr. Angelo put this

question, gazing upon him curiously.
' I have, besides, neither brother nor sister. And I have

no money. Therefore I am a person of no interest to the

world. Why should I write letters ? To whom should I write

letters ?
'

' How do we know that you are Eraanuel Elveda ?
'

' What does it matter ? I am Isaac Cohen, if you like, or

Solomon Lowe. What does it matter ? If you do not believe

that I am Emanuel Elveda, believe that I am somebody else.'
'

Well, I suppose you are the man. The reason why I

started when I read your letter was that we were actually talk-

ing about you at that very moment. A coincidence !

'

'

Yes, a coincidence,' Emanuel answered carelessly. Why
should, or why should not, these people talk about him ? He
did not ask why they were talking about him or what they
were saying. He was indifferent. The thing did not concern
him.

'In all these years twenty years, is it not? of your
absence, what, if we may ask, have you been doing ?

'

' I have been wandering travelling no wandering about
the world.'

' And now you propose, I dare say, to return to your
wife ?

'

' No
;
she may return to me, if she pleases. I shall not

return to her. Pray, if you are a friend of my wife's
'

' I have never seen her.'
* Then we need not speak of her. We will speak of the

reason of this visit. Your friend, Solomon Eosenberg, of

Hamburg, told me that perhaps you could assist me in what
I want.'

' What is your business ? Is it money ?
'

' There is no money in any business of mine.'
I 1 remember to have heard that you were a man of science.

I suppose there is no money in science ?
'

' I do not live by science but by the work of my hands. I

am a carver in wood.'
' A carver in wood ! You are a man of science, and you

live by the work of your hands ! And your wife is a million-
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jure the richest woman of all our People living in a Palace I

And you live by carving wood ! This is truly wonderful !

'

* What is it to me whether my late wife is rich or poor ?

Will you do for me v/hat I want ? If so, I will work for you ;

if not, I will go.'
' What do you ask me to do for you ?

'

* Find me a market for my carving. Herr Rosenberg says

you buy such things. I work at it only enough to pay my way,
and I ask but little for my work.'

4 If you really can carve. Plenty of men pretend to this,

that, and the other, but a real carver of wood is as difficult to

find as a good painter of pictures. It is an age of bad art,

my friend, bad work, bad everything, bad workmen multiplied

by the thousand. If you can really carve, look at this chest

now.' He pointed to the small oak chest on which Mr.

Sydney Bernard had been sitting : it was covered with wood-

carving ; there were pilasters on the sides and front
;
there

were vines with leaves and clustering grapes a very beautiful

piece of old carving to all appearance.
' Look at that now.

What do you think of this piece of work a noble, noble piece
of last-century work ? Can you equal that ?

'

The man stooped and examined it carefully.
'

This,' he

said,
*
is not last-century work at all. It was executed yester-

day. Nor is it noble work
;

it is common work. You called

it last-century work in order to try me. He who sells this

chest for good work or for old work commits a fraud.'

Mr. Angelo laughed.
' He who buys it for good work or

for old work, my friend, commits a folly. That is the better

way to put it. Come, now, Mr. Elveda, can you do such work
as that ?

'

* Mine is very much finer work. This is coarse in execu-
tion and common in design.'

1 Humph ! I thought you were a scientific man. Well, if

you really can do what you say come, Mr. Elveda, bring me
a sample of your work. If it is only as fine as this which you
call coarse and common I'll take all you can do. And the
more the better. And for terms but you shall see.'

' Thank you. I will begin at once.'
' What is your address ? Where are you lodging ?

'

* I do not know. I must find one somewhere. Do you
know of any place where I could live ? It must not be quite
in the middle of the houses. They choke me.'
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Mr. Angelo stroked his chin thoughtfully. Then he looked
at his brother and nodded his head, with the least little em-

phasis as of private meaning and intelligence.
'

Perhaps I can. You want to work at home and to have
meals at home, I suppose. Yes. Yours is clean work. I

suppose you don't carry on scientific work which means
stinks and bottles in your room only the carving. Yes.
You don't want, naturally, to be very near your wife you are

not anxious to meet her you are not anxious for her to meet

you of course not. Well, now, my friend here Mr. Bernard
is his name happens to have a room in his house which
would just suit you.' Mr. Bernard started slightly, but made
no other sign.

' You can have it for five shillings a week,
and you can make some arrangement about meals. His

daughter teaches music, which won't interfere with your
work. Make it lively, like a barrel-organ all day in the street.

The place is at the other end of the town a cheerful, airy

locality, looking out over a kind of garden. And you
can get about by the Underground Eailway Portland Road
Station.'

' Thank you. I shall be very glad to accept the offer if this

gentleman
'

' Oh yes !

'

said Mr. Bernard. ' I suppose you can have
the room. Shall you want it for long ?

'

' Not for long ;
I have some business to get through the

business that brought me here. Perhaps two or three months
then I shall go away again.'
'There's another thing,' Mr. Angelo continued. 'If you

don't want to be known, you had better take another name.

Many of our people do, you know. My name is not Angelo.
If you don't want people to go about saying that Emanuel
Elveda, who was thought to be dead, has come back to life,

you had better call yourself something else. Just as you like,

you know, but if you don't want to be talked about you had
better work under another name. Emanuel Ellis, say eh ?

Why not Ellis ?
'

'As you please. Let it be Ellis or anything else as

you please.'
' Where are your things ?

'

' I have a bag with a change of clothes and my tools.'
'

Very good ! Then here is the address.' Mr. Angelo
wrote it down on a card.

' Mr. Bernard is now going home,
H
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and will see that things are ready for you. Good morning,

my friend. Good morning, Mr. Ellis.'

Emanuel Elveda took the card, read the address, inclined

his head gravely, and went away.
*

Brother,' said Mr. Angelo, when the door closed,
' I

promised you a surprise ; but hang me if I was prepared for

such a surprise as this ! Well, now ! That is Emanuel
Elveda our cousin by marriage. We may as well keep the

little secret to ourselves, and keep the man under our own
eyes eh ? Your lodger. No need for the world to know that

Emanuel Elveda, thought to be dead, has come to life again
eh ? His wife don't want him back. Nobody wants him

back. But where there is money it's well to be careful.'
'

Quite as well,' his brother repeated.
' As to the man,

now '

' I know what you are going to say. The man is clearly
one of those unfortunates who never could make money with
all the chances in the world. He married a millionaire, and
he left her think of that ! He keeps himself with wood-

carving actually with wood-carving ! He's a chemist, and I

don't know what. He ought to be discovering things, taking
out patents rolling in riches. Wood-carving ! And his wife
a millionaire ! He won't give you any trouble, brother, and
it really is just as well to know what he is doing. We may
be instrumental in bringing all that money back through this

very man. Wood-carving ! Well, I shall get him cheap, I
dare say. That will be something if he can really carve.

And I shall be useful to him. There's no gratitude in trade
;

but in science, who knows ? And the Elvedas were always
fools about money.'

CHAPTER VIII

IN THE LABOBATOEY

THEEE is no place in the world more full of mystery, which
is one form of delight, than a well-ordered laboratory. A
woman's heart is full of mystery ;

but even when one has
it surrendered at discretion and given up in one's own
custody, it is so very, very hard to read. A cuneiform, a
Hittite inscription, is as legible. A factory with its steam-

engine and complicated wheels and whirr is full of mystery,
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but of a kind which makes the beholders wonder and utter

vague commonplaces about the ingenuity of man. A studio
with pictures in various stages of advancement, from the

portrait which is as yet a mere ghost in chalk to the
finished figure; with bits of tapestry; with a gallery of

carved wood
;
with armour, spear-heads, swords, mirrors,

costumes, and properties of all kinds, is full of mystery.
But a chemical laboratory, with its bottles, retorts, crucibles,
scales under glass, blow-pipes, glass rods, glass cylinders,

jars, pestle and mortar, and its strange smells, is the most

mysterious thing in the whole world. We are so well edu-
cated now that we no longer expect the bottles to go pop
of their own accord. Time was when a lecture on chemis-

try was given once a year at the Athenaeum or Mechanics'

Institute, and it was bound to end with a pop. But the

Laboratory recalls necromancers, poisoners, alchemists,
searchers after the divine Elixir some day they will find

it, I dare say magicians, physicians, conjurers, and all those

who formerly worked with a crucible and a furnace : they
all belong to the Laboratory. And from the Laboratory
will come, in the future, the secrets that are going to do
such wonderful ^things for the human race. The mysteries
of the future, as well as those of the past, are in the Labora-

tory. As for the mysteries of the present, they belong to

the chemist himself.

Harold Alleyne was the chemist of the present. He
belonged by birth to a family which had not ;for many
generations been called upon to earn their daily bread. It

was, in fact, afflicted with a peerage. Now, a peerage of long

standing is apt to develop, in those members of the family
who stand near to the title, a certain indolence of brain,
which only wants encouragement to spring up in every
human creature. Our brains would be overrun with this

weed were it not for the necessity of work. Nobody except
Rabelais has ever thoroughly comprehended the true benefi-

cence of that necessity. Most of us would like nothing
better than to stroll and talk between meals, or to sit in

drowsy content, Black Jack or Brown George at our elbows,
and tobacco within reach, either beneath the shade of the

trees or beside the fire, nodding at intervals, and from time
to time taking another pull. Such a heavenly life had been
led by Harold's people for certainly two hundred years in

H2
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fact, ever since they fought in the Civil War. They feasted

and drank and took their tobacco and slept all through the

last century, and, indeed, until the fourth quarter of this,

which is now coming to an end. They grew fat of body
and sluggish in mind as they continued in their Castle of

Indolence. No family ever produced history so blameless, so

absolutely barren of incident, so completely devoid of distinc-

tion, as this noble family, whose head was the Earl of Hay-
ling. This late nineteenth century, however, is pestilently

breaking up all the good old traditions. Among other things,
it has produced a most remarkable spirit of activity or rest-

lessness, which is driving the younger sons and the grand-
sons into the learned professions, and into trade, and into

pursuits which are neither trade nor profession. Formerly
they went into the Army or they did nothing. They are now
found at the Bar and in the hospitals ; they are found on the

Stock Exchange and in merchants' offices
; they are found

on cattle ranches
; they are even, I am informed, found on

the beach among the isles of the Pacific. This restlessness

seized upon the young Earl of Hayling it was in the sixties

it was an early case of the disorder : it was then accounted

wonderful : it so possessed that young nobleman that he laid

down his title and his estates and everything that he had : he
did this deliberately and in cold blood

;
he executed a legal

instrument by which a certain brother was to receive and to

use for himself all his rents until his return
;
he would have

given him the title as well, but he could not. He did, how-

ever, assure his brother that he should never return. When
this was done he put on common clothes, he sought the Port
of London, and he shipped as a sailor before the mast. For
ten years nobody heard anything more of him : then his

solicitor met him by accident, down Limehouse way, still

dressed as a sailor hale, hearty, and cheerful. The sailor

Earl inquired kindly after the welfare of his people, and sent a

reassuring message to his brother that he did not mean to

return, and then disappeared again. Therefore Harold, whose
father, this brother above named, was now dead, knew not
whether he was a Peer or not. His uncle might be alive-

very likely he was alive : he might have married most men
are married by the time they are fifty : there might be heirs

most men, married men, at fifty do have heirs male heirs

sons. Meantime, when his father died the right to draw
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the rents was lost, and all the money was accumulating for

the next Earl, whoever he might be.

The intellectual restlessness which caused his uncle to run

away at the age of five-and-twenty passed over Harold's

father, who lived in the country, and dozed between meals,
and presently passed away peacefully in an after-luncheon

nap, at the early age of forty or so. It descended, however,
to Harold himself, and made him a man of science, not a
dabbler in science a man of science. At Cambridge he took
a first-class in science

;
he became a Fellow and Lecturer of

his college ;
he worked at science as resolutely as if he had

his bread as well as his name to make. The former was

already provided for. His father, who had enjoyed the family
estates for fifteen years, left him an income of fifteen hundred
a year, which is a good start in life. A man with fifteen

hundred a year can do anything in reason. The things that

are unreasonable can always be bought, but they are costly.
Harold lived in Chelsea. He inhabited a house built for a

studio a tadpole kind of house, all studio and staircase, with
two or three little rooms added for feeding and sleeping : the

house was, in fact, a studio, and nothing else. He turned
the studio into a laboratory. Thus transformed, it was a large
room on the first floor. It had a broad north window and a

piece of skylight ;
it was provided with a furnace, a sink, and

a tap, for when the chemist is not experimenting he is

washing up. There were tables with jets of gas, blow-pipes,
and contrivances for holding things in position while they
were tortured by the flame into yielding up their secrets;
there were shelves of books, in French, German, and Italian,
as well as English ;

there was a writing-table of proportions
almost equal to that of Madame Elveda's. It was an honest

workshop, as complete as a small laboratory can be. One
thing it possessed which does not usually belong to a

laboratory the portrait of a girl, a cabinet photograph,
clear, bold of outline, true and natural, taken in Italy, where
the lens is clearer and the sun stronger than in this country.
It stood in a frame on the table, so that the worker could
refresh his soul from time to time by the contemplation of it

and the consideration of its owner's virtues.

This morning Harold was at work alone in his laboratory.
As it was not many days after his dismissal by the young
lady whose portrait stood on his table, he should have pre-
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sented certain outward and visible marks of discomfiture,

rage, disappointment, and despair. I have never with, these

eyes of mine beheld a rejected lover except once, when the

creature actually laughed and jumped over the table for joy,
for he had been afraid that he should be accepted. This

young man certainly did not jump for joy ;
nor did he clench

his fist and knit his brows
;
nor did he sit in the corner and

sigh nothing of the kind. As Charlotte Werther's Char-
lotte went on cutting bread and butter, so this young man
went on with his Eesearch. He was always conducting a

Research : it had been interrupted by a young lady who told

him to think of her no longer except as a friend
;
he had now

resumed his labours until a more favourable opportunity.
His face wore the grave and steady look of one who works
and watches, and thinks and seeks for facts, always new facts.

It is the look which ennobles ; there is no expression brought
to the face by any other work which so much ennobles the

face ; let our sons take up no lesser and lower work than this.

On the table but he was not sitting at the table beside the

portrait lay a letter from Francesca ; he had opened it and
read it. Not a word was there about the few words of

explanation and the Thing Impossible ; it was free and frank
like all her letters, friendly, confidential

;
she meant to carry

out her promise ;
she would write to him just as if there had

been no such episode. Very well ; love-making set aside for

the present, work could be resumed : meantime one could

wait : the future might bring much. Francesca was a girl of

many fancies : Melkah, the wise woman, had delivered an
Oracle of Comfort and of Hope.

He worked from ten o'clock till noon : what he worked

upon you may find in the 'Transactions of the Chemical

Society
'

of last year. While he was still engaged, the door
of his laboratory was opened, and a man appeared without

being announced. Harold heard nothing. The man waited
for a moment. He looked about the room and nodded. He
looked at the owner of the place and he smiled. Then he

stepped softly across the room, and laid his hand upon
Harold's shoulder. Harold started, dropped his blow-pipe, and

sprang to his feet. ' You !

' he cried
;

'

you ! Emanuel !

my dear friend, where have you been ? What have you been

doing? Why have you never written to me?' He seized

both hands, and began again: 'Where have you been?
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What have you been doing? Sit down sit down. Take
this chair, so. Now let us talk. Where have you been ?

'

'I have been, as usual, wandering over the face of the

earth.' He spoke gently and softly, with a foreign accent.
' Your name is not Emanuel but Cartaphilus, or Isaac

Laquedem. You are nothing less than the Wandering Jew.'
' I am a wandering Jew, that is quite certain. Yet not

Cartaphilus or Isaac Laquedem.'
' When I made your acquaintance you had been wandering

for sixteen years and that is four years ago
'

'

Yes, I am still a wanderer. I wander about the world
and look on. It is very interesting.'

4 You ought to write down what you know.*
' I will, perhaps, some day, but one gets out of the habit

of writing. The ancients meditated
;
the moderns write. I

prefer the ancient practice.'
'

They died, and their meditations were lost.'
'

They returned to the earth. On that very day, you
think, their thoughts perished. Perhaps, my friend per-

haps ;
if anything ever perishes. Yes, I have been wandering

for more than twenty years. I began my travels first in

order to get rid of a certain trouble. It was a grievous

trouble, and I had to get as far away from it as possible. It

was a trouble, too, that could not be shaken off like a hump-
back. But, by the help of distance, it might sometimes be

forgotten. So I wandered about the world, and succeeded in

sometimes forgetting the trouble.'
* Why did you not write to me ?

'

'I lost your address. When I got back to London I

looked for it in the Directory and found it, and here I am.'
' What about your scientific ideas ? You were as full of

science as of philosophy and prophecy.'
' I will tell you presently. Is this your laboratory ? your

own?'
' My own. Your own, if you like. Oh ! not in Spanish

parlance. It is your own to use whenever you please all

day long every day.'
1 Thanks. I will use it, perhaps, if only as a proof that

you have not forgotten me.'

'Forgotten you, Emanuel! How could I forget you?'
Again he held out both hands. ' How could I ever forget the

manner of meeting you ? It was in the desert east of Petra.
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There I found the man of science the Philosopher with a

tribe of Bedouins, wandering with them, living with them,

dressed in their dress, only with spectacles. Never shall I

forget my astonishment when one of those sons of the desert,

but with spectacles, addressed me in German, French, and

English.'
'
It was a happy meeting. As for me, wherever I go, I

always dress like the people and talk their language.'
1

Hang it ! one must first learn their language.'
' That is easy ; mostly they are only dialects.'

'Easy to you, perhaps. Then that journey across the

desert to the Euphrates, passed on from tribe to tribe, with

you to talk for me and with me I suppose you think it easy
for me to forget that ? And the journey up the valley of the

Euphrates, among the mounds and the ruins and the lions.

Easy to forget that, of course?
'

' I remember that journey also well.'
' We were together six months, and now it seems so short

a time and yet so long. I learned more from you in that

short half-year than I learned in all my life before from all

the books. Forget you, Emanuel ! Why, you poured ideas

into my brain : you preached to me ; you prophesied. Forget

you ! Why, when you talked you carried my spirit away. I

forgot everything ;
I heard nothing, I saw nothing, except

what you wished me to see and to hear and to think. Is

there another man in the world who has this power, I wonder?
You are the last of the prophets. I understand now what
those felt who listened to the Great Prophets of old. You
shall talk to me again, if you will. I wonder whether in this

crowded town you will have the same power as you possessed
in the wild free air of the desert.'

' It is the thing that is said the mind that receives not

the place where the thing is said. My friend, it is because

you are what you are able to receive and understand that

you were carried away. One might say the same thing to a

thousand men, and they would not be moved in the least not

in the least. But it is pleasant oh ! it is very pleasant
'

Emanuel spoke gently, with his musical voice ' to hear such
words. Let us agree never to forget that journey. We saw

many men
;
we pleased ourselves with restoring the old

civilisation where it was born
;
we learned a good deal. As

for what I said, I had many things to say, I remember.
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When one wanders about, many ideas come to one. But friend-

ship exaggerates : you speak too well of my poor thoughts.
Yet to receive another man's thoughts demands, at least, an

equal sometimes a higher nature. Perhaps the air of the

desert helped.'
*

It is the finest air. in all the world. It lifts the soul,
Emanuel. I am taller and bigger since I drank that air.'

1 As for me, it is my native air. The Jew comes from the

desert : he wandered for forty years in that great Syrian
desert, till two men only were left of all those who came out
of Egypt. All those were dead they and their slavish minds.
When these were dead, and the freedom of the desert was

strong in the souls of their children, Joshua led them on to

conquest. We are the children of the desert.'
'

Yes, you were at home there. The place inspired you.
Here was a man of science without a laboratory ; of learning,
without books

;
a philosopher without paper and pen ;

a

teacher with but one disciple ;
a traveller without money ;

a
man of ideas, careless whether they could be given to the

world or not
;
a man without ambitions, without desires,

content with the lowest. The last of the Prophets was also

the last of the Pilgrims.'
* Since you say so, Harold.'
1 When last we parted it was at Sidon. I was going on to

Beyrout, you were going to make your way to Damascus.
Heavens ! how dull and flat it was without you ! But you are

home, and now we will talk again.'
' I went on to Damascus. In the Lebanon some robbers

stripped me of all my clothes I had nothing else and they
left me my note-book. So I was once more in the condition

in which you found me. But I got to the city, where I found

many of our people, and I stayed there a long time.'
' There is no laboratory at Damascus, I suppose ?

'

* No. I thought about a good many things, and I worked
at my trade to pay my way. I discovered, as I always do, a
man who would buy, in order to sell for more money, as much
as I would do for him. No man will ever starve who can by
working put money into another man's hands. I looked
about for books the old Arabic books in Damascus, but I

found no profit in them. Books are chiefly for the ignorant,
and they deceive as much as they lead. There was a physician
in Damascus who boasted himself to be a chemist he was
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one of our People. He wanted me to make things for him

things to make a woman's eyes bright and her skin soft,

things to make an old man young again so that he might
sell them and grow rich. I refused. He became importu-
nate. So I left the place. Why should I make men rich ?

Besides, I was restless.'

Wherefore ?
'

' I was restless because I was by this time wholly possessed
with a thought. It was such a thought as threatened never

to take shape, but always to possess me to the end. Men
whom such a thought possesses go mad. I believed that I

was going mad unless I could get rid of that thought. So I

arose and took my staff and set out again.'
' Which way this time ?

'

' I was so filled with my thought that I took little note of

where I went or what I saw. First I went over the mountains
to Hamath and Aleppo, where I struck the valley of the

Euphrates, and so up into Armenia. It was a long walk six

hundred miles, I believe. It was lonely. There were dangers
from wild beasts as well as from robbers. But I feared no

dangers ;
I never fell into any worse trouble than being

robbed of my clothes. I was always thinking as I went along
about this great idea of mine. Presently I do not remember
the way I got to Trebizond. Here I found some of my
People, and I stayed there for a while. But this thought of

mine, which would not leave me day or night, made me rest-

less again, and I went away from Trebizond and travelled

eastwards, and presently found myself at Tin*is among the

Eussians and at Astrakan and so into European Eussia,
and then then ah ! then '

' You have done more than think of something, Ernanuel
;

you have discovered something.'
*

Yes,' he replied simply,
* I have ; and I have come to

England in order to tell you, and you alone.'
4 1 see it in your eyes. Why, I was always sure you

would. A man with your wealth of ideas is bound to dis-

cover things. Some men poke about purblind ; you have

got eyes that see through a stone wall.'

Emanuel pulled out of his pocket a little packet of papers
tied up with string. It was significant that the paper was of

the commonest and the string of the poorest.
' There is my

secret/ he said.
'
It is there for you to read, with the history
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of how I came upon it. I give it to you ;
do what you will

with it. Only do not open the packet yet lock it up some-
where. Open it and read it after I have told you what
it is.'

There was a small safe standing in one corner of the

laboratory ;
Harold opened it and placed the packet within.

1 There !

'

he said, locking the door again.
c So much is easy.

You will tell me more, my friend, when you please I shall

not ask.' He spoke carelessly. A chemical discovery may be
from a scientific point of view most important, yet not a thing
calculated to fire the imagination a combination of gas ; a

new metal
;
how to work an old metal ; a new salt with

properties previously unsuspected. It would wait.
' Is the safe fireproof ?

'

asked Emanuel, anxiously.
1
It is said to be I hope it will not be tested. In such

a simple thing it is always best to accept the assurance of the

maker. But, indeed, I think it is. Do not be anxious about

it.'

Emanuel heaved or breathed or fetched I think he
fetched a deep, deep sigh.

*

It is out of my hands at last.

To-night I shall sleep in peace. The house may catch fire

and I shall not mind
;
I may be run over in the street and

killed, and it will not matter at all. It will make no difference

to the world, since the thing is in your hands.'
'

But, Emanuel, is it so very great a secret, then ?
'

' It is great enough you will not believe this until you
learn what it is great enough, I say, to change the whole
future of the world.'

Harold opened his eyes and his mouth. The latter

gesture is unworthy a philosopher, but it is traditional and
it is conventional. It means astonishment, combined, in some

cases, with incredulity.
'

Change the future of the world ?
'

he echoed.
* As only a chemical discovery can. Gunpowder, steam,

electricity, anassthetics we get them all through chemistry.
This is another victory over the forces of Nature/

1 When will you tell me, Emanuel ?
'

'

Presently. Meantime '

he laughed gently
' find me

the largest adjective in your language: "stupendous"
"amazing" "epoch-making" what you will, and keep it

ready for use. Oh ! I did well to be restless, since I was

possessed with such a discovery.'
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1 But Good heavens !

'

'Yes. I want to tell it after my own fashion. You re-

member how we used to talk, after nightfall, outside the

tents, in the cool dry air which stimulates the brain better

than champagne well, I want to talk to you again like that,
and so tell you thus. Patience, my friend, for a little. Now
think ! I had that secret in my mind, fully grown, proved,
and ready to be put into practice not written, not commu-
nicated to anybody, but lying in my mind and I was only
one of a company a herd of starving wretches driven across

Eussia, penniless and in rags, with this great Thing, newly
born and living, in my head. Oh ! The words, the formula,
the letters burned themselves in my brain. All day long I

saw them written in the sky ;
all night long a voice shouted

them in my ears. I had no means of writing anything
there was neither paper nor pencil. Then I thought, what if

I were to die ? Some of our company did die. Fatigue, ex-

posure, anguish, bad food killed many of them. What if the
same causes killed me ? Men die suddenly at any time. The
heart stops ;

there is an end. Something falls upon them and
kills them

; they are murdered
; they fall sick and die

;
then

all their knowledge dies with them. To the next world we
carry neither our wisdom nor our foolishness, neither our
wealth nor our poverty. The terror of it alone was near to

killing me. But I did not die. When we arrived at a place
with some civilisation I hastened to write it down. Yes, even
before washing and eating, I wrote it down and addressed it

with your name Harold Alleyne, London. Even then I had
no rest, because it might be stolen and might fall into the
hands of some one who Well, it is safe at last. I have
come across Europe with the packet in my hands. I have
not lost it, I have not been robbed, the train was not destroyed
by a collision, nor was the steamer wrecked. The packet is

safe at last, and in your hands.'
* To say

' Harold tried to repress his own excitement
' to say that you have made me curious is to say a thing
ridiculous. I am burning to know

;
but you shall tell me at

your own time. I have your secret locked up safely.'
' You shall use it as you like. I give it to you.'
1 Nonsense ! How can I make use of your discovery ? By

selling it ? You would scarcely approve of that. If you
honour me with your confidence, that is everything to me.
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It is your discovery. You shall have the honour and the fame
of it.'

Emanuel shook his head.
' I want neither honour nor fame,' he said.

' I want to

do something if possible, something great before I go
hence and am no more seen. I am a lonely man, with
neither wife nor child. What can it matter when I am dead
if my name is spoken of all over the world ? That is a great

thing, but the inventor the man to whom the discovery was

granted is such a man that he does quite as well to keep
unknown. Let him who has children make himself known

;

it is for their advantage ;
honour to him may mean considera-

tion to them. I have no children to remember me.'
* You are not old you may still marry and have children.'
'

Impossible. If for no other reason because I am poor.
The woman whom I could perhaps marry would not marry
me,'

' Some chemists turn their discoveries into gold.'
* Yes. I have known many such

'

he laughed a little.

I told you of the physician of Damascus. There was also

another, a chemist in Munich one of the People. I found

something by which he could make money a new dye, a new
kind of soap, something foolish. He proposed to make me a

partner if I would keep on inventing things out of which he
could make money. Oh, I was to become so rich, so rich !

But I left him and came away. I had my carving tools, and
I left him to his money to his more money. And they say
there is no more idolatry ! Now, behold a thing which you
have not considered, because you think it does not concern

you. Nay, you have never been taught it. All the curses

and troubles, the consequences and results of wickedness and

ignorance, which afflict humanity, fall with twofold force

upon the Chosen People. Whatever we do, whatever we
suffer, it is of a kind more intense than falls upon others.

See how miserably poor are our poor ;
not commonly poor,

like your people, but miserably, cruelly poor ; see how those

of us who pursue money work for it with an ardour unknown
to your people. In all things we are in extreme. Well, let

there be one man, at least, in the world Jew or Christian

who does not want money. And let me be that man.'
'
Soit. You shall be that man. You shall give your dis-

covery to the world. Yet you may retain for yourself and
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laudably the honour and the glory of it. You would not
refuse such honour as one man of science gives to another for

a great achievement.'
' We will speak of that hereafter. I have told you, partly,

why I came here. Now, for the present, I must go.' He
rose, but lingered a while. '

It is very good to see your face

again, my friend the only friend I have in this country.
Other friends I have found since I began to go up and down
upon the face of the earth

;
but you are the best. For you

are of those who can draw out of a man whatever the Lord
or the Devil has put into him, his best or his worst.

You know not your own power. Every man has his own
what is it? call it his own magnetic power. Some make
men reveal themselves you are one

;
a woman who loved

you would reveal all her soul to you. Some make men listen,

follow, fight, die all with this unknown magnetic power.
Chemistry cannot control it or discover it. Well, we talked

in the desert ; in this crowded city it is difficult to talk.

But my own place is a little more open. Will you come to

see me in my lodging ?
'

' Where are you staying ?
'

'
It is a long way from here, but you can reach it by train.

Here is my address.' He wrote it on a slip of paper.
' I

lodge in the house of one Bernard, to whom I was recom-
mended by one of our People. I believe he lives by betting
on horses. His daughter appears to be respectable. She
teaches music chiefly, I believe, an instrument called the

banjo. When one begins to think, its tinkling is not per-
ceived.'

' Shall I come to-morrow ?
'

'

No, Harold. Nor the next day. I have something else

to say. Let me think. There is no hurry, and now that you
have the packet in your possession I can rest and think. I

will write to you or call upon you.'
' But it must be soon, Emanuel. What ? You have made

a discovery which will change the future of the world ? You
have made a discovery which you call stupendous, and you
keep the world waiting ?

'

' All in good time, my friend. Kemember, I have come
straight from Eussia with this secret in my brain. I want to
rest a little and to think. There are other things to say.
Let me rest and think awhile.'
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' You shall rest and think so long as you please, Emanuel.
You shall tell me when you please and how you please, and I

will not be impatient. You are the master of your own secret.

But to change the future of the world? What have you
found that can change the future of the world? There
there I will wait. In your own good time.'

' I have taken I do not know why certain persons
advised it an English name : many of my people do that

for their own purposes. I believe that I am one Ellis for the

time.'

'Emanuel Ellis. Good. To me you are always plain
Emanuel.'

' I will be anything you please, so that you do not forget
me. I was wondering as I came along whether you would
remember me or not. Four years is a long time for a young
man to remember. In youth one should live a full rich life,

always making new friends, learning new things, having new
experiences. One has still so much to learn. Yet you have
not forgotten your friend of four years since. It is very
good.'

His eyes fell upon the photograph on the table. He
started, looked at it again, caught it up eagerly. Then he

put it down with a sigh.
' Ah !

' he cried,
' I thought I re-

membered the face. It is like a woman I knew twenty years

ago. But she must now be old. This girl is something like

her. Curious ! Your friend is a Jewess.'
1 No ; she is a Moor a Spanish Moor.'
' There are no Spanish Moors. There are Spaniards of

Moorish descent, but they are long since mixed and lost in

the general population. This girl is of the Spanish Jews,
like me.' He took up the photograph again.

'

Strange !

there certainly is in her face the resemblance that I fancied.

Now I have lost it now it comes again. How can a picture

change its expression ? Nay, it is a trick of memory. Well,

my friend
' he replaced the photograph

*
it is the face of a

Spanish Jewess. There are many women like her in Spain.'
'

No, Emanuel. There is none like this woman in all the

world.'
t Is that so, my friend ? Is that so ? Then,' he said

solemnly,
* the Lord grant you your heart's desire and never

to tire of it never to wonder why you desired it never to

wish it changed.'
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CHAPTER IX

THE COUSINS

* ME. SYDNEY BERNARD, Mr. Aldebert Angelo.'
Madame Elveda took the cards from the salver, read them

aloud, and looked up.
' Who are these gentlemen ?

'

'

They ask to see you, Madame.'
' What is their business ? What do they want ? Are they

gentlemen ?
'

*

They are dressed like gentlemen, Madame,' replied the

servant, cautiously.
'

They want to see you on business of

importance, they say.'

Madame Elveda hesitated a moment. ' In that case,' she

said,
' show them in.'

She was sitting in her own room alone ;
it was about four

in the afternoon.

W7hen her two visitors appeared she changed colour

slightly, for they belonged to the People whom she had dis-

owned and to the religion she had deserted for twenty years.
She rose :

' You wish to see me, gentlemen ?
'

* If you please, Madame,' one of them replied, bowing.
' Will you kindly proceed straight to the business which

has brought you here ? If it is likely to be a long business,

you had better take chairs.'

One of the two was apparently a prosperous man of business

well-dressed, smooth, and polite the one who bowed. The
other, lean and sharp-eyed, looked round the room curiously,
and gazed unabashed upon the lady without bowing at all.

He was dressed in sporting guise. You have seen both these

gentlemen already.

They took chairs and sat down side by side before the

table. Madame Elveda looked at their cards again and lifted

her pince-nez. The manner of her doing this conveyed a

reproach a suggestion of intrusion. However, she sat

down again and took up a paperknife, with which she tapped
the table.

'

Now, gentlemen, if you please. You represent some
Cause you want a subscription.'

'

No,' said the man of the Turf, sharply,
' we want no sub-

scription and we represent no Cause.'
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* Not at all,' added the merchant, but softly ;

' we
neither invite nor give subscriptions to any Cause. We
are quite satisfied with the law of the land for the protec-
tion of order and the relief of the unfortunate. So long as

the law of the land allows us to carry on our own business
for ourselves we are perfectly satisfied with the law of the

land.'
1

Well, gentlemen, in your own way and at your own time.

I suppose that your own time is valuable.'
' I will introduce our business,' the man of commerce went

on,
'

by introducing ourselves my brother and myself. My
name is, in business, Aldebert Angelo. My private residence

is in this road, not many doors from you, Madame Elveda.
You will, therefore, perceive, to begin with, that I am a sub-

stantial man.'
' He is a substantial man,' echoed the other.
' I have a little place in Mortimer Street, of which you

may have heard. Pictures I see you have
'

he looked round
the room ' and a little bric-a-brac. That vase between the

windows looks a pretty thing. At my place there are always
pictures and bric-a-brac and valuable things to be seen. All

the collectors know me.'
'

They all know him well,' echoed the other man.
* I have at the same time other little things going.'
' Little things ?

'

echoed his brother. * He runs a theatre,
and he's got a financial paper, and shares in a sporting paper

little things, he calls them.'
' My brother here,' continued the Merchant Adventurer,

1
is a man very well known in certain circles. Perhaps you

are not familiar with the Turf ? My brother is a racing man,
a betting man, a bookmaker. As such he is well known and

deeply respected as a man of his word, and a substantial

man '

1

Except
'

his brother interrupted.
' Of course, except on the occasion of continued bad luck.

There are vicissitudes, as we may say, ups and downs in every
line of life. I myself could speak of losses which would amaze

you enough to make most men's hair turn grey. But my
brother, under the name of Sydney Bernard or Syd, as he is

familiarly called by his friends carries on large transactions

with enormous risks.'
1 Enormous !

'

echoed the sportsman.
' But these risks

I
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eat into business. Still I am doing pretty well not like my
brother here, but pretty well.'

' Indeed !

' Madame Elveda received these communications
with profound coldness, looking the two men straight in the

face. To see them the more plainly and the better to mark
her sense of cold astonishment, she again put up her eye-

glasses.
' I do not at all understand why I am told these

interesting facts.'
' You soon will,' said Mr. Bernard.
' Excuse me, brother,' with softness. ' We will explain to

Madame Elyeda immediately. Eemember, we are strangers
to her, and intruders. Patience ! Madame, we have informed

you of these particulars in order that you may not begin by
suspecting that we have come to borrow or to ask anything
of you. We have no designs upon your fortune, believe me.

Now, we carry on our trade, as is often the custom of our

People, under assumed names. I am Aldebert Angelo in

business
; among ourselves I am Solomon Albu.' Madame

Elveda's face flushed. * Solomon Albu. My brother, who is

Sydney Bernard in business, among his own friends is Isaac

Albu and Madame Elveda we are your cousins.'
' My cousins ?

'

She turned from crimson to pallor, like

a schoolgirl.
' My cousins ? I was not aware that I had

any.'
* Your cousins. Your second cousins,' said the merchant.

'We have the same great-grandfather. Our grandfathers
were brothers.'

' Your second cousins,' repeated Mr. Bernard.
1

Suppose that to be the case, I neither deny nor accept
the fact. I say that I neither refuse nor recognise the

cousinship. I am still unable to understand why you have
called upon me or what you want with me.' She spoke with

apparent unconcern, but her hand trembled. The unexpected
appearance of a forgotten cousin may at any time be more
than embarrassing. The last thing that Madame Elveda
looked for was the appearance of cousins in London.

Then the man of the Turf took up the parable, speaking
roughly. His manner was quick : he wanted the softness of

his brother : no doubt his profession explained the difference.
' You will do just as you please,' he said,

' about acknowledg-
ing the cousinship. It is there, you know, whether you
acknowledge it or not. You can't choose your relations,
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however proud you may get. As for us, however, we've got

nothing to gain from you and nothing to ask of you. You
may disown us if you like

;
if you do, we are not going out of

our way to claim cousinship. Very likely you may want to

disown all your family. Do so if you like nobody cares ;

but you belong to them all the same . Remember that. You
are not too polite to us, and, this visit over, I don't think we
shall want to trouble you again.'

'If I only understood the reason of this visit,' said

Madame Elveda, a little more politely ;

'
if you would only

be so good as to tell me why you came at all. Can you not

perceive that when one has lived forty years and more without

knowing that one has cousins, the question is very natural

can we not very comfortably continue apart for the rest of

our lives ?
'

'

Presently presently,' Mr. Aldebert Angelo answered

softly.
* We'll come to that presently. My brother is hasty on

the Turf one has to be prompt. In business we learn to make
allowance. Well, Madame Elveda, you are naturally a little

surprised at so unexpected a visit, and one can understand

you are not anxious to find out a lot of cousins who may
want assistance from you. Poor relations are a nuisance

always, even to the richest. But then, you see, we've all got

poor relations, especially we of the People, because we keep
our genealogies. Now let me explain to you more clearly who
we are. It is going back a hundred years and more. Your

grandfather and our grandfather were brothers; they were
born about the year 1785 in the Ghetto of Venice ; they were

by descent Spanish Sephardirn. Their ancestors were
settled in Spain from time immemorial : they went to Spain
before the time of the Maccabees even. Your remember that ?

'

Madame shook her head a gesture which might mean

anything.
' It is true all the same/ said Mr. Sydney Bernard, snort-

ing,
' whether you remember it or not. What ! Not

remember your own grandfather ?
'

'

Peace, brother. Let me go on. They were very poor

boys, but the Eevolution came, and after the Revolution the

Wars. Then they got their chance. That was a splendid
time for poor boys. Never before had our People found such

a chance. My grandfather attached himself, when he was

quite a lad, to the French armies, as a sutler, you know.
12
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Your grandfather joined the other side. My grandfather
wasn't lucky. Either he couldn't get the contracts he

\vanted, or else he couldn't get paid, or the French armies

went without contracts at all the men foraged and looted for

their support I don't know. He followed the French

armies, anyhow. Perhaps it was only with a cask of brandy
in a cart

; perhaps it was with a singing show : he went
where they went, and he had his ups and downs. The
Moscow business completely broke him up : after that he

brought whatever money he had saved of the wreck it wasn't

much over here, and settled in Whitechapel in a humble

way. That is his history, and we are his grandsons : there

is another of us, brother Ezekiel, who hasn't got on so well as

we two you may find him any day in his shop not far from
Wentworth Street. Yet Ezekiel, he does pretty well pretty
well in his small way. We have a sister, too, but she is in

the Argentine Republic with her husband. Also in quite a

small way.'
Madame Elveda inclined her head, recovering her dignity.

'
It is many years,' she said,

* since I was reminded of the

family history my grandfather's brother was a being whose
existence was never revealed to me, I assure you. That part
of it is quite new, and I had no reason to suspect the exist-

ence of this branch of the family. Pray, believe so much
;

and, again, one naturally puts the question, If for forty

years we have lived apart, ignorant of each other, why not

continue ? You say that you want nothing of me. Certainly
I want nothing of you.'

' One moment. We will come to that immediately. Let
us return to the family history. Your grandfather, on the

other hand, was a favourite of fortune. Everything, from
the very beginning, prospered with him. Ah !

'

the speaker
sighed and rubbed his hands '

it is a beautiful history ! It

makes one happy only to think of such chances offered and
such chances seized. He was always on the other side

against the French. His side sometimes lost their battles,
but they always paid their contractors. He worked his way
up, beginning, like his brother, with a cask of brandy and
a cart, as a sutler and a camp-follower. One can see him
working his way upwards, taking small sub-contracts, and so

getting on. His biggest job was with the British army in

Spain. The French sacked and pillaged, and paid nobody.
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The British troops took nothing, but paid for everything ; and

they paid the contractor. Albu supplied them. You will

find it written in the books that one Albu found them bacon,

beef, pork, and bread ; but it is not in the books what Albu
made out of it for himself.' He laughed softly.

'

Nobody
knows that except you, cousin. Yet everybody knew that he
left a very large fortune. He had only one son your father.

Unlike most of us, your father was content with what he had
to be sure it was a good heap and he left it all to you,

his only daughter. You were born about the year 1849 in

Paris, which your father preferred to any other place on
account of its pleasures. Your father enjoyed life, as a rich

man should. He had every right to all the pleasure that

money can command. He died in 1869, the year before the

War
; you see, I know your history pretty well. You came

of age in 1870, and you married, being then in Paris, one
Emanuel Elveda, also, like yourself, of the Sephardim. You
were married in the Synagogue, Kue Notre-Dame-de-Nazareth.
He was a young man of great scientific attainments, but he
had no money. You thought to rule the house because you
had the money ;

but you were wrong. And as you would
not obey him, your husband left you. He went abroad, and

is, I suppose, dead. There, cousin, is the whole of your
family history and ours.'

'

Well, these details are in the main true ;
at all events, I

shall not dispute them. Again, seeing that I have long since

cut myself off from any connection with my own People
whom I have left entirely and seeing you have no personal
interests to advance, I am still at a loss to understand why
you came.'

1 We knew beforehand that we should be coldly received.

You have separated from us : you have a daughter who has

been taught to hate her own People, and you pretend to be of

Moorish descent.'

'My daughter shall never, if I can help it, belong to a

People which keeps its women in subjection.'
Mr. Angelo bowed. ' Pardon me,' he said softly, but with

dignity ;

* but she does belong to that People. You may desert

your own folk, but you cannot cast them off. The ties of

family cannot be cut asunder. In times of trouble, which
never fail to arrive, there will be no one to help you no one

to whom you can turn but your own People. You can never
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make friends, real friends, outside your kith and kin. A
Frenchman may become the friend of an Englishman, but
true friendship between Jew and Christian is impossible.'

' Is this what you came to say ?
'

' It is. You thought that you would have no relations at all ;

you wished to be quite alone in the world rather than belong to

the People ; you slipped out of the Synagogue ; you thought,
because you no longer openly belonged to us, that you had
become quite free of us. Well, now you know that you have
whole families of cousins. Do not be afraid of them. They
will not annoy you in any way, they will not cross your path
or place themselves in your way, or ask anything of you. But
when you are in doubt or trouble you can remember that you
have cousins, and you can come to us. You are a woman and

alone, and you have a child. When you fall into trouble

you can come to us. You are rich : where there is money
there are sharks. When they try to rob you, remember that

you can come to us. In any case of difficulty or doubt,

always remember that we are ready to advise and to protect

you.'
' There !

'

said Mr. Sydney Bernard. ' That's the meaning
of the whole business. My brother offers to advise you as to

your investments. It is a most dreadful thing to think of all

this money being wasted and lost through its being in the

hands of a woman who knows nothing. Take my brother's

offer. He won't charge you anything; he won't put your
money in any of his own ventures, and he'll double it for you
if it was millions. And mind ! Not a cent, for himself. This
is a bond-fide offer, all out of his good heart because you are

his cousin. My brother here has got the best heart in the world,
and if you have any doubt about his position, go and look at

his house, as big as this, and crammed with pictures and
china and things. Or you should look into his place in

Mortimer Street, where you would be astonished. The sight
alone would make you feel confidence in him.'

4 1 am much obliged to you both, gentlemen,' said Madame,
1 but really, so far, I have done very well for myself ;

I want
no advice or assistance of any kind. As for placing my affairs

in the hands of either of you, may I remind you that you are

perfect strangers to me ?
'

' What he feels,' Mr. Bernard continued,
* even more than

I, is the danger that all this money of yours may be lost.
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What ? You are out of the Synagogue just now, but you'll
come back some day, and so will your daughter. Better have

your money looked after while you can.'
1 Hard to make

;
hard to keep ; easy to lose,' said the

Merchant. ' Not that I am prepared to take over or to propose
the management of your great estates. I only offer my best

advice, if you will allow me to advise. Money has wings.'
'

Nobody knows this better than ourselves,' the man of the

Turf continued. ' All Jews are gamblers ;
we can't sit down ;

we are never contented. We must be speculating, sporting,

gambling it is our life. Here's my brother well, not con-

tent with his big business, he must needs have his theatre and
his paper. There's more sport to be got out of a theatre than
out of a dozen racecourses. This ought not to make you trust

him less, but more. You -dabble yourself, no doubt, in some-

thing.'
Madame inclined her head again, and once more tapped

the table with her paper-knife.
' We first heard of you,' the Merchant continued,

'

through
my daughter, who was at Newnham with yours ;

Clara Angelo
her name is. She played Esther in the play you had the

other night. Oh ! I heard all about it. When she talked

about Francesca Elveda, of course I knew she must be one of

our People. Then I made inquiry, and learned that Isabel

Albu had married one Emanuel Elveda. So we pieced it all

together.'
' Clara Angelo ?

' Madame looked astonished. ' Is she

your daughter ? Why, I thought
'

'Clara does look like a Christian sometimes. Fair hair

and blue eyes yet there's always a something, come to look

a little closer. She knows nothing about the cousinship,

though we've told nobody, and we're not going to tell any-

body. Clara knows what people she belongs to why not?
But she knows nothing about the Elvedas, and I don't think
she knows about the sutler. Yes, Clara is your daughter's
friend, and they don't know that they are cousins. Nice girl,

my Clara, isn't she ? Accomplished girl, well-educated girl,

fit for the highest society even your own, cousin.'

Madame bowed again gravely. Then she rose. The two
men rose too.

' I ought to thank you both,' she said. * I feel I ought to

take this visit as an act of kindness
'
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1 We are cousins,' said Mr. Angelo ;

' that means every-

thing.'
' You evidently regard me as still a woman of your religion,

tinder the tutelage of men, therefore in need of protection and

guidance. I assure you that I need no protection: I am
perfectly well able to protect myself. As for my fortune, it is

placed in what I consider safety ;
it has not been disturbed for

a great many years, and I do not want to disturb it. I dis-

covered long ago that if I could rescue my child from the

disgraceful subjection of women I must leave the People ;

with this view I have tried to keep from her the origin
of our family; she believes herself Moorish, as you know

that is the sole reason of what might appear to you
a deception otherwise foolish. When I parted with my
husband I parted with the People. I resolved then that I

would never acknowledge them again nor would I have

any friendship with them. If I could not continue with the

man who possessed everything that is noblest in the race,
I would no longer continue with the rest. I belong to

you no longer. Write me as one dead. I have left your
religion.'

' Are you, then, a Christian ?
' The man of the Turf

turned upon her fiercely.

She hesitated. '

No,' she said,
' I am not, though I have

sometimes been tempted ;
but I have brought up my daughter

in freedom of the law. She knows nothing about it.'

1 Is she a Christian ?
'

* I have never asked her. It is for her to choose any form
of faith that best satisfies her soul. I have brought her up, I

say, in absolute freedom. She knows no law except the law
of brotherly love.'

'That is our law as well, cousin,' said the Merchant

gently.
1 You have taught her to despise her own People,' said the

other, roughly.
' What she may have learned from books and papers and

the common talk, I know not. I have not talked with her
about the People at all. If the People are despised by the

world, perhaps she despises them I do not know and I do
not care. I have left her to form her own conclusions her
own prejudices, if you please in this as in everything else.

But, indeed, I know not why I should be defending my
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conduct, or explaining it, or allowing you to discuss it. Let
this conversation cease.'

' One moment !

'

the man of the Turf pushed aside his

softer brother ' I must and will speak ! We are of the same

family the girl belongs to us. I will speak, brother ! I say,
cousin

'

he turned upon Madame with alarming fierceness
' that you have done badly : you have done foolishly. You
cannot separate yourself from your own People.' Her husband
had uttered the same warning twenty years before.

* You
cannot, you may try, but it is impossible. We are stamped
with the seal of the race, so that everybody as we pass along
the street may cry out if he likes,

" Jew ! Jew ! Jew !

" ' The
whole fierceness of his race, which has never died out in the

Spanish Jew, blazed up in this man. Madame Elveda

listened, constrained to listen by his passion. Could one
have believed that this quiet-looking, middle-aged person
could become suddenly so vehement? '"Jew! Jew!"' he

cried,
'

they did yell after us in the old days when your grand-
father lived in the Venetian Ghetto

;
but they don't any

longer. No, no tables are turned. They whisper softly
after us : "There goes the Jew, the rich Jew, the clever Jew,
the great Jew, the powerful Jew !

' '

' Rich and powerful,' murmured the Merchant.
*

Why, we are marching to the front in everything. Who
gets rich in business ? The Jew. Everywhere the Jew beats

the dull-witted Christian. Who controls the financial world?
The Jew.'

'The financial world,' said the Merchant, 'is the whole
world.'

' Who are the best at everything ? The Jews. Your

People the People you despise you ! Before long the

whole world will be ours. Until this century we have never
had our chance. Now it has come. And-'such a time, when
the last great triumph of the People is beginning, you choose

for teaching your daughter you to despise her own the

conquering race !

'

Mr. Aldebert Angelo held up his hand and shook his head.

Madame Elveda made no reply at all. The man frightened
her with his vehemence. She wanted him to go ;

she wanted
to sit down and think about it. The speaker snorted and
went on

'

Call yourself a Moor ! Gar-r-r 1 All the world knows
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and laughs. Why

' he took up a hand-glass that lay upon
the table, and held it before her face brutally

' what does

that tell you ? What does it cry aloud ? Moor ? No
;
but

Jew ! Jew ! Jew ! Jewess ! Jewess ! Jewess ! You to be

ashamed of your race ? You to hide the truth of her birth

from your own daughter ? You to make the girl ashamed of

her father ?
'

'

Enough said,' his brother interposed.
' Our cousin will

follow her own course. Meantime, cousin, think over what I

have said. My brother is hasty, but he means well, and he
is quite right. Now just think a bit

;
we've called in friendli-

ness. And listen !

' He held up a forefinger of admonition.
* Overhaul your investments, cousin. If you find any doubt-

ful things, sell out sell out sell out. Inquire into your
foreign shares there is danger there is danger everywhere.
Oh ! no one knows how riches take wings and fly all of a

sudden the savings of a century of generations the indus-

try of a lifetime gone gone gone! Cousin, take care.

Mind I know I have heard things I give you warning.
Mind, I say ;

I have heard things ;
I speak not lightly when

money is in question.'
Madame Elveda bowed coldly. She could not find a

word of friendliness for her cousins, who wanted nothing
of her but came to warn and help her because they were
cousins.

Her unwelcome visitors turned and walked out of the

room, the man of the Turf first. At the door the Merchant

stopped and returned.
'

Cousin,' he said solemnly,
' heed my warning. I say

that I have heard things from Paris, where you have cousins

on your husband's side, and I have correspondents and busi-

ness friends. Look into your affairs, I entreat you, without

delay. What I have heard is but rumour. Only, look into

your affairs. Appoint some one to go over and look into

things. Good Heavens ! Such a noble such a princely
fortune ! Cousin, blood is thicker than water. Let us save

your fortune for yourself.'
' My affairs thank you have been settled for twenty

years. My agent has nothing to do but to receive the divi-

dends.'

He bowed, spread his hands, shook his head, and walked

away.
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When the door closed, Madame Elveda took up the hand-

glass and looked at her own face in it.

'Yes,' she murmured, 'the man was right. Jewess!
Jewess ! Jewess ! All the world can see. No disguise can

change the face. Always the same face ! the same face

through all the ages ! It is on Egyptian monuments four

thousand years old always the same face the same stamp
upon it. Must Francesca know ? Albu, the contractor the
man who supplied bacon the Jew who sold bacon to the

British army Albu, the Jew! I have given her a better

ancestor, Elveda El Conde Elveda the statesman the

pretended Catholic. And yet
'

Again she looked at the

glass.
' Yet all the world whatever I have pretended must

know must know '

she hurled the glass into the fireplace,
where it broke into a thousand fragments.

' Oh ! we cannot

escape we cannot escape ! All the world can cry out if they
like,

" Jewess ! Jewess! Jewess!"
She threw herself into her chair and sat there thinking.

The edifice she had been building for twenty years threatened
to fall to pieces at a breath. For twenty years she had for-

gotten that all the world, looking at her face, would recognise
her race : she had been shamming. She had forgotten that

Francesca, beautiful as she was, had the same seal upon her
brow. There is a typical face for every nation : the typical

Frenchman, German, Spaniard, Scot, Irishman
;
but there

are Frenchmen who might be Germans, and Scots who
might be Spaniards. Of all white races, the Jew is the only
one who can never be mistaken for anything else. Of Moorish
descent it was a fine pretence it did very well for the girl ;

it touched her romantic side, but one had only to look at her,
and the world would cry out,

' Jewess ! Jewess ! Jewess !

'

What did her cousin mean by his talk about the People
going to rule everything the conquering race? When a

woman shuts herself out of the world, making no intimate

friends, wandering about in foreign countries for twenty years
alone with her child, not going into society and not conversing
with men except as mere acquaintances, she is in danger of

intensifying her prejudices. Madame Elveda started on her
freedom with the most violent hatred of the People to whom
she belonged and whom she had deserted. They were the

oppressors of women, according to her new lights. She was
a renegade, therefore she hated her former cause. Naturally,
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this prejudice grew by being encouraged in her brain until it

became morbid. It was now a disease. People, again, by
covering up a thing, hiding it away and never thinking about

it, actually learn to forget it, in time and this, though they
must know that the whole world is perfectly aware of it, and
talks freely about it. We forget all kinds of little personal
humiliations, disappointments, and failures

;
we forget, if we

can, all the unpleasant things, which is the reason why many
men are so forgiving in disposition. This lady, by long

practice, had clean forgotten and put out of her mind the

history of her family, including the origin of her fortune the

Ghetto of Venice, the sutler and camp-follower, the contracts

for bacon and beef, and the connection with the Ancient

People.
Now she was rudely reminded of it. The cousins said

that they were not going to talk they said so. Who was to

prevent their talking ? What confidence could be placed in

the word of a betting man and a bric-a-brac seller? Of
course they would talk

;
some rumour or bruit of it would

reach Francesca Francesca! Her mother flamed in the

cheek like a school-girl only to think that Francesca should
find out the deception her own mother's deception.

It will be seen that the poor lady had a good deal to think

of. On one point, however, she did not think. Her cousin

had warned her solemnly about her investments. 'Danger
was in the air/ he said. Alas ! her mind was too full of

other dangers to think of this.

At five o'clock the old woman, once the nurse, now the

faithful retainer, entered the room bearing a tray with tea.

Madame often took her afternoon tea in this solitary fashion.

Melkah put the tray on the table, and looked at her mistress.
' You are in trouble ?

'

she asked.

She sat down on the hearthrug in Oriental fashion, and,

throwing her shawl over her head, she waited.

'Melkah,' said her mistress, 'you remember the old time,
before I was married ?

'

'

Surely I remember.'
' I wanted, above all things, freedom. In the old religion,

with their six hundred laws and their subjection of women, I

choked. Then I married, hoping to get freedom that way.
But the married state is worse than the single. So my hus-
band and I parted, and I had Francesco'
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The old woman nodded. ' We had Francesca,' she said

'we had the girl.'
' Tell me, Melkah you know what she has been told

does she suspect the truth ?
'

'No.'
' Does she despise her own People ?

'

1 She does.'
1 Would it make her unhappy to learn the truth ?

'

'
It would.'

' We must always keep the truth from her. We must,
Melkah, oh ! we must.'

Melkah laughed.
' The truth is written on your face,' she

said, speaking like the two cousins,
' and on her own. She

has only to look in the glass. She calls herself a Moor.
Some day she must find out.'

Her mistress sat silent.
'
It was not well done,' Melkah went on, with the famili-

arity of an old servant. ' She should have been told the

truth from the beginning. Why should she be ashamed?
She is the child of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. She should
be proud. We are all taught to be proud of our race from
childhood. I was. You were. Yet you have made her

despise her People.'

Again like the cousins.
' Why do you not marry her ? She is twenty-one. In

Syria she would now be the mother of three or four lovely
children, if the Lord were gracious. It is never well that a

girl should remain unmarried. They get fancies in their

heads. Demons whisper things and drive them mad. Already
the girl tells me she will not marry because she will be free.

It is foolishness for a woman to say she will remain free.'
* She must please herself.'
' There is that young Englishman. He loves her. Why

not let him marry her ?
'

'Francesca must please herself. Melkah, is all my life

foolishness ? Did I send away my husband in foolishness ?
'

'It is foolishness,' Melkah repeated, 'for a woman to say,
" I will be the master," because she is a woman, and therefore

the servant of her husband. This is the Law. We cannot

escape the Law.'
1 Oh ! the Law the Law ! I thought I had heard enough

of the Law.'
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' She sat in silence again for a while.

'
If Francesca

marries,' she went on, 'should I have to declare her parent-

age? If I make settlements upon her, must I declare the

truth ? If she takes upon her, as she thinks of doing, the

public life, and advocates emancipation in public, must the

truth be known? -Suppose she were successful? Suppose
the papers got hold of the Moorish story ? Then we should

have a contradiction from somebody who remembers Emanuel
and knows the circumstances of his marriage. It will be

stated in what synagogue we were married. Oh ! it would
be maddening !

'

'

Why,' said Melkah,
'

you are not alone in the world.

You have cousins you must have cousins. Every Jew has

cousins, and they all know. Emanuel Elveda had cousins,

I suppose, and they all know : and the more you are talked

about with your riches and your beautiful daughter, the more
will they talk, and we cannot cut off our relations. They are

born with us and remain with us all our days.'
What shall I do, Melkah ? Oh ! what shall I do ?

'

1 Tell her the truth
; go back to the People ;

take the

foolishness out of her head, and marry her quickly.'
' I cannot do any of these things.'
* You must. Tell her the truth, or there will be mischief.

Let her go back to the People, or there will be mischief.

Marry her quickly, or there will be more mischief.'

CHAPTEE X

FOBBIDDEN LOVE

THERE is a certain street in a certain suburb every great
town's suburb begins where all the houses have gardens.
This is a street inhabited by foremen of works, heads of

departments in the smaller factories, clerks, national school-

masters, and the like a street of quite the better sort. The
houses, which are all alike, contain a room in the basement
and a kitchen, two rooms on the ground floor, two on the
first floor, and a garret. All the houses in the street show
the same ornamentation in lines of coloured bricks. At the

back of the houses on the West side stretches a large open
space. None of the residents, I believe, have ever objected to
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this open space that it is a place of tombs
;
on the contrary,

they congratulate themselves on the fine freedom of air

obtained by the breadth and length of the cemetery it is

half a mile long and a quarter of a mile broad none of the

residents, who are people of common- sense, ever give a

thought to the multitudinous dead who lie buried there. As
for being afraid of their ghosts, whoever heard of a ghost in a

new-fashioned cemetery ? The sighs which reach the ears of

the sleepless at night are recognised as the rustling of the

poplars, not the plaint of the dead
;
there comes from it at

sunset no awfulness of the tomb
; yonder white form rising

above the headstones at twilight is not a spectre and nobody
takes it for a spectre ;

it is but a broken pillar, a tasty and

appropriate thing, commemorating the name and life of a

respected citizen prematurely cut off at eighty-one.
The houses in this street are clean and well kept ; the

blinds are half down this fact alone proves the respectability
of the tenants

;
the doorsteps are whitened once a week for

Sunday morning ;
for the same occasion knocker and door-

handle are polished.
In the daytime the street is left entirely empty, except for

the costers. For obvious reasons there is little social inter-

course among housewives in the morning : at twelve o'clock

the children bring back life to the streets by coming home
for dinner : towards four in the afternoon there begins move-

ment, windows are thrown up, doors are opened, ladies who
have got on their '

things
' come out and converse with each

other.

This evening, about seven, a young lady, dressed daintily,
if not richly, was set down at the end of the street by the

tram. She knew her way and tripped along the pavement
quickly, without looking about her.

Half-way down the street, on the side where the backs
overlook the cemetery, she stopped at a door which bore a
brass plate, on which was engraved the legend :

' Miss

Bernard, Teacher of Music.' And in the window was posted
a card announcing that the terms were a shilling an hour,
and that instruction was imparted either on the piano, the

concertina, or the banjo, on these very reasonable terms.

* Why ! Good gracious ! If it isn't Clara !

'

The Professor of Music was at the moment composing
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not a sonata but a harmony in grey stuff for a best walking*
dress. She took the pins out of her mouth before this ejacu-

lation, dropped the stuff, and jumped into the arms of her

visitor.
'

It's Clara !

'

she repeated.
' Three months and

more since you've been to see me !

'

1 Six months and more since you've been to see me, Cousin

Nell, if you come to that.'
'

Well, but you've got nothing to do not even your dress

to make, nor your hat to trim. And see what I've got to do !

Pupils all day, off and on. The dinner to order perhaps
father may look in no one ever knows when he may arrive ;

the house to look after, the girl gets more slovenly every

day ;
and all my things to make for myself if I want to look

nice.'
1 You always do look nice, Nell.'

So she did : a girl much after the style of her cousin, but

smaller, a bright and capable girl, good-tempered but sharp-

tempered, resolute, quick of speech and of manner, a girl who
did things quickly ;

fair of complexion, like her cousin.
' Whatever you put on, Nell,' repeated her cousin,

'

you
always look neat and nice. It's been too bad of me to stay

away so long, but I've been a good deal occupied painting, and
all kinds of things.'

*

Society claims young ladies,' Nell laughed.
' Oh ! I

know all about the grand people. Madame Elveda's private
theatricals are in the penny Society papers :

" Miss Clara

Angelo made a charming Esther." Father saw it, and cut it

out for me. Well, why shouldn't you go into the best society
there is ? You've got the money ; you've got the finest edu-

cation in the world
; you've got the beauty ; you've got the

manners. You'll marry a lord see if you don't! Your
father wouldn't mind much if you did.'

Clara took off her hat. * Father's gone to a dinner at tbe

Cafe Royal. I've come to have supper and a long talk. Let
me help you with your dress, Nell.'

' You shall have supper and welcome. Only, Clara, I

don't know how you'll like it. There's my lodger.'
' A lodger ! Here ? Why, Nell, what do you want with

lodgers ?
'

4 1 don't know. Give me one more lodger, and I shall

begin to be a widow who's known better days. Father took
it into his head that we wanted to let lodgings. Came here
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told me to get ready his room for a lodger. So we've got a

lodger. First I thought he must be some friend of father's

down on his luck, and wanting whisky and soda all day long,
with the Sportsman to read. But nothing of the kind. My
dear, I don't believe he knows the head of a horse from his

tail, or even the taste of a Scotch and a split. He's just a

soft-spoken man who works at wood-carving, and walks up
and down the garden, with his hands behind him, thinking.'

' A working man ? And lodging here ?
'

1 Yes. You know what father is. You mustn't ask about

anything. You've just got to do it. Of course, there's some
reason behind. Father doesn't send a strange man into the

house at five shillings a week for his room we can do without
his five shillings and fifteen shillings a week for his board
beer and washing extra without some reason. There's some-

thing behind. Shall you mind sitting down to table with a
wood-carver by trade ? I'm quite ashamed, but you see how
it is. And really he is a superior kind of man.'

Clara laughed.
' You won't put it into a penny Society

paper, will you, Nell ? I don't mind if you don't. Well, but

it's very odd of your father. What's the man's name ?
'

' He calls himself Ellis, but his name, of course, is some-

thing else. Emanuel Ellis he calls himself, but I call him
we're very good friends already I call him Emanuel. He
calls everybody by the first name. You see, he is some sort

of a gentleman I don't know what. He's not a common
working man, anyhow.'

'

Wood-carving is one of the Fine Arts. He is an artist.

Perhaps he is a Nihilist or something, though why your father

should take in a Nihilist I don't know.'
' Come into my room and lay down your things.' Her

own room upstairs overlooked the garden. Nell lifted the

gauze blind. ' There he is, Clara. He takes his bench and
he works there : when he isn't working he walks about think-

ing. Real working men, mind, don't think they read the

paper. Sometimes he leans over the wall and looks at the

tombs
;

real working men never look at tombs they talk

in the bar.' The lodger, in fact, was walking up and down
the narrow strip of garden, his hands behind his back, his

head hanging.
* He works for Mortimer Street,' Nell went on. ' So your

father knows him, Clara, as well as mine. He will walk like

E
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that for hours ; sometimes he will make notes in a pocket-
book. He's no common wood-carver.

1

Just then the lodger lifted his head.
*

Why,' cried Clara,
' I seem to know him ! Where have

I seen that face before ?
'

1 At meals,' said Nell,
* he talks like a book. He's been

everywhere travelling.'
' What does he travel in ?

'

Clara sometimes betrayed,
or did not attempt to conceal, her knowledge of commercial
methods.

*

Nothing. He isn't a business man.'
' I'm sure I've seen a face like his ! Oh ! I know. It is

like the face of Francesca's father, that she keeps in her own
room with white flowers always round it. I believe she says

prayers before it when nobody is looking. Oh ! it is the type
of the Spanish Jew our type. You can tell it anywhere.
Nelly, I sometimes think that we can't be of the same race as

those poor creatures with pasty cheeks and hollow chests that

you see in Whitechapel. We must be descended from Joshua's

captains. These poor creatures are the Gibeonites.'

Nell dropped the curtain and they went downstairs again.
There was something more than the lodger to talk about :

nor had Clara come for nothing but a simple call and a supper.
The girls began by making talk to keep off the inevitable.

Clara asked about business
;
Nell talked about her pupils and

their ambitions, which mostly pointed to the boards of the

Music-Hall. Then that dropped, and then Clara plunged into

the real business of the day.
' You've got something more to tell me, Nell. What was

it you meant ?
'

Nell picked up her work and bent over it to hide her burn-

ing cheeks. '

Clara,' she said,
* what am I to do ? He won't

take No for an answer.'
'

But, Nell, what do you mean ? The thing's quite quite

impossible.'
'How can it be impossible? It is done over and over

again.'
' But you can't do it you must not think of it. Why

it's madness ! Do you know what it means ? To give up
your religion and your People and all ?

'

* I tell him so. He says that if I really and truly loved
him I should be ready to give up everything and follow him.'
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1

But, Nell, you surely don't mean that you love him love

him love a Christian ?
'

Nell bent her head lower.
1 You must give him up, Nell,' Clara said eagerly.

' You
must. Do you hear ? You must.'

Nell made no reply.
' Oh ! my dear think never to see any of your own

People again not me nor my father nor your own father

nor our cousins ! To go right away from all the People's
traditions and our inheritance, and the promises to join the

Gentiles who have persecuted us for ages and would still

persecute us if they dare but we are too rich and strong for

them to take up with the religion which we have always
despised even at our lowest and worst Nell you must not

you must not !

'

Nell still made no reply. Clara caught her hands. '

Nell,

dear,' she said,
'

you will promise to think no more about this

nonsense won't you ? You must promise. It would break

your father's heart. Oh ! such a disgrace to the family !

What does he know about it ?
'

'

Nothing. I am afraid to tell him,' the girl whispered.
' Afraid to tell him ? What is there then to tell ? Oh ! Nell

you haven't ! . . . Oh ! you haven't !

'

Nell threw off her cousin's hands and sprang to her feet.
'
I have, then ! I've promised. Oh, Clara ! it's all very well

for you. Your father is rich : you live in a great 'house and
have carriages and servants and everything : you will have

plenty of money all your life : you can choose the best, you
are pretty

'

' I am not so pretty as you, Nell.'
' You are. And dressed ten times as well. If there is any

young man of the People that any girl might like to marry,

you can have him. What about me ? I sit here alone all

day ! No friends ask me out ! There's nobody to talk to

except my pupils ! When father is at home he sits in his

room all the time adding up figures he never talks to me
even at meals. Sometimes he says,

" How's business, Nell ?
"

Sometimes he says,
" Do this, Nell. Do this or that." No-

thing but orders. I never go anywhere I've got no nice

friends. There is no Society for me. If I am to marry, what
choice is there ? Come with me to Wentworth Street, and
talk to those cousins of ours, Would you like to marry -

K2
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actually to marry one of them ? No, Clara, not even your

religion would persuade you to do that.'
* Which does not mean that you are to take a Christian,

Nell.'
' What am I to do, then ?

'

' If we can't find among our own People a husband worth
such a wife as you, Nell, you must go without. And who
wants you to marry one of our poor cousins ? Not your
father, Nell, I'm sure.'

' And it is all talk of money money money, Clara !

How can you bear to listen to the talk about money money
money ? Anthony hates money he's above such considera-

tions he scorns it.'

*

Nell, you ought to be wiser than to talk like that. Of
course it's money. What have our People got to do ? We've

got to make ourselves strong, respected, feared. We must be

feared before we are respected. There must be no more
chance of persecution no more lower position. How can we
become strong ? We may produce great men of intellect and
science great artists, great musicians

;
but that isn't enough,

because even among Us a very great intellect only shows now
and then. Besides, science and art and philosophy don't

make money, so they are scorned. We must make money if

we want to become powerful. At their own game I mean
the business of money-making which occupies ninety-nine
Christians out of a hundred, we must beat them. And we do

beat them. Yes, we do beat them. And they know it. They
would persecute us again if they could, because our cleverness

frightens them it humiliates them. Nell, don't talk non-

sense about the money-making. Leave that to those who

pretend to despise what they cannot get ;
leave it to your fine

Christian lover, if you dare to acknowledge that you have
one.' The girl spoke with the vehemence of one who had to

defend the pursuit of money if she would retain her self-

respect.
'

Well, then, Clara, I have got a lover, and he is a Chris-

tian that is to say, he doesn't care what religion I belong to,

so as he is free. Bo, there, what is going to happen, how it

will end, I don't know. I think he will have his own way,
he is so masterful. And he won't take No for an answer,
and what am I to do? And it is terribly dull all alono

here.'
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1 Not taking No and being married, Nell, are two different

things wait till your father hears about it.'

* You won't tell him, Clara ?
'

she cried eagerly.
' You

won't interfere ? If you do, I will run away. This very day,
I will.'

' No
;
I won't say a word if you will never let anybody

know that I was in the secret. But Nell Nell oh ! it is

dreadful to think of.'

' Wait till you see him and hear him talk : then you will

understand. As for our People, oh, Clara, it is all very well

when you live with the rich, but if you lived nearer the other

end you would not be so grand with your glorious past and

your glorious future. Wait till you see my Anthony.'
' What is he, Nell a clerk ?

'

*

Oh, no ! much better than that. He is in a chemical

works science is his line. You can smell the works a mile

off when the wind blows the right way. And he's musical as

well I taught him the banjo. That's how it began. When
you sit together, you know, with nothing but the instrument

between, and your eyes meeting and your fingers touching
he's got a light and rather pretty handling of the instrument,

though he won't practise, and a nice voice. Sometimes he

says he shall give up science and go in for Art, meaning the

music-hall boards. And then, besides, he's just tremendous
when he gets upon tyrants and the House of Lords. Some-
times he says he shall give up everything in order to get the

people their rights. He's a beautiful talker, and handsome,
Clara. ... Oh!'

1 A Eadical !

'

There was scorn in the expression.
' As

for me, I am on the side where law and order make it possible
for people to make money. Suppose the Socialists were to

get in, where would our money be ?
'

' I'm sure I don't know. I've got no money. Not that

Anthony is a Socialist. He's coming this evening, Clara, to

supper that is why I wanted you to come to-night. And
and if there are one or two things said that you don't

approve, you won't say anything, will you ?
'

'
I'll have no hand in it, mind.'

'You shan't. He's just a gentleman friend dropping in

to supper. Any gentleman might do that, I suppose ?
'

' I suppose so,' Clara replied, with a ghost of a smile,

But she looked ill at ease,.
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1 What are his people, Nell ?

'

' His father runs a little newspaper, but I don't see how
he can make it pay. He's a curious man, rather like a

gentleman ;
a soft-spoken man, with far-off eyes. I believe

he has been to sea. He talks pretty. He wants everybody
to see what is right and then to do it. That's his father.

His mother well, you know, I suppose, we've all of us got
some trouble with our relations ; they were invented so as we
shouldn't be too happy think of our own cousins in that

little shop ! Anthony's mother is a kind of troublesome
relation. She drinks awful oh ! it's a terrible thing.

Anthony can't live at home only goes to see his father now
and then at his office. Hush ! here he comes.'

Mr. Anthony Hayling presented the appearance of one
who ought to have been a gentleman, but had somehow, at

some critical moment, taken a wrong turning. His features

were very nearly handsome, his stature was tall, his figure

good, his carriage upright. His eyes, however, were too

bright and restless, his lips too thin, his head too small, his

profile too sketchy, and his taste in dress too imitative, at a

distance, of Piccadilly. His light hair curled all over his

head, and his upper lip was adorned with a fringe very care-

fully groomed. In his buttonhole, of course, he carried a

white flower.

He arrived just before supper-time, and at once entered

upon an easy and graceful conversation about himself and
his own greatness. We are too apt to consider that personal

pride should be based upon something that the world respects

rank, wealth, intellect. Here, however, was a small em-

ploye in certain chemical works with all the vanity of a full-

blown peacock. Clara listened with dislike and contempt.
It would be difficult, she thought, to find among her own
People a young man so shallow and so vain. Poor Nell !

Presently supper was laid, the two girls lending a hand.
Then the lodger appeared.

'

Emanuel,' said Nell,
'
this is my cousin Clara, and this is

my friend Anthony.'
The lodger bowed, not at all like a working man, Clara

observed. She also observed that he went through the cere-

mony of a grace before meat. Then he took his seat and sat

in silence listening to the facile flow of the young man with

interest, as if he were considering a specimen.
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Anthony took no notice of him. Such young men have
small respect for grey hairs : they are an outward sign, not of

wisdom, but of being
' used up 'which proves that physical

strength is still the thing most regarded in some circles.

Emanuel, to Anthony Hayling, was only an old man. Old

age begins earlier on some social levels than on others.

Among the younger working men a man is considered middle-

aged at thirty, old at forty, well-nigh past work at fifty, and
senile at sixty. At seventy he is disgracefully trespassing

beyond the limits allowed to life.

Emanuel, then, sat in silence. Clara, watching him, ob-

served that his manners at table were very far beyond what
one expects of an ordinary working man. She set him down
for some person under a cloud, the nature of which was known
to her uncle and her father

;
and that for some reason or

other it was best for him to be in seclusion for a while. Then
she returned to the study of this illegal lover

;
and she ob-

served, to her disquiet, an illustration in fact of the abomin-
able French proverb : 'II y a toujours un qui aime et 1'autre

qui est aime.' In this case it was the young man who re-

ceived, tolerated, and even encouraged the passion of the girl.

Poor Nell showed her devotion in a hundred ways : it caused
her lover's glass of beer to overflow

;
it covered his fruit tart

with sugar ;
it emphasised his talk with eyes of admiration

and murmurous words of assent. One has observed similar

symptoms in maidens of still loftier station. Anthony re-

ceived these attentions with a kind of superior condescension.

They were due to him, in his own opinion, as to the superior

animal, by the girl who was engaged to him.
' I am a man of Science, Miss Angelo.' Anthony recalled

her attention by addressing her personally ;
his talk had been

of that copious, facile, commonplace, day-before-yesterday
wisdom to which one gladly closes the ear of attention. * I

am a man of Science, I've passed examinations. And I am a
man of Art, too. I will play and sing to you presently, if you
like. And I'm a Social Reformer too.'

4 Three rolled into one !

'

cried the admiring Nell.
* Think

of that, Clara !

'

'It's unusual,' the young man continued modestly and

awkwardly. 'Because one doesn't know which line to take

up for choice. It's this way, as Nell knows. If I stick to the

works where I am already indispensable "What we should
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do without Hayling," the Manager said only this morning, "I
don't know" that's what he said, Nell.'

'He knows a good man when he's got one,' the girl

replied.
* Well if I stay there, some day I shall become manager

a thousand a year that's all only a thousand a year.
But what's money compared with position ? I never allow

money to decide anything. Suppose I go on the Music-Hail

boards why, worse singers and players than me make their

fifty pounds a week of course it's hard work, I know, and the

public is uncertain but still fifty pounds a week ! Then,

again, it isn't the money, but the position ! No one in the

world cares for money less than me. Well But suppose I

jack up both and go into the House you should have heard

my speech last March at the Parliament there's certain

glory waiting for me to pick it up only one has got to live.'
'

Anthony is the one to lead the people,' said Nell. ' No
one like him for that.'

' Not since Charley Bradlaugh went under,' Anthony re-

plied modestly. 'You come some night, Miss Angelo, and
hear me speak.'

' Are you a Socialist, Mr. Hayling ?
'

'
Socialist ? Not exactly,' he answered. '

Socialist ? That
means everybody getting the same pay, the skulk and the

sneak and the blackleg, with the worker. Not good enough
for me. I want every man to have what he earns all he
earns. What he makes is his for himself no Socialist rot

for me ;
no working for other people ;

not to share a penny
with the skulks

;
not to give a penny to make any lazy

middleman rich
;
and not to pay taxes to keep any class in

idleness.'
' Are you going to take their money from the poor people

who are rich, then ?
'

'Not in the way you think; I am only going to make
their money of no use to them, that's all. Strikes you as

original, that idea, doesn't it ? I don't give it away to every-

body, you know. If we choose to say that there shall be no
more rich people there will be no more, and that in less time
than you can understand.'

' How will you do that, Mr. Hayling ?
'

'

Quite easily,' he replied in his light and airy way.
' We

shall just stop paying any interest : no more dividends : we
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shall take over the gas, the water, the trains, trams, and
omnibuses : we shall make interest illegal. What more do

you want ?
'

Clara laughed.
' You will find it very easy indeed.

1

' As soon as I begin you shall see the splinters fly. First,

I shall make myself what my father wanted to be but

couldn't, a leader of the people. If preaching would settle

the labour question, Dad would have settled it long ago. But

there, perhaps, after all I shall stay at the works.'
'

Don't,' said Nell.
' Go into the House and be Prime

Minister.'
'

Perhaps perhaps. All I can say is that the last time I

talked with well before strangers' he nodded, very

politely, in the direction of Emanuel ' I can't tell you
his name, but you'd be surprised if you knew who he was.

"Young man," he said, "you are the sort we want in the

House. If I'd fifty with me like you
-" But I mustn't

repeat all he said. A Cabinet Minister draws five thousand.

Hang the money ! Think of the position !

'

' His father,' said Nell, admiringly,
'
is proprietor, I told

you, of a Labour Organ. His name is Anthony Hayling,
too !

' Emanuel started.
' He is a very clever man, which

explains
'

she nodded sideways, indicating the intellect of

the son.

Emanuel looked up, suddenly taking an interest in the

conversation.
' Your name,' he said,

'
is Anthony Hayling, is it ?

Eighteen years ago I knew one Anthony Hayling. He was
then an officer on a sailing ship in which I took a voyage
from Malaga to Alexandria. Your face as well as your name
reminds me of him.'

*

Yes,' Anthony answered carelessly.
' Father was a

sailor for a long time. He gave it up about a dozen years ago,
and came here to muddle away his money on his Labour

Organ, which working men won't read. I dare say he was

your friend. If you want to see him you can find him at his

office.' The appearance of the stranger, with his gentle look

and soft voice, did not attract him. ' What was I saying ?
' he

went on. ' Oh ! yes. If I were to go in for politics I should

lecture and organise.'
' On what subjects would you lecture, young man ?

'

asked

Emanuel.
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1 Social Economy ! I don't suppose,' Anthony added with

consideration,
* that you know what it means.'

'

Perhaps not. What would you organise, young man ?
'

'

Strikes, old man, strikes ! There have been strikes

already, but skittles and beer compared to what I shall

arrange. Wealth isn't silver and gold. It's shares. Strikes !

Keep on striking. Bum the shares. Destroy the dividends.

That's the way to destroy Capital which is investments.'
' I have heard of that way. It has been tried for thirty

years and more. Capital has been injured, perhaps, but more
has been created. Capital goes on growing while there is

peace. It will go on growing, if not here, then elsewhere. I

could show you, perhaps, a better way than that.'
' Oh !

'

the future gladiator of the platform was aroused

by this opposition. He changed colour and his bright eyes
flashed dangerously.

' You know a better plan, do you ? You
know a better way you ! And who are you, and how did

you get at your better way? You're not an Englishman,
to begin with you're a foreigner. Well, bring out your
better plan.'

' In good time in my own good time, young man.'
' Well then, listen to this, and then take a back seat, and

hope that nobody will see you. When there is no more dividend
there is no more capital. Shares that produce nothing can't be
sold. When there's nothing to sell, the workman takes over
the plant and runs the show for himself

;
now then.'

' There is a better way.' Emanuel rose from the table-

supper was finished. '

Perhaps, young man 'he spoke as
one having authority 'for the sake of your father, if he

proves to be my old and esteemed friend, and after consultation
with him, and if you are worthy to be his son, I may impart
to you that better way.' He bowed to the girls and retired.

4

Worthy ?
'

Anthony Hayling rubbed his forehead with
bewilderment. The thing was incredible. *" Me worthy ?

Me the son of my father ? Who is he, anyhow, Nell ? What
does he know ? What does he mean ?

'

4 He's father's lodger, Mr. Emanuel Ellis. That's all I

know. Don't mind him, Anthony.'
1

Well, Nell
; you'd better advise him he don't know our

ways if he doesn't want a rough-and-tumble, to keep a civil

tongue in his head. Old as he is, I've seen older men knocked
off a platform before now. Me worthy ? Well, never mind.
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What's coming is this, Miss Angelo. Nell knows. It isn't

what you expect. It isn't Socialism. That means the capable

working for the incapable. We're not going to stand any such
rot as that. Ours is to be the reign of the working man

;

everything is to belong to the man who made it
; everything

is to be sold in national stores for the man who made it. No
living on the work and brains of others, no idle men

;
as for

getting rich, every man will get as rich as he can by means of

his own labour, but he won't be able to buy the labour of any-

body else, nor the land, nor will he be able to get interest for

his money and there will be pensions for everybody.'
' Isn't it wonderful, Clara ?

'

cried Nell. * He works it all

out like a pattern.'
' I think, Mr. Hayling, that you have hardly considered the

difficulties.'
' That is what they all say. The old difficulty is the

combination of the men. And there was never a better chance
of Universal Combination than to-day. Well, but as I was

saying, perhaps I shall stay at the works after all and

perhaps I shall go on the boards.'

'Now take the banjo, Anthony, and show Clara how
beautifully you can sing and play.'

The style of the singing was like that of his social

philosophy, imitated and borrowed. He handled his banjo
with apparent ease, which disguised his very limited mastery
of the instrument, and his voice, musical but thin, had

caught something of the touch and go which some music-hall

artists affect.
* When I sang that song,' he said, after his third and last per-

formance,
*

to the Manager of the "
Olympian," he just slapped

me on the shoulder. " My boy," he says,
"
at our little shop

alone there's ten pound a week waiting for you to pick up."
'

' Ten pound a week !

'

echoed Nell, with a triumphant
glance at her cousin. '

Fancy that ! Ten pound a week !

'

A.t half past ten Clara walked down the street with this

young leader of the future. He was interesting. He was so

confident, so ready for fighting, that she almost felt as if the

battle was already lost to her friends the weakest Cause
looks strong when there appears a man in battle array as its

Champion, even though a whole army be drawn out against
him : it was not Goliath only whom David defeated but the

multitude of the Philistines behind him.
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In the course of a single hour this young man had

destroyed every institution in the country : he had pulled

everything down and rebuilt it upon his own style of architec-

ture. It was as if on the site of Westminster Abbey were
erected houses of small streets after the fashion of the Hinter-

land of Mile-End Eoad houses for the honest, intelligent,
earnest working men. And so on and so on. We know the

kind of talk. It may be inspired by a noble generosity, it may
be founded on imitation and vanity. It is, however, the most
remarkable sign of the times that everywhere, on every level,

every young man is now engaged more or less in considering
the questions of social conservation or social revolution. To
most of these young men comes the vision of a new world.

Even to this shallow young pretender, who stole his ideas and
his phrases, there may have been some kind of dream. He
knew nothing, but he had, perhaps an inheritance from his

father a glimmering of a desire for justice. Dreams of the

hardness of men's hearts, of their selfishness, of their dis-

honesty, never have a chance of a hearing. But only to dream

impossible things prevents mankind from sinking back into

the ancient hopelessness. And the more these things are

preached, the wider these ideas are spread, the more difficult

becomes the position of the sweater and the grinder. Because,

you see, the world is growing gradually to despise the sweater,
and nobody likes to be despised. Therefore, let us encourage
the dreamers, even the shallow-brain who steals his dreams.

Clara walked beside the young man in silence. At the

end of the street she stopped.
' I take a tram here,' she said.

' One word, Mr. Hayling. You know that I am Nell's cousin.

She has told me something to-day which pains me inex-

pressibly.'
What's that ?

'

1 That you and she are engaged.'
' Well ? Why should that pain you ?

'

' Because it is forbidden by our religion. We marry only
with our own People. If Nell leaves her home to marry you,
she will have to give up her religion, her father, her relations,
her own People everything. She will come to you without
a single friend to wish her happiness or to stand by her in

trouble.'
*

Well, Miss Angelo,' said the young man airily,
' when

she comes to me I will give her another religion she can,
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take whatever she pleases, for all I care. I will be her father,
her mother, her brothers, her sisters, all her relations, her

People everything. If that's all, good night.'
He nodded his head without raising his hat, laughed, and

turned away.

CHAPTER XI

THE ' FRIEND OF LABOUR '

THE office of the Friend of Labour Editor and Proprietor,
Mr. Anthony Hayling consists of an outer and an inner

room, the ground-floor of a little old house wedged in between
two big modern ones. The house is so old that it has the

projecting wooden windows and gable of three hundred years

ago. Its floors are uneven. It would have fallen long ago
but for the friendly support of its neighbours. It might be a
beautiful house but for its shabby condition and the want of

new paint, which make it retreat between its younger neigh-
bours as far as it can. The windows, however, are bright
because the tenant, the above-named Editor and Proprietor,
cleans them with his own hands once every week from top to

bottom. For the same reason namely, that the tenant him-
self scrubs the floors the house within is clean.

The paper is sold in the front office to the few who buy it.

The boy who dispenses it and watches over the till finds the

work all too light for his energies. In the room at the back

sits, all day long, the Editor. Here he writes the paper ;
here

he cuts out the extracts which mostly fill its eight columns ;

here he passes the proofs : here he spends the greater part of

the day. The two tables are littered with papers English,
American, French, German, and Italian. The paper contains

nothing but articles and news belonging to the world of

labour
;
there is always a leading article by the Editor. I

believe it makes rather heavy reading ;
but if anybody knew

of this paper, and could make a complete collection of the

numbers from the beginning, he would possess a most precious
record of all that has been attempted, taught, done, and in

condensed form said, on the Labour question for the last ten

or twelve years ;
for it is now about that time since the Friend

of Labour began its career.

This afternoon the Editor sat, as usual, in his back office.
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He had turned his chair to the fire and put his feefc on tho

fender, gazing into the empty fireplace. On the table, among
the piles of papers, lay the editorial tools the paste and the

scissors, the writing-pad and the pen, and the tobacco-box.
In the Editor's right hand was a long pipe, charged ready for

the inspiring touch of flame. But he did not light that pipe ;

he sat with meditative head
; he was dejected ;

he beat a tattoo

upon the arm of his chair with his left hand.
He was a man between fifty and sixty ;

the lines of his

face were fine, though age and perhaps trouble had robbed
him of his old comeliness, and brought up the bones and

corrugated the forehead. His eyes were deep and clear, set

beneath a perplexed and shaggy brow : he looked, as he was,
a kindly creature, kindly and thoughtful. This twofold quality

permits itself to be read in the face of every man who possesses
it. His hair was an iron-grey, and his beard, which grew
behind, not upon, his chin, was white

;
his hand showed more

knuckle than is common among penmen ;
it looked like a

hand which had done rough work. He wore an old blue

jacket, a comfortable old jacket, convenient for work. He had
no waistcoat, and an old leather belt served him instead of

braces. His necktie was a running knot, the ends lying loose

ready to fly free after the fashion of the old portraits. He had
been a sailor, this Editor : it was more than a dozen years
since he had changed his profession, but he looked a sailor still.

Outside it was the less desirable side of the main

thoroughfare the stream of life passed along the broad

pavement, always a double current up and down. People
stopped to look in the shop windows as they passed, but no
one cared to look at the windows of this office, though a copy
of the paper was pasted on the glass within for all who chose

to read. Nobody turned into the office to buy a copy ;
the

current number lay piled on the counter
;
the boy behind the

counter sat in his place upon the office-stool, and, with his

head reclined on the paper, was fast asleep. The office cat

basked and purred in the sunshine of the office window, the

bluebottles which belonged to the fried-sausage shop three

doors off, and had got to this place by mistake, buzzed about
the windows. The place had a peaceful and a retired aspect.
A business man would have found the show of trade somewhat
slack ; a poet would have murmured that here indeed it was

always afternoon,
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'

Boy !

'

cried the Editor.

The boy made no response. The Editor slowly rose and

opened the door.
'

Ahoy, there boy !

'

he cried.

The boy lifted his head and looked up. sleepily,
'

Bring me your book.'

The boy picked up the volume in which, one by cne
;
he

entered his sales, and took it into the Editor's room.
'If this barky, my lad, could afford a bo's'n, which it

can't, I'd spend a penny on a rope's-end to keep you awake.

Handover. Now then. How many copies did you sell last

week ?
'

' A hundred and twenty-one.'
' Ten and a penny. And your wages are seven-and-six,

and the rent of this old shanty is forty pounds a year, and
the cost of printing the thing comes to two pound ten a week.
If we reckon the keep of the old woman and me, there's

another thirty-five shillings a week. Now, my confidential

clerk, tell me what is the profit per week to the proprietor of

this valuable paper ?
'

The confidential clerk grinned.
' And you're too proud to scrub the office ?

'

1 I'm a clerk
;
I'm not a railway porter.'

'

Well, I can scrub it for myself. Go back to your seat

and resume your penn'orth of "
Jumper Jack." I looked at

it this morning. The author, my lad, talks about ships and

ship's gear when he has never been at sea. But you don't

care, I suppose.'
The boy retired. .The Editor sat down again and con-

sidered the returns ' A hundred and twenty-one last week, a

hundred and twenty the week before we are going up but
a hundred and twenty-eight the week before that Humph !

And not a sign from anywhere that anyone reads or regards
the Friend of Labour.

So he relapsed into meditation, first lighting his pipe. In
the front office, because the afternoon was drowsy, and the

boy had eaten a sixpenny beefsteak-pudding for dinner, he
fell asleep again, his head upon the counter.

Presently there came along a man who stopped, read the

weekly bill stuck on the door-post, and then opened the door

and looked in. He saw a boy asleep. As the boy did not

wake up, the visitor laid his hand gently on the reclining
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head. The boy started, jumped up, and mechanically handed
a copy of the paper.

' Thank you no I will perhaps take a copy of the paper
presently.' He spoke with a slight foreign accent. ' I want
to see Mr. Anthony Hayling, the Editor. Can I see him ?

'

The boy pointed to the door of the inner office, and then,
as the visitor turned in that direction, he laid his head down
and fell instantly asleep again. At the opening of the door,
the Editor sat up, and looked round sharply. Visitors were
rare at the office of the Friend of Labour. This visitor stood

just within the open door holding the handle. The two men
looked at one another curiously.

'I should know your face,' said the Editor. f I do know
it

;
but I forget where I saw it last. I can't for the moment

connect your face with anything.'
' You are grey, Anthony,' the visitor replied.

' When I
saw you last about eighteen or twenty years ago you were
brown. Your shoulders are round

;
when last we parted they

were square. That was at Alexandria. You took me on
board at Malaga, and you put me on shore at Alexandria. Do
you remember now ?

'

'Let me look at you, man. Come to the light so. I
remember your face, and I remember your voice. Man
alive !

'

he cried, holding out his hand
;

'

you are Emanuel
Einanuel Emanuel Elveda. Remember you? Eemember
Emanuel ? Shake hands, man ; shake hands ! I never

thought to set eyes on you again. You came out of the
darkness ; you went back to it. All my other voyages are
dreams

; but that one why, man, it lives in my memory I

remember every day of it. Do you remember the nights
when you came on deck and beguiled my watch with talk ?

Heavens ! when you were gone, I understood that prophets
are sometimes entertained unawares. Sit down, man. Sit

down opposite ;
turn out the papers. So ! Sit there and let

me look at you.'
Emanuel obeyed.

'

I, too, remember, Anthony. You are

well, my friend, and happy ?
'

Just then a loud and strident feminine voice was heard

singing, out of tune, an ancient ditty, once popular, an old
music-hall song debased from a lovely German air. After a
line or two the singer smashed something violently some-

thing made of glass. Then she laughed loud and long.
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1

Anthony !

'

she cried
;

'

Anthony, you old Methodist !

Anthony, you canting old hypocrite, come up here, and I'll

smash every bone in your body, like I've smashed this

bottle ! Come up, I say, come up ! You're afraid to come !

Yah ! You're a coward ! Call yourself a man ? Come up,
I say !

'

Sounds followed as of a heavy body lurching and stum-

bling round a room, upsetting chairs, and knocking over light

articles, then a final bump as of a heavy body falling to the

ground. The house shook. Silence followed. Mr. Hayling
pointed upwards with his pipe.

' Allow me,' he said, gravely

smiling,
*

to answer your question by an illustration. You
hear that gentle voice, that caressing, fondling voice. It is

the voice of my wife. You now understand that I am per-

fectly happy. Shall I present you to my wife ? She goes

through three stages every day. For the sake of variety she

sometimes rings these changes in the morning ;
sometimes in

the afternoon
;
sometimes in the evening ;

but always every

day. First she gets drunk, uproariously drunk ; at this stage
she sings and laughs, and is full of friendship for all the

world
;

she then becomes, suddenly, quarrelsome drunk

quarrelsome ;
sometimes she puts her head out of window at

this stage, and makes the street ring with her threats and her

accusations
; thirdly, she falls fast asleep and so continues for

ten or twelve hours. You see that here are the first conditions

of a happy household.'
' Can you do nothing ?

'

'

Nothing ;
the case is hopeless. Well, I desired at the

outset to share the Common Lot, nothing better, and I've got
it. One must not complain. Many honest fellows besides

me, many better men, have got drunken wives.'
' But they do not choose their wives because they drink.'
*

They don't drink, you see, at first. My girl was as inno-

cent of the drink-craving as anyone in the world. She was a

factory hand. She couldn't sew, she couldn't cook, she

could do nothing. She could hardly read when I married
her

;
but she was no drinker of strong drink. No one

knows how ignorant any human creature can be until he
marries a factory hand. Then, you see, no one knows what

may happen if you go away, and leave such a woman to her
own devices. If she is at work all day she is out of mischief.

"When she is left alone with nothing to think about well
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He got up and plunged his hands in his pocket.

' I am
quite sure, Emanuel, that there is not one single man or

woman in the whole world who is strong enough to be left

without some controlling influence. We cannot stand alone.

As for this poor woman, who shall blame her ? She was left

alone. What is there to do but to go on, and to forgive
to forgive ? After all, it is the Common Lot.'

He sat down again.
' But about yourself, Emanuel

explain your appearance. How did you find me out ? Whence
come you ?

'

'

First, I come from wandering up and down the face of

the earth. Next, I have not forgotten you. Your head was
full of thoughts twenty years ago.'

'

Ay ! I was younger then. The wife was sober. I had a

boy to think of.
' Your boy I met him on Saturday evening at the house

where I am lodging. That is how I found you out. But,

Anthony, he is not like his father.'
' No I hope no more of him I accept. Again, it is the

Common Lot, Emanuel, to hope for the impossible and to

accept the inevitable. What, indeed, is one to do unless one
does accept ? There are now many thousands of lads about

it is the most remarkable sign of the times who spend
their evenings laboriously, resolved to rise. But he belongs
to those they are numbered by tens of thousands who live

for the daily pleasure. My son is a shallow-brain and full of

vanity. But, again it is the Common Lot.'
' You are a great English lord, rich, and of great position ;

you left everything to become a common sailor at first, before

the mast. You lived upon your wages. It was wonderful.

Well, you married in that class. Your son belongs, then,
either to the working people or the noble people. But he has
the appearance of a little clerk.'

1

Yes, I was weak. I suffered him to go his own way. He
is now a clerk at certain chemical works. He calls himself,
I believe, a gentleman. He goes to a local Parliament and
talks froth and foolishness.'

' But he will be your successor and your heir. Does he
know it ?

'

Mr. Hayling laid his hand upon his friend's arm.
'

Emanuel,' he said,
'

you are the only person in the world
who knows my secret. Keep it. For God's sake keep that
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secret. Good heavens ! if they knew it ! If that poor be-

sotted creature lying on the floor upstairs knew it ! If that

boy knew it ! Think of my wife as the Countess of Hayling !

Think of that boy as Lord Selsey, the heir to that big estate.

No ;
if I can help it he shall never know it. He shall never

know the profligate life that he would so ardently rush upon
if he could. As for the House of Lords, it has survived a

good deal, but I doubt if it could survive my son Anthony.
Keep my secret, Emanuel.'

'
It is forgotten. I remember it no more.'

There was silence for a space.
' We had great talks on that voyage,' Mr. Hayling con-

tinued
;

'

great talks on great things. You were the only man
who ever encouraged and strengthened me. Why, I confessed

to you as women confess to their priest. Man ! you are a

Priest you were a prophet. What have you done with your
wisdom ? Is any of it put into books ?

'

Emanuel laughed.
' No

;
such as it is I have given it here

and there giving and taking with such as yourself.'
' And nothing written ?

'

' Why should I write anything ? There is knowledge
which cannot be put into books. It is handed down like the

Unwritten Law, which Moses, you know, gave first to Aaron,
and then to Aaron and Aaron's sons

;
next to Aaron, Aaron's

sons, and the seventy elders ; lastly to Aaron, Aaron's

sons, the seventy elders, and the whole congregation. That
is an allegory which shows how wisdom spreads. If I 'have

any wisdom which I doubt this has been its use.'
' As for my wisdom, I set it forth every week that is, I

set forth what I find to say it isn't much in my little

paper. Nobody regards it. Perhaps it isn't worth saying.'

They relapsed into silence. It was exactly as if they were

still on the deck of the sailing ship, slowly ploughing her way
under the clear sky of a summer night before a light breeze,

silent, with intervals of speech.
*

Emanuel,' said the Editor, following his own thoughts,
'

suppose I had the choice again suppose it was to be done

all over again. Even if I knew beforehand that I should have

such a wife and such a son, that I should prove such a failure

in trying to make myself heard, I would do it all over again,
for I have shared in the Common Lot. This was all I asked :

the work and wages of the common man, the hospital when I
L2
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was sick, the wife and home of the common man, his food and

his company, such children as he may have. I have had
them all. And, upon my word, my friend, the life has been

far far more worth having than the life I left. I would do

it yes, I would do it all over again.'
' That is bravely said.'
' As for this paper, who am I that I should set up in the

Prophetic line ? I ought to have stuck to the sea, but I

would be preaching. So I went back to my old lawyers, got
a lump of money, and came away. I told them they would
never see anything more of me and they won't. I live and

bring out my paper on the interest of the money.'
' What have you been telling the people ?

'

The Editor took up the current number that lay on the

table.
' I give them all the news that I can find anywhere

about work and the conditions of work. As for the preaching
... I am ashamed, Emanuel, I am ashamed to think what a

little thing it is I have to say.'
' What is it ?

'

1

Only the simple things. The copy-book things. The
old things of your old Prophets. The very simple copy-book
things. What so elementary as the Ten Commandments ?

Yet look round you what is so simple as that one must
be honest, that men should combine for other things be-

sides wages, that men should follow righteousness ? Yet
consider. That is all I've got to say, Emanuel. And

apparently no one listens.'
1 Yet go on preaching.'
' If we would or could only go back to some form of the

Common Life. Have you considered, Emanuel, how many
thousands of hearts are longing for the Common Life again ?

Well, I preach some kind of Common Life, where all fare

and share alike and manhood has a chance of developing.
That is what I mostly preach. Christianity started with the

Common Life. Let us try to go back to it.'
* Judaism led up to it.'

*

Very likely. Shall we go back to it ? Well, here I am,
close upon sixty years of age, and all I have learned so far is

the simple lesson that the old things are the true things. It

is a poor sort of Message on which to found a paper, but, my
friend, it is th only message that I have.'
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CHAPTER XII

THY NAME IS EVE

' You are a very wonderful man, Emanuel,' said Clara.
' You

have travelled everywhere ; you know everything ; you are a

scholar; you are a gentleman; and you live by carving in

wood.'
' Why is it wonderful ?

' Emanuel had brought his table

into the garden, and was sitting over his work in the open
air.

' What is there so wonderful ?
'

'You know very well what is wonderful. Wood-carvers
are not scholars and gentlemen. Why do you pretend to be
a working man ?

'

* I do not pretend. This is my livelihood. Since I must
work in order to live, I do the work which is to me the

easiest, the lightest, and the most pleasant. I can take it

up when and where I please ;
I can find a market in any

town
;

it provides the small amount of money that I want.

Why, then, should I not be a working man ?
'

Nell was giving a lesson. The scholar was beginning ;

the scales went up and the scales went down.
Clara waited meantime, and conversed with the philoso-

pher over his wood-carving. In these days she visited her

cousin a great deal, impelled by cousinly anxiety over the

love affair which threatened to produce such very serious

consequences. Already she was discovering for herself the

great truth found out by so many guardians, friends, cousins,

and advisers the helplessness of reason, argument, and
common-sense against the power of love. Yet still she per-
sisted: she would save Nell if she could. Whenever, you
see, we wish a girl not to marry a man, we say that we are

determined to save her if we can. In this case, the young
man was not only shallow and vulgar, poor and of small

account in which he was not, perhaps, so very much worse

than his mistress but he was a Christian. Nell must be

saved, if possible.

But,' Clara went on,
*

your earnings are so small ; you
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make so little money by the work. Why not do something
better ? Why not teach, or lecture, or write ?

'

' I make all I want.. Why should I change the work if I

like it ? Here, to be sure, I must work harder than I like,

because London is an expensive place. How much money
do you think I want in the Desert ? There I can wander
with my friends and cousins the Arabs without the necessity
for work at all. I shall get back to the Desert as soon as my
present business is despatched.'

' You have no books, either. Do you never work at any-

thing else ?
'

' I want no books. I have read all that I desire to read.

Now and then if I am in a town I want a Laboratory
and I always want a quiet open place, like this Place of

Tombs, where one can meditate. Looking across this field

of graves one hears nothing of the piano tinkling in the house
or the children playing in the street.'

'But without money you are not even a free man.
You have to work for other people and to take wages you
are a man of science and you take wages.'

Emanuel laughed gently. 'Let us not confuse things.
This kind of work does not mean dependence. I make these

wares of mine. Somebody it matters nothing who buys
them. Suppose he refuses them : another man buys them.
He gives a shilling more or less what does it matter ? I

owe nothing to my employers ; nothing at all
; since it is the

Law that man must work, why should I repine at having to

work ? If my employer robs me, he will suffer the penalty
of his sin he and his children to the third and fourth

generation, according to the Law. I leave him to the Law,
which is not mocked and must not be broken. This is not

dependence. The soul is not enslaved by this kind of work.
Believe me, child, not the richest man in the world has

greater freedom of soul than I myself, though I work at a
trade to pay my lodging.'

' But you will some day fall sick. Then if you have no

money
'

' There is always a hospital. If there is none I shall lie

under some roof or other and either live or die.'

'It is wonderful. But you will grow old: you will no
longer be able to work or to wander about. What will you
do then ?

'
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Again, there are hospitals, almshouses, retreats, refuges,
workhouses. I shall creep into one of them, and sit down
till the end. But perhaps I shall not live to be old.'

1 It is wonderful,' Clara repeated, staring at the man who
did not want money.

* Don't you, really and truly, care at

all for money ? Wouldn't you like to be rich ?
'

* Since I do very well as I am, why should I want to

change ?
'

' But the rich man has power.'
Emanuel laughed.

{ Power ! There spoke the Voice of

our People. We desire power above all things, partly because

power has been denied us for two thousand years, partly
because the desire for power is a national instinct. There is

no more masterful race than ours in the whole world, none
that is more fond of authority. The heaviest curse that has
been laid upon our race is not the Dispersion, nor the loss of

Zion, but the deprivation of power. We who were born to

rule have been made to obey. We desire power. We seek

to recover it in the only way open to us by means of wealth.

But as for me, I do not desire power. I might abuse it if I

had it. Power is a very dangerous thing, especially after two
thousand years of subjection.'

'

But, Emanuel, you know you are one of Us you know
it is not only power or we should stop when we had made

money it is always more money we talk all the time about

money, and think continually about making more and more.
When are any of us content with what we have ? My father

is rich, but he is always in some new scheme for making more

money. To be always making money it is like breathing
with us. You are the only man I have ever met who does
not want money. Oh ! and not our People alone. The
Christians are the same. Even at Cambridge I found the

young Dons all wanting to make money more money
always more money. All over the world it is the same.

Always more money. Only that our People are clever, and

actually succeed in doing what the rest are trying to do. Not
to want money ? It is a reproach, Emanuel, thrown at your
own People.'

' But I blame no one, Clara. I remember that for many
centuries we were forbidden to follow any other occupation.
For my own part, I was born with other traditions, for I am
of that stock which kept alive the light of science in the early
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ages. My fathers were physicians, mathematicians, astrono-

mers. When the Jews were expelled they remained; they
conformed outwardly. In secret they remained Jews

'

'

Why, that is like Francesca, only her people were Moors.'
' There were no Moors who retained their ancient faith.

My people became statesmen, generals, bishops even, and

priests and monks. One of my House it was three hundred

years ago a learned Benedictine but a secret Jew, when he

lay a-dying sent for a Bishop of great piety in order to receive

Extreme Unction, as his brethren thought. When the Bishop
entered, the dying monk sat up in his bed. "

Hear, Israel,"
he began feebly, repeating the last confession of a Jew at the

point of death. " The Lord my God is one God," continued
the Bishop, finishing the confession for him, for the Bishop,
too, was in secret a Jew. The family history, perhaps, has

taught me to think less of money than most of my brethren.'

'This is just like Francesca's history. Pray go on,
Emanuel. I knew that you could not be a common man.'

' No man is common, child. As for me, I have contracted

the habit of wandering. I must wander. I must be alone

in the Desert, among the mountains to meditate. Here in

the West no one meditates they talk. If a man ever, by
accident, finds himself alone, he reads he reads articles in

magazines. Eeading destroys the power of meditation. That
is why there is so little wisdom in the West. Since Carlyle
died, the only wise men of the West are two or three men of

science. Now, in the East there is always the Solitary who
meditates. Alexander passed him on the road to India. The
red-coats pass him on their way to and fro. Civilisation and

conquerors pass him by, the world goes on, but the Solitary
who meditates sits always by the road-side.' He looked
across the cemetery with far-off gaze, as if he, too, would

shortly become that Solitary. 'Believe me, child, there are

those who find no other joy in life but to be still and to meditate.

What fills the Christian convents ? Only the desire to save

their souls ? Nay ! but their Church professes to do this for

them in the world. It is the desire for the quiet life the
instinct to sit apart and to meditate that possesses some
souls.'

' Do you wish girls to med'.tate ? On what should we
meditate ?

' These questions seem to demand a certain

adjective the word '

pert
'

occr rs to me but Clara put the
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questions in all seriousness. The serious, even solemn, words
and look of the man impressed her.

* You are a woman women never meditate. Wisdom
comes not to them by meditation. They observe

; they
receive

; they remember.'
' Then I am glad that I am a woman. But tell me more

about yourself, Emanuel. While you are talking I have

always a sense of having seen you before. Where ?
'

'

Perhaps in your last existence. Our souls pass from life

to life.'

'

It is your voice, your face well, tell me more about

yourself if you will, that is. If you do not wish to tell me
anything, forgive a girl's idle curiosity. Why are you not

living with your equals ? Because you are not a working
man, whatever you may pretend. You have belonged to

society at some time or other. Yesterday you spoke of Art,
and I perceived that you know the language of Art the

language of the studios.'

'When I was young I knew many artists in Paris and

frequented their studios. So I learned their language. At
that time I took up the graving-tools and acquired my present
trade.'

' Oh ! You have lived among the artists of Paris ?
'

1 You question me, child, as if I were concealing some-

thing. Very well. There is nothing to conceal. I will

tell you anything you want to know. Yes
;
I was born in

Paris. We were Spanish nobles, and, as I told you, Jews in

secret. When the Eevolution came, and the accursed In-

quisition disappeared, we went back to our own People, and

my grandfather laid down his titles. We left Spain with the

French. My father was a physician in Paris. I studied

science, and presently went to Germany to work under Liebig.
In those days I looked forward cheerfully to spending my life

in a laboratory. Then I returned to Paris.' He paused.
' And then ?

'

' I married.' He paused again.
' This marriage of mine

an unfortunate marriage was the reason why I gave up
my career and went away into the wilderness, where I have
remained ever since. I like the wilderness and the people
who live in it. I shall go back to them before long. They
are rude people, yet you would be astonished to find how little

difference there is between yourself and your sister of the black
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tent. She only knows her tent, the Desert, and the stars

and the will of her husband. What do you know that is

better worth knowing ? Take away her children and husband
and she dies of grief, like you. Give her love and kindness

and she is happy like you.'
* But you did not leave your wife, Emanuel, to die of grief ?

'

Eve in her curiosity persisted while there was still a point left

to clear.
' No. She drove me away because she made life im-

possible. For she became a rebel against the Law of God,
which is the Law of Nature. She would command who was
made to obey, and as she was stubborn we parted by mutual

consent, and I left her and went away.'
Clara gazed into his face in silence, as one who hears a

strange thing and finds it familiar, and wonders where sheheard
it last. Then she started up and clapped her hands. ' Oh !

'

she cried,
' I know now oh, I know now who you are !

Yes, yes, now I understand. Why, I saw the likeness from
the very first, and was so stupid as not to see it. Why,
Emanuel, you are none other than Emanuel Elveda himself!

Why yes now I understand it all. You went away because

your wife would not obey. Your name is Emanuel Elveda,
and your wife's name was Isabel. Oh ! what will they say ?

What will they say ? For they think that you are dead.'
1

Certainly. I am Emanuel Elveda. Why not ? You
speak as if you knew the woman who was my wife ?

'

' Yes I know her. Have you not heard what she has
done ? how she rebels openly and continually and publicly

against the submission of women ?
'

' I know nothing about her. I am dead to her. She is

dead to me. We ask not what the dead are doing. Do not

speak to me of her.'
1 As you please yet but as you please.'
She wondered why he did not inquire after his daughter.

Was Francesca, too, dead to him ?
'

Why,' she asked,
* did

you call yourself Ellis ? Why not Elveda at once ?
'

There were two questions in her mind. One was,
' Why

do you not ask after your child ?
'

a very important question
and the other was the comparatively unimportant one about

his name. Fortunately or unfortunately, she put the latter.
* I do not know. Your father suggested that it would be

more convenient. It mattered nothing to me.'
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Now, the daughter of Mr. Aldebert Angelo was accustomed
to understand that her father was a prudent that is, a far-

seeing man, who never acted without a motive, and that

with him motive was hope of gain. She was dutiful by nature
and by character ; she would not knowingly interfere in her
father's plans without being invited to do so. She remembered
the interest he showed in the Elveda household. This interest,

for some reason or other, included the missing husband. She,

therefore, concluded that it would be better for the present not

to ask too much or to tell anything.
'
It is wonderful,' she said,

' to think that you could give

up all this the great fortune, the position, the opportunities,
the command of everything and go right clean away with

empty pockets all for a whim, for nothing in the world but a

whim and a fad ! Why, in a month you would have heard
no more about the equality, and then we should have seen

very different things. Do you know how rich your wife is ?
'

* Have I not told you that I want no money ?
'

* Is there,' Clara asked of the Place of Tombs,
' another

man in all the world living or dead who would give up
millions of money all for the fancy and the whim of a

woman who wanted nothing but a little humouring ? Eman-
uel, for a wise man, you have been a terrible donkey. Why,
you should have given her what she wanted the show of

equality. Then you would have heard no more, because, I

suppose, there never was yet a married pair who lived on
terms of equality. One of them must obey. If she loved you
she would have obeyed little by little. Love would have

compelled her to submit. Oh ! I know what I say. We
used to talk foolishness at Newnham about the submission of

women, and I used to tell them of our Law, to make them
feel their foolishness. Oh ! you should have laughed and
driven her with a silken rein.'

' So you think. But, then, you neither knew her as she

was, nor me as I am.'
'

Well, but if you left your wife, why did you leave your
work ? Why go away ? At all events, you might have gone
on as before your marriage.'

* I could not remain anywhere near my wife. Child !

'

his voice changed, he spoke with passion
' who are you that

you should understand these things ? What can you know ?

Why, if I had remained within a hundred miles of her if I
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had stayed in any place where they talked of her ropes, day
and night, were drawing and dragging me back to her her

voice, day and night, was calling me in dreams, day and

night, I saw her Love, day and night, was calling me, urging
me, imploring me to return to the woman I loved what
should you know of love ? A girl knows nothing oh, the

strength the power sometimes I feel it still. How should

you understand the temptation? How can a maiden who
has never yet been loved understand her power of attrac-

tion ?
'

'Well, then I suppose I cannot understand that any
woman can be worth such a fuss but you should have
listened to the voice. You a wise man ? Where was your
wisdom ? I suppose if you had been Solomon himself you
would have laid down your golden crown and wandered out
alone among the Arabs. And oh ! you, with your clever-

ness with the world at your feet to kick everything away
because your wife was silly and whimsical ! As if all women
were not whimsical about something or other if they are

allowed to be ! And your wife was a rich girl who had had
her own way, I suppose, always? You a wise man? Is

this all your wisdom not even to know that women are so

made ?
'

Emanuel bowed his head gravely.
'
It is foolishness to

you, but to me it was not foolishness. I live by the Law in

small things and in great. To me it is not a small thing that

my wife should resolve to break the Law the Law of Nature
and the Law of the Living God.'

'You take everything so seriously. You ought to be a
Rabbi as well as a chemist and a wood-carver.'

' Those things,' he replied, very seriously indeed,
' are

especially the realities of life which touch the children and
the grandchildren and the generations to come. Nature is

hard, as the physicists say. The Law of the Lord, we say,
must not be broken. The most real thing in all the world
is the marriage-bond, because it means the parentage of
children and the future of humanity. Better to part at once
than to live against the Law. Better be childless than bring
up children to see the Law daily trampled upon. Should I

yield to the stubborn woman ? No. Should I call her stub-

bornness a fancy and a whim ? No. But I could leave her
to her folly, and so an end.'
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Would you go back to her if-

' I will never go back to her
;
she must come to me sub-

missive. Enough of my wife ! Remember, child, the place
of the woman. It is after that of the man. There is no

degradation in taking the place which you are assigned. To
woman belong the things that we call after her name
womanly. Let her administrate, distribute, reward, honour,
and encourage, while the man works and pours into her lap
all he makes, creates, and reaps. Enough!

' He sat down,
bowed his head over his work again, took up his graver, and
was silent.

CHAPTER XIII

WHAT WILL SHE DO WITH IT

CLARA carried home this romantic secret without imparting it

to her cousin, who was not, indeed, in a state of mind favour-

able for the reception of any secret. The greatest secret of

the whole world even the secret of life would fall flat on
the ears of a girl sick with love suppressed. She carried it

home uncertain what to do with it. She had found Frances-
ca's father ! She had found the man whose portrait Fran-
cesca kept continually before her, wreathed like the Icon of a

Saint with flowers ever fresh ! Francesca's father, who was

dead, had returned to life ! Should she tell her ? And how
should she tell her ? But it was her father's secret. He
knew it. It was his secret. She must tell him what she had
discovered. And she could do nothing in the matter except
with his knowledge and consent.

At dinner that same evening she began to talk of her
cousin's lodger.

1

Yes,' said her father. ' He's a superior kind of man.
And his work is good. There's the right feeling in it. In

twenty years' time it will have a name, and will be worth

money.'
' He is a man of education,' said Clara, reddening.
' Oh ! you think so, do you ?

'

Mr. Angelo glanced sharply
at his daughter.

' You've been talking to him, I suppose.
Well, he is a man of education more than most. And what
are you colouring up for, Clara ?

'

*

Well, father, if you take up a man on the mere strength
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of an introduction from Hamburg and place him in lodgings
with my cousin Nell, who never had a lodger before and
doesn't want one, it's very clear that you had some reason,
and I hope you won't think I am spying and prying into your
reason for anything

'

' I don't think any such thing, my dear. It would be a

poor look-out for both of us if I did think so. But go on.'
*

Well, father. Suppose this man told me certain things
suppose I was to find out certain things

'

'

Then, my dear, you would hold your tongue about those

things.'
1 How am I to distinguish the things that I must keep to

myself from the things I may talk about ?
'

' My dear, do you know the story of the man who saw the
Devil ?

" How did you know," someone asked him,
" that it

was the Devil? " And he said,
" My friend, when you do see

the Devil, you'll know fast enough that it is the Devil." So
I say, when you do find out those things, you will know fast

enough that you mustn't talk about them.'
1

Well, father
'

after receiving this Oriental apologue
' the fact is, I have found certain things, and as I don't quite
know what you would like me to do, I've said nothing.
Perhaps I had better tell you at once.'

' That is the very best thing you can do.'

'This Mr. Ellis attracted me from the beginning. I

seemed to know his face and his voice
;
then his manners

were so beautiful not only the gentle, courteous manner
which we sometimes find among our own People, even
the poorest, but he has manners and the bearing of a

gentleman. He belongs to gentlefolk you can see that at

once.'
' Go on, Clara.'
' That made me curious. I began to suspect that he was

a Eussian Jew, compromised, perhaps, in some Nihilist plot
or something of the kind. So I talked more to him, and I

found out all kinds of interesting things about him. He
knows science, art, literature, music everything. He talks

I don't know how many languages ;
he has travelled every-

where
; he is a chemist, and most wonderful of all he

doesn't want money.'
' Doesn't want money ? Well, my dear, these clever men

have all got a craze somewhere. Doesn't want money?
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Lucky we are not all clever men. Go on, Clara. Dear me !

Doesn't want money !

'

' This very afternoon he told me why he gave up his old

life and became a wanderer and a working man. He told me
without any concealment. He was just married to a rich

wife, and she was an obstinate person who preached nonsense
about woman's submission, and refused to obey her husband ;

so he walked out of the house, which I suppose was hers, and
left her, never to return. He gave up everything the great
fortune, and the position, and everything all because his

wife was possessed by a fad. Now, directly he told me this I

understood everything: the likeness that haunted me, the

voice, that I seemed to know, the eyes that were familiar.

Why, father, they were Francesca's eyes, and it was her

voice, and it was her face the face is the same as that of

Francesca's miniature ! So I started up, and I cried :

" You
are Emanuel Elveda !

" '

' And he owned up, did he ?
'

' Yes. He said there was no concealment necessary that

he had nothing to hide. He has come over on some businsss.

This done, he will go away again. Now, father, what am I to

do ? Shall I tell Francesca ?
'

< Not yet,'
1 What shall I do ?

'

' Tell nobody at present. Go and see him as often as you
please. I think he is a soft-hearted creature else he would
want money and perhaps your conversation may keep him
in the country a little longer

'

* If I knew what you wanted to do There is always
the chance of making some mess of things. Of course, if it's

business
'

The details of business are in certain households considered

taboo. This prevents a good deal of awkwardness, especially
where things are bought for little and sold for much, or where

things are bought and sold under assurances that go very near
the wind indeed. The practice saves explanations, and enables

the ladies of the family to hold up their heads and to feel a

glow when they send subscriptions to charitable objects.
' Why shouldn't you know, Clara ?

'

her father replied.
' You are not a chatterer. Besides, it's not likely that the

business, whatever happens, will turn out to be any good to

ourselves. The man is Madame Elveda's husband. Of course
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you know that the Spanish Moor story is rubbish
;
both she

and her husband are, like ourselves, Spanish Jews
; and, as

for Madame, I will tell you now that she is neither more nor
less than your own cousin. Yes

; you needn't look surprised ;

your own cousin. She was Isabel Albu, granddaughter of

Albu, the contractor, who made an immense fortune out of

the English in the Peninsular War. Your own cousin, Clara.

I called upon her the other day, and reminded her of the fact.

Francesca is your own cousin, too. Very well, then. The
girl is heiress to a million and a half, at least. A million and
a half or two millions. That's a pretty tidy little fortune,
isn't it ? The mother can leave it as she pleases ; but, of

course, she will give it all to her daughter. A very nice little

fortune to be in a family, isn't it ? Why, only at three per
cent, it's forty-five thousand a year. If I had it, I would
make it fifteen per cent, and two hundred thousand a year.

My word, Clara, think of that ! Well, the long and short is,

that we ought to keep this great fortune in the family if

possible.'
' How can we ?

'

'Now you understand why I wanted you to be friendly
with the girl. What do you think, Clara, of reconciling hus-

band and wife ? Eh ? Of bringing the wife and her daughter
back to their own People ? Eh ? Isn't that worth trying ?

Then the girl will have to marry one of our own People, eh ?

I only wish you were a boy, Clara.'
'

Well, father, if you try to move the husband, you will be

just trying to move a rock. That is quite certain. Stubborn ?

He is as immovable as the Law itself. And if you can imagine
Madame going back to her husband Madame Elveda, all

pride and dignity and stateliness, going back in humility and
submission well, I can't. That's all.'

'

Very well. I've told you everything. Perhaps you will

devise some way. Think it over, Clara.'

Next morning, at breakfast, Clara resumed the subject.
'I've been thinking all night,' she said, 'about Emanuel
Elveda.'

'Well?'
' You want this man to be reconciled to his wife, and to

exercise the influence of a husband over her
;
and you want

somehow to keep this great fortune in our own family ?
'
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'Exactly.'
' If Francesca were to marry a Christian it would be lost

to us.'
1
It certainly would/

'

Well, she has had one offer lots of offers, but only one

to speak of from a very desirable person indeed, who will

very likely be an earl. She refused him because she says,
like her mother, that she will not be submissive to any man.
But she loves him all the same; remember that. I know
she loves him. She doesn't say much, because she would
never confess such a thing even to me. She thinks about

him continually, and I should never be surprised to hear that

she had changed her mind and accepted him. Still, so far,

she has refused him.'
' So far, good.'
* The more I think about it, the more I am persuaded that

any attempt to bend the proud will of Madame Elveda, or

her husband, would be utterly useless. If they were common
persons, who had merely quarrelled and reviled each other,

it would be difl'erent. But they are not ; they are very re-

sponsible persons, and they respect each other too much, and

they respect themselves too much, for any reviling. Would it

be possible for Madame Elveda, the leader of the women, to

confess that her whole career has been based upon a mis-

chievous mistake ? She never could never never never.'
'

Well, what would you do ? You talk as if you had got
a plan.'

* If the case of the wife is hopeless, it is still worse with the

husband, who is so stiff for his religion and the Law. But
can we try something with Francesca herself ? Now think,

father. Emanuel Elveda does not know that he has a

daughter. Francesca does not know that she has a father

living. Suppose I can bring them to each other without

telling them what we know ? Francesca will be attracted by
the man from the very beginning. Oh ! I am sure of it. His

eyes, that rest on one, and seem to read your thoughts ;
his

face, which might be the face of the Prophet Elisha himself ;

his voice his manner will strike straight into Francesca' s
*

imagination. She will respect him; she will soon reverence

him
;
she will be prepared to learn that he is her father, and

that once learned, she will obey him in everything.'
*

Well, my dear
'

Mr. Angelo was not sufficiently versed
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in the feminine mind to comprehend the subtlety

'
it seems

to be beating about the bush. For my own part, I should

have driven the girl over there in a hansom cab, and I should

just have said, "Francesca, here's your Pa," or words to that

effect. But perhaps you're right. Or I should have asked

them both to luncheon or dinner say, at the St. James's

in a private room, and introduced them over a bottle of cham-

pagne. I should have said "Emanuel, this is your only

daughter ; give her a kiss," or words to that effect.'

Clara laughed merrily.
' Oh ! Emanuel and Francesca

at the St. James's over a bottle of champagne ! It's too

delicious to think of it. No, father, you can take a common,
plain girl like me to a restaurant and you can give me cham-

pagne. I like it. But Francesca and Emanuel ! Oh !

' She

laughed again.
'

No, my plan is better.'
*

Clara, my dear,' said her father, admiringly.
' I regret

less and less every day the money I laid out upon your edu-

cation. It isn't only the books and things you've learned.

It's the knowledge of the world, and society, and young
ladies. Now, do you know, my dear, I confess that I should

have stuck to the idea of St. James's and the little lunch.

But if you pull this thing through and save the money for the

family, I shall say I shall say, Clara that you ought to have
been a boy. And I don't think you can pay any girl any
greater compliment.'

CHAPTEE XIV

AN EXPLANATION

* You are displeased with me, mother. I have seen it for a

long time.'
'

No, Francesca.' The elder lady laid down her pen and
turned her chair. '

Sit down and let us talk. I am not dis-

pleased. I have no right to be displeased with anything you
do. You are free to work out your own career. I am only
disappointed. I think I have the right, my child, to feel

some disappointment.'
* Yes oh ! yes and yet

'

She paused, standing with'

joined hands, like a little girl trying to find an excuse.
There comes a time in every case of trouble when an Ex-

planation is necessary. First, the little rift the consciousness
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on one side of having given cause for offence, and on the other

side of being offended then the silence, with tacit consent,
on the subject : then the awkward subject which must be

avoided : then the widening of the rift : then the constraint :

then the sickness, decay, and death of love, unless the Ex-

planation steps in, like a
Physician,

to heal and restore. And,

perhaps, though the little rift be mended, there remains for

ever the memory with the scar. In certain circles the Ex-

planation is called a Speaking up or out.
' I must Speak up,

and I will,' says the girl to her lover.
* Don't go to think I

am one to be trodden on ;
I shall Speak up.' Or one says to

her friend after the row :

' I had to Speak out, and I did, once

for all. Now he knows ;
and if he never comes near me again,

so much the better.' The Explanation in such a case is

generally a Surgeon, who finally cuts the pair in two, so that

they may go different ways hereafter and scowl when they
meet. The time, you see, was arrived for one or other of

these two ladies to have an Explanation.
1
Sit down, dear,' said Madame Elveda,

' and let us talk a

little.' Francesca, however, remained standing.
' See !

'

she continued, looking round her table, which was groaning
under the weight of letters, pamphlets, reports, and papers.
' The work to which I set my hand twenty years ago has

grown, as you see and know. I came here because London is

the true centre of all such work as mine. I published my
book, I took this house, I opened it freely to all who were

working for the same end the elevation and the emancipation
of women. All those who work for women, whether I approve
their methods or not, come here this is their house, I am
their Leader. One moment, Francesca, and you shall have

your say. I repeat that I am the Leader : I have gathered all

the strings into my own hands. No woman has ever before

occupied such a position as I now hold. I am the Leader. Is

this true, Francesca ?
'

1 Of course, it is quite true.'
1 It is also true, is it not, that I have done my best to fill

you with the doctrines that I preach and profess ? And you
have known ever since you could understand anything what I

hoped of you when you should arrive at womanhood ?
'

' Yes I have always known that.'

'Francesca I ask have I not the right to be dis-

appointed ?
'

M 2
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1 My dear mother, what can I say ? It is all quite true.

And yet
'

' At our meetings you either sit silent, distraite, inattentive ;

or you look impatient no girl's face ever betrayed her emotions

as yours does. You never talk about the work
; you show

no kind of interest in it. Yet it is the work of my life I

have lived for no other object except it be that of bringing

you up to succeed me and to carry it on.'
' I am a degenerate daughter, indeed.'

'What has come between us, child? Until quite lately
until a few weeks ago you were still eager and interested. Has

anything happened ?
'

'

Yes, a great deal has happened, and all in the last week
or two. I seem to have awakened. Everything looks different.

It began with that business of Harold and his you know '

she blushed and looked guilty. He asked me if I would marry
him. Well, I gave him an answer such an answer as you
approved. You expected that answer of me, did you not ?

Well, I gave it. Mother, you have constantly assured me that

I am free, but I have only been free since I gave that answer
to Harold. I gave it dutifully, and because I believed that

what you wished must be right.'

'Well, child, and is it not right ?
'

' I do not know. Since then I have been considering the

subject as a free woman, not as your daughter. Can you
blame me for using my freedom ? In obedience to you I sent

away my lover. There is, therefore, no more love for me in

the world. Perhaps that is as well. I do not say that it is not
as well. It would be quite impossible for me to become the

dutiful wife of any other man. But remember, I have given
up love in obedience to you, and without considering the

matter at all. That done, I began to look into things for my-
self.'

1 You will never regret that answer, Francesca.'
1 You think not ? But it was the question, not the answer,

that I had to consider. What did that mean ? After Harold
went away I began to reflect for the first time what Love

might mean applied to myself, mind not to an abstract un-
conditioned person to myself.'

'Well?'
Madame Elveda looked up sharply.
' I see myself,' said the girl, lifting her head, and looking
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into space,
'

standing beside him beside the real man, you
know that is the first thing in Love : you get at the real

creature whom nobody knows but yourself without any
uniforms and liveries and trappings and titles the real man
as he really is. I say, I see myself standing beside him and
close to him, so that I understand for the first time how great
and noble he really is while I myself am so small and so

weak. I see that I can love him chiefly because he is so great
and so strong. I tremble because I am so weak and so small.

How can he love me ? Oh ! mother, how could such a girl as

I feel anything but little and feeble in the presence of such a

man ? Yet it does not humiliate me that he is my superior.
The greater he became the more I should love him, Can any
woman love a man unless she respects him? Can she respect
him unless he is greater than herself ? Can she marry him
unless she loves him ? And after she has married such a man
whom she respects so much how can she ever venture to

call herself his equal ?
'

' Humph ! But the man is said to worship the woman.
Would not your lover be thinking much the same of you ?

'

' He could not unless he foolishly mistook the worth of her

dress and her jewels for the worth of the woman herself. Well,

mother, these thoughts have filled my mind ever since that

morning. Before that I never considered what Love might
mean, nor how Love might break down all your arguments.'

* I hope, then, that you will speedily desist from the con-

sideration of so dangerous a subject.'
Francesca shook her head. ' I think not,' she replied

gravely.
' Since most women marry, it is at least an important

subject.'
*

Think, then, that man and woman, equal by nature, may
possess qualities which differ and yet supplement each other.

But we only claim for woman a recognised equality : an equal
share in the management of the world as well as of the house.

The greatest fool in the world has in the eyes of the law civic

rights equal to those of the wisest man. Assure her legal

equality to woman she will herself take care of the rest.'

Francesca shook her head.
1 If the man is stronger and the woman loves him, he will

prevail.'
' You need not consider Love at all, Francesca unless

'

* There is no unless, mother. My Love chapter is closed.
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Since I cannot accept Harold's courtship, I can think of no
other man. That is why I am free to tell you what I have
discovered what Love would most certainly mean to me.'

Her mother groaned.
' You have got all this out of Harold's proposal. Oh !

What fools women are ! How can we make them stand up for

themselves ?
'

'Well, mother, that is my case I am of the fools. But, of

course, there may be marriages where people don't love each
other. Then it would be easy for each to go his own way.
Neither would care.'

' Good heavens !

'

cried Madame Elveda. ' Had I known
what mischief that young man was going to do, he should

never have entered this house.'

'But my dearest mother women, you say, must be the

equals of men, otherwise otherwise well but given the

case of a woman who loves a man greatly her superior.

Equality in that case is impossible, and submission is a joy.
Will you grant the possibility of such a case ?

'

' When the woman is a fool yes.'
'Let me go on confessing, mother. Since I have been

thinking of these things I have begun to feel a kind of repug-
nance to the whole question. You say that I have sat

inattentive at your meetings. It is because the subject
seems altogether altered. The speeches of your friends havj
become a flow of meaningless words words words that I

know by heart words that have no meaning. It is like a

nightmare to listen to words that have no meaning. There
is a voice within me that keeps on asking the same question,
" If women are the equals of men, why don't they prove it ?

"

They are, you see, as well educated : they would become
leaders in everything if they were man's equals. Yet all the

leaders in everything are men always men. And if we score

a little triumph of a degree at Cambridge, we rejoice as much
as if Huxley were a woman or Darwin were in petticoats.

Why don't women prove their equality ? And why, when a

woman loves a man, does she cheerfully become his servant ?

Why do not women who love their husbands assert their

equality ?
'

Madame Elveda listened with ominous gloom.
' You are

free,' she said,
* to develop any line of thought you please, or

to take up any line of action. If you resolve upon devoting
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yourself to the destruction of your mother's lifelong work, you
can do so. I will not try to prevent you.'

'

Indeed, mother, I could never oh ! it is cruel to think

that I could attack your work.'
1 My dear, if you are not with me you are against me.

My daughter mine cannot be neutral.'
' Then what am I to do ? Shall I pretend ?

'

1 No. But think seriously about the questions the great

questions at issue. Put aside this nonsense about Love,
which is only an incident an illusion a pleasant, short-

lived dream. Suppose you have had it
; let it pass. Con-

sider the great question of woman's condition. Perhaps you
might with advantage read my book again.'

'
I know it by heart except the figures ;

the degradation
of women, their hard lot, their miserable wages. I know it

all.'
' And yet you cannot work for them. Is your heart of

stone, Francesca ?
'

'

Indeed, it may be. for all I know. Perhaps it is.'

1 If I have failed to convince my own daughter I have
failed indeed.'

I How shall I explain, mother ? You have convinced me
that there are very great injustices. When we discussed the

position and condition of women at Newnham I used to

employ your facts and your arguments. I had the greatest
success with them. They convinced everybody ; but, some-

how, they moved nobody. How is it that arguments never
move anybody ? The poets and the novelists move the

world logic never moves. We all agreed that we were the

equals of man : we would never, never show submission to

any man. And now I hear that they are all marrying in the

usual way without any more heroics about submission.'
' That means that under existing social arrangements they

can only obtain a certain amount of personal freedom by
accepting the authority of a husband.

1

I 1 read once of a parson who preached himself into in-

fidelity. Sometimes I think that this is my case. My argu-
ments no longer persuade me they are sounds and words

carrying no sense. Woman is man's equal. Oh ! you have

proved it in your book and in your articles and pamphlets.
All the women in the world except one or two take the lower

place without revolt or murmur they have never in any
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single line of intellectual work proved themselves his equal
and they only love a man when they feel him to be greater
and stronger than themselves. All that proves nothing.
And yet I say these things, mother, because they explain

my present condition. Perhaps it is a passing cloud.'
* Let us pass by the married women. Consider only the

women who work. The field is large enough.'
' The simple condition of women who have to work.

Well, mother, my case as regards these people is even worse.

When I read about women oppressed and starved whether
in London, or Paris, or Berlin it is no more to me than if

I were reading of women in China. They are just as far off

and just as unreal. I have got no heart, I believe.'
* But this is not natural, Francesca. Why should they be

unreal ?
'

*

Mother, is it not a natural result if you come to think
of it of the life we have led ? What have I got to do with
the world, who have been brought up outside the world ?

Oh, I do not doubt but you acted for the best, and when you
parted with your husband you left his People, and, I suppose,

your own. Consider. I am the only girl in the whole world,
I think, who has no cousins' here her mother changed
colour ' no brothers, sisters, relations of any kind, no family
ties, no memories, no religion, no home, no country even

nothing at all to connect me with the world except the things
of birth and growth and decay, not even a playfellow or a
schoolfellow. When I went to Newnham it was a new expe-
rience for me to find girls whose minds and hearts were
full of other people. It made me envious sometimes, wretched

sometimes, to feel myself so lonely. Why, I remember one

girl, for instance, she was the daughter of a country vicar
;

she knew every soul in her native village ;
she taught the

children, nursed the sick, made clothes for the babies, played
the organ in the church

;
she had half-a-dozen brothers and

sisters ;
one brother whom she loved the most was a prodigal ;

one sister was married and full of anxiety about her children.

All this little world was her own
;
she knew how everybody

in it felt
;
she felt with them

; she was never alone
;
her own

self seemed lost. Through them her sympathies went out
here and there in long reaches. To me, what are these

people ? Shadows shadows. I cannot feel for them I

{lave no heart. Now this girl was tlje servant of all these
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people their submissive servant because she loved them
all. She is now engaged, and I am quite certain that she
will never ask herself whether she is the equal of her lover or

not.'
t You make me more unhappy, child, than I can say.'
'I am very sorry. But I have nearly finished. In my

present frame of mind you see that I cannot possibly help

you in your work. I am quite out of harmony with it. I

understand just through considering how it might have been
had I allowed myself to love Harold that the submissive

wife may be, after all, the happiest I suspect that women
are not the intellectual equals of men, any more than they
are his physical equals. In short, I am in a state of doubt
and confusion. Whether it will last or not, I do not know.

They say that in religion people sometimes pass through
phases of doubt and come out only the stronger. Perhaps I

may do the same thing.'
*

Perhaps, if you do not mix up imaginary love and non-
sense. What do you propose, however ? Will you face these

foolish doubts, child, and knock them over ? Believe me, they
are but bogies not real objections.'

' I would rather imitate Jephthah's daughter and mourn

my loveless fate upon the mountains perhaps in the long
run, she overcame her doubts and acknowledged her father's

wisdom. I should like to sit in my own room which would
stand for mountains secluded from a world which I do not

know, and, while I was considering these doubts, cultivate

Art with such girls as I could get to sit with me.'
' Would a life of Art satisfy your soul ? My dear, I offer

you a life of Action.'
' I do not know what would satisfy my soul. In imagi-

nation I see a submissive wife, who tells me she is happiest.

Perhaps, mother, we might go back to our old life, and wander
about from hotel to hotel, and watch through the windows the

Passing Show.'
'

Oh, Francesca !

' Her mother took her hands, but the

girl drew back.
' There is another thing, however. It has been suggested

to me I don't know whether it will be of any use I have

very little faith in it still, if you like, I will try it seeing
that I am so out of harmony with your work, it would be

better for you and for both of us if I left you for awhile.
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I am told that it is not good for me to brood and worry about
difficulties in my own room. To be sure, I am more used to be
alone than most girls. And a plan has been suggested if it

meets with your approval.'
' You have your freedom, Francesca. Since you came of

age you have your own banking account. There is no ques-
tion of my consent.'

' That is a faqon de parler, mother. You know that I

could not undertake any serious step without your consent,
and this is a very serious step. It is nothing less than a

complete change of all my surroundings : I am to leave

this house and go to live in small lodgings in a quarter
filled with working people, and see the working world
talk to it face to face the working world, of which I have
heard so much and seen so little. Perhaps in this way I

shall return to sympathy with your work. I do not know
the thing may fail. I am not hopeful. I am not going

with any charitable purpose. The pity and the love for

these sisters of mine which my hard heart cannot feel may
come to me when I understand that they are truly my
sisters if I can once understand such a thing. Perhaps,
when I get if ever I can get a heart of my own, I shall be
able to understand and to move the hearts of others.'

Afterwards Francesca reproached herself for these words.
What had her mother done except to write papers and
books and articles ?

'Indeed, Francesca,' said her mother coldly, 'after this

extraordinary revelation though I cannot understand it at

all some such step is clearly desirable. A complete change
of scene and companions is perhaps necessary. Only, be
careful of your companions. I consent, since you wish for

my consent
;
and I approve, since you wish for my approval.'

' I am going to lodge in the house of a young woman
who teaches music. She will go about with me. The thing
has been arranged by a cousin of hers. She is quite re-

spectable, belonging to the class of women who work. Well,
mother, if this fails, I suppose everything will fail. You
must give me up, and I will sit down for the rest of my life

and look out of window at the Passing Show.'
You understand at whose suggestion and persuasion

this notable enterprise was set afoot. Clara lost no time in

carrying out her idea
;
she would make Francesca known to
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her own father. There was the danger of one or the other

finding out the name common to both, but it was Emanuel's
humour to call everybody by what we others call their

Christian name, and neither Francesca nor he himself was of

a curious mind. Sooner or later the thing would certainly
be discovered. Francesca might discover it : her father

might discover it. She herself might reveal the secret.

She went straight to the point.
* You are getting too

full of fancies, Francesca,' she said.
' You want a change of

scene and thoughts and company. Let me prescribe for you.'
' Your prescription would be Brighton or Eastbourne,

Clara. Another hotel. No, thank you.'
* My prescription is going to be a very different thing.

I shall take you, to begin with, out of this atmosphere of

jasmine and lily. You shall go with me where you will get

nothing but plain fresh air as fresh as they can get, that is.

You are unhappy with your mother because you are full of

doubts and questions. You are no longer in harmony with
her ideas, and you are not clear about your own. See, now,
what I will do for you. I have a cousin of whom I have told

you, my cousin Nell. Well, Nelly is a teacher of music
; she

teaches the banjo and the piano and the concertina. She lives

in a house of her own. Her father, who is on the Turf,
sometimes pays the rent and sometimes forgets it, and Nell

keeps herself by her lessons. I have spoken to her about you.
She will let you have a bedroom and a share of the sitting-
room whenever there are no pupils. And she will take you
about and show you the working world the real workers, not

the working world of statistics so many thousands of women
working for so little a day, so many millions of submissive

wives but the world as it is. Then, perhaps, you will under-

stand something. You shall see the cut-throat competition,
after which you will not talk so glibly not that you ever do

about sweaters. Oh, you don't know how hard it is to get

work, to sell work, to pay your way at all
;
nor how many

there are who are never able to climb up out of the dreadful

ruck. And you will understand, when you see the misery,
how strong must be the resolution to get out of it, and how
brave and patient and clever must be the man who does suc-

ceed. And, if you look about, you will discover who are the

men that succeed. They are of our People, Francesca that

is, of my People. They are the Jews who have these quali-
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ties and are so brave and patient. Down below I have seen

it there is trample, trample, trample for the weak; and
there is fighting, fighting, and fighting all the time for the

strong.'
' You tempt me, Clara. But what will my mother say ?

'

' Your mother is always saying that you are free. How-
ever, consult her. I want to show you what the world is,

Francesca. The women have got to take their share, mind

you, in the real world, without stopping to consider whether they
are the equals of the men or not. There is no time for idle

speculation. Oh ! my dear Francesca in this house can one

say it ? Can one whisper it ? There isn't an atom of reality

in all the advanced women put together, because ninety
women out of every hundred in the world belong to the place
where they trample and they fight, and they've just got to

do what they can and make the best of the conditions.'

Francesca sighed.
' You only make matters worse,' she

said.
' The Passing Show was a pretty play. Yours is a

bloodthirsty fight.'
' Come down and see. There is a man down there who

will talk to you such a wise man, Fanchon : a kind of

Prophet who wanders about the world and makes his obser-

vations. You shall be made quite comfortable. I will go
over to see you as often as I can, but you will be better with-

out me, alone with Nelly and Emanuel the Prophet, you
know Emanuel, the Prophet. Think it over, Francesca, and
come out of this place, which is a prison, barred, though

gilded and scented. With Nelly, at least, you will not be

able to ring a bell if you want anything. I do believe, Fran-

cesca, if you stay with her a month, you will learn to make
the puddings, and you will not even desire to return to your

Magic Knob.'

' The child is packing up things,' said Melkah, the old

woman, to her mistress. ' What is she doing that for ?
'

' She is leaving us for a week or two, Melkah. She is

going to stay with friends for a while.'
'
It is not well with her. She sits without speaking or

moving. She never sings nor smiles. Marry her marry
her. Let her marry the man who loves her. Else her fancies

will tarn to visions, and her visions will abide with her, and
she will be like unto one who is stricken by the stars/
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CHAPTER XV

THE COTTAGE

'LooK around you, Francesca.' Clara sat down on the bed
and indicated with her parasol the various points of the com-

pass represented by the four corners of the room. ' This is

the cottage you have deliberately chosen instead of your
Palace. This room is all that you will have for yourself until

you tire of things and go home again unless Something
happens,' she added softly.

The room was certainly very small say, twelve feet by
eleven. It was also furnished as simply as a bedroom can
be furnished. That is to say, there was a bed in it ;

there

were also a chest of drawers, a single chair, and a washhand-
stand ; a small cupboard, a slip of carpet, and a small looking-

glass completed the furniture. To the ordinary eye it

suggested a housemaid's room the chamber of the under-

housemaid. To Francesca it represented the furniture proper
to her experiment.

Standing on the floor, open, was a trunk, one box a large

box, certainly, but one box only which contained all Fran-
cesca's '

things.' This young lady of society was going to

stay an indefinite time in lodgings, and had actually brought
all her '

things
'

in one box. She was engaged in unpacking
these things, laying them in the drawers and hanging them

up in the cupboard. It was the first time in her life that she
had done this work for herself, and there was a novelty about
it. Yet one cannot say that she altogether liked it. Lifting
and hanging and folding fatigues even the arms of youth.
While she was thus busied the talk went on, Clara doing
most of it.

* The room will do very well,' Francesca replied carelessly.
*
It is not the room that I think about.'

' You have seen Nelly. She will be your principal com-

panion as long as you choose to stay here, unless unless

Something happens.' She repeated the last words with a

murmur which almost suggested the phrase of the old woman
who, when she says

'

Something,' means the Black Box.

'Nelly and I mean to get on very well together. And
Something will happen, I am sure. Oh ! I am already glad
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that I came. Something great will happen to me here. I

feel that I shall have a great experience. As for Nelly, we
shall get on. She looks as good-natured and as dainty as she
is pretty.'

' She is what she looks poor Nell ! Only you will find

her I don't know rather sharper of speech and more
decided in manner than most of the girls you know. She's

got to keep herself, and the home as well, for her father

gives her very little. She is breadwinner and housekeeper
and all, and it makes her sharp. I am quite sure you will

like her, Francesca. Otherwise I would never have proposed
the thing. And then '

she coloured a little, feeling guilty of

conspiracy, and being a young conspirator, not yet hardened
in crime, she could not help changing colour and dropping
her eyes

* and then there is Emanuel, you know.'
' Yes

; there's always the mysterious Emanuel. Who is

he, Clara ?
'

' He is Nelly's lodger.'
1 Oh ! A lodger !

'

Francesca's face fell.
' I thought we

should be alone in the house, Nelly and I, and the servants,

together.'
' The servants ! My dear, the service consists of one little

maid of fourteen. And I fear you must expect to meet
Emanuel at all the meals.' She looked out of the window.
'There he is, sitting in the sun he can't get too much
sun without a hat at his work. He is a wood-carver by
trade.'

'Oh!' Again Francesca's face fell. 'A wood- carver. I

am to take my dinner in the company of a working man.

Well, why not ? If it is all in the experiment, Clara, why
not ? I shall imagine myself to be a working woman before

I have done, I dare say.'
' He is something more than a working man, Francesca.

How much more I leave you to find out. Oh ! you will find

him' she laughed 'a very well-trained working man.
Francesca' Clara became very much in earnest, and laid

her hand upon her friend's arm '

please please I implore
you do not begin by thinking of him as a working man.
You shall know the reason why afterwards. What else he
is but you shall find out for yourself.'

1

Very well, Clara, I will think of him as you wish.' She

stooped and fished up a packet from the interior of the box :
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a little leather case : she opened it and took out a miniature,
which she placed on the mantelshelf.

1 Heavens !

'

said Clara, turning suddenly pale.
' You

have brought the portrait of your father your father

here !

'

1 Why not ? I carry it ahout with me always. It gives
me a sense of protection. I am not afraid of anything so long
as his picture is beside me.'

' Here ! Oh ! I did not expect. . . . But never mind '

Francesca pushed aside the long branches of Virginia

creeper which hung before the window. ' We want more
air,' she said.

' WT

hat a strange look-out ! A great cemetery
covered with tombs. The living on one side of the house and
the dead on the other. They sleep quietly, Clara. I think

they will not disturb me.'
' The portrait of her father ! Here !

' murmured Clara.
*

Oh, she will know him at first sight !

'

'There is a little garden,' Francesca went on. 'What a

funny little garden ! There is a man in it a man with long
hair, sitting at a bench in the sun, bareheaded, with a panel
before him. Clara, this is your wood-carver, I suppose. He
looks very busy.'

'

Yes,' she said,
' that is our wood-carver.'

Francesca nodded and went back to her work of putting

away. Clara turned her eyes from the miniature on the

mantelshelf to the man in the garden.
* You said you had something else to say, Clara, while we

were unpacking.'
* Yes. Oh, yes, yes ! I had almost forgotten. It is only

that I want you not to think any longer that you are looking
out of a hotel window at the Passing Show. You are in the

Show, dressed up and ready to play your own separate part.
No more of the nest lined with eider-down and velvet, all

apart and secluded. Here we are in the world of work.'
' I shall dream that I am in it. But, of course, I can

never be in the world, really, at all. It isn't healthy to sit

too much at the hotel window, is it ?
'

' Nell will go about with you and show you things what-
ever you would like to see. But don't try to see everything.
You can find out what you want in two or three families as

well as in a thousand: men are all alike, I believe, only

differently dressed, and we eat different things, happily.'
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Clara shuddered, for there came into the window, wafted by
the summer breath from some neighbour's house, a fragrance
of fried fish. 'Nelly, you know, can only take you about

among her own People. If you want to see the other People

you must go to the curates and the sisters and the deaconesses

and the Bible women and the mission men and the Salvation

lasses and the young men from the Universities. It will

touch them to see a pretty girl like you interested in their

work. Compassion and loveliness go well together.'
*I dare say we shall not want any other than Nelly's

friends.'
' I sometimes think, Francesca, that if one-tenth part of

the labour were spent upon our People that is yearly expended
among these Christians to lift them up and drag them out of

the mire and push and shove them along the ways of virtue,

the old reproach of our stiffneckedness and our stubbornness

would have been broken down long ago. There must be

something singularly attractive in being dirty and drunken,
otherwise the London slums would cease to-morrow. Fran-

cesca, don't be persuaded to go slumming. It does no good,

mind, except to make one miserable, to find human creatures

living like pigs in a sty. What you want is the right under-

standing of humanity ;
and that, my dear, you will get from

good honest working people much better than from the wrecks
and the failures.'

' I will follow your advice, Clara,' Francesca replied,

smiling.
* You brought me here. You shall tell me what to

do.'
' I want to drag you out of yourself, my dear. If you can

only feel that you are like everybody else a part of the

crowd you will be transformed. And before I have done I

will give you what ? You shall see. Such gifts as you
never dreamed of receiving. I shall make you twice as rich

as ever you have been before.'
* My dear Clara

' Francesca was touched with the sudden

change into earnestness '

why do you take so much trouble

about me ? I am not worth it.'

1

That, too, you shall learn, but not to-night. Well, now,
let us finish, because Nell will be expecting us. Don't be
afraid to talk to Nell. She won't understand your fine

ignorance about the rest of the world. She will treat you just

exactly as if you were like everybody else made up of loves
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and affections and consulships and ties here and there. Oh !

Francesca !

' She clapped her hands and jumped off the bed

where she was sitting.
* I really think there never was such

a case as yours in the whole world before. You are the only

person in the whole world who cannot realise that the men
and women in it are really real. Now, begin with Nelly. She
is ready to your hand a capital subject. Pinch her and
stick pins into her, just to find out whether she cries out

when she is hurt, as you do
;

if she does, you have advanced

a step. Find out what she wants you will easily do that

poor thing ! She wants what we all want oh ! if you reflect

that you want what she wants, it will go a long way towards

making you understand all women ten times as well as your
mother understands them.'

1 What we all want ? I suppose we do not all want the

same thing.'
' Oh ! yes, we do. All the same thing. My dear

'

she

caught Francesca's hand ' we all want Love. You as much
as the meanest milliner's girl in Regent Street ;

and you had

it, and you didn't understand that you wanted it, and you
threw it away and all for a stupid, empty, false formula.'

1 You don't know what you are saying, Clara !

' Fran-

cesca's cheeks glowed and her lips quivered.
1

Oh, yes, I do ! Now, that's enough. You will find out

the truth, or else I shall be sorry indeed that ever I brought

you here
;
but remember, my dear, above all things talk to

Einanuel. Talk to him when you've done pinching Nelly.'

Francesca turned and looked into the garden again through
the Virginia creeper. Just then Emanuel lifted his head and

looked up with a sigh of weariness. The sunlight fell full

upon his face. Heavens ! how like it was to Francesca's

face ! Clara glanced sharply at her friend to see if perchance
there should be any recognition. None ? Strange ! Yet

Francesca had with her she never went anywhere without

it the drawing of her father's face. Why did she not cry
out with wonder at the likeness ? But no, she showed not

the least sign of recognition, or trouble, or doubt. The face

was twenty years older, yet the same face.
*

Emanuel,' Clara went on, watching for some sign and

talking while she watched, 'will tell you many great and

wonderful things. He has brought home with him some

great and wonderful discovery. Nobody knows yet what it is.
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He leans over the garden wall and meditates upon it. My
dear ! Emanuel is not a common working man, nor is he a

common man at all. I have asked him to be gracious. Don't

mind his calling you by your first name, Francesca. It is his

humour. He is like a Quaker for that. In the East, where
he has travelled a great deal, the Arabs call each other by one
name only. I don't believe he knows my surname '

* Is he one of your own People, Clara ? But I suppose he
must be.'

' He is very much. Like us, he is a Spanish Jew.

Perhaps, some day, he will tell you the family history. It is

interesting.'
'

Spanish ? I am always coming across Spaniards. Yes.

If it is like my own history
'

'It is exactly like your own, Francesca. Shall we go
down ?

'

*

Yes, I suppose so. I feel as if I were about to be cut

adrift, and yet I am not afraid. I am on a voyage of dis-

covery, and on the other side of the sea what ?
'

1 You shall see. Something that you little expect some-

thing great. Just remember once more, dear, that you are no

longer looking out of the window of a private room in an
hotel. Dear me ! I never before understood how a man may
make himself a veritable hermitage out of a private room.
He needn't go into the Desert and live in a cave among
serpents and mosquitoes. He needn't put on sackcloth and a

hair shirt. Well, here you are and here I shall leave you.
And now oh ! There are the rules of the house. This is

the last of the explaining. Breakfast at eight, dinner at one,
tea at five, supper at nine, simple living. No luxuries. For

society, Emanuel and Nell. Oh ! And ,' Clara hesitated,
' there may be I hope not but I fear there may be a

young fellow. He isn't Love himself exactly not with wings,

you know, and a bow, but he has introduced the subject of

Love, and and well, I don't know. But he may come in

some evening with an offering of shrimps Love's simple gift

of shrimps. I hope not.'
' Why not ?

'

'Because, great stupid, he's a Christian, and she is a

Jewess. Don't you understand that it can't be ? We must
not marry outside our own People. And Nelly's father in

some things not that on the racecourse he ever asks what he
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eats is the most religious of men. If a Jewess marries out-

side her religion she leaves her People. Very well. That's

all, I think. Oh ! You must remember that Nelly's pupils

mostly come to her in the evening. She wants the parlour
from six to nine. And now we'll go downstairs. After tea I

shall go and leave you to Emanuel and, oh ! Francesca !

'

she kissed her friend on the cheek after the manner of maidens.
' You will, I think, I hope, learn to be content to be a woman
only a woman though you are now so cold and so proud

you poor thing !

'

A tear stood in her eye and her voice broke was not

Francesca, though she was ignorant of the fact, her own
cousin ? Was she not contriving a beautiful conspiracy which
should restore the fatherless one to her long-lost parent, with

a troop of cousins, just like quite ordinary maidens ?
' Oh !

and I quite forgot,' Clara turned round at the head of the

stairs ;

'

it's no use here ringing for anything. If you do,

nothing will come up. Aladdin has lost his lamp. The

Magic Knob, my dear, has lost its virtue.'

CHAPTER XVI
1 BID ME DISCOURSE '

DROPPING into prose, Clara said that it was past tea-time,

and that Nelly would be waiting, and they must go down-
stairs.

Nelly, in fact, was waiting. The tea was laid with an un-

usual display of cake and confitures and dainty bread-and-

butter. It was a tea not likely to be repeated a tea in honour

of her visitor : this young lady, fabulously rich, who could

make her Nelly, rich, and never feel it. This mental atti-

tude in the presence of a rich person is quite intelligible, and
therefore universal. Who, among poor men suffering from

poverty, can stand before a very rich man without the wonder-

ful thought that this man, without feeling it, as they think

and say, could remove from him the reproach of poverty ?

Inept poor man ! The rich man could not remove the reproach
of ineptitude which keeps you poor. Go ! get ability, and
then you will be able to stand upright before your rich man
with no such envious yearning. But Nelly had never before
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been in the company of a rich person, and it must be confessed

that she had been encouraged to respect worldly wealth above
all earthly things. Therefore, she sat nervously behind her

tea-tray arranging her cups and saucers, and wondered what
the rich girl wanted down there among the folk who work.

Clara had told her this and that
;
but the more Clara talked

about it the less Nelly understood. What did Francesca

Elveda her mother worth millions want that she should

leave her lap of luxury and come down to this simple, if re-

spectable, six-roomed house in a well, respectable, though
not elevated, suburban terrace ? Standing at the table was
the lodger Emanuel the working man whom Francesca
was so carefully entreated not to consider as a working man.
He had not changed his dress he still wore his working
jacket. Francesca had expected a frock coat at least. But
he showed no consciousness of being dressed otherwise than
was right. He stood aside when the two girls entered the

room, and waited to be introduced. This Clara made haste

to do.

Now, this was the first scene or situation which might
very well be the last Francesca was to be presented to her

own father. She had his portrait upstairs on the mantel-

shelf. Why should she not recognise him ? Yet, why should

she ? We have already, in the chapter on Coincidence which

goes before, called attention to the difference between the face

of twenty-five and the face of forty-five or fifty. Would you
know yourself, dear reader of forty-five, when you consider

that old portrait ? Would your daughter know you if she had
not seen you during all those years ? Would she know you
if she had never seen you at all, except in a portrait taken at

twenty-five ? "VVould she recognise you if she had nothing to

go by no shifting changes in the light look of the eyes
trick of stooping shoulders chin in the air carriage of the

figure no familiar music of your voice no gesture nothing
but the face that changes not the face painted by the sun ?

Would she recognise you if, in addition, your short hair had

grown long, your brown beard was flecked with grey, your
smooth face was lined, and your eyes were half hidden with

glasses ? Would your daughter, again, recognise you if you
appeared before her, not in the guise of a gentleman, with a

boiled shirt and a white collar and a frock coat all buttoned

down before, and white hands, but in the dress of a better-
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class working man with a flannel shirt, having a flannel

collar, and a square jacket with pockets, and weather-browned,
work-hardened hands ?

'

Francesca, dear,' Clara turned furiously red, and plunged
at once into her situation, taking it rather too quickly for the

audience, had there been any.
' This is Emanuel. It is his

special wish to be addressed, and to call us, by the first name
only. Emanuel, this is my friend Francesca of whom of

whom of whom I spoke to you Francesca who has come
come to stay here.' Without any apparent reason Clara

hesitated, stammered, and showed every sign of nervousness.
But she also watched the two people whom she presented to

each other, glancing curiously from one to the other. There
was not in either face a spark of recognition or even of sus-

picion or surprise. Yet, to her, who knew, the two faces were

exactly alike : the secret was proclaimed ; she was only aston-

ished that Nelly did not cry out, 'Why, Francesca is his

daughter !

'

or that Emanuel did not exclaim, gravely, cer-

tainly,
'

Why, you must be my child !

'

or that Francesca
herself did not stoop and kiss his hand, crying,

' My father !

I have, then, a father ! I know you by your likeness to my-
self !

' None of these things happened. Therefore, she went
on,

'

Emanuel, I want you to be very kind to Francesca. Tell

her things anything. Although she is only a woman, she
is really intelligent. Tell her some of the things you have
told me some of your experiences your travels your learn-

ing your science everything.'
Emanuel bowed low. Francesca, perhaps prepared by

what Clara had told her, perceived that here was a man to be
remarked. Not, certainly, a common working man. There
was a strange beauty in his face : in his serious eyes : and in

his expression, which, steady and full of purpose, conveyed a
sense of strength. As Clara had predicted, she was attracted or
at least interested from the very first. When he bowed and
when he spoke it was with the manner of a Duke. Francesca
knew no more about Dukes French and Italian Dukes not

counting than her biographer ; but when one speaks of the
Ducal manner one arrives at it by a rapid and easy calcula-

tion. One knows the plain Mister his plain manners : one
rises to those of an Esquire : a Knight Bachelor manners

just a little bit exalted : a Knight of the Bath manners

already distinguished : a Baronet manners almost lordly : a
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Baron

;
and so on, till one arrives at the giddy elevation of a

Duke and the Ducal manner. On this pinnacle, like some
Simon taking his title proudly from his Pillar, stood Emanuel,
the Wood-Carver, illustrating how fine the manner of a Duke
may be.

' Clara exaggerates my powers of interesting you,' he said.
' But I will do what I can. Francesca, since that is your
name, I am at your service.' His speech, like that of the girl

herself, had something of a foreign accent, but his voice was
musical and flexible. Clara could not understand why he
looked at Francesca so curiously. It was not the look of

recognition that she expected. Probably he would proceed to

ask her a question which would lead to explanations. Better
if the discovery were deferred. Better for them to become

acquainted first. But she sat curious, expectant, and rather

afraid.
*

Come,' cried Nelly, tapping a cup with a spoon.
' The

tea is getting cold. Please leave off talking and begin.'
Francesca took a chair. But Emanuel, standing over the

table, took the loaf in his hands and said something in Hebrew.
Then he cut the bread and gave to each a piece. As this little

ceremony was repeated at every meal, it was not difficult to

associate it after a little with the function called '

Grace,' a

thing omitted in hotels and at tables-d'hote. Francesca,

indeed, was not acquainted with even the shortest formula of

grace a defect due to her exceptional up-bringing. She re-

marked it, merely as a custom of Religion. The man who
repeated the Prayer brake bread and divided it.

This done, Emanuel sat down, and received his tea and
took his toast in quite Occidental fashion.

They sat awhile in silence Nelly shy, Clara anxious,
Francesca wondering how to make conversation with a

working man who had experiences of travel and of science.

Somehow, she thought of Alice sitting down to tea with the

March Hare. Perhaps he would propose that they all should
move one chair on.

' I did not expect,' the working man began,
'
to meet this

evening one whose face I have already seen.'
' Where have you seen my face, Mr. I mean Emanuel ?

'

Francesca replied jealously. When one is not a professional

person of any kind, it is natural to be jealous about the

seclusion and privacy of one's face.
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1 1 might say that I have seen it many times that is to

say, its type in Spain. In London it is rarer. But that is

not quite what I meant.'
1 We are of Spanish descent.'
' That is obvious. Spain sets her mark Spain ahove all

other nations upon every one of her children.'
' What did you mean, then ?

'

'I have seen your face in a photograph. It is in the

possession of a friend of yours and of mine. Harold is his

name.'
Francesca coloured quickly. What right had Harold to

show her photograph to this stranger to any one ?

'He did not show it to me,' Emanuel replied, reading her

thoughts or interpreting her blush. '
It was among his private

papers on his desk that I saw it, and I took it up because it

was a Spanish face.'
' Oh ! Is Harold a friend of yours ? He has never spoken

to me yes oh, yes ;
I remember quite well

'

her face lit

up
' he has spoken to me often of you. You travelled with

him. He found you among a Bedawi tribe you travelled up
the valley of the Euphrates together. Oh ! I remember your
name very well, And he thinks so much of you.'

'Emanuel knows everybody,' said Clara.
4

Yes, we travelled together.'
' You are that Emanuel ? Oh ! he can never speak enough

about you ! Oh ! you are that Emanuel. Oh ! I am so glad
to meet you. I, too, have lived in the Desert. We lived in

the tents, in the Hauran and the Desert south of the Hauran,
for three delightful months. Emanuel,' she changed suddenly,
and became at once open and expansive,

' since you are a friend

of Harold's, you must be a friend of mine.'
' Harold is a young man of great qualities. It was in

order to see Harold and to bring him something something
'

his eyes brightened 'that I have discovered something
of the greatest importance that I came here. He is my
friend. I can talk to Harold.'

'Talk to me as well,' said Francesca. 'For he 'has told

me of the talks you had in your travels. He remembers them

yet. Was he not glad to see you ?
'

'

Very glad. We had much to say. On his table I saw

your photograph.'
Francesca coloured again. What had Harold told this man ?
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'Harold is almost my brother,' she said, feeling imme-

diately after that she had said the weakest thing possible to

be said. For, having boldly advanced the principle that

Harold's friends were her friends, any explanation of the

situation was certainly undignified.
1 Almost your brother,' he repeated.

'

Yet, between almost
and quite, how great a gulf is fixed !

'

Francesca made no reply. The thing might have been
said with meaning. What had Harold told him? But it

was said so gently and simply that it might have been only a

general proposition.
'I hear,' Emanuel went on, 'that you find yourself, for

some cause or other, separated from the world. When one

grows older, it is separation from the world that is most
desired. Away from cities one can breathe and think.'

' But you must first know the world.'
' One must first be young ;

but we must define the world.

This is one world, round this house a world that works, a

world subordinate, yet a world well-to-do. Not far off is a
world not so well-to-do, in positions not so assured. Farther
off still, there is the world of those who neither work nor

live, but thieve and starve. Your world, perhaps, is another
world still, which never works at all unless it work of its own
choice. You can very easily, if you have imagination, feel

separated from the world which works. But most women
ardently desire that separation. In my youth

'

(* Now,'
thought Clara, 'for the revelation which will lead to the

question ')
'I have been in your world, Francesca : not for

long I might have stayed in it but for an unforeseen occur-

rence. Poor I was when I went into it
; poor I came out of

it; poor have I remained. It is not for me to find cheap
sneers at the world which works not. Yet, the true curse of

labour is the curse of requiring work, as the only means of

keeping in health of mind and body. We should find pity,
not sneers, for the world which does not work

;
because for

most its idleness destroys the strength and stops the growth
of the finer qualities.'

' I have no wish to remain idle,' said Francesca. ' My
mother, who is wealthy, has always worked very hard.'

Again an opening. Clara looked up sharply. What had
her mother done? Advocated the independence of women.

Why did not Emanuel ask the nature of that work ?
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The chance was missed. Emanuel went on generalising
in his incurious manner, as if it mattered nothing about

particular cases.
' The best kind of work,' he said, is recog-

nised all over the world to be that which is done for all man-
kind. The preacher and the teacher, the statesman and the

lawgiver, the physician and the lawyer, the man of letters, the

poet and the painter, the man of science, the architect and
the engineer, these men occupy a place far higher than the

trader, or the manufacturer, or the producer. If your work
concerns humanity you cannot be separated from mankind.'

1 But I must first find my work.'
1

Young lady,' he replied,
' I know not yet what your gifts

may be. For work of the nobler kind women are not called

no woman yet has advanced art or science, or literature
;

not one has advanced humanity. But, I say again, I know
not what your gifts may be. Perhaps to receive, to under-

stand, and to interpret may be given to you as it has been

given to some women, who yet have not been wives and
mothers.'

' Emanuel thinks,' said Clara,
' that all women should be

wives. That is the Teaching of our Eeligion.'
1 That is to say, it is the Law of Nature. Woman's proper

work is laid down for her in certain lines. Outside those lines

most women are unhappy. In this world which works, the

women, I find everywhere, have all one hope. It is to become

wives, and so to change unnatural work for that which is

natural.'

'We cannot all be married, Emanuel,' said Francesca.
' What is a girl to do who wants work and does not wish to

marry ?
'

Emanuel gently waved his hands. 'We must find that

woman and then inquire into her gifts.'

He relapsed into silence, and drank his tea. Then he

rose, gravely bowed, and left the room.
The three girls chatted for a few minutes. '

It is nearly
six !

'

cried Clara. ' I have to get home to dinner at seven,
and it is Sabbath eve I must fly. Francesca, I leave you to

the tender mercies of Nelly and Emanuel. Good-bye. I

will not try to see you until you send for me. Farewell, my
dear. Good-bye, Nell.'

She ran away.
' I'm afraid, Francesca,' said Nell, timidly,

' that I've got a pupil coming at six.'
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Francesca sought the refuge of her little room

;
the

westering sun fell full upon her face
; below, at the end of

the narrow garden, stood Emanuel leaning over the low wall,

looking across the field of graves the stony waste and wilder-

ness of tombs. How huge a pyramid might be made only out

of the tombs in London graveyards of those whose memory is

long ago forgotten, though the granite slab, or the headstone,
or the broken shaft remains ! The attitude of the man was
one of meditation.

She sat down at the window and looked at this man
this working man who spoke with authority the man who
had so profoundly impressed Harold the man whom Clara

prayed her so earnestly not to regard only as a working man.
Then she leaned her head upon her hands, and in the warm
summer air her thoughts began to wander. The thoughts of

the young wander hither and thither easily; they are im-

patient of control, yet they are easily controlled. They are,

as the poet hath said, long thoughts. They are desires and
ambitions

; they are dreams ; they are paintings ; they are

illusions. When they are over they are forgotten because

one is young. For the old there are no such waking dreams.

There is no earthly future : their work is finished. Therefore

they dream no longer, but, with what strength remains, they
work. As for the merry days when all was young, when they
loved and danced, and sang : when they were strong and
did splendid work : when they were men, and fought their

way No no to remember is sadness : to look forward

is more sadness with endurance and what else ?

Francesca was young : she had visions of I know not

what. Emanuel was old to such as Francesca forty-five is

considered old. What had he? Visions? meditations?

Does wisdom come to him who leans over a wall and thinks ?

When Francesca came back to earth, the clock, an old-

fashioned cuckoo clock in some adjoining house there is no
church clock in the hearing of that street was striking seven.

Emanuel still remained motionless. He was perhaps, as he

desired, separated in spirit from the world. Down below, the

tinkling of a banjo showed that a lesson was going on. This

delightful instrument is, perhaps, never heard to greater

advantage than when a beginner is taking his first lessons

upon it. As an accompaniment to the intermittent, but per-

sistent, notes of the banjo for the beginner possessed courage
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:there was wafted upwards from the street in the front of

the house a mingled music of children's shouts and cries, the

laughter of maidens, and the louder talk of matrons.
Francesca listened. Then the old feeling came over her.

She was again at the hotel window looking out at the Passing
Show. She was alone among the Phantoms. The working
man who was also a kind of Prophet, who preached to Harold
in the Desert, and took tea and toast with Nelly and herself,
and meditated among the tombs, was only one more grotesque
figure added to the clown and pantaloon and the man who led

the dancing bear.

She sprang to her feet, caught her hat and jacket, and fled

down the stairs and into the street below.

CHAPTER XVII

'COME, MY BELOVED, TO MEET THE BEIDE '

THOSE who know the meaning of that strange obsession, that

mysterious incubus, which sits in the brain, turns real things
into unreal, suggests dangers, conjures phantoms, will under-

stand why, when that terror of the Passing Show rose up
before Francesca's mind, she fled into the street. There, at

least, she would not be alone
;
there she would be one of the

crowd. It is a medicine which alleviates but cannot cure,
like so many of the physician's prescriptions. She would not

be alone
;
she could not in the street imagine herself looking

out from the hotel window upon the crowd below.

The street itself was filled with children playing: an

average of half-a-dozen children to every house, for no man
in this street had reason to be afraid of meeting his enemy at

the gate. It is a fine breed of humanity, the offspring of the

better kind of working man : let us have as many of them as

we possibly can to work for us at home
;
to fill our colonies

for us abroad. Unconscious of what fate had in store for

them, these future pillars of the Empire were playing in the

road, a very paradise of a playground, because no vehicles

except the dust-cart and the milk-cart both personally and

carefully conducted ever came into it, and nobody could

possibly be run over. On the pavement were walking arm-in-

arm, two-by-two, the maidens of the place, not factory girls
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with flaming feathers, but quietly-dressed girls, of quiet
manners

; girls employed somewhere all day long cashiers,

accountants, post-office attendants, teachers, dressmakers,
milliners there is now no employment which does not want

girls for something or other. These were, like Nelly, of the

better class girls in what is considered good employment at

good pay. Their day's work was done
; they walked together

and talked chiffons and enjoyed the soft air of July. There
were no young men among them : these were all on the

country roads, miles away, mounted on bicycles. So long as

a girl has a young man, like other girls, and is therefore

enabled to maintain her self-respect, she prefers to be left

alone among other girls. The conversation of men is apt to

run too much on shop and the ' screw
'

and prospects. On
proper occasions, in the winter, the young man must show
himself. Meantime, girls, as a rule, get on a good deal better

among themselves and without the men on a warm summer
evening. They looked curiously at Francesca

; they parted
and made way for her to pass ; they exchanged glances as she

passed through them the glances meant, without a word,
that the hat and the jacket and gloves were things quite,

mournfully quite, beyond their means
;
their glances meant

surprise, wonder, approbation, and envy. Francesca looked
in their faces as she walked, curiously and wistfully. Had
she dared she would have stopped one here and one there to

ask how she found the world and what she thought of woman
and her servitude

;
but the girls' faces were not encouraging

they looked uncomplaining, even happy. They looked like

asking her questions instead of answering; their eyes said,
' Who are you ? why are you here ? Oh ! what a lovely

jacket !

'

Francesca found herself presently in a broad thorough-
fare. Omnibus and tram-car rolled along the road

; working
men, young and old but, like soldiers, working men are

always young lounged along, pipe in mouth, with the occa-

sional well-known and expected jest : on a July evening or,

indeed, on any evening after work, who would take the
trouble to invent new jokes? They were good-humoured
working men, and they paid no attention to a girl of the
better class why should they ? To pay attention to any
girl indicates imagination, and this is not a common quality

among those who earn their bread by the sweat of the brow.
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Manual labour destroys the imagination : he who digs cannot
become a poet. Then there were boys boys of fifteen who
walked along, cigarette in mouth, each accompanied by his

girl, a year older or a year younger : sometimes they sat on a

doorstep, and so took the freshness of the evening air. They
looked happy, these youthful couples, and as Francesca knew

nothing of the Early Marriage Tragedies, she was pleased to

see them happy. Then came the matron, basket on arm, who
had done her shopping and was going home ;

or the work-girl

belated, carrying an immense bolster of work as big as her-

self
;
or the *

little mother '

of eight with a baby of two in her

tiny arms. And from the public-house came loud talk, and
as the door swung open and shut, the foul breath of bad

tobacco, bad beer, bad spirits, and bad language. Yet it was

quite early evening, and it wanted an hour to sunset. And
all the way and everywhere, besides the crowd on the pave-
ment and the busy life of the road, there were the shops on
one side, with their eager, busy shopmen, and on the other

side of the broad pavement on the kerb long rows of stalls,

where they offered for sale, with loud talk and chaff and jokes
and shouting, things innumerable : all the things that there

are to sell, except, perhaps, a few things that are reserved for

Bond Street. A cheerful crowd : a gathering of people who
were happy simply because they were gathered. Great is the

power of even so casual an association; contentment, rest,

satisfaction, sat on all their faces. Astonishing !

Francesca walked along timidly : she thought that per-

haps one of the young working men might address an ob-

servation to her : many of the young men addressed observa-

tions to the girls they passed, evidently without introductions.

What should she do or say in such a case ? Or, if she looked

about too curiously it might be remarked. Therefore she

kept as much as she could to the side of the stream near the

houses, and listened and watched, trying to look as if she had

important business which took her out.

But the hypochondriac feeling had left her : she felt no

longer as if she was looking on at the Passing Show : she

was no longer at the hotel window : she was down below, one

of the crowd, in the throng and the thick of it.

She walked about half a mile down the road, then, as

there seemed no change in the crowd and her steps showed
her always the same thing the crowd on the pavement, the
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trams in the road, the stalls where everything was sold, on
the kerb since it was all the same, she turned and walked
homewards. So far the crowd had not saddened her. Why
should it sadden her? I know not. She had expected
somehow to be saddened, and she was exhilarated. She
remembered the Voice which she had heard from the march-

ing crowd at Charing Cross. It was a Voice of Hope.
It was just eight when she reached the house. The pupil

was gone, the lesson was finished, the music and the banjo
were put away in the corner. Nelly was bustling about the

room, putting things in order, a dusting-cloth in her hand.

Emanuel, also present, was doing something to help. There
was something of the appearance of a Function that is to

say, the putting away seemed in some cases superfluous.
1 Will you help, Francesca ?

'

asked Nelly.
1 What is there to do ? You are lifting up things and

putting them back again.*
* Oh ! I forgot. Clara told me. You don't know every-

thing. Why, you see, it is the Eve of the Sabbath. Every-
body in the house from the master to the maid does something
to prepare for the Sabbath. It is the Law.'

'Your parents have probably left the People and the Faith/
said Emanuel. ' Clara told me something of this.'

' We do not belong to the People or to the Faith. We are

Spanish Moors.'
'

Spanish Moors ?
'

asked Emanuel. ' I am a Spaniard,
but I know of no Spanish Moors. There is Moorish blood in

Spain, without doubt. But '

' Our religion was Islam,' said Francesca. ' We were
settled in Spain for a thousand years.'

Emanuel shook his head. ' You have been settled in

Spain,' he said,
'
for two thousand years, unless your face

deceives me. None the less, you know not the Law. Learn,
then, that with us it is a duty for every one to assist at pre-

paring for the Sabbath. The most learned Eabbi is not too

proud to lay the fire, or to chop the wood or to spread the

cloth.' In fact, he himself went through the form of laying
the fire, while Nelly spread a clean white cloth.

' There is

nothing low or menial in preparing for the Sabbath. We
welcome the day as a royal bride.

"
Come, my beloved," says

cur hymn,
"
to meet the bride : the presence of the Sabbath

let us receive."
'
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Nelly placed two loaves of bread from a tray on the table

and covered them with a clean napkin.
' The two loaves,' said Emanuel,

' are simply the double

portion of manna which fell on the Sabbath Eve. Thus our

children are every week reminded of the past. There is a

napkin above and a napkin below. Thus fell the dew upon
the manna and beneath it. But this is superfluous. Our

People have carried their refinements and symbols in some
cases perhaps too far. They were careful, however, that in

ages of ignorance the people should be never suffered to for-

get their history.'

Nelly placed other things on the table : things which made

up the supper.
4

Everything,' Emanuel continued,
'

is prepared and cooked

to-day in readiness for this evening and to-morrow. Nelly,'
he looked at his watch,

' the sun is setting.'

Nelly placed on the table a large lamp ;
it had seven

wicks, a fact which Francesca did not observe, to stand for

the seven days of the week. It was just before sunset. The
western glow was reflected into the room from a window in

the opposite side of the street, falling upon the girl and upon
Emanuel, and upon the white table, making the whole

glorious. Nelly lighted the lamp. When she had done so

she spread out her hands, repeating in a low voice a Hebrew

prayer. Emanuel translated the words.
' This is the Woman's prayer,' he said.

' The Woman says
this prayer on the Eve of Sabbath and of all Fasts and
Feasts. It means " Blessed art Thou, Lord our God, King
of the Universe, Who has sanctified us with Thy precepts and
commanded us to light the Sabbath lamps." It is the privilege
of Woman to light these lamps. As everything that we do

commemorate, atones, and praises, this act is a commemoration
and an atonement of the sin of Eve, who extinguished the

light of the world. It is also, as you see, a prayer of praise and

blessing. The importance of the lamps is greatly impressed upon
us in the Talmud. She who lights it must be dressedin her best.*

Francesca now observed that Nelly was dressed in her

newest and daintiest frock, looking very pretty and holiday-
like. By this time other things were placed upon the table,

and Nelly invited her guest to take her place.
' We ought to

have been to Sabbath Eve service,' she said.
'

To-morrow,
Francesca, you shall go with me to synagogue, if you will.
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I suppose you've never been in synagogue in your whole
life.'

' Why should I ?
'

asked Francesca.

Emanuel stood over the table gravely. He first took the

decanter containing sherry, and poured out a glass of wine.

Holding this in his hand, he recited certain words in Hebrew.

They were the first three verses of the second chapter of the

Book of Genesis, called the Sanctification for the Eve of the

Sabbath. This done, he pronounced, also in Hebrew, a

benediction on the wine. ' Blessed art Thou, Lord our God,

King of the Universe, Who has created the fruit of the vine !

'

He then tasted the wine and poured out a little for the girls.

He next repeated the customary grace before meat. Then he
brake bread and gave to each. After this the supper began ,

and was carried on in quite a customary heathen fashion. The
order and solemnity of the meal, however, impressed
Francesca.

' In some houses
' Emanuel again seemed to read her

thoughts
' the prayers and benedictions may become an idle

form, a gabble of words, but the form is always there in every
Jewish household. While the form remains, there remains also

the chance of recovering the spirit. .Remember, it is by
strict exaction of the form that we keep the ignorant and the

careless from losing their religion and their nationality. We
are kept together by forms which we are forbidden to break

through.'
' I think you will interest me very much. I have never

considered the subject of Judaism at all.'

Nelly looked up inquiringly, and turned to Emanuel.
' There were reasons for all the forms which seem to those

outside the People vexatious and trifling. You have a serious

countenance, Francesca. If you like to converse upon the

People at any time, I will tell you such things as may be useful

to you. A woman is not expected to know or to obey the

Precepts which govern the man.'
1 That is what they say,' said Nelly.

' Women are not

expected to know the Law. Oh ! and how is the Law carried

out, as far as the house is concerned, but by the women?
What about the forbidden food and the Kosher meat ? Are we
not to learn the rules about boiling meat and the Separation
of the kitchen things, and the unleavened bread and the

Passover cakes and the Passover wine ? If it were not for
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Women learning all these things, Emanuel, you would have to

turn cook and housekeeper yourself.'
' Go to synagogue to-morrow,' said Emanuel. ' Ours is the

Spanish synagogue, built in the year 1700, for the congrega-
tion of Sephardim the Spanish and Portuguese Jews, who
had come over with Manasseh fifty years before, when Oliver

Cromwell gave permission. It is in the City of London. Mark
well what is done. Nelly will explain something, I will explain
the rest. Eemember, however, that you are about to witness

the most ancient ritual in the world, the most venerable form
of worship which exists a form which has come down through
two thousand five hundred years at least of unbroken con-

tinuance.'

After supper he pronounced the grace after meat and
retired.

CHAPTER XVIII

SYNAGOGUE

1 ABE you ready, Francesca ?
'

Nelly ran lightly down the narrow stairs, dressed for

Sabbath and synagogue. She was dainty and pretty at all

times in the matter of dress, but especially on a summer day,
which affords opportunity for bright colour and bright drapery
and an ethereal appearance. This morning she was full of

colour and light. When, however, she found herself con-

fronted with Francesca's simple grey dress, so closely fitting,

so faultless, and her black lace hat with its single rose for

colour, Nelly's artistic sense caused her heart to sink like lead.

It is not for nothing that one learns and teaches the banjo :

one Art leads to another
;
she who knows music can feel for

dress. ' Oh !

'

she cried, clasping her hands. ' That's what
we can never do !

'

1 What?'
' That fit ! Look at me ! Yet they call me clever. Clara

gives me the new fashions and I copy them, and the girls in

our street copy me poor things ! and the dressmaker comes
to talk things over and to learn from me. I make everything
for myself. And they call me clever ! But I can't get near
it

;
and if I can't nobody can.'

To the male eye she would have seemed dressed as well as

o
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her friend perhaps better. For against Francesca's grey
dress with her black lace hat Nelly could show a sweet pink
summer thing in wool with a pattern in bright-coloured
flowers worked all over it, and lace about the neck, and a

rather large hat with flowers to match, and long tan gloves.

Nobody in the street was ever better dressed than Nelly. But
she certainly made her frocks herself, and the professional

eye, comparing the result with her companion's frock, would

perceive that it presented an amateurish appearance at best.
'

Nonsense, Nelly,' said Francesca. ' You have got a very

pretty frock, and nobody could possibly look nicer in it . than

you do. As for me, I can make nothing. Why I am
ashamed to confess it but I have never once in all my life

had a needle in my hand. I think you are wonderfully clever

to make such a pretty dress all by yourself.'
Outside there was nobody in the street to see the Sabbath

frock, because all the girls were away at work, and the matrons
were in the house over the morning work. * See what comes,'
said Nelly,

' of not being like other people ! If we kept the

Sabbath on a Sunday the street would be full of girls to look

at us. It's all a waste.'

They took the tram as far as Aldgate, where stand the

stately hayricks on wheels. It is a crowded part, thronged
with people and with vehicles ; but on Saturday there is less

crowd than on any other weekday. Nelly crossed the road

and plunged into a maze of narrow streets, where every shop
and every warehouse were closed.

' Here's where all our People live,' said Nelly.
' The

synagogue is just here.'

She turned into an archway on the south side of the street,

and led the way into a small paved court. On the east side

and south side of it there was a group of buildings. One of

them, a large detached structure of red brick, stood east and

west, with a flat facade and round windows that bore out the

truth of the date 1700 carved upon the front. A word or

two in that square character that tongue which presents so

few attractions to most of us compared with other tongues,

probably corroborated the internal evidence of the fa9ade and
the windows.

' This is the synagogue,' said Nelly. She entered, and

turning to the right led the way upstairs to a gallery running
along the whole side of the building. On the other side was
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another gallery. In front of both was a tolerably wide grill,

through which the congregation below could be seen per-

fectly.
1 This is the women's gallery,' whispered Nell there were

not many women present.
' We'll sit in front. Presently

they will sing. They sing beautifully. Now they're reading

prayers and the Law. They've got to read the whole Law
through once a week, you know.' Francesca looked curiously

through the grill. When one is in a perfectly strange place,
the first observations made are of small and unimportant
things. She observed that there was a circular enclosure at

the east end as if for an altar, but there was no altar : two
doors indicated a cupboard in the wall. There were six tall

wax lights burning round the enclosure, although the morning
was fine and bright. At the west end a high screen kept the

congregation from the disturbance of those who entered or

went out. Within the screen was a company of men and

boys, all with their hats and caps on their heads
; they looked

like the choir. In front of the choir was a platform railed

round. Three chairs were placed at the back of the platform.
There was a table covered with red velvet, on which lay the

Book of the Law, a ponderous roll of parchment provided with

silver staves or handles. Before this desk or table stood the

Eeader. He was a tall and handsome man, with black hair

and full black beard, about forty years of age. He wore a

gown and large Geneva bands like a Presbyterian minister :

on his head he had a kind of biretta. Four tall wax candles

were placed round the front of the platform. The chairs

were occupied by two or three elders. A younger man stood

at the desk beside the Eeader. The service was already

begun it was, in fact, half over.

Francesca observed next that all the men wore a kind of

broad scarf made of some white stuff about eight feet long
and four feet broad. Bands of black or blue were worked in

the ends, which were also provided with fringes.
'
It is the

Talleth,' Nelly whispered. Even the boys wore this white

robe, the effect of which would have been very good but for

the modern hat, tall or pot, which spoiled all. Such a robe want?
a turban above it, not an English hat. The seats were ranged
along the synagogue east and west. The place was not full,

but there were a good many worshippers. The service was
chanted by the Header. It was a kind of chant quite new and

o2
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strange to Francesca. Like many young persons brought up
with no other religion than they can pick up for themselves,
she was curious and somewhat learned in the matter of

ecclesiastical music and ritual, which she approached, owing
to her education, with unbiased mind. She knew masses and
anthems and hymns and chants of all kinds

;
never had she

heard anything of this kind before. It was not congregational,
or Gregorian, nor was it repeated by the choir from side to

side
;
nor was it a monotone with a drop at the end

;
nor was

it a florid, tuneful chant such as one may hear in some

Anglican services. This Reader, with a rich, strong voice, a
baritone of great power, took nearly the whole of the service

it must have been extremely fatiguing upon himself, chanting
it from beginning to end. No doubt, as he rendered the

reading and the prayers, so they had been given by his

ancestors in Spain and Portugal generation after generation,
back into the times when they came over in Phoenician ships
to the Carthaginian colonies, even before the dispersion of the

Ten Tribes. It was a traditional chant of antiquity beyond
record. Not a monotonous chant. Francesca knew nothing
of the words

;
she grew tired of trying to make out where-

abouts on the page the Reader might be in the book lent her,
which had Hebrew on one side and English on the other.

Besides, the man attracted her by his voice, by his energy,

by his appearance. She closed her book and surrendered her-

self to the influence of the voice and the emotions which it

expressed.
There was no music to help him. From time to time the

men in the congregation lifted up their voices not, seemingly,
in response, but as if moved to sudden passion and crying out

with one accord. This helped him a little, otherwise he was
without any assistance.

A great Voice. The man sometimes leaned over the Roll

of the Law, sometimes he stood upright, always his great
Voice went up and down and rolled along the roof and echoed

along the benches of the women's gallery. Now the Voice
sounded a note of rejoicing ; now, but less often, a note of

sadness
; now it was a sharp and sudden cry of triumph.

Then the people shouted with him it was as if they clashed

sword on shield and yelled for victory ;
now it was a note of

defiance, as when men go forth to fight an enemy ;
now it

sank to a murmur, as of one who consoles and soothes and
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promises things to come
;
now it was a note of rapture, as if

the Promised Land was already recovered.

Was all that in the Voice? Did the congregation, all

sitting wrapped in their white robes, feel these emotions as

the Voice thundered and rolled ? I know not. Such was the
effect produced upon one who heard this Voice for the first

time. At first, it seemed loud, even barbaric ; there was

lacking something which the listener and stranger had
learned to associate with worship. What was it ? Reverence ?

But she presently found reverence in plenty, only of a kind
that differed from that of Christian worship. Then the

listener made another discovery. In this ancient service she
missed the note of humiliation. There was no Litany at a
Fald- Stool. There was no kneeling in abasement

;
there was

no appearance of penitence, sorrow, or the confession of sins.

The Voice was as the Voice of a captain exhorting his soldiers

to fight. The service was warlike, the service of a people
whose trust in their God is so great that they do not need to

call perpetually upon Him for the help and forgiveness of

which they are assured. Yes yes she thought this is the

service of a race of warriors
; they are fighting men ; the

Lord is their God ;
He is leading them to battle ;

as for little

sins and backslidings, and penitences they belong to the Day
of Atonement which comes once a year. For all the other

days in the year battle and victory occupy all the mind. The
service of a great fighting people : a service full of joy, full

of faith, full of assurance, full of hope and confidence such
assurance as few Christians can understand, and of faith to

which few Christians can attain. Perhaps Francesca was

wrong ; but these were her first impressions, and these are

mostly true.

In the body of the synagogue men came late. Under one

gallery was a school of boys, in the charge of a greybeard,
who, book in hand, followed the service with one eye while he
admonished perpetually the boys to keep still and to listen.

The boys grew restless
;

it was tedious to them the Voice
which expressed so much to the stranger who knew no Hebrew
at all was tedious to the children ; they were allowed to get up
and run into the court outside and then to come back again ;

no-

body heeded their going in and out. One little boy of three,

wrapped, like the rest, in a white Talleth, ran up and down
the side aisle without being heeded even by the

splendi<J
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beadle with the gold-laced hat, which looked so truly wonder-
ful above the Oriental Talleth. The boys in the choir got up
and went in and out just as they pleased. Nobody minded.
The congregation, mostly well-to-do men with silk hats, sat in

their places, book in hand, and paid no attention.

Under the opposite gallery sat two or three rows of wor-

shippers, who reminded Francesca of Browning's poem of St.

John's Day at Rome. For they nudged and jostled each
other : they whispered things ; they even laughed over the

things they whispered. But they were clad like those in the

open part in the Talleth, and they sat book in hand, and from
time to time they raised their voices with the congregation.

They showed no reverence, except that they did not talk or

laugh loudly. They were like the children, their neighbours
just as restless, just as uninterested, just as perfunctory. Well,

they were clearly the poorer and more ignorant part of the

community. They came here and sat through the service

because they were ordered so to do
; because, like Passover,

and the Feast of Tabernacles, and the Fast of Atonement, it

was the Law of their People.
The women in the gallery sat or stood. They neither

knelt nor sang aloud : they only sat when it was proper to sit,

or stood when it is proper to stand. They were like the

women, the village women, in a Spanish or Italian church,
for whom everything is done. Francesca, for the moment,
felt humiliated that she should be compelled to sit apart from
the congregation, railed off in the women's gallery, to have
her religion done for her, without a voice of her own in it at

all. So I have heard, indignation sometimes fills the bosom
of certain ladies in other communions when they reflect upon
the fact that they are excluded from the choir and forbidden

even to play the organ in their own parish church.

The chanting ceased : the Eeader sat down. Then the

choir began. They sang a hymn a Hebrew hymn the

rhythm and metre were not English : the music was like

nothing that can be heard in a Christian church. * It is the

music,' said Nelly,
' to which the Israelites crossed the Eed

Sea
'

a bold statement, but why not ? If the music is not

of Western origin and character, who can disprove such an
assertion ? After the hymn the prayers and reading went on

again.
There came at last it is a long service, such as we poor
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weak-kneed Anglicans could not endure the end. There
was a great bustle and ceremony on the platform : they rolled

up the Boll of the Law : they wrapped it in a purple velvet

cloth : they hung over it a silver breastplate set with twelve

jewels for the Twelve Tribes in memory of the Urim and
Thummim Francesca saw that the upper ends of the staves

were adorned with silver pomegranates and with silver bells

and they placed it in the arms of one of those who had been

reading the Law
;
then a procession wras formed, and they

walked, while the choir sang one of the Psalms of David
but not in the least like the same Psahn sung in an English
cathedral bearing the Roll of the Law to the Ark that is

to say, to the cupboard, behind the railing and enclosure at

the east end.

The Eeader came back. Then with another chanted

prayer it sounded like a prolonged shout of continued

triumph he ended his part of the service.

And then the choir sang the last hymn- a lovely hymn,
not in the least like a Christian, or, at least, an English
hymn a psalm that breathed a tranquil hope and a perfect
faith. One needed no words to understand the full meaning
and beauty and depth of that hymn.

The service was finished. The men took off their white
scarves and folded them up. They stood and talked in groups
for a few minutes, gradually melting away. As for the men
under the gallery, who had been whispering and laughing,

they trooped out of the Synagogue all together. Evidently to

them the service was only a form. What is it, in any religion,
but a form, to the baser sort ?

The beadle put out the lights. Nelly led the way down
the stairs. Thinking of what the service had suggested to

herself all those wonderful things above enumerated Fran-
cesca wondered what it meant to a girl who heard it every
Sabbath morning. But she refrained from asking. Custom
too often takes the symbolism out of the symbols and the

poetry out of the verse. Then the people begin to worship
the symbols and make a fetich of the words. We have seen
this elsewhere in other forms of faith. Outside they found
Emanuel. They had not seen him in the congregation, pro-

bably because it is difficult to recognise a man merely by the

top of his hat.
'

Come,' he said,
'
let us look round the place. Afterwards,
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perhaps, we will talk of our service. This synagogue is built

on the site of the one erected by Manasseh and his friends

when Oliver Cromwell permitted them to return to London
after four hundred years of exile. They were forced to wear

yellow hats at first, but that ordinance soon fell into disuse,
like many other abominable laws. When you read about
mediaeval laws, Francesca, remember that when they were
cruel or stupid they were seldom carried into effect, because

the arm of the executive was weak. Who was there to oblige
the Jews to wear the yellow hat ? The police ? There were
no police. The people ? What did the people care about the

yellow hat ? When the fire burned down London, sparing
not even the great Cathedral, to say nothing of the syna-

gogue, this second Temple arose, equal in splendour to the

first. At that time all the Jews of London were Sephardim
of Spain and Portugal and Italy. Even now there are many
of the people here who speak nothing among themselves but

Spanish, just as there are Askenazim who speak nothing
among themselves but Yiddish. Come with me: I will

show you something that will please you.'
He led the way into another flagged court, larger than

the first. There were stone staircases, mysterious doorways,
paved passages, a suggestion of a cloister, an open space or

square, and buildings on all sides with windows opening
upon the court.

' It doesn't look English at all,' said Francesca. ' I have
seen something like it in a Spanish convent. With balconies

and a few bright hangings, and black-haired women at

the open windows, and perhaps a coat-of-arms carved upon
the wall, it would do for part of a Spanish street. It is a

strange place to find in the heart of London.'
' You see the memory of the Peninsula. What were we

saying yesterday? Spain places her own seal upon every-

thing that belongs to her people, buildings, all. What you
see here is the central Institute of our People, the Sephar-
dim the Spanish part of our People. Here is our syna-

gogue, here are schools, almshouses, residence of the Eabbi,
and all sorts of things. You can come hero sometimes and
think of Spain, where your ancestors lived. Many genera-
tions in Spain have made you as they have made me a

Spaniard.

They went back to the first court. On their way out, ag
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they passed the synagogue, there came running across the

court a girl of fifteen or so. She was bare-headed
;
a mass

of thick black hair was curled round her shapely head
;
her

figure was that of an English girl of twenty; her eyes
showed black and large and bright as she glanced at the group
standing in the court ; her skin was dark

;
she was oddly and

picturesquely dressed in a greyish-blue skirt with a bright
crimson open jacket. The colour seemed literally to strike

the eye. The girl disappeared under a doorway, leaving a

picture of herself in Francesca's mind a picture to be remem-
bered.

1 A Spanish Jewess,' said Emanuel. ' An Oriental. She
chooses by instinct the colours that her great-grandmother

might have worn to grace the triumph of David the King.'

CHAPTER XIX

THE SUNDAY FAIR

1 1 DON'T know exactly what you want to see,' said Nelly next

morning.
* There can't be anything worth seeing about here.

It's mostly hard work going on. That isn't much to see.'
* I don't know exactly what I do want to see, unless it is

everything. I want to see the busy hive at work ;
I want

oh! Nell, you can't understand what I mean. I want I

want to feel that things are real.'
' Oh ! they're real enough, if that's all,' said Nelly grimly.

1

Well, I will take you to the busiest place in the whole world.

Work ? They couldn't work harder anywhere if they were to

try. And as for pay, times are never anything but hard, I

can tell you. Real ? Yes, things are real enough. But you
shall come and see.'

It was Sunday morning. The bells were ringing for

church ;
but on the broad highway along which Nelly led her

companion there were few signs of any intention churchward.

Sunday morning in the summer invites the residents of this

quarter out of doors. Sunday evening in the summer calls

them to the '

Forest,' to Dagenham Lake, to North Woolwich,
to the River Lea. Sunday morning in the winter invites to

prolonged bed Sunday evening in the winter, I am told,

sometimes presents encouraging signs of a churchward revival,
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The morning was bright ;

the two girls walked along with
the elastic step of youth, and the light and colour which tho

rare summer sunshine puts into every maiden's cheek. To
one of them the place was new, and the people and the talk.

The wan thin ghosts, born of seclusion and loneliness, had

already vanished. Francesca, interested in the new things,
had forgotten the hotel window and the Passing Show. She
was outside

;
she was actually one of the show folk : she

began to think of herself in connection with the show folk.
' I am going to take you to see my great-grandfather, for

one thing,' Nelly went on. ' He's an old old man over a

hundred. He's the oldest man in the country. Very likely
he's the oldest man in the world. Because, you see, many
old people think they won't be found out when they clap on
ten years or so. But our old man's age can be certified by
his father's synagogue in Venice. There can't be any mistake
about it. People come to see him and to talk with him, be-

cause he's so old
; they think he must be so wise and must

know such a lot. Grandfather, who keeps the shop, is seventy-

five, though no one would think it to look at him.. He says
it just makes him young only to look at his old Dad

;
makes

him feel that there's five-and-twenty years and more before

him yet. Think of being seventy-five, and feeling that there's

five-and-twenty years before you. Five-and-twenty years of

good business, perhaps. Mind, it's only our People who get
like that.'

4 Is he Clara's great-grandfather too ?
'

'

Oh, yes. Uncle Angelo was born over the shop. So was
father. But grandfather has never been lucky ; while as for

Uncle Angelo, everything he touches turns to gold. This

way, stick tight to me. There's always a crowd here on

Sundays. But they won't hurt you.'
The street into which they turned was thronged with

people, not, as Francesca at first imagined, in order to do
honour to this very old man, but in order to be present at a

fair. Except that there were no shows, no dwarfs and giants,
no swings, and no blare of trumpets and beat of drums, it was
a real old mediaeval fair, in which things to sell were set out

on stalls or booths along the street quite a fair after the

manner of the ancients. The Fair of Beaucaire, when good
King Eene reigned in the Castle of Tarascon, was just such a

fair as this. Perhaps, if one had ever seen the place, it might
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remind one of Nijni Novgorod, or of Leipsig, or of our own
Stourbridge Fair. Some of the booths, or stalls, were covered
over with awnings to keep off the rain or the sunshine

;
some

were open, some consisted of shelves loosely laid upon a
common carter's cart, some were stronger structures, that

could be taken to pieces and put up again. In this universal

market everything conceivable was exposed to view. The
staple, the most common wares, were things connected with

clothing of every kind
; piles of men's coats and waistcoats lay

on the stalls
;
rows of legs invited the purchase of trousers.

There were feminine things, frocks of all colours and every
material, hats with immense feathers and hats without,
bonnets of every style and fashion, ribbons of every hue

;

there were boots and shoes, masculine and feminine
;
there

were slippers of cloth, green and blue and yellow cloth
;
there

were boys' caps with red and gold decorations
;
there were

smoking-caps in green and blue with gold tassels
;
there were

socks and stockings and woollen shirts the latter at a shilling

each, which should have made beholders weep salt tears at

thinking of the sweated women who made them. Then,
beside the clothing necessary in this cold climate, there were
the things which make the luxuries of life : such as pipes,
meerschaum pipes sham meerschaum with sham amber

mouth-pieces ; cigar-holders in the same sham material ;

there was sham jewellery of the coarsest and commonest
kind

; bracelets, necklaces, brooches in sham gold with sham
stones, glass rubies, glass emeralds, and diamonds of more
than doubtful paste. There were again stalls for the sale

of knives, forks, tools of all kinds
;

there were tables laid

out with what looked at first like useless bits of scrap iron

broken small
; there were pictures, mostly the tawdry rubbish,

coloured or plain, that is kindly exported from Germany, for

the more speedy destruction of whatever artistic understand-

ing that may be feebly struggling for life in the brains of the

people. These pictures were framed in that beautiful and

costly material known, I believe, as Dutch gilt or Dutch
metal. Somebody buys these pictures ;

one may see them
in village inns : I believe that they are taken round the

country by vans
;
I have even found them in seaside lodgings.

There were stalls for selling account books, pens, paper,

pencils. There was secondhand furniture exposed for sale,

but of a kind which showed the extreme poverty of the young
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couple who would set up house with such a miserable collec-

tion of sticks chairs that looked as if they would fall to

pieces if a child sat on them, rickety tables which even when
on view could not hold themselves upright, and wooden beds
tied up in dirty bundles. Then there were stalls with things
to eat fish, sweets, cakes. And there was one stall on which
were exposed for sale hundreds of photographs of beauteous

maidens, for the most part in tights, smiling upon the swains
inflammable who gazed upon them and longed for innumer-
able pennies so that they might buy them all.

The stalls were arranged in a double and sometimes a

triple row, with gangways between them, so that there was a

multiple stream of purchasers and spectators continually flow-

ing past them. The shops, to which many of the stalls be-

longed, were all open, and business seemed brisk in every one.

The gangways were crammed with people: some came to

buy ;
some came to look on

; some might buy or not, as they
were in the mood, or as they were tempted ;

all of them came
to enjoy the life of it, the bustle of it, the gaiety of it. Those
who sold were all or nearly all Jews. But among those

who walked in the street there were as many Christians as

Jews ; most likely, a good many more, because nowhere can
the Sunday morning be spent in more enjoyable fashion than
at this fair held weekly all the year round.

* Nice place, isn't it ?
'

said Nelly, to whom the scene

offered no novelty.
' Nice place for a young lady like you to

come to, isn't it ? Don't be afraid. Nobody will hurt you
here

;
but look out for your pockets, you might lose your

purse in the crowd. That's the worst that can happen.
There's Christian thieves about. But you're among our

People, here.'

Francesca paused to look about her
;
the crowd, in fact,

stopped at this point, with one consent, to look at the antics

of a Cheap Jack, who had got a pair of housemaid's steps,

and standing on the highest step but one was exhibiting his

wares and proclaiming their merits in a cascade of words,

full, strong, and without intermission. Whether he put on a

great coat and turned round in it to point out its graceful

folds, or whether he punched and pulled it to show the extra-

ordinary strength of the material, the fellow never stopped

talking for one moment. He was a true actor. Perched on
bis steps, he was not a tradesman, he was a benefactor ; he
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Was distributing blessings, not waistcoats
;
his face beamed

with goodness ;
he had no thought of money ;

he was among
friends

;
he made quips and jests for them

;
he received their

gentle chaff, and gave it back strengthened, barbed, improved.
The language, it is true, was rough ;

he did not disdain to

employ any adjective, however strong, if it helped the sense,
or rounded a period, or emphasised his meaning. The people
below stood with upturned faces, each with a broad grin upon
it a broad grin and an open mouth.

' All that noise,' said Nelly,
*

all that shouting and pre-

tending for a few shillings ! It is all he will make this morn-

ing. They are very badly off. I know the people. Yet he
looks jolly with it. That is because it is the only enjoyment
he has in the week to get up on those steps and make a Tom
Fool of himself. Let's go on.'

Francesca noticed that some of the stalls were kept by
single men or a man and woman of poor and wretched

appearance, pasty-faced, anxious-eyed, who offered their wares

silently in the midst of the Babel.
'

They cannot speak English yet,' Nelly explained.
* So

many have come here of late from Poland or Russia. It's a

dreadful thing for everybody else. Surely we were crowded

enough already. Thousands have come over to run down
the wages of our people. Oh ! it's too bad. Our Board of

Guardians are at their wits' end. Yet what were they to do ?

Where were they to go ? Poor things ! Don't they look

miserable! And they are so poor oh! so poor and des-

titute, and so close to starving. Francesca, if you've got

your purse with you, buy something buy this pair of

slippers.' She took up a pair made of bright blue cloth.
' You will never wear them but never mind look at this

poor woman.' The woman, pale and thin, turned her sor-

rowful eyes upon the speaker, of whose tongue she understood

not one word. ' Is it her fault that she is a Jewess ? What
has she done that she should be driven out of her country
Russia is her country, as much as England is mine ? What
has she done this poor creature ? Oh ! It will be visited

upon the Russians. The Lord will smite them, and that

soon. You will see, you will see.' All the suppressed pas-
sion of her race broke out suddenly in Nelly's flashing eyes.
' The world shall see ! No good ever came yet of persecuting
the People. Emanuel says so. What has befallen Spain?
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Oh ! we shall see. Come, Francesca, will you have the

slippers ?
'

Francesca chose two pairs, and gave her purse to Nelly,
who completed the transaction.

1

There,' she said, with a little sigh.
' This day they will

eat. They can now pay the rent of their room, and they will

eat. They don't eat every day, unless it is a crust of bread.

Do you think you know anything about poverty you ?
'

1 You spoke to them. Do you know their language ? Is

it Eussian ?
'

1

No, they talk Yiddish. More than half the people here

talk Yiddish. Sometimes Yiddish is Hebrew and German,
sometimes it's Hebrew and Polish, sometimes it's Hebrew
and Russian, sometimes Hebrew and Lettish. Theirs is

Hebrew and Russian. I know a little of it. You can't come
much into Middlesex Street without learning something of it.

You want reality, Francesca well learn Yiddish, and talk

to these people.'
Francesca turned to look once more at the hapless pair.

A wan smile played upon the pale cheek of the man. The
woman, while she arranged her poor cheap wares those

gaudy slippers watched the man with tender solicitude
;

her eyes resting on him : her very attitude showing her de-

votion to her poor, starving helpmate. She forgot that the

woman could not understand a word of English.
' Oh !

'

she cried,
' can love comfort even you ?

'

' She doesn't understand,' said Nelly. She said some-

thing in Yiddish. The woman took her husband's hand,
and smiled and said a few words in reply.

' She is happy
with her husband,' Nelly translated. ' Why not ? Man
and woman are made for each other. There is nothing
else.' She looked at Francesca, wondering, for the tears

stood in her eyes. What was there to cry about ? One

starving couple ? Then, in these parts, tears must be

plentiful.
' There is nothing else in life only love

'

Nelly

repeated.

They passed a little shop where feathers ostrich feathers,

large, bright-coloured feathers, and small dainty feathers

were in the window. The shop was very small
;
the window

was old-fashioned, with small panes of glass ; the floor was
two steps below the level of the street. The shop was full of

girls, all talking together as loud as they could, and a woman
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behind the counter was talking with them at the top of her

voice wonderful that so much noise should be made in such

a little shop ! Outside the door stood the proprietor a little

man, fat and well nourished, dressed in good broadcloth, with
a silk hat. He was smoking a very large cigar, and he had a

word to exchange with everyone who went into his shop or

came out of it, or stopped to look in the window.
1

Why,' he cried it was a rich, full voice, with a good
deal of the racial

*

brogue
'

in it
'
if it isn't actually Nelly !

How are you, Nelly, my dear ? It isn't often you come here

of a Sunday morning. How's your father, my dear ? And
how's business ? Step in, my dear 'he addressed a girl who
stopped.

'

Step in
;
hats and bonnets, my dear, this morning

hats and bonnets lovely ! Such a show you never saw
before ! Step in and see for yourself.'

' 1 haven't seen father for a good bit. But he's always away
this time of year. How are you, Lewis ?

'

*

Is there anything in my way this morning, Nelly ?
' Here

he observed her companion, and instantly recognised the hat
she wore. ' My !

'

he cried. * What a hat ! Oh ! WHAT a

hat ! ! ! There's nothing in here, Nelly nothing at all, that

your friend could so much as look at with such a hat as that

upon her head. It's Truck, that's what is in there,' he whis-

pered ;

'

Truck, compared with such a hat,' he gasped,
' such

SUCH A HAT ! But there ! it's good enough for them.
WHAT a hat !

' He kept returning to Francesca's hat, the

sight of which in that street, and at that time, filled him with
amazement. For, you see, he knew ladies' hats and ladies'

bonnets, and everything that belongs to ladies' costumes. '

It's

all Truck, in there,' he repeated,
' don't look at it. Not but

what if you come along some Sundays there might be some-

thing better. To-day it's hats and bonnets, next Sunday
something else. Always something new. Another surprise

every week. That's the way, isn't it, Nell ? My word,

though, WHAT a hat ! You come next Sunday, Nell, and

bring your friend, and she'll see what I shall have to show.
I say, Miss, if you don't know the inside of Madame Clotilde's,

in New Bond Street, my name is not Lewis Lazarus. And
Peter Eobinson unless it was Marshall and Snelgrove had

Something to say, I reckon, to that frock, if I know things
when I see them. WHAT a lovely hat ! Two guineas that

hat cost if it ever cost a penny ! Two guineas ! Oh ! I know
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Clotilde's hats.' He sighed as at a vision of the Unattainable.
' Come next Sunday, Nell ! How's the old man ?

'

' We are going to see him directly ? Is that Rebecca in

the shop ?
'

1 There she is, my dear. All the week, while I'm getting

ready for the Sunday sale, she stays at home and keeps house.

Little Isaac keeps shop then but, bless you ! there's no

takings all the week. Middlesex Street only wakes up on

Sunday morning. Then Rebecca comes here and sells the

goods while I stand outside and pull 'em in. That's a Most

lovely Hat, Miss Nelly, you'll find the old man chirpier
than ever. Last night he came down as soon as shop was

opened after Sabbath, and smoked his pipe in the shop
with all the people looking on. It must be a great com-
fort for him to see everybody looking on. A BEAUTIFUL
Hat ! Smoked the pipe through, he did, and knocked the

ashes out on his thumb-nail before they took him upstairs

again. There's a man for you !

'

' We'll come on Sunday next, Lewis perhaps.'

'Well, and about that lovely Hat. It's much too good
for us here ; they'd say it wasn't fine enough, but I know
what it cost. See, Miss, if you care to think of it. I've

got a little brooch of pearls. Oh ! most beautiful pearls.
I think we could make a swop. I don't know what you
gave for it, but I know what Madame Clotilde got for that

hat. Two guineas was not above the mark, I should say,

when that hat was first bought.'

Nelly nodded and laughed, and drew Francesca away.
'We'll talk about the hat another time,' she said. 'He is

my cousin,' she explained when they were out of hearing.
' Lewis is my mother's nephew. He does very well ;

though, to look at him on a Sunday morning, with his

beautiful clothes and his cigar, you would think he had

nothing on his mind at all. The whole week through he's

at work, buying cheap for the Sunday market, and con-

triving and inventing all the time, though you'd think ha

did nothing but get fat and talk to the girls. He knows
what people want, you see. That's his secret. Oh! He
gives it away.

" Find out what they want," he says,
IC and

give it. That's all the secret. Don't persuade 'em. Don't
teach 'em. Give 'em what they want" and the money
they take in that little shop would surprise you. He'd like
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to get that hat of yours for his pearl brooch, I dare say
But he sha'n't. Cousin Lewis is desperately sharp and
clever. But he sha'n't get over you, Francesca. Not that

you want his pearl brooch.'

At this point they were stopped by the crowd. Francesca
looked around. Just at this point the people seemed to be
all talking that strange, soft foreign tongue that Nelly called

Yiddish and it was a dreadful, a terrible crowd to look at.

The men were stunted and dwarfed, pasty-faced, narrow-

shouldered, hollow-chested. They were mostly young, but
there was no spring of life in their appearance, or in their

faces ; they were joyless faces
; they were dull eyes ; they

looked, as they were, half-starved.
* You can do nothing, Francesca,' said Nelly.

' You
needn't look at them like that. You can do nothing at all.

These are the poor creatures come over here to drive low

wages lower. They've all got wives, because they marry at

eighteen, and the women are worse off than the men. You
can do nothing. Oh ! Francesca, what's the use of crying
over them ?

'

CHAPTER XX
THE OLD OLD MAN

THE crowd dispersed a little, and they went on. 'Here's

the place,' said Nelly,
' and here's Grandfather.'

It was a second-hand furniture shop : in front a few things
had been put out on the kerb, things apparently calculated to

deter people from looking any closer. The shop itself was
full of sticks of all kinds. The proprietor stood at the door,

looking over the heads of the people. He was a fine tall man,
his black hair greying but not yet grey, apparently about fifty

years of age : a man of somewhat haughty appearance, he
looked as if he would disdain to harangue the multitude, or

to invite them to buy his goods. This was the unsuccessful

Grandfather, parent of Angelo the wealthy. The crowd went

up and down, but no one seemed to enter his shop.
'

Well, Grandfather,' said Nelly,
' how are you ? I've

brought a friend to see the old man. How is he ?
'

'He keeps up wonderful, Nell. Glad to see you, Miss.

Take your friend upstairs, my dear. He went out in a
p
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hansom cab for an hour the day before yesterday, Kachel went
with him, and he smoked his pipe down here in the shop
when we opened last night, and drank a glass of beer after-

wards for all the world to see. Wonderful ! That's what

they all say. Now, if every one that stopped to look at that

old man yesterday had planked down a shilling for the show,
a ten-pound note wouldn't have bought the money. Eun up,
Nell.'

The first floor front was the family best room. Here, in a

chair with a high back and shoulders as well as arms a chair

designed to keep oft" draughts sat an old old very ancient

man. Never a tall man, his figure was shrunken to the

dimensions of an ordinary boy of twelve, so that for comfort

he kept both feet on a high footstool, and had cushions at the

back and sides of the chair for padding and support.
There was a small fire burning in the grate, though the

day was as warm as one can expect in July, and the windows
were shut, which was as well, considering the noise in the

street below. The old man lay back .in the chair, his eyes
closed, half asleep. He wore a cap of green cloth with a gold
tassel, which looked as if it belonged to one of the young men
outside with a booth, rather than to this ancient one. But
he still loved colour a bit of colour and brightness. On the

table beside him lay a Hebrew Bible, open, with a pair of

spectacles upon the page ;
a clay pipe was also on the table.

Two girls sat with him in the room sewing some stuff, which
looked as if it was intended for the cover of a chair or sofa.

The girls looked up smiled a welcome, nodded, pointed to

the old man in the chair, and held up warning forefingers.

They were pleasant girls to look at, not unlike Nelly herself

small of stature, with calm and serious faces, housewifely,

trustworthy, industrious, what we call, when we are very
serious, good faces.

' Is he asleep ?
'

whispered Nelly.
c Some day he'll go off

like this, in his sleep, from weakness.'

'He won't go off for want of support,' said one of the girls.
* We watch him he is never left alone

; we give him food all

day long little and often. He nods and dozes for a bit, then
he wakes up lively again. He's always like that.'

' Look at him, Francesca!
'

said Nell. They bent over the

shair. The old man lay like a child, breathing so lightly that

3nly by the gentle rise and fall of his chest one could tell that
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he breathed at all. His face was less wrinkled than one would

expect at so great an age ;
but the cheeks had fallen in and

raised the cheek bones, and given greater prominence to a

long and straight nose
;
his eyebrows were bushy : he wore

neither beard nor moustache : on his deeply-sunken lips

hovered still the survival of the seal of his race
;
that seal

which never leaves the lips of the Hebrew.
* Look at him,' said Nell,

' he was born in the year 1789, a

hundred and three years ago. Perhaps he is the oldest man
in the world. At all events, he's the oldest man in this

country, and he's my great-grandfather.'
1 He looks terribly old,' Francesca murmured. ' Is it any

happiness to live so long, after all that one has loved have

gone ?
'

*

Why, he loves his children, and his grandchildren and

his great-grandchildren. Rachel and Milly here my cousins

are with him all day long to look after him. He can read his

Hebrew Bible with spectacles ; he eats and drinks well, and
he's naturally proud of being so old. It's like standing on a

tower above all the rest of the world, and we're naturally

proud of him. All that makes him happy. All he wants

now is to keep on living, and I'm sure I hope he will.'
' He's as happy,' said Rachel,

* as a man can be, except
for a little weakness. He can't do things as he used to, of

course, and sometimes he groans a little, because he never

could make any money. I tell him that the Lord doesn't

bestow all His gifts on one man. To grandfather, here we
call him grandfather for short the Lord has given health

and long life, and many descendants ; grandsons who have

prospered and grown rich, like Uncle Angelo, and daughters
and granddaughters to work for their husbands and all. Oh !

he has had great, great gifts. He must not think of

grumbling.'
' All the same,' said Nelly,

* he has been very unlucky in

his money matters. We must own that. Some men touch a

sixpence and it turns into half-a-crown. As for this poor old

man, when he touched a sixpence, which wasn't often, it

turned into a penny. He'd lived in the house where father

and grandfather and everybody was born for seventy years
and more, always with his shop open all the time and little in

it, and no money taken. There's been time enough for some
to make half-a-dozen fortunes. But there, as Rachel
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said, we can't expect everything. He's had his share in other

ways a good deal more than his share. But he never could

make any money.'
' Nor grandfather either,' said Eachel,

' nor father for that

matter. Uncle Angelo's got the luck of the whole family, and

your own father, Nelly
'

* Oh ! Father is up one day and down the next. He
doesn't mind much. He likes the ups and downs, too. When
he's up he enjoys himself. It's champagne all day, then.

When he's down he waits till he gets up again. Hush ! There
he is awake again.'

In the middle of this girl's chatter, the old man opened
his eyes and raised his head and looked about him. Perceiv-

ing the presence of a stranger, he straightened himself feebly
and waited to be addressed.

'

Well, grandfather,' said Nelly,
*

you remember me, don't

you?'
1

Ay, ay you are Nelly ; they call you Nelly. But you are

Preciada Preciada. It was my own mother's name. That's

a long time ago, though a very long time ago since my
mother died

; eighty years ago/
' This is my friend, Francesca, come to see you.'
The old man nodded and lifted his heavy eyes. Then a

strange thing happened, for upon his face there fell suddenly
a glory as of sunshine, and he sat upright in his chair, strong
and straight, clutching the arms with his long bony fingers.
'
It is Francesca !

'

he cried.
' Oh ! it is it is Francesca !

You ! you ! you ! have come to see me again after all these

years ? I thought you dead long ago dead. I haven't seen

you, Cousin Francesca, for eighty years and more, and now
you have come again. Oh ! my sweet Cousin my dear
Cousin my pretty Cousin not changed a bit not a bit

'

it

was strange to hear such words of endearment from this poor
old withered wreck with his shaking voice '

always the same
beautiful girl the same beautiful girl ! Ah ! but they didn't

know it they couldn't guess. There were no Venetian
beauties outside the Ghetto to compare with those within !

We kept them within. They never showed their faces outside/
' He remembers something,' whispered Nelly.

* You have
reminded him of his young days, Francesca. I have never
seen him like this before. Why, he looks fifty years younger.'

: H:s mind wanders now and then,' Eachel explained.
'

It
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is strange, though. He has gone back ever so many years.
There's a something in your friend's face that reminds him of

some girl he loved. To be sure, she is one of the Sephardim,
herself. She is one of Us.'

Francesca thought it needless to keep on explaining that

she was a Spanish Moor.
'
It isn't your cousin Francesca, grandfather,' Nelly cried.

'
It's my friend Francesca Elveda.'

1

No, no, it is Francesca Albu. Always pretty and sweet,

Cousin Francesca. Doves' eyes are within her looks her

lips are like a thread of scarlet. A garden enclosed a spring
shut up a fountain sealed is my cousin my Francesca.'

' I suppose,' Nelly whispered,
'
it's some girl he loved.

Dead, she must be, long ago. You must be like her, Fran-

cesca. Strange that you should have her name.'

The old man went on murmuring. Then his eyes dropped.
He was conscious, in some vague way, that he was mixing up
the past with the present. The girl's face brought back the

past so vividly that he thought it was his cousin herself, still

in her lovely youth. He was confused. A man so ancient

has little hold of the present. So he shut his eyes and waited

till the vision of the past should disappear.
In a few moments he opened his eyes again. He had

come back to the present. It was only a modern young lady
he saw now, not his cousin, Francesca Albu, at all.

' Ah !

' he said, smiling faintly.
* It does an old man good

to see a lovely face. Just now, you almost reminded me of

my cousin, Francesca
;

she must be long since dead and

gone. Ah ? And old and toothless, too, before she went, I

dare say, poor thing ! You've got her face, though, her face.

You are exactly like her. What is your name, my dear ?
'

' Francesca Elveda.'

'Yes, one of Us. I have heard something about the

Elvedas. Where? Never mind. I shall remember some

time, I dare say. When you get to a hundred '

' A hundred and three, grandfather,' said Eachel.
' A hundred and nearly four,' the old man went on proudly,

1

you remember a surprising number of things.'
' Tell the young lady about the Grand Army,' said Rachel.
' I remember Venice very well.' The old man was not to

be hurried. He was working his way to the Grand Army.
' I remember the city where I was born. My cousin Fran-
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cesca was born there, too my cousin Francesca oh ! so fair

and sweet. I remember Francesca. We were not Italian

Jews. They've got softer voices than we who came from

Spain. We were in Spain for two thousand years : we went
there before the time of the Maccabees. Oh ! Ours is a very
ancient family. We've had great men in our family, in the old

time. But I was born in Venice.'
' I have been to Venice,' said Francesca softly.

' I know
its canals and its palaces.'

' But you don't know the Ghetto.'
*

Yes, I have seen the Ghetto, though there are no longer
Jews in it.'

' I was born there. It was a narrow kind of place to live

in, I remember. We had to live there. But the French
Revolution came. Children, if we remembered the Ghetto as

we ought, we should add another to the Hundred Benedic-

tions, and one more prayer to the Eighteen, in order to praise
the Lord for the French Revolution which threw down the

walls and let us out. I remember when the French came
into Venice what year was it ? I forget. I was a boy of ten

or eleven. First we thought there would be nothing but ruin

and more misery for us. We hadn't much, but we should
lose our all. Well ! there was no disaster at all for us, but

quite the contrary. For the Ghetto was thrown open. Blessed

art Thou '

he held up his hand as one who prays
'

Lord,
our God King of the Universe ! who settest the people free.

For that I have always loved the French.'
* Do you remember Napoleon Bonaparte ?

'

' I have seen him three times, Napoleon the Great who
overthrew the Kings and opened the Ghettos all over the

world, and set the people free. I saw him at Moscow and
I saw him afterwards twice afterwards I saw him. There
was never any man like him. Sometimes I am sorry that I

brought so much bad luck upon him. But it was not my fault.'
' Oh ! But how could you a simple boy bring bad luck

to so great a general ?
'

' I don't know. Bad luck comes in many ways. We can't

always keep it off. And he was a Gentile and unprotected.
There are no charms to protect the Gentiles. Some people
never have any good luck for themselves, and bring bad luck

to everybody they keep company with. I was one of those

persons, though I knew it not.'
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'What makes you think that you brought bad luck to

Napoleon ?
'

'It wasn't by intending it. I didn't know it. I only
found it out afterwards. Yes yes I didn't know. I thought
the French the greatest people in the world. And so, when I

was eighteen, I joined their army. Not to fight. No! Not
to fight. I had a cask of brandy and a hand-cart for all my
possessions, and I followed the army with these. Oh ! For
a man born to be lucky it was an excellent way to begin.
After a bit the cask became a wagon. I thought I was going
to make my fortune. That was iny thought, not to bring bad
luck on Napoleon at all not at all, why should I ? but only
to make money. As for my brother, he went to Spain, and
there after a time joined the British Army in the same way,
and got on fast, and took contracts and grew rich rich oh !

so rich. Well, why did he get rich, and why did I keep poor ?

He had luck, and I had none.'
'

So,' said Francesca,
'

you were a camp-follower to the

French Army, and you brought bad luck upon it ? Did you
ever see any battles ?

'

' Battles ? Why, child, I was with the Grand Army. I

went to Moscow with the Grand Army, and I came back with
all that there was left of it. Napoleon never had any bad
luck at all till I brought along my wagon-load of brandy.
Oh ! what a disaster ! Never in the world was there such a
disaster !

' He stopped to shake his head.
' He will talk about that all day long, sometimes,' said

Rachel :

' his mind gets full of blood and slaughter and

starvation, when he talks about that time.'
' What an army that was !

' he went on. ' Five hundred
thousand men, with their artillery and their baggage wagons,
and their horses ! Austrians and Italians, Germans, Poles,
and French, all in the same army. What an army ! I came
after, walking along beside my own wagons filled with stuff

for the thirsty soldiers. Oh ! I did very well, I can tell you,

very well very well all the way to Moscow. As for the

camp-followers, they were there by tens of thousands. They
sold drink, like me

; they came with music and singing, and

they ran over the battle-fields when the victory was won, and
robbed the dead. But on the way back they all got starved
or shot, and the money they'd made was carried off by the

Cossacks. It is a long time to remember, eighty years ago.
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I must be the last man living who went to Moscow with the

Grand Army and got home again. As for my beautiful

wagons and my horses, and my money, everything was lost

at Beresina, where we lost so many thousands of men.

Everybody knows how many soldiers were killed, but nobody
stopped to count the dead camp-followers. After Beresina

there was no more order. Napoleon left us. There were no

longer any officers. The men fell down and were frozen to

death. We fought for food; we devoured horse-flesh; we
burned whole houses to keep us from being frozen. We were
so wretched that the enemy disdained to make us prisoners.
It was sufficient for them that we were flying from their

territory. Some of the soldiers went mad with the cold and
the starvation. What a time it was! What cold! What
privations ! What misery ! Napoleon never recovered from
that disaster. He was ruined, and so was I. Yes, children,

if the Grand Army had been successful I should have been a

rich man, and you should be all great ladies.'
' And then you would never have lived so long as this,

said Eachel
;

' because you can't expect to get everything.'

'Perhaps not, child. But my wagons my beautiful

wagons ! I got them safely as far as Beresina, and there

I had to leave them. My beautiful wagons! Only think.

They were loaded not with brandy any longer, but with

gold and silver cups, chains of gold, boxes full of gold, and

rings, and precious stones. Some I had got for myself when
we pillaged Moscow. Most of the things I bought of the

soldiers for drinks of brandy. A diamond brooch for a couple
of glasses ;

a diamond ring for another glass ;
a gold cup

for its contents in brandy. And all all all had to be left.

That was the bitterest moment of my life to leave my all

behind me to have to exchange my fortune for my life.' He
shook his head mournfully.

1 We can't have everything, grandfather,' repeated Kachel

the Comforter. ' See what a splendid long life you've had,
and think what you can remember !

'

'Oh! It is wonderful,' said Francesca, 'to talk with a

man who was actually in the Grand Army !

'

' Yes. I've helped to sack Moscow. And I saw Napoleon
when he began the Betreat. He looked stern and hard. For
he knew what was before him. We didn't know, and I thought
I should get my wagons home as safely as I had brought
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them. I thought the French were invincible. Ay! I re-

member the burning of the city oh ! yes and the soldiers

running about everywhere. I remember.' He dropped his

head, and was silent for a few moments. ' I remember that

day very well indeed. Down in the tombs of the Czars we
found a young lady a sweet and innocent young thing she

was frightened well-nigh to death. We did her no harm,
but we took her to one of our Generals. Afterwards I saw
her in the Ketreat all in rags bare-footed, bare-headed, and
frost-bitten. Her long hair was flying wild her poor face,

that had been so pretty, was haggard. I saw her flying with
the soldiers. I saw her fall headlong in the snow. We swept
past and left her there to die. Poor thing ! Poor thing !

They all died all of them they all fell down those poor
things in the ice and snow, and died. And nobody pitied

them, because we were all flying for our lives. Poor thing !

When we found her she was a pretty thing a very pretty,

innocent, timid thing.'
Francesca shuddered and changed the subject.
1 You remember Waterloo as well ?

'

* Yes oh, yes. I was there. I had gone back to the

cask and the hand-cart. I saw Napoleon the day before the

battle, and I knew how it would go, because his face was like

the face with which he left us after Beresina. Disaster was
written upon it. Disaster and defeat. I trembled, thinking
of my cask the only thing between me and destitution.

There was another dreadful misfortune ! Napoleon fled when
it was all over, and the British troops rode over the cart and

all, and I had to fly for my life. So there was an end of

Napoleon, and of me too, so far as the army went. I went

soldiering no more to be sure there was no more soldiering
to speak of and so I came over here, and got this shop, and
here I've been ever since. Oh ! I could tell you a great deal

more about the Grand Army. Come and see me again and
ask me questions I remember the King of Naples and all

the other Kings and Marshals and Generals. Come again,

children, and talk to me I like talking. At a hundred and

nearly four, there isn't much left except to talk now and then.'
' Is he tired ? Shall we go ?

'

for the old man closed his

eyes again.
'

No,' said Rachel. ' Let him rest for a moment. That is

all. Then ask him more questions. We think it does him
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good to talk and think. If be stops long without talking he
becomes lethargic, and that isn't good for him.'

Francesca looked round the room. It was crammed full

of furniture of all kinds. On a sideboard there were three or

four great glass bowls as big as punch bowls : there was a

cabinet in a corner which would have looked well in a West
End House her mother's house on the walls hung family

portraits which might have been used to illustrate the Art of

Photography from the earliest times the epoch of the great

Daguerre to these modern days. It looked like a place in

which there had been a long accumulation of the things
which the unbroken family life heaps up. Here the women
had worked, as these girls were now working, for eighty

years, always youth and age, children and grandchildren.
Downstairs the surviving son stood in the family shop tc sell

the furniture : within, the quiet family life, humble and
harmless : outside, the noisy, brawling crowd. All this going
on from day to day, from week to week, from

year
to year,

with no change other than the slow approach of age, a birth

and a death, the departure of a daughter from the rule of hei

father to the rule of her husband.
' I've been in this same house,' the old man opened his

eyes again and took up the thread of his discourse,
' ever

since I came here in 1815. I borrowed the money of my
brother to set me up. That's the last I ever saw of my
brother. He was in great luck. He made a most wonderful

great fortune. I came here in 1815. The quartern loaf was
one and elevenpence farthing and tea was fifteen shillings a

pound. Oh ! I remember well. Here I married. And I've

had sons and daughters, grandsons and granddaughters,
great-grandsons, and great-granddaughters. Some of them
have grown old and died. But I remain. And I remember

everything. Oh ! I am so old so old so old.' He feebly
rubbed his hands and chuckled.

' Don't mind asking him questions,' said Nelly.
' He's

wide awake now.'

What could this old man remember since 1815, compared
with what he remembered before that date? What event

would such a man, living in such a street, carrying on such
a trade, in a way so humble and so obscure, be likely to

remember ? But Francesca asked him timidly if he took any
part in politics.
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He shook his head. * No
; politics were not for me. I

hadn't a vote at all till I was past seventy. Besides, I had

my business to attend to. No politics for me. But I re-

member,' he said,
' when the first Jew was made Sheriff of

London : he was David Salomons afterwards Lord Mayor
of London. That was thought a great day for Us. And I

remember when Sir Moses Montefiore was made a knight.
That was thought a great day, too. And I remember when
our People were admitted to the House of Commons. But no

politics for me
; no, no.'

'Have you forgotten your old language the Venetian
talk?' Francesca spoke to him a few words of that soft

patois.
But the old man shook his head. We used to speak

like that, I remember. But I cannot tell what you are

saying. It is eighty years and more since I heard that

language.'
Francesca desisted. What could the old man have to

remember ? Nothing but the little life of the crowded street,

with the hopes and anxieties of the small trader; nothing,

except for his brief and adventurous experiences as a camp-
follower, and the bad luck that he brought upon the unfor-

tunate Emperor and Conqueror, to whose army he attached

himself and his misfortunes. Nothing but the little mean
life among the petites gens low down in the world. No art,

no literature, no culture, nothing that makes the higher and
the nobler life. What could he remember this poor old

man ? Even a daily paper had not been one of his necessi-

ties. What could he remember that was worth inquiring into ?

Do you know how, at some moments, the words we use

seem not to be ordered in the usual fashion, by brain and will,

but by some outside influence ? This happened at this

moment to Francesca.
' You are a very old man,' said Francesca. ' Your life,

since you came here, has been happy, in spite of your ill-

luck ?
'

1

Surely surely. To live is happiness. Thank God, I

have always been happy.'
* What has made you happy ? You have had no success

in your business, such as you call success. You wanted to

make money, as your brother had done. And you could not.

You should have been unhappy.'
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The old man pointed to the girls.

'

They have made me
happy,' he said. 'These girls and their mother, and their

grandmother, and their great-grandmother, have made my
happiness. The man does the work and the woman makes
the happiness. The man makes the money and the woman
spends it for him. All the happiness is made by the women
at home for the men who work.'

'He's always been a stay-at-home,' said Eachel. 'Never

happy except in his own chair with us about him.'
' The woman always obedient to the man.' Francesca

made this foolish remark because of the dispute that was

continually going on in her brain. It was, however, ill-timed

and out of place. She repented the next moment.
For before her eyes there arose a vision of four genera-

tions a dozen families all glorified and made happy by the
women who took their place in the household lower than the

men, yet without rebellion all made happy by the women.
These four generations might stand for all the generations
since the world began, this being the Divine Order according
to these simple people. They were quite humble

; they were

quite poor ; but their lives were made happy for them by the
devotion of the women mothers and wives, and daughters
and granddaughters. As were these, so were thousands upon
thousands around her. Francesca thought of the half-starved

people who could speak no English, and tried to sell their

blue and green cloth slippers ;
she remembered the look of

dependence one upon the other. It takes but a moment of

time to think of these things. Her heart was touched
;
her

eyes filled.

The girl Kachel looked up surprised at the remark, and at

the humid eyes of the speaker. 'Obedient?' she asked.

'Why should we not be obedient? What happiness can
there be for a woman except to obey her husband or her
father? You wouldn't, surely, expect us to work for our-

selves, would you ?
'

' No no I only meant
'

' When we all work for each other we are all happy. You
ought to know you that our people make the happiest
families in the world. Why ? Because everything is ordered
with us according to the Law of the Lord. The father rules

and the wife and children obey. Christians are miserable

because they will not acknowledge the Law. Yet it was
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meant for them as well as for us for us first for them
afterwards. And as for this dear old man, what would we
not all do to keep him alive and happy ?

'

Francesca got up.
' Thank you,' she said to the Patriarch,

1 1 hope that you will live many years yet many years,' she

repeated, taking his hand,
'

many years in full possession of

all your faculties, and with your great-granddaughters around

you to keep you happy.'
' Ah !

'

His face lit up, and he pulled himself upright.
' If it please God. If it please God. There is nothing like

long life, is there ? Come again, my dear. You are like my
cousin you are like Francesca my dead cousin Francesca

Albu, whom I left at Venice my cousin so lovely and so

sweet. Ah ! I was young then. I loved her and you
you you are like her.' His eyes closed and his head

dropped.

CHAPTER XXI

A LESSON IN LIFE

'!T doesn't seem right to be calling you plain Francesca,'
said Nelly, washing up the cups and saucers in the morning
after this visit to the Patriarch.

1 Oh ! But why not ?
'

1 Because you are so rich, you know, and we are such little

people.'
* Nonsense. Let me help you with the tea-things, Nelly.

To think that this is the first time I have ever washed a cup
and saucer in my life, and you've been doing it, I supposo,

every day. Now, then, I will take these cups so and Nell

Nelly it is such a pretty name, isn't it ? Fancy our living
here in the house together and calling each other Miss !

Miss Bernard, may I wash another cup for you ? Besides, I

hate the word Miss. Why are the English names so ugly ?

Mister Mistress Missis Miss? No wonder the English
people are so fond of titles. One would give a great deal to

escape being Miss or Missis. I should like to be Lady Fran-
cesca. I think, as I never mean to marry, that I shall go
back to our old Spanish way, and call myself Senorita until I

am thirty, and then I will become Senora.'

Francesca was animated and interested. She spoke with
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a return to the old cheerfulness with that personal dignity or
reserve which never left her. She belonged to that class of

women perhaps the highest and best who can be cheerful

but are never childishly light-hearted. The frivolities of con-

versation or of life attract them not. Even in early maiden-

hood, when life is fullest of enjoyment, they are never carried

out of themselves.
' We are Spanish too,' said Nelly.

' And Nelly is not my
proper name. Most of us have names which we do not use.

But, of course, you have heard. My true name is Preciada
Preciada Albu.'

* Oh ! Preciada. The old man called you Preciada yester-

day. I thought it was only a term of endearment. What a

pretty name ! The Senorita Preciada Albu ! Why don't you
write up your own name on yonr window card instead of Miss
Bernard ? Preciada ! Yes, I know the name.'

'
Clara's real name is Polisa, the Lady. That is pretty

too. I wonder what yours is ?
'

' Plain Francesca. Nothing more.'

Nelly shook her head doubtfully.
'

They ought to have
told you,' she said.

'

They've told you nothing. Shall I tell

you some other names ? I think no people have such pretty
names as our People. There is Leucha, which is Leah, you
know

;
and Eeyna, the Queen. Clara tells me that you have

a servant named Melkah, which is the same thing. They
turn Melkah into Amelia and Milly, and Emily. Just in the
same way they turn Bcyt-Shevah, which the Christians call

Bathsheba, into Betsy and Bessy and Bess. But that is

chiefly among the Poles and Germans. Then, some of our

Spanish girls are called Estella, Oro, Perla, Luna you
couldn't possibly have more loving names, could you ? Be-

cause, you see, though there is no rejoicing when a girl is

born among us, our fathers are just as fond of their girls as

any other fathers.'
'

It is a very pretty custom. But again, why do you call

yourself Nelly Bernard instead of Preciada Albu ?
'

* I don't know why. A great many of the People trade

and live under assumed names. I suppose it is because in the
old times there was so much hatred and persecution. Father
won't call himself on the Turf by his own name, and he
wouldn't like me to put the true name on my door. It doesn't

matter, and there is something pleasant and mysterious in
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having your true name behind. It's like being a noble lord

in disguise, isn't it ?
'

'

Perhaps. Now the breakfast things are washed and put
away

'

they were kept in the cupboard
' what are you going

to do next ?
'

'

Well, if you are to have any dinner to-day I must go and
look after it. I thought of a beefsteak pie, if you could fancy
it. You could ? Then I must go and make it.'

' Oh !

' The maiden of many hotels stared. ' You make

you really make yourself, your own things to eat ? Nelly, I

have never in my life seen anything made. May I look on ?
'

' Never seen anything made ? Why, how in the world -

don't rich people have kitchens? Don't you look after your
servants ?

'

1 No. Somebody else does that. We have a housekeeper
for the purpose. In hotels I suppose there is a steward or

somebody.'
' You never saw anything made ? Did you believe

'

Nelly laughed merrily
' that puddings and pies grew on trees

like fruit '?

'

' I never thought about it. I really do begin to see that

things must be made, else they couldn't be brought up. You
see

> Nelly, I lived for seventeen years in hotels, where cer-

tainly no one ever asks how things are made. And when we
went into a house of our own, a housekeeper was there to look

after everything for us. It's a kind of hotel, only that all the

rooms are private rooms, and we invite the people to our table

d'hote at eight. And then, of course, there is the Magic
Knob.'

' What is the Magic Knob ? I never heard of a Magic
Knob.'

'

It was the present of a Jinn,' Franceses explained gravely.
* He gave it to me when I was a baby. He looked, I am told,

a very benevolent old Jinn when he called, bearing his gift,

but I now begin to doubt his kindness. For I think he meant:
mischief all the time. There are such Jinns, you know. He
brought me a Magic Knob for his gift quite a simple white
button of a thing and laid it in my cradle.

" Place this

Knob," he said, "on the wall, wherever the child is living.
Teach her, whenever she wants anything, to press the Knob,
and to ask for it. She may ask for anything houses, car-

riages, dinner, amusements, friends, anything. All she has
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to do is to press the Knob." Did you ever hear such a kind
old Jinn ? It is only for us Orientals, you know, that Jinns
do these things. I suspect that it was a Jinn who taught
you how to play the banjo so beautifully. Your banjo is,

perhaps, better than my Knob. Well, you may be quite sure

that they made haste to teach me the properties of the Magic
Knob, and, of course, I was quick to learn how to use a gift
which provided such wonderful things. I have it still, this

Magic Knob. But I purposely left it at home. I press it

with my thumb, and, eccolo ! whatever I want comes up the

lift.'

' I understand,' said Nell. ' You're so rich you have only
to ring the bell. I like this kind of talk, Francesca. I could

never put things in that way. You ought to write a book. A
Magic Knob !

'

' That is the meaning of my little apologue. Here there

is no Magic Knob, and my Jinn is no use to me.'
'

Here,' said Nell,
'
if we want anything we have got to

make it for ourselves. Just as I am now going to make the

pie. And if you can't afford to buy the materials, want's

your master, as they say. That's why I haven't got a silk

frock. And now, if you like, we'll go down into the kitchen.'

She led the way down the narrow stair; Francesca

followed, expecting a gloomy vault. She found herself in a

small, well-lighted basement room. There were shelves with

plates and dishes : bright dish-covers hung on the wall ;
the

place was curiously clean and bright.
* This is my kitchen,' said Nell. *

It's only a little one,
but it is clean at any rate. And now I'm going to get the

things ready.'
'

Strange !

'

said her visitor,
' that I have never seen a

kitchen before. I suppose big kitchens are like little ones,
since the same things come out of them.'

There was in the kitchen a girl of fifteen or so, a slip of a

girl, who evidently represented the Service. Her name was
Alma : she wore a white apron like a nurse, and she had big

eyes. She stood staring at the young lady who had never
seen a kitchen before. When she fully understood the strange-
ness of this experience, she began to laugh continuously.
This did not interfere with her assistance. She placed on the
table a basin with flour, a plate with dripping, another plate
with a piece of steak upon it : a slab of wood, a rolling-pin,
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the salt, and pepper, and other ingredients. Then Nelly
washed her hands, turned up her sleeves, and began while
Francesca looked on.

1 Oh !

'

she cried.
'
It really is interesting. This is how

the pie-crust looks before it is baked : and this is the meat.

Nelly, don't you think we shall remember how dreadful it

looked before it was baked ? Shall we be able to eat any ?
'

1
It doesn't look half so dreadful as the meat that other

people eat. This is Kosher our own meat. You won't find

it look dreadful at all when the pie comes up. Now, Alma,
the pepper.'

' To think,' said Francesca,
' of one's want of curiosity !

I never before in all my life asked myself how things got
made. If I wanted pie I pressed the Magic Knob, and pie
came up the lift. It makes things so real so real' her
voice dropped 'just to feel that things have got to be made

by hands. That deceitful Jinn ! Everything was part of the

machinery. Boots I suppose they have to be cleaned. And
toast has to be baked, and beds have to be made.'

'Everything's got to be made,' said Nelly, 'and by my
hands too, unless Alma helps.'

1

Nelly, while I am here, will you let me do whatever you
do in the house ? May I take my share ?

'

Nelly burst into loud laughing.
' Oh !

'

she cried,
'

you
know nothing ; you think everything comes by wishing or

asking, or pressing your Magic Knob. You couldn't, Fran-
cesca. There's your hands to consider, first of all. You've

got the loveliest, whitest hands in the world.'
* Never mind my hands. Tell me what I can do what

you do.'

Nelly sat down, her hands and arms white with flour, for

the pie was nearly completed.
'

Well, now. Let us consider. Alma does the scrubbing.
She cleans the windows and the doorsteps, and washes the

stairs and scrubs the kitchen floor, and brooms the passage.
Alma takes the water to the rooms. Alma scours the pots
and pans. Alma cleans the knives and boots. Alma washes
the vegetables and peels the potatoes. Alma boils the kettle

when there is no fire upstairs. You've no idea what a lot

there is to do, even in a little house like this. Alma's a good
little maid,' Nelly added, with severity,

'

though she's got the

bad manners to laugh before strangers.' Here Alma, who
Q
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had been giggling before the visitor, was reduced to tears and

hanging of head. ' I do pretty well all the rest. I make the
beds

;
I dust the parlour. Sometimes I lay the fires

;
I

look after the curtains and things. I make and mend the

linen, I buy the dinner and make the puddings : I lay the

cloth while Alma brings up the things ;
I wash up the tea-

things ;
and I teach my pupils, and make my dresses. What

would you like to do of all this, Francesca ? What could

you do ?
'

' I believe, if you teach me, I could make my own bed.

Everything that one makes for oneself must feel so very truly
real.'

' It is real, sure enough,' said Nelly.
*

Very well, you shall

have your own way, and now the pie may be left to Alma
not too fierce a fire, child and we'll go upstairs again.'

' Did you see
'

resuming the talk, upstairs
'

anything
you wanted yesterday ?

'

' Oh ! yes. Why, I saw your great-grandfather and his

household. And I saw outside all those people.'
' If you want to go slumming, you can. But what good

can you get by seeing poor miserable people ?
'

'

Supposing one was so hard-hearted as not to wish to

see them
;
not even to feel any pity for miserable people.'

' Why should you pity them ? They have brought them-
selves to it. If they'd work harder and would drink less, they
would not be there at all, I suppose.'

'But the women. At least,' said Madame Elveda's

dttughter,
' we ought to pity them.'

' The women are worse than the men. Don't talk to me
about the women. They are horrible to look at. And their

language is enough to make you sick.'
' The children, then ?

'

' Well perhaps I don't say. You may pity the children

as much as you please. It would be best to take the children

away from their parents as soon as they were born. There !

Father says it's with men as with horses : the breed is good
or bad. Down there it's bad. Emanuel says it is the Law.
Wickedness has got to be punished somehow or other to the
third and fourth generation. Down there they're mostly in

the second or the third the worst place, you know. Take
the children, then, and try if you can teach them to work.

But the ladies, who poke about in the slums, don't mean to
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take the children or to do anything. They just like dabbling
in dirt.'

' Don't let us dabble in dirt. Let us see the average life

the common life. It has been outside me all along.'
' If I was you I would keep it outside me,' Nelly replied,

incredulous of the ills attendant upon riches. ' Common
people, to begin with, must be disagreeable, because they are

always wanting things they can't get.'
1

Well, but, Nelly you who know the working girl you
are surrounded by working girls you must surely feel pity
for her.'

1 Not a bit,' said Nelly, stoutly ;

' we've all got to work un-
less we've got money. Work keeps 'em out of mischief. A
pretty time we should have if these girls went trapesing up
and down the road all day long with their ulsters and their

yellow feathers.'
'

Well, but their long hours and their dreadful pay.'
' How are you going to prevent long hours and bad pay ?

There must be long hours and bad pay unless you fix a price
for everything. What you can't help you had better let

alone. The best of them will get out of the hole somehow.'
' Oh !

'

Francesca grew feeble.
* The women are so op-

pressed
'

1 Women oppressed ? Not much. Not if they know it.

If you want meekness go to the men. Look here, Francesca,
I've seen your mother's book. Clara lent it to me. I've

only read a bit the bit I know, the bit about these parts.'
'

Well, it's all true, isn't it ?
'

' I dare say. But, you see, she's made a great mistake.'
1 What's that ?

'

1 She's only left out the Man. That's all. Left out the

Man:
1 The book,' said Francesca severely,

' dealt with the con-

dition of woman, not of man at all.'

'

It's this way. She didn't understand. The women and
the men must be taken together, not separate. If the women
are badly paid, so are the men. The women get the worst of

it because they are women, which is natural. But you must
take the man as well. It isn't the condition of poor women,
but of poor men and women.'

' Yet women work apart from the men.'
' Sometimes. But their work is all part of the work that

Q2
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men do as well. You must take trade as it is. There are

foremen in this street will tell you that wages have got to go
lower and lower still if the work is to be carried on at all.

How can you help low wages ?
'

' I don't know, I'm sure. I thought
'

' Your mother doesn't know anything about it, Francesca.

Excuse my speaking so. But she doesn't when she talks of

the women as if they were separate from the men. As for

me, I am ever so much more sorry for the men, because they
want so many things that we can do without.'

'

No,' said Francesca firmly.
* Woman is the equal of

man.'
1 Is she ?

*

Nellie laughed derisively.
* What would father

say if I were to get up and tell him I was his equal ? What
would that old man of ours say if he were to hear such a

thing ? What would they say in synagogue if a woman was
to get up in the gallery and tell the congregation that a

woman is as good as a man ? Francesca, you are another

Lilith. What ? You don't even know about Lilith ? I

thought all the world knew that story. It's only a children's

story with us. Lilith, you see, was the first woman made.

She was made before Eve. And she was given to Adam for

his wife. But when she found that she would have to obey
her husband she rebelled. She rebelled against the Law.
So she was driven out of Paradise and became an Evil Spirit.

Then Eve was created, and she understood that she would
have to obey, and she did obey she and all her daughters to

the present day. But Lilith hated her, and would have de-

stroyed her if she could. And ever since she has been trying
to destroy Eve's children as soon as they are born. We keep
her out by a black line of charcoal drawn all round the room.

Evil spirits cannot cross the black line. There, Francesca,
that's the story of Lilith. And mind you take warning.'

CHAPTER XXII

LOVE AND MADNESS

FBANCESCA finished her letter. It was to Harold. She had

promised that the little episode already recorded should make
no difference in her letters. But, when sjie read this letter
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over before consigning it to its envelope, she perceived that

there was a difference. Something had gone out of the letter.

Now, if you dictate to a shorthand writer, you will understand

what Francesca felt. Something goes out of a letter when it

passes through another hand. Something of yourself goes
out of it. The dictated letter is an impersonal thing a cold

thing. She felt that her letter was cold. The soul of it was

gone. Why could she no longer write to him in the old

familiar way ? She perceived the change, and it worried her.

Harold would think there was something wrong.
She addressed her letter, however, and put on her hat,

proposing to take it to the post. She was so much occupied
with her thoughts that she did not become aware, until she

reached the last stair, that there was a manly voice the

voice of an angry man upraised in wrath, and that it was

accompanied by crying and sobbing. Both came from the

parlour. The man's voice she knew not. But the crying
and the sobbing she coupled with the name of Nelly.

She hesitated a moment. Then she threw open the door

and looked in. Alas ! Nelly was sitting on the sofa, her

face in her handkerchief, crying and sobbing in a most lament-

able manner. Before her, flourishing his arms, flushed,

angry, accusing, stood a young man. Then Francesca re-

membered. This must be the young man whom Nelly could

not marry.
' Oh !

'

cried the angry young man, his voice trembling
with passion. 'You've made a fool of me. I've got the

lodgings and bought the things, and told the landlady and all

the fellows. Everything is ready, and you go and throw me
over at the last moment. What are you made of? What
are you made of, I say ?

'

1 Oh ! Anthony !

'

the girl cried. ' Oh ! Anthony, you are

so cruel.'
' You're a flirt

; you're a jilt ; you're a false, lying, worth-

less wretch ! I ought to be glad to be rid of you. And I am,
too I am. I'll go and throw myself into the river. My last

words shall be that you done it you it was suicide, on
account of a faithful love and a false girl. It will be on the

bills. "Komantic Suicide ! A False Mistress ! ! A Constant
Lover ! ! ! Inquest ! ! ! ! Verdict !!!!!'" His voice rose

with gloomy satisfaction as he considered the glory of this

end.
* All the same, you're a jilt. You lead a chap on and
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on. You tell him that you love him. You let him put up
your name at the Begistry ; you let him buy the furniture,
and then you throw him over at the last moment. Well, I'm

going
'

but he did not move. ' You can tell the fellows to

fish me out of the river Lea below the works, where the

water's green with chemicals, and it's certain death only to

tumble in. I shall be dyed green. You can tell 'em where
to look for me, and what to look for. A green body, tell 'em

green.' He looked as grim as he could manage. 'And
you'll remember all your life what a banjo-player you've de-

stroyed. You with your religion and stuff ! If a girl loves

a chap, what does she care about her religion, especially when
it's a mouldy old synagogue ?

'

Then he perceived Francesca, and stopped short.

'I am very sorry,' said Francesca. 'I did not know,
Nelly, dear, you were in trouble.'

Nelly looked up, applying her handkerchief to her eyes.
' Oh ! Francesca, I have been foolish. I let him come here,
and I was afraid all along that it couldn't be. I ought to have

stopped him before. Now I know it can't be. It's too much
to ask of any girl. But I encouraged him. What am I to

say?'
1 Couldn't be !

'

echoed the young man. ' Why couldn't it

be, I should like to know ?
' He caught her roughly by the

wrist.
' Let me go !

'

cried Nelly, springing to her feet.
' Fran-

cesca, tell him I am not so heartless as he thinks. It was a
foolish dream. Tell him that it is impossible. Let me go,

Anthony. Tell him he must not come here any more. I

can't bear it. Tell him, Francesca.'

She tore herself from the young man's grasp and ran out

of the room. Had Francesca observed it she left the door

ajar had anyone outside, say Emanuel, observed, he would
have seen her stop outside the door to listen, whether in hope
or despair I know not. But she did listen. She was not
above listening. And her listening, as you will learn, changed
her whole life, and caused things unnumbered. For, as the

moralist has often assured an unheeding world, we never
know what is going to happen.

Nelly listened; she checked her sobs; she bent forward
and then she listened. And this is what she heard, and what
went on which she did not see.
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Francesca remembered the words of Clara about Nelly's
love affair

; impossible love affair she called it. This, then,
was the lover, hearing for the first time that the thing was

impossible. She felt pity for the unfortunate young man.
He took his disappointment so very bitterly. Unlike some

young men who, when they hear that a thing is impossible,

laugh and go off with a smile on their lips, this young man
stood trembling with emotion

;
a tear only one ran down

his flushed cheek, his lips trembled, his head trembled, his

hands trembled, his eyes flamed with anger. She felt more

pity for him because, in this way of showing his anger, he

betrayed the weakness of his character. He was a good-

looking young man, dressed in last year's Piccadilly fashion,

light hair that curled all over his head and features, which,
had they been stronger, would have made him a handsome
man ; his figure was slight, but in stature he was sufficient.

'Well,
1 he said, roughly, 'what's the good of your inter-

fering ? Can't Nelly manage her own affairs ? You are ono
of the precious cousins, I suppose, that she is so anxious not to

leave. A lot of good you are to her you and the rest of you.'
' I am not one of Nelly's cousins, but I am a friend of hers.
'

Very well, then. I suppose you think it's a fine thing to

draw a man on and then to make a fool of him. Why, all the

fellows know about it. A fool of me ! That's what she's

done. She's been out with me : she's walked with me : she's

been to the Theatre with me : she's been to Chigwell and to

the Forest with me : she's taken my presents ;
she's asked

me to tea here : she's introduced me to her cousin. Oh !

And she said she loved me. She said she did. And now she
throws me over.'

' I think you are very much to be pitied, Mr. . Pray
what is your name ?

'

' My name is Hayling Anthony Hayling. You must have
heard my name,' he added,

' in connection with our local

Parliament. I speak there. I am acknowledged to be their

best speaker.'
' I fear you have been treated very badly, Mr. Hayling.

But you see that Nelly herself acknowledges this. She says
she is very sorry. Can't you understand that she did not

quite realise what it meant ?
'

1 She knew that I wanted to marry her, What else could
it mean ?

'
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' Yes but she did not understand well how much you

wanted, and besides, she did not understand what her mar-

riage with you would mean ! Can you not make allowance

for her now that she does understand ?
'

' No I can't. And I won't !

'

' Let us sit down and talk the thing over quietly ! Take
the sofa, Mr. Hayling. Pick up your hat. Now, let us talk

reasonably. You know that if Nelly married you she must

give up her father, her cousins, her friends, her religion

everything. She must go to you quite alone, without a friend

in the world.'
' So she says.'
' This is a great thing to ask a woman to do for your sake,

Mr. Hayling. Do you think let me ask you seriously that

there is any woman in the world for whom you would do so

much ? Think to give up all your friends everything for

the sake of a woman ?
'

' Women are different,' said the chivalrous lover.
'

Well, then, since you must acknowledge that it is a great

thing for her to do, what are you going to give her in

return ?
'

'Give her? Don't I tell you that I am going to marry
her? '

'

That, I understand. But again, if you propose to begin

by robbing a girl of those things which she can never re-

place never never for the early friendships and the ties

of blood, if you break them, leave a blank that cannot be filled

up I say then what are you going to give her in return for

this sacrifice ?
'

' Give her?
' he repeated.

' I am going to marry her, I

Bay. Isn't that enough ?
'

It was no use. Against this sublime vanity no question or

reason or argument could effect anything.
' You believe,'

said Francesca,
' that a woman may make any sacrifice any

and that you more than repay it by condescending to

marry her.'
' I don't know what you mean by condescending.'
' Never mind. After marriage we will suppose that she

thinks the price paid fully compensates you expect, I sup-

pose, your wife to obey you ?
'

The young man smiled, superior.
' I should like to see

the woman,' he replied,
' who wouldn't obey me.'
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'

Quite so. And just what I expected. The woman is the

lower animal, you think.'
* I don't know about lower. But of course she's got to do

what she's told.'
' Yes. And about this bargain. The girl has thrown over

everything in order to marry you. In return, you give her
Yourself. Have you got anything else to give ? Money
prospects anything ? How are you going to live ?

'

4 I've got quite as much to begin with as any other fellow.

Thirty shillings is not such a bad screw, and Nelly can make
as much herself, and more, at her own work.'

' So you expect her to contribute her share towards the

housekeeping ?
'

1 Of course I do.'
"

' Her bargain therefore is this. She gives up everything
friends, and religion, and all in order to marry you. She

continues her own work : in addition she obeys a new master.

She takes care of your household and your clothes and things
in addition to her own : and she has to consider the possi-

bility of children. What do you give her in return ? Your-
self. Mr. Hayling, I think you value yourself at a very high
figure.'

Mr. Hayling laughed.
* Girls are all the same,' he said.

' What's the good of talking about bargains ? What do girls

think about bargains, and exchange, and all that rot ? They
want their fancy ; they want no other girl to get him. Nell

would have ME. That's all she wants to make her happy.
If you knew ME, Miss,' he added modestly,

' I think you'd say
that was enough for any girl. Suppose, now, just for argu-
ment, that you were in love with me.'

Francesca pushed her chair back. ' We will suppose no
such nonsense, Mr. Hayling.'

' Oh ! It's just as you like. All I meant was this. What's
the good of asking about the bargain? When a girl's in

love, I say, she doesn't stop to consider the bargain. She
wants the man all for herself, and not for any other girl to

get him. That's what she wants. And what I say is that

Nelly was in love with me, and I believe she is still, only
she's frightened by you, or somebody like you, about giving

up this and that. Let her come to me, that's all. I'll be

religion, and father and mother, and sister and brother, and
cousins and all. I told her cousin Clara so, three weeks ago.
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Only let her come to me. Work for me ? Of course she will.

And joyful to do it. If she wouldn't, another girl would obey
me? Of course she will, and joyful too. If she wouldn't
another girl would. You're a girl yourself, and you can't

pretend that it isn't true. Have you ever been in love ? You
are turning red. Then you have. And you know.'

This speech certainly put the case with elementary sim-

plicity. Where was equality ? Where the equal rights ?

Every kind of sacrifice expected of the girl: of the man
nothing. And to give up everything for the sake of this

insignificant little clerk! In her innocence, Francesca had

thought that girls should be wooed and won. But that girls

should be willing to do everything and give up everything,
in eagerness to be married, in order to prevent other girls
from getting

' the man of their fancy
'

oh !

' Of their

fancy !

'

this was new to her. She also thought that if a

man should win a girl, there should be gifts, great gifts, all

that a man has to give that is, not only money for the

house, but the distinction of intellect and ability, and station.

But here was a man who could bring his wife nothing
nothing at all except himself.

She repeated this last remark aloud.
' And quite enough too,' said the young man. ' What

more could a girl expect ?
'

If this is all, where, again, is the equality of woman?
Who can do battle for such women as these ? What if they
do not desire even the assertion of their own equality.

' You think, Mr. Hayling, that any girl would be honoured

by your attentions ?
'

'Come to that,' he replied, 'though you sneer over it, I

think she would. See here, Miss I don't know your name

Nelly hasn't told you much, I see
;
she hasn't told you that

I am not only a clerk in the works. I've three strings to my
bow, and all of them good strings, strong strings. I'm

Parliamentary. I speak in our Parliament. I can get into

the House if I like. After that you'll see how I'll run up the

ladder. Then I can sing and play the banjo. If I should go
on the boards there's a fortune. And I'm scientific

;
in a

chemical works I know how things are made ! You shall see,

if you like, what I can give any girl who marries me.'
* I am afraid, Mr. Hayling, you underestimate the difficulty

of rising in the world.'
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'You don't believe me? Well, I can't make you believe

me, but if you'll come some evening to our Ladies' Gallery,
or if you'll hear me play and sing I can't show you here,
because I've done with this house, and everybody in it.'

' You are very kind, Mr. Hayling. I only wanted to make

you understand that you must not be so selfish as to expect
such a sacrifice from Nell. As I seem to have failed in making
you understand anything of the kind, I think you had better go.'

She pushed back her chair and rose. He, too, rose, and
stood before her, and in his face there was gathering an ex-

pression which disquieted the girl no girl can fail to perceive
the meaning of a certain look in a man's eye. To be sure,

there is a vast gulf between such a one as Harold Alleyne
and such a one as Anthony Hayling, yet the expression of the

eyes was the same with both.
'

Enough said Mr. Hayling. You had better go.'
' Wait a bit. We're off with the old love, ain't we ? That's

done with. Nelly may go and be hanged for all I care. There's

as good girls in the sea as ever came out of it. She's done
with. Well, I don't care. I've seen a girl I like better, and
that's you, Miss what's your name ? Something pretty, I

swear. Come, now. You can't hurt Nell, because she's given
me up of her own accord. I have told you who I am and
what I mean to do. I don't care twopence about her any
longer. She's made a fool of me. If you'll take her place,

you can.'

Francesca placed the chair between herself and this wooer
and laughed. She was not even angry : she laughed. Take
the place of Nelly beside the little clerk? She laughed
aloud.

' I thought you'd catch on,' said the young man desirable.
*

They always begin by laughing. Come now. Shall we say
next Sunday ? Nelly ? Why, she isn't fit to hold a candle to

you. I never saw much in her at any time, only she was so

fondling, you know ; she made me take pity and '

Here the door burst open violently and Nelly herself

rushed in. She was the jealous woman. She interposed like

a goddess out of a machine to stop the triumph of the other

girl. Flames visibly darted from her eyes : her cheek had a

red blot on either side as big as half-a-crown
;
she gasped :

she panted : she caught her heart with her hand. She was
that creature so seldom seen in mpre cultivated regions
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the woman ungoverned and ungovernable wounded in her
affections and in her self-respect.

1 Oh !

'

she cried.
' Before my very eyes ! In my own

house ! No I won't have it. I won't endure it ! Go !

'

She turned to Anthony ;

* Let me never see your hateful face

again ! Oh ! You would drown yourself for a girl one

minute, and the next oh ! And you
' She turned

fiercely upon Francesca. ' You ! Oh ! You would take my
lover from me ?

'

Although she had ordered Anthony out of the house she
did not apparently expect him to obey, for she threw herself

between him and Francesca, and now turned upon the latter,

her hands clenched, panting, raging, maddened. Fortunately,
Francesca had the protection of the chair which had first

served her against the fickle youth.
1 He isn't worth it, Nelly,' said Francesca, calmly.

' After

this, at least, you ought to send him away and despise him.'

Nelly wrung her hands. She could not be jealous of this

calm, cold girl who looked down upon the faithless lover with
such a scorn. She burst into crying and wailing.

' Oh !

'

she
moaned. * I wish I was dead. I am so miserable. Oh !

what shall I do ? What shall I do ?
'

' Come away with me, Nelly dear. And forget that such a

man exists. He will find another girl in an hour or two, I

dare say.'
' Oh ! no no no I cannot.'

Anthony Hayling turned airily to his old sweetheart,

laughing.
'

Suppose I knew you were behind the door all the

time, Nell eh ? Suppose I knew I should fetch you with

pretending. Why Do you think I'd make real love to

a stand-off, stuck-up girl like this girl here ? You ought to

know me better, Nelly. There's no nonsense about me. It's

an arm round your neck,' he suited the action to the word,
and drew the girl gently, and Francesca looked to see

her tear herself away. But no, pride and love cannot dwell

together : that is an old, old saying. Instead of indignantly
tearing herself away, Nelly sank on her knees actually on
her knees before this shallow, hare-brained pretender, who,
one minute before, had been ready to take on another girl, and
had actually seriously proposed to begin a new courtship with
the other girl, and in her hearing, too. She sank upon her

knees, and she caught his hand and kissed it.
* Oh ! Anthony,'
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she murmured,
'

Anthony ! I cannot live without you. I will

give up everything friends, and home, and religion, and all

and I will go with you. Oh ! Anthony, only forgive me
forgive me !

'

He raised her. He placed her weeping on the sofa. Then
he folded his arms, and, looking up at the corner of the ceiling,
as they do at the Pavilion Theatre, he said grandly,

*

Nelly,
thou art forgiven !

'

CHAPTER XXIII

THE SEAL OF JACOB

IT was morning the morning after the storm. Calm a
sweet and holy calm followed the storm. The only signs of

the recent tempest were shown in the downcast eyes and
shamefaced cheek with which Nelly busied herself among the

cups. Emanuel sat silent, full of thought who would tell

him of such a trifle as a woman's jealous fury and a woman's
love ? Francesca in her morning greeting tried to throw

forgetfulness over the last night's scene, but she succeeded

imperfectly.
The silent breakfast was finished. Emanuel rose as if to

leave the girls, but changed his mind, and turning to Fran-
cesca began to talk. And the talk became a discourse, and
the discourse became a sermon and the sermon ended with a

discovery and a gift the reverse of an offertory. Why
should not the preacher if he chooses preach among the tea-

cups?
He plunged at once into the subject.
' You saw,' he said,

' on Saturday at synagogue and Sunday
in that street perhaps for the first time in your life perhaps
you understood what you saw but I think not the faces of

a fallen people. Nothing fills me with so much sadness as to

walk and talk among these unfortunate exiles of Poland and
Russia, and to mark the degradation of the type.'

'

They looked very miserable,' said Francesca.
* Their degradation is stamped upon their faces, on their

figures, on their bearing, in the very tones of their voices.

Take the face the mean, insignificant face mark the low

cunning in their eyes ; you cannot choose but to despise the
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face. But find some pity for him who owns it. Try if you
can to restore that face to its original type.'

1 What is that type ? I cannot restore it unless I know it.'

'

Every face, however distorted, may be made to show the

original mould from which it has been disfigured. The
mould of those poor little Polish Jewish faces is not unlike

your own.'
' Oh ! but I am not a Jewess.'
1 We will speak of that presently.'
Ernanuel left the table and began to pace the room, as if

motion helped him to put his thought into speech, stopping
from time to time to deliver his message. Nelly bent over

her cups and saucers, and made 110 sign of attending at all.

Francesca sat with folded hands, answering only when the

speaker seemed to expect some word of reply.
' The original mould of the face,' he went on,

' was the

same as your own. What that mould actually was when it

left the Creator's hand how perfect how beautiful it was
no man can comprehend. We are commanded not to make

any graven image, nor to worship any graven image. Why ?

Because so wonderful is the power of the human face and the

human form, even imperfect and degraded, so marvellously do

they set forth and proclaim the spirit that lies beneath, that

long ago, were it not for this law, we should have stayed the

growth of the soul by an imperfect comprehension of the body.
We cannot understand, we cannot realise, the first and perfect
face of Man. This the Rabbis, in their wisdom, signified
when they feigned fables about Adam's colossal stature. Think
of it, Francesca. According to our belief, the first man was
made after the image of the Creator. He, therefore, who can
understand the face and form of the first man, is as near unto

the Creator as Adam himself. His face was changed by the

Fall. But something of the Majesty Divine was left upon it,

to reappear in the faces of the Prophets. Between the face of

Adam and the face of the little starving Polish Jew, how great
a gulf! Perhaps,' he added, critically,

' the nearest approach
to that type remains, as I have said before, in such a face as

yours, Francesca.'
' Oh ! But this is too great a thing to say.' Francesca

blushed, though it was not an idle compliment.
' Why in my

face more than in yours, Emanuel ?
'

' Because you are a woman and a maiden pure and holy.
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But never mind yourself : think only of that type the true

face that belongs to the Chosen People. Draw up in array
before you all the types in the world the English, the
French but there is no French type the Spanish, the

Italian, the Kussian, the Red Indian everybody. Take the
noblest form of each and compare it with the noblest form of

our face. Eefine and raise that face. Make it fit for the

highest spiritual level which you are capable of understanding,
and you will begin to approach to the original type from which
this poor Polish face has fallen. There are two theories : one
of man fallen to rise again after many struggles ; the other of

man advancing whither ? Both end in the same : the

Achievement, or the Eecovery of the man made after the

image of God. The story of Adam may be an allegory or it

may be exact history. In either case the lesson is the same.
In one theory man's face, like his spiritual nature, has changed
so as to be hardly recognised ;

in the other, it is slowly chang-
ing from the lower to the higher types. I prefer the theory
of the fallen Man. I look to see his face become again, more
and more, however slowly, the face of Man before he fell.'

* And you mean that all these poor creatures whom I saw
on Sunday ought to bear that face ? They are far enough
from it now.'

'

They are indeed. But take the face of one.' He took

out a pocket-book and rapidly sketched a face. By the dex-

terous placing of a line here and a curve there he produced a
face which for meanness, servility, and abject degradation was
fearful and wonderful to contemplate. It seemed the lowest

depth possible.
'

No,' said the artist,
' there are lower depths

still. See now. What was it a touch to the lips, a curved
line which gave that face the seal of the People ? We are

not so low down as this yet. Some of us have been sinking
into this hell but I think we shall sink no lower. Nay, we
are rising out of it. The face is beginning to go back again
with the new freedom of the race. Francesca, for more than
a thousand years this race has been cowering within the city
walls. Only within the walls of the city has there been any
safety for them. They were forbidden to hold land, to study,
to practise any profession, to join other men in any pursuit :

the most ignoble trades were assigned to them
; abject humility

was exacted of them : they were made to live in a separate

quarter ;
on the slightest pretext they were robbed, tortured,
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and murdered. For more than a thousand years, I say, ever

since they began to live in French and German towns, they
were so treated. They were always poor, abject, despised, the

victims of countless insults. When you see again such faces

as you saw on Sunday, Francesca, remember that they are

produced by thirty generations of persecution relentless

persistent sue h as the history of the world cannot parallel.
No pen has ever adequately treated the sufferings of our

People : no race has ever endured so much and survived so

much. "How long, Lord?" Hear the cry of thirty

generations !

" How long, Lord, how long ?
" '

' Look at this face,' he resumed, after a pause.
' You see

what it is, and how it has become what it is. Suppose the

long line of generations began with the noblest face that ever

graced the earth, what would it become after these thousand

years of such debasement? What would it become, I ask

you ? Nay, that you have seen let us ask, rather, what it

may become. See !

'

Then with a few touches of his pencil he began, little by
little, to restore that fallen and degraded face.

*

See, Fran-
cesca. Here is this man's great-grandfather. He is a poor
creature, is he not ? You saw the like of this man on Sunday
morning keeping a stall for the sale of shirts at a shilling

apiece. A poor creature, yet better than his grandson has
become under similar conditions. Here is his great-grand-
father we have gone back five hundred years. His head is

larger, his look more noble, but full of sadness. Here is one

of the same stock
;
he was murdered by the first Crusaders

on their march across Germany. The time is almost the

beginning of the Ghetto and the slavery. He holds his head
erect

;
he has not yet lost his dignity ; you would think him

some stout burgomaster. The face has regained a something
has it not ? of the finer mould. Here, again, you have

the ancestor of your poor little decayed Jew in the time of the

Komans ;
he is a learned Eabbi, one who fiercely divides the

Law. Perhaps his name is the Eabbi Akiba, whose living

body will presently be torn to pieces by iron hooks.'

'It is a noble face,' said Francesca. *

But, Emanuel, it is

your own.'

That was so. In tracing back the debased features to

their original type, Emanuel unconsciously produced a rough
portrait of himself.
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{ Is it mine ?
' he asked, smiling.

* Then it is yours, too.

See. Here is the feminine form of this type.'
It was, and Francesca saw her own face beside Emanuel's.

'It is strange,' she said. ' But the Moors are Arabs Western
Arabs and the Arabs are the children of Ishmael.'

' The type is that of the warrior the commander the

conqueror. Eemember, child, that the Israelite was a warrior.

He fought, he conquered, he settled down the conqueror
among the conquered, who tilled the fields for him. The
Israelite in all ages has loved power above all things; his

greatest punishment, therefore, has been his state of poverty
and weakness. He who above all things longs for power
who would be lord and king, has been reduced to the level of

the lowest slave. Hence those faces that you saw. Now
they will recover their ancient form. Everywhere, except in

Russia, the world is open to our people; we are free to

develop as we choose. The reproach that we live for money-
getting will gradually cease. Our better spirits everywhere
strive for better things. Not in a day, or a year, or a century,
will the character of a people be changed, for to destroy the

walls of the Ghetto is not to transform the residents. But
how many of us already have stepped into the free air outside,

and know a larger life ! Already, I think, the faces show signs
of a return. Child,' his voice sank ' I tell you a new thing.
When we speak of our ancestors we speak of ourselves

;
when

we speak of our descendants we speak of ourselves. I will

show this to you at another time the life that your father

and your grandfather lived is stamped upon your face : you
will transmit to your children your own history the history
of your deeds and your thoughts. Watch the crowds that

pass along the street
;
consider the dull and heavy faces of

most, even of the young men they show the dull and sensual

lives of the father and the grandfather. One or two more
such lives and they sink to a lower stage : they plunge into

the depths where they lie in the hell like sheep, for the third

and fourth generation. As is the face, so has been the life.

As is the father's life, so is the son's face. It is a careless

world, child : the living think not of the dead : nor do they

praise the memory of those who saved them from those lower

depths. Look at me, child face to face full face So Yes

your father was a man of thought and study perhaps your
grandfather as well.'

a
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1 My father was a man of science. His father and his

grandfather all the race were scholars and men of science.'
* So I could read in your face, Francesca. Well, consider

the People a little more. On Saturday last you saw the most
ancient worship now existing in the world. Without that

worship the People would long ago have been dissolved a 1 id

mixed with the nations around them, as the Franks were dis-

solved and mixed with the Gauls, and the Eomans with the

tribes around them. That worship keeps us together. It has
been hedged around and protected by the greatest jealousy :

the most minute rules have been framed for its preservation ,

it is our bond of union. All over the world on the Sabbath
the same prayers are chanted, the same Law is read. In
some little humble synagogue of an Abyssinian village the

poor Jews the Falashas gather for this same service as

their brothers in a stately Temple here or in Paris. It is the

ritual of our religion that keeps us together. The Christians,

too, have their religion : has it availed to keep them together ?

The Moslem has his religion : does it bind together in bond
of brotherhood the Sunnite and the Shiite ?

'

' I heard your service for the first time on Saturday last.'
' Our service, as perhaps you understood, is a Celebration

and a Rejoicing. It celebrates the grand Triumphal March
of Man under the guidance of the Cloud by day and the

Pillar of Fire by night. There is nowhere else in no other

Religion to be found a service fuller of rejoicing and of

Faith. The Christian's is a service of abasement. Every act

of worship with him belongs to the Day of Atonement. He
trembles before the Judge. The Jew feels no such terror.

To the Day of Atonement belongs the humiliation of the

sinner; to the Sabbath belong the singing and rejoicing of

the children in the presence of the Father. You could not
fail to recognise that rejoicing in the service, though you
knew not the words.'

'

Yes, it was full of joy.'
'It is this service which binds us together. As for our

religion, it rules every action of our daily lives ;
it gives us a

common ritual for every day. We are never left without the

Law
;

it is with us from the moment that we rise to the

moment that we fall asleep ;
none of us can live without the

Law. It is objected that the Jew is bound by useless and

trifling rules : so many prayers to be said on such and such
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an occasion, so many benedictions every day to be pronounced,
so many Laws to obey. Very well. Why all these details ?

When the Law was given it was to a rude and ignorant

people ; they had to be separated from all other nations and

kept separate. The only way to effect this was by a code of

laws which should make them feel every day and every
moment that they were so separated. They must be bound
so tightly that there should be no escape. Some of the rules

are trifling, yet it is by trifles that habits are formed. There
are six hundred laws which the Jewish boy must 3earn : it

seems a needless multiplication of laws, out every law is

another rope that binds the People together, and by daily

practice these laws become a part of the boy's nature : he

obeys until he cannot choose but obey. By the daily Law,
by the weekly services, as well as by the persecution of his

People, the Jew has remained a Jew. Heap miseries upon
him : pour contempt over him : cover him with shame : he
remains a Jew, obedient to the Law all the week, and

triumphant, always triumphant, on the Sabbath.'

Francesca inclined her head without speaking.
' These miseries this contempt have been heaped upon

the heads of a People to whom the world owes everything
that has lifted it out of the mire. Think what the Christians

are now, and what they have done compared with the fol-

lowers of Buddha, Mohammed, or Confucius. Yet they owe

everything what they are and what they have done to the

nation they persecute. Try to imagine what would the world

be were the Hebrew books destroyed and forgotten, and all

their influence expunged from the civilisation and thought of

the world ? Imagine, if you can, the English-speaking race,

the ;most religious in the world except ourselves because

they have assimilated our Books without the Psalms o{

David, the Wisdom of Solomon, and the imagery, the poetry,
reached by no other poetry in the world, of our Prophets.
Our Commandments give the Christian a rule of conduct

;

our Law gives him a day of rest that priceless gift ! All

the virtues of the Puritan, his courage, his obstinacy, his

morality, came straight from us. What would the English
Milton be without our literature ? What the English Shake-

speare ? More much more the world may still receive from
our Law if it will. There are a hundred things in our Law
which the world would do well to adopt and to obey. You

E2
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do not even know your own Law. Take the Year of Release.

Have you ever heard of it ? Do you know what it means,
the Year of Eelease ? On that year all debts were to be can-

celled. He who had pledged his lands received them back ;

the slave was set free, the debtor was discharged. This was
our Law. Devise, if you can, any better means of repressing
the greed of riches and preventing oppression than the Year
of Eelease. Again, the world will some day receive our Law
concerning food fit for man. We obey that Law. As a con-

sequence we live longer, and are more free from disease than

any other race. I have heard of the Patriarch whom you
visited yesterday. He is a Jew : he is a hundred and three

years of age. It is not wonderful to me that he has lived so

long, because he is a Jew. The Christian dies at seventy :

the Jew lives to a hundred years.'

Again he paused. Francesca made no interruption. He
walked about the room for a minute or two, thinking. Then
he began again upon a different branch of this great subject.

' We have been a great people in the past. We shall

become a greater people in the future. I have spoken only
of the Hebrew Scriptures which rule the western world. All

that the Christians know of the Jews is what they read of

them in our sacred books which they call their own. But
there is another part of the Jewish history of which the

world knows nothing. We were dispersed, but we were not

everywhere persecuted and humbled. We found homes
around the Mediterranean, beyond the limits of the Roman
Empire, in India, even in China. All the learning of the

Babylonian schools belonged to us. The civilisation of the

Persians was ours. For a thousand years we had our king
in Babylonia, the Prince of the Captivity ; for six hundred

years there was a great Jewish kingdom in South Arabia ;

our scholars none other kept alight the lamp of learning.
But for us even the literature of Greece and Rome would
have perished. Our people my ancestors and yours were

statesmen, physicians, astronomers, scholars to the Moorish

kings of Spain ;
even at Oxford there were halls Moses Hall,

Lombard Hall, Jacob Hall where our Rabbis taught Hebrew
to Christian scholars.' Now, as he spoke, his eyes lit up, hia

cheek glowed ; he was carried out of himself, and he carried

with him the soul of the girl who listened, with glowing
cheek and parted lips and eyes filled with a new and strange
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light. For this man held her with the triple spell of voice

and eyes and intensity of earnestness. Never before had she
encountered a man of earnestness so deep, and faith so pro-
found. Faith ? This child of no religion had never before

met with any faith at all. 'Think,' he went on, 'of the

great men of modern times
;
what nation in the world can

boast a greater string of names than ours ? Think of

Maimonides, Spinoza, Mendelssohn, Heine, Philipsohn, Op-
pert, Jessel, Meyerbeer, Moscheles, Rachel, Grisi, Bernhardt,

Sylvester, Disraeli why, with what a leap and a bound do

they spring to the front when the wall of the Ghetto is

thrown down ! Poet, lawyer, painter, actor, statesman,

physician, musician there is not a branch of learning, art, or

science, in which the Jew is not in the front rank. The
thousand years of oppression have left no mark upon his

mighty spirit. He steps from the lowest depths, where all

the world flings mud upon him, straight to the front, and he
stands there. " Behold !

" he says.
" Thus and thus have I

done. Give me, too ME a place among the immortals !

Other races have been persecuted and despised. What have

they done ? Nothing. Parsee, Czech, Basque, Wend, Celt,

Cagot what have they done ? Nothing nothing. It is not

for nothing alone in our degradation that we were the Chosen

People. Wait this is but a beginning wait some fifty years.
Then the reign of the Jew will begin. First in Western

Europe : then in America. He will control the finance of the

world, and he will lead in literature and all the Arts. For as

we have been brought so low in the day of humiliation, we
shall be exalted so high in the hour of triumph."

'

He paused. He had been speaking without apparent
excitement in a low voice. But his eyes were flashing when
he stopped.

Francesca bowed her head. She could not tell him how
much his words had moved her.

He sat down beside the table. He leaned his head upon
his hand, and he spoke in an altered voice.

* To me also,'

he said,
*
it has been given that I should do a great thing.

Yes to me. It is so great a thing that I am oppressed with
it. I brought it here to London. I would give it, I thought,
to my friend, Harold. To the young man who loves you. It

shall be his the glory of it and the fame of it if he chooses.

To me it is enough to know that this great thing the great
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thing this most wonderful thing should have been dig-

covered by one of the race of Spinoza and Maimonides. I

will tell you, Francesca, when I tell Harold because he loves

you.'
He was silent awhile. Then he rose and stood over her,

and said, quietly,
' Why is my daughter ashamed of her own

People ?
'

' But I am not one of the People, Emanuel. You are all

determined to turn me into a Jewess. I suppose I have

something of the Jewish look. I have heard men in Paris

say as I pass,
" Elle est Juive." It is the Oriental look. I

have told you already, Emanuel, I am a Spanish Moor.'
' Who taught you that story ?

'

1 My mother. My father, who is dead, was a Moor by
descent. The family rose to great things in Spain ; they held

offices of State : they were rich : they were ennobled. It is

said, but I know not how far this is true, that, though they

openly conformed to the Catholic Faith, they remained secretly
Mohammedans.'

*

Why,' said Emanuel,
'

all this proves what I say. There
were never any secret Mohammedans, but there were Jews
in secret, families which for generations secretly practised
the rites of their old religion, obeyed the six hundred rules,

read the Book of the Law once every week, and held the

Feasts and the Fasts. And they were never discovered ; or,

as some say, they were so highly placed that none dared to

discover them. One such family was my own. Another, I

believe, was yours. Tell me your mother taught you to call

yourself a Spanish Moor. Is she, then, a devout Catholic ?
'

' No. She belongs to no religion, and goes to no place of

worship at all.'

' Then you have no brother or sister. What do your
cousins say ?

'

' I have no cousins at all. I am alone in the world,

except for my mother.'
' No cousins at all ? Had your father no cousins ? Had

your mother no cousins ? Were both of them actually the

last of their race ? This would be most wonderful that a man
the last of his race, with no kin at all, should marry a woman
the last of her race, with no kin at all.'

4 1 do not understand what you mean, Emanuel,' she

replied, changing colour.
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4 You have no cousins. It is all quite plain. Either your
father or your grandfather, for some reasons of his own let

us not inquire left his People. When he left them he left

his religion, his friends and his brothers, sisters, cousins and
all. What does it mean that you have no cousins ? That

your father left his People, that you have been taught to call

yourself a Spaniard which is true without doubt and a

Spanish Moor, which is, perhaps, true in so far as your
People, like my own, may have been in the Peninsula ever

since the occupation of the Moors. But, Francesca, you are

a Jewess. My child, you are a Jewess a Jewess !

'

'No; it is impossible. Why should my own mother
deceive me ?

'

1

Because, doubtless, she was herself deceived. Moor or

Spaniard matters nothing. The intention was that the sepa-
ration should be complete. You were never to know even that

your descent was from this People, so illustrious and so per-
secuted.'

* No. It is impossible,' Francesca repeated. But her face

turned pale, and her eyes spoke of doubt.
' You were born, like the rest of the world, into a whole

family of cousins, with common kith and kin and a common
history. You have not been allowed to know of their exist-

ence. You were placed in the world quite alone, because even
a mother cannot supply the companions of your own age and

your own kith. What has been the result, the effect of this

isolation upon you ? Why are you here, sitting with us ? The
world has become to you like some unreal show, a mummery,
a masque enacted for you to look down upon from your hotel

windows. You have told me this. Nothing was real to you
because you were separated from the world. Thus are the

laws of Nature vindicated. Thus was a noble woman in

danger of being ruined. Spanish Moor ? Oh ! Vain delu-

sion ! There are no Spanish Moors
; Spanish Jews there are

in plenty ;
the Sephardim are a multitude. I am one; Nelly,

this child, who is by real name Preciada, is one ; Clara, her

cousin, is one
;
and their ancient great- grandfather is one

;

and, Francesca, you are one. Nay
'

for Francesca shuddered
and shrank back with pale cheeks c do not be ashamed, child.

I have shown you that we arc a People a great People with
a glorious past and a glorious future. I have shown you what
we have done for the world, and I have shown you what was
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once and will be again the type of the Chosen People. You
are still ashamed ?

'

' I think of that poor degraded face, Emanuel. I am
ashamed to be ashamed. But yet oh ! it is impossible.

Why should I be deceived ?
'

* There is one thing more. I do not know whether it will

move you. Yet the love of ancient descent is an instinct

with us. Remember that there is no nation in the world
which can show genealogies so long. The Bourbons and the

Hapsburgs are but as mushrooms compared with us. It is

fifteen hundred years since my forefather, who had wandered
all the way from Babylon, set foot on the shores of Spain : we
have our genealogy preserved through all those years. There
is no Royal House in Western Europe that can go back in line

unbroken for so long. It is a line of scholars and men of

science. My House perhaps yours as well is more ancient

than any of Christian Europe. Yet even at the time when
that ancestor arrived in Spain his House was ancient and even

royal : for he was a son, or grandson, of the Resh Gelutha
himself the Prince of the Captivity the King of the Baby-
lonian Jews. Nay, he was also a descendant of King David
himself. When your grandfather, or your father, left his

People, he left his brother and his cousins; he abandoned

pride of birth and pride of race : he gave up the old his-

tories and the old associations to an apostate Jew what
would it help even to belong to the line of the House of

David ?
'

'

Emanuel,' Francesca pleaded,
' how can I believe what you

say ? I have always, since my birth, believed that I was a Moor.'
1 For some reason, which I know not, you have been

deceived. My child, I will prove to you that you are one of

us. The proof is on your forehead. The Lord, when He
chose this People, set upon their face a seal which can never,

by any art or invention or artifice, be disguised or concealed.

I have known all the various races of Jews in the world : the

black Jews of India : the Falashas of Abyssinia, who followed

Menelek, the son of Solomon ;
the Jews of Morocco, descend-

ants of those who were expelled from Spain; the Jews of

Germany, Russia, and Turkey : the Jews with fair hair and
blue eyes you yourself have brown hair and blue eyes

as I had when I was young ;
the strong and hand-

gome Spanish Jew
; t^e stunted Polish Jw, Nowhere yet
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have I seen, nowhere can be seen, any Jew without that stamp
upon his face.'

* Yet I was always taught
' Francesca objected again,

but feebly.
1

Yes, yes ;
I have answered that, and now I will show you

the seal. With your own eyes you shall see how plainly it is

set upon your forehead so that all the world can read. It is

a sign of pride and exultation if you choose to raa.ke it so.

It is a sign of shame if you choose to make it so. Now
get up.' Francesca obeyed.

' Stand before that looking-

glass
'

there was one over the mantelshelf he looked at the

girl whom both had forgotten. She was still bending over

the teacups, idly playing with a spoon, her thoughts far away
from the discourse, like the thoughts of a boy in church.
'

Nelly, child, you have not been listening. Your mind is with

your heart. But my talk was for Francesca. Stand up, my
dear, and place yourself with Francesca before the glass. So

;

now look, Francesca.'
1

Why,' cried Nelly, obeying,
'

it's wonderful ! Oh ! she's

just like you, Emanuel. Push your hair back a little. It's

wonderful ! She is as like you as two pins ! I never saw
such a likeness. She might be your daughter.'

' And she might be your sister, Nelly, from her likeness to

you. What do you see, Francesca ?
'

' I see an Oriental look common to all three faces. I have
seen such a look in the faces of Arabs at Damascus and at

Cairo. We are all Orientals. I have seen it in the Moors of

Tangiers. Yet you do not count the Moors as your People.'
* As for me, I see the Seal of the Chosen People. If the

word Jewess was written on your forehead in plain character,
it could not be more distinct.'

* What is it like, your Seal ?
'

* On the common face it is a common sign. It is stamped
on lips, on nose, or on eyes. On such a face as yours, Fran-

cesca, it is neither on your lips nor in your eyes. I cannot

say what it is or where it is. But on your face, as on mine,
the Lord has set His mark.'

' Of course everybody can see it,' said Nelly :

' we have all

known it from the very first.'

Then suddenly Lo ! a miracle !

For at that moment Francesca saw, with her own eyes,

what she had never seen before, plainly set, upon her owu
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face, the Seal of her own People ! Was this man a magician
who could not only read her mind and fill her with new
thoughts, but could also reveal to her the thing that had been
hidden from her birth ? Nay, it became revealed to her as a
Seal of Glory. For the simulacrum of her face in the glass

changed, it seemed lit up with a new brightness ;
a new joy

danced in her eyes ;
a new dignity sat upon her forehead ; a

new smile lay upon her lips ;
a new and softer glow lay upon

her cheek.
' Oh !

'

she cried, catching Emanuel by the hand. * What
have you done ? What have you said? Oh ! I see it I see

it. Oh ! Why have I never seen it before ? Emanuel ! It

brightens my face ! It lifts my heart ! Emanuel, what have

you done ?
'

'

'

I have shown you that you are a daughter of the People
who have been led at their darkest always by the Pillar of

Fire
; something of that Divine light lingers as it falls upon

some of our faces. It lies on yours, child
; you are glorified

by its presence. Francesca, are you still ashamed ?
'

' No no no,' she replied, the tears gathering in her eyes.
' I shall never be ashamed again. Oh ! my heart is full.

What shall I say to my mother ? Oh ! what have you done
for me, Emanuel ? What have you done for me ?

'

' I have given you back to your own People,' he repeated.
' Henceforth you shall be no more alone. I do not expect,

child, that you will return to the Synagogue which you have
never known. You wr

ill marry a Christian.' Francesca shook
her head. 'Yes, it is your fate. You will marry Harold.

But you must remember always that you are one of us
; you

must never be ashamed of us
; you must think the best of us

when you next go amongst the poor degenerate children of

Persecution you must think of the race to which they belong,
and the type from which they are descended. Daughter

'

he
held out both his hands, and his eyes filled and his sight was
dim ' come back come back to your own People. You will

not return to the Ancient Faith, but you must learn to love

the Ancient Race, even in its poorest and meanest children.'

She took his hands. '

Yes,' she said.
' I will learn to

respect the People. Why is the world so full of contempt for

Us for Us ?
'

she repeated.
' We are a great People. The

world owes everything to Us to Us ! Why has it come to

despise Us Us? Emanuel, I will learn to love my own
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People. I must think about it all. It is too much to learn

all in a moment, all in one morning. But oh ! I have seen

the Seal ;
and the Splendour and the Glory of the Seal.'

Emanuel laid his hand upon her head, as if with a bene-

diction. Then he went out of the room softly, shutting the

door after him.
Francesca sank into a chair and covered her face with her

hands, her heart beating, her face aglow, filled with new
thoughts and new interests.

N elly began to make up for lost time by washing up the

breakfast things vigorously. She said nothing to Francesca
until her task was finished.

*

Come,' she said.
' You must not sit there all the morn-

ing, Francesca. Why, he's only told you what we knew all

along. Clara knew it. I knew it. Father knew it.'

' But I did not know it, Nelly.' Francesca rose with a

tearful smile. *

And, perhaps, I am, after all, the chief person
to be considered.'

' Oh ! of course. And now, Francesca oh ! I've been

burning to speak. I thought he would never go. I must tell

you. Francesca, I've made up my mind. I can't live with-

out my boy. I have forgiven him. It is all settled. Oh !

Francesca
'

for her face was coldly pre-occupied
*

you don't

care a bit. I did think, after last night, you would have .cared.

Oh ! you'd rather go on listening to his sermon.'
'

No, no, Nelly.' Francesca returned to the parlour and
the breakfast tray, and to Nelly's love story.

' Let us talk

about it. Only, you see, I was thinking I was thinking of

the Prince of the Captivity and the Royal House of David. I

was thinking of the Splendour and the Glory of the Seal. I

was looking upwards, Nelly, at the Pillar of Fire.'

CHAPTER XXIV
FOBTUNE'S WHEEL

WHILE Francesca was thus receiving re-admission to her own

People, her mother at the same moment was experiencing a

transformation no less startling. Anybody at any time might
have told the girl that she was of Jewish descent : her mother

might have confessed the, perhaps laudable, deception she

bad practised. This was a thing that might happen at any
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moment. But such an accident as now happened to this un-
fortunate lady was very much less likely. Such a thing can

only happen in the case of one who has a blind confidence in

her own security.
' No one can get at my treasure,' said

Dives in a former age ;

'

it lies in that wooden chest. Look
at the thickness of the sides look at the solidity of it

;
look

at the strong clamps of iron that secure it, and the padlocks
three which keep it shut.' Then came along the crafty robber

unexpected, with a little file nothing but that and, alas !

good Dives, where, on the morrow, was thy treasure ? The
modern Dives says, in these says :

* My fortune is quite safe

because it is all invested in shares of the Royal Bank of

Bangkok.' Alas ! The Royal Bank of Bangkok explodes
where, dear Dives, is now thy fortune ?

Madame Elveda was about to begin her morning's work.
She opened her letters at ten, and at eleven her private

secretary a young lady who understood both shorthand and
the type-writer would arrive to take her part in the corre-

spondence. The letters of the morning lay as usual in a pile

upon the blotting-pad. Beside them were the proofs of her
newest article, written for one of the most *

thoughtful
'

of the

Reviews : it was that very remarkable paper which appeared
this very year, in the January number, on ' Some Minor

Aspects of the Woman Question.' People talked about it for

a whole day and a half. They then forgot all about it, and
that article is as if it never had been written, which is the way
with most magazine articles. Madame Elveda looked over

her list of engagements for the day : one at noon
;
one at

half-past twelve
;
one for luncheon, and a few ' well-chosen

words '

to be said after that banquet ;
two more in the after-

noon. Madame Elveda was not one of those people who can
be crushed with the weight of engagements. She loved the

swing and bustle of work. The Cause had a thousand and
one branches. If engagements can prove anything, it was

advancing by leaps and bounds. Every day more women of

light and leading were questioning and arguing and coming
in. At least, so it seemed to the Leader, as it always seems
to every one actively engaged in furthering any object. To
make a racket is the first thing necessary ;

to keep it up, the

second thing, and the third thing, and everything after.

Madame Elveda, by means of her secretaries, her speeches,
her articles, and her societies, kept up the racket continuously.
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This morning, quite forgetting that pride goes before a

fall, the High-Priestess of this great Cause lay back in her

chair, reflecting upon her own greatness. She and she
alone had been able to bring together all the various associa-

tions. She alone was able to keep the secretaries from flying
at each other's throats. Everything promised well. Her
own position was assured

;
she was a power in society that

is, in certain circles of society. Had she put her thoughts
into words she might have said: 'I am the leader of the

greatest social revolution ever attempted. I shall become in

history the woman who lifted her sex to equality absolute

with man. Nothing greater has ever been achieved by any
woman since the world began. I am the woman who is fated

to overthrow the order that has reigned from time immemorial,
in which man has been the master. No woman has ever yet
risen to such greatness. What is a queen, an empress, a poet,
a singer, an actress a heroine what is Helen of Troy what
is Cleopatra what is Joan of Arc beside such a woman ?

'

Then, such is the irony of fate, she began to think of

the solidity and stability of her position. Her wealth was
unbounded : her reputation assured. Her physical and mental
health stronger than ever

;
she was still in the full strength

of all her powers ;
at forty-three one does not even begin to

think of decline. Her eyes fell with satisfaction upon the

solid furniture of her library ; upon her books in solid bind-

ing ; upon her massive table
; upon her massive chairs

; upon
the thick carpet and the heavy curtains

;
even upon her own

dress, and her rings, and her chains of gold ;
and even upon

the ponderous clock upon the mantelshelf, that ticked heavily
and solidly; everything together combined to impress upon
her not unwilling mind the stability of her position.

'

King, live for ever !

'

cried the courtiers. Looking around

him, on the solid pillars of his palace Shushan possessed

very solid structures with the purple hangings, his own rich

garments, the golden crown, the golden plates and cups, the
solid mass of guards, the King was it wonderful ? beJieved

that he really was going to live for ever. ' Thank you,' he
said ;

' such is my intention.'

Every moralist has observed that those (happily) rare

moments, when the soul is at perfect rest and tranquility,
and perfectly well satisfied with itself, and perfectly assured

about its own future, portend impending misfortune. Hasten,
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at such times, my brethren, to avert this disaster. Throw a

ring into the sea
; give money to street beggars ; subscribe to

bogus charities
; get rid of some of your vaulting vanity, your

inordinate self-respect : acknowledge that you are a man, and
therefore weak

;
a mortal, and therefore vulnerable

;
confess

that your reviewer, yesterday a fool and a scoundrel, is to-day
a Solomon a Solomon come to the judgment seat. So far

all are agreed. But there is another observation to be made.
In these times of perfect happiness there is sometimes heard
in the secret recesses of the brain a voice which whispers
truths which one would gladly forget. Thus in this lady's
brain a voice whispered low, but clear and distinct :

' You are

a great Leader of a great Cause. Do not forget that your
money was made in bacon and pork and biscuit. Do not

forget that you are not, as you pretend to be, a Spanish Moor,
but an apostate Jewess a Jewess for all the world to see !

'

And then she heard another voice it was the voice of her

husband but stern, terrible, and it cried :

' The Law of the

Lord ! The Law of the Lord ! They shall be cast down who
try to break the Law of the Lord !

'

What followed was, no doubt, coincidence.

Among the letters lying before her was a large, official-

looking letter, with a French stamp, and a post-mark of Paris.

She picked it out from the rest, and opened it with a paper-
knife.

It was headed,
* Prefecture de Police. Directeur de la

Surete Generale.' It was in French, as was also the docu-

ment which it contained. Rendered into English, the follow-

ing were the contents of these two appalling letters :

1

Madame, I have the honour to communicate to you a

copy of a letter found on the table of the nomme Achille

Desjardins, avoue et banquier, Eue Nouveau des Petits

Champs. The writer was found dead in his room, killed by a

pistol-shot in the head. Receive, Madame, the assurance of

ray profound consideration.
' BELLEAU, Cornmissaire de Police.'

Achille Desjardins a suicide ? Achille Desjardins dead ?

Killed by a pistol-shot? Why, M. Achille Desjardins was
her agent her man of business. He had been her agent for

twenty years. He held all her papers; he collected her
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Rentes ; he sent her money as she wanted it
;
he invested the

great sums which every year accumulated over and above her

spending powers. This man was dead.

A horrible cold shiver passed through and through her.

She shivered in head, and heart, and limbs. What could this

mean?
It could mean nothing. The man could neither sell any-

thing of hers, nor change any investment of hers, nor do

anything at all with her property. Nothing could be done
without her signature. And she never disturbed her invest-

ments, which were all in solid stocks. There was nothing to

fear nothing. But she opened the enclosure with a beating
heart and a pallid cheek. And this, also rendered into

English, is what the unfortunate Madame Elveda found
herself reading. This was the cynical confession of a Man of

Pleasure as well of Affairs :

1

Madame, It is a duty, a painful duty, that I owe to all

my clients, and to you in especial, as by far the most important,
and the richest, to inform them, and you especially, that the

whole of the funds entrusted to my management by them,
and by you in especial, have totally vanished.' Here Madame
Elveda laid down the letter and looked around. The solidity
of the furniture, and, above all, the size of the library table,

seemed to reassure her, for she smiled incredulously, and
resumed the letter 'have totally vanished.' 'Mine,' she

thought,
' could not vanish, because my signature was wanting

before anything could be touched
' ' have totally vanished

;

have, in fact, been wholly lost, squandered, and gambled
away.'

' Not mine,' she said,
' not mine.' ' Your very large

fortune, quite the largest in France for a lady, has given me
a great many years of pleasure and excitement. With forty
or fifty million francs one can go 011 for a long time, even

against persistent bad luck in operations on the Bourse. I

may confess, to save further investigation, which would cost

a great deal, and would reveal nothing but what any reason-

able person would expect, that I was born with princely

appetites and tastes, but without the means of gratifying

them, until I was so fortunate as to win your confidence.

Madame, that confidence has been rewarded by a respect for

you, only to be measured by my colossal desires. You, and

you alone, for my other clients are few and poor, have enabled
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me to gratify every taste that a man, still young, could
form

L'aurore de la vie

Appartient aux Amours.

1 1 have cultivated the Parisian Art of Eoyal Luxury with
the resources of a Nero. It is impossible for me at this

moment, which is so near my last, when Arithmetic would be
an incongruous intruder, to calculate how many millions have
been consecrated to my Pleasures. I can hardly expect that

any lady would be able to understand the rapture of such a

life as I have been enabled to spend. For my own part, in

looking back, I tremble to think of the narrow and unsatisfied

life I should have led had it not been for the unsuspected
possession of your millions.' ' My millions !

'

repeated
Madame Elveda, with a white face. 'Possession of my
millions !

' ' And at this, the last moment of my life, I look

back with gratitude and satisfaction to the happy and excep-
tional chance of being able, for twenty years, to employ your
millions to the gratification of my own tastes. How miserable

must be the lot of those there must be thousands of them
who have no such resources, and must needs look on, through
the closed windows, at the Banquet of Life ! Noble Banquet !

Happy Life ! For twenty years I have sat, a happy convive,
at that feast. I have invited many to sit with me. I have
been happy myself, and the cause of happiness in others.

At last I rise against my will. I would continue
;
but I

cannot
Mais quand on n'cst plus propre a rien,
L'on se retire, et Ton fait bien.

Bon soir, la compagnie.

' My resources your millions have come to an end. I

have spent, Madame, all those millions. Nothing remains.'

Madame Elveda let fall the letter and looked round. The
clear hard outlines of the solid furniture were blurred

;
the

solid books in their golden rows were leaning against each
other

;
the library table bent and groaned as she leaned her

arm upon it
;

it was as if things were melting away. She

shuddered, she took up the letter and went on with the

reading, while her heart within her fell as cold as stone.
' In addition to the banquet, which occupied my evenings,

I enjoyed, by means of your millions, the excitement all day
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long of speculation on the Bourse. Next to the banquet of

feasting, singing, music and love-making, I have loved

gambling and speculating. Here follows the misfortune, the

sole misfortune of my life. Although I have found the

greatest pleasure in the game, a persistent ill-luck has followed

me throughout. So much has this been the case that five or

six years ago I clearly perceived what the end would be, un-
less I abandoned the pursuit. Alas ! one can no more give

up the Bourse than one can give up the bottle. The con-

firmed drunkard is no worse than the confirmed speculator,
and one is as hopeless as the other. Had it not been for that

impossibility of retiring, I should be still sitting at that ban-

quet, a happy and contented guest ; nay, I might have con-

tinued to sit there all my life, supposing, which was probably
intended, that your life would be longer than my own. I

continued, therefore, to play on the Bourse. At last the game
has come to an end. I have sold out all the rest of your
stock it was not much and that is now gone ; all is gone.
Let me go too, before I find out the misery of being a pauper,
a bankrupt, and a detected criminal.

Morbleu ! ma pipe s'est eteinte.

Ne pleurez pas,
Ne pleurez pas.'

1 He sold out. How could he sell out ?
'
asked the unfor-

tunate victim.
' One consideration consoles me as a loyal Frenchman.

This money of yours, made by your grandfather the con-

tractor, out of the British in the Peninsular War, by supply-

ing the bacon which enabled those islanders to drive out our

countrymen, has now, by my agency, been scattered in

fertilising showers over the whole of Paris. The gold of the

enemy has thus been made useful for the good of my country-
men.

' As for you, dear Madame, I fear that I can offer no con-

solation likely to be efficacious. You have no money left,

unless you have saved something, which is not likely, out of

the amounts you have drawn. They were not.large amounts,
in comparison with the income at your disposal, and I do not
think you can have saved anything.' Madame Elveda again
ut down the letter and took her bank-book out of a drawer,
he saw that the amount to her credit was between four and

8
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five hundred pounds only so much, then, against destitution

four hundred and thirty-five pounds four shillings and six-

pence. She was now trembling and shaking. The air

seemed freezing. She could hardly hold the letter : the words
ran into each other.

' You were quite safe, you thought, because nothing could

be sold without your signature. Quite so. You forgot, how-

ever, that a signature may be imitated. Yes, Madame, the

Art of Imitation commonly called Forgery is a very simple

thing, and easily acquired by any clever man who gives his

attention to learning it. Your own handwriting is so clear

and so full of character that it is most easy to imitate. It is

also so distinctive that everybody thinks he can recognise it

at a glance. The more distinctive the hand, the more easy
is it to forge. This is not generally known. As I have no
further use for the fact, I give it to you. It is my bequest to

you. The only difficult signatures are in that common weak

handwriting which possesses no character of distinction.

This discovery is my own. I repeat that I offer it to you as

some return for having permitted me the undisturbed enjoy-
ment of your millions. The Art of Imitation or Forgery
is one of the most useful and most beautiful of all the Arts.

It is, perhaps, of all the Fine Arts, the finest.
' I do not ask you, Madame, to forgive me. It would be

superfluous. First, because, even among Christians, no one
under the rank of Pope of Eome could forgive such an enor-

mous injury as this and you are not a Christian. Next,

because, whether you do or not forgive, I shall never know
and never care

;
for a man with his brains blown out is

beyond any desire for forgiveness, remorse, regrets, or any-

thing. In the words of Voltaire

Adieu, je vais en ce pays
D'ou ne revint point feu mon pere.

' At this last moment, even, I doubt whether I feel any
remorse. No I do not. What are your sufferings at losing

your money compared with mine at having to leave that

Banquet ? They cannot be compared with mine. Alas !

.Adieu, panier, vendanges sont faites.

Many years ago, when you entrusted the collection of your
Rentes to a grave young avoue of correct temie, you had no
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idea that he possessed ideas and desires which were capable
of swallowing even all your millions. Had you only known I

But I grow prolix. There is no more to say

De ta tige detach6e,
Pauvre feuille dess6ch6e,
Ou vas-tu?

'Accept, Madame, the assurance of my most profound
consideration.

' DESJAEDINS.'

Madame Elveda read this communication three times.

And even at the termination of the third time she did not

comprehend the whole meaning of the letter. That the whole
of her fortune should be gone lost stolen was incredible.

As well might the Czar of Kussia awake one morning to hear

that the Caspian Sea and the Black Sea and the Sea of Azof

had, between them, overrun all his Empire. One who has
been always rich cannot realise quickly either that he may
become poor, or that he has become poor. The ruined spend-
thrift does not at first comprehend that he can no longer
drink champagne and eat fat venison. Husks and crusts,

peasen and beans, oatcake and spring water, must henceforth

be his portion. But he cannot understand this for some time,
and he goes on calling for champagne, until the waiters find

out that he has no more money, and no one will bring him

any more. Madame Elveda looked again about her room
her solid room, with its ponderous table, its massive chairs

its heavy bookshelves, its serious rows of books. The room
breathed solidity, stability, permanence. Was this room, and
all that therein stood, to vanish like a dream ? She closed

her eyes and thought of the solid house, crying aloud all

through from attic to basement, that here at least was

stability. Fortune might turn her wheel, but this room had
no connection with that wheel. Fate might rain disaster

upon other Houses not on this. What estate so absolutely
safe as one whose investments are all in Government Stock,
and are never changed ? One thing is always forgotten when
a House so prides itself upon its stability. It is this simple,
old-fashioned rule which connects human nature and property.
Where riches are piled up, thieves always try to break in and
steal. There are many ways. Formerly they got in at the

8 2
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window and liited the hearthstone, beneath which lay the
treasure. Now, they forge names and imitate handwriting.

Madame Elveda turned again to the official document.
The writer, the Commissary of Police, told her plainly that

the man, Desjardins, her agent and man of business, was
dead

;
he had committed suicide after writing that letter to

her. Then what he said must be true. The robber had
sealed his confession with his blood. There could be no
doubt at all.

Yet something must be done. She might place the busi-

ness in the hands of a solicitor, with the certainty that no

good would result. If all the money was spent, and the

forger dead, what was the good of a solicitor ? But she must
make certain, somehow, that the man's statement was true.

Madame Elveda was a strong woman, and a woman who
in every earthly chance or stroke of fate involuntarily and

immediately looked forward.
' I must give up this house/ she said to herself. ' I shall

no longer be the Leader, with my great house and my great
fortune. I can no longer be Leader. No longer Leader no

longer the Leader. It is all gone, I cannot continue. I may
be consulted sometimes, I may be recognised, but I shall be
no longer the Leader. What shall I be ? Only a poverty-
stricken widow; a person who has written a Book, if that

means anything. I suppose they will not be able to take

from me my Book. A person of no power and no con-

sideration.'

That Voice it was her husband's began again: 'You
have always loved Power above all earthly things. Because

you tried to trample on the Law, you have been deprived of

what you love the most. You must come down
; you must

follow you who led.'
*

They cannot take the Past from me,' she murmured,
answering the Voice.

' The Past your Past it has been the breaking of a

summer ripple on a granite rock : it has been the beating of

the waters. You have accomplished nothing.'
' The world knows what I have done.'
1 The world has no memory : the world forgets all except

those who are fighting in the arena. You have yet to dis-

cover the colossal ingratitude of the world. Why, you will

have no money. You have separated from your friends and
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your People ; you have no friends : you have only acquaint-
ances

;
when you are no longer rich and splendid, but only a

shabby passenger on the road, which of your acquaintances
will recognise you there ?

'

Madame Elveda roused herself. This kind of thing was

maddening. She got up and rang her bell. She sent for

her housekeeper. She said that she had received a letter

which might oblige her to break up her establishment and to

go abroad for some time : she wanted, therefore, a statement
about her liabilities, in order to pay off everything at a

moment's notice if necessary. She was pleased to find that

practically there were no liabilities.

She dismissed the housekeeper. She then gave orders

that no one was to be admitted : that she was not at home.
She must at least be alone. Then she set herself, resolutely,
to face the situation. One does this best, whether one writes

a poem or calculates how long the money will last, with a

sheet of paper and a pen.
* I have the long lease seventy-five years to run of this

house,' she said.
' I might let it furnished, or I might sell

the furniture, and let it unfurnished. The furniture, with
all the books and pictures and things, cost a good deal.

There is my own jewellery, and there are the few hundreds
in the bank. There will remain, at any rate, a pittance a

pittance
'

she laughed scornfully.
' What can one do with

a pittance ?
'

She was a strong and a masterful woman. For twenty
years she had gone her own way in the world, alone and

asking for neither help, nor advice, nor assistance. Yet she

would have been alone among women had she not, at that

moment, felt that she was friendless. There was but one
man of all her friends to whom she could turn at such a

moment : whom she could wholly trust as a friend the man
whom she had refused as a son-in-law. And in this disaster

he could be of no use to her, of no use at all. Then she re-

membered the words of her cousin not the hot-tempered
man who told her to her face that, call herself what she

might, the boys in the street would shout ' Jewess
'

after

her
;
but the soft-voiced, smooth-spoken man, the man with

courteous manner, who most earnestly implored her to look

into her affairs, spoke of rumours and reports, and offered, if

she wanted advice, to
give her such acfvice as might be in big
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power. He had also pointed out that in times of trouble the

only persons to help, putting aside paid agents, were the

members of the family. Could she, after all that had been

done, when she had separated herself from her family and
from her faith, could she go to this cousin ? Not to the other

cousin, the man who had insulted her
;
not to him

;
but to

this courteous man the man of smooth speech, the man who
had accepted the position without a protest. The man, ap-

parently, knew something about her affairs. What did he

know? Eumours? Reports? How much did he know?
He had come to warn her, and she had neglected the warn-

ing. He must know something. Perhaps, out of all this

amazing mass of forgeries, something might be saved : when
a great ship is broken up, even the shattered planks are worth

selling. This man must know something.
It was no time for considering pride and the bitterness

of surrender. Madame Elveda made up her mind that her

cousin was the only man who could advise at this juncture.
She would go to him. * You are my cousin,' she would say.
' You offered to advise me if I ever wanted advice. Advise

me now. You warned me to look into my affairs. I have

neglected your advice ;
now read this letter and advise me.

If you can help me or advise me, I shall be grateful.' She
remembered that in her safe lay a bundle of documents, some
of them never disturbed since her marriage, among which
was a schedule of all her investments. She ordered her

carriage; she took out this bundle of documents, and she

went to her room to put on her bonnet.

Then she remembered her daughter.
' Poor Francesca !

'

she sighed.
*
It matters nothing now, whether she takes up

the Cause or not. It would have been better for her had she

married Harold.'

She got into her carriage calm and cold as usual to

outward show.
1 To Mortimer Street, Regent Street Mr. Angelo's.'
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CHAPTER XXV

THE PLACE OF SLEEP

1 1 HAVE just received your letter, Francesca the only letter

you have written to me since you carne here the only letter.

Faithless !

'

'Forgive me, Harold. I have broken my promise, I

know. I promised I would go on writing as I used to do.

But '

' But what, Francesca ? Have I unwittingly offended ?
'

'No, no. How could you offend me, Harold? We are

only offended with people whom we do not trust. It is how
long ? a fortnight since I last wrote to you. Many things

may happen in a fortnight. Oh! how many things have

happened to me ! I have so much to tell, and yet I find it so

hard to tell anything.'
' Tell me what you like, Francesca. Let us get out of

this little box of a room.' They were in the little parlour-

music-breakfast-dining-study-studio room, and it was about

seven in the evening, but Nelly had no pupils.
* Let us get

where we can talk. I observed through the back door a large
and pleasantly airy burial ground. Shall we go and sit

among the tombs ?
'

' Come into the garden. Emanuel will be there presently.
We walk there every evening. In the mornings, if it is fine,

the garden is his workshop. He loves to sit in the sun. But,

indeed, it is not much bigger than this room.'

'It is a little brighter, anyhow,' said Harold, in the

garden.
' How wonderfully such a little slip of ground as

this, with its creepers, and vines, and green leaves, lights up
these little ordinary grey brick houses ! There may be

romance even in such a commonplace street as this. To be

sure you are here, which ought to be romance enough for

me.'
' There is romance in this very house. For here lives a

girl in love with a young man. It is the play of Juliet and
Romeo the girl put first. Juliet ought not to think of

Romeo because he belongs to another faction. Juliet's

father is a very strict follower of his own faction. Juliet will

be cut off from all her people of that faction if she marries
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Borneo. Juliet is completely bound and chained by love for

Romeo. Unfortunately, all the romance is on her side, be-

cause Romeo isn't worth her. Romeo is a vulgar, conceited,

and selfish young man. But she loves him and worships
him, and she will be his slave. That seems to be all the

happiness she desires.'
' Have we factions here Capulets and Montagus ?

'

* There are Jews and Christians. What else is wanted to

make a faction ? If she marries him she must leave her

People and her friends. She will be a castaway. Yet she

will marry him I am sure she will. Harold, I begin to think

that love is a terrible passion it makes people do the most
foolish and the most wonderful things.'

'It is, indeed, a terrible passion,' said Harold, gravely.
' Let us pray to be delivered from it.'

'

Nelly loves this man '

Francesca apparently did not

appreciate the humour of this remark, for she went on,

gravely considering Nelly's case ' she loves this little Clerk,

and she will give up everything for him, father, cousins,

friends, everything. And for her he gives up nothing.'
*

Perhaps,' said Harold,
'

you exaggerate the superiority of

the young lady. My own experience, which is limited, in a
matter so delicate, rather teaches me that like mates with
like. I should think that she will not be so much pained as

you are by the vulgarity, and will accept the selfishness as

part of man's nature. Give the average man the chance
that is, power over anybody and he becomes selfish naturally
and immediately. And so you amuse yourself with watching
a love-story ?

'

' I do a great deal more. Harold, I am very glad I came
here you know it was Clara's suggestion. She wanted to

take me away from my own room and my own thoughts. I

had grown unhappy. I know not why. The old things

pleased me no longer. Something jarred. I was out of

sympathy with my mother and everything. Oh ! It has
been the greatest possible change. No one would believe that

such a change could have fallen upon one. I wonder if it will

last.'
* What kind of change has it been ?

'

Harold asked

seriously.
' I understand so much more, to begin with. You see,

Harold, you know us so well that you can understand WQ
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have had no ties to connect us with the world. My mother
severed all those ties when she left my father. So that the

whole world has been to me like a masquerade played below
the hotel windows for my amusement. I never found out

how unreal things were until you' she hesitated for a

moment, and then went on frankly, meeting his eyes
* until

you put a question to me which made me afterwards ask

myself all kinds of questions.'
*I am devoutly grateful, then,' said Harold.
' Another reason was the fact that we are so horribly

rich that separates us from everybody else. Other rich

people have estates, lands, relations, dependents, tenants,
labourers all kinds of responsibilities and duties and obliga-
tions. They are bound to the land and to the people. We
have got just a massive lump of gold, which is alive, and

grows like a tree, only without any beauty. It is bulbous in

shape, and puts forth every year new bulbs
;
we cut off two

or three and leave the rest, fresh bulbous growths every

year when will it stop ?
'

It had stopped that very day, only Francesca knew it not.

At that very moment Mr. Aldebert Angelo was speeding on
his way to Paris, to make such inquiries as might be possible
to save something out of the wreck.

1

Eesponsibilities may easily be assumed, Francesca.'
*

Yes, if you know things. Not if you are outside the

world. Why, Harold, I have been nearly four years in Eng-
land, and I know nothing. I have been three years at

Newnham, yet English life all of it from the Queen to the

pauper, has been utterly unknown to me, till I came here and
saw, with my own eyes, the world that works.'

*

Again, I am devoutly grateful. There is nothing I have
wished for you so much, Francesca, as that you should

escape from your hothouse and understand the world of

actuality, not that of theory.'
1 And then there is more in this house than a love story.

There is a Prophet here as well.'
' You mean Emanuel. Yes, Francesca, if great thoughts

make a Prophet, Emanuel is a Prophet. Does he make your
heart to glow, and your cheek to burn, and your pulse to beat,

Francesca, when he talks to you ?
'

' Oh ! I have never seen a man like him I have never

dreamed of such a maji I J come into the gardeu in th
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morning, while he works at his panel, and he talks to me.
He reads my thoughts ;

he knows what I want him to tell

me. He speaks of the greatness of Israel his country and '

she checked herself ' the glories of his people ;
the freedom

of him who works with his hands
;
the contempt of riches

there is really (though nobody would believe it) one man in

the world who wants no money. When he talks I am lifted

out of myself. I forget everything. I know not where I am
until he stops, and I return to earth again.'

4 He is a Prophet, Francesca. He should have been a great
chemist but for some domestic sorrow that drove him abroad.

His heart is made for love, and he is a lonely man. Therefore

he is restless, and cannot stay long in one place. He has come
over here in order to communicate some wonderful secret I

know not what. It may be a chemical discovery ;
it may be

a philosophic maxim. Well, it is not his discovery that I want,
but his conversation. I think when he goes away again that

I shall go with him for awhile. He shall carve in wood, and
I will learn some other useful craft the mending of shoes

say, so that we shall keep ourselves, if only on a modest crust,

and wander from place to place, making observations. You
should have heard the observations he made when he
travelled with me up the valley of the Euphrates ! If I had

only written them down, every evening !

'

-'I wish he would take me, too,' said Francesca. ' I should
like nothing better. I am strong ;

I can walk
;
or perhaps

you would let me have a donkey. And I will learn some
useful craft for my own maintenance say, the stringing of

beads. And we will make him talk to us all day long.'
'We will all three go away together. We will have a

splendid time
;
and we will never come back. We will wander

among the Arabs. You have been with them
;
so have I

;
so

has Emanuel. I will become with you a son of Ishmael.'
' There are other strange creatures in this strange place,

Harold. There is a gentleman I mean really a gentleman
who has been a sailor before the mast, and is now editor of

a Labour paper Emanuel knows him too. He publishes

every week a paper for working men, which, if they would

only read it and obey, would turn the working world into a

Garden of Eden. He is half-sailor, half-editor. His eyes
look far off, like a sailor's ; his fingers are inky, like an
editor's ;

he is a gentle creature, like a sailor : and he has a
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horrible wife. Perhaps all editors do not have horrible wives.

This dreadful person gets drunk every day. Sometimes she

opens the window and screams
;
sometimes she rolls about

the floor and screams. Her husband only says that he
wanted to have the common lot, and that he has got it. His
son is Nelly's lover ; but between father and son what
a difference !

'

' You shall take me to see this converted sailor. Is he a

Socialist ?
'

' No. He only preaches to working men righteousness and
truth and unselfishness. They are not popular doctrines, and,
in fact, nobody heeds him. Perhaps,' said Franceses, not
often satirical,

' these qualities are too common about here to

want any advocacy.'
*

Doubtless,' said Harold. '

Everywhere these things are

weeds. Hence the universal happiness.'
'

I like him, Harold. He is such a gentle, kindly creature,
with manners almost as good as Emanuel's.'

' Emanuel is, if he pleases, a Grandee of Spain. He in-

herits hundreds of years of good manners.'

They were walking up and down the narrow garden.
Francesca at this point stopped suddenly. Naturally, there-

fore, her companion stopped as well.
'

Harold, Emanuel not only taught me things that I can
never forget, but he has told me something besides, that will

that must change the whole current of my future life.'

< What is that ?
'

* Turn round, Harold. Stand opposite to me, face to face.

Will you answer one question truly ?
'

'

Truly, Francesca.' He stood as she desired.
1

Harold, you have known me a long time
; we have been

great friends always. Tell me, to what Race, what People,
do I belong ?

'

He hesitated. l You have told me yourself, often.'
' Let me hear the truth,' she repeated.
'

Then, you are a Jewess.'
' You have known that all along ?

'

' All along from the very beginning. From the time when
you were a girl of fourteen or so.'

' And you have known all along that we have called our-

Belves Spanish Moors ?
'

*

Certainly.'
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1 Oh ! I am ashamed. Why did my mother invent that

story?'
* Do not think hard things about your mother, Francesca.

She separated from her husband. She would not obey him.

You told me this yourself. Therefore, she separated from
all her people. She went so far as to deny them. She
would not even acknowledge that she was a Jewess. She
called you if not herself a Moor by descent. She said

your father was a Spanish Moor
;
that would account for the

Oriental type of your face.'
* I never knew till yesterday.'
* Of course you did not know. You so frankly believed in

the story you were so proud of it that no one dared to tell

you the truth. Besides, it was your mother's wish that you
should be kept in ignorance.'

* You knew everybody knew the people who come to the

house, the girls at Newnham. Oh ! what must they think of

me ? I am ashamed, Harold. I feel as if I never could go
back to those people. I am sick with shame. How did you
know me ?

'

'

By your face. It is a very beautiful face, Francesca, and
it is in no way disfigured, believe me, by the Seal of your
People, which glorifies it.'

1 Emanuel told me. Yesterday only yesterday. For the

first time in my life I learned the truth. I am a Jewess. We
stood before the glass, Nelly and I, and I saw, all in a moment,
like a revelation, what you call the Seal of the People. Oh !

There is no doubt. I saw it all over my face. But it shone

like a Glory, Harold.'
* Why should it not be a Glory ?

'

'Emanuel is teaching me to be proud of my race as

proud as he is himself. I have seen their worship before I

learned the truth their worship of rejoicing and of praise.
It moved me to the heart, even then, before I learned the

truth. I have seen them in their houses the old men, and
the daughters, and the grand-daughters. Oh! and I have
seen them patient in their poverty. Oh ! their dreadful,

grinding poverty. I am learning I have everything to learn

but I am changed already, Harold. That is what I had to say
to you I am changed I am no longer your old friend. She
lived in a hothouse, surrounded by conventional things she

Art, She tajkecj unreal stuff about women. They
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nave inacle me real, because they have brought me to the

world that is so real. Your old friend is dead and gone^
Harold. As for her successor

'

'And the World of Woman, Francesca? Have you yet
made any voyages of discovery in the World of Woman ? Are

you still among those who would set her free ? Answer, Vashti.

Answer, Rebel Queen !

'

He laughed, but his eyes were serious, and his words were
a command.

'The World of Woman' she turned her head. 'The
World of Woman I am a Jewess now, Harold.'

' And the World of Woman, Vashti ?
'

' Call me no more Vashti. She was a Babylonian. I ani

a Jewess.'
' And the Jewish women, Francesca ?

'

he persisted.

'They obey their husbands, Harold' she dropped her

voice and hung her blushing head. '

They are happy because

they obey the men they love !

'
-

CHAPTER XXVI

THE CITY OF THE LIVING

I DO not know what would have happened after this avowal
but for an interruption. Harold opened his lips to speak his

hand was ready his eyes were ready but he stepped back,
for at that moment Emanuel himself appeared at the garden
door the setting sun lighting up his face. He was accom-

panied by the editor of the Friend of Labour, Mr. Hayling.
What followed after this effectually, and for some time after,

drove all thoughts of wooing out of this young couple's
heads.

Emanuel stepped forward and greeted Harold, gravely.
'I am glad you have come,' he said. 'Francesca told me
you were coming. I am glad, Harold, because the time has

come when I must tell you what I have to tell the reason

why I came to England.' He paused, and looked around as

if wondering when to begin. Then he remembered his com-

panion and introduced him. 'This is my friend Anthony,
whom I knew many years ago. Then we looked forward.
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Now we look back. But we must never cease to look forward

never, Anthony.' He laid his hand on his friend's shoulder.
' What ? You then wanted the Common Lot. You have had
it. Your prayers are granted.'

'Ay.' The man named Anthony, the man with the far-off

eyes, had something of a despondent air the poor man, indeed,
was fresh from a prolonged struggle with his wife

;
a struggle

in which the furniture suffered and the neighbours assisted.

She was now enjoying the rest that falls soon or late upon
those who are filled with strong drink. '

Ay,' said Anthony.
' The Common Lot ! I ought to be satisfied. The Common
Lot ! When it is over, what is there to show for it ? Yet I

wanted it.'

' But for Anthony and this child here,' Emanuel continued,
' I should have communicated the thing before. They have

given me other things to think about. Not that my Discovery
has ever left my thoughts for a moment. But I put it aside.

Now, however, the time has come, I must say what I have to

say and go wandering again. I am a nomad a gipsy I

must wander, I am constrained to wander by the restless

spirit within. Let me tell you what I have to tell
;
we will

talk awhile about it, and then I will go.'
' We are ready to listen, Emanuel,' said Harold.
1 1 will tell it in the presence of these two as well as you.

My Discovery affects Man and Woman now, and in the ages
to come. You, Harold, shall stand for Man, Francesca for

Woman.'
Now, while he was speaking, the sun went down beyond

the burial ground, and there arose the western glow and spread
over a third of the sky. While he continued to speak that

glow began to fade into the soft twilight of summer, and the

colour in the sky and the twilight a little suited the grave and
solemn and weighty words of his discourse.

' I have this Thing to tell you. It is a Thing which fills

my soul. I would lay it as a burden upon the shoulders of

you Three. Two, at least, are young, and one is wise. I

have told you that it is a great Thing, a wonderful Thing,
that I have discovered. It is a Thing which most certainly
will change the world, and that for benefits and blessings
which my brain is too feeble to grasp or to imagine. I have

glimpses, I have snatches, but in part only. You who are

young shall take it into your keeping, to divulge it as you
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please, and to understand what the Thing will do. Having
given it into your keeping, I will go.'

He spoke slowly and solemnly. The exordium made hig

companions feel as if they were standing before the porch of a

great Temple. Francesca, for her part, was ready to see the

doors opened, and to obey an invitation to step within. The

place the slip of a garden, sixteen feet wide by thirty long,

although it was bright with green the greenery that flourishes

in a London garden was hardly like the Porch of a Temple.
It was also incongruous that Nelly's pupil had arrived, and
that from her room proceeded the turn-turn of a banjo. The
notes were musical and dulcet, but they should have been the

rolling of the organ. And when four persons meet for solemn
consultation it is disturbing to have two boys in the next

house quarrelling. One of them, from the secure retreat of an

upper chamber, was hurling names at his antagonist below.
'

T-T-T-T-om,' he stammered,
*

you're a c-c-c-c-arroty Thief !

'

' Shall we talk here ?
' Emanuel went on. '

It is but a

little garden, but it is better than a little room. Besides it

opens upon this broad place a burial place, a place of tombs
what our people, who still preserve a remnant of their old

poetic feeling, call the "
City of the Living

"
; yet they know

not what they mean. City of the Living, truly. And around

us, with its trees and houses, spreads the City of the Dead.
Yet you know not what that means.'

' Let us talk here, Emanuel,' said Francesca. There was
a bench placed against the wall, with a little wooden table at

the side convenient for a gentleman's pipe or glass. The girl
sat upon this, while the other three stood. Emanuel leaned

his elbow on the wall, which was only breast high, and looked

over the broad expanse of headstones.
' The City of the Living,' he repeated.

' And they do not
know what they mean.'

1 Let us talk here, Emanuel,' repeated Francesca.
' We spoke, Harold, the other day of a certain conversation

we had together in the Desert. It pleased me to think that

you should still remember the words of such a man as myself.
Do you also remember a certain evening when we stood on
the seashore beside the ruins of Tyre.'

'I remember. You were talking of the future of the
world. One thinks best of the future, somehow, in the presence
of the past,'
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Again let us believe that we are in the presence of thd

past. Whether the dead are those of three thousand years

ago, as at Tyre ;
or those of yesterday, as here, it is thfe same.

They are dead
;

all that is dead belongs to the past.'

Harold perceived that his friend's face wore a certain look

which he remembered of old a look with exultation in it

and purpose and thought.
1 There are times,' Emanuel went on,

' when one must speak.
He who works alone and thinks alone presently lights upon
things thoughts discoveries which he cannot choose but

communicate to someone. When you and I, my friend, first

began to talk I had many things to say they were the result

of long and solitary meditations but to the Bedouin around
me I could say nothing, because they could comprehend
nothing. When I had told you what I had to say the brain

was cleared. It is strange a man discovers something a

law a principle the control of a Force ; until he has told

this Discovery he can attempt no other work
;
when he has

given it away he keeps it still
;
but his brain is cleared, he can

go on. What I have to tell you, my friends, concerns a Dis-

covery, which will be reckoned, from the moment when it is

divulged, one of the great things in the world's history. I

have given it to you already, Harold. You have it set down
in writing. It is in that sealed packet in your keeping.'

Now since Emanuel opened up the matter, Harold had

naturally been thinking over the thing with a languid curiosity.

Knowing the nature of the man and his philosophy, ever

dreamy, he supposed that his wonderful Discovery amounted
to some social nostrum some humanitarian maxim. He
came, therefore, prepared to receive the nostrum, and to observe

the confidence of an enthusiast.
' Let us all hear, Emanuel, what it is.'

*

Presently presently.' He looked out again upon the

tombstones, and began in a gentle voice, and in short sentences,
as if remembering things bit by bit.

' We were standing,

Harold, beside the sea-shore ;
before us were the glittering

waves, above us the moon, behind us the fragments of the

ancient civilisation, once that of my forefathers, for it was part
and parcel of the Hebrew civilisation. We talked we talked

my heart was opened. You constrained me to speak ;
it is

your gift to make men speak. The opening of the heart of

man is like the opening of the Holy of Holies.'
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'I remember that night perfectly.'
* I told you many things you were young it is a great

happiness to pour ideas into a young man's brain.'
' Has your Discovery anything to do with what you then

discovered ?
'

'Nothing. Everything. You shall see I should not
wonder wait a little.'

Again he paused. Then a very strange thing happened to

two at least of his listeners. Once before the same thing had

happened to one of them. It was on that evening when
Harold stood with Emanuel, with the ruins on one side, and
the sea on the other. For then the surroundings vanished

suddenly. The sea-shore, the ruins, the clashing of the
waves they all vanished, and the speakers were left alone in

space.
Here the same thing happened again. The voices of

the street became silent : its footsteps were hushed. The

impertinent banjo stopped ;
the two quarrelling boys were

heard no more : the houses, the little garden, the enclosing
walls, all vanished. Francesca, comparing notes later on with

Harold, declared that the same thing had happened to her.

Looking into the face of the speaker, she saw nothing but
what he told her to see : she heard nothing but his voice, and
what he wished her to hear.

' Let us stand,' said Emanuel,
' in the Burial Place of all

the Dead since the world began.'
Francesca looked around. She seemed to see a vast plain,

stretching out in all directions to the horizon. There were no

trees, no hills, no signs of man
; the plain was covered with

innumerable little grave-mounds, as an old man's face is

marked with innumerable lines and crow's-feet. There were
no birds

; grey clouds covered the sky ;
it was evening ;

the
breeze was chill. That she should be standing in such a

place did not seem strange. She was there to learn some-

thing ; she seemed to herself to look around. And she
listened.

' All the Dead,' Emanuel repeated, solemnly
'
all the

Dead since the world began are here. It is hundreds of

thousands of years since Man appeared. Here are millions

and millions of those who have lived and died. Here is their

dust
;
their works are our inheritance. This you know. We

are the heirs, you say, of all the ages. But listen. The
T
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bones and dust which lie around us are more than the re-

mains of dead men past and gone. They are all that is left

of the shells which once were ourselves. These are not the

Dead
; they are the shells which once belonged to those who

are living now. We are ourselves the Dead. The Living are

those who have been, who are, and are to come. There are

no Dead. Generation follows generation ;
each seems differ-

ent from its predecessor ;
the generations have no memory of

the past, but they are the same. There are no Dead. Those
who die do but change their shells. Perhaps. it may be
there is a conscious space of rest

;
this I know not. Perhaps

we sleep awhile ;
I know not. We shall learn some day,

perhaps. We shall learn it when we have learned what

happens in the spirit world. And of that no knowledge not

the least glimpse or sign has ever been allowed to reach us.

Neither to Moses, nor to David, nor to any of the Prophets,
was there revealed what happens after that change which we
call Death. Yet that the spirit lies not senseless in the

grave they knew full well and taught.
'

There is no Death.

We seem to die when we have run our course, and done our

work for the time, and worn out our shell. But we only go
away in order to begin again. There are no Dead, my
friends

;
there are no Dead

;
remember that. Men know not

this thing ; they think that the soul goes away by itself to

join other souls in the heaven or the hell of their own crea-

tion. They think there are myriads and myriads of souls

new souls created continually since man began. Yet the

truth has been revealed. If only men would listen with

understanding! Is it not written? "In Death there is no
remembrance of Thee : in the grave who shall give Thee
thanks ?

" And again,
" Thou hast brought up my soul from

the grave." Therefore, this is no new thing that I tell you,
but a thing revealed unto Moses and the Prophets. We are

ourselves the dead. We are ourselves the heirs of our own
deeds. We heap together the good and the bad for our-

selves to inherit
;
we sow the fatal seeds which shall spring

up in new diseases and new agonies ;
for ourselves we commit

crimes, thinking that they will never be found out
; they

bring miseries and shames for the third and fourth genera-
tions upon ourselves. We invent and discover

;
we compel

the forces of Nature to work for us
;

it is for our successors to

reap the harvest of our labours
;

those who succeed are
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ourselves. We know not when or where, under what guise,
the soul will reappear : perhaps in our grandsons ; perhaps in

strange forms
; perhaps in a distant land

; one may inherit

the wisdom of the East or the craft of the West ; one may be

a Malay, a Chinese, a Polynesian, a negro. Whatever we
are, ours is the inheritance of the world as we ourselves have
made it. We work, we gather, or we spoil for those who
follow ; and those who follow are ourselves. We who live

are the whole of humanity. The hope of the future for

ourselves ; the hope of mankind that is, for ourselves lies

in the wisdom of the present ;
the curse of the future for

ourselves is the folly of the present for ourselves. These

things being so,' the Preacher went on, with a change of

voice,
l what man is so great as he who advances the whole

world ? Some there are who proclaim great teachings, which
are discourses, or revelations. They are the Prophets. We
have Moses and Isaiah. Other nations have had Confucius,

Buddha, Mohammed. They are few in number, and I sup-

pose that there will be no more Prophets. Why should there

be more Prophets ? All that is wanted for the elevation of

man has been uttered. It remains only for him to under-

stand. Some there are who invent or discover things of

science. Of these there are many : they destroy space, they
arrest pain, they cure disease, they spread knowledge more
and more. Knowledge is not wisdom ; yet without know-

ledge wisdom cannot grow. There are some who become

poets : they make the words of the Prophets intelligible to

the people ;
and there are some who advance mankind by the

simple spectacle of an unselfish life. But then, again, man
is individual

;
he is selfish; he will work for himself and for his

children, but he can see no further ; his imagination does not

go beyond what he can see. Bid the ordinary man work for

humanity; he laughs. Humanity is a phantom, a simula-

crum. What does he care for humanity ? Make him, how-

ever, if you can, understand that he is working for himself ;

show him his successor himself weighed down by the evils

of his own creation. Then, if he can comprehend this thing,
a new conception of creation will arise within him. Out of

his own selfishness he will become unselfish
;
because he

would save himself in the future he will spare others in tho

present.' He stopped again. His companions made no reply.
1 All this, Harold, and more, I showed you on that night

T 2
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standing upon the Phoenician ruins. While we talked there

the past returned. We became, I remember, two Phoenicians
;

we became our own ancestors
;
we were two living Phoenician

merchants : before us the galleys swept out to sea, the trading

ships moved slowly, each under one great sail ; behind us was
the city itself.'

1 1 remember I remember.' Harold's voice to Francesca
sounded hollow and far away.

' Then we were by the seaside.

Now we are in the burial place of all the Dead.'
' There are moments flashes when the past returns.

Once, therefore, you were yourself a Phoenician. You saw

yourself two thousand years ago. Thus you may understand
how you are bound to the past and how, you control the

future you with your own hand.
" You have been king,

warrior, statesman, poet, peasant, slave, malefactor. All the

cruelties and crimes of the world you have yourself committed
and suffered. You are yourself the Humanity of the past
stained with every crime. You are yourself the Humanity of

the future rising slowly slowly to the perfect manhood in-

tended by the Creator when He made man in the image of

Himself.'
' All this,' said his disciple,

'

you have told me already.
Yet I like to hear it told again and in this place in this

Burial Place.' His voice dropped to a murmur, because he
was under the charm of this man's voice, wherein lay the

magic possessed by him whom we foolishly call the mes-
meriser.

' We come : we stay awhile : we do our work : we go
away : we inherit our own works. Some day I will set down
in a book a very little book will do the history of the pro-

gress of the world : how we have now stepped forward and
now fallen back

; history is a continual advance and a con-

tinual falling back
; mostly, something is gained ; mostly, the

slow advance has been in a right direction. A very little book
will do for my chronicle. Would you look back? You see

yourself a naked savage, alone : then you have left the forest :

you have found out how to make fire : you are clothed with a

skin : presently you are living in a city, you have acquired
arts. But all through the ages you are yourself always
yourself. And you are working for yourself always yourself.
You are one immortal individual life one indestructible soul

living through all these centuries. When did you begin ?
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When will you end ? Had you any beginning ? Can you
have an end ? In half-blind perception of this continued life

men sometimes reverence their ancestors. They might as

well worship their posterity.
'You of Western Europe,' Emanuel continued, 'live in

a world which does not meditate. Therefore, the unseen

things the only real things are to you impossible and un-
real. It is in the East that the real things are understood.

Here, in your material world your wealth and luxury you
live in a Palace built of cards, which will fall to pieces at the

first rough wind. I think it will fall to pieces very soon.

What we ourselves shall inherit from the modern worship of

wealth what mental distortions blindnesses physical
weaknesses I know not I tremble only to think of what is

coming upon the world upon ourselves. Enough ! And
now, my friends, remember, we do not die there is no Death.
So you will be best prepared for the consideration with larger
minds of my Discovery and its Consequences.'

He stopped. Then the surroundings came back the

little garden, the cemetery, the little house behind, and the

turn-turn of the banjo, and the squabble of the boys. Fran-
cesca looked about her. Where was the Great Plain ? Where
was the Burial Place of all the Dead since ever the world

began ? Gone ! But Emanuel was left, and Mr. Hayling
with brightened eyes, and Harold with glowing cheeks, and
herself with beating heart and eager eyes, and all her face

aflame I

CHAPTEE XXVII

NO MOKE WAR

1 THUS, from generation to generation, do all things interest

and concern ourselves,' Emanuel continued. 'Remember
that : and now you are prepared for my Discovery.'

' Is it a Physical Discovery ?
'

'

Surely. It is only by Physical Discoveries that the

world is prepared to understand the things unseen. Men
who are ignorant understand nothing but Terror. Most
men of the present day understand little besides Terror. Here
and there, among the better sort, there are enlargements.
What we have said here would not be understood at all
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by the people in this street. Let us take one of our neigh-
bours, some good man who worships with his household in

church every Sunday. Let us say to him,
" The Lord created

the whole world, the Lord put man into it, saying :

' Find out
for yourself how good it is. Whatever you find out you shall

have for your very own enjoyment in your next life. The
world is full of secrets search for them. And of forces

conquer them. Thousands of years may pass before you
find out anything. Wait ! You will always be restless,
not knowing why. After thousands of years you shall

begin to discover, and you shall then begin to enjoy. Always
you will be the same man.'" What would our average
man understand of such a message? You might as well
ask him to understand the Prophet Isaiah or the Integral
Calculus. But we are all blind, more or less. How can we
teach the world to clear its eyes and see ? Oh !

' he threw
out his arms. ' We want a keener sight we must have it

we must get it somehow, we must. For want of a

stronger sight the clouds that we have partly driven back

keep closing round us again not altogether. No ... that

cannot be.'
' And your Discovery ?

'

said Francesca.
The Discoverer seemed in no hurry to announce his

great find. He went on leading slowly up to it by many
winds and turns. ' When I fully apprehended the truth

it was my first discovery about the past and the future of

mankind, I could at first think of nothing else. It held me
with a firm grip. I went about reeling with the weight and

grandeur of it
;

I could at first, I say, think of nothing
else. It made me do foolish things. I wasted time in the
futile task of looking for myself in the past. I looked for

myself such was my vanity among the great men of old

I placed myself beside them I fancied I found myself here
and there. Whenever there was a great thing done I thought
I might have done it. Vain and foolish ! I should have
understood from the first that it was better to do something
in the present than to persuade myself that I had done

something in the past. Besides, among all the millions on
the earth a thousand years ago, what chance was there of

finding any single soul ? So I gave up considering the past,
and I turned to the present and the future.'

' That was before you met me ?
'

said Harold.
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' Seventeen years before. It was soon after my great
trouble fell upon me. I first thought of going away in order

to forget it
;
soon after I lost my wife, whom I loved,' he

explained, gently.
' Then I realised that wherever I travelled

I should be only surveying and exploring my own inherit-

ance mine. This made the world far more interesting. I

had no money, but I wanted none. Our People are every-
where, and I had my art my trade. All over the world men
are ready to buy things carved in wood. It is a most useful

trade
; by means of it I could keep myself and could get

passed on from house to house, from city to city. In this

way, walking, riding, being carried, I have wandered about
I hardly know where. Everywhere I have wandered contem-

plating man myself and thinking what should be done for

man myself to abate his sufferings my sufferings in the

future. I saw what I should have to become, and I began to

consider carefully what I could do that would be best for

them.'
' And your Discovery ?

' Francesca repeated, expectant.
What had he discovered worthy of this long preamble ?

'

It was not yet made. My mind was vague. All I con-

sidered, then, was the vast future stretching out before me,
and the slow upward march of man in which I should join.
I perceived, further, that the world is not yet ripe for receiv-

ing this revelation. The substitution of hope for terror
;
of

general for individual advance
;
to think of death as only an

occasional incident, perhaps causing a little physical pain for

the moment
;
to consider all mankind in every generation as

working for themselves in the next generation this would be

too much for the world to receive. Even for myself it was
as much as I could clearly grasp. Even now, after years of

meditation, I am always discovering new aspects of the

truth.'
'

It would be enough for most men,' said Mr. Hayling.
'

Yes, but another thought began to take shape. It became
an intense longing with me to do something that the whole
world should feel. At first one does not consider the pre-

sumption of the thing ;
it seems even a small thing to ask :

the vanity of believing oneself capable of such a thing does

not at the outset present itself. When, however, I understood
the greatness of the thing, and the presumption of asking it,

I became ashamed. And then I prayed daily that at least I
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might never by word or deed say or do aught that might
hinder the march of man. Even the lowest and the meanest
can do something, just by leading an honest life, to advance
the world. Great is the power of simple honesty, which,
besides, is everywhere so rare so rare/

He paused again. Once more that strange feeling, as of

faintness, stole over his listeners. For the second time that

evening Francesca lost the sense of the place, and seemed to

stand where she had been told to stand, upon the Burial
Place of all the Dead.

'

What, in short, should a man attempt for the good of

the world ? Ask yourselves this question. What would you
give the world if you were permitted to give it something ?

First of all, you think everybody begins with this life is

too short, especially for those who inquire. Well, you would

lengthen life. Think of the gratitude of man man of the

present if you were to give him another hundred years and

yet another and another I Consider, next, how would he

spend that additional span ! He would live, then, as he lives

now : length of life would not change his nature
;
he would

go on getting more money : he would go on sweating his

employes and cheating : he would be discontented because he
had to work, and could not feast all day long. Would the

world be advanced by lengthening man's life ? Not a whit :

length of days, I say, would not change man's nature. With
such a long period before him he would only desire all the

more vehemently the things, the animal things, which he now
desires so ardently.'

'Life should not be lengthened,' said Harold, 'for the

general herd. Perhaps, however, in the case of the deserv-

ing
'

'No no. There can be no exceptions. Men must be
taken altogether. Well you would say next, that there is

too much disease : you would destroy disease. Well. But
what does pain do for man? At least it now keeps him

always in recognition of his own imperfections ;
it gives him

sympathies ;
it makes him brave

;
it stimulates him to the

increase of knowledge. Would the destruction of pain, with
all these consequences, make man braver and stronger and
less selfish? Not so. Men, as men now are, would only
become harder. They would fear no consequences ; they
would care nothing for others. No, no ; we must suffer men
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fco be tortured with pain for many thousands of years yet to

come. We may avert one disease after another, but still a
new one will spring up.'

'

Good,' said Harold,
' we will leave disease to the doctors.'

* Then there are gifts material. The chemist will quite

certainly, some day, confer upon man a kind of food costing

nothing, and within the reach of all. He might, and he will,

increase the fertility of the soil enormously ;
these things will

shorten the hours of labour. Then the electrician might
and he will enable men to travel round the world in an
hour; any of these things may any day be done for the

world ; but if you think, any of these things would only
increase the evils that exist. They will not come until men
are ready for them. Then, all all everything that can be

imagined will come
;
but gradually not till the world becomes

ready for each successive step will it be granted to the world ;

not till then will it be permitted. In the fulness of time man
shall be allowed to live for two hundred, three hundred, five

hundred years. Think you that the age of the Patriarchs is

set down falsely ? Oh ! we know not mind of man cannot
conceive what shall be done by science in the future, by
man for man, by man for himself, his own successors. But
not suddenly ; gradually, as man's nature advances, step by
step, sometimes after thousands of years, for we advance so

slowly we keep ourselves back so obstinately. In the fulness

of time disease and sickness shall be stories of the past. Then
at last man will become less, not more, selfish as we relieve

him of pain and suffering. Life shall be prolonged how
long ? I know not what limit shall ultimately be placed. Of
the things good for man there shall be plenty for all. There
shall be neither rich nor poor. All our senses shall be

sharpened to a degree we cannot even understand
; compared

with the music of the future, our own will be but as the drone

of the savage's pipe. My friends, I faint, I fall sick with

yearning only to think of what the world shall be in the

years to come, in the far-off generations yet to come. Oh !

You and I will meet somewhere in that world, and we will

recall this evening beside the graveyard where we talked of

these things, and our hearts were uplifted with our talk.'

He paused, his eyes rapt. Presently the Prophet went on

again.
' What then should a man attempt ? Surely his best gift
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would be something by which it will be made more possible
for man to advance. Think of the dead ourselves through
all the ages. What have they been doing ? They tilled the

earth
; they kept cattle

; they made wine
; they loved ; they

lay down with disease
; they died. What else ? Why, my

friends, they fought they fought they fought incessantly.
Disease killed them by thousands : even by tens of thousands.

They paid no heed
;

it seemed to them as if fevers and agues
were necessary things. What they thought about was War.
What they talked about was War. They thought of War all

their lives
; they think of War now. For one man who thinks

of Peace there are a dozen who think of War.'

'But War is going out,' said Mr. Hayling. 'There has
been no great war for sixteen years. Perhaps there will be

no more War.'
' There are this moment, Anthony, fifteen millions of men

in civilised countries under drill and in arms ! There have
been great wars in this century in Eussia, China, Italy, Spain,

Turkey, Greece, France, Germany, Denmark, Austria, the

United States, Mexico, South America, Africa, India that is

to say, over nearly the whole of the globe. And you think

there will be no more wars ? For every single man who is

working in the laboratory, or in the hospital, or in the library,
there are now a hundred working in the barracks upon drill of

men and weapons of precision. Yet you think there will be no
more War.'

' We hope that the very magnitude of the armaments will

keep off war.'

'That is the saying of smooth things. Was there no

magnitude of armaments in 1870 and 1876 ? Did that mag-
nitude keep off war? No my friends War will begin

again, and that before long. War, frightful, terrible, far-

ppreading. But there is at least a chance nay a certainty.
You may prevent it, Harold, if you choose.'

' I ? How can I ?
'

' I am in my sober senses. You are a chemist. You shall

destroy War you for the whole future of the world there

shall be no more War. I will enable you to destroy War
nothing less to make War not only mad, which it always
has been, but impossible. Do you hear ? Impossible !

'

' How ?
'

'By my Discovery. You three people my friends do
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not believe me. Very well, I repeat : it has been granted to

me to me of all mankind to discover that which shall for

ever abolish the greatest evil of all that afflicts the world.

To me, I say. Better and wiser men should have found out
this simple thing. They had noble laboratories to work in

;

I had a spirit lamp and a few bottles in an upper chamber
borrowed of a physician in Cairo. Yet it was no chance dis-

covery. Had it been so, I should have called it a revelation

direct from the Lord. For that matter, every good thing
that comes direct, or that grows gradually in the brain, is by
inspiration. I perceive, when I look back, that the germ of

it had lain in my mind unsuspected for many years. I told

you how the secret was near being lost while the Kussians
drove me across their accursed country enough of that.'

' In Heaven's name, Emanuel, what is your Discovery ?
'

cried Harold.
'In Heaven's name I will tell you,

7

returned Emanuel

solemnly. 'What I have discovered is nothing short I

repeat nothing short of the abolition of war the instant

abolition of war this moment.'
* Well well but how ? How ? Speak, man !

'

'The abolition of war: the destruction of the military

spirit : the end of fighting. You laugh incredulous as Sarai.

The end of fighting. Man has fought without ceasing since

we first began to watch him : to be a man is still to be a

soldier : henceforth, he will fight no more. I have told you
three of my Discovery because I want you to consider what
it means. Follow me for a moment. Fifteen millions of

soldiers, to begin with, will return to civil life
; conscription

will be at an end
; military service will be no more required ;

the heavy burden of taxation will cease
;
the vast sums now

collected for war will be used for peace ; the sword shall be

turned into a pruning-hook ;
and the thought and work

which are expended upon war will now be turned to things
of peace. Kid of this incubus at last, the world will be free

to march on.'
* Tell me, Emanuel, without more words. Quick ! You

have beaten about the bush long enough. Tell me now.'

'Yes, I will tell you. As for you two, you are not

chemists.' He drew out a pocket-book and found in it a

paper inscribed with certain diagrams and letters of chemical

formulae. ' You understand that, of course ?
'
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1 Of course,' said Harold.
He added a few more letters.

' And that ?
'

1

Certainly.'
1

Then,' he said,
' If I add this, and this, and this, we have

a formula which you will begin to understand.'
Harold considered for a few moments. As he looked at

the letters his colour changed ; his cheek grew pale in the

twilight ; his hand trembled. ' Good Heavens !

'

he cried at

last.
' I begin to understand.'

1 To-morrow I will make a few experiments with you in

your laboratory.'
' Good Heavens !

'

Harold repeated, his eyes fixed on the

paper.
'

Yes, I see what might be the result
; we will try

we will try to-morrow.'
1 What is it ?

'

cried Francesca. '

Explain it, Harold.'
' What it means,' Emanuel himself explained,

'

is this.

In future, any one man armed with the weapon which I pro-
pose to present to the whole world, may at a safe distance
himself unseen destroy a whole army, a whole camp, a whole

city, a whole fleet. One man will be able to do this. What
do you say, Harold ?

'

'
It may be so. As yet, I can hardly grasp the meaning

of the thing. Yet it would seem so. One man. Then one
man may meet an army : one man may fight for a whole
nation.'

^

It was midnight before their conversation stopped. In
vain Nelly summoned them to supper ; they would not listen :

they would not break up their talk. Nelly sat down by her-

self, and presently went to bed, but still they talked in the

garden beside the Burial Place of all the Dead, and projected
a world of universal peace.

When, at last, Francesca left them still talking, and stole

away to her own room, it was with a beating heart and a

burning cheek. For they alone, that little company of four,
held in their hands the secret of that Universal peace for

which, all the world over, men do fondly pray. The words
she had heard the things she had learned burned in her
heart like coals of fire

;
a Voice cried aloud within her brain,

so that she alone heard it saying ancient words words that

were familiar she had heard them before, somewhere all

the words that ever we have heard may come back to us some
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time or other. '

Sing, Heavens !

'

cried the Voice within

her. *

Sing, Heavens ! and be joyful, earth! Sing unto
the Lord a new song. Awake and sing, ye that dwell in dust

;

the Earth shall cast out the Dead. The whole Earth is at

rest and is quiet.'

An hour later, Harold, too, left the garden, and so out of

the house.

In the course of time he found himself in the smoking-room
of his Club. It was half-past one.

4 How did I get here ?
' he asked. ' This Club room, I

now perceive, is only part of the Palace of Make-Believe. I

have been out of it into the land of the Eeal. I have seen

the Past and the Future, and this Discovery this awful Dis-

covery, this great and terrible Discovery ! What shall be

done with it ? How shall we handle this terrible and awful

Thins?'

CHAPTER XXVIII

THE WAY OF WAR

IT was long past midnight when Francesca, unable to sleep,
for this Voice within her which continued to cry aloud in her

brain, and for the disquiet of her thoughts, threw open the

window of her room, and sat before it, drawing back the

hanging branches of the Virginian creeper. There was no

moon, but it was not a dark night : the sky was clear : the

summer twilight lay over the graves and white tombs of the

broad burial ground ;
the air was quite still, there were no

noises of carts or tramping feet from road or street ;
all the

people in the house all the people in all the streets all

around her were asleep.
In the room below her, Nelly, kept long awake with the

thought of what she meant to do on the morrow, had cried

herself to sleep. Even the Great Inventor, who had made
her one of the conspiracy against the arbitration of war, slept
the sleep of the righteous. Francesca alone was waking.
Now, in the dead of night, to be sleepless in a house is to be
alone in the world. She sat at the open window, and she

gazed into the peaceful night full of bewildering thoughts.
JIad it been possible she would willingly have inclined her
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heart to thoughts more fit for youth. Her lover had come
back to her this persistent lover who would not take No for

an answer. He had come back, this importunate young man,
always with the same question of his, as if he thought about

nothing else
;
he had come back, and even before his question

could be put, before he had time to ask that question, she had
answered it by a confession. And then, just as Winged Love
was visible flying about them, shooting darts and wounding
hearts, and laughing aloud for joy, there appeared this Pro-

phet the Prophets of the present day are all Physicists,

chemists, and inquirers into the Laws of Nature and rudely
brushed away poor Love, and talked of mighty issues, the

deathlessness of the Soul and the dearth of Humanity, and
the abolition of War. How could an insignificant girl, after

such an evening, after such a discussion, think about Love
and her own happiness ? How could she think of herself at

all, after discourse for three long hours on themes so great?
All the things that she had heard that night lay in her brain,
and appeared to her one upon the other. Woman, it is true,
does not create, but she shapes and moulds, and sometimes
makes things change in a most surprising manner. She per-
ceives what is going to happen, she watches Man the Inventor
at his work

;
and she foretells except in the case of her own

children, when she is mercifully allowed to be blind she

foretells exactly what will come to pass ; always and before

everything else woman is a witch
;
she pretends to read the

hand
;
she pretends to read the stars

;
she pretends to read

the cards. Crafty woman! For she reads the soul. She
watches a man, and she perceives which way he walks, and
what will be his goal. Under the midnight sky Francesca

put forth the powers of her sex. She saw Emanuel the In-

ventor at his work, and, womanlike, she began slowly at first,

and painfully, to read the future to understand what would
follow.

All night she sat at the window, her head wrapped in

something white and soft, just as she had sat four years agone
at a window in a certain hotel, where she watched the Pro-

cession of mankind, and listened to the Voice of the crowd.

It was the same crowd that passed before her now, only mixed
with another crowd which arose from the tombs and joined
their living brethren. The crowd took shape : it became a

vast army. All the soldiers who had ever fought and fallen
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in the battles of the world millions, countless millions of

men marched before her
;

all the living armies of the world

tramped across the Plain in endless line, carrying spears and

swords, bows and arrows, guns and bayonets. And a Voice

cried,
' Halt !

' Then in a moment all stood still. And the

Voice went on,
' Lo ! War shall be no more. War is ended.

There shall be no more war. For a child shall destroy an

army, and a little child shall destroy a mighty City. Ye shall

fight no more.' Then the soldiers, sighing and sorrowful, for

they loved War and feared not the agony of wounds, nor did

they dread the chance of death, began with one consent to

turn their swords into reaping hooks, until there were more

reaping hooks than fields to reap, and their spears into plough-
shares, until therewere more ploughshares than acres to plough.

They cut the parchment from the drums and gave it to the

lawyers there was enough for many generations of lawyers.
The drums themselves they turned into firewood, and no more
wood was cut for a hundred years. The armourers broke up
the helmets and breastplates and cuisses into scrap-iron, and
no more iron ore was put into the furnace for a thousand

years. The guns they melted down to gun-metal, out of

which they made door-handles and bells and fire-stoves for

all the houses in the world : so wonderful and so plentiful
were the muniments of war.

Francesca stood by and looked on. She was the woman
who waits at home while her lover and her brother go forth

to fight ;
she was the woman who prays without ceasing for

their safety ;
she was the woman who nurses the wounded

;

the woman who makes the lint
;
she was the woman who

welcomes the victors when they come home again ragged
and scarred, but triumphant. She looked on and listened,

and presently she spoke.
' Oh ! I have waited for this day

since the world began for man and woman. At last! my
bleeding heart will bleed no more. There shall be no more
war my father, my lover, my brother ! You will stay with

me at home and work in peace.' But alas ! these soldiers of

all the ages, instead of rejoicing because they would not have
to go out any more to be killed and mutilated, burst into

passionate lamentations. ' Give us back,' they cried,
'

give
us back our swords ! Beat the drum again and blow the

bugle. Without the joy of battle we shall become cowards ;

we shall be like the worms of the earth, we shall do nothing ;
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\ve shall sink and fall. Manhood will perish we shall sink

and fall. Give us back, once more, the Way of War !

'

Such ingratitude can men display towards Him who
bestows the choicest blessings !

In the morning she came down pale, silent, and agitated.
Had she not been distraite she could not have failed to per-
ceive that Nelly's face was stained with tears and her eyes
red

;
that she hung her head over the tea-cups and said not

one word. Emanuel, for his part, looked like a man who has

accomplished some great task
;
his eyes were satisfied : his

work for the moment was done
; nay, he might have been

satisfied with that one piece of work. Surely to abolish war
for ever to make it impossible is enough for one short life.

He would be justly entitled the rest of his days to repose and
to meditate. By meditation the wise man of the East

grows in wisdom. He blessed the bread and brake it. He
sat down in silence and took his tea : and in silence that

breakfast was concluded.

After breakfast Francesca joined Emanuel in the garden,
where he was completing a panel. Strange and incongruous !

The man who was about to abolish War was finishing a little

piece of carving with a file and some sandpaper.'
'

Master,' Francesca began, timidly,
' I have been awake

most of the night who could sleep after such a discourse as

yours ? thinking over all you told us.'
*

Yes, child. I saw that you were moved, and I was glad.
So was Harold.'

'
It was all new to me : the soul that passes on from life

to life, reaping for itself that which itself has sown
; the man

that works always for himself and suffers, or is helped accord-

ing to his work ;
it is so great a thing that it dazzled and

bewildered me that alone. I have never been taught any
religion. I was told that when I grew up I could think and

read, and consider and choose for myself. I had never

imagined anything so wonderful and so grand as this great
and endless continuity of existence. I had always thought
myself an ephemeral and insignificant creature, born yester-

day, living to-day, and dying to-morrow. You make me part
of the world.'

' Yes : we are, one and all, part and parcel of the Eternal

world.'
' And then, while I was still overwhelmed with the great-
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ness of a Revelation which fills me with happiness unspeak-
able, and lifts up my soul so that I feel transformed, you tell

me what you have done for us, and for our children that is,

for ourselves. I was so full of wonder that I could not sleep.
I could not lie down. I sat at the window, and Visions came
to me. Master, you are a magician ; you change my thoughts ;

you change my heart
; you fill me with new things. Yet thia

Vision terrified me.'
' Go on, child. Tell me all.'

' Oh ! It was all so wonderful, so wonderful. No more
War

;
and the world to work at nothing henceforth but the

advance of the Reign of Righteousness.'
* The cry of the nations,' said Emanuel, looking up from

his work,
* shall be silenced. No more slaughter, no more

waste of war.' Emanuel laid down his tools and stood up to

talk. 'In every Christian church, in every synagogue, in

every mosque, in every heathen temple, day after day, year
after year, generation after generation, goes up the same

prayer. In the English Church they pray,
" Give us peace

in our time, Lord," and they ask to be kept
" from battle,

murder, and from sudden death." In the Hebrew Prophets
the worst evil of any is the invasion of the armed host. They
constantly promise peace as the greatest blessing to the

faithful.
"
They shall no more be the prey of the Heathen,"

said Ezekiel. " Violence shall no more be heard in thy land,

wasting nor destruction within thy borders," says Isaiah.
" Nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall

they learn war any more." These are the words of Micah.
Yes. Violence shall be no more heard in our borders. To
be the instrument whereby the prophecies of Israel's prophets
are fulfilled ;

is it not a great thing, child ?
'

'
It is so great a thing that it takes away my breath.

Oh! To think that here, in this obscure spot of London,
there is a man who can make War impossible for all future

time. Men will leave off fighting. It is so great a thing,
that I hardly dare even to tell you what terrified me in my
vision.'

1

Nay, child, speak out all -that is in your mind. It is by
speech that we gather from each other understanding. You
have some doubt in your mind.'

' Have I the presumption to doubt ?
'

Confess your doubts, child. I will be your father con-

u
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fessor, and resolve your difficulties and absolve your sins.

What is your doubt ?
'

*I could not control the vision, Emanuel. It shaped
itself/ Then she told him thus and thus it happened.

* In this Vision,' said Emanuel,
'

you have seen things

suggested by your ignorance and your want of faith. You
cannot understand the change of heart that belongs to the

Reign of Peace. To begin with, it will be a world of

righteousness. This is implied in all the Prophets. Right-
eousness and Justice will reign ; there will be peaceful indus-

try, with light and easy work for all ; with such a spread of

knowledge as we cannot imagine ;
with such a thirst for

knowledge as we have never yet seen ; with the abolition of

disease ; with the lengthening of life far beyond the Patri-

archal term ;
with such deep, and prolonged, and sustained

research into the hidden things in Nature, and such discoveries

as no one yet no, not even a poet has been able so much
as to see in dim and mysterious Vision. At present, when a

man has acquired all the knowledge that he can : when he is

at his wisest and best, he has to die. What becomes of the

accumulations of knowledge in his brain ? Are they lost to

the world? I know not. Yet I know that heat may be

dissipated but not destroyed. Why not, then, the knowledge
that a man acquires ? Child ! There are no bounds none
which we can dare to set to the march of Humanity, when
War shall be no more. I cannot trust myself to put into

words the Vision of that future. And it will be brought about

by my agency mine mine mine ! I have no children to

rejoice in their father therefore I give it to Harold, and I go

away and am presently lost among the countless dead lost

and forgotten. But the Thing remains.'

He spoke with far more animation than in the evening.
Yet his words failed to move the girl. His voice, rich and
soft and musical, rose and fell. He stood before her using
such gesture as becomes a great and solemn subject. Yet
he moved her not. Why should he move her so deeply in the

evening, yet in the morning could not move her a whit ?

She waited for the responsive lifting of her heart, but none
came.

He passed his hand before his eyes as one who is blinded

by light.
'
It is the vision which was granted to Isaiah, were

my eyes able to bear that glory. He saw in that vision that
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a time would come when a Man should be as a hiding-place
from the wind and when princes shall rule in judgment. It

would be after many and evil days how many days have we
waited since that vision was proclaimed ? How many evil

days have we endured ? At last it should come : and the
work of righteousness should be peace peace, child and the

people should dwell in quiet resting-places. The Oriental

speaks of rest, because to him labour in the hot sun is weari-

some; here the Prophet would speak of work undisturbed,
because in this land, where the sun warms but does not burn,
labour is a joy, but it must be labour undisturbed by war, or

violence, or injustice.'

Still she was not moved. She felt ashamed of her cold-

ness
;
she thought of the evening and wondered why.

' You
shame me, Master. I cannot rise to your height ;

I will say

nothing more. It would only pain you if I were to speak
what is in my mind.'

*

Nay, child. Your eyes are still full of trouble. Like the

King, you are haunted by your dream. You should be carried

away by the picture of this new Heaven and new Earth, but

you are not touched. Doubt troubles you.'
'
If I may speak, then. But you are so wise, you will

understand, you will forgive. The world, you say, to begin
with, must be a world of righteousness. But, to begin with,

Master, it is very far as yet from being a world of righteous-
ness. Everybody tells me that the world is full of greed,

thievery, cunning, and lies. I see the poor people slaving for

their livelihood to make others rich. Oh ! what things have
I learned since I came here ! Why, before you taught me,
before I saw with eyes, I knew nothing nothing. And yet

they wanted me to speak and write
; they wanted ME actually

ME, the most ignorant person in all the world to write, and

speak, and argue about the problems of human life ! I knew

nothing. And now, being only on the threshold, I seem to

know so much, though what I know is little indeed. I ought
not to speak even in a whisper. The world is full of wicked-

ness, is it not ?
'

1 It is. Every man fights for himself. Order and law are

maintained, so that every man undisturbed may overreach his

neighbours. In savagery every man was an enemy of every
other man, without law

;
in civilisation every man is an enemy

of every other man under the protection of the law.'

U2
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'Every man fights,' Francesca repeated. 'That is why
my soldiers cried and lamented. You have taken away from
them the fighting instinct. What they meant, I think, was
that man who fights is man who makes, and invents, and

leads, and excels. Without the fighting instinct, would he be

a man any longer ? He would be a woman, and most
women '

to these depths had Francesca fallen !

' desire

nothing more than to sit down and make the best of what

they have. Man must fight, said my soldiers, or the world
will stand still. This is the only reason that I can under-

stand why my soldiers lamented at the laying down of their

arms.'
1 You are not able at once to grasp the whole meaning of

things,' said Emanuel, somewhat coldly.
1 No. But this morning I have been thinking again and

trying to picture a world of unusual peace. And oh ! my
Master, to me it is not the world of the Prophets. The
arsenals are left to decay : the guns are honeycombed with

rust; the soldiers are disbanded. No more war; no more

fighting. The very schoolboys not allowed to fight. A world
filled with men who can no longer fight or defend themselves.

Will they cease to prey upon each other ?
'

' The Eeign of Peace is the Reign of Righteousness.'
' The reign of Peace will begin to-day. Will the reign of

Righteousness begin also to-day ? The men I see are no

longer what we call men : they have lest their gallant bearing.

They can no longer walk upright : there is no resolution in

their looks. They have lost the sense of honour, because

honour grew up with the necessity of fighting. Is it not too

soon for your Discovery ? Must we not make the world

righteous before we give it Peace ? What will become of a
world full of wickedness from which you have taken war ?

'

4

Nay but a world of Righteousness,' said Emanuel

doggedly.
' Is it not written in the Books of the Prophets ?

'

' I speak as a woman and a woman cannot love a man
except for some quality not possessed by herself, that she finds

or imagines in him. She must at least think him brave a
man who can dare. When courage goes out of Man Love
will depart from her. Men and women love opposites, not

the same thing.'
'

Nay,' said the Master :

' but in the Prophets it is written

that War shall cease and Knowledge shall reign.' He sat
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clown and resumed his work without attempting to persuade.
He had spoken and had failed to move her. Enough. But
when he rose from his work an hour later, his eyes were
troubled. The woman's prophetic Vision had left its mark.

CHAPTER XXIX
JULIET AND EOMEO

FEANCESCA could have said more. She was conscious that

she had stated her case hadly ; what she meant was to ask

whether, should the world he suddenly presented with the

Kingdom of Heaven subject to certain conditions of righteous-

ness, the world would be found at once ready to comply with
these conditions, even to obtain so great a gift. Seeing that

the offer is daily and hourly renewed to a heedless world, she

thought that perhaps, even under these new conditions, it

would not be accepted. Nay, the opening of every new way
of approach to that blissful reign such as freedom of speech
and action, material ease and comfort, education, invention,
and discovery has only hitherto been used to block up the

other end of that way of approach, and to divert the new road

into a broad and handsome thoroughfare for the opposite, or

hostile Kingdom. She said no more then, but retreated,

hoping for another conversation, and for what the preachers
used to call enlargement of speech. Alas ! That enlarge-
ment ! For want of it we express our thoughts so feebly and
understand each other so little !

She went back to the parlour. Here Nelly, who had
finished washing up the breakfast cups, was collecting her

music and tying it up. She had left off crying, but her eyes
were too bright. There was a red spot on her cheek

;
she

was too quick in her movements. She looked up and laughed
at nothing not merrily, when Francesca appeared.

1 You have had another sermon, then ?
'

she said, and

laughed again nervously.
' Can I help you in anything, Nelly ? Are you sorting

your music ?
'

'Yes. I am sorting all the music. Well, Francesca, I

have shown you all I could the synagogue and the people,

everything except the slums and you don't want to see them.
You will tell Clara that I did what I could for you

'
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' Of course. But why, Nelly ? You can tell Clara your-

self.'
' I don't know about that.' Nelly shook her head. Then

she laughed again a little hysterical laugh, which ended in

something very like a sob.
*

Why, Nelly, what is the matter ? You have not
'

'

Nothing is the matter except a little headache. That ia

all. Only a little headache. Francesca, I have not been able
to show you a Jewish wedding. Now that is something you
would really like to see. To begin with, there is a beautiful
velvet canopy supported by four men, who are witnesses.
There must be at least ten men present as witnesses. The
parents of both bring the bride and bridegroom and place them
under the canopy. The Chief Eabbi of the synagogue should
be there, if possible, and the Chassan, or Eeader. First, they
take a glass of wine and pray. Then the bride and bridegroom
drink of the wine one after the other. Then the bridegroom
puts the ring on the bride's finger and says,

"
Beloved, thou

art wedded to me with this ring, according to the law of

Moses and Israel." After that they read the marriage con-

tract, and they drink more wine with benedictions. Then
they break the glass, and the company all cry out together,

wishing good luck to the newly-married pair. And then they
have a feast

;
as great a feast as they can afford : a feast that

lasts for seven days, sometimes. I should like you to be

present at my wedding, Francesca ; but that can't be, now.'
Francesca looked up sharply. What did Nelly mean ?

'The way these Christians get married,' she went on, 'is

just dreadful. They needn't even have a prayer. There
needn't be any witnesses. They needn't go to a church, and
all they've got to do is to put their names down in a book,
that's all,' she shuddered. '

It's a dreadful way to get
married. All the same, it is a real marriage. The man
can't get out of it afterwards, even if he wants to ever so

much.'
'

Nelly, what do you mean ? What have you done about
Mr. Hayling?'

1 That's all right. You'll very soon find out that it's all

right, Francesca.' Nelly, with an armful of music, stopped
in her work and sat down in a chair. * I should have liked

to talk it over with you. But I couldn't ; you don't under-

stand. You are not like other girls, you know. One would
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think you didn't want a lover well
'

for Francesca changed
colour ' of course you do, because, after all, with your fine

manners and your stand-offishness which I like in you
there's a woman under it all

;
but you don't talk about it as

we do me and my friends
;
we don't talk about anything

else, except our things. So I had to settle it my own way,
without taking your advice. I couldn't even advise with

Clara, because she was dead against it all the time ; so I had
to settle it for myself. The long and the short of it all is,

that I can't give him up, Francesca. Don't tell me that he
is this and that

;
I know what he is just as well as you do,

and I can't give him up even for the sake of my father and

my people and my religion.'
' Oh ! But, Nelly, think consider ; you will at any rate

do nothing rash ?
'

1 Oh ! no '

she laughed again ;

'

nothing rash ; I can

promise that.'

She carried her music and her two banjoes out of the

room.
Had Francesca been like any of those other girls Nelly's

friends she would have guessed by this sign what was going
to be done. But she was not like other girls. Love and

courtship and marriage, least of all, clandestine marriage of

these things she neither spoke nor thought. Nelly, however,
had been spending a terrible time of struggle. She had to

choose many girls have had the same choice between her
lover and her people. Now, she was a Jewess, one to whom
the choice means much more than to others. When a man
left that ancient Faith, and afterwards changed his mind and
returned to it, they made him, in former times, lie across the

door, so that the faithful could step upon him, and wipe their

shoes upon him. In this way they testified to their horror

of apostasy. What happened with a woman ? In the good
old times, she would be led out of the camp and stoned to

death.

And now ? She would henceforward be to her people as

one who is dead, and she would have to become a Christian.

Now it is difficult, as we are constantly being told, for an
Irish Catholic to become a Protestant : for a Scotch Presby-
terian to become an Episcopalian ;

for a Pole to exchange the

Church of Eome for the Church of the Czar ; difficult, every-

where, to leave the patriotic creed for the persecuting creed.
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But for a Jew to become a Christian is a thing ten times a

hundred times more difficult. And Nelly must become a
Christian if she ceased to be a Jewess.

Francesca, restless and oppressed with the possession of

her great secret, and not able to think, just then, about

Nelly's love affairs, put on her hat, and went out to walk up
and down the great highway. She stayed out for two hours.

When she returned, about noon, she found Alma, the little

handmaid, sitting on the stairs, and crying into her apron.
*

Why, Alma,' she said,
' what is the matter ?

'

' She's gone, Miss. She sent her best love to you, and
she's gone.'

1 Who has gone ?
'

'Miss Nelly, Miss. She took all her things and her

banjoes, and her music, and everything, and she's gone away
in a four-wheel cab. She told me to tell you, with her best

love, that she was going away to be married, and that she

wasn't ever coming back again. Oh ! Oh 1 Oh !

' The child

broke out into fresh crying.
' Gone away to be married ?

'

'

Yes, Miss ; with her best love, and she's never coming
back any more.'

' Did she say anything else ?
'

' She poured out a glass of sherry wine, and she said

would I drink some when she got into the cab and wish me
joy and good luck and break the wine-glass for luck and I

did ! There's the bits
;
and would I throw a handful of rice

after the cab for luck and I did for luck and she said she'd

left some letters in the parlour.'
There were, in fact, three letters. One was for herself,

Francesca
;
one was for Clara, and the other was for her

father.

The first was as follows :

1 Dear Francesca, After what you have seen and heard,
and after what I told you this morning, which was plain

enough for any girl in the world, except you, to understand,

you ought not to be surprised to hear that I've gone off with
the man I love. I've tried to get over it, but it's no use. I

can never be happy without him. So I am to meet him to-

day at noon, and we are to be married at the Eegistrar's. It

has all been arranged. He put up my name in proper order,

only when it came to the last I was afraid to go, and it angered
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him. You saw how it angered him. He swore he would kill

himself. Dear Francesca, how could I think of living, if I

were to cause his suicide ?
* Dear Francesca, you were hard upon him the other day.

All men want a girl to keep company with. Since I wouldn't

have him, can I blame him for turning to you ? Besides, he
wasn't quite in his right mind. You'll forgive me for being

jealous. And I am sure, now, that you didn't tempt him with

looks. You couldn't do such a thing.
'Dear Francesca, you don't understand. You are too

grand for us. You despise my boy because he isn't so proud
and cold as you like. We don't expect our husbands to be

angels. \Ve take them as they are made for us, and we
make the best of each other. If Anthony keeps steady, and
won't drink, I have no fear for him. When a man takes to

drink it's all over. But he won't, because the sight of his

mother makes him sick. I shall keep him oft' the music-hall

boards, because I've heard from the pupils what goes on in

some of the places, and he shan't have the temptations of it.

As for his talk about Parliament, that's only a dream. Let

him dream, if it makes him happy. I mean to keep him at

his place steady at the works.
' Dear Francesca, it was good of you to feel happy with

me. You are a great deal too grand and wise for me to be

r*';e

at ease with you. But I've done my best, and now you
't want me any more. My father will be very angry. I

do not know what he will say, but it will be too late for him
to do anything. Come and see me soon. I am not afraid of

you. As for my father, he will say dreadful things, but

there's a saying,
" A thousand bad words never tore a shirt."

You will find the bunch of house-keys in the right-hand
drawer in my bedroom. I'm afraid they are not much use to

you, but there's nobody else to take them.
' Your loving

1 NELL (by the time you get this,
1

Nelly Hayling).'

She took the letter and the news to Emanuel.
* In the East,' said Emanuel,

'

they lock up the girls in

the Harem ; they are never allowed to run about without an
escort. That one of these girls should fall in love with a

stranger is, therefore, impossible and unknown. It is partly
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by keeping up the Oriental custom of secluding the girls that

we have kept the race apart. When such a girl as Nelly
is left to receive young men as pupils, the next step is to

receive one of them as a lover. Her father ought not to be

surprised.'
' What can we do ?

'

1

Nothing. We do not know where her father is. I will

go to Mortimer Street, if you like, and see Mr. Angelo. You
can telegraph to her cousin Clara. But the girl is married by
this time. Nothing can alter that.'

'I am afraid her father will be very angry. He is a

passionate and a wilful man. Nelly was always afraid of

him.'
' He may be angry at first. He will probably use the lan-

guage of great wrath. When he understands that he cannot
alter things he will accept them. Perhaps he will never

forgive his daughter. Francesca, you must take pity upon
this girl. She has been left too much alone. Before I came
here she was sometimes left alone for months. She is taken

away from all her friends by a young man who has no friends

of his own to give her. The boy's father does not belong to

our People, and his mother is a drunkard. Do not desert

her. Go and see her in a few days. Be kind to her. Let
her feel that she has one friend at least left. In time of

trouble with such a boy as that there is sure to be trouble

a woman, if she have no friends of her own sex, may fall

into madness, and do things which can never afterwards be
undone.'

Emanuel went away on his errand. He returned in the

afternoon. Mr. Angelo knew nothing about his brother's

travels. He showed himself greatly moved by the news, and
foretold unforgiving wrath on his brother's part. The girl,

he said, had ceased to belong to the family. Henceforth her
name should not be mentioned in his house. In the whole

long history of his family no such apostasy had ever been
known ; and so on what might have been expected.

Clara obeyed the telegram, and hurried to the house
;
but

there was nothing to do but to wait. How long would they
have to wait before they would find out the father's address ?

Neither Emanuel, nor Clara, nor Francesca knew anything
about the Turf, or they would have understood that so well-

known a man as Mr. Sydney Bernard would be certain on
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such and such a day to be at such and such a place. There
could be no doubt of it. This, however, they did not under-

stand.

'It may be weeks,' said Clara, 'before he comes home
again. Oh ! we must find him somehow. My father must

help to find him. He does not write to Nelly for weeks

together sometimes. It's a shame ! The poor girl was leffc

alone in the house, with no one but her pupils and this little

girl. No wonder she got to thinking foolishness ! And such
a conceited stick of half a man, too ! How a girl can throw
herself away upon such an object ! No money, and no brains.

Poor Nell !

'

Presently they took a tearful tea, and fell to talking of

things sorrowful the temptations which surround and beset

every pretty girl that admirable arrangement of the Oriental

veil for the baffling of the tempter, and so forth.

When it grew dark, they lit candles and became more

gloomy. Then Emanuel joined them, but he was silent, and
at sight of him Francesca was reminded of the Great Dis-

covery. Strange ! She was one of the Conspiracy about to

revolutionise the world nothing short of that stupendous
fact ! and she had forgotten it in the absorbing interest of

this case of a vulgar Borneo and a lower middle-class Juliet !

The incongruity made her smile. Afterwards she made some
admirable reflections on the vast importance of the individual

soul. But she did not put these reflections into words.

Emanuel sat with them, his legs crossed, upright in his

chair. The two girls whispered.

Suddenly they heard outside, distinct above the patter of

the strolling feet, the quick, sharp beat of a man's foot. It

stopped at the door. The door was opened with a key ;
the

man stepped into the narrow hall.
' Good Heavens !

'

whispered Clara ;

'

it is my uncle's

step. He's the only man who has a latch-key. Who has

told him ? Why has he come here ? Francesca Emanuel

help me : stand by me ;
he will blame me oh !

'

For the door opened, and Mr. Sydney Bernard himself

strode in. He greeted no one
;
he scowled on the assembled

company; his face was dark; it was distorted, apparently
with wrath. Heaven help his daughter ! Some one must
have told him.

* Where is Nelly ?
' he asked roughly.
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CHAPTER XXX
MY DUCATS AND MY DAUGHTER I

THEY all three stood up, as in the presence of Misfortune.
1 Uncle !

'

cried Clara.
' Who has told you ? Have you

heard ?
'

' Don't ask silly questions. I've heard enough to make
ten men sick.'

' Have you had a letter, then ?
'

' Letters ? What is the girl talking about ? There will

be letters enough to-morrow, and next day, and the day after

that. Letters ? Aye, and telegrams, telephones, messages ;

people who will sit down on the office doorstep. They'd come
here if they knew. Oh ! There will be plenty. Where the

devil is Nell?'
' You say you have heard and yet you ask where

she is ?
'

'Clara,' Francesca whispered, 'he is thinking of some-

thing else. Some dreadful misfortune has happened. Look
at his face.'

'

Sydney Bernard ' Emanuel laid his hand upon his

shoulder '

you have come home in great trouble. I know
not the extent of your trouble

'

' Extent ? Why all the world will guess it to-night,
and will know it to-morrow. It is Ruin Ruin Ruin.'

' Ruin ? Yet there are Ruins which may be repaired. If

it is only money.'
'

Only money ? only money ? Fool ! What is there

beside money ?
'

Emanuel stepped back. 'What is there,' he repeated

sadly,
' beside money ? Man there is the whole world beside

money. Is money all you desire or all you dread ? At this

moment this very moment you will be rebuked. Can a
man be struck in no other way ?

'

' None that he will feel so much,' said Mr. Bernard.
' Tell him, Clara/ said Emanuel.
' Here is a letter for you, uncle.' Clara gave him the

letter.

He snatched it from her, glaring round like a hunted man.
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1 Ruin !

' he repeated ;

' and this blamed Fool asks if it is

only money ! I am lost ! What do you understand about

Euin, and Loss, and Dishonour you Dreamer ? You know
Clara, what it means. Go home and tell your father that it

is all over. I've been broke a dozen times, but never like this

before. I have got over many blows, but this is death. Tell

your father that it's thousands upon thousands ;
far too big

a thing for me to go to him about it
;
and as for money to

meet them all it's this way.' He pulled his pockets inside

out
; they were empty.

' That's all. Ruin ! Ruin ! Ruin !

Where's Nell ? I want her to pack up all I've got. I must
cross the water this very evening. Boulogne for me, for the

present.'
' Read the letter,' said Emamiel.
He took the letter and looked at it, but without read-

ing a word. His mind was elsewhere
;
he was full of his

own trouble. ' What are you doing you three staring at

me ? It hasn't got into the papers yet, I suppose ? Well ?

What d'ye mean all of you ? I haven't murdered anyone.
There've been other defaulters before me

; yet that doesn't

make it any better for me. You what's your name with

your talk about money ;
if you're one of Us you love the

gambling of it, and the sport of it
; else, how can you be one

of Us ? Well, there's to be no more sport for me. I can
never show my face never be seen in Fleet Street never

again. And as for a racecourse, why, I've seen 'em warned

off; I've seen 'em run for it. I've seen 'em guyed while

they ran. And now to remember those unlucky sportsmen,
and to think of myself !

'

* Read the letter,' Emanuel repeated.
* Where's Nelly ? Where's my girl ?

' he asked, looking
round helplessly.

* Read the letter.' Emanuel took it from his hands and
held it before his face.

'

Read, I say. You will know, then,
where Nelly is.'

At last he read it. First, his mind still full of his other

trouble, without comprehending one word of it. He read it

again. This time with bewilderment. He read it a third

time, and handed the letter without a word to Clara.
'

It is true, uncle. She left the house at twelve o'clock

to-day, telling the girl she was going to be married. She
took her box with her, and her instruments, and music,
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except the piano, and she said she was not coming back any
more. She's married to a young man named '

' Bead it for me,' he said.
' I don't seem able to under-

stand to-night, somehow. It's it's the other business I

suppose.'
Clara read it.
' Dear Father, When you get this letter I shall be mar-

ried. I am going to marry a Christian. I am sure you would
never consent, so I have told you nothing about it. When
you are able to understand that all my happiness is concerned
with this marriage, I hope you will forgive me. Meantime
I am afraid you will be angry. I am to remain in any reli-

gion that I like. Since it is my happiness, I hope you will

be able to forgive me. Your affectionate daughter,
1 NELLY.'

* Is it true ?
' he asked helplessly.

' Is it true ? Nelly

my Nelly married to a Christian ? What does it mean at

all ? Why did she do it ? Is it true ?
'

1
It is quite true, uncle. She is married to a man

named '

1 Silence ! I will hear no more. She is married to a

Christian !

' He laid his hand upon his forehead. ' I was

thinking of the other thing. I am ruined. My money is

gone, and my name. I am lost. I came home, thinking to

tell my child that her father was a pauper perhaps she had
a pound or two to spare I thought that she would cry a

little, and comfort me a little it's something for a man to

creep home and hear words that mean nothing hopes when
there is not any hope, praise when the whole sky is ringing
with curses ! And I come home and she is dead dead. My
daughter is dead my child my Preciada my Nelly, she is

dead !

'

The ruined bookmaker looked about him with the dignity
of this double misfortune. No one said anything ;

no one
moved

; he was bereft of money, name, and child all gone
together.

' She is dead,' he repeated ;

' but there is no body : there

is no shroud wanted. The watcher of Death is not in the

house : there will be no funeral. We shall not sit in a circle

and eat the funeral eggs.' He drew a knife from his pocket,

opened the blade, and pulling his coat round with his left
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hand, cut through the right side of his coat a hand's breadth
with the knife. ' Lo !

' he said.
' My daughter is dead, and

for her sake I rend my garments. My daughter my Pre-
ciada my Nelly my pretty girl is dead and buried. Let
the lighted candle and the basin of water be placed in her
room for the purification of her soul. She is buried but not

among her people ! She is dead among the Gentiles. We
have broken our fast together after the funeral

;
we have said

Kodesh to deliver her soul but no, her soul is lost. Let us
mourn for the dead after the manner of our religion.'

In the old days the mourners sat on the ground without
shoes

;
in that position they received the condolences of their

friends. So sat Job after his misfortunes. Mr. Bernard did
not take off his boots, nor did he sit upon the floor. For an

elderly man to sit on the floor without his boots may be

Oriental, but it is no longer dignified. Mr. Bernard sat in a
chair in the middle of the room

;
he sat in silence, with folded

hands and bowed head.

They left him there
; they went out into the garden and sat

awhile. Then the girls went to bed, leaving Emanuel alone.

In the morning they found the mourner still sitting in the
same place. Had he passed the night there ? They left him
there undisturbed, and took their breakfasts in the kitchen.

And all the blinds of every window were pulled down, so that

the neighbours might know that Death was among them. All

day long he stayed there. They sent food to him. Next

morning he was still there sitting silent in his chair.
' He has lost,' said Emanuel,

' more than his daughter.
He is in mourning for what, as he said blasphemously, he
should feel more than anything else. He is thinking how he
can get back again to his old life. It does him good to be
alone and to think.'

For four days the bereaved father sat in the place of

mourning. But no friends came. None of them, in fact,
knew the private residence of Mr. Sydney Bernard which, for

many reasons, he did not disclose to his friends of the Turf.
Had they known, the private residence would have been

besieged, and the week of mourning would have met with
scant respect. For behold ! It was a time in which the
friends of this bookmaker inquired after him in vain. He was
broken. That was pretty certain. It was rumoured that
he could not, by many thousands, meet his engagements.
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Loud were the curses of those who had lost their money, cr

had lost their winnings. Many gallant craft, manned by
bold bookmakers, went down in that fearful season, when
nothing came off for the unhappy bookmakers, and every race

was a race for the backer, and the favourites romped in gaily.
The shore was strewn with wreck and broken timbers. And
the bookmakers what became of them ? Go ask of the

evening breeze the cold breeze of December when it blows
chill and eager across the lonely Heath of Newmarket. You
may hear the voice of their shades their pale ghosts in that

evening breeze lamenting the fatal run which laid them low.

It was well for Mr. Sydney Bernard that he was nowhere seen

abroad at this bad time. He vanished. No one knew that

he was mourning the death of a beloved daughter. Men
whispered that he was in retreat that he had been seen ty
victims at Boulogne, at Brussels, at Ostend.

For four long days he sat in dignity and silence in that

front parlour, no longer the pupil room. Clara remained to

lend any assistance that might be wanted. They all, except
the mourner, continued to take their meals in the kitchen. It

was a time of silence, except for whispers and for the sobs

of Alma. The meals were in no way festive. Otherwise, it

was mourning without grief.
' I cannot go to see her,' said Clara,

' without my father's

leave. After a bit he will give it, and then I will go. But you
can go, Francesca. Poor Nell ! And after all, to marry such

a Jackanapes ! If I did marry a Christian, it should be a

decent sort. But that fellow ? Oh !

'

And during these days there was no talk at all of the

Great Invention.

For four days the mourner occupied that chair in solemn

silence. He sat in it all day long. Perhaps he sat in it all

night long as well, for they found him there in the morning,
and left him there in the evening.

' Why does he make all this pretence ?
'

asked Francesca.
'

Surely it is enough to say, once for all, that she is dead.'
' The Law,' said Emanuel,

' commands that a daughter of

Israel shall marry in her father's tribe
;

it is the Law. If the

Law is broken the guilty woman is outside the Law. In
ancient days she would be stoned. Of many Jewesses it is

related that they have been seduced from their religion by
Christian lovers ;

terrible things have been told of the wrath
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and revenge of their own people ;
how one was captured and

taken home to have her nose cut off, and so sent back dis-

figured to her lover ;
and another, the mistress of a Crusader,

to whom a Jew was a name of horror, was denounced by her

own brother as a Jewess to her lover, who handed her over to

be burned alive.'
'

Emanuel, for Heaven's sake, spare me.
1

4 The Chronicles of your People are not all of meekness
and submission, child. When a Jewess leaves the faith she is

dead by the Law. This man follows the ancient custom,

though the Law is no longer maintained in its pristine

rigour.'
'

Well,' said Francesca,
' I think it would be more dignified

for Nelly's father to give over this foolish pretence of mourn-

ing, and more simple to say, if he means it, that he will speak
to his daughter no more.'

On the fourth day, however, the mourning was brought to

a sudden stop. And that in a very surprising and unexpected
manner.

It was about eleven o'clock in the forenoon. Francesca,
with the aid of the little maid (who moved about on tiptoe,

spoke in whispers, as if in the presence of death, and from
time to time sat down to cry in the corner of her apron), had

just completed (so rapid was her progress) a fruit pie for

dinner a pie containing red currants and raspberries, which
is an excellent dish, especially when it is served as the

Christians have it, with cream and milk. As the Chosen

People take their fruit pies without milk, it is not so good.
The task despatched, she mounted the kitchen stairs, and

looked out of the garden door. Through the hanging branches

of the Virginia creeper, she saw Emanuel sitting as usual at

his bench at work, bareheaded in the hot July sun. Since the

disaster of Nelly's elopement, she had said nothing of the

Discovery. From the parlour there came voices : some one

was with the Mourner. It was a loud and cheery voice. Now
when Eliphaz the Temanite, and the other Comforters, visited

Job the Mourner, they spoke in hushed voice, and with bated

breath. Then the parlour door was thrown open, and Mr.

Sydney Bernard came forth briskly.
'

Alma,' he shouted down the kitchen stairs.
' Pull up

your blinds below; open the window. Come upstairs and

pull up all the blinds, and open all the windows.'

x
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' What do you mean, Mr. Bernard ?

'

cried Francesca,

turning round in astonishment. ' Are the days of mourning
over? Have you forgiven Nelly? Is she restored to

life?'
' We have mourned enough. As for forgiving, we shall see

presently. I am going away with my brother. I don't know
when I shall come back.' He replied in short, abrupt sen-

tences, and hurried back to the parlour, shutting the door

carefully behind him. Something had happened to change
his religious gloom into a mood resembling the opposite.

What happened, in fact, was as follows. His brother, the

dealer of Mortimer Street, came to see him.
*

Nelly is dead,' said Mr. Bernard, looking up from the

Stool of Mourning.
' My daughter Preciada is dead.'

'

Ay, ay. This is as it should be. Yes. I know all about
it. Brother, haven't you mourned long enough ? Come, we
are not Rabbis. Perhaps, when you have heard what I have
found out, you will get up and go out, and give over mourning,
and look cheerful again.'

' I can never look cheerful again. Did not Clara tell you ?

It is not only that Nelly is dead. I am ruined. I may just
as well stay here, where none of them will find me. I've

been thinking all the time, in this quiet place, what to do. I

can think here. But I see no way out of it. My name is

gone. I am ruined, brother.'
' I know all about that, too. Now, Sydney, you know I

don't talk wild about money, so listen. If I show you how to

win back your name and your credit again as good as ever,
and better much better without any loss to you of name or

reputation, wouldn't you give over this sackcloth and ashes ?

Not but what you've done the right thing, brother.'

Sydney Bernard sat upright in his chair. Then, being
rather stiff, after sitting with bowed head and round shoulders

upon a little cane-bottomed chair for four days and four

nights, or thereabouts, he rose slowly, and stretched himself,

rubbing his legs as one grooms a horse.
1

No, brother,' he said.
* You are certainly not one of

those who talk wild about money ; you know better. What is

it you mean ?
'

Mr. Angelo pulled up the blind of the darkened room, and
threw open the window. Then he sat down in the chair of

the Mourner, and began to unfold his tale.
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'

Nelly is married,' lie said,
'
to a certain Anthony

Hayling.'
' I don't want to hear his name,' Interrupted the injured

father. ' Don't mention him to me, or the girl either.'
' Let me tell the story my own way. When it is told, you

shall have your look-in. It's worth telling, as you will acknow-

ledge. Anthony Hayling, five days ago, when he married

Nelly, was clerk in some chemical works. He is now dis-

missed for incompetence. He has, therefore, no employment
for the present, and no means. That's a good beginning for

the married pair, isn't it ? The young man is the only son of

one Anthony Hayling, Editor and Proprietor of an insignifi-
cant paper called the Friend of Labour. His mother is a
drunken drab, neither more nor less, whom his father married
at Poplar when he was playing at being a sailor before the
mast. But his father listen now is a superior kind of man,
as I said

;
he has been a common sailor

;
for many years he

was a sailor, first a common sailor before the mast, then a

mate on a sailing-ship. I believe she was in the Currant and
Levant line, and she was owned by one of Us, from whom I

learned these particulars. Now it isn't usual, is it, for a

common sailor to become Editor of a paper? I've got some

copies of the paper. It is full of ideas, and practical ideas,
too.' Mr. Angelo laughed softly.

' To think of the pains and
trouble taken just in trying to persuade the working-man of the

simplest things, and all to no purpose. For he is a Fool, and
he remains a Fool. And we, who carry the bag, reap the

fruits of his Foolishness. However, there we are. Common
sailor, mate in a sailing-ship in the Levant trade, editor of a
Labour paper, man with large ideas, philanthropist if you
like, man with the manners and the language and the bearing
of a gentleman that is the father of your son-in-law. As for

the boy himself, he is a weak, poor creature, vain and shallow.

He will give trouble.'
' Go on. I am listening.'
1 1 first saw the paper in Emanuel's hands. He wrapped

up some of his work in it. I looked at it, and asked him how
he came by it. He told me that the Editor was an old friend

of his Emanuel knows half the world and that he had
been once a sailor. Also that he was not a common sailor,

but one who could think and speak.
"
So," says I,

" what is

the name of this uncommon sailor ?
" "

Anthony Hayling,"
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says Emanuel. I thought very little more about it till I

heard the news of Nelly's marriage. Who was she married
to ? Anthony Hayling ; Anthony Hayling. Eather odd
Christian name for father and son both to have, isn't it?

And then you know in my line of business it is always use-

ful to know something of the peerage I remembered that

there was an Earl of Hayling who went away from his estates

twenty years ago, came back once about fifteen years ago, and
is reported to have been seen somewhere Limehouse way;
but this is uncertain. His Christian name was Anthony;
his father's and his grandfather's name was Anthony. Now,
do you begin to suspect what is coming ?

'

' Do you mean to tell me that this boy is the son of
'

Needless to say that Mr. Bernard jumped.
' Wait. The things put together worked upon me so that

I had no rest till I went down myself to the office of the

paper. Fortunately, the Editor was in the shop. I bought
a copy, and I had a little talk with him. Brother, you know
a gentleman when you see him ? To be sure you do. You've
learned it in your way of business. So have I. We both have
to do with gentlemen. The thing can't be made by spending
a few thousands, can it? A man gets rich, but he don't

become a gentleman that way, does he ? Some of our People
think he can, but you and I know better. It's a mistake.

You can't make a gentleman all at once, spend as much
money as you like upon him.'

1 1 know a gentleman,' said the Bookmaker,
' as soon as I

see him. Sometimes he's a Juggins. Sometimes he's a Leg ;

yet a gentleman. Go on.'
1 The Editor of the paper is a gentleman. Very good.

So I went straight to the Earl's solicitors, whom I found
without much trouble, and I asked if they knew anybody
who could identify the Earl. There were three men at least

within reach, besides any number of his old tenants and

people. One was his old valet, who has now got a public-
house close to Jermyn Street ;

one was an old clerk in the

office
;
one was a partner. I took the clerk with me. I drove

in a cab to the office
;
I planted him on the kerb outside the

office, and told him to look in and watch, and say nothing.
I went in, and presently brought out my man to the door in

conversation. "Did you see him?" I asked the clerk when
we walked away. "I did," says he. " Who is he ?

"
I asked.
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11 He's the Earl of Hayling," says the clerk. " Will you
swear it?" I asked. "Anywheres," he says. So I drove

him home again. Now, brother, the next thing was to find

out that the Earl was married, and where. Five-and-twenty

years ago he was a common merchantman's sailor. Where
would he be married ? There are only half a dozen places

Poplar, Shadwell, Wapping, Limehouse, Stepney not many
more. I tried Poplar first, and there I found the marriage.
He was married in the church. "

Anthony Hayling, sailor,

to Phoebe Dickson, spinster." And a year later the baptism
of Anthony, son of Anthony and Phoebe Hayling. There is

no doubt whatever. Your son-in-law, brother, is none other

than the Viscount Selsey, son and heir of the Eight Honourable
the Earl of Hayling, and your daughter is the Viscountess

Selsey Lady Selsey.'
' Is this true ? Are you quite quite sure ?

'

Needless to

say that Mr. Bernard gasped.
* It is quite true. Moreover, the estate is worth I don't

know, landed property isn't what it was thirty thousand a

year, perhaps, nominal rent-roll. And for a good many years
this has been piling up. There may be a quarter of a million

or more by this time. There's a Mr. Harold Alleyne fellow

who wants to marry Francesca here his father was a brother

of the Earl, and was allowed to enjoy the estates until he
died. Accumulations ? I should think so ! Very good.

Now, I didn't stop there. I went round to see the boy;
pretty low I found him, with his wife crying. So I wasted
no time. I told him that you were infuriated. I made him
understand that you could, if you chose, follow him wherever
he went. And then I hinted at what might be done. Finally,
I made him agree to a certain proposal. If, by my means, or

your means, he should find himself placed in a position of

competence, or ease, he would pay all your liabilities his

father-in-law's liabilities due at the present day in gratitude.
He's of age, and he signed, and I witnessed and brought the

paper away. We may, perhaps, get it put so as to look better,

but it's safe ;
that's the main thing. And now, brother, you

are prepared to forgive that dear girl, when she's acknowledged
to be Lady Selsey, and becomes an ornament of the British

Aristocracy. Brother ! He's a Christian, and he's a Fool
;

but it's a real lift for the family, isn't it ?
'

, 768,'
Mr, Bernard replied, slowly; 'it certainly
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seems to make a difference. Do you think that money will

come along in time ? One mustn't keep 'em waiting much
longer.'

'When a girl runs off with a pauper,' continued his

brother,
' that's one thing ; when she runs off with a noble

lord, that's another. Now, look here
;
I'm so certain that it's

all right, that I'm going to take you right away to your own
office in Bouverie Street. You will come up smiling. You
will invite all the people you know to come up. I've got my
cheque-book, and I'll draw the cheques for you as fast and as

far as you like. You can send word by messenger by post

by telegraph that the money is all right. And I've got an
advertisement for you. See

' he pulled out his pocket-book
and produced a paper.

' " Mr. Sydney Bernard begs to inform

his friends that a sudden illness has incapacitated him from

attending to business during the last four or five days. He
has now returned, and can be found at the usual place."
How's that ?

'

1

Brother,' said Mr. Bernard,
'

you're not only the lucky
one of the family, but you deserve your luck.'

'

Lucky one ? Why, what do you call yourself ? Father
of the Viscountess Selsey, who is daughter-in-law of the

Bight Honourable the Earl of Hayling ? Me the lucky
one ? Why I can leave Clara a hundred thousand when I

go, and yet I don't believe I could get so much as a Baronet

for her. Now come with me. Carry it off with a good bold

air. You ruined ? You a defaulter ? Stuff and rubbish !

Have up the champagne! Pour it out like water. All a

mistake all that infernal knock over congestion of the liver.

Hit hard ? Not a bit of it ! Didn't do well ; naturally,

nobody did. But a blow like that is easy met. Come,
brother.'

' I think,' said Mr. Sydney Bernard, getting his hat,
* that

it would be sinful not to forgive the poor girl under the cir-

cumstances. I've done what is right. I mourned for her.'
1 And I will say this, brother. You have shown a very

proper and becoming spirit. It looked at first as if it was a

monstrous Family Disgrace. As such you treated it. We
are now, however, allied to the English Aristocracy. We
shall all mount, brother. We shall mount higher by this

fortunate alliance. But the boy is an arrant fool. And
oh I

'

he grasped his brother's hand' think of the old place
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and the old days in Middlesex Street ! Only think ! Money
and the Cromwell Road for me the House of Lords for

yOU or for y0ur daughter, which is the same thing. Won-
derful ! And the father and the old grandfather still in

the little shop with the bundles of sticks! Wonderful, I

call it I

'

CHAPTER XXXI

AT THE SIGN OF THE 'FRIEND OF LABOUB*

THE Revolutionary Company of Four were holding a Council

at the office of the Friend of Labour that little back office

which looked out upon a formerly whitewashed wall at the

bottom of a well, into which the sun never penetrated it

was, I believe, in reality, though this is not generally known
the well in which Truth herself once resided. For that

reason the Friend of Labour, though fitly edited here, is not

popular. Conspiracies, however, are very properly concocted

in corners and hatched in dark places.
' Oh !

'

cried Francesca, feeling herself in this dark room
at the bottom of a well,

* here we are all hidden away in a

corner with this terrible Invention of ours ! And we ought
to be receiving delegates from the whole world in St. Paul's

Cathedral, and telling them that there will be no more war !

'

'Yet you have had Visions, child,' said Emanuel,

jealously.
' Oh ! my Visions ! What are my Visions compared with

your wisdom, my Master ? If you are quite sure that the

world will at once rise to the full meaning of the thing
'

' It is not my Wisdom it is the voice of Prophecy. How
it will be accomplished I know not. The world is full of evil

that we know very well. In the Reign of Peace iniquity
will exist no longer. That also we know.

'

Emanuel,' said Mr. Hayling, speaking slowly, as was his

wont,
'

you carried me off my head the other night, so that I

could say nothing. I was knocked off my legs I heeled over

like a ship in a gale. I came home in a dream, my brain,

whirling. I felt as if the old neglected prophecies were all

coming true together. Everybody was coming back Arthur,

Charlemagne, Frederick Redbeard your Hebrew Prophecies
that we regard so little were coming true the Reign of
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Justice was to begin without any more delay. It wag

wonderful, truly wonderful ! I looked at my sleeping wife

and told myself that she would drink no more : we should all

he converted : we shall all become Eighteous. I have never

been so much moved in all my life not even when I resolved

to give up everything and share the Common Lot.'
' The Word is great, and great were the hearts of those

who heard it,' said Emanuel, softly.
'

Only a noble heart can
understand a noble Prophecy.'

1 In the morning came reflection, and reflection brought
doubt. And, if you please, Emanuel, we will consider the

position a little.'
' Let us consider it from every point of view.'
* Your Invention, when it is divulged to the world, will

enable a single person a child to destroy a whole army
or a

city
or a fleet at a distance unseen unsuspected.'

'
It is nothing less than that. Add that the composition

is simple. Anyone can make it.'

1

Very well. The first effect, unless the general Eighteous-
ness begins simultaneously with the possession of this new

power, will certainly be the destruction of London Paris

New York every great city in the world.'
' The Eeign of Eighteousness,' said Emanuel firmly,

'
will

begin at once.'
1 Well but if not the mere possession of such a pow

rer

will be too great for many minds. They will not be able to

resist the temptation to use that power. London, I suppose,
will be destroyed from all quarters at once. Every new
method of destruction produces at first a company of de-

stroyers. In the sixteenth century they poisoned each other

there were poisoners by the hundred
; seventy years ago,

when the lucifer match was discovered, they set fire to hay-
ricks with it ; now they blow up houses with dynamite.

Presently they get tired of destruction
;
the thing ceases to

present temptation. But when your invention becomes known
we shall certainly begin with that power of universal havoo
and a period of maddening terror.'

' No no. It is impossible. There will ensue immediately
the Eeign of Eighteousness.'

Anthony shook his head. *

Suppose, however,' he went

on,
* that the method was kept a secret. What would happen ?

Suppose that we kept the secret in our own country. Suppose
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that it was guarded say, kept in the possession of two men
only, handing the secret down from one to another. We
should then begin with one war, and only one say with
France just to show that there never could be another with
a nation which possessed this stupendous secret. We should

begin by destroying Cherbourg, with all the ships and the

dockyard, and the forts and every soldier, sailor, man, woman,
and child in the place. This accomplished, once, and only
once just to show what we could do that war, and all other

wars, so far as we were concerned, would be ended. Suppose
that this went on for four hundred years, during which no
other nation acquired our secret. What would happen?
Exactly what happened to the people of Constantinople
enormous wealth ; security almost absolute

; greed and lust

of power ; tyranny ;
villainies of every kind

;
cowardice ;

cruelty. You can no more trust a nation than you can trust

an individual with irresponsible power.'
1 That is quite true. But I am not proposing to give this

secret to any nation. It must be given to the whole world.

Then War itself will cease, suddenly and for ever. The world

will address itself it must to the advancement of humanity.
3

' You will give it to the world. Well, then, let us see

what would happen. At first, as I said, there would be

wanton and wholesale death and destruction. That would

presently die out. What next ? You say, no more War. I

think that War would be made a hundred times more exciting,

and, therefore, a hundred times more attractive. You would
have no army. There would be scattered about companies
of scouts

; they would kill each other at sight : they would

prevent each other from approaching within distance of a

town. But there would be no more towns, and no longer any
great congregations of men. Fleets would be useless

;
armies

useless ;
forts useless

;
towns would invite destruction. The

scouts would crawl about separately destroying houses
; every

man would be a soldier. We should go back a thousand

years, and go to war on every even the smallest provoca-
tion. Men would fight duels which might last for years,

chasing each other. Emanuel, I do not think your invention

would prevent War.'
' It must. You could never expect men to live under the

apprehension of being destroyed at any moment.'
* Why not ? In the old times the enemy suddenly came
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out of the forest and fell upon the people and killed them all.

They lived in apprehension, but they lived. We all live in

apprehension. Fire, pestilence, accident, sudden death may
always fall upon us. You will add a new terror to life, my
friend and a very terrible terror

;
but you will not abolisla

War. What do you think, Mr. Alleyne ? It is odd that I

did not catch your name the other night. There is an

Alleyne family, I think, which has a title in it.'

'

My uncle is or was the Earl of Hayling. He is

lost.'
' Lost !

'

repeated the Editor. '

Strange ! Lost ! Doubt-

less, he is dead. Well, sir, may I ask what you think ?
'

' I think,' Harold replied,
' that the terror caused by war

under these new conditions would be too great for war to

be continued. The breaking-up of great towns would be

necessary, I suppose, as you point out. But that might help
Emanuel's beginning of a new Rule. With new communities
would be destroyed some of the present evils.'

' The world is growing ripe for the abolition of war,'
Emanuel went on. ' The soldiers have found a voice.

Twenty years ago the Germans said loudly that they would

fight no more for King or Kaiser. The rank-and-file know
better now what is meant by War. They see illustrated

papers. Many have seen a battle-field. I myself saw the
assault on Plevna and the place the day after. I have seen
the dead bodies, lying where they were slain, of Hicks Pasha's

army. No one who has ever seen such a sight would desire

to see another, unless he were a Napoleon. Well, this is

under present conditions when only a tenth, or an eighth,
or a sixth, fall on the field, the rest escape. Under the new
system, they would know that not one would escape. Who
would go out to War under such conditions ?

'

Mr. Hayling shook his head. * The wit of man can alter

tactics to suit all conditions. But since War would become
more scientific, it would more and more attract the men of

intellect. It would be no more a war of armies : it would
be a war in which brain was set against brain, cunning
against cunning, with a certainty that blunder meant death.

Why, war would become the most delightful pursuit possible.
There would be no need to hamper the generals with private
soldiers : the army would consist wholly of scientific men,
who would stake their lives upon the superiority of their
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science over that of the other men. Think of the preparation ;

the colleges ; the continual new discoveries until somebody
at last you yourself, Emanuel, in another body would
discover a way to produce invisibility ! That done, I don't

know. We will wait to consider the effect of invisibility.'
*

These,' said Emanuel,
' are idle speculations. It is to

me certain that no inventions or discoveries which advance
the human race happen before man is ready for them. Every
great invention coincides with and directs some intellectual

movement. It seems as if it was given to the world at the

time when it would be useful, and not before. To you,

Anthony, I speak as a fool, but I am a Jew
; and, therefore,

one who believes in the Prophets who belong to the People.

Therefore, since the Prophets proclaim a Eeign of Eighteous-
ness, when War shall cease, I must believe that my invention,
which I am certain will abolish War, will also begin that

Eeign of Eighteousness. With War, at least, will vanish

ambitions, conquests, annexations, the chief burden of taxa-

tion, oppressions of kings, conquerors, and alien races. All

this gone, the world will be free to accomplish the destiny of

man.'
' I remember, Emanuel,' Mr. Hayling interrupted,

' in

the old days you dwelt continually on a world where there

should be no more war. This has always been in your mind.
' " Violence shall no more be in thy land : wasting nor

destruction within thy borders ; but thou shalt call thy walls

Salvation and thy gates Praise." These are the words of the

Prophet the Prophet Isaiah.'
' Emanuel ' Mr. Hayling stood with his back to the

empty fireplace, his hands in his pockets' you have done a

big thing. It is the biggest thing, I believe, discovered since

the world began. But it is a terrible thing : one's imagination
reels at contemplating it. To think of giving this instrument
to the whole world to the maddened Anarchist, to the

hardened dynamiter, to the despairing outcast, to every
madman who thinks himself injured by the world I say,

Emanuel, that I have been thinking of this thing ever since

you first spoke to me about it. And I tremble. But, my
friend, as I read your Prophets, the world has to become

righteous before War ceases. This is to be the effect not the

cause of righteousness, and we are a long way yet, I fear,

from that thrice-happy time.'
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1 That is what I wanted to say,' murmured Francesca.

The room in which they sat was always dark at the

brightest time of the day. Now, when the sun had set and

twilight was beginning outside, it was so dim that those who
spoke could only see the shadowy outlines and the indistinct

white faces of each other. This made the talk seem, to one,
at least, of the four, more solemn. Mr. Hayling spoke slowly

his was the speech of one who feels his way in the dark-

ness, Emanuel's was the speech of one who stands on solid

ground.
' Can one, by causing War to cease, bring righteousness

into the world ?
'

asked the Editor. ' I think not. For my
own part, I see interposed between the world of to-day and
the world of that vision obstacles innumerable. How are we
to get rid of them ? There is the man who sits upon the

land and says mine
;
there is the man who takes the work-

man's work and says mine
;
there is the man who creates

posts of great income and high place and says mine. I see

every man fighting for himself against every other man.
Before the world of the Vision arrives, we must be fighting

every man beside his brother, not against him. Your new-

born Righteousness, Emanuel, cannat exist in such a world

as this. Why, the very thought, the idea, of a Common Life

has perished. Yet the Common Life has, age after age, been

recognised to be the best and noblest. It is gone. There is

no more brotherhood left among us except only when men
stand shoulder to shoulder and go forth to war. That is the

only time when men are brothers brothers-in-arrns. We
are no longer brothers in work brothers in art brothers

even in religion. The guilds are gone; the companies are

dead
;
the monasteries are gone. And you would divide them

still more. Let us rather restore that brotherhood of man
in work, in communities, everywhere. Let us make them

obey authority, and work by order, and practise righteousness,
even if only, at first, because they must. When you have

done all this, Emanuel, you will have gone far to make that

Keign of Righteousness possible. I preach every week the

Common Life, the Brotherhood, but no one heeds. I beat

the air and now I am talking my own leading articles,' he

added with a laugh and a sigh.

Go on, please,' said Francesca,
' Talk to US from another

leading article.
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1

Well, I have been living among the people for twenty
years, and I have eyes, and I have watched. I see what is

going on and I guess at what is coming. I see everybody
must see a whole world sinking deeper and deeper into a

mad and selfish individualism, while a few voices are uplifted
in expostulation. What is coming ? The degradation of the

working man and the Keign of Eiches, which is a very differ-

ent thing, my friend, from your Eeign of Peace. Perhaps
something will happen to avert the evils before us. If not I

see tyrannies worse than any we have yet seen
;
law growing

stronger for purposes of repression ;
rebellion rendered more

and more difficult
;
men becoming more and more slavish.

Nothing more horrible than the tyranny of the Man who has
the Bag. I have seen myself something of the power of

wealth. It is a dreadful thing that a man should have any
power by reason of his money. Young lady

' he turned to

Francesca 'you have the air of wealth I know not how.
If you are rich, pray that your money may be taken from you ;

if you are poor, pray that you may never be rich. Believe

me, there is no life to be desired more than the Common Lot
with its chances and its burdens. Without War the rich

would become richer, the poor would become poorer. War
keeps up a caste which despises money-getting and fosters

brotherhood, and promotes generous action
;

without War
there would be a few rich kings and a hundred million slaves.

Enianuel leave us War until we have learned once more to

live in brotherhood of work.'
1 We are told,' Emanuel repeated,

' that with the cessation

of War shall come the Eeign of Eighteousness. How can we
doubt the word of the Prophet ?

'

' You spoke of choosing the Common Lot,' said Harold.
1 Did you deliberately come to live among the people ?

'

'You are Mr. Anthony Harold Alleyne,' Mr. Hayling
replied slowly.

' Well I will tell you something. Perhaps
it may help us in this counsel that we seek of each other.'

He considered for a moment. ' I had a big house once,
and a great fortune. I saw that my lot was not so desirable

as the Common Lot. And I shook off the dust of my shoes,
and I embraced the lot of the working world. I have been a

great deal happier, believe me, than ever I was before. I have
lived in this world ever since. I have married in this world.

. , . We must prove all things . . . and endure all things
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. . . and now I shall never go back to the world of ease. I
am dead to it, and my heirs, if I have any

'

he glanced at
Harold 'may inherit as soon as they please.'

Harold listened without much curiosity. His mind was
full of speculation concerning the effect of Emanuel's
discovery. Besides, he suspected nothing. I know not what
further revelations Mr. Hayling would have made, or what
reservations, but at this point the Conspirators were inter-

rupted, and the subsequent proceedings rendered other
revelations unnecessary.

* Who is that outside ?
'

Mr. Hayling called.

CHAPTEE XXXII

FOEQIVENESS

THE interruption began with a murmur of whispering voices
and the sound of feet. The office boy had long since gone ;

but the door was open ;
no fear that any of the people outside

would want to steal copies of the Friend of Labour.
Mr. Hayling stopped ;

someone turned the handle of the
door and hesitated. Then this person turned it again, and
opened the door timidly. It was a girl. In the dim light
Francesca saw that it was Nelly. She stood in the doorway,
and she held her handkerchief to her eyes. She was crying.
An unseen hand behind pushed her gently forwards. She
was, in fact, shoved in evidently against her wish.

1

Why, Nelly !

'

cried Francesca, jumping up.
'

Oh, Francesca ! You here ? Oh ! How did you come
here ?

'

Nelly caught her hand. ' Don't go away ! Don't
leave me ! Anthony brought me he is outside he brought
me to tell his father

'

* To tell Mr. Hayling ? Why, does he not know ?
'

' Who is this young lady ?
'

Mr. Hayling asked. ' And
what am I to be told ?

'

'This is your son's wife, Mr. Hayling. I thought you
knew. They were married nearly a week ago, at the

Registrar's.'
' My son is married, is he ? Oh, well ! it is the custom

of young men of his station.' The father spoke without

surprise, as if the thing was quite usual. ' He might have
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told me; but, perhaps, that is not the custom with young
men of his station. You know my son's wife, then, Franceses, ?

Young lady at present I have heard only your Christian

name may I venture to ask further particulars ?
'

'Her name,' Francesca replied, 'was Nelly Bernard. It

was a clandestine marriage, because her father, who is of the

Jewish race, would not allow her to marry a Christian.'
' Ah ? Yet I had never learnt that my son was a

Christian.'

'And so they have been married without her father's

consent or your knowledge.'
'

Well,' said the bridegroom's father, quietly ;

c what is

done cannot be undone. I am relieved, at least, from the

responsibility of granting consent. I hope, therefore, that it

may turn out for my son's improvement, and my daughter-
in-law's happiness. Let me look at you, my dear.' He got
up and lit the gas-jet hanging over his table. So your
name is Nelly ? Let me look at you.' He took her hands
and looked into her face. ' You are pretty, my dear, and you
look as if you were good.' He kissed her. ' Where is my
son ? Where is Anthony ?

' He still held the girl's hand.

Anthony the younger came out of the front shop, where
the evening shades prevailed. By the flaring gaslight he
looked so common and so mean that Francesca wondered how
the girl could endure him. But at the sight of the assembled

company he straightened himself, lifted his head, coughed,
and made a poor attempt to carry things off with an air of

confidence, but with small success. He was evidently ill at

ease and dejected.
'

Well, Dad !

' he said, trying to be airy ;

' I've got married,

you see, and here is my wife, and a very good wife too.'
' I hope so. Some sons take their parents into confidence

;

but never mind.' He still held Nelly by the hand.
' I couldn't, because, you see, Nelly's father wouldn't have

heard of the thing, and so, to prevent rows, we told neither

him nor you, but just went to the Registrar, and were married
on the quiet. Now it's done, it's too late to object, isn't

it?'
'

Quite too late. I should not think of objecting. You
have, I believe, about five-and-twenty shillings a week

; it ia

not much to marry on
;
I hope you will make it do.'

' Oh !

'

cried Nelly.
' But he's lost his place. We've got
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nothing, nothing at all. Oh ! what shall we do ? What
shall we do ?

'

'It's this way, Dad.' The young man cleared his throat.
* We're all friends here, I hope. It's this way. Last Wed-

nesday there was a meeting of our Local Parliament, and I

made a speech. Come, now, you first taught me that free

speech is the greatest privilege of a free country. You're

always preaching that
; you can't deny it. So I made a

speech, and very fine and free it was all against property,
and the House of Lords, and the Church, and every blessed

thing. A grand speech it was eloquent, they said, and

powerful ; everybody said so. I believe it's in Mr. Glad-

stone's hands this minute, and I shouldn't wonder if he
doesn't offer me something good. I've been considering for a

long time whether to go into the political line or not. This

decides me. I shall go into that line as soon as I get an

opening.'
' But about your place ?

'

said his father.
'

Well, I'm telling you. The Manager of our Works sent

for me, and asked if I was the speaker of that speech. I told

him I was, and proud I was of it, too.
"
So," he says, "you

may just take yourself and your mischievous speeches some-
where else," says he. " We don't want destroyers of Property on
these premises. So youmaypack," says he. That'swhathe said.

After that I suppose you'll put in your paper that we live in a

free country, and that everybody may say just what he pleases.'
' You have lost your place for making a foolish speech.'
1 The Manager said a lot more all tommy rot about

neglect of work, and gas and froth. I tell you what, Dad
it's jealousy. It was him or me. He knew that before long
he'd have to go and make room for me if I stayed. Well

every man for himself. I don't blame him. I call it lucky,

too, because it now decides me. The Public Line for me, as

soon as there's an opening. The next General Election, say.'
' And meantime ?

'

' All I've got to do is to speak regular at our Parliament,
so as to get known for a good man. That's what I tell

Nelly. It's all right, if she'd only believe it.'

' Meantime ?
'

* Why
' He shifted his feet uneasily.

' There's

hundreds of people only too glad to get hold of me, if there's a

vacancy. Not often that a man of my powers goes a-begging.'
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* Meantime ?
'

1 Once in the House, you'll see how I'll make 'em sit up !

Oh ! I know ! Question on question. Speech after speech.
Then we turn out the Government and it's Home Secretary,
or nothing, for me.'

1

Very good indeed. Meantime ?
'

1
C h ! Meantime I don't know. Meantime, I can change

my name and go on the boards with the banjo, and show 'em
how to sing.'

1 He thinks that he can sing and play well enough for a

Music-hall,' cried Nelly.
' But he can't. He must practise

ever so much first.'

* Meantime ?
'

the father repeated, turning to the wife.
' He must look for a place somewhere. And we thought

that perhaps you'd help, although we ought to have told you
first. And if you won't forgive us either and we have got
no friends then I shall wish

'

tears filled her eyes again.
Francesca laid her hand upon Nelly's shoulder. * You've

got one friend, dear Nelly,' she said. ' One friend at least.'
' She has two at least,' Mr. Hayling added. ' But this is

a question which must be answered somehow. Meantime ?

You have got to begin the world how much have you got to

begin it with ? Less than a week's wages, I suppose ? I had
about the same. But then, you see, I had a trade I was a

mariner and you, my son, are only a clerk. Mariners are

scarce ; clerks are plenty. What can I do for you ? Silver

and gold have I little still, there is this house. There are

two or three rooms upstairs that you can have for nothing.
There is also an afflicted woman upstairs. Her affliction

is such that she must get drunk once every day. This makes
her a difficult companion for anyone, especially a girl of decent

tastes. Can you live with such a companion, Nelly ? If so,

you shall live rent free.'
'

No, no I

'

cried the son, shuddering.
' We can't live

here.'
' 1 must, you see, and I do. It is my burden. It is the

thing that is laid upon me. Well, we shall see what else can
be done. And again meantime ?

'

That question was destined to get no reply.
More steps in the outer office. Francesca, who was nearest

the door, looked round. In the shop she saw Mr. Aldebert
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Angelo; behind him, in shadow could it be ? Mr. Sydney
Bernard himself. What did they want ?

Mr. Angelo stepped into the room, leaving his brother

outside. At the sight of the assembled multitude, he looked

astonished.
' Uncle Angelo !

'

cried Nelly.
' You here, Nelly ?

' he replied.
'

Certainly I did not expect
to meet you, my dear though why not ?

' He took her hands
and kissed her actually kissed her, though she had married

a Christian 1
' And this is your husband, I suppose young

Mr. Anthony Anthony shall we say for the moment
Anthony Hayling ? I have been hoping to make your
acquaintance, Anthony, my nephew, for some days ever since

I heard the the unexpected news. I wish you joy every

joy nephew Anthony !

' He shook hands warmly with the

young man.
' Uncle Angelo !

' murmured the bride.
'
Is it possible ?

'

' And you, too, my niece,' he added. My dear Nelly, I

wish you ev^ry joy. You look every inch a bride !

'

' Oh !

' murmured Nelly.
'

Is it possible ?
'

'Mr. Hayling,' this wonderful uncle continued it is

always the function of uncles to do the most unexpected and,
of course, the most benevolent of things

' Mr. Hayling, as

for the moment I may call you, I came here in order to have
a few minutes' conversation with you, alone, concerning the

future of this young couple. I find a company assembled
which I certainly did not expect. I believe, Sir,' he turned

to Harold,
' that you are Mr. Harold Alleyiie ;

and I must

say that of all places in the wroiid as Mr. Hayling
will understand this is the very last place I should have

expected to meet you as you will also understand in a few
minutes.'

Mr. Hayling sprang to his feet.
'

Stop !

' he cried.
' I

forbid you to go on. If you mean what you say, I forbid you
to go on. What right, Sir, have you to interfere with any
plans of mine ?

'

'

If you alone were concerned, Mr. Hayling to call you
so for a moment I should certainly obey. But there are

other interests I allude to those of my niece to be con-

sidered. I am sorry, Mr. Harold Alleyne, that her interests

should conflict with your own.'
' I do not in the least understand,' said Harold,

1

what all
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this means. But as it is evidently not meant for my ear
'

He rose and took his hat.

'Not yet, Mr. Alleyne. Wait a moment. It concerns

you most intimately, and as we are all concerned in this most

important business this great discovery
'

(Another great

discovery ? Francesca felt that if Mr. Aldehert Angelo was

going to proclaim a second newly-invented method of revolu-

tionising humanity, she should go off her head)
'

all present

concerned,' he added,
' I will announce it before you all. My

business is very short. I have only to inform you, my Lord '

he called Mr. Hayling
' my Lord,' and all stared blankly at

him ' that I have this day acquainted your former solicitors

with your present place of residence, and that certain persons,
whose evidence cannot be doubted or disputed, will be brought
here to-morrow morning, in order to establish your Lordship's

identity beyond a doubt. Noblemen of your Lordship's exalted

rank cannot be allowed to let their very existence remain a
matter of doubt. Besides, there are the interests of my
niece

'

1 Uncle Angelo !

'

cried Nelly.
1 Emanuel !

'

cried Mr. Hayling, throwing himself back
in his chair as one defeated. * You knew you were the only
person who knew. But you could not betray me ! No you
could not. Besides, you never asked my name.'

' These things do not concern me,' said Emanuel. ' I do
not remember them or talk of them.'

' What Lord ?
'

asked Harold, changing colour. ' He is

not surely
'

' And there are also the interests,' Mr. Aldebert Angelo
interrupted him with a gesture inviting attention, 'of my
nephew by marriage your Lordship's only son and heir.'

' Son and heir ?
'

cried Anthony the Younger.
'

Patience, nephew. A little patience. Now, my Lord, I

assure you that there is no doubt possible about your identity.
I have taken the trouble to establish that. Permit me to

remind you of the past. It is five-and-twenty years since

you told your solicitors that you were going away and that

you should never come back again. You executed a deed

authorising your brother, Lord Guy, to enjoy your rents and
live in your house. He died ten years ago. Since then the

rents have accumulated. About fifteen years ago you were
seen at Limehouse and recognised. It is not certain at this

y 2
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moment or was not, until now whether you were alive of

dead. You have married a wife ; you have one child, a son

who stands here, and is my nephew by marriage. You
had resolved to live in obscurity and to die unknown

; you
had also resolved that your son should never know his true

name and his rank.'
1 Oh ! come I say,' murmured the son and heir.
'
But, you see, other interests have arisen which do not

permit this resolution to be carried out. Therefore, having
discovered this secret, we must claim, injustice to my niece,

whom we cannot allow to be thrust aside, that your son shall

openly take his true place in the world. That is to say, as

the son of the Eight Honourable the Earl of Hayling. And
he must take his full title, namely, Anthony Viscount Selsey.
And his wife, familiarly called Nelly, will henceforth become

Preciada, Viscountess Selsey.'
The long-lost Earl sat down and drummed the table with

his fingers. Had he been convicted of forgery he could not

have looked more miserably guilty.
'

Well,' he said,
'

you appear to have got up the case. If

you can identify me, there's nothing to be said, I suppose.
I am Lord Hayling. What then ?

'

'You Lord Hayling?' cried Harold. 'And I never

guessed. Good Heavens ! I see the likeness now, and the

name and the Christian name !

'

' I thought I could never be found out. After five-and-

twenty years! Where could a man possibly find a more
sure and safe retreat from the other end of town than this

slip of an office in the Mile-End Road? It never would
have been found out but for this marriage. Well ?

' he
turned on Mr. Angelo.

* Now that you have found out the

truth, what good will it do you or anybody else?'
1 Good ? I must remind you, my Lord, that it makes

your son at least the heir to a very large property. We
have not yet gone the length of despising property despising

property. Good ? What good will it do ? Really
'

4 You lift this boy above the the level to which he

belongs ; you give him wealth for which he is totally unpre-

pared ; you give him a position for which he is totally
unfitted.'

' Oh ! I say,' cried the son. * I should like to know the

position for which I am not fitted.
1
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His father made reply, speaking gravely
' My son, you

have grown up with the ideas belonging to the life I intended

you to occupy, neither wiser nor better than your neighbours.
You are about to step into the ranks of those who are sup-

posed to lead the world. You are at this moment unable to

understand at all what has happened to you. Your income
has been reckoned in shillings. It will now be well, you
will see. Your responsibilities will be such as you cannot
even imagine. You will be the Head you of an old and
honourable House. Take care that your sudden elevation

does not prove a fatal curse to you. Nelly, my child, you
have yet to learn how strong should be the shoulders of those

who bear the burden of wealth.' He sighed heavily.
' I laid

down that burden long ago. I could not, it appears, shake it

off altogether. Harold, my nephew, believe me that I never

meant this to be the end. I married because I would share

in full the Common Lot a woman of my new position. I

never intended that her son should learn the truth. When I

saw you first the other day I rejoiced to think that all should

go to you. And I am truly grieved for your sake.'
*
It needs not,' said Harold. ' I could never succeed so

long as any doubt remained.'
* As for me, I remain here

; and, my friends, I pray you,
one thing. There is no necessity for anyone outside this

room to know that the Editor of this little rag is what
he is.'

He looked round. Nelly had her hand on her husband's

arm, and was gazing into his vacant face with wifely joy and
admiration.

* Oh !

'

she cried, laughing and crying hysterically,
'

you
are quite wrong, Mr. Hayling I mean, my Lord about

Anthony. He's fit for any place, and he can't have too much
money. Oh ! you don't know how clever he is

; only he must

practise a great deal more before he can go on the boards with
the banjo, and I suppose he can't make any more speeches

against the House of Lords and the Queen now he's oh ! a
noble Lord himself. He understands that. You think you
will ever be ashamed of him ? No no ! Oh, you don't

understand how clever he is !

'

' If it depends upon you, Nelly,' said her father-in-law

kindly,
' I think we never shall be ashamed of him. But who.

will look after his manners, I wonder ?
'
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1 1 will,' said Mr. Angelo.

* You may leave him with me
and my daughter Clara, now his cousin by marriage.'

'You are extremely good, Sir,' said Mr. Hayling, drily.
'As for manners,' the newly-created noble Lord by

courtesy made haste to explain,
' I suppose I've got as good

manners as they make. Look after my manners ? Mine ?

You will ? Not much ! Look after your own, if you come to

that !

'

' Will you shake hands with me, Lord Selsey ?
' Harold

made haste to allay the rising storm. ' I am your cousin.

My name is Alleyne. If I can be of any assistance at the
outset of your establishment

'

' I suppose he must have an establishment,' said the
father grimly.

'

Well, since it is no longer possible to deny
or to conceal anything, I will call on my solicitors to-morrow

morning and instruct them. Yes you shall have an establish-

ment fit for your new position. It's a dreadful thing for both
of you, if you only knew it. As for me ' At this moment
there was heard a crash overhead as of cups and saucers flung
upon the floor, and a beating as of a chair or several chairs.

The Earl of Hayling held up his finger.
* Listen !

' he said,
when the noise ceased. ' I entreat and pray you all most

earnestly, for the sake of an unhappy and much afflicted

woman, to spare her the knowledge of her true name and

place.'
Then the woman overhead lifted her voice and began to

revile her husband. No fishwife in Billingsgate ever used

language so foul Mrs. Hayling, remember, had married a
common sailor before the mast, who was anxious to experience
the Common Lot in all its branches. This fact sufficiently
shows the class or station to which she belonged, and it gave
her the right, so to speak, to the strongest language which can
be found in our tongue. The girls caught each other by the

hand and trembled. The men looked at the husband with

pity and hung their heads. My Lord Griselda stood quiet,

patient. Presently the storm died away and ceased.
*

It is unusual,' said Mr. Hayling,
* for her to wake up in

the middle of a drunken sleep. This is a repetition of this

afternoon's scene. I did not expect it. Gentlemen, you
have heard the voice of the Countess of Hayling. This is the

language which her Ladyship uses habitually, when she is in

liquor. Her Ladyship is in liquor daily. You see that.
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She must stay with me here down below she belongs
to here down below. She must stay where she is

; and,
because she is my wife, I must stay with her. It is the

Common Lot, Emanuel.'
Mr. Angelo drew his niece out of the room.
'

Nelly,' he said,
' we must now call you Preciada. Nelly

who taught the banjo is gone. Preciada, Lady Selsey, sits in

silks and velvets. You shall have Clara to stand by you until

you have learned how to behave. Come, my dear, here is

somebody else ready to forgive. It couldn't be forgiven for a

little clerk, but for a Viscount, of course
'

Then Nelly found herself face to face with her justly
offended parent.

' Oh !

'

she cried. ' Can you ever forgive me, father ?
!

'I couldn't,' said Mr. Sydney Bernard, frankly, 'till the

present turn of things. You may give me a kiss, my dear.

There's country houses, my dear, and town houses, and a

rent-roll, my dear, and accumulations, Nelly
' he kissed her

fondly between each revelation ' accumulations they say a

quarter of a million. Of course, it all belongs to the old man ;

but he's bound to look after you. Well, my dear, I have had
a terrible bad time. I was ruined, and then you'd run away,
and all. But your uncle found out, and I've paid off all

everyone in full, and with swagger. And now my name's as

good as ever, and when your marriage is advertised, which it

will be to-morrow in every paper all over the place, my name
will be better than ever father-in-law of a noble Lord. Kiss

me, Nelly, and I say
'

his voice sank. ' Your husband's
a Fool. So much the better for you. Humour him and

govern him. I'll take care of him on the Turf. Oh ! you'll
be a happy woman, Nell.'

Her husband came out, trying to look like a lord.
'

Anthony,' cried his wife,
* here's father ! We're, for-

given.'
*

Forgiven ? Why, of course.' Anthony, Junior Son
and Heir Viscount Selsey, laughed scornfully.

' Who
wouldn't forgive a noble Viscount ? However, I don't bear
malice you're Nelly's father let's all be friends here's my
hand, guv'nor I forgive you, freely and truly no more shall

be said about the past ;
and I say, I suppose between

ourselves there oughtn't to be any temporary difficulty about
a little of the ready, ought there ? The Eight Honourable
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the noble Lord the Viscount Selsey and his Lordship's
noble consort have got nothing in the world between them
but eighteenpence and a couple of banjoes.'

CHAPTER XXXIII

THE LAST PIECE OF WOKK

'1 HAVE brought you,' said Emanuel, taking a finished panel
from its paper wrapping,

' the last piece of work that I shall

do for you.'
I Why ?

'

It was in the Mortimer Street place of business,
and the proprietor was at the receipt of custom. *

Why,
Emanuel ? Are you dissatisfied with the pay ? No one in

the trade will give you more. Find a man who offers you
more, and I will go one better. If you don't work for me you
will only go farther and fare worse. The next man will rob

ycu, Emanuel. A man like you is made to be robbed.'
I 1 am never dissatisfied with any pay. The man who robs

me does me little harm, but he brings punishment upon him-
self to the third and fourth generation. Your pay is as good
as any other man's : that is, good enough.'

'Better, Emanuel; because there is no one else in the
trade who understands work as I do. I tell you frankly there

is no finer wood-carving than yours to be got in these days.
You are an artist a genuine artist.'

'

Perhaps. But I am going away.'
1

Wrong, Emanuel wrong. If you knew what was good
for you there would be no more wanderings ; you would settle

down and work where the money is. If you would work

steadily I could multiply your price by four in as many
months. Think of it. Think of it. You are no longer young,
Emanuel. The best years of your life are passing away.
Very soon the skill and the eye will fail you. Think. A little

money saved for your old age
'

* No ! no ! Money ? I want no money. I must go away.
I want to get back to the Desert. Here I am choked. But
for two or three persons whom I am loth to leave I should
have gone before this.'

* Who are the two or three persons ?
' Mr. Aldebert

Angelo sat on a carved oaken stool, while Emanuel stogd
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before him, carved panel in hand, like a schoolboy before his

master. ' I wouldn't mind laying a bet that your friends are

next door to paupers. But go on, Emanuel, I like it.'

1 One of them is the man whose secret you disclosed, to

the undoing of his son
' ' My nephew,' interposed Mr. Angelo,

* My nephew, the Viscount Selsey
' ' The father is a wise

man, because he understands the simple things. He knows
that money and position have nothing to do with life. Strange
that so simple a thing should be understood by so few. Our
own Essenes

;
some of the Buddhists

;
some of the Christian

monks
;
here and there a Spinoza here and there a Mendels-

sohn.' Emanuel's voice dropped when he talked in this

abstract and unpractical manner. 'He laid down his wealth

and station, and went out to share the Common Lot. He has

been a sailor. Now he is a Preacher. He preaches through
his paper. I am sorry to go away and to leave that man
behind. When I return he may be dead.'

' Humph ! There is one pauper for you a fool of a pauper,
who exchanged a coronet for rags. Well, Emanuel, who is

the second man ?
'

'His nephew Harold. I travelled once with him. We
travelled together up the valley of the Euphrates. He is a

young man who receives and understands. Some day, perhaps,
he too will lay down the burden of his money.'

* He's only got a thousand a year or so. That's not much
to carry,' said the bric-a-brac dealer, conscious of a much
heavier burden. ' Is there anybody else ?

'

' There is a girl.'
' Ah !

'

said Mr. Angelo.
' A girl named

Francesca. Harold loves her, and will marry her in good
time. I love the girl as well.'

1 What is her other name ?
'

'I do not know. To me a person has but one name.
She belongs to the People by descent : to the Spanish Jews,
like you.'

1

Truly, like me. And so you like that girl ? Very good.
It was intended that you should like her. Well, it was not

to talk about wood-carving that I asked you to call upon me
this morning. Look here, Emanuel, you have never even

asked my name. Did it not strike you as rather curious that

I should suddenly take all this interest in you ? Why did I

commission you to carve in wood for me ? I did not particu-

larly want any wood-carving done not that I mean to lose
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any money by you and my brother did not want to take a

lodger ; he does not need to let lodgings, yet he sent you to

his daughter. Why ?
'

'

I do not know. I suppose he makes a little profit by
taking me. I suppose you make a little profit by my wood-

carving. It is the way of our People to make profit out of

everything. What need to inquire ?
'

*

Well, Emanuel, the truth is this : When you appeared,

bringing that letter from Hamburg, I was at that moment
talking to my brother about your wife.'

' That concerns me not. My wife is dead. I have no wife.'
'

Oh, yes, you have ! But listen. We were talking, I

siy, about her fortune. It was, you know, a most enormous
fortune. Was alas ! We were saying that it was a thou-

sand pities that such a splendid inheritance could not be kept
in the hands of the family your family, or your wife's family

for the good of the People our own People.'
' Not my family. Whether her money is kept in her family

concerns me not.'
' You are as proud as Lucifer. Your wife's family, then,

is mine. My name my brother's name is Albu. We are

second cousins of Isabel Albu, your wife. Now, when we saw

you, the thought came into my head that you might perhaps
be the means of keeping this fortune from falling into the

hands of the Christians. I did not know how perhaps by
reconciling you to your wife

;
but indeed I did not know.'

' You could not reconcile me to my wife. You might bring

my wife, submissive, to me. But I do not think you would

succeed, unless she has changed indeed.'
' No.' Mr. Angelo laughed.

' There's not much submis-

sion in that quarter. Well, Emanuel, you see, everybody's

got fond of you. Nelly now Lady Selsey and Clara, and
that Francesca girl, they all swear that you are the best and
the wisest man in the world. That's because you don't care

for money. Girls, when they've got all that money can buy,
never do care for money. It's a thousand pities, for their

sakes, that you can't stay. Now as for the fortune I do
wonder now how you'll take this awful news, Emanuel. The
vast great fortune millions and millions ! it's gone it's

melted away it's all stolen. A scoundrel banker who kept
the scrip and received the Rentes has forged your wife's

name, and stolen the money, and lost it on the Bourse.'
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* Has she lost her fortune ? It is late in life for her to

learn the lesson for some, a rude lesson that we are all

better without money.'
' You are going back to the Desert, Emanuel, I think you

said. You had better keep that kind of talk till you are in

the Desert where there's no shops, and, I believe, no money
to be made anyhow. To me it's sickening foolishness. Well

your wife has lost the whole of her money. All she's got
left is a big house at a long lease : this she will try to let ;

she has got a pile of furniture, all good, and some very good ;

she has her jewels fortunately she's fond of jewellery ; she's

got diamonds and rubies oh ! very good diamonds and rubies

I don't say they're not good ;
she has her books, and she

has the things she calls pictures. She knows as much of

pictures as one of your Arabs. There isn't a thing in the

house worth a ten-pound note
;
not a single picture nor a

piece of bric-a-brac, I give you my word, that I would so

much as receive inside this house. I should be ashamed even
to offer one of those things of hers to any of my friends.

Why, Emanuel, you'd say that I should feel it for the third

and fourth generation for such a robbery. It would be worse,
man worse than any robbery, because they would say my
eye was gone my eye my flair, the sixth sense of an art

dealer. But the diamonds and things are good, I admit, and
so is the furniture. I believe that if everything could be sold

at no more than a reasonable loss, she would get about six

thousand pounds six thousand pounds out of her fortune

of millions six thousand pounds and a few hundreds in the

bank. Six thousand pounds say 240/. a year, and that for a

woman who has been spending ten thousand a year, and

might have spent, had she chosen, sixty thousand a year.'
'
It is a change for her. The possession of money gave

her, she thought, the right to Authority. Now that right will

disappear.'
' I tell you this, Emanuel, not because I expect that you

will grieve over the loss, but because you are concerned in a

way which perhaps you have forgotten. A man like you
forgets everything that has money in it. If it was only a wise

saying about the vanity of money, you'd remember it. Well,
it's this : When you married, about two-and-twenty years ago,

you had no money.'
' None. I lived by writing papers and by giving lectures
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on chemistry. I had no money then, or before, or since I
have never had any money. I thank God for it.'

* You forget. On the day of your marriage there was

placed in your hands a document called a Settlement. Do
you remember the Settlement ?

'

* No
;
I remember nothing about any Settlement.'

1 This. Your bride, being then of age and capable of

doing this, settled upon you for life an income of fifty

thousand francs or 2,00(K. sterling. It was her gift, and a

very princely gift, too, to her husband. The money was
ordered to be paid to your account at a London bank.'

'

Stop !

'

cried Ernanuel, quickly.
' I have never had any

money at all from my wife, not one farthing.'
' Don't fly out. I am going to tell you. A month after

the wedding, you separated from your wife. You saw your
wife once more, a year after. You separated from her again.
That money has ever since been paid to your account every

quarter 500/. every quarter until the last quarter-day, when
it ceased, because the fortune was all gone. Do you begin to

understand ?
'

I think I do.'
'

Twenty years. Two thousand pounds a year nothing
touched. You have now lying to your credit forty thousand

pounds. Not less than forty thousand pounds. You are a

rich man, Emanuel you who have just been profanely thank-

ing the God of Israel that He has given you no money. You
are a rich man.'

Emanuel put on his hat. ' I shall go,' he said.
' I shall

go away before I intended. Mind ! I will never touch this

money I will not have it. Let her have it back. Take

money of the woman who refused to obey her husband?
Never ! Let her have it back.' He turned to go.

'

Stop, stop ! my good friend,' cried Aldebert. ' Do you
mean it ? Do you really mean it ?

'

' What else can 1 mean ?
'

'Well, then, Emanuel, if you really mean that you are

going to give back all this money to your wife, it isn't enough
to say so and to go off. If you do that, she will never be able

to get it, nor will you be able to part with it. Will you trust

me to arrange it for you ? From what I know of your wife,

she is quite as capable of refusing to take your money as you
are of taking hers,,'
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Arrange it as you will. She is your cousin.'
*

Very good. I thought you would say this. I have pre-

pared a deed for you to sign. You will hand over the whole
of this money to me in trust in trust, mind the interest

upon it, amounting to about twelve hundred pounds, to be

paid to Isabel Elveda, your wife, during her lifetime, and to

her heirs after her death. Will that suit your views ?
'

' I have no views.'
1 Then here is the deed ready for your signature. As you

despise money, you can't do better than punish your rebellious

wife by giving her all you have.'

Emanuel signed without even reading the paper. The
assistant, or clerk, witnessed.

Thank you. And now, Emanuel, you can get off for the

Desert as soon as you like, though I believe that Clara wants
a word or two with you first. And you really do find yourself
more comfortable in a country where there's no money and no
means of making any ? Wonderful ! If it wasn't for your
face and your ways, Emanuel, I couldn't believe that you
belong to the People. About your wife again. I shall not tell

her, unless I am obliged to, that the money comes from you.
I shall say it is saved from the wreck.'

* As you please. I am not concerned about the money at all.'

* Some men would like the credit of giving up such a lot.

You don't seem even to care whether she knows that you have
done it or not.'

' There is no credit in it at all.'

'Emanuel, you are going away for how long you don't

know. It is twenty-one years since you saw your wife. Per-

haps I don't know she doesn't look that way inclined, I

must say perhaps she may have softened. Perhaps you may
never again have the chance. See her once more. If she will

consent to see you, call upon her. Let me arrange this as wel]

for you.'
Emanuel received the suggestion in silence.

Then he began to walk up and down the shop, showing
unphilosophical signs of mental agitation.

' Why should I see her ?
' he asked presently.

' What
good would it do for me to see her ?

'

' She may tell you something unexpected,' Mr. Angelo
replied, thinking of the daughter.

'

Come, Emanuel, I am
sure you will hear something unexpected.'
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should I not see her? he asked, disregarding the

chance of the Unexpected, which, as we know, always does

happen, whether we regard it or not.
' Why not ?

'

echoed Aldebert.
The time has gone by when the thought of her beauty

moved me till I became faint and sick. I no longer lie awake
with a yearning after my lost wife. She could not move me
now. Yet no, the old passion is dead. I will see her if she
likes. Leave it with her. Tell her from me that I am un-

changed, but that I feel no bitterness towards her. If she
would like to see me once more before I go away I think it

may be the last chance for even in the Desert, where I shall

mostly dwell, many accidents may happen. I will not ask to

see her. But if she wishes if she consents- '

His face showed that the time of emotion was not gone
by. He remembered the past. He turned and left the house
without another word.

' A Dreamer !

' Mr. Aldebert Angelo looked after him. ' A
Dreamer of foolish Dreams ! And yet one likes it. There's
a novelty in meeting with a man who doesn't want money.'

CHAPTER XXXIV

SOMETHING SAVED

ME. ANGELO took the necessary steps without delay, transferred

the accumulations to his own account, and gave instructions

to his broker for the investment in his own name as trustee.

That business accomplished, he made his way to Cromwell
Road, and called upon his cousin.

She received him in her study, where she was sitting, as

usual, over her papers. But her pen in those days was idle,

and her thoughts were elsewhere. We must forgive a little

temporary distraction to a woman who has lost such an

amazing quantity of money.
' You come to bring me more bad news, cousin ?

'

she said,

giving him her hand. 'I received your letter from Paris.'

Her manner was unchanged, but her face was pale and set.

The two secretaries had disappeared. And already the pile of

letters was greatly diminished, because the news, imperfect
and garbled, had been published in the Paris papers first, and
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then in all the London papers. A millionaire does not become
a pauper without the world's comment.

'

Things looked very bad when I wrote that letter. I left

your affairs in trustworthy hands, when I could do no more,
and I came back. Since then we have not been quite idle,

and I have come to tell you the result.'
' Then I am a pauper ?

'

' No. A little to the right side of pauperdom. First,' he
took out his note book * I shall engage your attention for a

quarter of an hour, I am afraid.'
' What is a quarter of an hour to give to a man who

rescues me from destitution? Pray sit down, cousin, and go
on.'

I

First, then, you are aware that by your marriage settle-

ment an income of 2,000. a year was settled on your husband
for life ?

'

'

I believe so. You might, perhaps, inform the people con-

cerned that there is no more money to pay that with.'
' I have done so. As for the accumulations

'

* He has saved something out of his income ? When last

I heard about the matter, he had not drawn any of it for

years. I am not concerned with his accumulations.'
' He has never touched any of the money. It has all accu-

mulated. His heiress would be his daughter.'
Madame Elveda frowned.
' Franceses may have the money, then,' she said jealously.

I 1 had hoped that my child would owe everything to me. But
we do not know certainly whether he is dead or not. To be

sure he must be dead long, long ago.'
Mr. Angelo leaned forward, saying, in a stage whisper,
'

Cousin, your husband is not dead. I have seen him.
I have conversed with him.'

' Not dead ? Then why but it matters nothing to me. If

he is living let him take his accumulations. What has he
done all these years that I have heard nothing about him ?

'

' You have been separated from your People. That is the

reason. He has been wandering about the world, staying
nowhere long. In the towns he works at wood-carving for

his livelihood, and stays always among the People.'
I 1 desire to hear nothing more about my husband. I should

like to forget him if I could. I have nearly succeeded, and
now you come to reopen a closed chapter

'
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'

Forgive me. It is best that you should know. Besides
but I will first speak of other business. I left your

affairs, I said, in good and trustworthy hands. They
seemed, at first, in a deplorable condition indeed. I have

now, however, ascertained that out of the wreck will be
saved or recovered a sum of forty thousand pounds

'

'

Forty thousand pounds ! It does not seem much out

of two millions and a half. But I am thankful for anything.'
*
It is not much out of so much. Still a sum of forty

thousand pounds would be called by most people a pretty
little fortune. Twenty years ago I should have smiled in-

credulously had anyone told me that I should, at any time,
be worth forty thousand pounds. In fact, you will still be

comfortably off, only without the feeling of great power
which your lifelong possession of wealth unbounded must
have given you. It must be,' he continued, shaking his

head and growing poetical over a misfortune which engaged
his deepest sympathies,

'
like laying down the crown and

sceptre. What a Queen ! To possess those millions ! it was
enormous. It was almost beyond the wildest ambition. Yes, few

Queens have so much power as you with your millions ! If you
only knew the admiration with which I first approached you
on that occasion, when I dared to call you cousin the admira-

tion, the pride, the envy ! As for us whom the world calls

fortunate, we creep along, we creep slowly along. If we die

worth a quarter of a million, men will call us happy. But

you you with millions always growing, and growing at

the rate of seventy thousand a year at least, because you
couldn't spend it. Oh, it is dreadful it maddens a man
only to think of such a loss ! Why, your daughter in thirty

years' time would have been worth five millions at least
;
and

in fifty years' time ten millions, and if it could be kept to-

gether for a hundred years your grandchildren would have
a lump fortune of fifty millions fifty millions fifty millions

sterling ! ! ! Oh ! I cannot get it out of my head. I think of

it perpetually. Day and night I cannot get it out of my head.

What a misfortune ! Millions, and all gone ! And all gone !

Cousin, I wonder I really wonder at your fortitude. Some
women would have broken down utterly under such a blow

;

I myself under such a misfortune should have gone mad, or

I should have taken to my bed and died. But you you are

of granite you shed no tears you do not rail at fortune
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you sit calmly as if it were nothing worse than the smash of

a favourite cup. Such fortitude is beyond me.'
* I am not quite so brave as you imagine. But I try not

to think too much of the loss. It relieves me inexpressibly,
for instance, to learn that you have saved so much for me.
And I need not say, cousin, that I am deeply grateful, and
that I regret very much the cold reception which I gave to

your brother and to you.'
1 That is nothing nothing. Blood is thicker than

water, cousin Isabel. It has been a happiness to be of use

to you. Besides, we are proud of you apart from your for-

tune. You are a leader, whether we like your Cause or not.

You are a great lady always a great lady, whether you have
lost your fortune or not. I am what I am a dealer a rich

dealer. I know a lady when I see one. You can't make a

lady by giving her money. She has got to be a lady from
the beginning. There's a difference, for instance, between

my daughter and yours. They both learn the same things ;

but they began differently, and they think differently. Clara

grew up in the rooms over the shop. Enough ! You under-

stand me, cousin Isabel. We do not now, any more than we
did before you lost your money, wish to intrude upon you.
But if I can be of any assistance at all to you, command
me.'

Madame Elveda held out her hand. ' You are a good
man, cousin.' The tears appeared in her eyes. 'You, and

my daughter together, almost make me regret that I came out

from the People and drove away my husband. But, if it were
all to come over again' she set her face hard again' 'I

would do it all over again. Remember that. I would do it

again.'
'

That,' said Mr. Angelo,
'
is none of my business. Per-

haps, if Emanuel Elveda had gone on living at home, the

money would have been lost just the same. He would have

dropped it into the ocean, I dare say, on principle, and then

you'd be tramping about the world with him. A dreamer, a

dreamer ! But we like to have a dreamer among us some-

times ;
it can't be said, when Emanuel is about, that we all

think of nothing but money. Now, let me go on. You want
to let this house. I have found you a tenant.'

* So soon ?
'

* So soon. Yes. Things have happened opportunely.
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The tenant I propose to you is the young Viscount Selsey

my nephew by marriage.' Mr. Angelo tried his best not to

show pride in the connection
;
but the thing was too strong

for him
;
he swelled visibly as he spoke.

* My nephew by
marriage,' he repeated.

' Son of the Earl of Hayling, who
was lost, and is found. Lord Selsey married my niece, Pre-

ciada Albu, daughter of my brother, who came here with me
Sydney Bernard, you know came with me, and said rude

things. They are to be allowed five thousand a year, with a

certain sum paid to their account for starting. As their advi-

ser, I will take this houso for them, and buy all the contents

as they stand furniture, books, plate, bric-a-brac but '-

he looked round and shuddered * not the pictures. I cannot

conscientiously buy the pictures for them.'
1 What should I do with the pictures ?

'

1 Stack them carefully out in the back garden, and then

put a lucifer match to the lowest,' replied the dealer.
' That

is the kindest thing you can do to the pictures.
' Believe me,

I would buy them for this young couple if I could. Your
books may be the greatest rubbish in the world. I buy them
all the same. But not the pictures. And, of course, what-
ever you like to keep

'

'

They would take everything in the house as it stands ?
'

Madame Elveda .
leaned her head upon her hand. ' That

seems simple. As for me, I never have any sentiment about

furniture and such things. I shall be able to get more fitting

furniture for narrower quarters. Nothing here seems to

belong to me, any more than if I was in an hotel. I supposo
if one had grown up in a house, with friends and cousins

Here she stopped.
' When one buys everything one wants,

and as fast as one wants it, there is no sentiment possible
about personal possessions. That is, I suppose, one disad-

vantage about being rich. One cares nothing at all about

possessions and belongings.'
* Ah ! when a man's got to calculate before he buys, he

values things. I sometimes think,' Aldebert continued, with
a touch of sentiment,

' that it must be a happier time when
one is getting rich growing bigger and stronger than when
one is rich, and all the work is over. For me, I shall never

stop working. Well, not to worry you with details, which

you can have later, you may reckon on about sixteen or

seventeen hundred pounds a year. If you will permit me, I
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will act as your agent, invest the money for you, and pay
your dividends into the bank for you.'

'

I shall be infinitely obliged to you, if you will do so

much for me, cousin.'
'
It is not great wealth, but it is enough. You will con-

tinue to live much as you have been living, but in smaller

quarters. However rich. one is, it is not possible to eat and
drink more than a certain quantity. I've sometimes thought
it a hardship, but I don't know. And that, cousin, is all I

have to report.' Mr. Angelo put up his notes, and took off

his pince-nez.
'Before you go, cousin,' said Madame Elveda, 'I must

try to express my gratitude for all that you have done for me.
You were right when you told me that, of all my friends, I

should not find one in time of trouble, who could help me.
There is only one, I believe, who would go out of his way to

help me. And that man knows nothing at all about business.

A woman who cuts herself off from her own people and her

early friends, and those who should advise her, becomes

necessarily more or less a lonely woman. I have been so

much occupied with my work, and I have so many acquaint-
ances, that I have only felt the isolation of my life during the

last few days, when it seemed as if I might actually became a
friendless pauper. But you, whom I hardly treated with
common civility, you came most generously to my assistance.

How shall I thank you ?
'

1 No thanks are needed, cousin. Yrou are still, though you
cast us off, belonging to us. We of the People stand by each
other. We must. It is the one lesson that we have learned

during all the years of persecution. We must.'

He rose, pushing back his chair.
' You are good enough

to say that you are pleased with my small services. May I

ask a favour I do not say in return but a favour ?
'

'

Surely, my cousin. What can I do ?
'

' You have been so kind as to admit my daughter to your
house. This time I ask a favour for my niece. She is, you
know, Lady Selsey, and it's a tremendous honour to have
such a connection. But Lord Selsey is young and inex-

perienced : he was brought up in ignorance of his rank
; he

knows nothing of society ; they are to come here and to live

quietly till they do know something. The only lady that

Nelly tfe^'s nay niece, we call her Nelly though her name
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is Preciada : you know our ways the only lady that Nelly
knows is her cousin, my daughter Clara, and your daughter.
When they have been settled a bit and the boy has learned a

little he'll never learn much how a gentleman ought to

look and talk, if you would call upon my niece it would be a

kindness and a favour.'
'

If that is all with the greatest pleasure ;
but remember,

I am quite a poor woman now, and, therefore, powerless.'
* Don't tell 'em how much you've lost. Don't tell *em

how much you've kept. The papers don't know : the para-

graphs showed that. Then you'll keep some of your power.
Money is power, isn't it ?

'

Then he put up his note-book and took his hat.
* I must say one word about your husband. I know you

do not want to hear about him, yet it is only for a moment.
After that, if you please, you shall never hear another word
from me about him.'

'On that condition, then. Besides, I can refuse you
nothing, after what you have done for me.

1

' You never quarrelled of course not. People like you
don't quarrel. You separated. But you cannot fail to respect
this dreamer of dreams.'

1 There is no man in the world whom I respect so much
as Emanuel Elveda.'

* He is going away again immediately. He is one of those

who cannot stay in the same place long. He must wander.
He will not make any money : he despises money ; he sells

his carving for anything that offers. Says that it hurts him
little to be robbed, but that it hurts the robber to the third

and fourth generation that's the dreamy way he talks, as if

the robber would feel it. Most *of all he likes wandering in

the Desert with the Arabs. There he need do no work, and
can dream away the days.'

' Well ?
'

* See him once more, before he goes. It may be the last

chance of meeting before he dies.'

Madame Elveda received the proposition in the same way
as Emanuel. That is to say, she made no reply for a while.

' Didhe himself propose this meeting ?
'

she asked presently.
'

No
;
I proposed it. The proposal agitated him. But he

^ed to my mentioning the thing. He leaves it entirely
inds.'
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' I am twenty years older than when last we parted,' she

said sadly.
' Had you asked me twenty years ago, the mere

chance of seeing him again would have filled me with rapturo
and with fear. I should have feared lest I should give way to

him. I should have rejoiced at the chance of giving way to

him. Now the old passion and the old emotions are gone.
Yes

; they are dead in me. I can only see in my husband the

Man who would subdue the Woman. Let him come. Tell

Emanuel from me that I should like to see him and to talk

to him if he wishes once more before he goes.'

1

Clara,' said her father that evening,
*
I've done a good

stroke for your friend and cousin Francesca this day. I've

got forty thousand pounds for her, or for her mother and it's

in my hands, not to be wasted and thrown away. That's a

good thing done. And I've made Emanuel and Madame
promise to meet each other. They are both as proud as the

Devil, and neither will give way. Still well we've done
what we can. Now, look here, Clara. Emanuel is going
away, and if you don't hurry up he'll go away without find-

ing out that he's got a daughter.'
t Oh ! But he must not ! he must not !

'

4 Now you see the result of your precious plan. You, who
thought yourself so clever ! What I wanted was to bring
them together I said, at a little dinner in a private room.
To be sure, Emanuel would just as soon be set down to a

plate of whelks as to a dish of turtle soup, but I suppose one
can't order whelks at the Cafe Royal. I should have said,

when I'd got them together, comfortable, "Francesca," I

would have said,
" here's your pa long-lost and supposed to

be dead." Not you that's too simple for you. They must

get to know each other, then they'd get to love each other.

Then they'd suddenly find out the truth. You made quite a
little play about it. "What! Your name is Elveda?
Elveda? Heavens! So is mine!" Very pretty it was.

Only the little play hasn't come off.'

'Who could possibly guess,' asked the unsuccessful

dramatist,
' that two people would be together all this time

and actually not be curious enough to know each other's

name ?
'

* What will you do next, then ?
'

'

Well, father, if my plan won't do, I must try yours.'
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CHAPTER XXXV
LOVE DEAD AND BURIED

POETS have spoken of the regrets, the longings, the yearnings
provoked by seeing after long years places, things, and persons
once familiar and dear. We all revisit Yarrow when we grow
old. Every old man lives in a burial ground growing every

year larger and larger, filled with dead thoughts and dead
friends. The monuments stand around sacred to their memo-
ries : lying monuments some, because their memories are not

sacred, and one would fain forget them if that were possible.
To stand before such a tomb and to remember what that once
was which is now buried there is surely the most mournful

thing that life has to give. Better close one's eyes to the

monuments and pass on, forgetting that they stand around.
Before such a tomb Emanuel and his wife were to stand.

The thing within it was dead they had killed it. They were

going to revive the memory of the dead and then to part

again perhaps to see each other no more till, in another

world, the relation of woman to man would be established

once for all, without any possible chance of misunderstanding.

' Is it well with the Master ?
'

Melkah rose from her corner en the stairs where she sat

half the day, a bundle of shawls and wraps. She looked up
when Emanuel entered the hall

;
she rose and stood with

some difficulty, for her joints were rusty with age. She threw
back the shawl that covered her head and made a veil.

' I knew j^ou would come back once more before you died.'

Emanuel started.
'

Everything is the same not the same

house, I suppose, but like it. The hall, and the stairs, and
Melkah Melkah. You must be very old, Melkah ?

'

'I am ninety and more. Sometimes I think I am for-

gotten. Who should remember a silly old woman like me ?

You will find Madame upstairs. She is waiting for you just
as she waited for you twenty years ago. Be gentle with her,
Master.'

Emanuel passed up the stairs. Melkah sank back into

her corner and covered her head again, and so sat huddled up.
Emanuel opened the door of the drawing-room. Yes. It
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was exactly as if the twenty years of separation had dis-

appeared. It was not the same room, but it looked the same.

Moreover, to his eyes, ignorant of Esthetic, the furniture

appeared to be the same. And at the end of the room hia

wife sat waiting for him as she had waited for him twenty
years ago. As she was dressed then, so she was dressed now,
in the stately crimson velvet that she loved, with jewels roun 1

her neck and arms. As she walked down the room to meet
him then, so she walked down the room to meet him now.
As she stopped in the middle of the room then, so she stopped
now. She gave him her hand, but he gently refused it.

' We
are either husband and wife,' he said,

' or we are strangers
who have a common sorrow.'

'

If we have a common sorrow we are not strangers. But
as you will. Let us talk as strangers if you please, or, rather,
as old acquaintances.'

'

Nay. Let us talk as the dead talk who have a common
past to remember. We have a common past, Isabel.'

He took a chair, as he had done twenty years before, and

placed it for her. Then he placed another for himself. They
sat facing opposite ways, but side by side, just as they had
done twenty years before.

'I heard that you were in London,' the dead wife began,
'from one Aldebert Angelo, who is, as perhaps you know, a

second or third cousin of mine. I thought that you must be

dead, because I heard nothing about your work, and I thought
you would do great things. It appears that you have aban-
doned science. Mr. Angelo tells me that you are poor that

you work with your hands. Is that necessary, Emanuel ?
'

1 A man must live,' the dead husband replied. 'I do as

much work as is required to keep me. I wander about the

face of the earth. Since we parted, Isabel, I have wandered
on foot all round the Mediterranean. Once I saw you it was
in a street of Tunis. You were in a shop, buying things. I

have never ceased to think of you there was a time when I

was drawn as by ropes towards you. I was tempted, for your
sake, to trample on the Law and to make myself the most

abject of men one who sells his birthright of pre-eminence
for a woman's kiss. Therefore I hastened to get as far from

you as I could. I can now look back to the death of my
short-lived wife with the tender memory of her beauty and
her virtue and her sweetness. Her rebellion I have forgotten.
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It is but a month that I have to remember, but that short
month has filled all my life.'

1 As for me, Emanuel, when you died I suffered I may
now confess more pain than I thought I could feel for any
man. There was not a day for months afterwards, when, if

you had suddenly presented yourself, I should not have been

ready to fall at your feet and offer obedience and submission.'

In her face, in her eyes, had he looked there, was again the
same look of submission. *

Fortunately,' she went on, more

coldly,
'

you did not appear. You are, I need hardly ask, still

of the same mind as regards the position of women ?
'

' I remain still of the same mind, Isabel that is to say, I

remain in harmony with the Laws of God and the Laws of

Nature, which are the Laws of God. You are still, perhaps,
a rebel against both.'

' If you please ; call it what you like. For twenty years 1

have striven to uphold the equality of woman. Oh ! I know
all that you would say. I have against me the united forces

of religion, tradition, prejudice, and brutality. If such men
as Emanuel Elveda will not allow my contention, what am I

to expect of the ignorant mass ? I have succeeded, however,
so far that the world has learned the actual condition of

women in Europe, at least. I have shown what the enforced

submission of women has led to, over this civilised continent.

And I have gathered round me a band of womeji devoted to

the cause of their own enfranchisement.'
' Was this all you had to say to me, Isabel ? For we

waste the time. I know what you have done. I have seen

your book translated into German, French, Spanish, Italian,

and Eussian. It is everywhere and though I never read

papers, I have heard your name and your work discussed on
steamers and in railway carriages. Therefore I said to myself,
" Isabel remains rebellious."

'

' I wanted to see you, Emanuel, partly out of curiosity and

partly because I had something to tell you. Out of curiosity,
because I wished to see the face that could once move me so

deeply. It is changed, Emanuel. Some of the sunshine has

gone out of your face : I think your eyes could no longer flash

suddenly with hope as they used to do when you had a dream
more brilliant than usual. Oh, Emanuel ! you were a dreamer
of Dreams and a seer of Visions. There was never such a

man as yourself : Jacob's Ladder was always before your eyes
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with angels running up to Heaven. You were always your-
self half-way up that ladder ; with your science you would
create a new world for mankind, with your preaching you
would create a new man for the new world. When you
left me, Emanuel, it was as if the colour and the sunshine
were taken out of life. You had ideas as well as dreams.

Pity that your ideas and your dreams should be all thrown

away.'
*

Perhaps they are not all thrown away. There are other

ways of preserving thought besides the writing of books
better ways, some of them. Perhaps, too, a man may do
better for the world if he leaves it his still imperfect thoughts
unexpressed. He may be permitted to take them into his

next existence : most likely they are but the reflection of

passing events. What we call thoughts are generally no-

thing but a bald translation into words of things that we have
seen.'

1 Dreamer still ! As for me, I live for this world. What
the next may be, I neither know nor will I guess. Well,
Emanuel, we have met again. Perhaps it was not wise. Yet
there has been a past for both of us. I, for one, was curious

to learn if I could look on your face and hear your voice with-

out being stirred in the old way. I am satisfied on that point.
We are dead to each other or to ourselves. Yet it is pleasant
to see your face again, Emanuel. It recalls the past, or some
of it, and it brings no bitterness even now no regrets. I

wonder that there should have been a time when I could not
look upon your face without a yearning of the heart.'

* I do not wonder thinking of the past. But you killed

the very instinct of love when you rebelled against the Law.
Still, you have a memory, Isabel. It should have kept you
out of many extravagances which those women commit who
know not love. Your curiosity is satisfied,' he added, with

the least touch of annoyance no one, not even a Philosopher,
likes being the subject of curiosity.

* Let us now go on to

what you wished to say.'
' When we were married, Emanuel, I was rich.'
' So I understood.'
' I am rich no longer. All my money has been stolen and

dissipated. I have now only a few thousands left of all my
great inheritance.'

Emanuel bowed his head a gesture which may mean
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anything you please, but it always means that the speaker is

followed and understood, so far.
' The settlement that was made upon you at our marriage

it was an annuity can no longer be paid, Emanuel.'
'I know nothing,' he said coldly, about any settlement'
'

Therefore, I propose, if you will consent, to divide what
has been saved out of the wreck it will be something over

forty thousand pounds into two portions, of which you shall

take one half, and leave me the other half.'
' What ?

'

he started into life.
* Take your money from

you ? Divide with you ? Are you mad ? Can you think for

a moment that I could do this thing ? What do I know about

your settlement ? I have never taken anything from you when

you were rich do you imagine that I am going to begin when
you have lost your fortune ?

'

She was silent for a moment. Then she replied,
* You

shame me now as always, Emanuel. I could not take money
from you. Forgive me.'

' You have lost your fortune, Isabel. I am not sorry.
Great fortunes are the curse of civilisation. The thing that

our People desire perpetually corrupts us while we desire it,

corrupts us while we work for it, corrupts our children when
we leave it to them. So the Lord makes scourges for us out
of our desires Israel is cursed with the lust of gold. Why,
but for your riches you would have shared the Common Lot.'

Madame Elveda started
;
her daughter had used those words.

* You would have become a wife and a mother contented with
the Eternal Laws of Nature. What have you become ? a
Rebel

;
one who wages a vain and feeble war against the

Order of Heaven. You are like a child shaking its fist at the

moon. You are like the woman in the Rabbinical story, the

nursery story, that first Rebel among women Lilith. Your
desire has been granted to you, with the consequences which

you did not expect. You have had a lonely, a friendless, and
a loveless life. Now that your money is gone it will become
more lonely, more friendless, and more loveless. Oh ! I use
not threatening words. These things are natural conse-

quences. You have trampled on the Law. As the wineglass
which was broken at our wedding, so shall your life be broken,
scattered, and lost. But the Law remains. And the Woman
shall obey the Man.'

1 1 will not dispute with you, Emanuel. Say on.*
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1 You have left your People and your Faith. Yet the Lord
our God is one God.'

'

Oh, Emanuel ! I could laugh at you, but the thing is too

serious. I could he angry with you, hut still it is too serious.'
1 My dead wife

'

he looked into her face with a touch of

the old tenderness '

for the sake of that short month, every
hour of which lives in my memory, I cannot choose but speak
the truth. Nevertheless, I have no longer the right even to

speak in your presence of what I think. You are still beauti-

ful, Isabel, but your face is hard. It should be the face of a

woman whose days have been bathed with the sunshine of

love. But it is hard. It is the face of a woman who has been

fighting for twenty years.'
1 And yours, Emanuel, is the face of a dreamer still. Your

eyes are full of dreams. Love has no place in your thoughts.
Farewell, dead husband. The dead neither kiss nor greet
each other, nor take each other by the hand. For them there

is nothing but the past. Farewell.'

They gazed in each other's faces for a while. Then
Emanuel turned and walked slowly down the room.

When, some months later, Emanuel sat among the tents

of certain Arab friends, that last farewell arose again in his

mind. He saw his dead wife's eyes, and as he gazed into

them their hard look faded, and there came again the long-
lost eyes of love. And so that memory will remain with him
to the end.

As he walked down the room, his wife looked after him,

just as she had done twenty years before. The rounding of

his shoulders, the stoop of his neck, touched her with a sense

of pity. Emanuel, she thought, was growing old. As for the

words of warning, they fell upon her like seed upon a hard
rock. She heard them, but heeded them not.

He passed out and closed the door. She hesitated, then
she walked down the room. It was all exactly like the last

talk, twenty years ago. She opened the door, and stepped out

upon the landing. Below she watched her husband walking
across the broad hall. He opened the door and went out,

shutting it behind him. All exactly like that parting of

twenty years ago. But this time it was the last parting of

dead husband and dead wife.
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She saw Melkah standing with her shawl thrown back

looking out after this strange visitor.
1 Melkah !

'

she cried,
' Melkah ! Did you see him ? Last

time he came he prophesied a loveless life, while the child was

calling from the cradle
; again he prophesies a loveless life,

when the child has grown up.'
* But she has left the cradle she has left the nest, she has

flown away. Francesca is gone ! You must live without her.

I told you I told you ! Get her a husband, I said. She was

falling into fancies. But you would not. You have lost her.

The child is gone.'
1

Melkah, you are a silly old woman ! Why should Fran-
cesca be gone ? How should I lose her ? She will come back

changed, because she will have lost her fancies. She will

come back to be my lieutenant and my successor. Melkah, he
is more obstinate than ever. His face there was a time when
I was silly over that face is nobler than before. He is as full

of dreams
;
he is as unpractical, and he is as obstinate as ever.

I am glad to have seen the man once more, Melkah. It makes
me proud to think that such a man loved me

; yet I love him
no longer. If I, who was loved by Emanuel Elveda, can stand

up for the equality of women, how much more should those

unhappy women fight for it who are mated with lower men ?
'

' The Woman must obey the Man,' said the old woman of

Damascus who could never be converted.

CHAPTER XXXVI

CHILDLESS

* LONELY Loveless Friendless !

'

Madame Elveda sat alone. She had been quite alone
for some days. It was the month of August, when everybody
is out of town and work has come to an end even work for the

emancipation of women. There were no letters and no callers,

and her fortune was gone. She was going to exchange her big
house for a flat, and it seemed as if her friends had all gone too.

'

Lonely Loveless Friendless !

'

When one is strong and rich and busy, and surrounded by
troops of acquaintances, the loneliness of life is not felt :

when the work and the friends and the wealth vanish, the
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loneliness of life begins to be felt. It wraps a man round as

with a mist. One who walks in a thick fog understands the

loneliness of life. Madame Elveda sat alone in the great
house. She was alone all day and all the evening : the silence

of the house weighed upon her, and the words of her husband

began to ring in her ears like a bell that tolls for a parting soul.
4

Lonely Loveless Friendless !

'

*

Melkah,' she said, 'why should Francesca change? What
did you mean when you said that Francesca would change ?

'

' She is gone to live among women who love. Those who
love obey their husbands. You teach her one thing and she

sees another. Francesca is like her father.'
' Her father would command, not obey.'
Melkah shook her head. She knew what she meant,
Lo ! one evening whilo she pondered these things, her

daughter returned.

She stood before her mother, who looked in her face

curiously and anxiously. Yes, the girl was changed. Her face

was changed it was filled with new thoughts ;
it was eager,

the face of a girl who is occupied and busy with many things.
Her mother sighed and turned away. She recognised by

maternal intuition that her daughter was changed and she

knew in what direction.
* You looked troubled, mother. Has anything happened ?

'

'Yes, my dear, a great deal has happened. A most

important change has fallen upon me.'
' Mother !

' Francesca cried eagerly,
' not a change in your

opinions ?
'

' Not in my opinions, Francesca,' she replied coldly.
'

They
remain the same. The change, however, will greatly reduce

my power of making them effective. You will understand

directly that if you could have been a help to me in the past,
when I had every kind of assistance that wealth could procure,

you can be ten times as useful to me now.'
' When you had ? But, my dear mother, have you not

still has any misfortune ?
'

' What has happened is this : A month ago I was the pos-

sessor, I supposed, and you were the heiress, of a great for-

tune. I inherited a fortune of millions. It was invested

chiefly in French stocks and securities. We never spent we
could not if we tried spend a fifth part of our income. The
rest accumulated, as I thought. About sixty thousand pounds
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of savings were invested every year. I kept a very careless

account, because I had an agent in whom I entirely trusted.

Still, I knew what was done with the money, and I kept in

my own hands the power of selling out or changing invest-

ments. Nothing could be done without my signature. This

gave me perfect confidence. Now, by these accumulations, my
original fortune ought to have been increased, during the last

twenty years, by another million. You should therefore be
the heiress, if you succeeded to-day, of two millions and a half

that is to say, about a hundred thousand pounds a year.
That is to say, again, I was probably the richest private woman
in the world, and you were certainly the greatest heiress.'

* Oh !

'

Francesca clasped her hands. * We have actually
lost our fortune ? Lost our fortune ? Oh ! It is Providen-
tial ! I was going to tell you, mother, that I wanted to give

up my fortune or my succession and to join the people who
have no money at all.'

' How would you live ?
' Her mother's voice showed no

sympathy with this proposition.
*

I should carry on Nelly's music-teaching. Oh ! I should
do very well.'

' Why do you wish to give up your fortune ? With
money, child, you can move the world. Without it, you can
do nothing.'

Francesca shook her head. l The only real power that

one woman, or one man, can have over others is by example
and teaching. One woman who lives the better life may
shame a hundred who live the lower, but for her.'

' You talk like your father, child. He was a dreamer.
But of dreams there comes no good.'

' Well but if the fortune is all gone we needn't dream

any longer. We can act. Why, it was only the other day,
that Mr. Hayling Lord Hayling properly prayed solemnly
that all my riches might be taken from me. It i? like an
answer to prayer. We have no money. Oh ! a month ago I

should have felt like the Cigale in winter. No money ! the

poor, shivering, naked Cigale ! And now I am like the pil-

grim who dropped his burden, and went on his way rejoicing
and lighthearted.'

* You rejoice, Francesca ? You rejoice that I have lost my
fortune, and with it my position and my power ? What does
this mean ?

'
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'

Oh, mother ! if your position and your power depend
only on your fortune, what are they ? No, your power will

remain, if it is worth keeping. What would you have been
had there never been any fortune at all ?

'

' This is not a time for speculation. Let me go on. I

heard of this reverse first about three weeks ago. Had I

known that you would rejoice in poverty I would have told

you at once : but I feared to distress you. I wanted you to

go on working out the problem on which you were engaged
undisturbed. But part of the thing has now got into the

papers. I receive letters asking if the report is true, so I think
it is best to tell you at once now that you appear delighted by
my misfortunes.'

1

No, mother
;
not your misfortunes. It was much best to

tell me. Oh ! Is it gone ? Is it really gone ? Mother, I

never understood, until this moment, what a horrid thing that

money has been to us all along. Men pray for money ; they
dream of money much money. They can't have too much
money and see ! it has made me what I have been not a

woman at all an artificial creature an unreal creature,
dressed up like a woman, talking rubbish about art and and

mother, I cannot say it.'

'If, Francesca, you were able to help me before,' her
mother continued, pursuing her own thoughts,

'

you are able

to help me ten times as much now. We shall live in a fiat,

we must give up our dinners and our evenings, we must prac-
tise economy in small things in fact, I clearly perceive tbuit

I can no longer be the Leader that I was. It remains for you
to be a Leader of another kind. You will write

; you will

speak. Oh! you don't know, child, your own cleverness.

You can do anything you please. You will carry en the

Cause, Francesca.' For the first time in her life, the girl re-

cognised in her mother's voice a touch of weakness an

appeal for help. Her heart fell within her, for, alas ! she
C6uld be of no more use to her mother. She and the Cause
were parted.

' I have the knowledge, Francesca. 1 ussd to

have the wealth now I have no more money I, who was
born to such immense treasure

;
but you, my dear, with the

eloquence of beauty and of culture you can use my know-

ledge as a well to draw from, and you will carry all be-

fore you. Francesca, what do you mean ? Why do you
look at me like this ?

'
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1 There is a man, mother, living near us over there who

was also born to a great fortune and to a great position. Long
ago, more than twenty years ago, he gave up everything and
went away to become a common working man. He became a
sailor before the mast. He wanted to have the Common Lot :

he married a girl of his adopted station that must have been
the hardest thing of all

;
he has enjoyed the Common Lot

ever since. His wife has become a drunkard : his son is a

shallow-brained fool
;
he has forwarded few if any of the

things he preaches. Some would say that his life has been a

failure. But he does not think so. He has had the Common
Lot : he would not change if it were to do all over again.

Suffering and hard work and disappointment but to share

the Common Lot, he says, is the best that can happen to a
man.'

' What is this man to us, Francesca ?
'

1 There is another man over there
'

again Francesca

pointed in an easterly direction * who gave up his friends and
his career twenty years ago in order to keep his freedom. He
wants no money he will not try to make any he despises
wealth. So long as he is free to live his life in his own way
he is happy. He walks about the world, he works with his

hands. He is quite quite free. And he is quite quite

happy ;
and wiser, fuller of dignity and self-respect than

any other man that ever I knew.'
'

Again, Francesca, what has this man to do with us ?
*

'It is the Common Lot, mother, that I have seen and
learned. It is the freedom from wealth that I have learned to

envy. Mother, how was it made, this great fortune of ours ?
'

'It was made how does it concern you, child, to know
how it was made ? It was made by one man, and, at least,

honestly.'
* All that immense fortune made by one man ? And that

honestly ? Since I have been away, mother, I have heard a

good deal about money, and I have been thinking. Formerly
I used to believe that our wealth arose from a long succession

of noble ancestors Moors
;
now I know that this could not

be. How was our fortune made, mother ?
'

1 My grandfather made it, Francesca. He made it by con-

tracts for provisions for the British Army in the Peninsular

War. Now you know as much as I know. You may learn, at

the same time, though the knowledge will not make you any
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the happier knowledge never does, I think that he was a
self-made man, and began with nothing. There is nothing
noble about your ancestors at all, at least on my side. On
your father's side yes. They were, before the Kevolution,
nobles of Spain, who laid down their titles when they had no
farther reason for concealing their faith.'

* He was a contractor this rich great-grandfather. So
our fortune was built upon bacon and flour. I am glad, at

least, that it was not made by sweating work-girls. Now,
we have lost it well we have lost it. Can you regret it,

mother ?
'

1

Regret it ? Are you mad, child ? Do I regret power,
authority, respect, consideration ?

'

*

Yes, yes, but without the money you will have just as

much consideration and respect. Your work remains, you
have written the only great book on the present condition of

women. You are an authority on that subject, whatever

happens. I suppose you could have written that book just as

well without so much money.'
1 You know nothing, Francesca.'
* I know very little, it is true. But I have learned some-

thing. You should have kept me with you in this Harem.
But you let me out, and I have learned many things. Mother,

why did you let me believe that we were Moors ?
'

' There was a reason, my dear. I wanted so to separate

myself from my own People that you should never know that

you belonged to them. It was for your sake, Francesca. I

wanted you to start without the superstition and the prejudices
of the Jews. I would have you free.'

'

Yes, I was free. But if freedom means seclusion from
the world Oh ! mother, believe me, I am not reproaching

you, I understand why you did it. But I have learned the

truth, and I rejoice yes rejoice. I am one of that great
and immortal race, who have had so wonderful a past, and are

going to have so wonderful a future.'
'

Strange !

'

said her mother,
* and I have taken so much

trouble to prevent you knowing the truth. *

Well, child, you
are a Jewess. Your great-grandfather, who made all the money,
was born in the Ghetto of Venice, but he was of a Spanish
family. On your father's side you are still more Spanish,
because for many generations the Elvedas were a noble

Spanish family, secretly practising their ancient faith. And
A A
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so you rejoice that you are a Jewess ? Wonderful ! By their

Law the woman obeys the man and is subject to him. And

you rejoice that you are a Jewess !

'

'

Yes, I rejoice. And oh ! the money is all gone, and I ain

free to work and to live as the others work and live. And I

shall no longer sit at a hotel window and watch the Passing
Show.'

' You will desert me, Francesca ? Oh ! child
'

the

mother's eyes filled with tears 'you will desert the Cause,
and your mother who has been the leader of the Cause ?

'

* I must, mother, I must. I think that you and your
friends are wrong from the very beginning. You say that

woman is man's equal. No, no, no. Nature made him stronger,

larger of brain and larger of heart. He does things which

woman cannot do. Woman is below man. My new teacher

says it is the Law of God "He shall rule over thee." My
little study in comparative religions did not include, so far as I

went, a study of that Law, but there is the Law of Nature.

Why, everywhere it cries aloud that the man is greater than

the woman ! You repudiate the submission of the woman
over the man she loves. Why, all over the world, everywhere,
in every country and in every age, the women cheerfully and

happily yield submission and obedience to the men they love.

Why not ? It is a part of love. I have never understood

until now how their obedience is necessary to bring order and

happiness into life. Now I have seen it, and I know what it

means. Oh ! women are not the equals of men. Let us cease

to fight against the laws of Nature.'
' You strangely resemble your father, child. I have never

seen the resemblance so strong. You talk like him, and you
look like him.' This, had Madame known, was not an un-

likely result of six weeks' daily intercourse.
1 When I came back to this house,' Francesca went on, con-

cealing nothing,
' I felt as if I were entering some Temple of

a False God. I remembered the things I had seen here,

heard here, said here. It is a Temple of a Religion which

shuts out humanity. The preachers are not real women ;

they must destroy their nature before they can preach and teach

these things.'
* You are frank indeed.'
' I want you to understand exactly what I mean, mother.

You wanted me to join in the advocacy of unreality. Why,
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so I might, because I knew nothing of the world. Men and
women and all their ways they were puppets and I was to

preach to puppets doctrines of which I understood not ono
word. ^ But it is all changed. Mother, I am glad that you
are leaving this great house, which is full of horrid memories
and unreal thoughts. I could never come back to it. The

place weighs upon me.'
'

Again, Francesca, you are frank even to cruelty.'
1

Forgive me, mother. I would not pain you, yet I must
needs speak the truth. About submission and obedience,

again, I will show you how much I am changed. There are

two men two to obey either of whom both of whom
would be a joy and a happiness unspeakable to me.'

Her mother heard without asking who they were.
' One of them is a man to whom I wrould be a daughter

a wise and good man, the man who wanders about the world

and meditates ;
the other is the man whom at your order I

sent away. But now I know I know very well what the

happiness of my life might be.'
' Child ! Say no more. It is enough. All my lessons

have been thrown away. I have lost my daughter as well ag

my fortune. Perhaps it would have been kinder to have con-

cealed from me the former loss till I had partly resigned

myself to the latter
'

'

No, mother ! No ! You have not lost me ! Throw away
with the horrid money the hopeless Cause !

'

Her mother sighed.
' You do not understand,' she said.

'

It is my life. You

give up me when you give up the Cause. Oh ! I have brought

you up to be my successor. Everything you learned, every
book you read, Francesca, was chosen by me with that object.
I kept you apart from other girls. I allowed you no play-
fellows or friends, so that you should imbibe no other ideas

than those I wished. You were nearly eighteen before I con-

sented that you should go among other girls, and you were

by that time strong in the opinions that I had cultivated

so strong that I was not afraid of you. Yet, after you have

passed the ordeal of Newnham and its conflicting thoughts,
when you are already arrived at one-and-twenty an age when

you should be confirmed in opinion you suddenly abandon
all the things you once held holy, and worship the things
that you once derided. Francesca, what did I say when we

AA3
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spoke last about these things ? Have I not a right to be

disappointed ?
'

'Yes mother you have. Yet at the same time have
I not a right to freedom of thought ? It is not a sudden

change. It began when I sent away Harold, and afterwards

considered and tried to understand what love meant and I

found that in spite of my fine words nothing would have
made me so happy as submission complete submission,

mother, to his will. As soon as I found out that, what was
left of the Cause ? It was blown to the winds. Now, mother,
let us talk about other things. What will you do ?

'

' I shall carry on the work of my life,' Madame Elveda

replied coldly,
' as long as my life lasts. But we can no

longer talk about that. Let us consider your future. I do
not know what you really contemplate. In the flat that I

shall take there will be a room for you, Francesca, if you
choose to occupy it. Perhaps you will prefer the Common
Lot with your new friends. If these Jews our own People

do not want money, a very remarkable change must have
come over our People. Perhaps, in time, you will discover

that the Common Lot is not quite so enviable as the Lot
that is less common, of wealth and culture, and manners
and self-respect. Until then we will talk no more about it.

Until then our lives, which have hitherto flowed on together,
will run apart. Good-bye, Francesca.' She gave her daughter
the coldest of kisses, and turned to the study table and her

papers. She sat a long time thinking.

Presently she took some note-paper and wrote a letter. It

was as follows :

' Dear Harold, You will be sorry unless you, too, have

acquired the new ideas which now possess Francesca to

learn that I have been robbed of nearly the whole of my
fortune. Enough remains for me to live upon with a certain

amount of ease. Francesca, therefore, so far from being a

great heiress, will inherit from me a very moderate sum of

money. When you came to me two months ago I told you
that the answer was in Francesca's hands. That was strictly

true. I had already so influenced her that I knew beforehand

what the answer would be.
'

I did not ask, at that time, how far she had consulted

her heart. It was enough for me that my daughter remained
free to help me in my work.
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* She will never help me in that work. She has deserted

the Cause
; she has acquired, I know not how, opinions

directly opposite to mine.
1 There is a new Francesca. Should you feel impelled to

put that same question once more to the new Francesca, you
would, perhaps I know not receive another answer.

' I had always hoped that Francesca would prove superior
to the weakness of her sex, and never marry. But since that

hope seems likely to be shattered, there is no man to whom I

would more gladly give her whether in riches or in poverty
than to you. I must explain to you that twenty years ago,

when I separated from my own people, I resolved that my
child should never, if I could help it, know even that she was
descended from the Jewish race. Therefore, I told her that

we were Spanish Moors. This deception was meant to be

harmless
;

it may have proved mischievous if Francesca were

suspected of being cognisant of the deception or the truth.
' Your affectionate friend,

' ISABEL ELVEDA.'

She folded the letter and put it in an envelope.
Then she fell to thinking again. Her daughter gone ;

her fortune gone ;
the friends of prosperity gone.

1

Lonely Friendless Loveless !

'

At five Melkah, according to her wont, brought her a cup
of tea.

' Did you see her, Melkah ? Did you talk to her ?
'

' She is changed. I said she would be changed. I saw
the change in her faco and in her eyes. It is in her voice.

She has shaken off her fancies
;
she is another girl.'

1 Yes. And now I believe it would be better for her to

marry. It is not every woman who can develop her higher
nature without love. Afterwards she will see things as they
are.'

Melkah shook her head. ' The child should be called

Eve. She is ready for love and obedience. She thinks no
more about your Cause. She is a woman who has joined the

women. She is ready to obey like all the rest." She is one of

us
;
I see it in her face. She has found out, somehow, for

herself, the Law of God.'

Madame Elveda turned her face as if to reply. It was a

hollow, haggard face. Melkah sank down upon the hearth-
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rug, and crouched in silence. She did this every afternoon,

waiting for speech of her mistress, and for the teacup. This
afternoon there was nothing said. Melkah fell asleep, as old

people will. When she woke up, two hours later, her mistress

still sat gazing into space, hollow-eyed and pale. The tea

stood untouched. Melkah sat up, awake in a moment, to a

sense of disaster.
' What is the trouble ?

'

she asked.

'Melkah, you have been with me since I was a baby.
For forty-two years you have never left me. Will you leave

me now ?
'

'

Why should I leave you ? I am an old woman ; my
brothers are dead

; you will close my eyes and bury me with

my People. Why do you talk of leaving you ?
'

' I have lost my money, Melkah. There is enough left to

keep you and me. But I am now a poor woman, who once
was so rich so very, very rich that all the world envied me.
I was so very rich that I could afford to throw away love and
the man I loved, and to neglect the money that made me
rich so that is gone, and and my daughter who was left

me has gone too. Now7 there is nothing left but you, Melkah.
What did Emanuel say? "Lonely Friendless Loveless."

Only you left to me out of all my vast possessions, Melkah.'

'Nay, the child has only left you for a time; she will

return.'

'Perhaps I am weaker to-day than I have ever been
before in all my life perhaps, Melkah, Francesca is right.
Better the Common Lot to suffer with the rest, rather than
to stand apart and fight against the Common Lot. Yet
No No No !

'

She sprang to her feet, and stood with
clenched hands and hard eyes.

' No ! If I had to do it all

over again I would act in exactly the same manner. I will

obey no man not even Emanuel, my lover !

'

CHAPTER XXXVII

YOUR OWN CHILD

THEY were gathered together once more they thought it

would be for the last time in the little garden behind the

little house, with the crowded Field of the Dead on one side
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and the crowded Street of the Living on the other. Fran-
cesca sat on the garden bench, her hands clasped, her head

hanging in the deepest dejection. She had been pleading
with Emanuel to remain, but vainly. Harold and Mr. Hay-
ling Lord Hayling Anthony stood or leaned against the

wall
;
Emanuel walked up and down the short garden path

or stopped to speak. It was the hour which most he loved

the twilight after sunset, when in the soft shades the burial-

ground stretched out and became a vast plain and the houses

seemed to recede. But this evening he was agitated. His

face, always serious, was full of trouble. When he spoke it

was in a quick, nervous way, unlike his usual utterance.

The philosopher had lost his calm. Yet, because it was their

last night together, and on the morrow he would depart, he

essayed to speak as one who may never more return. Fran-
cesca continued to plead with him. ' You will not go yet,
Emanuel ?

'

she said.
' Oh ! not yet. You will give us one

more month one more week, even ? We have so much to

learn from you. Think ! You have placed me on the

threshold, and then you go away and leave me helpless !

'

1 You are on the threshold,' Emanuel repeated.
'

Why,
child, is not that enough ? How many are there who even
reach the threshold? Once there, if you are resolute and

patient, the doors of the Temple will open to you, and you
will penetrate as far as the Holy of Holies wherein is the

Presence,' he addei solemnly,
'

upon which none can look

and live. Yet if he dies, he then begins to live. What more
can one do for a disciple than place him on the threshold ?

But you are a woman
; you will need a leading hand. Well,

you will have Harold always instead of me.'

Not another word had been spoken by either since Fran-
cesca owned her allegiance to the Law of her own People
touching the submission of woman

; yet Emanuel assumed
the conclusion of this love affair : and neither said him nay.
Was this a time for maidenly pretence ?

* I want you you Emanuel. We all want you, not each
other.'

'I must go. Man's life is a march or is it a battle-

field? where he sometimes finds a time of truce and rest.

Then he sits down and looks about him. If he is fortunate,
as I have been, he finds friends among the men and affection

among the women. But, friends or no friends, he must not
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stay too long. Very soon he must get up and go on again,
with the memory of his friends to console him, and the image
in his heart of those with whom he has talked. It is time,
dear child, that I must get up and go away.'

'Why must you go, Emanuel?' asked Harold. 'Why
not stay with us and wander no more ? There are battles

enough to fight here among all these people your own, if

you like without going into the Desert.'
' The houses choke me. I cannot see the people for the

houses in which they dwell. I cannot hear their voices for

the noise of their work. In the silence of the Desert I can
listen to the voice of man, and I can see the soul of man.
But not here. I must go.'

Yet he was agitated, shaken : the drooping figure of the

girl moved him, her entreaties shook him, he could not stand

still, he could not even remain silent.
1 1 must go,' he repeated.

' My mind has been shaken.

Past things have been revived. I have seen persons who
I never thought to meet again : old emotions have been

awakened, even old regrets. My child, I cannot even talk

with you without being reminded continually of another

person.' He spoke with an effort.
' I must endeavour some-

how by distance and forgetfulness to regain my old tran-

quillity. I must not suffer new ties of friendship to bind
me even to you, my friends, my children. They will but

embitter my closing days with regrets and longings. Let me
go, and remember you only as one stage of the journey, just
as one remembers the day when one was thirty years of age.'

' You will not forget us, Emanuel,' said Francesca. ' You
cannot. But you can go out of the crowded streets, and we
will follow and be with you. The new ties of friendship
should bind you more strongly to the humanity of which you
think continually. Emanuel,' she laid her hand upon his

arm,
' be persuaded.'

4

Nay, I must go. I have stayed too long already. It

will take a long time to recover the lost tranquillity. I must

go.' But he showed in his voice that he fain would stay.
' Be persuaded, Emanuel,' said Lord Hayling, or Anthony.

'

Stay a little longer, if only to support and encourage a man
who is sometimes tempted to grumble though he has got all

that he asked. Your voice the last two months has been a

help and a stay. Things sometimes seem rather too much
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even for the Common Lot. When I say that the Countess
has this day appeared before the Magistrates for being drunk
and disorderly

'

'My friend, you want no help,' said Emanuel. 'You
have got all you asked and more.'

' Be persuaded, Emanuel,' said Harold. ' There is the

great Discovery. Will you leave that upon my hands ?
'

I My Discovery !

'

said Emanuel, answering Harold. ' That
is another reason for going away and staying away. My Dis-

covery, of which I thought so much !

' He laughed gently.
'I suppose there never was any man so joyful over any
Discovery as I was, while I tramped across Kussia with the

thing in my head, and no means of putting it down on paper.
I foresaw you all know I told you all what I foresaw

the Dream of the Coming Heaven the Golden Age the

Saturnian Eeign, the event of the long-expected Prophecy,
the age of Peace and Goodwill. By me man was to abandon
for ever the chief curse of humanity : by me there were to

be no more wars
;
not because men had learned for them-

selves and understood why war should be abolished, but

because I I myself a humble Jew driven with blows and
threats out of the Czar's realm had discovered an instrument
which rendered war impossible ! Wonderful, was it not ?

wonderful ! Never any man more puffed up with pride than
I was. I tried to speak humbly, but I was filled and blown
out with pride. You remember my insolence and my pride,
Harold.'

*I remember nothing of the kind,' said Harold.
I 1 thought that I would give you the Discovery. It should

be yours to announce it, to prepare the way for it, and to pre-
sent it to the world. What would it matter who discovered

it ? I knew that I should have the pride of it, all my life.

So that was the meaning that, and nothing else, as I now
perceive of my false humility. I would go away again and
remain unseen and unknown, rejoicing all my life to think

that my invention was working its way, and that the world
was changing. I had no doubt no doubt at all of what
would happen.'

* And now, Emanuel ?
'

' Now I perceive that it was but another Dream. I have
been a Dreamer all my life. Nothing in the world makes
men more happy than dreams of things impossible.'
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1 Your invention,' said Harold,

'

is no Dream : it is a

reality a reality more awful and more terrible than I can

grasp. That is no dream, but the biggest thing that chemis-

try has ever yet achieved.'
' Yet a Dream. Oh ! my friends, let me confess. I can

never again lift my hoad for the shame that has fallen

upon me.'
1 Oh ! my Master !

'

Francesca sprang to her feet and
caught his hand '

you to speak of shame ! You, whose heart
is full of love and wisdom ! Ours is the shame to be so far

so far below you. Shame ! And for you ?
'

'

Shame, child, because I was so shortsighted that I

thought this thing, which I now perceive would fill the whole
world with Devils, was the Gift of the Lord. And it was
your doing, child you first made me doubt. A woman sees

quicker and farther than a man. But I was dreaming I

was dreaming.'
The girl bent over him and kissed his hand, while her

tears fell upon it.

' Let me confess,' said Emanuel,
'
let me confess. I am a

Dreamer of Dreams. I dwell in the world which is not.'

He looked across the Field of the Dead, his right hand
shading his eyes as if he saw on the Plain of Death the world
of his dreams. ' No man so happy as one who can see far

beyond the present the future that shall be. We have been
a nation of such Dreamers, because for two thousand years
we could not bear to think upon the present. Yes' his

eyes were the veritable eyes of a Dreamer 'all my life I

have dreamed of the Great Prophecy Unfulfilled the greatest
of all the Prophecies the Beign of Peace and Love. All the
obstacles greed of gold, selfishness, lust for power, war,
ignorance, shortness of life all these things seemed to me
capable of being removed and abolished, if men could be for

once persuaded to endeavour after that time. I thought of

the wise men of the world filling the brains and firing the
hearts of all the rest with a burning desire to achieve this

time the rage of the Crusade would be a poor and feeble

emotion compared with the ardent passion after Righteous-
ness which would be roused among all mankind by the ex-

hortations of these Prophets. I have had this vision always,
I say ;

I have ardently longed and prayed to do something,
however small, to help that time. Then I came to under-
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stand that as man's spiritual strength liscs out of his physical
necessities and instincts, so that the soul grows with food as

the body, and must be nourished with new food as the body :

and as the highest love grows out of the lowest instinct, so

the advance of man has been always step by step with his

advance in physical knowledge. For this reason, the change
for good or evil during the last sixty years is unparalleled by
any change in any previous thousand years of the world's

history. Therefore I thought some great physical discovery
might at any time be made which should give to the world
one more decided step. I could not alleviate or prevent dis-

ease, or lengthen this our short span of life, or make men
give up the foolish pursuit of riches. But I could and did

invent a means whereby, I fondly thought, war should be
rendered impossible for all future time. You know the rest,

Harold. You remember how I announced to you, myste-
riously, my Discovery. You remember how I revealed it

how, in this garden, after we had spoken of the continuity of

the human race, which seemed to make it so much more
precious. The continuity of life is, I know, not a new doc-

trine. I have not invented or discovered this truth. It has
been taught by many learned Eabbis in many forms. It is

sufficient for nie to know that what we do in this present life

we do for ourselves in the ages to come. Therefore my Dis-

covery, as I believed, would be not for what we call posterity,
but for ourselves ourselves ourselves. You remember how
we talked

'

' As if we could ever forget !

' Francesca murmured.
' Then you, child, brought your doubts. See how a woman

may bring to shame the man who thinketh himself wise.

You spoke as a woman inasmuch as you considered the

effect it would have upon Man. Where would be his courage ?

you asked. For a man's courage, you said, wiser than I,

means his invention, his enterprise, his success, his desire of

excellence. Man without the fighting instinct, you said, being
wiser in your instinct than I with my knowledge, would
become like a woman : content to sit down and accept what
is brought ;

or he would become like one of a horde of

monkeys preying upon each other. That is what you said,

Francesca.'
'

Yes, Emanuel, that is what I dared to say.'
' I was too full of my own belief to pay much heed at first.
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But afterwards afterwards yes, I began to have doubts.

Then you, Anthony, spoke in your turn. You said that my
Discovery would do none of the things that I hoped for it.

You said that it would either make War more terrible, or

would lead to a more intolerable tyranny than any the world
has ever seen. You said also that it would destroy all that is

left of the Common Life with Common action, discipline, and
obedience so that the rich would become ever richer and
more tyrannical, and the poor feebler and more wretched

;
that

is what you said, Anthony.'
1 That is pretty well the substance of what I said. I have

thought more about it, and I think so still, but more strongly.
We want the restoration of the Common, not the Individual

Life. In Communities we may work out our salvation. We
are just returning to the idea of the Community ;

and your
unfortunate Invention, Emanuel, would arrive like a gift of

Setebos the Troubler to make the Community impossible.'
Emanuel turned to Harold. * You have not spoken, my

friend. Well. I am going away. I leave this Thing in your
hands. I give it to you, Harold.'

1 You can no more give such a thing to me, Emanuel, than

you can give me the wit and wisdom of your brain. No more
than you can give me your eyes and the look that lies in them.
It is yours your very own your child, whether a Devil or an

Angel.'
' Tell me, then, what you think. Speak. This child of

mine is it Devil or Angel ?
'

'

Frankly, Devil. It will prove the worst Devil ever let

loose upon an unfortunate world. I have been thinking of

nothing else, I believe, since you revealed the thing. You
thought that because you would make war inconceivably more
terrible than ever you would make men more inclined for

righteousness. That can only be the effect if men were ready for

righteousness, which is, I take it, unselfishness. You judge
the world by yourself, Emanuel. Because you ardently desire

this Return of the Golden Age, you think that all men desire

that happy time. I assure you that what most of us want is not

the Golden Age at all, but as much as they can devour and
more. And into this world you introduce a weapon which
will give to everyone old and young, rich and poor, strong
and weak, the power of unlimited destruction. Any man may
destroy what he pleases, and as much as he pleases, to
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gratify his own greed or his rage or his malice. What a world
^what a world it will be when this Devil is loose among us !

Why, he will break up everything Society, community,
cities, industries, arts, science everything. Men will drift

apart we shall resolve into the original elements, we shall

live apart, suspicious, waiting every day to be killed by an
invisible foe ready to go forth and slay all around us for

very safety !

'

Emanuel groaned.
' This is what I myself have learned.

You are all right. And I, who thought myself so wise, am
proved a Fool. This is the end of that great Dream. Well,

Harold, it is yours. I give it to you. What will you do
with it ?

'

'

By your orders, what you choose. Without your orders

nothing ;
I will not take upon myself the awful responsibility

of giving to the world this weapon of universal destruction.

Nor will I place in the hands of even our own Government an
instrument which could be turned to such purposes as this,

nor even for the sake if the question should arise of the

national safety.'
* A physical discovery,' said Emanuel,

'

may be prepara-

tory. Most great things have been arrived at by tentatives.

If men are not ready for them, they are kept back. Many
things were known concerning the powers of steam before it

was made the slave of man ;
and of electricity before it was

caught and trained and forced to work for man. For, you
see, it was not until this century that men were prepared and

ready for steam and electricity. And then these forces were
tamed and pressed into our service. When the story of man
comes to be written, it will be understood how certain quali-
ties grew slowly in his brain while he was doing over and over

again, from generation to generation, the same things in the

same way, just as a boy writing exercises over and over again,
and at last makes grammar a part of his brain. But that boy
does not begin to write until the grammar is a part of his

brain so with man : he prepares sometimes for thousands
of years for the next great step. When it comes, he is

ready. My friends, I admit, sorrowfully, that the world is not

yet ready for the abolition of war. And I confess with shame
that my invention will not abolish war. We must not aban-
don war until we have learned to practise, without the aid

of war, all the things which render war valuable courage
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enterprise discipline, desire to excel and have transferred

them to the Life in Common. When all lives are spent in

working for the good of all, we shall be like the Monks who
work3d together in their Cloisters, all for the Brotherhood,
not for wages, and gave their best to the Community, because

they had no self to take it. The Brotherhood yes. We shall

form one great Brotherhood. That will be the greatest and
the last of social schemes and experiments. Like all great

things it was discovered by our People it camo out of the
Law and the Prophets and the Christians in their monas-
teries only imitated the Essenes who were Jews.' He sighed

heavily.
' Alas ! we are as yet far off. When this truth is

accepted, my friends, war will cease naturally. Then, if my
invention is discovered anew, it will only make that physi-

cally impossible which has already become morally impossible.
Of all the evils of which we complain, war will be the last to

vanish. The Prophet, I now perceive, spoke not of the sudden
conversion of the universal human heart, but of the gradual

change. Let us work our utmost for that gradual change for

ourselves ourselves.'
' And again your Discovery, Emanuel ?

'

' The Discovery I leave it in your hands, Harold.

Destroy it publish it as you will. It is not mine, I repeat.
Let me never hear any more about it.'

1 1 must not destroy a scientific truth,' replied the chemist.
1 1 will preserve it. I will lock it up for the whole of my life,

and I will leave it at my death, as a secret gift, to the Pre-

sident of the Eoyal Society. Will that be a reasonable com-

promise, Emanuel ?
'

' As you will. I leave it in your hands. It is sufficient

for me to understand and to confess that it is not what I

hoped and believed. Not unto me is it given to change the

course of this mighty river.'

It was at this point, just where this fr ".story ends, that the

other discovery that for which Francesca had been sent to

the house was made. In a most undramatic fashion, after

all : for the two most concerned in ifc did not understand it,

and it had to be explained, after all. In order to account for

the apparent stupidity of these two intelligent persons, remem-
ber that one had no suspicion or knowledge that he had a

daughter at all, and that the other had been brought up in

the belief that her father was dead. As for this discovery, the
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simplest action in the world revealed it. So far, it was just as

Clara had expected.
Harold it was who brought about this accident as follows.
'

Very well,' he said,
' I will add within the packet a note

stating that this paper was placed in my hands on the

twentieth day of the month of June, 1893, by its discoverer,
Emanuel Emanuel now I come to think of it the very
first time that I have thought of it. ... I have never heard

your surname, Emanuel.'
' Have you not ? It matters nothing. Among my friends

I have but one name Emanuel. When I was young and

belonged to Western Europe, they called me Emanuel
Elveda.'

' Elveda ?
'

Francisca looked up astonished. '

My own
name ?

'

* Emanuel Elveda ?
' Harold repeated. Then the whole

truth suddenly flashed upon him. He knew the story of the

separation the family story. He knew that the husband had
been a man of science, a chemist of great promise, whose

papers were in old Transactions
;
and that he had left his wife

and gone away perished in Morocco, it was thought. And
he knew the miniature Francesca's portrait of her father

and now he recognised the likeness, and, with the certainty
that is surer than logic, and falls upon the mind with greater
swiftness than follows the narration of facts, he knew the
man before him. 'Emanuel Elveda? You are Emanuel
Elveda, come back again ? Why, we thought you dead
dead dead long ago. Franceses, this is Emanuel Elveda
Emanuel Elveda

'

'

Yes, I am Emanuel Elveda. Why not ? Why are you
astonished ?

'

' Oh ! He asks why I am astonished !

'

Francesca looked up quietly.
* What is the matter ? Is your name really Emanuel

Elveda ? Why, that is my name too. My father was Elveda.
We must be cousins.'

' Cousins !

'

Harold repeated, scornfully and impatiently.
' Has no one got eyes but myself ? Good Heavens ! Emanuel
tell me, please you once had a wife ?

'

1

Certainly, I had once a wife.'
* What was her name ?

'

' Her name was Isabel Isabel Albu.
1
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1 Francesca ! now do you understand. His wife's name

was Isabel. This man this wise man this man we all

love why he is your father your own father your father

Francesca.'

Francesca looked astonished, but was, so far, unmoved.
' You are quite wrong, Harold,' she said coldly.

' My
father is dead long ago. He died on a scientific expedition in

Morocco.'
' You are quite wrong, Harold,' said Emanuel. ' There

are other Elvedas in the world, and other Albus. As for me,
I have no daughter.'

' Are there, then, two Emanuel Elvedas ? Two chemists
of that name ? Two men of that name who separated from
their wives? Two Isabels of that name who parted from
their husbands ? Are there two men with the same face ?

Francesca, you are blind blind. Here is the very face of

your miniature twenty years older. I see there is no doubt
now why I always thought I knew your face, Emanuel.
Francesca,' for the girl began to doubt and to tremble,

'

this

is your father, I tell you. He is not dead. It must be.'

'My father is dead.' She was now trembling, and her
face was white. ' He died long, long ago, in Morocco. But
oh ! I wish

'

' I have no child,' said Emanuel. I left my wife long ago.
Bat if it had been otherwise I wish '

' Tell me again, man !

'

cried Harold, impatiently,
' are

there two men of your name and your story ? Are there

can there be two women of that same name and that same

story ?
'

' But I have no child.'
* My father left my mother a month after their marriage,'

Francesca explained.
' He saw her a year later when I was

an infant. He was not told that I existed. He went away,
and my mother heard afterwards that he was dead it was
said that he had died on a scientific expedition. I do not

understand. I have always been told that my father was

dead,' she added helplessly.
' Who is your mother, Francesca ?

'

Harold persisted.
' Tell us that. Where does she live ?

'

' She is Isabel Elveda, who has written on the Condition

of Women, and she now lives in the Cromwell Road.'
' In the Cromwell Road ?

' Emanuel asked. '

Why, I hctve
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seen her. She is my wife ! Francesca ! Francesca !

' he spread
out his trembling hands as a blind man feels his way.

* Fran-

cesca ! Is this possible ? Can I even I, too have a child ?

and you you? You are Isabel's child and mine? I saw
her a few days ago. Yet she told me nothing. My wife lives

in the Cromwell Eoad. Your mother lives What does

this mean ? I have no daughter. I cannot have a daughter.
What does all this mean ? Harold, you began it. Tell me
what it means. I am growing childish. How can Francesca

be my daughter ?
'

He looked around in helpless agitation and confusion.

At that moment a white figure appeared at the garden
door, and ran swiftly down the garden path. It was Clara,

coming to clear up all before Emanuel vanished again into

the country where there is no post and where nobody has an

address.
1 Clara !

'

cried Francesca,
'
tell me, if you can tell me,

for Heaven's sake, what this means.'
' We have just discovered,' said Harold, briefly,

' that

Emanuel' s name is Elveda.'
1 Oh ! They have just found it out ? I came here this

evening on purpose to tell them. I have known it all along.

Francesca, forgive me. I thought that if I brought you two

together you would find out before very long the secret of

your relationship, and I knew that whether the delay was long
or short you would learn to love each other. But, to be sure,

I thought it would bo discovered in a day or two, or even in

an hour or two. If you had been ordinary folk you would
have found it out long ago. But your heads were up in the

clouds you never stooped to ask the simplest questions as to

who and what you were at home as they say at school.

Your heads were in the air : you were always talking of things
too deep for ordinary mortals. So you have only just found

it out.'
' I don't understand yet,' said Francesca.
' One moment. Tell me. dear, are you grateful to me for

bringing you to know Emanuel ?
'

' Yes yes, of course I am.'
' Do you already respect and revere him ? Do you sit at

his feet and hear him ?
'

' He has been my Master. I have no words for the respect
veneration in which I hold him.'

B B
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' Add love, then, to your veneration

;
for he is your father.

Emanuel, are you willing to have a daughter ?
'

* I have never thought it possible that I should have a

daughter.'
' Yet you have one. That evening when you hade farewell

to your wife this child was an infant three months old lying in

a cradle. But you were not told. If you have any doubt,
ask Melkah the old Syrian woman you remember Melkah ?

Look at this girl, and ask your own heart. Can you love this

girl ? Look at her face is it not your own ?
'

Then Emanuel looked upon his daughter's face, and knew
that she was his own child. And he lifted his hands solemnly
to bless his daughter. But he spoke no word. And without
a word Francesca fell into her father's embrace.

Clara touched Harold's hand, and they left the father and

daughter together.
' I was afraid,' she said in the parlour,

* that I should be too late. I only understood this evening
that his departure was so near. Oh ! if he had disappeared

again without learning the truth ! I should never have dared

to tell Francesca. We knew it all along, because he came to

father with a letter from a foreign correspondent. I don't

know whether it was wisest to act as we did I wanted
Francesca to be influenced by him. I found out before she

came here what a wonderful creature he is I knew he would
touch her imagination. We will go away and leave them for

the night. They will have so much to say.'
' You knew all along ?

'

' Yes. Oh ! there is more. Madame Elveda is my cousin

that my father knew, but I did not. Our name is Albu, and
her name was Albu. And now she has lost nearly all her

money, poor lady ! and she has lost her daughter, for

Francesca will never take up Woman's Cause now never

never never. She will love her father too much. Mr.

Alleyne, I'm sorry you've lost your peerage, but it is a wonder-

ful thing for Nelly, isn't it ? You will have for wife, after all,

a Daughter of the Law obedient to the will of her husband.

That is, of course, if Francesca
'

Harold smiled. Christians, before the wedding bells ring,

are only half-hearted about wishing the obedience of their

wives.
*
Provided,' he said,

' that she accepts in exchange 'to an
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Oriental like Clara the words were mere foolishness' the

service and the obedience of her lover.'

A week later the same group were gathered together again
in that little room. Francesca was in travelling costume, and
her boxes were in the narrow passage outside. Emanuel's

travelling costume remained the same as he had always worn,
and his luggage consisted of a bag in which were his carving
tools and a few necessaries.

*

Everything is ready, Francesca ?
'

asked Harold. ' Can I

do nothing for you ?
'

'

Nothing more, Harold, thank you. We are going right

through to Beirut from there I will write to you and to

Damascus next. There I will write again. After that we are

going to join some Arab tribe and live awhile in the Desert.'
* Have you seen your mother ?

'

'

Yes, she is hard and bitter. She cannot forgive me
though she tried to say kind things. I have deserted her and
the Cause oh ! the Cause !

'

She shuddered. ' She has lost

her friends with her fortune. Except for Melkah, she is alone.

Go and see her often, Harold. She will be very lonely.'
* And you you are happy, Francesca ?

'

' I am happier than I have ever been in all my life before.

There is nothing in the world to live for, but the life of nature
and God's law. I have my father to study and to obey. It is

such happiness as I never imagined. And all the world has

grown so real and I am in it, not outside it. The Passing
Show has become part of the Eternal Drama in which I, too,

play my humble part. I have my father and my cousins. I

am no longer without kith and kin.'
' Will you not acknowledge your lover as well ?

'

he

whispered.
' Yes I have you. What more can I want, or look to

have ? Let me, like Anthony, have the Common Lot ! What
better can there be than the Lot intended by the Lord for all ?

'

,
Harold started. Who had ever before heard from Fran-

cesca's lips a single word in the spirit of Faith.'
' The Common Lot,' said the Earl, who was with them.

1 1 chose it and would not give it up, though the Countess has

again been fined twenty shillings and costs for the usual
offence. The Common Lot is best.'

4 We leave you. Emanuel looked about him. '
I take my
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daughter my Francesca' Iris voice dropped like that of a

lover when he names his mistress, and his eyes grew humid as

he gazed upon her * I take my daughter my Francesca to

the Land of our Fathers. She shall see the ruins where her

ancestor the Prince of the Captivity ruled for a thousand

years, and she shall see the cities and mountains where another

ancestor, a greater Prince, reigned for his allotted time and
wrote his Psalms for all time. Then we will stay awhile

my Francesca with me in the Desert. After a time she my
Francesca will return to you ;

but as for me I will return no
more to the vast collections of bricks called the towns of

Europe. I have been presumptuous. I thought it was given
to me alone among men suddenly to change the mind of the

world and to make them ready for the Reign of Peace. I

must win my way back to humility by meditation and by
silence. You shall have my daughter my Francesca back,
but for me I shall return no more.'

' Francesca !

' Harold took her hand. '

Francesca, my
Rose of Sharon !

'

'

Patience, Harold. Oh ! dear friend
'

she laid her other

hand on Emauuel's shoulder '

suffer me to be with my father

my own father a little longer. Oh ! you cannot tell what
a happiness it is to hear his voice, only to serve him and to

obey him ! A little longer, Harold ! Then, if it please my
Lord, and if his handmaiden still finds favour in his eyes
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In Deacon's Orders, &c. With Frontispiece by A. FORBSTIER. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
The Master Craftsman. Crown bvo, dotk, y. 6d. [May, 1897.The City of Refuge. 3 vols., crown 8vo, 15*. net fOrf,
The Charm, and other Drawing-room Plays. By Sir WALTER BESANT and WALTER H. POLLOCK.

With 50 Illustrations by CHRIS HAMMOND and A. JULE GOODMAN. Crown 8vo, cloth elegant,
gilt edges, 6s. {Shortly,

Fifty Years Ago. With 144 Plates and Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5*.The Eulogy of Richard Jefferles. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
London. With 135 Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, js. 6d.
Westminster. With Etched Frontispiece by F. S. WALKER, R.P.E., and 130 Illustrations b

WILLIAM PATTEN and others. Demy 8vo, cloth, i8j.

Sir Richard Whlttlngton. With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, art linen, 3*. W.
Caspard de Coligny. With a Portrait. Crown 8vo, art linen, y. 64.

'
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Bechstein (Ludwig). As Pretty as Seven, and other German
Stories. With Additional Tales by the Brothers GRIMM, and 98 Illustrations by RiCHTER. Square
8vo, cloth extra, 6j. 6d. gilt edges, js. 6ct.

Beerbohm (Julius). Wanderings in Patagonia; or, Life among
the Ostrich-Hunters. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6ct.

Bellew (Frank). The Art of Amusing: A Collection of Graceful
Arts, Games, Tricks, Puzzles, and Charades. With 300 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4*. 6d.

Bennett (W. C., LL. P.). Songs for Sailors. Post 8vo, cl. limp, -zs.

Bewick (Thomas) and his Pupils. By AUSTIN DOBSON. With 95
Illustrations. Square 8vo, cloth extra, 6J.

Bierce (Ambrose). In the Midst of Life: Tales of Soldiers and
Civilians. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, 2J.

Bill Nye's History of the United States. With 146 Illustrations
by F. OPPER. Crown 8vo, clotk extra, y. (>d. __

Bir6 (Edmond). Diary of a Citfzen of Paris during 'The
Terror.' Translated and Edited by JOHN DB VILLIERS. With a Photogravure Portraits. Two Vols.,

demy 8vo, cloth, zis. [Shortly.

Blackburn's (Henry) Art Handbooks.
Academy Notes, 1875, 1877-88, 1889, Grosyenor Notes, Vol. II., 1883-87. With
1890, 1892-1895, Illustrated, each is.

Academy Notes, 189S. is.

Academy Notes, 1875-79. Complete in

One Vol., with 600 Illustrations. Cloth, 6s.

Academy Notes, 188O-84. Complete in

One Vol., with 700 Illustrations. Cloth, 6s.

Academy Notes, 189O-94. Complete in

One Vol., with 800 Illustrations. Cloth, js. 6ct.

Grosvenor Notes, 1877. 6d.

Grosvenor Notes, separate years from
1878-1 890, each is.

Grosvenor Notes, Vol. I., 1877-82. With

, . .,

300 Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Grosvenor Notes, Vol. III., 1888-9O. With
330 Illustrations. Demy 8vo cloth, 3^. 6(f.

The New Gallery, 1888-1895. With nu-
merous Illustrations, each is.

The New Gallery, Vol. I.. 1888-1892. With
250 Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cloth, 6j.

English Pictures at the National Gallery.
With H4 Illustrations, is.

Old Masters at the National Gallery.
With 128 Illustrations, is. 6d.

Illustrated Catalogue to the National
Gallery. With 242 lllusts. Demy 8vo, cloth, y.

300 Illustrations. Demy 8vo, <

The Illustrated Catalogue of tha Paris Salon, 1898. With 300 Facsimile Sketches.

Blind (Mathilde), Poems by.
The Ascent of Man. Crown 8vo, cloth, $s.

Dramas In Miniature. With a Frontispiece by F. MADOX BROWN. Crown 8vo, cloth, gj.

Songs and Sonnets. Fcap. 8vo, vellum and gold. 51.

Birds of Passage : Songs of the Orient and Occident. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, linen, 6j. net.

Bourget (Paul). A Living Lie. Translated by JOHN DE VILLIERS.
With special Preface for the English Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, $s. 6rf.

Bourne (H. R. Fox), Books by.
English Merchants : Memoirs in Illustration of the Progress of British Commerce. With numerous

Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7^. bd.

English Newspapers : Chapters in the History ofTournnlism. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 25J.
The Other Side of the Emin Pasha Relief Expedition. Crown Sv, cloth, 6s.

Bowers (George). Leaves from a Hunting Journal. Coloured
Plates. Oblong folio, half-bound, 2ij.

Boyle (Frederick), Works by. Post 8vo, illustrated bds., 25. each.
Chronicles of No-Man's Land. | Camp Notes. | Savage Life.

Brand ^John). Observations on Popular Antiquities; chiefly
illustrating the Origin of our Vulgar Customs, Ceremonies, and Superstitions. With the Additions of Sir

HJiNRY ELLIS, and numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7^. 6d.

Brewer (Rev. Dr.), Works by.
The Reader's Handbook of Allusions, References, Plots, and Stories. Eighteenth

Thousand. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. 6ct.

Authors and their Works, with the Dates: Being the Appendices to 'The Reader's Hand-
book,' separately printed. Crown 8vo, cloth limp, zs.

A Dictionary of Miracles. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. M. ^
Brewster (Sir David), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth, 45. 6d each.

More Worlds than One : Creed of the Philosopher and Hope of the Christian. With Plates.

The Martyrs of Science: GALILEO, TYCHO BRAKE, and KEPLER. With Portraits.

Letters on Natural Magic. With numerous Illustrations.

BriTiat-Savarin. Gastronomy as a Fine Art. Translated by
R. E. ANDERSON, M.A. Post 8vo. half-bound, ar.

Brydges (Harold). Uncle Sam at Home. With 91 Illustrations.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. ; cloth limp, 2*. 6rf.
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Buchanan (Robert), Novels, &c., by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6d. each ; pos 8vo, illustrated boards, 2J. each.

The Shadow of the Sword.
A Child of Nature. "VVith Frontispiece.
Cod and the Man. With n Illustrations by
FRED. BARNARD.

The Martyrdom of Madeline. With

Love Me for Ever. With Frontispiece.
Annan V/ater.

| Foxglove Manor.
The New Abelard.
Matt : A Story of a Caravan. With Frontispiece.
The Master of the Mine. With Frontispiece.
The Heir of Linns. 1 Woman and the Man.Frontispiece by A. W. COOPER.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each.

Red and White Heather. | Rachel Dene,

Lady Kilpatrick. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

The Wandering Jew : a Christmas Carol. Crown Svo, cloth, 6*,

The Charlatan. By ROBERT BUCHANAN and HENRY MURRAY. With a Frontispiece by T. H.
ROBINSON. CroVn 8vo, cloth, 3*. 6<t.

Burton (Richard F.). The Book of the Sword. With over 400
Illustrations. Demy 410, cloth extra, 32^.

Burton (Robert). The Anatomy of Melancholy. With Transla-
tions of the Quotations. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 7.5-. 6d.

Melancholy Anatomised:. An Abridgment of BURTON'S ANATOMY. Post 8vo, half-bd., zs. 6et.

Caine (T. Hall), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35. 6d. each. ;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, is. each ; cloth limp, 2.?. 6d. each.

The Shadow of a Crime.
|

A Son of Hagar. ! The Deemster.
Also a LIBRARY EDITION of The Deemster, set in new type, crown 8vo, cloth decorated, 6j.

Cameron (Commander V. Lovett). The Cruise of the 'Black
Prince' Privateer. Post 8vo, picture boards, zs.

Cameron (Mrs. H. Lovett), Novels by. Post 8vo, illust. bds. zs. ea.
Juliet's Guardian. | Deceivers Ever.

Carlyle (Jane Welsh), Life of. By Mrs. ALEXANDER IRELAND. With
Portrait and Facsimile Letter. Small demy 8vo, cloth extra, 73. 6d.

Carlyle (Thomas). On the Choice of Books] Post 8vo, cl., 15. 6d,

Correspondence of Thomas Carlyle and R. W. Emerson, 1834-1872. Edited by
C. E. NORTON. With Portraits. Two Vols., crown Svo, cloth, 241.

Carruth (Hayden). The Adventures of Jones. With 17 Illustra-
tions. Fcap. Svo, cloth, zs.

^

Chambers (Robert W.), Stories of Paris Life by. Long fcap. Svo,
cloth, ss. 6d. each.

The King in Yellow. I In the Quarter.

Chapman's (George), Works. Vol. I., Plays Complete, including the
Doubtful Ones. Vol. II., Poems and Minor Translations, with Essay by A. C. SWINBURNE. VoL
III., Translations of the Iliad and Odyssey. Three Vols.. crown Svo, cloth, 6s. each.

Chappie (J. Mitchell). The Minor Chord: The Story of a Prima
Donna. Crown Svo, cloth, 3^. 6rf.

Chatto (W. A.) and J. Jackson. A Treatise on Wood Engraving,
Historical and Practical. With Chapter by H. G. BOHN, and 450 fine Illusts. Large 4to. half-leather, 28*.

Chaucer for Children : A Golden Key. By Mrs. H. R. HAWEIS. With
8 Coloured Plate? and 30 Woodcuts. Crown 4to, cloth extra, jr. 6ct.

Chaucer for Schools. By Mrs. H. R. HAWEIS. Demy 8vo, cloth Kmp, 2S. 6d.

Chess, The Laws and Practice of. With an Analysis of the Open-
ings. By HOWARD STAUNTON. Edited by R. B. WORMALD. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5.5-.

The Minor Tactics of Chess : A Treatise on the Deployment of the Forces in obedience to Stra-

tegic Principle. By F. K. YOUNG and E. C. HOWELL. Long fcap. Svo, cloth, zs. 6d.

The Hastings Chess Tournament. Containing the Authorised Account of the 230 Games
played Aug.-Sept., 1895. With Annotations by PlLLSBURY, LASKER, TARRASCH, STEINITZ.
SCHIFFERS, TEICHMANN, BARDELEBEN, BLACKBURNE, GUNSBERG, TINSLEY, MASON, and
ALBIN ; Biographical Sketches of the Chess Masters, ana 22 Portraits. Edited by H. F. CHESHIRE.
Crown Svo, cloth, js. 6rf.

Clare (Austin). For the Love of a Lass. PostSvo, zs. ; cl.,25. 6d.

Clive (Mrs. Archer), Novels by. Post 8vo, illust. boards, zs. each.
Paul Ferroll, 1 Why Paul Ferroll Killed his Wife
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Clodd (Edward, F.R.A.S.). Myths and Dreams. Cr. 8vo, 35.61.

Cobban (J. Maclaren), Novels by.
The Cure of Souls. Post 8vo, Illustrated boards, zf.

The Red Sultan. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3^.6^. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, af,

The Burden of Isabel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d.

Coleman (John), Books by.
Players and Playwrights I have Known. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 24^.

Curly i A Story of the Stage. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, picture cover, is._
Coleridge (M. E.). The Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. Cloth, 15. 6d.

Collins (C. Allston). -The Bar Sinister. Post 8vo, boards, 25.

Collins (John Churton, M.A.), Books by.
Illustrations of Tennyson. Crown 8yo, cloth extra, 6;.

Jonathan Swift : A Biographical and Critical Study. Crown 8vo, clothjextra, 8f.

Collins (Mortimer and Frances), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6rf. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, ar. each;

From Midnight to Midnight. I Blacksmith and Scholar.
Transmigration. 1 Yon Play me False. j The Village Comedy*

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, zs. each.
Sweet Anne Page. \ A Fight with Fortune.

| Sweet and Twenty, j Frances

Collins (Wilkie), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3^. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, aj. each ; cloth limp, zs. 6d. each.

Antonlna. With a Frontispiece by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A.
Basil. Illustrated by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A., and J. MAHONEY.
Hide and Seek. Illustrated by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A., and J. MAHONEY.
After Dark. With Illustrations by A. B. HouGHTON. The Two Destinies.
The Dead Secret. With a Frontispjece by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A.
Queen of Hearts. With a Frontispiece by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A.
The Woman in White. With Illustrations by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A., and F. A. FRASER,
No Name. With Illustrations by Sir J. E. MiLLAiS, R.A., and A. W. COOPER.
My Miscellanies. With a Steel-plate Portrait of WILKIE COLLINS.
Armadale. With Illustrations by G. H. THOMAS.
The Moonstone. With Illustrations by G. DU MAURIER and F. A. FRASER.
Man and Wife. With Illustrations by WILLIAM SMALL.
Poor Miss Finch. Illustrated by G. DU MAURIER and EDWARD HUGHES.
Miss or Mrs.? With Illustrations by S. L. FILDES, R.A., and HENRY WOODS, A.R.A.

lustrated by G. Du MAURIER and C. S. REINHARDT.
rated by G. Du MAURIER and J. MAHONEY.

The Law and the Lady. With Illustrations by S. L. FILDES, R.A., and SYDNEY HALL.

The New Magdalen. Illustrated by
The Frozen Deep. Illustrated by G.

The Haunted Hotel. With Illustrations by ARTHUR HOPKINS.
The Fallen Leaves. Heart and Science. I The Evil Genius.
Jezebel's Daughter. ' I Say No.' Little Novels. Frontis.
The Black Robe. A Rogue's Life. The Legacy cf Cain.
Blind Love. With a Preface by Sir WALTER BESANT, and Illustrations by A. FORESTIER.

POPULAR EDITIONS. Medium 8vo, 6d. each ; cloth, is. each.

The Woman In White. I The Moonstone.

,

(George) Humorous Works: 'Broad Grins,' 'My Night-
lippers,' &c. With Life and Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. 6d.

The Woman In White and The Moonstone in One Volume, medium 8vo,. cloth, zt.

Colman's
gown and Slipper

Colquhoun (M. J.). Every Inch a Soldier. Post 8vo, boards, zs.

Colt-breaking, Hints on. By W. M. HUTCHISON. Cr. 8vo, cl. f 35. 6d.

Convalescent Cookery. By CATHERINE RYAN. Cr. 8vo, is. ; cl., is. 6d.

Conway (Moncure D.), Works by.
Demonology and Devil-Lore. With 65 Illustrations. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 28*.

George Washington's Rules of Civility. Fcap. 8vo, Japanese vellum, is. 6d.

Cook (Dutton), Novels by.
Paul Foster's Daughter. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. \ post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2J.
Leo. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, ss.

Cooper (Edward H.). Geoffory Hamilton. Cr. 8vo, cloth, $s.6d.

Cornwall. Popular Romances of the West of England ; or, The
Drolls, Traditions, and Superstitions of Old Cornwall. Collected by ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S. With
two Steel Plates by GEORGE CRU1KSHANK. Crown 8vo, cloth, js. (>d.

Cotes (V. Cecil). Two Girls on a Barge. With 44 Illustrations by
F. H. TOWNSEND. Post 8vo, cloth, ?s. 6rf.
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Craddock (C. Egbert), Stories by.
The Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains. Post Svo, illustrated beards, as.

His Vanished Star. Crown Svo. cloth extra, 3s. 6<t. ^
Cram (Ralph Adams). Black Spirits and White. Fcap. 8vo,

cloth is. 6d.
.

Crellin (H. N.) Books by.
Romances of the Old Seraglio. With 38 Illustrations by S. L. WOOD. Crown Svo, cloth, y. 64.
Tales of the Caliph. Crown 8vo, cloth, vs.

The Nazarenes ; A Drama. Crown Svo, is.

Crim (Matt.). Adventures of a Fair Rebel. Crown Svo, cloth
extra, with a Frontispiece by DAN. BEARD, y. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated boards. 2j.

Crockett (S. R.) and others. Tales of Our Coast. By S. R.
CROCKETT, GILBERT PARKER, HAROLD FREDERIC, 4

Q.,' and W. CLARK RUSSELL. With u
Illustrations by FRANK BRANGWYN. Crown Svo, cloth, y. 6d.

Croker (Mrs. B. M.) f Novels by. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 35. 6d.
each ; post Svo, illustrated boards zs. each ; cloth limp, zs. 6d. each.

Pretty Miss Neville. Diana Harrington. A Family Likeness,
A Bird of Passage. Proper Pride. ' To Let.'

Village Tales and Jungle Tragedies.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each.

Two Masters, f Mr. Jer vis. I The Real Lady Hilda.
Married or Single? [Nov. \ In the Kingdom of Kerry. [Shortly.

Cruikshank's Comic Almanack. Complete in Two SERIES : The
FIRST, from 1835 to 1843 ; tie SECOND, from 1844 to 185-*. A Gathering of the Best Humour of
THACKERAY, HOOD, MAVHEW, ALBERT SMITH, A'BECKETT, ROBERT BROUGH, &c. With
numerous Steel Engravings and Woodcuts by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. HlNE, LANDELLS, &c.
Two Vols., crown Svo, cloth gilt, 7$. 6d. each.

The Life of George Cruikshank. By BLANCHARD JERROLD. With 84 Illustrations and a
Bibliography. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Cumming (C. F. Gordon), Works by. Demy Svo, cl. ex., 85. 6d. ea.
In the Hebrides. With an Autotype Frontispiece and 21 Illustrations.

In the Himalayas and on the Indian Plains. With 42 Illustrations.

Two Happy Years in Ceylon. With z3 Illustrations.

Via Cornwall to Egypt. With a Photogravure Frontispiece. Demy Svo, cloth, 7.*-. 6d.

Cussans (John E.). A Handbook of Heraldry; with Instructions
for Tracing Pedigrees and Deciphering Ancient MSS., &C. Fourth Edition, revised, with 408 Woodcuts
and 2 Coloured Plates. Crown Svo, doth extra, 6.r.

Cyples (W.). Hearts of Gold. Cr. Svo, cl., 35. 6d. ; post Svo. bds., 25.

Daniel (George). Merrie England in the Olden Time. With
Illustrations by ROBERT CRUIKSHANK. Crown Svo, cloth extra, y. 6W.

Daudet (Alphonse). The Evangelist; or, Port Salvation. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, y. ftd. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, zs. __

Davenant (Francis, M.A.), Hints for Parents on the Choice of
a Profession for their Sons when Starting in Life. Crown Svo, is. cloth, is. 6d.

Davidson (Hugh Coleman). Mr. Sadler's Daughters. With a
Frontispiece by STANLEY WOOD. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3*. 6d.

Davies (Dr. N. E. Yorke-), Works by. Cr. Svo, is. ea.; cl., is. 6d. ea.
One Thousand Medical Maxims and Surgical Hints.
Nursery Hints: A 'Mother's Guide in Health and Disease.
Foods for the Fat : A Treatise on Corpulency, and a Dietary for its Cure.

Aids to Long Life. Crown SYO, zs. ; cloth limp, 2. 6d.

Davies* (Sir John) Complete Poetical Works. Collected and Edited,
with Introduction and Notes, by Rev. A. B. GROSART. P.P. Two Vols., crown Svo, cloth, izs.

Dawson (Erasmus, M.B.). The Fountain of Youth. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, with Two Illustrations by HUME NlSBET, y. 6d. ; post Svo. illustrated boards, zs.

De Guerin (Maurice), The Journal of. Edited by G S. TREBUTIEN.
With a Memoir by SAINTE-BEUVE. Translated from the 2oth French Edition by JESSIE P. FROTH
INGHAM. Fcap. Svo, half-bound, zs. 6d.

De Maistre (Xavier). A Journey Round my Room. Translated
by Sir HENRy ATTWELL. Post 8vo. cloth limp, zs. 6^.

De Mille (James). A Castle in Spain. Crown Svo, cloth extra, with
a Frontispiece, y. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, zs.

Derby (The) : The Blue Ribbon of the Turf. With Brief Accounts
of Tua, OAKS. By Louis HENRY CURZON. Crown 8vo, clo:h limp, $j. 6d.
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Derwent (Leith), Novels by. Cr. 8vo, cl., y. 6d. ea. ; post 8vo, zs. ea.
Our Lady of Tears. \ Circe's Lovers.

Dewar (T. R.). A Ramble Round the Globe. With 220 Illustra-
tions. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, -js. 6d.

Dickens (Charles), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2$. each.
Sketches by Boz. | Nicholas Nickleby. I Oliver Twist.

About England with Dickens. By ALFRED RIMMHR. With 57 Illustrations by C. A. VANDERc
HOOF, ALFRED RIMMER, and others. Square 8vo, cloth extra, ?j. (>d.

__

Dictionaries.
A Dictionary of Miracles : Imitative, Realistic, and Dogmatic. By the Rev. E. C. BREWER,

LL.D. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. 6d.

Tha Reader's Handbook of Allusions, References, Plots, and Stories. By the Rer.
E. C. BREWER, LL.D. With an ENGLISH BIBLIOGRAPHY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. 6d.

Authors and their Works, with the Dates. Crown 8vo, cloth limp, aj.

Familiar Short Sayings of Great Men. With Historical and Explanatory Notes by SAMUEL
A. BENT, A.M. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. 6d.

The Slang Dictionary : Etymological, Historical, and Anecdotal. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. 6d.

Words, Facts, and Phrases : A Dictionary of Curious, Quaint, and Out-of-the-Way Matters. By
ELIEZER EDWARDS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. ?j. 6rf.

Diderot. The Paradox of Acting. Translated, with Notes, by
WALTER HERRIES POLLOCK. With Preface by Sir HENRY IRVING. Crown 8vo. parchment. 4*. 6rf.

Dobson (Austin), Works by.
Thomas Bewick and his Pupils. With 95 Illustrations. Square 8yo, cloth, 6t.

Four Frenchwomen. With Four Portraits. Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top dr.

Eighteenth Century Yignettes. Two SERIES. Crown 8vo, buckram, 6s. each. A THIRD
SERIES is nearly ready.

Dobson (W. T.). Poetical Ingenuities and Eccentricities. Post
8vo, cloth ump, 2J. da.

Donovan (Dick), Detective Stories by.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, at. each ; cloth limp, a*. 6d. each.

A Detective's Triumphs.
In the Grip of the Law.
From Information Received.
Link by Link. 1 Dark Deeds.
Riddles Read.

The Man-Hunter. | Wanted!
Caught at Last.
Tracked and Taken.
Who Poisoned Hetty Duncan 7
Suspicion Aroused.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, zr. each ; cloth, zs. 6d. each.

The Man from Manchester. With 23 Illustrations.

Tracked to Doom. With Six full-page Illustrations by GORDON BROWNE.

The Mystery of Jamaica Terrace. Crown 8vo. clotk, 3j. 6d.

Doyle (A. Conan). The Firm of Girdlestone. Cr. 8vo, cl., 35. 6d.

Dramatists, The Old. Crown 8vo, cl. ex., with Portraits, 65. per Vol.
Ben Jonson'S Works. With Notes, Critical and Explanatory, and a Biographical Memoir by

WILLIAM GIFFORD. Edited by Colonel CUNNINGHAM. Three Vote.

Chapman's Works. Three Vols. Vol. I. contains the Plays complete ; Vol. II., Poems and Minor
Translations, with an Essay by A. C. SWINBURNE ; Vol. III., Translations of the Iliad and Odyssey.

Marlowe's Works. Edited, with Notes, by Colonel CUNNINGHAM. One Vol.

Massinger's Plays. From GIFFORD'S Text. Edited by Colonel CUNNINGHAM. One Vol.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette : Mrs. EVERARD COTES), Works by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. d. each.

5
Social Departure. With m Illustrations by F. H. TOWNSEND.
n American Girl In London. With 80 Illustrations by F. H. TOWNSEND.

The Simple Adventures of a Memsahib. With 37 Illustrations by F, H. TOWNSEND.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6d. each.

A Daughter of To-Day. | Yemen's Aunt. With 47 Illustrations by HAL HURST.

Dyer (T. F. Thiselton). The Folk-Lore of Plants. Cr. 8vo, cl., 65.

Early English Poets. Edited, with Introductions and Annotations,
by Rev. A. B. GROSART, D.D. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 6s. per Volume.

Sletcher's
(Giles) Complete Poems. One Vol.

avies' (Sir John) Complete Poetical Works. Two Vols.

Herrick's (Robert) Complete Collected Poems. Three Vols.

Sidney's (Sir Philip) Complete Poetical Works. Three Vols.

Edgcurnbe (Sir E. R. Pearce). Zephyrus: A Holiday in Brazil
and on the River Plate. With 41 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5*.

Edison, The Life and Inventions of Thomas A. By W, K. L. and
ANTONIA DICKSON. With 200 Illustrations by R. F. OUTCALT, &c. Demy tfo, cloth gilt, 18*.
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Edwardes (Mrs. Annie), Novels by.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.

Archie Iiovell.
I
A Point of Honour.

Edwards (Eliezer). Words, Facts, and Phrases: A Dictionary
of Curious Quaint, and Out-of-the-Way Matters. Crown 8vo, cloth, ys. 6rf.

Edwards (M. Betham-), Novels by.
Kitty. Post 8vo, boards, as. ; cloth, zs. 6d.

\
Felicia. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2J.

Egerton (Rev. J. C., M.A.). Sussex Folk and Sussex Ways.
With Introduction by Rev. Dr. H. WAGE, and Four Illustrations. Crown SVQ, cloth extra, 5J.

Eggleston (Edward). Roxy ; A Novel. Post 8vo. illust. boards, is.

Englishman's House, The : A Practical Guide for Selecting or Build-
ing a House. By C. J. RICHARDSON. Coloured Frontispiece and 534 Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cloth, -js. 6d.

Ewald (Alex. Charles, F.S.A.), Works by.
The Life and Times f Prince Charles Stuart, Count of Albany (THE YOUNG PRETRN-

DKR). With a Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. M.
Stories from the State Papers. With Autotype Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6j.

Eyes, Our ; How to Preserve Them. By JOHN BROWNING. Cr. 8vo. is.

Familiar Short Sayings of Great Men. By SAMUEL ARTHUR BENT,
A.M. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, -js. (>d.

Faraday (Michael), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 45. 6d. each.
The Chemical History of a Candle : Lectures delivered before a Juvenile Audience. Edited

by WILLIAM CROOKES, F.C.S. With numerous Illustrations.

On the Various Forces of Nature, and their Relations to each other. Edited by
WILLIAM CROOKES. F.C.S. With illustrations.

Farrer (J. Anson), Works by.
Military Manners and Customs. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

War : Three Essays, reprinted from '

Military Manners and Customs.' Crown 8vo, u. ; cloth, is. f>d.

Fenn (G. Manville), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.

The New Mistress. 1 Witness to the Deed. | The Tiger Lily.

The White Virgin. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. dd.

Fin=Bec. The Cupboard Papers : Observations on the Art of Living
and Dining. Post 8vo, cloth limp, as. 6d.

Fireworks, The Complete Art of Making ; or, The Pyrotechnist's
Treasury. By THOMAS KENTISH. With 267 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, y.

First Book, My. By WALTER BESANT, JAMES PAYN, W. CLARK RUS-
SELL, GRANT ALLEN, HALL CAINE, GEORGE R. SIMS, RUDYARD KIPLING, A. CONAN DOYLE,
M. E. BRADDON, F. w. ROBINSON, H. RIDHR HAGGARD, R. M. BALLANTYNE, I. ZANGWILL,
MORLEY ROBERTS, D. CHRISTIE MURRAY, MARY CORELLI, J. K. JEROME, JOHN STRANGK
WINTER, BRET HARTE, '

.,' ROBERT BUCHANAN, and R. L. STEVENSON. With a Prefatory Story
by JEROME K. JEROME, and 185 Illustrations. Small demy 8vo, cloth extra, -js.

6rf.

Fitzgerald (Percy), Works by.
The World Behind the Scenes. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35. 6a.
Little Essays : Passages from the Letters of CHARLES LAMB. Post 8vo, cloth, as. 6d.A Day's Tour : A Journey through France and Belgium. With Sketches. Crown 410, it.
Fatal Zero. Crown 8vo, doth extra, $s. (id. post 8vo, illustrated boards, as.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.

Bella Donna. I The Lady of Brantome. I The Second Mrs. Tillotson.
Polly. | Never Forgotten. | Seventy-five Brooke Street.

TJie Life of James Boswell (of Auchinleck). With Illusts. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 24^.
The Savoy Opera. With 60 Illustrations and Portraits-, Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d.

Sir Henry Irving: Twenty Years at the Lyceum. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. f,d

Flammarion (Cam i lie), Works by.
Popular Astronomy: A General Description of the Heavens. Translated by J. ELLARD GORE,

F.R.A.S. Whh Three Plates and 28? Illustrations. Medium 8vo, cloth, i6j.
Urania : A Romance. With 87 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 55-.

Fletcher's (Giles, B.D.) Complete Poems: Christ7s Victorie in
Heaven, Christ's Victorie on Earth, Christ's Triumph over Death, and Minor Poems. With Notes by
Rev. A. B. GROSART. P.P. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, &r.

Fonblanqi.'e (Albany). Filthy Lucre. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2$.
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Francillon (R. E.) Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, %s. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2S. each.

Sne
by One.

I
A Real Queen. |

A Dog and his Shadow,
opes of Sand. Illustrated.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2J. each.

Queen Cophetua. I Olympia. |
Romances of the Law. i King or Knave 7

Jack Doyle's Daughter. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

Esther's Glove. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, is.

Frederic (Harold), Novels by. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2$. each.
Seth's Brother's Wife. I The Lav/ton Girl.

French Literature, A History of. By HENRY VAN LAUN. Three
Vols., demy 8vo, cloth boards, JS. 6d. each.

Friswell (Hain). One of Two; A Novel. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 25^

Frost (Thomas), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35. 6d, each.
Circus Life and Circus Celebrities.

|
Lives of the Conjurers.

The Old Showmen and the Old London Fairs.

Fry's (Herbert) Royal Guide to the London Charities. Edited
by JOHN LANE. Published Annually. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

Gardening Books. Post 8vo, is. each ; cloth limp. is. 6d. each.
A Year's Work In Garden and Greenhouse. By GEORGE GLENNY.
Household Horticulture. By TOM and JANE JERROLD. Illustrated.

The Garden that Paid the Rent. By TOM JERROLD.

. My Garden Wild. By FRANCIS G. HEATH. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Gardner (Mrs. Alan). Rifle and Spear with the Rajpoots : Being
the Narrative of a Winter's Travel and Sport in Northern India. With numerous Illustrations by the
Author and F. H. TOWNSEND. Demy 4to, half-bound, 21s.

Garrett (Edward). The Capel Girls: A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, with two Illustrations, 3^. 6d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, aj.

Gaulot (Paul). The Red Shirts: A Story of the Revolution. Trans-
lated by JOHN OH VILLIERS. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY WOOD. Crown 8vo. cloth, y. 6ci.

Gentleman's Magazine, The. is. Monthly. Contains Stories,
Articles upon Literature, Science, Biography, and Art, and ' Table Talk ' by SYLVANUS URBAN.
V Bound Volumes/or recent years kept in stock, 8s. dd. each. Casesfor binding, ?s.

Gentleman's Annual, The. Published Annually in November, is.

That for 1896 is entitled A Minion of the Moon, by T. W. SPEIGHT.

German Popular Stories. Collected by the Brothers GRIMM and
Translated by EDGAR *""

GEORGE CRUIKSHANK
Translated by EDGAR TAYLOR. With Introduction by JOHN RUSKIN, and 22 Steel Plates after

UIKSHANK. Square 8vo, cloth, 6s. 6d. ; gilt edges, ^s. 6d.

Gibbon (Chas.), Novels by. Cr. 8vo, cl., 35. 6d. ea.; post 8vo, bds., as. ea.

Robin Gray. Frontispiece. |
The Golden Shaft. Frontispiece. | Loving a Dream.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, aj. each.

The Flower of the Forest.

5
he Dead Heart,
or Lack of Gold.

What Will the World Say?
For the King. |

A Hard Knot*
Queen of the Meadow.
In Pastures Green.

In Love and War.
A Heart's Problem.
By 1

The
Mead and Stream.
Braes of Yarrow.

Fancy Free.
|

Of High Degree.
In Honour Bound.
Heart's Delight. | Blood-Money.

Gilbert (W. S.), Original Plays by. In Three Series, 25. 6d. each.
The FIRST SERIES contains : The Wicked World Pygmalion and Galatea Charity The Princess

The Palace of Truth Trial by Jury.
Hearts I

Pygmalion and Galatea Charity The Prmcess

The SECOND SERIES : Broken Hearts' Engaged Sweethearts Gretchen Dan'l Druce Tom Cobb
H.M.S. ' Pinafore 'The Sorcerer The Pirates of Penzance.

The THIRD SERIES: Comedy and Tragedy Foggerty's Fairy Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Patience Princess Ida The Mikado Ruddigore The Yeomen of the Guard The Gondoliers^
The Mountebanks Utopia.

Eight Original Comic Operas written by W. S. GILBERT. Containing: The Sorcerer H.M.S.
' Pinafore

' The Pirates of Penzance lolanthe Patience Princess Ida The Mikado Trial by
Jury. Demy 8vo, cloth limp, is. 6d.

The Gilbert and Sullivan Birthday Book: Quotations for Every Day In the Year, selected
from Plays by W. S. GILBERT set to Music by Sir A. SULLJVAN. Compiled by ALEX. WATSON.
IJoyal iSrno, Japanese leather, 2j. $
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Gilbert (William), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated bds., 25. each.
DP. Austin's Guests. I James Du&a, Costermonger.
The Wizard of the Mountain.

Glanville (Ernest), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, 2J. each.

The Lost Heiress : A Tale of Love, Battle, and Adventure. With Two Illustrations by H. NiSBET.
The Fosslcker : A Romance of Mashonaland. With Two Illustrations by HUME NiSBET.
A Fair Colonist. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY WOOD.

The Golden Rock. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY WOOD. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d.

Kloof Yarns. Crown 8vo, picture cover, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Glenny (George). A Year's Work in Garden and Greenhouse:
Practical Advice as to the Management ofthe Flower, Fruit, and Frame Garden. Post 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6rf.

Godwin (William). Lives of the Necromancers. Post 8vo, cl., 25.

Golden Treasury of Thought, The : An Encyclopaedia of QUOTA-
TIONS. Edited by THEODORE TAYLOR. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 7.1. 6<&

Gontaut, Memoirs of the Duchesse de (Gouvernante to the Chil-
dren of France), 1773-1836. With Two Photogravures. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth extra, sis.

Goodman (E. J.). The Fate of Herbert Wayne. Cr. 8vo, 35.6^.

Graham (Leonard). The Professor's Wife: A Story. Fcp. 8vo. 15.

Greeks and Romans, The Life of the, described from Antique
Monuments. By ERNST GUHL and W. KONER. Edited by Dr. F. HUEFFER. With 545 Illustra-

tions. Large crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7*. 6d.

Greenwood (James), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35. 6d. each.
The Wilds of London. | Low-Life Deeps.

>

Greville (Henry), Novels by.
Nikanor. Translated by ELIZA E. CHASE. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, zs.

A Noble Woman. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, gj.

Griffith (Cocil). Corinthia Marazion : A Novel, Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, y. 6a. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2j. ^

Grundy (Sydney). The Days of his Vanity: A Passage in the
Life of a Young Man. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. y. f>d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, gj.

Habberton (John, Author of ' Helen's Babies '), Novels by.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, zs. each ; cloth limp, aj . 6d. each.

Broeton'a Bayou. j Country Luck.

Hair, The : Its Treatment in Health, Weakness, and Disease. Trans-
lated from the German of Dr. J. PlNCUS. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, if. 6d.

Hake (Dr. Thomas Gordon), Poems by. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 65. each.
New Symbols. | Legends of the Morrow.

| The Serpent Play.

Maiden Ecstasy. Small 4to, cloth extra, 8s.

Halifax (C.). Dr. Rumsey's Patient. By Mrs. L. T. MEADE and
CLIFFORD HALIFAX, M.D. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Hall (Mrs. S. C.). Sketches of Irish Character. With numerous
Illustrations on Steel and Wood by MACLISE, GILBERT, HARVEY, and GEORGE CRUIKSHANK.
Small demy 8vo, cloth extra, -js. fid.

Hall (Owen). The Track of a Storm. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Halliday (Andrew). Every-day Papers. Post 8vo, boards, zs.

Handwriting, The Philosophy of. With over 100 Facsimiles and
Explanatory Text. By DON FELIX DE SALAMANCA. Post 8vo, cloth limp, zs. 6d.

Hanky-Panky: Easy and Difficult Tricks, White Magic, Sleight of
Hand, &c Edited by W. H. CREMER. With 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 4-r. 6d.

Hardy (Lady Duffus). Paul Wynter's Sacrifice. PostSvo. bds.. 25.

Hardy (Thomas). Under the Greenwood Tree. Crown 8vo. cloth
extra, with Portrait and 15 Illustrations, y. 6d. ; po:t 8vo, illustrated boards, zs. cloth limp, zs. 6d.

Harwood (J Berwick}, The Tenth EjarJ. Post 8vo, boards 4 2$.
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Harte's (Bret) Collected Works. Revised by the Author. LIBRARY
EDITION, in Nine Volumes, crown Svo, cloth extra, &s. each.

Vol. I. COMPLETE POETICAL AND DRAMATIC WORKS. With Steel-plate Portrait.

II. THE LUCK OF ROARING CAMP BOHEMIAN PAPERS AMERICAN LEGENDS,
,

III. TALES OF THE ARGONAUTS-EASTERN SKETCHES.
M IV. GABRIEL CONROY. |

Vol. v. STORIES CONDENSED NOVELS, &c.

H VI. TALES OF THE PACIFIC SLOPE.
Vii. TALES OF THE PACIFIC SLOPE II. With Portrait by JOHN PETTIE, R.A.
VIII. TALES OF THE PINE AND THE CYPRESS.
IX. BUCKEYE AND CHAPPAREL.

The Select Works of Bret Harte, in Prose and Poetry. With Introductory Essay by J. M.
BELLEW, Portrait of the Author, and 50 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, ^s. 6d.

Bret Harte's Poetical Works. Printed on hand-made paper. Crown Svo, buckram, 4*. 6rf.

A New Volume of Poems. Crown Svo, buckram, $s. [Preparing-.
The Queen of the Pirate Isle. With 28 Original Drawings by KATE GREENAWAY, reproduced

in Colours by EDMUND EVANS. Small 4to, cloth, y.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each ; post Svo, picture boards, aj. each,
A Waif Of the Plains. With 60 Illustrations by STANLEY L. WOOD.
A Ward of the Golden Gate. With 59 Illnstrations by STANLEY L. WOOD.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3^. 6d. each.
A Sappho of Green Springs, &c. With Two Illustrations by HUME NISBET.
Colonel Starbottle's Client, and Some Other People. With a Frontispiece,

Susy: A Novel. With Frontispiece and Vignette by J. A. CHRISTIE.
Sally Dows, &c. With 47 Illustrations by W D. ALMOND and others.

A Protegee of Jack Hamlin's, &c. With 26 Illustrations by W. SMALL and others.

The Bell-Ringer of Angel's, &c. With 39 Illustrations by DUDLEY HARDY and others.

Clarence : A Story of the American War. With Eijjht Illustrations by A. JULE GOODMAN.
Barker's Luck, &c. With 34 Illustrations by A. FORESTIER, PAUL HARDY, &C.
Devil's Ford, &c. With a Frontispiece by W. II. OVEREND.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, vs. each.
Gabriel Conroy. The Luck of Roaring Camp, occ.

An Heiress of Red Dog, &c. | Callfornlan Stories.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards ys. each ; cloth, a*. 6ci. each.

Flip. | Maruja. |
A Phyllis of the Sierras.

Haweis (Mrs. H. R.), Books by.
The Art of Beauty. With Coloured Frontispiece and 91 Illnstrations. Square Svo, cloth bds., 6j.

The Art of Decoration. With Coloured Frontispiece and 74 Illustrations. Sq. Svo, cloth bds., 6/.

The Art of Dress. With 32 Illustrations. Post Svo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Chaucer for Schools. Demy Svo, cloth limp, 2*. 6d.

Chaucer for Children. With 38 Illustrations (8 Coloured). Crown 4to, cloth extra, 3^. 6d.

Haweis (Rev. H. R., M.A.), Books by.
American Humorists : WASHINGTON IRVING, OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, JAMES RUSSELL

LOWELL, AKTEMUS WARD, MARK TWAIN, and BRET HARTB. Third Edition. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 6s.

Travel and Talk, 1885-93-95 : My Hundred Thousand Miles of Travel through America Canada
New Zealand Tasmania Australia Ceylon -The Paradises of the Pacific. With Photogravure

Frontispieces. Two Vols., crown Svo, cloth, 2U.

Hawthorne (Julian), Novels by.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, js. (xt. each ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, ar. each.

Garth. I Ellice Quentin. Beatrix Randolph. With Four Illusts.

Sebastian Strome. David Poindexter's Disappearance*
Fortune's Fool. 1 Dust. Four Illusts. | The Spectre of the Camera.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Miss Cadogna. | Love-or a Naraa,
Mrs. Gainsborough's Diamonds. Fcap. Svo, illustrated cover, u.

Hawthorne (Nathaniel). Our Old Home. Annotated with Pas-
sages from the Author's Note-books, and Illustrated with 31 Photogravures. Two Vols., cr. Svo, 15*.

Heath (Francis George). My Garden Wild, and What I Grew
There, Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 6s.

Helps (Sir Arthur), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth limp, is. 6d. each.
Animals and their Masters. | Social Pressure.

Ivan de Biron : A NoveL Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3^. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, air.

Henderson (Isaac). Agatha Page: A Novel. Cr. 8vo. cl., 3*. 6d.

Henty (G. A.), Novels by.
Rujub the Juggler. With Eight Illustrations by STANLEY L. WOOD, Crown Svo, cloth, y. 6d.;

post Svo, illustrated boards, a*.

Dorothy's Double. Crown Svo, cloth, y. 6d.
The Queen's Cup. 3 vols., crown Svo, ly. net. [Shortly.

Herman (Henry). A Leading Lady. Post 8vo. bds., 25. ; cl.,25. 6d.

Herrick's (Robert) Hesperides, Noble Numbers, and Complete
Collected Poems. With Memorial-Introduction and Notes by the Rev. A. B. GROSART, D.D.,
Steel Portrait, &c. Three Vols., crown Svo, cloth boards, i&r.
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Hertzka (Dr. Theodor). Freeland: A Social Anticipation. Trans-
lated by ARTHUR RANSOM. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Hesse-Wartegg (Chevalier Ernst von). Tunis: The Land and
the People. With 22 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6.Y.

Hill (Headon). Zambra the Detective. Post 8vo, bds. ,
25.

; cl., 25. 6d.

Hill (John), Works by.
Treason-Felony. Post 8vo, boards, at. \ The Common Ancestor. Cr. 8vo, cloth, jr. 6rf.

Hindley (Charles), Works by.
Tavern Anecdotes and Sayings: Including Reminiscences connected with Coffee Houses,

Clubs, &c. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d.

The Life and Adventures of a Cheap Jack. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d.

Hodges (Sydney). When Leaveswere Green. 3 vols.,i5s. net.

Hoey (Mrs. Cashel). The Lover's Creed. Post 8vo, boards, zs.

Holiday, Where to go for a. By E. P. SHOLL, Sir H. MAXWELL,
Bart., M.P., JOHN WATSON, JANE BARLOW, MARY LOVETT CAMERON, JUSTIN H. MCCARTHY,
PAUL LANGE, J. W. GRAHAM, J. H. SALTER, PHCEBE ALLEN, S. J. BECKETT, L. RIVERS VINE.
and C. F. GORDON GUMMING. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d. _

Hollingshead (John). Niagara Spray. Crown 8vo. 15.

Holmes (Gordon, M.D.) The Science of Voice Production and
Voice Preservation. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6cf.

Holmes (Oliver Wendell), Works by.
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table. Illustrated by J. GORDON THOMSON. Post 8vo, cloth

limp, zs. 6d.~ Another Edition, post 8vo, cloth, BJ.

The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table and The Professor at the Breakfast-Table.
In One Vol. Post 8vo, half-bound, as.

Hood's (Thomas) Choice Works in Prose and Verse. With Life of
the Author, Portrait, and 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cleth extra, js. fxt.

Hood's Whims and Oddities. With 85 Illustrations. Post 8vo, half-bound, gj.

Hood (Tom). From Nowhere to the North Pole: A Noah's
Arkaological Narrative. With 25 Illustrations by W. BRUNTON and E. C. BARNES. Cr. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

Hook's (Theodore) Choice Humorous Works; including his Ludi-
crous Adventures, Bons Mots, Puns, and Hoaxes. With Life of the Author, Portraits, Facsimiles, and
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, is. 6d.

Hooper (Mrs. Qeo.). The House of Raby. Post 8vo, boards, 25.

Hopkins (Tighe). "Twixt Love and Duty.* Post 8vo, boards, as.

Horne (R. Hengist). Orion : An Epic Poem. With Photograph
Portrait by SUMMERS. Tenth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, yj.

Hungerford (Mrs., Author of '

Molly Bawn
'), Novels by.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2j. each : cloth limp, ar. 6d. each.

A Maiden All Forlorn. In Durance Vile. A Mental Struggle.
Marvel. I

A Modern Circe.
|

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. td. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, vs. each ; cloth limp, as. 6d. each.

Lady Verner's Flight. I The Red-House Mystery.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3^. 6d. each.

The Three Graces. With 6 Illustrations.

The Professor's Experiment. With Frontispiece by E. J. WHEELER.
A Point of Conscience. [Feb. 1897.

Hunt's (Leigh) Essays : A Tale for a Chimney Corner, &c. Edited
by EDMUND OLLIER. Posffyo, half-bound, zj.

Hunt (Mrs. Alfred), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. (>d. each ; post 8ro, Illustrated boards, zs. each.

The Leaden Casket. I Self-Condemned.
|

That Other Person.

Thornicroft's Model. Post 8vo, boards, zs. \ Mrs. Juliet. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d.

HuTchison (W. M.). Hints on Colt-breaking. With 25 Illustra-
tions. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d.

Hydrophobia : An Account of M. PASTEUR'S System ; The Technique of

hlsjjethod, and Statistics. By RENAUD SU2OR, M.B. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Hyne^C. J. Cutcliffe). Honour of Thieves. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 35. 6d.

Idler (The) : An Illustrated Magazine. Edited by J. K. JEROME, is.

Monthly. The first EIGHT VOLS., cloth, y. each
; Vol. IX., 7*. 6rf. Cases for Binding, is. (>d, each.
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Impressions (The) of Aureole. Cheaper Edition, with a New Pre-
face. Post 8vo, blush-rose paper and clath, 2S . 6d.

Indoor Paupers. By ONE OF THEM. Crown 8vo, 15. ; cloth, is. 6d.

tugelow (Jean). Fated to be Free. Post 8vo, illustrated bds., 25.

Innkeeper's Handbook (The) and Licensed Victualler's Manual.
By J. TREVOR-DAVIES. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. dd.

Irish Wit and Humour, Songs of. Collected and Edited by A.
PERCEVAL GRAVES. Post 8vo, cloth limp, as. 6d.

Irving (Sir Henry) : A Record of over Twenty Years at the Lyceum.
By PERCY FITZGERALD. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

James (C. T. C.). A Romance of the Queen's Hounds. Post
8vo, picture cover, is. ; cloth limp, is. 6d.

Jameson (William). My Dead Self. Post 8vo, bds., 25, ; cl., 25. 6d.

Japp (Alex. H., LL. P.). Dramatic Pictures, &c. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 55^

Jay (Harriett), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.
The Dark Colleen. I

The Queen of Connaught.

Jefferies (Richard), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 25. 6d. each.
Nature near London.

|
The Life of the Fields. | The Open Air.

V Also the HAND-MADE PAPER EDITION, crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, 6s. each.

The Eulogy of Richard Jefferies. By Sir WALTER BESANT. With a Photograph Portrait.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 6s.

Jennings (Henry J.), Works by.
Curiosities of Criticism. Post 8vo, cloth limp, zs. 6d.

Lord Tennyson : A Biographical Sketch. With Portrait. Post 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6<t.

Jerome (Jerome K.), Books by.
Stagcland. With 64 Illustrations by J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Fcap. 4to, picture cover, is.

John Ingerfleld, &c. With 9 Illusts. by A. S. BOYD andJOHN GULICH. Fcap. 8vo, pic. cov. is. 6d.

The Prude's Progress : A Comedy by J. K. JEROME and EDEN PHILLPOTTS. Cr.Svo, is. 6d.

Jerrold (Douglas). The Barber's Chair; and The Hedgehog
Letters. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, zs.

Jerrold (Tom), Works by. Post 8vo, 15. ea.
;
cloth limp, is. 6d. each.

The Garden that Paid the Rent.
Household Horticulture : A Gossip about Flowers. Illustrated.

Jesse (Edward). Scenes and Occupations of a Country Life.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, zs.

Jones (William, F.S.A.), Works by. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 75. 6d. each.
Finger-Ring Lore : Historical, Legendary, and Anecdotal. With nearly 300 Illustrations. Second

Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Credulities, Past and Present. Including- the Sea and Seamen, Miners, Talismans, Word and

Letter Divination, Exorcising and Blessing of Animals, Birds, Etrgs, Luck, &c. With Frontispiece.
Crowns and Coronations: A History of Regalia. With 100 Illustrations.

Jonson's (Ben) Works. With Notes Critical and Explanatory, and
a Biographical Memoir by WILLIAM GlFFORD. Edited by Colonel CUNNINGHAM. Three Vols.

crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.

Josephus, The Complete Works of. Translated by WHISTON. Con-
taining 'The Antiquities of the Jews' and
Two Vols., demy 8vo, half-bound, us. dd.
taining 'The Antiquities of the Jews' and 'The Wars of the Jews.' With 52 Illustrations and Maps.

Vols., demy 8vo, half-bound, n

Kempt (Robert). Pencil and Palette : Chapters on Art and Artists.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, -zs. 6d.

Kershaw (Mark). Colonial Facts and Fictions: Humorous
Sketches. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, vs. ; cloth, 2s. fid.

King (R. Ashe), Novels by. Cr. 8vo, cl., 35. 6d. ea.; post Svo.bds., 25. ea.
A Drawn Came. I

' The Wearing of the Green.'

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, zs. each.

Passion's Slave, 1 Bell Barry.
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Knight (William, M.R.C.S., and Edward, L.R.C.P.). The
Patient's Yade Mecum ; How to Get Most Benefit from Medical Advice. Cr. Svo, is. ; cL, is. dd.

Knights (The) of the Lion : A Romance of the Thirteenth Century
Edited, with an Introduction, by the MARQUESS OF LORNE, K.T. Crown Svo. cloth extra. 6s.

Lamb's (Charles) Complete Works in Prose and Verse, including
Poetry for Children 'and 'Prince Dorus.' Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by R. H. SHEP-
HERD. With Two Portraits and Facsimile of the '

Essay on RoastPig.' Crown Svo, half-bd., js. dd.
The Essays of Elia. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, as.

Little Essays: Sketches and Characters by CHARLES LAMB, selected torn his Letters by PERCY
FITZGERALD. Post 8vo, cloth limp, as. dd.

The Dramatic Essays of Charles Lamb. With Introduction and Notes by BRANDER MAT-
THEWS, and Steel-plate Portrait. Fcap. 8vo, half-bound, as. dd.

Landor (Walter Savage). Citation and Examination of William
Shakspeare, &c., betore Sir Thomas Lucy, touching Deer-stealing-, igth September, 1582. To which
is added, A Conference of Master Edmund Spenser with the Earl of Essex, touching the
State of Ireland, 1595. Fcap. Svo. half-Roxburghe, as. dd.

Lane (Edward William). The Thousand and One Nights, com-
monly called in England The Arabian Nights' Entertainments. Translated from the Arabic,
with Notes. Illustrated with many hundred Engravings from Designs by HARVEY. Edited by EDWARD
STANLEY POOLH. With Preface by STANLEY LANE-POOLE. Three Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, js.bd. ea.

Larwood (Jacob), Works by.
The Story of the London Parks. With Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, y. dd.

Anecdotes of the Clergy. Post Svo, laid paper, half-bound, as.

Post Svo, cloth limp, as. dd. each.
Forensic Anecdotes.

|
Theatrical Anecdotes.

Lehmann (R. C.), Works by. Post 8vo, is. each; cloth, 15. 6d. each.
Harry Fludyer at Cambridge.
Conversational Hints for Young Shooters ! A Guide to Polite Talk.

Leigh (Henry S.), Works by.
Carols of Cockayne. Printed on hand-made paper, bound in buckram, 5*.
Jeux d'Esprit. Edited by HENRY S. LEIGH. Post 8vo, cloth limp, as. dd.

Leiand (C. Godfrey). A Manual of Mending and Repairing.
With Diagrams. Crown Svo, cloth, y.

Lepelletier (Edmond). Madame Sans=Gene. Translated from
the French by JOHN DB VlLLlilRS. Crown Svo, cloth extra, y. dd.

Leys (John). The Lindsays: A Romance. Post 8vo, illust.bd3.,25.

Lindsay (Harry). Rhoda Roberts: A Welsh Mining Story. Crown
Svo, cloth, jr. dd.

Linton (ET.Lynn), Works by.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, jr. dd. each; post Svo, Illustrated boards, at. each.

Patricia Kemball. I lone. Under which Lord ? With 12 Illustrations.
The Atonement of Leam Dundas. My Love!'

| Sowing the Wind.
The World Well Lost. With 12 Illusts. Paston Carew, Millionaire and Miser.

The One Too Many.
Post Svo, illustrated boards, as. each.

ffce Rebel of tha Family. | With a Silken Thread,
Post Svo, cloth limp, as. dd. each.

Witch Stories.
| Ourselves: Essays on Women.

Freeshooting : Extracts from the Works of Mrs. LYNN LINTON.

Dulcle Everton. a vols., crown Svo, icxr. net.

Lucy (Henry W.). Gideon Fleyce: A Novel. Crown Svo, cloth
extra, y. dd. ; post 8yo, illustrated boards, as.

Macalpine (Avery), Novels by.
Teresa Itasca. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, is.

Bmken Wings. With Six Illustrations by W. J. HENNESSY. Crown Svo, clothextra, te

MacColl (Hugh), Novels by.
Mr. Stranger's Sealed Packet. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as.
Ednor Whitlock. Crown Svo, cloth extra. 6j. ^ __

Macdonell (Agnes). Quaker Cousins. Post 8vo, boards, is.

MacGregor (Robert). Pastimes and Players : Notes on Popular
Games. Post Svo, cloth limp, as. dd.

Mackay (Charles, LL.D.). Interludes and Undertones; or,
Music at Twilight. Crgwn Syo, cloth extra, 6s.
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McCarthy (Justin, M.P.), Works by.A History or Our Own Times, from the Accession of Queen Victoria to the General Election of

1880. Four Vols., demy Svu, cloth extra, 12S. each. Also a POPULAR EDITION, in Four Vols.,

crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each. And the J UKILEE EDITION, with an Appendix of Events to the end
of 1886 in Two Vols., large crown 8vo. cloth extra, is. 6d. each.

V Vol. V., bringing the narrative down to tins end of the Sixtieth Year of the Queen s Reign, is

In preparation. Demv 8vo, cloth, izs,

A Short History of Our Own Times. One Vol. crown Svo, eloth extra, 6t. Also a CHEAP
POPULAR EDITION, post 8vo, cloth limp. . 6rf.

A History of the Four Georges. Four Vols., demy 8vo. cl. ex., tzt. each. fVols. I. & II. ready.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6rf. eacn ; post Svo, illustrated boards, zs. each ; cloth limp, as. (>d. each.

The Waterdale Neighbours*
My Enemy's Daughter.A Fair Saxon.
Lilnley Rochford.
Dear Lady Disdain.
Miss Misanthrope. With ia Illustrations.

Donna Quixote. With 12 Illustrations.

The Comet of a Season.
Maid of Athens. With 12 Illustrations.
Camiola: A Girl with a Fortune.
The Dictator.
Red Diamonds*

The Riddle Ring. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3j. 6d. [May, 1897.

The Right Honourable.' By JUSTIN MCCARTHY, M.P., and Mrs. CAMPBELL PRAED. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s. ____^_____________________^__________^_____

McCarthy (Justin Huntly), Works by.
The French Revolution. (Constituent Assembly, 1789-91). Four Vols., demy 8vo, cloth extra, i2j.

each. Vols. I. & II. ready; Vols. III. & IV. in the tress.
An Outline of the History of Ireland. Crown 8vo, is. , cloth, is. 6d.

Ireland Since the Union : Sketches of Irish History, 1798-1886. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6*.

Haflz In London : Poems. Small 8vo, gold cloth, y. 6d.

Our Sensation Novel. Crown 8vo, picture cover, is. ; cloth limp, is. 6d.

Doom : An Atlantic Episode, Crown 8vo, picture cover, is,

Dolly : A Sketch. Crown 8vo, picture cover, is. ; cloth
limp,

is. 6d.

Lilly Lass : A Romance. Crown 8vo, picture cover, is. ; cloth limp, is. 6d.

The Thousand and One Days. With Two Photogravures. Two Vols., crown 8vo, half-bd., las.

A London Legend. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

MacDonald (George, LL.D.), Books by.
Works of Fancy and Imagination. Ten Vols., i6mo, cloth, gilt edges, in cloth case, zu. ; or

the Volumes may he had separately, in Grolier cloth, at as. 6d. each.
Vol. I. WITHIN AND WITHOUT. THE HIDDEN LIFE.

II. THE DISCIPLE. THE GOSPEL WOMEN. BOOK OF SONNETS. ORGAN SONGS.
III. VIOLIN SONGS. SONGS OH THE DAYS AND NIGHTS. A BOOK OF DREAMS. ROADSIDK

POEMS. POEMS FOR CHILDREN.
IV. PARABLES. BALLADS. SCOTCH SONGS.

V. & VI. PHANTASTES : A Faerie Romance. f
Vol. VII. THE PORTENT.

Vin. THE LIGHT PRINCESS. THE GIANT'S HEART. SHADOWS.
IX. CROSS PURPOSES. THE GOLDEN KEY. THE CARASOYN. LITTLE DAYLIGHT.
X. THE CRUEL PAINTER. THE Wow o' RIVVEN. THE CASTLE. THE BROKEN SWORDS.

THE GRAY WOLF. UNCLE CORNELIUS.

Poetical Works of George MacDonald. Collected and Arranged by the Author. Two Vols.,
crown 8vo, buckram, i2S.

A Threefold Cord. Edited by GEORGE MACDONALD. Post Svo, cluth, ST.

Phantasies: A Faerie Romance. With 25 Illustrations by J. BELL. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3.?. 6d.
Heather and Snow : A Novel. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3^. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, zs.

Lilith : A Romance. SECOND EDITION. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Maclise Portrait Gallery (The) of Illustrious Literary Charac-
ters: 85 Portraits by DANIEL MACLISE; with Memoirs Biographical, Critical, Bibliographical
and Anecdotal illustrative of the Literature of the former half of the Present Century, by WILLIAM
BATES, B.A. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7^. 6d.

Macquoid (Mrs.), Works by. Square 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.
In the Ardennes. With 50 Illustrations by THOMAS R. MACQUOID.
Pictures and Legends from Normandy and Brittany. 34 Illusts. by T. R. MACQUOID.
Through Normandy. With 92 Illustrations by T. R. MACQUOID, and a Map.
Through Brittany. With 35 Illustrations by T. R. MACQUOID, and a Map.
About Yorkshire. With 67 Illustrations by T. R. MACQUOID.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, us. each.

The Evil Eye, and other Stories. | Lost Rose, and other Stories.

Magician's Own Book, The: Performances with Eggs, Hats, &c.
Edited by W. H. CREMER. With 200 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth

extract
s. 6<

Magic Lantern, The, and its Management: Including full Practical
Directions. By T. C. HEPWORTH. With 10 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, is.; cloth, is. 6d.

Magna Charta : An Exact Facsimile of the Original in the British
Museum, 3 feet by 2 feet, with Arms and Seals emblazoned in Gold and Colours, 5.1.

Mallory (Sir Thomas). Mort d'Arthur: The Stories of King
Arthur and of the Knights of the Round Table. (A Selection.) Edited by B. MONTGOMERIE HAN
*IWG. Post Si-o, clgta lime, y.
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Mallock (W. H.), Works by.
The New Republic. Post 8vo, picture cover, vs. ; doth limp, -zt. 6d.

The New Paul & Virginia: Positivism on an Island Post 8v% cloth, -is. 6rf.

A Romance of the Nineteanth Century. Crown 8vo, cloth 6s. ; post 8vo, illust. boards, as.

Poems. Small 4to, parchment, Ss.

Is Life Worth Living? Crown Svo. cloth extra. 6s._
Marks (H. S., R.A.), Pen and Pencil Sketches by. With Four
__ Photogravures and 126 Illustrations. Two Vols. demy Svo, cloth, 32^.__
Marlowe's Works. Including his Translations. Edited, with Notes

and Introductions, by Colonel CUNNINGHAM. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s._
Marryat (Florence), Novels by. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2.5. each.
A Harvest of Wild Oats. I Fighting the Air.
Open ! Sesame t_| Written in Fire._

Massinger's Plays. From the Text of WILLIAM GIFFORD. Edited
by Col. CUNNINGHAM. Crown .8vo, cloth extra, 6.T.___

Masterman (J.). Half=a-Dozen Daughters. Post 8vo, boards, 25.

Matthews (Brander). A Secret of the Sea, &c. Post Svo, illus-
trated boards, is. ; cloth limp, a.r. 6rf.___

Mayhew (Henry). London Characters, and the Humorous Side
of London Life. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3$. 6d.______________

Meade (L. T.), Novels by.

~"

A Soldier of Fortune. Crown 8vo, cloth, $s. 6d. ; post 8v\ illustrated boards, or.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3-r. 6d each.
In an Iron Grip. |

The Voica of the Charmer. With 8 Illustrations.[-Vn.

Dr. Rumsey's Patient. By L. T. MF.ADE and CLIFFORD HALIFAX, M.D. Crown 8vo, cl. 6s.

Merrick (Leonard), Stories by.
The Man who was Good. Post Svo, picture boards, 2*.

This Stage of Fools. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6rf._
Mexican Mustang (On a), through Texas to the Rio Grande. By
_ A. E. SWEET and J. ARMOY KNOX With 265 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, -;s. 6d.__

Middlemass (Jean), Novels by. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 25. each.
Touch and Go._[ Mr. Dorillion._

Miller (Mrs. F. Fenwick). Physiology for the Young; or, The
House of Life. With numerous Illustrations. Post Svo. cloth limp, 2j. 6ci.__

Milton (J. L.), Works by. Post 8vo, 15. each; cloth, 15. 6d. each.
The Hygiene of the Skin. With Directions for Diet, Soaps, Baths, Wines, &c.
The Bath in Diseases of the Skin.

_The Laws of Life, and their Relation to Diseases of the Skin._
Minto (Wm.). Was She Good or Bad? Cr. 8vo, 15.; cloth. 15. 6d.

Mitford (Bertram), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35. 6d. each.
The Gun-Runner: A Romance of Zululand. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY L. WOOD.
The Luck of Gerard Ridgeley. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY L. WOOD.
The King's Assegai. With Six full-page Illustrations by STANLEY L. WOOD.
Renshaw Tanning's Quest. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY L. WOOD._

Molesworth (Mrs.), Novels by.
Hathercourt Rectory. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, ar.

That Girl In Black. Crown 8vo, cloth, u. 6d.

Moncrieff (W. D. Scott-). The Abdication: An Historical Drama.
With Seven Etchings by JOHN PETTIE, W. Q. ORCHARDSON
R. MACBETH and TOM GRAHAM. Imperial 410, buckram, sis.

With Seven Etchings by JOHN PETTIE, W. Q. ORCHARDSON, J. MACWHIRTER, COLIN HUNTER,
and TO

Moore (Thomas), Works by.
The Epicurean ; and Alciphron. Post It Svo, half-bound,

_ Passages from th

by R. H. SHEPHERD. With Portrait. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7-f.

Prose and Verse ; including Suppressed Passages from the MEMOIRS OF LORD BYRON. Edited
With

Muddock (J. E.) Stories by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3^. 6d. each.

Maid Marian and Robin Hood. With 12 Illustrations by STANLEY WOOD.
Basile the Jester. With Frontispiece by STANLEY WOOD.
Young Lochinvar.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Dead Man's Secret. r. I

From the Bosom of the Desp,

Stories Weird aijd wonuerfiv}. Post BYQ. illustrated boar4s, *r. ; clcth, ?;. &t
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Murray (D. Christie), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, zs. each.

A Model Father.
Old Blazer's Hero.
Cynic Fortune. Frontisp.
By the Gate of the Sea.
A Bit of Human Nature.

First Person Singular.
Bob Martin's Little Girl.
Time's Revenges.A Wasted Crime.
In Direst Peril.

A Life's Atonement.
Joseph's Coat. ia lilusts.

Coals of Fire. 3 lilusts.

Val Strange.
Hearts.
The Way of the World.

A Capful o' Nails. Crown Svo, cloth, 3*. 64. [.?';<?>//;
Mount Despair, &c. With Frontispiece by GRENVILLE MANTON. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3.!-.

6d.

The Making of a Novelist : An Experiment ia Autobiography. With a Collotype Portrait and
Vignette. Crown Svo, art linen, 6s.

Murray (D. Christie) and Henry Herman, Novels by.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3^. (xt. each ; post Svo, illustrated bpards, ?s. each.

One Traveller Returns. I
The Bishops' Bible.

Paul Jones's Alias, &c. With Illustrations by A. FORESTIER and G. NICOLET.

Murray (Henry), Novels by.
Post Svo, illustrated boards, if. each ; cloth, 2J. 6rf. each.

A Game of Bluff.
I

A Song of Sixpence.

Newbolt (Henry). Taken from the Enemy. Fcp. Svo, cloth, 15. 6d.

Nisbet (Hume), Books by.
Bail Up." Crown 8ve, cloth extra, 3-r. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, at.

Dr. Bernard St. Vincent. Post Svo, illustrated boards, zs,

Lessons In Art. With 21 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, of. 6d.

__
Where Art Begins. With a; Illustrations. Square Svo, cloth extra, ^s. (>d.

Norris (W. E.), Novels by. Crown Svo, cloth, 35. 6d. each.
Saint Ann's. | Billy Bellew. Frontispiece by F. H. TQWNSBXD.

O'Hanlon (Alice), Novels by. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 25. each.
The Unforeseen. | Chance ? or Fate 7

Ohnet (Georges), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25. each.
Doctor Rameau. | A Last Love.

A Weird Gift. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d. ; post Svo, picture boards, is.

iphant (Mrs.), Novels by. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 25. each.
The Primrose Path. | Whiteladias.
The Greatest Heiress In England.

O'Reilly (Mrs.). Phoebe's Fortunes. Post Svo, illust. boards. 25.

Ouida, Novels by. Cr. 8vo, cl., 35. 6d. ea.; post Svo, illust. bds., 25. ea.
Held In Bondage.
Tricotrin.
Strathmore.
Chandos.
Cecil Castlemalne's Gage
Under Two Flags.
Puck. 1 Idalia.

Folle-Farlne.
A Dog of Flanders.
Pascarel.

| Signa.
Two Wooden Shoes.
In a Winter City.
Ariadne. | Friendship.A Village Commune.

Moths.
| PIpistrello.

In Maremma. | Wanda.
Bimbi.

| Syrlin.
Frescoes. | Othmar.
Princess Napraxine.
Guiideroy. | Rufflno.
Two Oilendera.

Square 8ro, cloth extra, 5^. each.
Blmbl. With Nine Illustrations by EDMUND H. GARRKTT.
A Dog of Flanders, &c. With Six Illustrations by EDMUND H. GARRETT.

Santa Barbara, &c. Square 8vo. cloth, 6s. ; crown Svo, cloth, 3*. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, 21.
Undar Two Flags. POPULAR EDITION. Medium 8vo, 6d. ; cloth, is.

Wisdom, Wit, and Pathos, selected from the Works of OUIDA by F. SYDNEY MORRIS. Post
8vo, cloth extra, 5^. CHEAP EDITION, illustrated boards, aj.

Page (H. A.), Works by.
Thoraau : His Life and Aims. With Portrait. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2J. 6d.
Animal Anecdotes. Arranged on a New Principle. Crown Svo, cloth extra, gfl

Pandurang Hari; or, Memoirs of a Hindoo. With Preface by Sir
BARTLE FRF.RE. Crown 8vo, cloth, y. f>d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Parker (Rev. Joseph, D.D.). Might Have Been: some Life
Notes. Crown Svo, cloth, fa. [Shortly.

Pascal's Provincial Letters. A New Translation, with Historical
Introduction and Notes by T. U'CRIE, D.D. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s.

Paul (Margaret A.). dentle and Simple. Crown Svo, cloth, with
Frpnfrspiece by UBL8N PATRSON, y. M, pQSt 8vQ, illustrated boards .
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Payn (James), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, aj. each.

Lost Sir Wassingberd.
Walter's Word.
Less Black than We're Painted.
By Proxy. | For Cash Only.
High Spirits.
Under One Roof.
A Confidential Agent. With 12 Illusts.Agent. A

a Thorn.A Grape from a Thorn. With 12 Illusts.

Holiday Tasks.
The Canon's Ward. With Portrait.

The Talk of the Town. With ia Illusti.

Glow-Worm Tales.
The Mystery of Mirhndge,
The Word and the Will.
The Burnt Million.
Sunn^ Stories. I A Trying Patient.

Humorous Stories. | From Exile.
The Foster Brothers.
The Family Scapegrace.
Married Beneath Him.
Bentinck's Tutor. I A County Family.A Perfect Treasure.
Like Father, Like Son.A Woman's Vengeance.
Carlyon's Year. I Cecil's Tryst.
Murphy's Master. At Her Mercy.

Post 8vo. illustrated boards, ar. each.
The Clyflfards of Clyffe.
Found Dead. I Gwendoline's Harvest.
Mirk Abbey. |

A Marine Residence.
Some Private Views.
Not Wooed, But Won.
Two Hundred Pounds Reward.
The Best of Husbands.
Halves. I What He Cost Her.
Fallen Fortunes. I Kit : A Memory.A Prince of the Blood.

In Peril and Privation. With 17 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, y. 6d,
Notes from the * News.* Crown 8vo, portrait cover, is. ; cloth, is. 6J.

Payne (Will). Jerry the Dreamer. Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. 6d.

Pennell (H. Cholmondeley), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth, 25. 6rf. ea.
Puck on Pegasus. With Illustrations.

Pegasus Re-Saddled. With Ten full-page Illustrations by G. Du MAURIER.
The Muses of Wayfair ; Vers de Sock-te. Selected by H. C. PENNELL.

Phelps (E. Stuart), Works by. Post 8vo, 15. ea. ; cloth, is. 6d. ea.
Beyond the Gates. |

An Old Maid's Paradlsa.
| Burglars In Paradise.

Jack the Fisherman. Illustrated by C. W. REED. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6rf.

Phil May's Sketch-Book. Containing 50 full-page Drawings. Imp.
4to, art canvas, gilt top, ioj. 6d.

Phipson (Dr. T. L.). Famous Violinists and Fine Violins:
Historical No^es, Anecdotes, and Reminiscences. Crown 8vo, cloth, y.

Pirkis (C. L.), Novels by.
Trooping with Crows. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, it.

Lady Lovelace. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, gj.

Planche (J. R.), Works by.
The Pursuivant of Arms. With Six Plates and 209 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

Songs and Poems, iSrq-iS/g. With Introduction by Mrs. MACKARNES3. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Plutarch's Lives of Illustrious Men. With Notes and a Life of
Plutarch by JOHN and WM. I,ANGHORNB. and Portraits. Two Vols., demy 8vo. half-bound IQJ. 6rf.

Poe's (Edgar Allan) Choice Works in Prose and Poetry. With Intro-
duction by CHARLES BAUDELAIRE, Portrait and Facsimiles. Crown 8vo, cloth, js. (id.

The Mystery of Marie Roget, &c. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, zs.

Pollock (W. H.). The Charm, and other Drawing-room Plays. By
Sir WALTER Bn cANT and WALTER H. POLLOCK. 50 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. cloth gilt, 6s. [Shortly.

Pope's Poetical Works. Post 8vo. cloth limp, 25.

Porter (John). Kingsclere. Edited by BYRON WEBBER. With 19
full-page and many smaller Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy 8vo, cloth decorated, i8j.

Praed (Mrs. Campbell), Novels by. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 25. each.
The Romance of a Station. |

The Soul of Countess Adrian.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3*. 6rf. each ; post 8vo, boards, sj. each.

Outlaw and Lawmaker. | Christina Chard. With Frontispiece by W. PAGRT.
Mrs. Tregaskiss. With 8 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6rf. [Jan. 1897

Price~(ETC.), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y, 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, vs. each.

Valentlna. I
The Foreigners. |

Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.
Gerald. Post 8vo, Illustrated boards, zj.

Princess Olga. Radna: A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Proctor (Richard A., B.A.), Works by.
Flowers of the Sky With 55 Illustrations. Small crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6tt.

Easy Star Lessons. With Star Maps for every Night in the Year. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Familiar Science Studies. Crown 8vo, cloth ex*ra, 6?.

Saturn and Its System. With 13 Steel Plates. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, mr. 6d.

Mysteries of Time and Space. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extnii &f.

The Universe of Suns. &c. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, to.

Wan$s of Science Workers, grown yo, is. W,
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Pryce (Richard). Miss Maxwell's Affections. Crown 8vo, cloth,
with Frontispiece by HAL LUDLOW, y. 6d.; post 8vo. illustrated boards, 2J.

Rambosson (J.). Popular Astronomy. Translated by C. B. PIT-
MAN. With Coloured Frontispiece and numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. (>d.

Randolph (Lieut.-Col. George, U.S.A.). Aunt Abigail Dykes:
A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, ^s. 6rf.

Reade's (Charles) Novels.
A New Collected LIBRARY EDITION, complete in Seventeen Volumes, set In pew long primer type,

printed on laid paper, and elegantly bound in cloth, price y. f>d. each, is now publishing as follows
;

1. Peg Wofllngton; and Christie John-
stone.

2. Hard Cash.
3. The Cloister and the Hearth. With at

Preface by Sir WALTER BF.SANT.
4. It is Never too Late to Mend.'
5. The Course of True Love Never Did

Run Smooth; and Singleheart and
Doubleface.

6. The Autobiography of a Thief; Jack
of all Trades; A Hero and a Mar-
tyr ; and The Wandering Heir.

. Love Me Little, Love me Long.
8. The Double Marriage.
9. Griffith Gaunt.

10. Foul Play.
IT. Put Yourself In His PlacA*
12. A Terrible Temptation.
13. A Simpleton.
14. A Woman-Hater. [Oct.

15. The Jilt, and other Stories; and Good
Stories of Men & other Animals.tAV?/.

16. A Perilous Secret. [Dec.
17. Readiana; & Bible Characters.[7an.'97

In Twenty-one Volumes, post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.

Psg Woffington. I Christie Johnstone.
It is Never Too Late to Mend.'
The Course of True Love Never Did Run
Smooth.

The Autobiography of a Thief; Jack of
all Trades ; and James Lambert.

Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
The Double Marriage.
The Cloister and the Hearth,

Hard Cash | Griffith Gaunt.
Foul Play. | Put Yourself in His Place.A Terrible Temptation,A Simpleton. | The Wandering Heir.A Woman-Hater.
Singleheart and Doubleface.
Good Stories of Men and other Animals*
The Jilt, and other Stories.
A Perilous Secret. | Readiana.

POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6<i. each : cloth, is. each.

It Is Never Too Late to Mend.' | The Cloister and the Hearth.
Peg Woffington; and Christie Johnstone.

It Is Never Too Late to jBKend' and The Cloister and the Hearth in One Volume,
mediu:u 8vo, cloth, zs.

Christie Johnstone. With Frontispiece. Choicely printed in Elzevirstyle. Fcap. 8vo, half-Roxb.2f.6rf.

Peg Woffington. Choicely printed in Elzevir style. Fcap. 8vo, half-Roxburghe, zs. M.
The Cloister and the Hearth. In Four Vols.. post 3vo, with an Introduction by Sir WALTER BE-

SANT, and a Frontispiece to each Vol., 14*. the set ; and the ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION,
with Illustrations on every page, Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 421. net.

Bible Characters. Fcap. 8vo, leatherette, is.

Selections from tne Worxs of Charles Reade. With an Introduction by Mrs. ALEX. IRE-
LAND. Crown Bvo, buckram, with Portrait, 6f. ; CHEAP EDITION, post 8vo, cloth limp, gj. 6d.

Riddell (Mrs. J. H.), Novels by.
Weird Stories. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. dd. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 3J.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, aj. each.
The Uninhabited House. I Fairy Water.
The Prince of Wales's Garden Party. |

Her Mother's Darling.
The Mystery In Palace Gardens. The Nun's Curse.

|
Idle Tales.

Rimmer (Alfred), Works by. Square 8vo, cloth gilt, 75. 6d. each.
Our Old Country Towns. With 55 Illustrations by the Author.
Rambles Round Eton and Harrow. With 50 Illustrations by the Author.
About England with Dickens. With 58 Illustrations by C. A. VANDERHOOF and A. RIMMER.

Rives (Amelie). Barbara Dering. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35. 6d. \

post 8vo, illustrated boards, zs.

Robinson Crusoe. By DANIEL. DEFOE. With 37 Illustrations by
GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. Post 8vo, half-cloth, -u. ; cloth extra, gilt cages, ?s. 6d.

Robinson (F. W.), Novels by.Women are Strange. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, zt.

The Hands of Justice. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. j post 8vo, Hlustrated boards, zr.
The Woman in the Dark. Crown 8vo, cloth, $s. &

Robinson (Phil), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 65. each.
The Poets* Birds.

| The Poets' Beasts.
The Poets and Nature; Reptiles. Fishes, and Insects.

Rochefoucauld's Maxims and Moral Reflections. With~Notes
and an Introductory Essay by SAINTE-BEUVE. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2j.

Roll of Battle Abbey, The: A List of the Principal Warriors who
came from Normandy with William the Conqueror, 1066. Printed in Gold and Colours, $s.
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Rosengarten (A.). A Handbook of Architectural Styles. Trans-
lated by W. COLLETT-SAtiDARS. With 63f> Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7.5-. 6d.

Rowley (Hon. Hugh), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth, zs. 6d. each.
Puniana t Riddles and Jokes. With numerous Illustrations.
More Punlana. Profusely Illustrated.

_

Runciman (James), Stories by. Post 8vo, bds., 25. ea.; cl. , zs. 6d. ea.
Skippers and Shellbacks. I Grace Balmalgn's Sweetheart.
Schools and Scholars.

]

Russell (Dora), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. 6d. each.
A Country Sweetheart.

| The Drift of Fate.

Russell (W. Clark), Novels, &c., by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each ; post 8ro, illustrated board?, vs. each j cloth limp, zs. 6d. each.
Round the Galley-Fire.
In the Middle Watch.
A Voyage to the Cape.A Book fcr the Hammock.
The Mystery of the ' Ocean Star.'

The Romance of Jenny Harlowe,
An Ooean Tragedy.
My Shipmate Louise.
Alone on a Wide Wida Wide Wide Sea,

Crown 8vo, cloth, y. 6rf. each.

Is He the Man ?
The Good Ship ' Mohock.'
The Phantom Death, &c. With Frontispiece.
The Convict Ship.

On the Fo'k'sle Head. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, ar. ; cloth limp, 2j. 6<i.

Heart of Oak.
The Tale of the Ten. With 12 Illustra-

tions by G. MONTBARD. \Alar. 1897.

Saint Aubyn (Alan), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, zs. each.

A Fellow of Trinity. With a Note by OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES and a Frontispiece.
The Junior Dean. | The Master of St. Benedict's. | To His Own Master,

Orchard Damerel.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, is. 6d. each.

The Old Maid's Sweetheart. | Modest Little Sara,

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3^. f>d. each.

In the Face of the World. I The Tremlett Diamonds.

Sala (George A.). Gaslight and Daylight. Post 8vo, boards, 25.

Sanson. Seven Generations of Executioners : Memoirs of the
Sanson Family (1688 to 1847). Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6<

Saunders (John), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3^. (>d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, ?s . each.

Guy Waterman. | The Lion in the Path. | The Two Dreamers.

Bound to the Wheel. Crown 3vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.
'

Saunders (Katharine), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6J. each ; post 8vo, SUustrated boards, 2j. each*

Margaret and Elizabeth. I Heart Salvage.
The High Mills. I Sebastian.

Joan Merryweather. Post 8ro, Illustrated boards, zs.

Gideon's Rock. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d.

Scotland Yard, Past and Present : Experiences of Thirty-seven Years.
By Ex-Chief-lnspector CAVANACH. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, aj. ; doth, aj. 64.

Secret Out, The : One Thousand Tricks with Cards ; with Entertain-
ing Experiments in Drawing-room or 'White 'Magic, By W. H. CKEMKR. With 300 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d.

Seguin (L. G.), Works by.
The Country of the Passion Play

Map and 37 Illustrations. Crown 8v, cl
ay (Oberammergau) and the Highlands of Bavaria. With

ap and 37 Illustrations. Crown 8v, cloth extra, 3^. txi.

s in Algiers. With Two Maps and 16 Illustration*. Crow* 8vo, cloth extra, 6j.

Senior (Wm.). By Stream and Sea. Post 8vo, cloth, zs. 6tl.

Sergeant (Adeline). Dr. Endicott's Experiment. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.

Shakespeare for Children: Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare.
With Illustrations, coloured and plain, by J. MOYR SjijTH. Crowa 410, cloth gift, y . (d.
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Sharp (William). Children of To-morrow. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Shelley's (Percy Bysshe) Complete Works in Verse and Prose.
Editad, Prefaced, and Annotated by R. HERNE SHEPHERD. Five Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, ytkd. each,

Poetical Works, in Three Vols. :

VoL I. Introduction by the Editor ; Posthumous Fragments of Margaret Nicholson | Shelley's Corre-

spondence with Stockdale: The Wandering Jew ; Queen Mab, with the Notes; Alastor,
aad other Poems ; Rosalind and Helen ; Prometheus Unbound ; Adonais, &c.

II. Laon and Cythna ; The Cenci ; Julian and Maddalo ; Swellfoot the Tyrant; The Witch of
Arias ; Bpiosychidion ; Hellas.

,, III. Posthumous Poem*; The Masque of Anarchy; and other Pieces.

Prose Works, in Two Vols. :

Vol. I. The Two Romances of Zastrozri and St. Irvynej the Dublin and Marlow Pamphlets; A Refu-
tation of Deism ; Letters to Leigh Hunt, and some Minor Writings and Fragments.

II. The Essays ; Letters from Abroad ; Translation* and Frajrments, edited by Mrs. SHELLEY.
With a Biography of Shelley, and an Index of the Prose Works.
*$* Also a few copies of a LARGE.PAPER EDITION, 5 vols., cloth, 2 izj. 6rf.

Sheridan (General P. H.), Personal Memoirs of. With Portraits,
Maps, and Facsimiles. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 24*.

Sheridan's (Richard Brinsley) Complete Works, with Life and
Anecdotes. Including: his Dramatic Writings, his Works in Prose and Poetry, Translations, Speeches,
and Jokes. With ro Illustrations. Crown 8vo, half-bound, 7.?. 6cf.

The Rivals, The School for Scandal, and other Plays. Post 8vo, half-bound, vs.

Sheridan's Comedies: The Rivals and The School for Scandal. Edited, with an Intro-
duction and Notes to each Play, and a Biographical Sketch, by BRANDER MATTHEWS. With
Illustrations. Demy 8vo, half-parchment, iss. 6d.

Sidney's (Sir Philip) Complete Poetical Works, including all
those in

' Arcadia.' With Portrait, Memorial-Introduction, Notes, &c., by the Rev. A. B. GROSART,
D.D. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth boards, i8j.

Signboards : Their History, including Anecdotes of Famous Taverns and
Remarkable Characters. By JACOB LARWOOD and JOH
piece and 94 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. 6d.

Remarkable Characters. By JACOB LARWOOD and JOHN CAMUEN HOTTEN. With Coloured Frontis-
Cr

Sims (George R.), Works by.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, a*. each ; doth limp, it. M. each.

Rogaes and Vagabonds,
The Ring o' Bells.

Sary
Jane's Memoirs,

ary Jane Married,
Tlnkletop's Crime.
Zeph : A Circus Story, &c.

Tales of To-day.
Dramas of Life. With 60 Illustrations.

Memoirs of a Landlady.
My Two Wives.
Scenes from the Show.
The Ten Commandments: Stories.

Crown 8vo, picture cover, is. each ; cloih, tr. 6d. each.

Eow
the Poor Live; and Horrible London,

be Dagonet Reciter and Reader: Beingr Readings and Recitations In Prose and Verse,
selected from his own Works by GEORGE R. SIMS.

The Case of George Candlemas. | Dagonet Ditties. (From The Referee.}

Dagonet Abroad. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

Sister Dora: A Biography. -Jty MARGARET LONSDALE. With Four
Illustrations. Demy 8vo, picture cover, 4<f. ; cloth, 6a?.

Sketchley (Arthur). A Match in the Dark. Post 8vo, boards, 25.

Slang Dictionary (The) : Etymological, Historical, and Anecdotal.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. 6a.

Smart (Hawley). Without Love or Licence: A Novel. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, 3^. 6rf. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 23.

Smith (J. Moyr), Works by.
The Prince of Argolls. With 130 Illustrations. Post 8ro. sloth extra, gvr. 6A
The Wooing of the Water Witch. With numerous Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth, 6>.

Society in London. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, 15. 6d.

Society in Paris: The Upper Ten Thousand. A Series of Letters
from Count PAUL VASILI to a Young French Diplomat. Crown 8vo, doth, 4r.

Somerset (Lord Henry). Songs of Adieu. Small 4to, Jap. vel.,6s.

Spalding (T. A., LL.B.). Elizabethan Demonology: Au Essay
on the Belief in the Existence of Devils, Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5*.
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Speight (T. W.), Novels by.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.

The Mysteries of Heron Dyke. I The Loud water Tragedy,By Devious Ways, &c. Burgo'a Romance.
Hoodwinked ; & Sandycroft Mystery. Quittance In Full.
The Golden Hoop. A Husband from the Be*EacK to JLilo.

Post 8vo, cloth limp, is. 6d. each.
A Barren TItl* | Wife or No Wife? T:~

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3^. 6d. each.
A Secret of the Sea. | The c ay Monk. | The Master of Trenance. [-Mar. 1897.

Spenser for Children. By M. H. TOWRY. With Coloured Illustrations
by WALTER J. MORGAN. Crown 410, cloth extra, 3*. 6d.

Stafford (John). Doris and I, &c. Crown Svo, cloth, 35. 6d.

Starry Heavens (The) : A POETICAL BIRTHDAY BOOK. Royal i6mo,
cloth extra, zr. 6d.

Stedman (E. C.), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 95. each.
Victorian Poets.

| The Poets of America.

Stephens (Riccardo, M.B.). the Cruciform Mark: The Strange
Story of RICHARD TREGENNA, Bachelor of Medicine (Univ. Edinb.) Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Sterndale (R. Armitage). The Afghan Knife: A Novel. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, y. M. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, ar.

Stevenson (R. Louis), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 25. 6 ea.
Travels with a Donkey. With a Frontispiece by WALTER CRANB.
An Inland Voyage. With a Frontispiece by WALTER CRANE.

Crown Svo, buckram, gilt top, 6s. each.

Familiar Studies of Men and Books.
The Silverado Squatters. With Frontispiece by T. D. STRONG.
The Merry Men.

| Underwoods: Poem*,
Memories and Portraits.
Virginibus Puerisque. and other Papers. | Ballads. | Prince QUO*
Across the Plains, with other Memories and Fssays.
Weir of Hermiston. (R. L. STEVENSON'S LAST WORK.)

Bongs of Travel. Crown Svo, buckram, $j.

New Arabian Nights. Crown Svo, buckram, gilt top, 6t. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, zs.

The Suicide Club; and The Rajah's Diamond. (From NEW ARABIAN NIGHTS.) With
Ei^ht Illustrations by W. J. HENNESSY. Crown Svo, cloth, gj.

The Edinburgh Edition of the Works of Robert Louis Stevenson. Twenty-seven
Vols., demy Svo. This Edition (which is limited to 1,000 copies) is sold in Sets only, the price of
which may be learned from the Booksellers. The FUst Volume was published Nov., 1894.

Stoddard (C. Warren). Summer Cruising in the South Seas.
Illustrated by WALLIS MACKAV. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3*. f>d.

Stories from Foreign Novelists. With Notices by HELEN and
ALICE ZlMMERN. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3-f. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2J.

Strange Manuscript (A) Found in a Copper Cylinder. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, with 19 Illustrations by GILBERT GAUL, 5^. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, zs.

Strange Secrets. Told by PERCY FITZGERALD, CONAN DOYLE, FLOR-
ENCE MARRYAT, &c. Post Svo, illustrated boards, ar.

Strutt (Joseph). The Sports and Pastimes of the People of
England ; including: the Rural and Domestic Recreations, May Games, Mummeries, Shows, &c., from
the Earliest Period to the Present Time. Edited by WILLIAM HONH. With 140 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, js. 6d.

Swift's (Dean) Choice Works, in Prose and Verse. With Memoir.
Portrait, and Facsimiles of the Maps in

'
Gulliver's Travels.' Crown Svo, cloth, js. 6d.

Gulliver's Travels, and A Tale of a Tub. Post Svo, half-bound, ss.

Jonathan Swift: A Study. By J. CHURTON COLLINS. Crown Svo, cloth extra 8*.
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Swinburne (Algernon C.), Works by,
Selections from the Poetical Works of A Stu
A. C. Swinburne. l>ap. Svo, 6s.

Atalanta in Calydon Crown Svo, 6s.

Chastelard : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, ^s.

Poems and Ballads. FIRST SERIES. Crown
8vo, or fcap. Svo, 9.?.

Poems and Ballads. SECOND SERIES. Crown

Poem
9
s'& Ballads. THIRD SERIES. Cr.Svo.7*.

Songs before Sunrise. Crown 8vo, ios. 6d.

Bothwell : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 12S. 6d.

Songs of Two Nations. Crown Svo, 6s.

George Chapman. (See Vol. II. of G. CHAP-
MAN'S Works.) Crown Svo, 6s.

Essays and Studies. Crown Svo, 12^.

Erechtheus : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 6s.

A Note on Charlotte Bronte. Cr. Svo, 6j.

-dy of Shakespeare. Crown Svo, 8s.

Songs of the Springtides. Crown Svo, 6s.

Studies in Song. Crown Svo, yj.

Mary Stuart : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, Ss.

Tristram of Lyonesse. Crown Svo, cs.

A Century of Roundels. Small 4to, Ss.

A Midsummer Holiday. Crown Svo, 7$.
Marino Faliero : A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A Study of Victor Hugo. Crown Svo, 6*.

Miscellanies. Crown 8vo, i2j.

Locrine : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 6s.

A Study of Ben Jonson. Crown Svo, js.
The Sisters : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 6s.

Astrophel, &c. Crown 8vo, js.
Studies in Prose and Poetry. Cr.Svo, r.

The Tale of Balen. Crown 8vo, is.

Syntax's (Dr.) Three Tours : In Search of the Picturesque, in Search
of Consolation, and in Search of a Wife. With ROWLANDSON'S Coloured Illustrations, and Life of the
Author by J. C. HOTTEN. Crown Svo, cloth extra, ^s. 6d.

Taine's History of English Literature. Translated by HENRY VAN
LAUN. Four Vols., small demy Svo, cloth boards, 305-. POPULAR EDITION, Two Vols., large crown
Svo, cloth extra, ly.

Taylor (Bayard). Diversions of the Echo Club: Burlesques of
Modern Writers. Post Svo, cloth limp, as.

Taylor (Dr. J. E., F.L.S.), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5$. each.
The Sagacity and Morality of Plants : A Sketch of the Life and Conduct of th Vegetable

Kingdom. With a Coloured Frontispiece and 100 Illustrations.

Our Common British Fossils, and Where to Find Them. With 331 Illustrations.

The Playtime Naturalist. With 366 Illustrations.

Taylor (Tom). Historical Dramas. Containing 'Clancarty,'
Jeanne Dare,' "Twixt Axe and Crown," The Fool's Revenge,' 'Arkwright's Wife, 'Anne Boleyn,

' Plot and Passion.' Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7^. 6d.V The Plays may also be had separately, at is. each.

Tennyson (Lord) : A Biographical Sketch. By H. J. JENNINGS. Post
8vo, portrf.it cover, is. ; cloth, is. 6d. _^^___^

Thackerayana : Notes and Anecdotes. With Coloured Frontispiece and
Hundreds of Sketches by WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY. Crown Svo, cloth extra, ^s. 6d.

Thames, A New Pictorial History of the. By A. S. KRAUSSE.
With 340 Illustrations. Post Svo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Thiers (Adolphe). History of the Consulate and Empire of
France under Napoleon. Translated by D. FORBES CAMPBELL and JOHN STEBBING. With 36 Steel
Plates. 12 Vols., demy Svo, cloth extra, i2s. each.

Thomas (Bertha), Novels by. Cr. 8vo, cl. , 35. 6d. ea.; post Svo, zs. ea.
The Violin-Player. | Proud Maisie.

Cressida. Post Svo, illustrated boards, zs.

Thomson's Seasons, and The Castle of Indolence. With Intro-
duction by ALLAN CUNNINGHAM, and 48 Illustrations. Post Svo, half-bound, as.

Thornbury (Waiter), Books by.
The Life and Correspondence of J. M.spondence of J. M. W. Turner. With Illustrations in Colours. Crown

Svo, doth extra, ^s. 6d.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, zj. each.
Old Stories Re-told. I Tales for the Marines.

Timbs (John), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 75. 6d. each.
The History of Clubs and Club Life In London: Anecdotes of its Famous Coffee-houses,

Hostelries, and Taverns. With 42 Illustrations.

English Eccentrics and Eccentricities: Stories of Delusions, Impostures, Sporting Scenes,
Eccentric Artists, Theatrical Folk, &c. With 48 Illustrations.

Transvaal (The). By JOHN DE VILLIERS. With Map. Crown SVQ, 15.

Trollope (Anthony), Novels by.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each ; post 8o, illustrated boards, zs. each.

The Way We Live Now. I Mr. Scarborough's Family.
Frau Frohmann.

|
The Land-Leaguers.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, ss. each.

Kept In the Dark. I The American Senator.
of Grar.pero, J John Caldigats. I JEff&rion Fey,
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Trollope (Frances E.) Novels by.
Crow-n 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6J. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2J. each.

Like Ships Upon the Sea.
|

Mabel's Progress. | Anne Furness.

Trollope (T. A.). Diamond Cut Diamond. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2?.

Trowbridge (J. T.). Farnell's Folly. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 25.

Twain (Mark), Books by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 75. 6d. each.
The Choice Works of Mark Twain. Revised and Corrected throughout by the Author. With

Life, Portrait, and numerous Illustrations.

Roughing It ; and The Innocents at Home. With 200 Illustrations by F. A. FRASER.
Mark Twain's Library of Humour. With 197 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra (illustrated), 7$. (xi. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2j. each.
The Innocents Abroad ; or, The New Pilgrim s Progress. With 234 Illustrations. (The Two Shil-

ling Edition is entitled Mark Twain's Pleasure Trip.)
The Gilded Age. By MARK TWAIN and C. D. WARNER. With 212 Illustrations.
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. With in Illustrations.
A Tramp Abroad. With 314 Illustrations.

The Prince and the Pauper. With 190 Illustrations.
Life on the Mississippi. With 300 Illustrations.

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. With 174 Illustrations by E. \V. KEMBLE.A Yankee at the Court of King Arthur. With 220 Illustrations by DAN BEARD.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each.

The American Claimant. With 81 Illustrations by HAL HURST and others.
Tom Sawyer Abroad. With 26 Illustrations by DAN. BEARD.
Pudd'nhead "Wilson. With Portrait and Six Illustrations by LOUIS LOEB.
Tom Sawyer, Detective, &c. With numerous Illustrations. [Shortly.

The 1,000,000 Bank-Note. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6rf. ; post 8vo, picture boards ar.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2J. each.
The Stolen White Elephant. | Mark Twain's Sketches.

Personal ^collections of Joan of Arc. With Twelve Illustrations by F. V. Du Mom>.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Tytler (C. C. Fraser-). Mistress Judith: A Novel. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3.?. 64. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, as.

Tytler (Sarah), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3^. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, ss. each.

Lady Bell. I Buried Diamonds.
| The Blackball Ghosts,

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2j. each.

What She Came Through.
Citoyenne Jacqueline._. B .

- - - -

The Huguenot Family.
Noblesse Oblige.
Beauty and the Beast*
Disappeared.

The Bride's Pass.
Saint Mungo's City.

The Macdonald Lass. With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth, y. 6d.

Upward (Allen), Novels by.
The Queen Against Owen. Crown 8vo, cloth, with Frontispiece, y. 6d. ; post 8vo, boards, ss.

The Prince or Balkistan. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, $s. 6d.

A Crown of Straw. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Vashti and Esther. By 'Belle' of The World. Cr. 8vo, cloth, y. 6d.

Villari (Linda). A Double Bond; A Story. Fcap. 8vo, is.

Vizetelly (Ernest A.). The Scorpion: A Romance of Spain. With
a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, ?j. 6W.

WalfoTd (Edward, M.A.), Works by.
Walford's County Families of the United Kingdom (1897). Containing the Descent,

Birth, Marriage, Education, &c., of 12,000 Heads of Families, their Heirs, Offices, Addresses, Clubs,
&c. Royal 3vo, cloth gilt, soj.

Walford's Shilling Peerage (1897). Containing a List of the House of Lords, Scotch and
Irish Peers. &c. 32ino, cloth, u.

Walford's Shilling Baronetage (1897). Containing a List of the Baronets of the United"
raphical Notices, Addresses, &c. samo, cloth, is." - "

Containing: a List of the Knights of tha United
. 32mo, cloth, is.

Walford's Shilling House of Commons (1897). Containing a List of all the Members of the
New Parliament, thair Addresses, Clute, &c. 32mo, cloth, is.

Walford's Complete Peerage, Baronetage. Knightage, and House of Commons
yjUosr

Kingdom, Biographical Notices, Addresses, &c, 32
Waliord's Shilling Knightage (1897). Cont

Kingdom, BiograpTfical Notices, Addresses, &c. 32:

alford's Shining House of Commoi
New Parliament, thair Addresses, Clubs, &
alford's Complete Peerage, Baron
(1897). Royal aemo. cloth, gilt edges, 5*.

Tales of our Great Families* Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y
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Waller (S. E.)- Sebastiani's Secret. With Twelve full-page Illus-

trations by the Author. Crowii 8vo, cloth, 6s, [Shortly.

Walton and Cotton's Complete Angler ; or, The Contemplative
Mau's Recreation, by IZAAK WALTON ; and Instructions How to Angle, for a Trout or Grayling in a

clear Stream, nv UHARLES COTTON. With Memoirs and Notes by Sir HARRIS NICOLAS, and 6r

Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth antique, ?s. 6d. ^
Walt Whitman, Poems by. Edited, with Introduction, by WILLIAM

M. ROSSETTI. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, hand-made paper and buckram, 6s.

Ward (Herbert), Books by.
Five Years \vith the Consjo Cannibals. With 92 Illustrations. Royal 8vo, cloth, i4J.

My Life with Stanley's tfear Guard. With Map. 1'ost 8vo, u. ; cloth, u. 6rf.

Warner (Charles Dudley). A Roundabout Journey. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

Warrant to Execute Charles I. A Facsimile, with the 59 Signatures
and Seals. Printed on paper 22 in. by 14 in. 2j.

Warrant to Execute Mary Queen of Scots. A Facsimile, including Queen Elizabeth's Signa-
ture and the Great Seal. zs.

Washington's (George) Rules of Civility Traced to their Sources
and Restored by MONCURE D. CONWAY. Fcap. 8vo, Japanese vellum, aj. 6d.

Wassermann (Lillias), Novels by.
The Daffodils. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

The Marquis of Carabas. By AARON WATSON and LILLIAS WASSERMANN. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, aj.

Weather, How to Foretell the, with the Pocket Spectroscope.
By F. W. CORY. With Ten Illustrations. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Westall (William), Novels by.
Trust-Money. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, zr. ; cloth, as. 6tf.

Sons of Belial. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3^. 6ct.

Westbury (Atha). The Shadow of Hilton Fernbrook: A Ro-
mance of Maoriland. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

Whist, How to Play Solo. By ABRAHAM S. WILKS and CHARLES F.
PARDON. Post 8vo, cloth limp, ss.

White (Gilbert). The Natural History of Selborne. Post 8vo,
printed on laid paper aad halfrbound, 2j.

Williams (W. Mattieu, F.R.A.S.), Works by.
Science In Short Chapters. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7.?. 6rf.

A Simple Treatise on Heat. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, ss. 6d.
Th^ Chemistry of Cookery. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

The Chemistry of Iron and Steel Making. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 9*.A Vindication of Phrenology. With Portrait and 43 Illusts. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, izs. 6J.

Williamson (Mrs. F. H.). A Child Widow. Post 8vo, bd^TwT"

Wills (C. J.). An Easy-going Fellow. Crown 8vo, cloth, 65.

Wilson (Dr. Andrew, F.R.S.E.), Works by.
Chapters on Evolution. With 259 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7* 6d.
Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-Book. Post 8vo, cloth limp, ->s. te
Leisure-Time Studies. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Studies in Life and Sense. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 6s.

Common Accidents: How to Treat Them. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is.6J.

Glimpses of Nature. With 35 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d.

Winter (J. S.), Stories by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2$. each;
cloth limp, 2j. 6d. each.

Cavalry Life. I Regimental Legends.

A Soldier's Children. With 34 Illustrations by E. G. THOMSON and E. STUART HARDY. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, y. (xt.

Wissmann (Hermann von). My Second Journey through
Equatorial Africa. With 92 Illustrations. Demy Svo, cloth, 16*.
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Wood (H. F.), Detective Stories by. Post 8vo, boards, 25. each.
The Passenger from Scotland Yard. | The Englishman of the Rue Cain.

Wood (Lady). Sabina: A Novel. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25.

Woolley (Celia Parker). Rachel Armstrong; or, Love and The-
ology. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, ar. ; cloth, zs. 6d.

Wright (Thomas), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 75. 6d. each.
The Caricature History of the Georges. V/ith 400 Caricatures, Squibs, &c.
History of Caricature and of the Grotesque In Art, Literature, Sculpture, and

Painting. Illustrated by F. \V. FAIRHOLT, F.S.A.

Wynman (Margaret). My Flirtations. With 13 Illustrations by
J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3*. 6rf. ; post 8vo, cloth limp, es.

Yates (Edmund), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, is. each.
Land at Last. I The Forlorn Hope. | Castaway.

Zangwill (I.). Ghetto Tragedies. With Three Illustrations by
A. S. BOYD. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, is. net.

Zola (Emile), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6d. each.
The Fat and the Thin. Translated by ERNEST A. ViZETELLY.
Money. Translated by ERNEST A. VIZETELLY.
The Downfall. Translated by E. A. ViZETELLY.
The Dream. Translated by ELIZA CHASE. With Eight Illustrations by TEANNIOT.
Doctor Pascal. Translated by E. A. ViZETELLY. With Portrait of the Author.
Lourdes. Translated by ERNEST A. ViZETELLY.
Rome. Translated by ERNEST A. ViZETELLY.

SOME BOOKS CLASSIFIED IN SERIES.
*** For fuller cataloguing, see alphabetical arrangement, pp. 1-26.

The Mayfair Library. Post 8vo, cloth limp, s. 6d. per Volume.

A Journey Round My Room. By X. DE MAISTRB.
Translated by Sir HENRY ATTVVELL.

Quips ar.d Qui Idities. By W. D. ADAMS.
The Agcny Co umn of

' The Times. 1

Melancholy Anatomised : Abridgment ofBURTON.
Poetical Intensities. By W. T. DOBSON.
The Cupboard Papers. By FIN-BEC.
W. S. Gilbert's Plays. Three Series.

Bongs of Irish Wit and Humour.
Animals and their Masters. By Sir A. HELPS.
Social Pressure. By Sir A. HELPS.
Curiosities of Criticism. By H. J. JENNINGS.
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table. By OLIVER
WENDELL HOLMES.

Pencil and Palette. By R. KEMPT.
Little Essays: from LAMB'S LETTERS.
Forensic Anecdotes. By JACOB LARWOOD.

Theatrical Anecdotes. By JACOB LARWOOD.
Jeux d'Esprit. Edited by HENRY S. LEIGH.
Witch Stories. By E. LYNN LiNTON.
Ourselves. By E. LYNN LiNTON.
Pastimes and Players. By R. MACGREGOR.
New Paul and Virginia. By W. H. MALLOCK.
The New Republic. By VV. H. MALLOCK.
Puck on Pegasus. By H. C. PENNELL.
Pegasus Re-saddled. By H. C. PENNELL.
Muses of Mayfair. Edited by H. C. PENNELL.
Thoreau : His Life and Aims. By H. A. PAGE.
Puniana. By Hon. HUGH ROWLEV.
More Puniana. By Hon. HUGH ROWLEY.
The Philosophy of Handwriting.
By Stream and Sea. By WILLIAM SENIOR.
Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-Book. By Dr.
ANDREW WILSON.

The Golden Library. Post 8vo, cloth limp, zs. per Volume.

Diversions of the Echo Club. BAYARD TAYLOR.
Bongs for Sailors. By W. C. BENNETT.
Lives of the Necrom ncers. By W. GODWIN.
The Poetical Works of Alexander Pope.
Scenes of Country Life. By EDWARD JESSE.
Tale for a Chimney Corner. By LEIGH HUNT.

The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table. By
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

La Mort d'Arthur : Selections from MALLORY.
Provincial Letters of Blaisa Pascal.
Maxims and Reflections of Rochefoucauld.

The Wanderer's Library.
Wanderings in Patagonia. By JULIUS BEER-
BOHM. Illustrated.

Merrie England in the Olden Time. By G. DANIEL.
Illustrated by ROBERT CRUIKSHANK.

Circus Life. By THOMAS FROST.
Lives of the Conjurers. By THOMAS FROST..
The Old Showmen and the Old London Fairs. By
THOMAS FROST.

Low-Life Deeps. By JAMES GREENWOOD.
The Wilds of London. By JAMES GREENWOOD.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35. 6d. each.

Tunis. By Chev. HESSB-WARTEGG. 22 Illusts
Lite and Adventures of a Cheap Jack.
World Behind the Scenes. By P. FITZGERALD.
Tavern Anecdotes and Sayings.
The Genial Showman. By E. P. KINGSTON.
Story of London Parks. By JACOB LARWOOD.
London Characters. By HENRY MAYHEW.
Seven Generations of Executioners.
Summer Cruising in the South Seas By C
WARREN STODDARD. Illustrated.
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Handy Novels. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, is. 6d. each.
The Old Maid's Sweetheart. By A. ST. AUBYN. i A Lost Soul. By W. L. ALDEN.
Modest Little Sara. By ALAN ST. AUHYN. Dr. Palliser's Patient. By GRANT ALLEN.
Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. M. E. COLERIDGE. Monte C.irlo Stories. By JOAN BARRETT.
Taken from the Enemy. By H. NEVVBOLT. I Black Spirits and White. By R. A. CRAM.

Aly Library. Printed on laid paper, post 8vo, half-Roxburghe, 25. Gd. each.
Citation and Examination of William Shakspeare. I Christie Johnstone. By CHARLES READS
By W. s. LANDOR. Peg Woffington. By CHARLES READE.

The Journal of Maurice de Guerln.
'

The Dramatic Essays of Charles Lamb.

The Pocket Library. PostSvo,
The Essays of Elia. By CHARLES LAMB.
Robinson Crusoe. Illustrated by G. CRUIKSHANK.
Whims and Oddities. By THOMAS HOOD.
The Barber's Chair. By DOUGLAS JERROLD.
Gastronomy. By BRILLAT-SAVARIN.
The Epicurean, &c. By THOMAS MOORE.
Leigh Hunt's Essays. Edited by E. OLLIER.

printed on laid paper and hf.-bd., 2$. each.
White's Natural History of Selborne.
Gulliver's Travels, &c. By Dean SWIFT.
Plays by RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN.
Anecdotes of the Clergy. By JACOB LARWOOD.
Thomsons Seasons. Illustrated.

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table and The Professor
at the Breakfast Table. By O. W. HOLMES.

THE PICCADILLY NOVELS.
LIBRARY EDITIONS OF NOVELS,many Illustrated, crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35. 6d. each.

By HALL CAINE.
The Shadow ofa Crime.

|
The Deemster.

A Son of Hagar.

By F. M. ALLEN.
Green as Grass.

By GRANT ALLEN
The Great Taboo.
Dumaresq's Daughter.
Duchess of Powysland.
Blood Royal.
Ivan Greet's Master-

piece.
The Scallywag.
At Market Value.
Under S-aled Orderi.

Philistia.

Strange Stories.

Babylon.
For Maimie s Sake,
In all Shades.
The Beckoning Hand.
The Devil's Die.
This Mortal Coil.

The Tents of Si; cm.

By MARY ANDERSON.
Othello's Occupation.

By EDWIN L. ARNOLD.
Phra the Phoenician. |

Constable of St. Nicholas.

By ROBERT BARR.
In a Steam -r Chair. i From Whose Bomrne.

By FRANK BARRETT.
The Woman of the Iron Bracelets.
The Harding Scandal.

By 'BELLE.'
Vashtl and Esther.

By Sir W. BESANT and J. RICE.
Ready MoneyMortiboy.
Mv Little Girl.

With Harp and Crown.
This Son ol Vulcan.
The Golden Eutterfly.
The Monks of Theiema.

By Sir WALTER BESANT.

Celia's Arbour.
Chap ain of the Fleet.
The Seamy Side.
TheCaseofMr.Lucraft.
In Trafalgar s 1 ay.
The Ten Years Tenant.

The Bell of St. Paul's.
The Holy Rose.
Armorel ot Lyonesse.
S. Katheiine a bv Tower
Verbena Camellia Sta-

phanotis.
The J

AH Sorts and Condi
tions of Men.

The Captains' Room.
All in a Garden Fair.

Dorothy Forster.
Uncle Jack.
The World Went Very
Well Then.

Children of Gibeon.
Herr Paulus.
For Faith and Freedom.
To Call Her Mine.

By PAUL BOURQET.
A Living Lie.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN.

Ivory Gate.
The Rebel Queen.
Beyond the Dreams of
Avarice.

The Master Craftsman.

Shadow of the Sword.
A Child of Nature.
God and the Man.
Martyrdom of Madeline
Love Me for Ever.
Annan Water.
Foxglove Manor.

ROB. BUCHANAN & HY. MURRAY.
The Charlatan.

By J. MITCHELL CHAPPLE.
She Minor Chord.

The New Abelard.
Matt.

|
Rachel Dene.

Master of the Mine.
The H- ir of Linne.
Woman and the Man.
Red and White Heather.

By MACLAREN COBBAN.
The Red Sultan.

|
The Burden of Isabel.

By MORT. & FRANCES COLLINS.
Transmigration. I From Midnight to Mid-
Blacksmith & Scholar. night.
The Village Comedy. | You Play me False.

By WILKIE COLLINS.
The Frozen Deep.
The Two Destinies.
The Law and the Lady.
The Haunted Hotel.
The Fallen Leaves.
Jezebel's Daughter.
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science.
'

I Say No.'
Little Novels.
The Evil Genius.
The Legacy of Cain.
A Rogue's Life.
Blind Love.

Armadale.
|
AfterDark.

No Name.
Antonina.
Basil.
Hide and Seek.
The Dead Secret.

Queen of Hearts.
My Miscellanies.
The Woman in Whit*.
The Moonstone.
Man and Wife.
Poor Miss Finch.
Miss or Mrs. 1
The New Magdalen.

By DUTTON COOK.
Paul Foster's Daughter.

By E. H. COOPER.
Geoffory Hamilton.

By V. CECIL COTES.
Two Girls on a Barge.

By C. EGBERT CRADDOCK.
His Vanished Star.

By H. N. CRELL1N.
Romances of the Old Seraglio.

By MATT CRIM.
The Adventures of a Fair Rebel.

By S. R. CROCKETT and others.
Tales of Our Coast.

By B. M. CROKER.
Diana Barrington. I Village Tales & Jungle
Proper Pride. Tragedies.
A Family Likeness. The Real Lady Ili'da.

Pretty Miss Neville. Married or Single.
A Bird of Passage. Two Masters.
'To Let.' |

Mr. Jervls. IntheKingdoraofKerry
By WILLIAM CYPLES.

Hearts of Gold.

By ALPHONSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist ; or, Port sialvat on.

By H. COLEMAN DAVIDSON.
Mr. Sadler's Daughters.

By ERASMUS DAWSON.
The Fountain of Youth.

By JAMES DE MILLE.
A Castle in Spain
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By. J. LEITH DERWENT.
Our Lady of Tears.

|
Circe's Lover*.

By DICK DONOVAN.
Tracked to Doom. I The Mystery of Jamaica
Man from Manchester. Terrace.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.
The Firm of Glrdierfeone.

By S. JEANNETTE DUNCAN.
A Daughter of To-day. I

Vernon's Aunt.

By Q. MANVILLE FENN.
The New Mistress.

j
The Tiger Lily.

Witness to the Deed. I The White Virgin.

By PERCY FITZGERALD.
Fatal Zero.

By R. E. FRANCILLON.
One by One. I Ropes of Sand.
A Dog and his Shadow. Jack Doyle's Daughter,
A Real Queen.
Prefaced by Sir BARTLE FRERE.

Pandurang Hart.

BY EDWARD GARRETT.
The Capel Girls.

By PAUL GAULOT.
The Red Shirts.

By CHARLES GIBBON.
Robin Gray. I The Golden Shaft.

Loving a Dream.

By E. GLANVILLE.
The Lost Heiress. I The Fossicker.
A Fair Colonist. |

The Golden Rock.

By E. J. GOODMAN.
Fate of Herbert Wayne.
By Rev. S. BARING GOULD.

Red Spider. |
Eve.

By CECIL GRIFFITH.
Corinthla Marazion.

By SYDNEY GRUNDY
The Days of his Vanity.

By THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

By BRET HARTE.
A Waif of the Plains.

A Ward of the Golden
Gate.

A Sappho of Green
Springs.

Col. Starbottle'g Client.

Susy.

Sally Dows.
A Protegee of Jack
Hamlin's.

Bell-Ringer of Angel's.
Clarence.
Barker's Luck.
Devil's Ford.

By JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
Beatrix Randolph.
David Poindexter B Dis-

appearance.
The Spectre of
Camera.

the

Garth.
Ellice Quentin.
Sebastian Strome,
Dust.
Fortune's Fool.

By Sir A. HELPS.
Ivan de Biron.

By I. HENDERSON.
Agatha Page.

By G. A. HENTY.
Rujub the Juggler. I Dorothy's Double.

By JOHN HILL.
The Common Ancestor.

By Mrs. HUNGERFORD.
Lady Verner s Flight. I The Professor s Experi-
The Red-House Mystery ment
The Three Grace*. ! A Point of Conscience.

By Mrs. ALFRED HUNT.
The Leaden Casket. I Self-Condemned.
That Other Person. | Mrs. Juliet.

By C. J. CUTCLIFFE HYNE.
Honour of Thieves.

By R. ASHE KING.
A Drawn Game.
The Wearing of the Green.'

By EDMOND LEPELLETIER.
Madame Sans Gi ne.

By HARRY LINDSAY.
Rhoda Roberts.

By HENRY \V. LUCY.
Gideon Fleyce.

By E. LYNN LINTON.
Patricia Keznball. Sowing the Wind.
Under which Lord? The Atonement ofLearn
' My Love I

' Dundas.
lone. The World Well Lost.
Paston Carew. The One Too Many*

By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
A Fair Saxon. Donna Quixote.
Linlay Rochford. Maid of Athens.
Dear Lady Disdain. The Comet of a Season,
Camiola. The Dictator.
Waterdale Neighbours. Red Diamonds.
My Enemy's Daughter. The Riddle Ring.
Miss Misanthrope.

By JUSTIN H. MCCARTHY.
A London Legend.

By GEORGE MACDONALD.
Heather and Snow.

| Phantastes.

By L. T. MEADE.
A Soldier of Fortune,. I The Vofge of the
In an Iron Grip. I Charmer.

By LEONARD MERRICK.
This Stage of Fools.

By BERTRAM MITFORD.
The Gun Runner. I The King's Assegai.
The Luck of Gerard Renshaw Fanning

'

Ridgeley. Quest.
By J. E. MUDDOCK.

Maid Marian and Robin Hood.
Basile the Jester.

| Young Lochinvar.

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
A Life's Atonement.
Joseph's Coat.
Coals of Fira.

Old Blazer's Hero.
Val Stran?e. | Hearts.
A Model Father.

By the Gate of the Sea.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.

Cynic Fortune.
The Way of the World,
BobMartin's Little GlrL
Time's Revenges.
A Wasted Crime.
In Direst Peril.
Mount Despair.
A Capful o Nails.

By MURRAY and HERMAN.
The Bishops' Bible. I Paul Jones s Alias.
One Traveller Returns.

|

By HUME NISBET.
' Bail Up !

'

By W. E. NORRIS.
Saint Ann's.

| Billy Belle w.

By G. OHNET.
A Weird Gift.

'

By OUIDA.
Held in Bondage.
Strathmore.
Chandos.
Under Two Flags.
Idalia.
Cecil Castlemaine's
Gage.

Tricotrin.
|

Puck.
Folle Farine.
A Dog of Flanders.
Fascarel.

| Signa.
Princess Napraxine.
Ariadne.

Two Little Woodfla
Shoes.

In a Winter City.
Friendship.
Moths.

|
Ruffino.

Pipistrello.
A Village Commune.-]
Bimbi.

| Wanda.
Frescoes.

| Othmar.
In Maremma.
Byrlin. | Guilderoy.
Santa Barbara.
Two Offenders.

By MARGARET A. PAUL.
Gentle and Simple.

By JAMES PAYN.
Lost Sir Massingberd.

~ ' ~

Less Black than We're
Painted.

A Confidential Agent.
A Grape from a Thorn.
In Peril and Privation.
The Mystery of Mir-
By Proxy. [bridge.
The Canon's Ward.
Walter s Word.

By WILL PAYNE.
Jerry the Dreamer.

By Mrs. CAMPBELL PRAED.
Outlaw and Lawmaker. I Mrs. Tregaskiss.
Christina Chard.

By E. C. PRICE.
Valentina. I Mrs. Lancaster's Rival,
The Foreigner*.

its.

Under One Roof.
Glow worm Tales.
The Talk of the Town,
Holiday Tasks.
For Cash Only.
The Burnt Million.
The Word and the Will
Sunny Stories.
A Trying Patient.
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By RICHARD PRYCE.
Miss Maxwell's Affections.

By CHARLES READE.
Pear Wofflngton;3 and

~

Christie Johnstons.
Hard Cash.
Cloister & the Hearth.
Never Too Late to Mend
The Conrse of True
Love Never Did Run
Smooth ; and Single-
heart andDoublefaee.

Autobiography of a
& Thief; Jack of all
Trades ; A Hero and
a Martyr ; and The
Wandering Heir.

Love Me Llttte, Love
Me Long.

By Mrs. J. H. RIDDELL.
Weird Stories.

By AMELIE RIVES.
Barbara Dering.

By F. W. ROBINSON.
The Hands of Justice. | Woman In the Dark.

By DORA RUSSELL.
A Country Sweetheart. I The Drift of Fate.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL.
My Shipmate Louise.

The Double Marriage.
erifflth Gaunt.
Foul Play.
Put Yourself In Hli

Place.
A Terrible Temptation.
A Simpleton.
A Woman Hater.
The Jilt, & otherSfories :

and Good Stories of
Men and other Ani-
mals.

A Perilous Secret.
Readiana ; and Bible

Characters.

[y
Alone oh Wide Wide Sea
The Phantom Death.
Is He the Man ?

The Good Ship 'Mo-
hock. 1

The Convict Ship.
Heart of Oak.
The Tle of the Ten.

Round the Galley Fire
In the Middle Watch.
A Voyage to the Cape.
Book for the Hammock.
The Mystery of the

' Oeean Star.'
The Romance of Jenny
Harlowe.

An Ocean Tragedy.
By JOHN SAUNDERS.

Guy Waterman. I The Two Dreamers.
Bound to the Wheel. | The Lion in the Path.

By KATHARINE SAUNDERS.
Margaret and Elizabeth I Heart Salvage.
Gideon's Rock. Sebastian.
The High Mills.

By ADELINE SERGEANT.
Dr. Endlcott s Experiment.

By HAWLEY SMART.
Without Love or Licence.

By T. W. SPEIGHT.
A Secret of the Sea. I The Maat-'r of Trenauci.
The Grey Monk.

By ALAN ST. AUBYN.
In Face of the World.
Orchard Damerel.
The Tremlett Diamondi.

ofTA Fellow of Trinity.
The Junior Dean.
Master of St.Benedicf8.

To his Own Master.

By JOHN STAFFORD.
Doris and I.

By R. A. STERNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.

By BERTHA THOMAS.
Proud Maisie. | The Violin-Player.

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
The Way we Live Now.

j Scarborough's Family.
Frau Frohmann. | The Land-Leaguers.

By FRANCES E. TROLLOPS.
Like Ships upon the I Anne Forness.

Sea. | Mabel's Pro-grees.

By IVAN TURGENIEFF, &c.
Stories from Foreign Novelists.

By MARK TWAIN.
The American Claimant. I Pudd'nhead WHson.
Thel,OCO,OOOBank-note. Tom Sawyer.Detective.
Tom Sawyer Abroad.

|

By C. C. FRASER-TYTLER.
Mistress Judith.

By SARAH TYTLER.
Lady Bell. i The Blackball Ghosts.
Buried Diamonds.

|
The Macdonald Lass.

By ALLEN UPWARD.
The Queen against Owen |

The Prince of Balkistan

By E. A. VIZETELLY.
The Scorpion : A Romance of Spain.

By WILLIAM WESTALL.
Sons of Belial.

By ATHA WESTBURY.
The Shadow of Hilton Fernbrook.

By JOHN STRANGE WINTER.
A Soldier's Children.

By MARGARET WYNMAN.
My Flirtations.

By E. ZOLA.
The Downfall. I Monev. | Lourdes.
The Dream. The Fat and the Thin.
Dr. Pascal. |

Rome.

CHEAP EDITIONS OF POPULAR NOVELS.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, zs. each.

By ARTEMUS WARD.
Artemus Ward Complete.

By EDMOND ABOUT.
The Fellah.

By HAMILTON AIDE.
Carr of Carrlyon. | Confidences.

By MARY ALBERT.
Brooke Finchley's Daughter.

By Airs. ALEXANDER.
Maid, Wife or Widow 7

j
Valerie's Fat*.

By GRANT ALLEN.
Philistia.

Strange Stories.

Babylon
For Maimie's Sake.
In all Shades.
The Beckoning Hand.
The Devil's Die.

The Tents of Shem.

By E. LESTER ARNOLD.
Phrathe Phoenician.

By SHELSLEY BEAUCHAMP.
Qrantliy Cfraflge.

The Great Taboo.
Dumaresq's Daughter.
Duchess of Powysland.
Btood Royal.
Ivan Grect's Master-

5ce.

Scallywag.
Mortal Coil.

BY FRANK BARRETT.
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By FREDERICK BOYLE.
Camp Notes. I Chronicles of No man's
Savage Life. Land.

BY BRET HARTE.
Callfornian Stories. Flip. I Maruja.
Gabriel Conroy. A Phyllis of the Sierras.
TJie Luck of Roaring A Waif of the Plains.

Camp. A Ward of the Golden
An Heiress of Red Dog. Gate.

By HAROLD BRYDQES.
Uncle Sam at Home.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN
The Martyrdom of Ma-

deline.
The New Abelard.
Matt.
The Heir of Linne.
Woman and the Man.

Shadow of the Sword.
A Child of Nature.
God and the Man.
Love Me for Ever.
Foxglove Manor.
The Master ot the Mine.
Annan Water.

By HALL CAINE.
The Shadow of a Crime. I The Deemster.
A Son of Hagar.

By Commander CAMERON.
The Cruise of the ' Black Prince.'

By Mrs. LOVETT CAMERON.
Deceivers Ever. I Juliet's Guardian.

By HAYDEN CARRUTH.
The Adventures of Jones.

By AUSTIN CLARE.
For the Love of a Laas.

By Mrs. ARCHER CLIVE.
Paul Ferroll.

Why Paul Ferroll Killed his Wife.

By MACLAREN COBBAN.
The Cure of Souls.

|
The Red Sultan.

By C. ALLSTON COLLINS.
The Bar Sinister.

by MORT. & FRANCES COLLINS.
Bweet Anne Page.
Transmigration.
From Midnight to Mid

night.
A Fight with Fortune.

Sweet and Twenty.
The Village Comedy.
You Play me False.
Blacksmith and Scholar
Frances.

By VV1LKIE COLLINS.
Armadale. ] AfterDark.
No Name.
Antonina.
Basil.
Hide and Seek.
The Dead Secret.

Queen of Hearts.
Miss or Mrs. ?

The New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
The Law and the Lady
The Two Destinies.
The Haunted Hotel.
A Rogue's Life.

By M. J. COLQUHOUN.
Every Inch a Soldier.

By DUTTON COOK.
Leo. I

Paul Foster's Daughter.
By C. EGBERT CRADDOCK.

The Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountain*.

By MATT CRIM.
The Adventures of a Fair Rebel.

By B. M. CROKER.
Proper Pride.

My Miscellanies.
The Woman in White.
The Moonstone.
Man and Wife.
Poor Miss Finch.
The Fallen Leaves.
Jezebel's Daughter.
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science.
'

I Say No I

'

The Evil Genius.
Little Novels.

Legacy of Cain.
Blind Love.

oper P
A Fai ily Likeness.
Village Tales and Jungle
Tragedies.

t>y
Pretty Miss Neville.
Diana Earrington.
To Let.'

A Bird of Passage.

By W. CYPLES.
Hearts of Gold.

By ALPHONSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist : or, Port Salvation.

By ERASMUS DAWSON.
The Fountain of Youth.

By JAMES DE MILLE.
A, Castle in Spain.

By J. LEITH DERWENT.
Out Lady of Tears.

|
Circe's Lovers.

By CHARLES DICKENS.
Sketches by Boz. I Nicholas Kickleby.
Oliver Twist.

By DICK DONOVAN.
In the Grip of the Law.
From Information Re-
ceived.

Tracked to Doom.
Link by Link
Suspicion Aroused.
Dark Deeds.
Riddles Read.

The Man-Hunter.
Tracked and Taken.
Caught at Last I

Wanted I

Who Poisoned Hetty
Duncan?

Man from Manchester.
A Detective's Triumphs

By Mrs. ANNIE EDWARDES.
A Point of Honour.

|
Archie Lovell.

By M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
Felicia.

| Kitty.

By EDWARD EQQLESTON.
Roxy.

By G. MANVILLE FENN.
The New Mistress. I The Tiger Lily.
Witness to the Deed. |

By PERCY FITZGERALD.
Bella Donna.
Never Forgotten.
Polly.
Fatal Zero.

Second Mrs. Tillotson.

Seventy - five Brooke
Street.

The Lady of Brantoma.

By P. FITZGERALD and others.
Strange Secrets.

By ALBANY DE FONBLANQUE.
ly Lucre.

By R. E. FRANCILLON.
Filthy

Olympia.
One by One.

sal Queen.

King or Knave ?
Romances of the Law.
Ropes of Sand.
A Dog and his Shadow.

A Re
Queen Cophetua.

By HAROLD FREDERIC.
Seth's Brother's Wife. |

The Lawtou Girl.

Prefaced by Sir BARTLE FRERB.
Pandurang Hari.

By HAIN FRISWELL.
One of Two.

By EDWARD GARRETT.
The Capel Girls.

By GILBERT GAUL.
A Strange Manuscript.

By CHARLES GIBBON.
Robin Gray. In Honour Bound.
Fancy Free.
For Lack of Gold.
What will World Say 7
In Love and War.
For the King.
In Pastures Green.
Queen of the Meadow.
A Heart's Problem.
The Dead Heart.

Flower of the Forest.
The Braes of Yarrow.
The Golden Shaft.
Of High Degree.
By Mead and Stream.
Loving a Dream.
A Hard Knot.
Heart's De ight.
Blood-Money.

By WILLIAM GILBERT.
Dr. Austin's Guests. I The Wizard of the
James Duke.

|
Mountain.

By ERNEST GLANVILLE.
The Lost Heiress. I The Fossicker.
A Fair Coldnlst.

By Rev. S. BARING GOULD.
Red Spider. |

ve.

By HENRY GREVILLE.
A Noble Woman.

|
Nikanor.

By CECIL GRIFFITH.
Corinthia Marazion.

By SYDNEY GRUNDY.
The Days of his Vanity.

By JOHN HABBERTON.
Brueton's Bayou. | Country Luck.

By ANDREW HALLIDAY.
Every day Papers.

By Lady DUFFUS HARDY.
Paul Wynter's Sacrifice.
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By THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

By J. BERWICK HARWOOD.
The Tenth Earl.

By JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
Beatrix Randolph.
Love or a Name.
David Poindexter's Dli-

appearance.
The Spectre of the
Camera.

Garth.
Ellice Qnentin.
Fortune's Fool.
Miss Cadogna.
Sebastian Stroine
Dust.

By Sir ARTHUR HELPS.
Ivan de Blron.

By G. A. HENTY.
Kujub the Juggler.

By HENRY HERMAN.
A Leading Lady.

By HEADON HILL.
Zambra the Detective.

By JOHN HILL.
Treason Felony.

By Mrs. CASHEL HOEY.
The Lover's Creed.

By Mrs. GEORGE HOOPER.
The House of Raby.

By TIGHE HOPKINS.
Twixt Love and Duty.

By Mrs. HUNGERFORD.
A Modern Circe.

Lady Verner's FMght.
The Red House Mystery

A Maiden all Forlorn.
In Durance Vile.

Marvel.
A Mental Struggle.

By Mrs. ALFRED HUNT.
Thornieroft's Model. I Self Condemned.
That Other Person. |

The Leaden Casket.

By JEAN INGELOW.
Fated to he Free.

By WM. JAMESON.
Mv Dead Sea

By HARRIETT JAY.
The Dark Colleen. | Queen of Connaught.

By MARK KERSHAW.
Colonial Facts and Fictions.

By R. ASHE KING.
A Drawn Game. I Passion s Slav*.

The Weaiing of the Bell Barry.
G"en'

By JOHN LEYS.

_ E. LYNN LINTON.
Patricia Kemball. I The Atonement of Learn

The World Well Lost. Dundas.
Under which Lord? With a Silken Thread.
Paston Carew. Rebel of the Family.
' My Love I

' Sowing the Wind,
lone The One Too Many.

By HENRY W. LUCY.
Gideon

B
e

y
yc
JusTiN MCCARTHY.

Dear Lady Disdain.
Waterdale Neiahbours.
Mv Enemy's Daughter.
A Fiir Saxon.
Linley Rochford.
Miss Misanthrope.

By HU
Mr. Strang

Camiola.
Donna Quixote.
Maid of Athens.
The Comet of a Season.
The Dictator.

URed Diamonds.
GH MACCOLL.

r's Sealed Packet.Stranger's Sealed Pacet.

By GEORGE MACDONALD
Heather and Snow.

By AGNES MACDONELL.
Quaker Cousins.

By KATHARINE S. MACQUOID.
The Evil Eye. I Lost Bose.

By W. H. MALLOCK.
A Romance of the Nine- 1 The New Republic
tnth Century. 1

By FLORENCE MARRYAT.
Open I Sesame I I A Harvest ofWild Cats,

lighting the Air. |
Written In Fire.

By J. MASTERMAN.
Half a dozen Daughters.

By BRANDER MATTHEWS.
A Secret of the Sea.

By L. T. MEADE.
A Soldier of Fortune.

By LEONARD MERRICK.
The Man who was Good.

By JEAN A1IDDLEMASS.
Touch and Go.

|
Mr. Dorillion.

By Mrs. MOLESWORTH.
Hathercourt Rectory.

By J. E. MUDDOCK.
Stories Weird and Won- 1 From the Bosom of the
derful. Deep.

The Dead Man's Secret. |

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
A Life's Atonement.
By the Gate of the Sea.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.
Bob Martin's Little Girl
Time's Revenges.
A Wasted Crime.
In Direst Peril.

A Modal Father.
Joseph's Coat.
Coals of Fire.
Val Strange.
Old Blazer s Hero.
Hearts.
The Way of the World
Cynic Fortune.

By MURRAY and HERMAN.
One Traveller Returns. I The Bishops' Bible.
Paul Jones's Alias. |

By HENRY MURRAY.
A Game of Bluff.

|
A Song of Sixpence.

By HUME NISBET.
Ba Up !

'

|
Dr.Bernard St.Vincent.

By ALICE O'HANLON.
The Unforeseen. |

Chance ? or Fate ?

By GEORGES OHNET.
Dr. Rameau. I A Weird Gift.

A Last Love.

By Mrs. OLIPHANT.
Whiteladies. I The Greatest Heiress In
Tne Primrose Path. I England.

By Mrs. ROBERT O'REILLY.
Phoebe's Fortunes.

By OUIDA.
Held In Bondage.
Strathmore.
Chandos.
Idalia.
Under Two Flags.
Cecil Castvemaine'sGage
Tricotrin.
Puck.
Folle Farine.
A Dog of Flanders.
Pascarel.

Signa.
Princess Napraxin*.
In a Winter City.
Ariadne.
Friendship.

By MARGARET AGNES PAUL

Two Lit.Wooden Shoes.
Moths.
Bimbi.
Pipietrello.
A Village Commune.
Wanda.
Othmar.
Frescoes.
In Maremm*.
Guilderoy.
Ruffino.

Syrlin.
Santa Barbara.
Two Offenders.
Ouida's Wisdom, Wit,
and Pathos.

By JYlAKUAt
Gentle and Simple.

By C. L. PIRKIS.
Lady Lovelace.

By EDGAR A. POE.
The Mystery of Marie Roget.

By Mrs. CAMPBELL PRAED
The Romance of a Station.
The Soul of Countess Adrian.
Outlaw and Lawmaker.
Christina Chard

By E. C. PRICE.
Valentina. I Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.
The Foreigners. I Gerald.

By RICHARD PRYCE.
lliss Maxwell's Affections.
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By JAMES PAYN.
Bentlnck's Tutor.
Murphy's Master.
A County Family.
At Her Mercy.
Cecil's Tryst.
Tlie Clyffards of Clyffe.
The Poster Brothers.
Found Dead.
The Best of Husband*.
Walter's Word.
Halves.
Fallen Fortunes.
Humorous Stories.
200 Reward.

A Marine Residence.
Mirk Abbey.
By Proxy.
Under One Roof.
High Spirits.
Carlyon's Year.
From Exile.
For Cash Only.
Kit.
The Canon's Ward.

The Talk of the Town.
Holiday Tasks.
A Perfect Treasure.
What He Cost Her.
A Confidential Agent.
Glow-worm Tales,
The Burnt Million.

Sunny Stories.
Lost Sir Massingberd.
A Woman's Vengeance.
The Family Scapegrace.
Gwendoline's Harvest.
Like Father, Like Son.
Married Beneath Him.
Not Wooed, but Won.
Less Black than We're
Painted.

Some Private Views.
A Grape from a Thorn.
The Mystery of Mir-
bridge.

The Word and the Will.
A Prince of the Blood.
A Trying Patient.

By CHARLES READE.
It is Never Too Late to A TerribleTemptation.
Mend. Foul Play.

Christie Johnstone. The Wandering Heir.
The Double Marriage. Hard Cash.
Put Yourself in His Singleheart and Double-
Place face.

Love Me Little, Love Good Stories ofMen and
Me Long. other Animals.

The Cloister and the i Peg Woffington.
Hearth.

|
Griffith Gaunt.

The Course of True . A Perilous Secret.
Love. I A Simpleton.

The Jilt. I Readiana.
The Autobiography of, A Woman-Hater,
a Thief.

By Mrs. J. H. RIDDELL.
The Uninhabited House.
The Mystery in Palace.
Gardens.

The Nun's Curse.
Idle Tales.

Weird Stories.

Fairy Water.
Her Mother's Darling.
The Prince of Wales's
Garden Party.

By AMELIE RIVES.
Barbara Dering.

By F. W. ROBINSON.
Women are Strange. |

The Hands of Justice.

By JAMES RUNCIMAN.
Skippers and Shellbacks.

|
Schools and Scholars.

Grace Balmaign's Sweetheart.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL.
Round the Galley Fire. The Romance of Jenny
On the Fo k'sle Head.

"* "

In the Middle Watch.

A Book
mock.

The Mystery of the
Ocean Star.'

By GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.
Gaslight and Daylight.

By JOHN SAUNDERS.
Guy Waterman. I The Lion in the Path.
The Two Dreamers. |

By KATHARINE SAUNDERS.
Joan Merryweather. f Sebastian.
The High Mills. Margaret and Eliza-
Heart Salvage. I beta.

By GEORGE R. SIMS.
Rogues and Vagabonds. Tinkletop's Crime.

yage to the Cape,
j'ok for the Ham-

Harlowe.
An Ocean Tragedy.
My Shipmate Louise
Alone on a Wide Wi
Sea.

The Ring o' B
Mary Jane's Memoirs.
Mary Jane Married.
Tales 01 To day.
Dramas of Life.

By ARTHUR SKETCHLEY.
A Match in the Dark.

Zeph.
My Two Wives.
Memoirs of a Landlady.
Scenes from the Show.
The 10 Commandments.

By HAWLEY SMART.
Without Love or Licence.

By T. W. SPEIGHT.
The Mysteries of Heron Back to Life.

The LoudwaterTragedy.
Burgo s Romance.
Quittance in Full.
A Husband from the Sea

Dyke.
The Golden Hoop.
Hoodwinked.
By Devious Ways.

By ALAN ST. AUBYN.
A Fellow of Trinity. 1 To His Own Master.
The Junior Dean. Orchard Dainerel
Master of St.Baaedlct's |

By R. A. STERNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.

By R. LOUIS STEVENSON.
Kew Arabian Nights. | Prince Otto.

By BERTHA THOMAS.
Cresslda. I The Violin-Player.
Proud Mafei*.

By WALTER THORNBURY.
Tales for the Marines. |

Old Stories Retold.

By T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Diamond Cut Diamond.

By F. ELEANOR TROLLOPE.
Like Ships upon the I Anne Furness.

Sea.
I
Mabel s Progress.

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
Frau Frohmann. The Land-Leaguers.
Marion Fay.

~ '

Kept in the Dark.
John Caldigate.
The Way We Live Now,

The American Senator.
Mr. Scarborough's
Family.

GoldenLion of Granpere

By J. T. TROWBRIDGE.
Farnell's Folly.

By IVAN TURGENIEFF, &C.
Stories from Foreign Novelists.

By MARK TWAIN.
A Pleasure Trip on the
Continent.

The Gilded Age.
Huckleberry Finn.
Mark!wain's Sketches.
Tom Sawyer.
A Tramp Abroad.
Stolen White Elephant.

By C. C. FRASER-TYTLER.
Mistress Judith.

Life on the Mississippi.
The Pnnce and the
Pauper.

A Yankee at the Court
of King Arthur.

The 1,000,000 Bank..
Note.

By SARAH TYTLER.
The Huguenot Fami'y.
The Blackball Ghosts.
What SheCameThrough
Beauty and the Beast.

Citoyenne Jaqueiiae.

The Bride's Pass.
Buried Diamonds.
St. Mungo'a City.
Lady Bell.
Noblesse Oblige.
Disappeared.

By ALLEN UPWARD.
The Queen against O.vea.

By AARON WATSON and LILLIAS
WASSERMANN.

The Marquis of Caracas.

By WILLIAM WESTALL.
Trust-Money.

By Mrs. P. H. WILLIAMSON.
Child Widow.

By J. S. WINTER.
Cavalry Life.

| Regimental Legends.
By H. F. WOOD.

The Passenger from Scotland Yard.
The Englishman of the Rue Cain.

By Lady WOOD.
Bablna.

By CELIA PARKER WOOLLEY.
Rachel Armstrong ; or, Kove and Theology.

By EDMUND YATES.
The Forlorn Hope. I Castaway.
Land at Last.
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